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REVISION TO ENCLOSURE A, PAGE 36

"High-level radioactive waste." The Nuclear Waste Policy Act separately

defines "high-level radioactive waste' and "spent nuclear fuel." These

technical criteria are applicable equally to both categories of material.

Similarly, the Energy Reorganization Actas construed by the Commission,

refers to "high-level radioactive waste" so as to include spent fuel as well

as reprocessing wastes. Since the tern, "high-level radioactive waste'

in this rule is also used for purposes of defining the category of

facilities at which DOE activities are subject to licensing under the Energy

Reorganization Act, the'definition includes spent fuel.

The final rule nevertheless does adopt the language of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act with respect to the reprocessing wastes that are to be considered

"high-level radioactive waste." The new definition is substantially

equivalent to the one that had been proposed; it is in effect a statutory

clarification of the term "high-level radioactive waste" as used in the

earlier law. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act goes further than this, however,

in including within its definition of "high-level radioactive waste" such

"other highly radioactive material that the Commission, consistent with
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existing law, determines by rule requires permanent isolation.' The

Commission will address the application of this provision at a later

date, with opportunity for public comment.

REVISION TO ENCLOSURE A, PAGE 86

"High-level radioactive waste" or "HLW" means (1) irradiated reactor fuel

and (2) the highly radioactive material resulting from the reprocessing of

spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing

and any solid material derived from such liquid waste that contains fission

products in sufficient concentrations.



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20555

IN RESPONSE, PLEASE
REFER TO: IM830523C

OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY

May 27, 1983

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

William J. Dircks, Executive Director
for Operations

Herzel H.E. Plaine, Gener 6p4unsel

Samuel J. Chilk, Secretar J

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - AFF 4 ION/DISCUSSION
AND VOTE, 3:30 P.M., MONDAY, MAY 23, 1983,
COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE ROOM, D.C. OFFICE
(OPEN TO PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

I. SECY-83-117 - Review of ALAB-701 - In the Matter of
Philadelphia Electric Co., et al.

The Commission, by a 3-2 vote (Chairman Palladino and
Commissioners Gilinsky and Asselstine agreeing) approved an
order that holds in abeyance a decision whether or not to
review ALAB-701 until the completion of the Commission's
current review of the requirement for control and stabilization
of uranium mill tailings piles. Commissioners Ahearne and
Roberts provided separate views.

(Subsequently, on May 27, 1983 the Secretary signed the Order
with the separate views attached.)

II. SECY-83-59/83-59B - 10 CFR Part 60 - Disposal of High-
Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories:
Technical Criteria and Conforming Amendments

The Commission, by a vote of 5-0, approved the final amendments
to 10 CFR Part 60 as attached.

The Commission requested that the staff review the need to
revise the definition of high-level waste in 10 CFR Part 60
to conform to the definition of high-level waste in the
Nuclear Waste Act of 1982 during the ongoing review of the
procedural portion of 10 CFR Part 60. A recommendation as
to possible revision should be provided along with the other
changes to the procedural portion of 10 CFR Part 60.

(EDO) (SECY Suspense: 9/1/83)

~5c~g~3~2re-
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You should revise the final rule as indicated in the attached
copy and return it for signature and publication in the
Federal Register.

(EDO) (SECY Suspense: 6/17/83)

You should also advise the appropriate Congressional
Committees, issue the public announcement, and provide copies
of the rule to all who submitted comments on the rule.

(EDO/OCA/OPA) (SECY Suspense: 6/30/83)

Attachments: (TO EDO ONLY)
As stated

cc: Chairman Palladino
Commissioner Gilinsky
Commissioner Ahearne
Commissioner Roberts
Commissioner Asselstine
Commission Staff Offices
PDR - Advance
DCS - 016 Phillips
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Operations, or deaignee.jeltter must
contain the foflowig stqftent

"if you wish la have the above derision
further reviawed you casy appeal in wrdll
to (review q<icer/address) within 30
ceardays of the date of this letter
explaining why you believe the decision is

Incorrect Your request for review should be
submitted threugh thi office. Since this
review will be based an the record. Including
papers iled. FmHA files. otes. or transcripts
of the appeal meeting, my decision.
applicable statutes and regulations, and any
additional written information you wish to

submit, you should Include any additd
inforiatlon you think is Important. i:
any changes you believe should be mas
the attached hearing notesa"

2. Exhibit D is revised to read a
follows:

ExoimrT D.-H4 EAaREvmnw OFaccns DEsloNArlow

Dee~m um~v wfa NeW" am=Reio 5

Ccua* SiEA M~_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ftecto or ag daigimie VI some Cvca . Sam ok iw' or bigi~ (Wmo has rot bwo higftwa'
~If S sm).

Cow~ Q, inm k. WMs% C C or duIgi OspiM Ad,* esti. Pucgoim Oprxftn ordsins
O btic n , _ _ _ _ _IA__ _ nW . oru ifW M u y A ~ mw azor. P m grs O pera cra or d a gius
5w. cew Dop~f I aw sgmu opea lba or d~l u 54 ft -VW J4
OhWimn' or~ Asodart Mftte~aW r Ospj*yA~ftWdauc PrcrM Opersloe or d-0-ne Da~ -4
DiWut or fw bf A-5S f #h*6wex or deogiie.
Dw~Io WM 0ud m 9f__ __ __ tclor Sat. Oki=c or dw~ti.w

ts~ l -m .', Maist
Pu & saI W W d Is go mW " am =s O W O uc , w s o ida ti or if p mc MS Vivo Wa In OD p ty A ilk sVsti. Progra 0 ars~o m erd--g u

as %W dacdo dssigi-, ts by &we Visca.
PU mwrrts smnkW In Oo 4.01st A&M i0 simr Proius Opwfatlm ordino N utw

Notes.-
1.DiT rct Director alsomeans A ssistnt DistrictDirector.
2. County Supervisor also means Assistaat County Supervisor with loan approval authority.

3 Designee is the person designated by the
Hearing/Review Officer to conduct a hearing
or review. The designee sigs the decision
letter to the appellant without the
concurrence of the original Hearing/Review
Officer except:

a. For hearings on County Committee
decisions. For these hearings the State
Director or Acting State Director may
designate other persons to act on his or her
behalf in conducting the hearing however.
the SaOirector or Acting Stat&Directir
must sign the hearing decision letter.

b. When the Hearing/Review Officer.
designated by the Deputy Administrator,
Program Operations, is mot a member of the
National Office staff, the came cas le.
hearing notes. tapes recordings, and a
recommended decision will be sent to the
Deputy Administrator, for review and a final
decision.

c. When the Hearing/Review officer is a
member of the NationalOfic staff, after tbe
decision is written, but prior to notififcin a!
the applicant. in all cases requiring coeclize
actions or training (eg. reversals or other
problems which may become evidnt the
Hearing/Review Officer will brief the Deputr
Admninistor. Program Operations
concerning the decision and will notify the
State Director involved that the decision will
be reversed or modified. and will advise the
State Director of what corrective action wisl
have to be taken.

4. For declst ant directly covered above,
the Hlagleavew Officer is the person tn
the next higher level of FPHA autoty.
(7 U.6SC IS89; 42 US.C. 14U0 delegation of
authority by the Secretary of AgrIcuture, 7
CFR ZS; delegation of authrity by the
Under Secretary for Small Commity and
Rural Developmmt 7 CR 2.70)

Dated: june 1.198&
Neal Sax Johnson,
ActirAdtdinuistram, Famers Hoes
Admhiistration.

lLLMI CmV 8410407-K

NUCLEAM REGULATORY
COMMISSION

10 CFR Prt 60

Disposal of HighLevel Radioactive
Wates hI Geologic Reposaorles
Technical Cria

AOENCl Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

ACTSO Final rule.

sumJmr. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (N1RC) ts publishing
technical criteria for disposal of high-
level radioactive wastes (HLW) In
geologlc repositories. as required by the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 The
criteria address siting, design, and
performance of a geologic repository,
and the design and performance of the
package whbich contains the waste

fithin the seologcxepoy. Also
included are criteria for monitoring and
te srowMs. performance
confimatio quality assurance, and
personnel trainin and certification.
EFCTE DA¢ T July n21, 3.
P01 FURTHR WIFORMATNo COWACt
Patrlcia A. Comella. Deputy Director of
the Division of Health. Siting and Waste
Manaement.,fMce of Nuclear
Regulatory 'Research. US. Nuclear

Resulaor Commissio Washing
D.C. 20555. Telephone f3M) 427.
SUPPEMETAR FMoRM loIC
Table of Contents
Badrs:wid 3
Issues Raised by the Commlslon

Sing vs. Multiple Performance
Retrievability
Level of Detail
Population-Related Siting Criteria -
ALRAA
Human Intrtsion

Other Principal Changes in the Final
Antlcipated/zhanticipated Proceses4

Events -I
Tranuranic Waste (TRU) -
Siting Criteria
Containment
Terminology

Accessible Environent/Controllen
Geologic Setting
Site
Decommissioning

- Important to Safety
Discussion of Other Comments

Comparative Safety Analyses
Unsaturated Zone
Geologic Conditions
Reasonable Assurance
Population s. Individual Dose
Long-Term Post losure Monltoti

Section-by-Section Analysis
Environmental impact
Paperwork Reductn Act
Regulatory Flexibility Act Certircsom

list of Subjects In 10 CFR Part Or

Issuance.

Backgund -

On February 25.1 , the Neh
Regulatory Commission publisie
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estef had procedures for . pwbc ,esth Iegic disposal, by the
,csn 5I geot of Energy (DOE). of
US I radioactive wastes (HLW). 48
r lve On Zuly, &1981, NRC proposed

c1Sicitera wvhich would be used
WC utlon of license applications
to those procedural rules (48 FR
g520 tRC received 93 comment ltters
o tese proposed technical criteria, 89
of which were received In time for the
ommission to consider in preparing the
flus technical criteria that are published
be. No spficnt new issues were
bA in the four letters received too
for 0amideratiom 'he princpal

jomments and the Commission's
Ere riewed in the

ditussion below. A more detailed
analysis of the comments is contained in

MRC staff report (NUREG-O84) which
I beine distributed to all commenters on
tbe proposed rule and which may be

d by other interested parties
i e NRCO GPO Sales Program,

Wasllt3 D.C. 20555. Upon
al=tion *1 copy will be placed in the
blic Documenlt Room (PDR), 1717 H

SlrW NW Washington. D.C 20555.
,bis staff report includes a technical
ratonale for the performance objectives
in 10 CFR Part eo as well as the
coment analysis. The final rules
contain a number of changes, explained
in this statement. that reflect concerns
addressed in the public comments.

7he licensing procedures referenced
above provide for DOE to submit site
characterization reports to NRC prior to
characterizing sites that may be suitable
for disposal of HLW. NRC would
analyze these reports. taking into
aont public comments, and would
make appropriate comments to DOE.

The licensing process will begin with
the submission of a license application
with respect to a site that has been
characterized. Following a hearing, DOE
may be issued a construction
authorization. Prior to emplacement of
HLW, DOE would be required to obtain
a license from NRC an opportunity for
hearing is provided prior to issuance of
such a license. Permanent closure of the
geologic repository and termination of
the license would also require licensing
action for which there would be
Opportunity for hearing.

The purpose of the technical criteria is
to define more clearly the bases upon
Thich licensing determinations will be
oade and to provide guidance to DOE
and information for the public with
r"pect to the Commission's policies In
thi egard. The criteria also Indicate the
Ipproach the Commission is taking with
ftspect to Implementation of an
Eavironmentia Protection Agency (EPA)

standard, particularly with respect to
the classification of processes and
events as "anticipated" or
"unanticipated" and the definition of the
"accessible environment" from which
radionuclides must be Isolated.'

The Commission anticipates that
licensirg decisions will be complicated
by the tincertatitis *at are associated
'with predlctiithe behavior of a

geoogl teostory over tlhe tousands ,
'of years dustring E mar present
h azards to pulcbhealdth bs~
has c~hosen to drs hs X-difficulty bj
tequirin that a DOE proposa be based
upon a multiple brider approah. M '
engineered barrer stem I 'eq d to

' Cam~e~ncefrtaonies In
Hictine the en&'afthe-

W becuse he p of the
engneered barrier system I also ect

uncertainty, the geologic
setting must be able to contribute

dndr to enumber
tmplemented In these rules by a number
of performan'ce obftves and by imore
detailed siting and design critria.' In
addition to the objective of assuring t
licensed facilites will adequately
isolate HLW over the long term, these
provisions also address coniderations
related to health and safety during the
operational period to permanent closure
of the geologic repository.

In this statement of considerations the
Commission will first discuss six issues
on which it had specifically requested
public comment. It will then review
other principal changes to the rule
which have been adopted In the light of
comments received. The discussion will
then take up suggestions of a policy
nature which the Commission has
declined to adopt Finally, a section-by-
section analysis reviews all changes
made other than those of a strictly
editorial nature. As appropriate.
reference is made to relevant provisions

of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act bf 198
Pub. L 97-42. approved January 7,1983,
and to the Environmental Protection
Agency's proposed Environmental
Standards for the Management and
Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-
Level. and Transuranic Radioactive
Wastes, 47 FR 58195. December 29,1982.
The Commission regards the publication
of these rules as constituting full
compliance with Section 121(b)(1(A) of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, which
requires promulgation of the
Commission's technical criteria for
geologic repositories not later than
January 1, 1984 The Commission will
review these criteria after EPA's
environmental standards are published
In final form and will initiate subsequent
rulemaking actions, as necessary, to
take any such standards into account
The Commission further intends
additional rulemaidng to deal with any
chanpes in licensing procedures that
may be necessary in light of the Nuclear
Waste Policy AcL
lsues Raised by the Commission

As noted above, the Commission
specifically requested public comment
on six issues, each of which wlll be
reviewed here before turning to other
considerations. These issues dealt with:
(1) A sige overall performance
standard vs. minimum performance

I Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 (5 FR 5se23.
October 6. 170) authorizes EPA to establish
gene. By applicable environmental standards for
radioactivity. EPA's recently proposed standard
would allow higher levels of radioactivity for
"unanticipated processes end evnts than would
be permitted lf"anticlpated processes and events
were to occur. The proposed standard also relates
these hl tn plamce within the -accessble
environment. The Commisson has assumed that
these concepts will be reflected in hal standards
that may be establIshed by EPA.

*Undar the Nuclear Waste PollU Ad ct, d th
Commission's banicleftr )rovl& hr
the we fa stem e utple bazzles imthadesign
ofterepository. .. u6the oIssloa deems
appropriate." Section 2(bMXI( ,The creris set
forth In this rule represent thd cittria whicht Ior
purposes of this provision. the Commission deems

'Th technical criteria ar explicitly stated to be
applicable to construction aumtozatio. I amO"I
and to the issuance of licenses to receive and
possess higbuevnl radioactive waste at eoloic
repositories. I6010M(a). An application to abihutn
premanent dosura requires a license endment.
I e.s51(e); the relevant technical quirements and
criteria ae sa ct In the roles here being adopted. -
inasmuch as the Commission Is to be "guided by the
considerations that govern te Iuance of the initial
license, to the extent applicabe" 160.45(b) ne
Commission interprets the statutory provision
pertanng to applications for "deomlssolngn to
nrefr to the procedure deslbed hIn eo 5z.
P g to t on eta ien such an
applicion w ld also reqire a lewnse

aendment. end the C misson here too, wuld
be guided by the present rles to the extent
applicable, together with the additional criteria
already set out at I oo2c, Ths at every step of
the licensi process, th central I1qir will be the
adequacy of DOE's plans and activities as they
relate to the iodation of wastas (as well as to safety
during opertions and for each decision point we
have provided, as i appropriate for en evaluation
that tias into account both the p
ohbjctives and the mre detailed crtera that the
Commislson hr adopts. lif Section 212(bX1XA)
applies to the dealmI IOf surface facilities, the
required criteria have been included in I 0so.1a).
That paragraph provides that surface facilities must
be desined to facilitate decontaminaon or
dismantling to thb same extent as would be
re rd.e .m rether NRC ridoticaL r
equialet ctlvllze.'bis topic may be wated
again. In pgater detail. In amection with to
development of uulas that would be tenambr
applicable to decontamination and dismantlement
of facilities at which activities subject to
Commissi1n regulatory authority are canted Out.)
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standards for each of the majorK .
elements of the geologic repositbry (2)
the need for, and appropriate duration
of, a waste retrievability period; (3) the
level of detail to be used in the criteria,
particularly with respect to design and
construction requirements; (4) the
desirability of population-related siting
criteria: (5) the application of an ALARA
(as low as reasonably achievable)
principle to the performance
requirements dealing with containment
and control of releases; and (a)
alternative approaches on dealing with
possibilities of human intrusion into the
geologic repository.
Single vs. Multiple Performance
Standards

The Commission Idehtified two --
potentially viable approaches to -
assuring achievement of the desired
isolation goal of controllng releases so
as to assure that radioactivity in the
general environment is kept to
sufficiently low levels. The Commission
suggested that a course that would be
"reasonable and practical" would be to
adopt a 'defense-n-depth" approach
that would prescribe minimum
performance standards for each of the
major elements of the geologic
repository, In addition to prescribing the
EPA standard as a single overall
performance standard. However, as an
alternative, the Commission Invited
comment on an approach that would
specify the EPA standard as the sole
measure of Isolation performance.

There was general acceptance of the
Commission's multiple barrier approach.
with Its identification of two major
engineered barriers (waste packages

and e d facility), In addition to
the natura barrier provided by the
geologic setting.

While the usefulness of multiple
barriers was recognized, the
establishment of fixed numerical values
for performance was extensively
criticized. The criticism took two forms.
First, numerous commenters argued that
until such times as an EPA standard is
established, no logical connection can
be demonstrated between the
performance of the particular barriers
and the overall system performance
objective. The values specified by NRC.
it was argued, had not been shown to be
either necessary or sufficient to meet
any particular standard. The second
criticism was that the performance
appropriate to a particular barrier is
greatly dependent upon design features
and site characteristics and that values
such as those proposed by the
Commission could unduly restrict the
applicant's flexibility-possibly
imposing great additional expense

without compensating protection of
public health and safety.

The Commission recognizes the force
of both these arguments. Nevertheless, if
the Commission were simply to adopt
the EPA standard as the sole measure of
performance. it would have failed to
convey in any meaningful way the
degree of confidence which It expects
must be achieved in order for it to be
able to make the required licensing
decisions. More should be done. To that
end, the Commission considers It
appropriate to Include reasonable
generic requirements that, if satisfied,
will ordinarily contribute to meeting the
standards even though modifications
may need to be made for some designs
and locations.

The Commission's response, therefore,
has been to apply, for illustrative
purposes, an assumed EPA standard
and to examine the values for particular
barriers that would assist in arriving at
the conclusion that the EPA standard
has been satisfied. For this purpose, a
draft EPA standard which was referred
to in some of the comments has been
used. A copy of this draft standard has
been placed in the PDR and will be
contained in NUREG-0804. Following
publication of EPA's proposed standard
in the Federal Register, on December 29,
1982 a supplemental evaluation was
made to take into account certain
departures from EPA's earlier draft. In
this way, the Commission has been able
to demonstrate the logical connection
which it makes between the overall
system performance objective for
anticipated processes and events, as set
out in EPA's proposed standard, and the
performance of specific barriers. One of
the considerations that affects its
judgment in this regard is the need to
take proper account of uncertainties in
the performance of any of the barriers.
As one commenter noted, "To provide a
safety factor to compensate for this
uncertainty, a multi-barrier system has
many advantages. Since the
Commission cannot answer the global
problem and predict every possible
combination of circumstances that might
cause releases of waste, multiple.
independent mechanisms of slowing or
limiting the discharge of radioactive
materials to the environment are
desirable." Tere Is nothing Inconsistent

ibetween tie'multiple barrielefense-in-
dfepth approach and a unitaIy f
'itsndard, 'On th'e contrary,"hn view of the)
many possibl dchumitai hitha must:
be taken into account, the'Commission
firmly believes that the performance of
the engineered and natural barriers must
each make a definite contributlon In
order for the Commission to be able to

conclude that the EPA standard will be X
met. The Commission's task is not only 1
a mathematical one of modeling a
system and fitting values for particular I
barriers into the model in order to arriveI
at a. "bottom line" of overall system
performance. The Commission Is also
concerned that its final judgments be
made with a high degree of confidence.-:
Where it is practical to do so, the
Commission can and will expect barrler
performance to be enhanced so as to
provide greater confidence in its
licensing judgments. Accordingly, a 2
variance between actual and assumed
EPA standards will not necessarily
require a change of corresponding
magnitude In the individual barrier
performance requirements.

While use of an assumed EPA
standard provides a basis for specifying
anticipated performance requirements
for individual barriers it does not deal
with the concern about undue restrictien
upon the applicant's flexibility. The
Commission's response to this has not
been to abandon the values altogether.
but rather to allow them to be modified
as the particular case warrants. Thus, {
take one example, the Commission
continues to be concerned that thermal
disturbances of the area near the
emplaced waste add significantly to thbi
uncertainties in the calculation of the I
transport of radionuclides through the I
geologic environment. The proposed rael
addressed this problem by providing
that all radionuclides should be
contained within the waste packages f&
a period of 1000 years. The Comisson
continues to consider it important to
limit the source term by specifying a
containment period (as well as a relesx
rate). But the uncertainties associated
with the thermal pulse will be affected
by a number of factors, such as the age .
and nature of the waste and the design 4
of the underground facility. For some
repositories, a period substantially I
shorter than 1,000 years may be
sufficient to allow for some of the
principal sources of uncertainty to be .1
eliminated from the evaluation of --4
repository performance. For cases
analyzed by the Commission on the

basis of specified assumptions, a Hep-
of 300 years to 1,000 years would be -

appropriate. hese values appear in
I S0113(a)(ll)(A)) Yet even a shorter
designed containment period might be
specified pursuant to I 00113(b), In the
liht of conditions that are materially
different from those that had been
assumed. For example, if the wastes ha.
been processed to remove the principal
heat-generating radionuclides (cesium- 4
137 and strontium-G), the 800-years
provisions would not be controlling.
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i pel tat differs from the normal

erovided that the EPA standard.
t relates to anticipated processes

g ,te , is satisfied. Appropriate
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Fe. reasonable assurance that the

d~oe EPA'standard has been
tj fist Ahold be noted, however.

-,et in order to meet the EPA standard.z * lin e processes
ad #ents higher levels of Individual
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pOgwoMld need to provide in its design

suchperformanceas may be
iecesry to meet the EPA standard
wth respect to such unanticipated

rocuS~s anid events even though in all
r respects the values specfied by

g KLI3Ca) and 1 %0113(b) would be

astrievabdity

-re purpose of this requirement was
to implement in a practical manner the
bensing procedures which provided for
temporal separation of the emplacement
decision from the permanent closure
decision. Since the period of
emplacement would be lengthy and
since the knowledge of expected
repository performance could be
substantially increased through a
carefully planned program of testing. the
Commission wished to base its decision
to permanently close on such
Information. The only way It could
envision this was to insist that ability to
retrieve-retrievability-be
Incorporated into the design of the
geologic repository.

The proposed rule would have
requiuied in effect that the repository
deig be much as to permit retrieval of

sute packages for a period of up to 110
Yeas (30 years for emplacement. 50
Years to confirm performance, 30 years
c retrieve. The Commission solicited

Om ment, notng that it would not want
!t approve construction of a design that
Xnd wneceseeiy foreclose options

hture decisionmakers, but that it
*n Concerned that retrievability
INrements not unnecessarily
IPlicate or dominate repository

IAL1

While the benefits of retaining the
option of retrieval were-recognized. the
length of the proposed requirement, in
the opinion of several commenters, was
excessive. In their view, the Commission
had given inadequate consideration to
the additional costs of design,
construction, and operations implied in
the original proposal; however, no new
cost or design information was
presented by the commenters.

The Commission adheres to its
original position that retrievability is an
important design consideration.
However, in response to the concerns
expressed, the Commission has decided
to rephase the requirement in functional
terms. The final rule thus specifies that
the design shall keep open the option of
waste retrieval throughout the period
during which the wastes are being
emplaced and, thereafter, until the
completion of a performance
confirmation program and Commission
review of the information obtained from
such a program. By that time, significant
uncertainties will have been resolved,
thereby providing greater assurance that
the performance objective will be met.
In particular, the performance
confirmation program can provide
indications whether engineered barriers
are performing as predicted and whether
the geologic and hydrologic response to
excavation and waste emplacement is
consistent with the models and tests
used in the Commission's earlier
evaluations. While the commission has
provisionally specified that the design
should allow retrieval to be undertaken
at any time within 50 years after
commencement of emplacement
operations, this feature is explicitly
subject to modification in the light of the
planned emplacement schedule and
confirmation program for the particular
geologic repository.

Some commenters suggested that the
technical criteria specify the conditions
that would require retrieval operations
to be initiated. Such provisions would
not belong in Subpart E. which Is
concerned with siting and design. Nor
are they needed elsewhere. In the
Commission's view, it is clear that
retrieval could be required at any time
after emplacement and prior to
permanent closure I the Commission no
longer had reasonable assurance that
the overall system performance
objective would be met. This situation
could exist for a variety of reasons and
the Commission believes that It should
retain the flexibility to take into account
all relevant factors and that it would be
imprudent to limit the Commission's
discretion by specifying in advance the
particular circumstances that would

make it necessary to retrieve wastes. It
should be noted that DOE may elect to
maintain a retrievability capability for a
longer period that the Coimnission has
specified, so as to facilitate recovery of
the economically valuable contents of
the emplaced materials (especially spent
fuel). So long as the other provisions of
the rule are satisfied this would not be
prohibited. This consideration, however.
plays no role in the Commission's
requirement pertaining to retrievability.
The Commission's purpose is to protect
public health and safety in the event the
site or design proves unsuitable. The
provision is not intended to facilitate
recovery for resource value.'

The Commission has also included a
specific provision clarifying its prior
intention that the retrievability design
features do not preclude decisions
allowing earlier backflilling or
permanent closure. A related clarifying
change has been the incorporation of a
definition of "retrieval." This definition
indicates that the requirement of
retrievability does not imply ready or
easy access to emplaced wastes at all
times prior to permanent closure.
Rather, the Commission recognizes that
any actual retrieval operation would be
an unusual event and may be an
involved and expensive operation. The
idea is that it should not be made
impossible or Impractical to retrieve the
wastes if such retrieval turns out to be
necessary to protect the public health
and safety. DOE may elect to backfill
parts of the repository with the intent
that the wastes emplaced there will
never again be disturbed. this is
acceptable so long as the waste retrieval
option is preserved.

The Commission has thus retained the
essential elements of the retrievability
design feature, but has provided greater
flexibility in its application. The

'Under the Nudesr Waste Policy Act of Is= the
Commission's technical criteria "hall include such
restrictions on the retrievability of the solidified
high-level redioactive waste and spent fuel In the
repository as the Commission deems appropriate."
Section llltb)(1DB) The criteria set forth in this
nile represent the criteria which, for purposes of
thi provision, th Commission deems appropriate.

Section 12 of the Nudear Waste Policy Act
provides that, at the same time a repository is
designed DOE shall se n appr te period
during which spent fl could be retried for any
reason p to the public heath safety, or
the environment, or fur the purpose of permnittng
recovery of the nomilly valuable components
of such spent fueL The period of retrievability is
subject to approval or disapproval by the
Commission as part of the construction
authorization process. Insofar as health and safety
constderatlons are concerned, the Commission
intends to grant such approval so long as its
technical criteria are satisfied. nd the Commission
further Intends to modify the licensing procedures to
so specify.

for
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JCommission recognizes that e-
retrievability implies additiolficosts-
more, perhaps. for some media and
designs than for others-yet it believes
this is an acceptable and necessary
price to pay if it enables the Commission
to determine with reasonable assurance,
prior to an irrevocable act of closure,
that the EPA standard will be satisfied.
Level of Detail

The proposed rule contained general
and detailed prescriptive requirements,
derived from Commission experience
and practice in licensing other facilities.
with respect to the design and
construction of a geologic repository.
The Commission noted, however, that it
was continuing to examine other
possibilities for promulgating the more
detailed of these requirements and it
invited comments on the topic.

The public response included
arguments addressed both to the level of
detail generally and to specific criteria
which were deemed to be unduly
restrictive.

The Commission has concluded that
there is merit in describing, in functional
terms, the principal features which
should be incorporated into geologic
repository design-such as protection
against dynamic effects of equipment
failure, protection against fire and
explosions, emergency capability, etc.
Certain of these proposed criteria.
however, such as those dealing with
subsurface ventilation and shaft and
borehole seals, were excessively
detailed and, in some cases,
inappropriate. At this stage of
development, the Commission believes
it should place emphasis upon the
objectives that must be met and not
become unduly concerned about the
particular techniques that may be used
in doing so. The changes that have been
made are addressed in some detail In
the section-by-section analysis of the
rule.
Population-Related Siting Criteria

The proposed rule did not include any
siting requirements which dealt directly
with population density or proximity of
population centers to a geologic
repository operations area. The
Commission indicated Its belief that a
more remistic approach, given the long
period of time Involved, would be to
address the Issue indirectly through
consideration of resources in the
geologic setting.

The numerous comments submitted in
response to the Commission's specific
question on this Issue fell generally into
two categories-those that endorsed the
proposed approach and those that
argued that population factors were

important. The latter group addressed
not only the geologic repository's long-
term isolation capability, but also the
relevance of population considerations
in connection with the period when
wastes are being received and
emplaced.

The Commission is persuaded that
population factors may need to be
considered in connection with the
period when wastes are being received
and emplaced through evaluation of the
adequacy of DOE's emergency plans.
That section of the safety analysis
report dealing with emergency planning
(see I w0m21(c)(9)) will be reviewed on a
case-by-case basis in the licensing
process according to criteria that will be
set forth in the future In Subpart L (It
should also be noted that under Section
112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982, DOE Is required to develop
guidelines that, among other things, will

specify population factors that wi
disqualify a site from development as a
repository. Issuance of those guidelines
is subect to the concurrence of the
Commission. The Commission has made
no determination whether such
guidelines, when Issued, should in some
manner be reflected in either the
technical criteria or licensing procedures
portions of 10 CFR Part 80).

Population distribution over the long
term is immaterial If the geologic
repository operates as anticipated.
Demographic factors could nevertheless
be of concern to the extent that they
could increase the probability or the
consequences of releases associated
with unanticipated processes or events.

s to probability, it is difficult to relate
the likelihood of releases to population
factors it Is the view of the Commission
that it is more realistic, as originally
stated, to reduce the probability by
avoiding sites with significant resource
potential and by using records and
monuments to caution future
generations. Consequences of
unanticipated releases would be greater
if they occur in densely populated areas.
Nevertheless, It Is the view of the
Commission that It make little sense to
attempt to limit such consequences by
means of a population-related siting
criterion, since long-range demographic
forecasts are so inherently speculative
and unreliable; instead, the Commission
is taking the approach that releases that
result from the occurrence of
unanticipated processes and events
must be evaluated and must satisfy the
EPA standard.

While the Commission considers,
based on the above, that the rule should
not now contain explicit requirements.
particularly numerical limits, on
population density or distance from

population centers, It notes that
considerations related to future human
activities, particularly uses of
groundwater, are an important source
uncertainty in assessing future
performance of a geologic repository.
The Commission would consider it a
favorable condition if these sources of
uncertainty, which would be affected I
a large nearby population, were not
present at a particular site. Therefore,
the Commission has included In the fAz
rule, as a favorable condition, a low
population density within the geologi
setting and a controlled area that is
remote from population centers.

The Commission anticipates that tha
selection of a densely populated ares
would be unlikely even in the absenm
of express constraints In NRC
regulations. For one thing, such a site
would be disqualified under the
guidelines to be developed under t
Nuclear Waste Policy At. itit
DOE will need to acquire Interests 3
land within the controlled area an
have to have additional power bt
the boundaries of the controlled u
These requirements may be difficult
satisfy unless a remote location is
selected for the geologic reposo
ALARA

The notice of proposed ruleml I
requested comment on whether '
ALARA (as low as reasonably
achievable) principle should be ap
to the preformance requirements d
with containment and control of
releases." Some commenters
that ALARA should be appl to
licensed activities, nd that no
exception should be made forge
repositories. Other commenters
against incorporating ALARA, since
allowable releases under the EPA
standard would already be so low
eliminate any significant risk to pu
health and safety.

Based in part upon the standard
recently proposed by EPA. the
Commission considers it reasonable
anticipate that the permissible am
of radioactivity In the general
environment will be established at-a
very low level. In fact, the statement
considerations accompanying EPA
proposed rule explains that EPA has
chosen to propose diposal
that limit the risks to future genera
to a level no greater than the risks
those generations would be eo
from equivalent amounts of unm
uranium ore and thus, any risksto
generations from dispos ofh
wastes would be no greater thawn,
probably much less than, rl isks
those generations would face if the
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V had not been created irt'Ie first
* Efforts to reduce releases further
pace- hve little, if any, demonstrable
HddW mensurate with their costs.

Iue A lizmits require the
Onde 8nC of geologic repositories to

Peiorltive over a long period of time.
b Will always be substantial

b1ts1= ties in predicting the long-term
goo Ianre of geologic repositories.
lrfninlssion will insist upon the!be . f a variety of design features,
tsts. orother measures in order to be
able to conclude with confidence that

1PAd standard Is met The result may
the same as if the Commission were

, impose similar requirements in the
*s°e of keeping releases as low as
measnably achievable. Given the
substantial uncertainties Involved with
redictlng long-term performance. the

lrdy low EPA limits and the already
stringent geologic performance
equairements. it is doubtful that the
A dW concept could be applied in a
gleaningfu way.

Viben the Commission finds that
certain measures are needed to improve
contfdence in dealing with uncertainties.

is making a substantial safety
* pgment The same kinds of balancing
that are undertaken in ALARA
determinations may be appropriate.
That is. if confidence in the performance
of the geologic repository is sensitive to
a particular source of uncertainty, it will
be in order for the Commission to take
into account both the significance of the
factor involved and the costs of reducing
or eliminating it.

In short the Commission has conclued
that the long-term performance
requirements should not explicitly be
tied to an ALARA principle, and the rule
remains as it was when proposed. The
Commission believes the concerns of the
commenters in support of the ALARA
approach will be largely accommodated
in connection with its treatment of
uncertainties in the course of the
licensing process.

EPA's proposed rule (Part 191)
indicates that appropriate measures
must be taken, in light of the
uncertainties involved in predicting
repository performance, to assure that
the "containment requirements" will be
met One of the measures Identified by
EPA would be the selection and design
of disposal systems to keep releases to
the accessible environment as small as
reasonably achievable, taking into
account technical, social, and economic
considerations The Commission is

uncommending to EPA that the
hiurance requirements, including the

A provision, be omitted from the
final rule. The Commission emphasizes
that its ruiles accommxodate the

underlying concerns of EPA. as
articulated in its statement of
considerations, that measures must be
taken to assure confidence that the
numerical release limits will be met.

Human Intrusion
The Commission observed, in the

preamble of the proposed rule, that
everything that is reasonable should be
done to discourage people from
intruding into the geologic repository.
Those measures which its believed to be
reasonable included directing site
selection toward sites having little
resource value and marking and
documentation of the site. Beyond that.
the Commission felt there would be no
value in speculating on the "virtual
infinity of human intrusion scenarios
and whether they will or will not result
in violation of the EPA standard." The
Commission explained that inadvertent
intrusion was highly improbable, at
least for the first several hundred years
during which time the wastes are most
hazardous; and even if it should occur, it
is logical to assume that the Intruding
society would have capability to assess
the situation and mitigate consequences.
The Commission recognized that
deliberate intrusion to recover the
resource potential of the wastes could
result in elevated releases of
radioactivity, but concluded that the
acceptability of such releases was
properly left to those making the
decision to undertake resource recovery
operations. It noted that comment on its
proposal and alternative approaches
would be welcome.

Commenters generally accepted the
approach outlined. A number of
commenters did emphasize the
importance of intrusion scenarios as
having the potential to lead to releases
of radionuclides to the environment, but
they suggested no alternative means for
dealing with the prospect One
commenter correctly calls attention to
the possibility of a third category of
intrusion-that which is "intentional yet
indifferent"-which was not covered in
the earlier discussion of "inadvertent"
or "deliberate" intrusion. This behavior
presupposes knowlege (albeit imperfect)
of the existence and nature of the
geologic repository and a level of
technology that could be applied to
remedial action as well as to the
intrusionitself. yet makes no judgment
as to whether a societal decision has
been made concerning the intrusion. The
Commission has addressed this and
other concerns In the revised language
that is being adopted, as explained
below.

Although the discussion
accompanying the proposed rule

indicated that intrusion scenarios need
not be considered. the rule itself was not
explicit on this point. The Commission
considers It necessary to clarify its
position and, in doing so, allows for
examination of intrusion under
appropriate bounding conditions. After
careful consideration of the public
comments received on questions relating
to human intrusion, the Commission is
of the view that while the passive
control measures it is requiring will
reduce significantly the likelihood of
inadvertent intrusion into a geologic
repository, occasional penetration of the
geologic repository over the period of
isolation cannot be ruled out, and some
provision should be made in the final
rule for consideration of intrusion
should these measures fail. Its objective
is to provide a means for evaluating
events that are reasonably of concern,
while at the same time excluding -

speculative scenarios that are inherently
implausible. The Commission will not
require this generation to design for
fanciful events which the Commission
has an abiding conviction will never
occur. on the contrary, it will grant a
license if it is satisfied that the risk to
the health and safety of future
generations is not unreasonable.

The rule now incorporates a definition
of "unanticipated processes and events"
which are reviewable in a licensing
proceeding; such processes and events
expressly include intrusion scenarios
that have a sufficiently high likelihood
and potentially adverse consequence to
exceed the threshold for review. The
scenarios must be "sufficiently credible
to warrant consideration." The
Commission is requiring that certain
assumptions be made in assessing this
likelihood. First, the monuments
required by the rule are assumed to be
sufficiently permanent to serve their
intended purpose. The Commission
takes this position because of Its
confidence that monuments can be built
to survive. While it assumes that the
monuments will last, it does not
automatically assume that their
significance will continue to be
understood. Second, the Commission
requires an assumption that the value to
future generations of potential resources
can be assessed adequately at this time.
Consistent with its previously stated
views, It thinks that the selection of a
site with no foreseeably valuable
resources could so reduce the likelihood
of intrusion as to reduce. or eliminate,
any further need for it to be considered.
Third. the Commission requires the
assumption that some functioning
institutions-though not necessarily
those undertaking the intrusion-
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understand the nature of racioactivity
and appreciate its hazards.-fhe extent
of intergenerational transfer of
knowledge is, of course, debatable; it is
conservative, in the light of human
history to date, to predict this minimal
level of information and to take it into
account in assessing the likelihood that
intrusion will occur. Fourth, the
Commission provides that relevant
records are preserved, and remain
accessible, for several hundred years
after permanent closure. While perhaps
this period could not be justified on the
basis of historic precedents alone, the
Commission considers the required
deposit In land records and archives,
together with current data handling
technology, to provide a sufficient basis
for assuming that information about the
geologic repository will continue to be
available for several hundred years.

The definition of "unanticipated
processes and events" also implicitly
bounds the consequences of intrusion
scenarios. This is accomplished not only
by the assumption of continued
understanding of radioactivity and
survival of records, but also by the
further assumptions that if there are
institutions that can cause intrusion at
depth in the first place, there will also
be institutions able to assess the risk
and take remedial action. It need not be
assumed that today's technology would
be used-merely that a level of social
organization and technological
competence equivalent to that applied in
initiating the processes or events
concerned would be available to deal
with the situation.

It was suggested that another way to
reduce the likelihood of human intrusion
would be to adopt additional design
criteria for the waste form or waste
package. These would prohibit, or at
least discourage, the emplacement of
materials which themselves might
attract recovery operations-for
example, operations to recover the
residual energy resource value in spent
fuel or scarce and expensive materials
in the waste package. But, under the
definition of "unanticipated processes
and events" in the final rule, intrusion
for such proposes would have to be
reviewed in the licensing process if the
particular circumstances are sufficiently
credible to warrant consideration. This
imposes a reasonable constraint The
Commission believes that any further
limitation would unduly Interfere with
the flexibility of DOE as a designer and
could, in the case of spent fuel disposal,
conflict with other national objectives.

In summary, the Commission has
retained the principle that highly
speculative intrusion scenarios should

not be allowed to become the driving
force in license reviews, but has
introduced some flexibility to permit
consideration of intrusion on a case-by-
case basis where circumstances
warrant.
Other Principal Changes in the Final
Rule Anticipated/Unanticipated
Processes and Events

The proposed rule defined anticipated
processes and events as "those natural
processes and events that are
reasonably likely to occur during the
period the intended performance
objective must be achieved and from
which the design bases for the
engineered system are derived" At the
same time, the Commission was
requiring that the facility be designed so
as to assure that long-term releases
conform to standards established by
EPA. The statement of considerations
pointed out that if the process or event
is unlikely, the overall system must still
limit the release consistent with the EPA
standard as applied to such events. This
Created a contradition because on the
one hand It was stated that the design
bases should be derived from
anticipated processes and events while,
on the other hand, the design was to
meet an EPA standard as applied to
what was unanticipated.

The Commission has resolved this
conflict by eliminating the reference to
design bases from the definition of
"anticipated processes and events." It
has also included a definition of
"unanticipated processes and events."
In the final rule, numerical performance
objectives are established for particular
barriers, assuming "anticipated
processes and events." Such numerical
criteria are not established for
"unanticipated processes and events."
Rather, additional requirements may be
found to be necessary to satisfy the
overall system performance objective as
it relates to unanticipated processes and
events.

It should be noted that the distinction
between anticipated and unanticipated
processes and events relates solely to
natural processes and events affecting
the geologic setting. The Commission
intends that a judgment whether a
natural process or event is anticipated
or unanticipated be based upon a
careful review of the geologic record.
Such processes or events would not be
antipated unless they were reasonably
likely, assuming that processes
operati In the geologic setting during
the Quaternary Period were to continue
to operate but with the perturbations
caused by the presence of emplaced
waste superimposed thereon.
Unanticipated processes and events

would include those that are judgedI
to be reasonably likely to occur durh
the period the intended performanf
objective must be achieved. but w
nevertheless are sufficientlyredibb
warrant consideration. These inc
processes and events which are not
evidenced during the Quaternary pet
or which, though evidenced during
Quaternary, are not likely to occur
during the relevant time frame.
Identification of anticipated and
unanticipated processes and events I
a particular site will require
considerable judgment and will not
amenable to accurate quantificatiol,
statistical analysis, of their probalj
of occurrence."

Because the design basis for the
engineered barrier system will be
derived from the identification of
anticipated and unanticipated
and events, such identification 1
a pervasive effect on the basic sb
of the licensing proceedings. The
Commission therefore contempi a
directing that rulings made In the
of construction authorization ha
on the scope of anticipated and
unanticipated processes and em
separately Identified by the presi
officers and certified to the Coi
for interlocutory review, pursuant s,
CFR 2.718().

The license review will thus neeI
include a determination whether the
proposed activities will meet the I
standard as applied to anticipated-41
processes and events and as 4iii
such unanticipated processes and
events, if any, as have been foundt1
warrant consideration. Each -4

determination will be made in the
of assessments which will lnvolve
interpretation of the geologic recori
consideration of credible humanindi
events as bounded by the assump
set forth above. Worst-case SCenaro
would be analyzed to the extent thef
may be encompassed by the defilIt
of unanticipated processes and evei
Complex quantitative models will
to be employed, and a wide range
factors considered in arriving at a
determination of whether there is
reasonable assurance, making
allowance for the time period and

Mhe Co=mlon view the proposed EPA
standard asbei dir ced to the eve atltm
,ela ses £14511 oat of the cae gories that w iN
defined en "anticipated proceses A an d eut
"unnicpated prA y ses and ,vants."AsU'A
l _cgizs thee can only be atimat
rigorous dem onstra tio of prb abilitie if
occuarece.X The Cmd son's trasatod~

fEPA la ua e kInt qualttidv a erm gentlyia
dearer be ts tr jud g g unde the AO ilc P
Ac whether there Is unreasonable Oik to t
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1 et There are two principal

4 bewts that will go into the
ddtnion's application of this
Coil$sbb assurance" concept. First.
,essIonsblce assessment which has
t pe Prformed must indicate that the
tr5tiF of exceeding the EPA
Eds low. Second. the

.... ,.i, 5 Ofmust be satisfied that the
Coiaxce assessment is sufficiently

a va. and its limitations are
a dyt well understood, that the
tfl' performance of the geologic

XE5or~y will be within predicted
linlts.

arsdnc Waste MTRU)
The proposed rule Included a

deition of transuranic waste and
prfonnDance objectives that would

ply to the disposal of TRU In a
acused geologic repository. This was
wjdely misconstrued as a requ rement
that radioactive material confonning to
die definition must be disposed of in this
0,nwner. This was not the intention, nor
l fact did the rule so specify. Rather,
dte Commission was merely indicating
what performance objectives would
appy lFTRllU were disposed of in a
lcensed geologic repository. Some
comenters also took exception to the
definition of TRU in the rule.

Whether or not a geologic repository
s subject to licensing depends upon the

applicability of Sections 202(3) and
232(4) of the Energy Reorganization Act
of 1974. (See definition of "HLW
facility.") If a facility is licensed, then

he Commission must consider the
radiological hazards associated with
whatever wastes may be emplaced. The
Commission attempted, in the proposed
mule. to address the requirements for one
Such kind of waste-TRU. But the
Commission was too restrictive. in that
its definition of TRU was too limited for
present purposes and in that wastes
other than HLW and TRU were not
covered at all. For the time being, the
Commission has concluded that the
matter is best handled by eliminating all
references to TRU. The remaining
performance objectives provide
adequate guidance to deal with TRU-
related issues that may arise.

'he Commission has also reviewed
the waste package requirements, which
a o-iginally written would have applied
10 11 emplaced radioactive waste. It is
appropriate to include such

quirements for HLW, which must
besarily be disposed of in a licensed

fldfitY. Since the Commission does not
lOw what other radioactive wastes, if

tY, will also be emplaced, and what
their chemical radiological, thermal,
Wd other characteristics may be. it has

decided to leave pertinent waste
package requirements to be determined
on a case-by-case basis as the need
arises.
Siting Criteria

Although provisions relating to site
characteristics have been revised, the
Commission has retained the same two
basic concepts. First, a site should
exhibit an appropriate combination of
favorable conditions, so as to encourage
the selection of a site that is among the
best that reasonably can be found. By
referring to a "combination" of
conditions, It implies that the analysis
must reflect the interactive nature of
geologic systems. Second, any
potentially adverse conditions should be
assessed in order to assure that they
will not compromise the ability of the
geologic repository to meet the
performance objectives. It is important
to recognize that a site Is not
disqualified as a result of the absence of
a favorable condition or the presence of
a potentially adverse condition. The
Commission emphasizes this point here
because several commenters who
characterized the siting criteria as
unduly restrictive failed to appreciate
that the presence of potentially adverse
conditions would not exclude a site from
further consideration while others
mistakenly assumed that favorable
conditions were requirements.

The changes do not reflect any
departure from the Commission's
original philosophy, but they are
designed to express its purpose more
clearly. Thus, its interest in specifying
that the geologic setting shall have
exhibited "stability" since the start of
the Quarternary Period was to assure
only that the processes be such as to
enable the recent history to be
interpreted and to permit near-term
geologic changes to be projected over
the relevant time period with relatively
high confidence. This concept is best
applied by Identifying, as potentially
adverse conditions, those factors which
stand in the waybf such interpretation
and projection; this is the approach the
Commnission has chosen to follow.

One revision is the elimination of the
classification of potentially adverse
conditions Into one set pertaining to the
"geologic setting" (corresponding to
"site" in the final rule) and one set
pertaining to the "disturbed zone." The
Commission has determined that by
defining these conditions as potentially
adverse only when they occur in the site
or disturbed zone, respectively, some
significant factors bearing upon waste
isolation may not be assessed. The
Commission has changed the sitng
criteria, therefore, so that the presence

of any of Whe enumerated conditions is
to be regarded as potentially adverse if
it applies to the controlled area and, in
addition, such a condition outside the
controlled area is to be regarded as
potentially adverse if it may affect
Isolation within the controlled area.

Another change, discussed under
Single vs. Multiple Performance
Standards, may have the effect of
increasing the importance of the
geological conditions. Under the final
rule, the performance objectives for the
engineered barrier system
(i 60.113CaQ1)) may be adjusted, on a
case-by-case basis, If the overall system
performance objective, as It relates to
anticipated processes and events, is
satisfied. This feature of the final rule
may provide the designer additional
incentive to select the site so as to
maxirmize Its isolation capabilities.

The Commission's review of the siting
criteria, as modified, has led it to
conclude that the isolation capabilities
of the geologic repository will be given
the emphasis that they merit. This
review has included a consideration of
suggestions that the rule require that the
slate of sites be among the best that can
be found on the basis of geological
factors alone and that the geologic
characteristics of the site provide the
highest reasonably available degree of
the site's isolation capabilities. These
topics are discussed below, under the
heading Geologic Conditions.

A detailed review of the siting criteria
is contained in the Section-by-Section
Analysis.'
Containment

Several commenters took exception to
the performance objective calling for a
design of the waste packages to
"contain all radionuclides" for a
specified period after permanent
closure. The objections were: first, that
100% performance cannot be expected in
view of the very large number of
containers that may be emplaced,
second, that 100% performance cannot
be justified as being needed In order to
meet any likely EPA standard. and,
third, that the adequacy of design to
contain "all" radionuclides for long

'Under Section 112(e) of the Nudear Waste
Policy Act of 1962 DOE is required to develop
guidelines for the commendation of sites for
repositories. Among other things, such guidelines
ar to 'specify detailed geologic consideretions that
shall be primary criteza for the selection of sites in
various geologic medie.' Issuance of these
guidelines is subject to the concurrence of the
Commission. T1h Commission has made no
determInstion whether such guidelines. when
issued. should In some manner be reflected in either
the tedhnicel criteria or licensing procedures
portions of 10 CFR Pert a0.
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periods of time is not demogtble. The
commenters failed. in part, to recognize
that under the specified standard of
proof (see Reasonable Assurnce,
below, the applicant would not be
forced to carry an impossible burden.
Nevertheless, since the Commission
does not expect proof that literallyall
radionuclides will be contained, the
performance objective now requires
design so that containment of HLW
within the high-level waste packages
will be "substantially complete" for the
specified period.
Terdnholy

Several commenters criticized, as
vague or confusing, the terms used by
the Commission to describe the various
geographical locations that are
addressed by the rule. There are many
such locations-and there must be-
because the Commission must deal with
different concerns during site
characterization, during operations, and
after permanent closure The
Commission has nevertheless attempted
to clarify the terms. In addition to the
significant changes reviewed here, see
also the discussion in the Section-by-
Section Analysis.

Accessible Environment/Controlled
Area. The isolation capability of a
geologic repository is evaluated at a
boundary which the Commission has
referred to as the "accessible
environment." Under the proposed rule.
this was defined as "portions of the
environment directly in contact with or
readily available for use by human
beings." Several commenters criticized
this definition as being excessively
vague: further, the definition failed to
assure that the isolation capability of
the rock surrounding the underground
facility would be given appropriate
weight in licensing reviews.

The Commission agrees with the
criticism and has revised the definition
in several respects-most importantly
by excluding from the accessible
environment that portion of the
lithosphere that is inside what the
Commission is calling, in the final rule, a
"controlled area." This is an area
marked with monuments designed to
caution future generations against
subsurface penetrations. The size and
shape of the controlled area will depend
upon the characteristics of the particular
geologilc repository, but It mnust be small
enough to Justify confidence that the
momaments will effectively discourage
subsurface disturbances The
Commission has therefore limited the
size of the controlled area so that It
extends no more than 10 kilometers
from the emplaced waste. The term
"accessible environment" also appears

in the proposed EPA standard. The
Commission has used the EPA language
as a starting point-for example, in
specifying the surface locations that are
part of the accessible environment But
there is an important difference between
the two definitions, in that EPA includes
in the accessible environment only those
parts of the lithosphere that are more
than 10 kilometers from the emplaced
waste, whereas NRC may include parts
of the lithosphere that are less than 10
kilometers from the emplaced waste,
depending on the extent of the
"controlled area" for a geologic
repository. In other words, the
accessible environment may be larger
under 10 CFR Part 60 than might be the
case under the proposed EPA Standard.
The two definitions are nevertheless
consistent in the sense that If the
isolation requirements are satisfied at
the boundary of the accessible
environment specified by 10 CFR Part
60. they will necessarily be satisfied at
the boundary defined by EPA as well.

Both technical and legal
considerations have influenced the
Commission's decision not to adopt an
unqualified 10-kilometer standard The
technical consideration is that
uncertainties about activities that may
be undertaken in the area outside the
controlled area ae so great that the
Commission would not be warranted in
giving credit to the isolation capability
of the undisturbed lithosphere there. The
legal consideration is that the standards
established by EPA are to apply outside
the boundaries of locations controlled
by NRC licensees, and in the context of
10 CFR Part 60 this refers most
appropriately to the "controlled area" as
defined by the regulation. The
Commission believes that the final rule
is fully responsive to the concerns of the
commenters while conforming as well to
the policies underlying EPA's proposed
standard.

Geologic Sefting. The proposed rule
limited this term to systems that provide
isolation of the waste. This is too
restrictive a definition to cover the
wider region of Interest which the
Commission seeks to encompass by
"geologic setting." The defnition has
accordingly been extended to Include
the geologic, hydrologic. and
geochemical sstems of the region In
wicrh a geologic repository operations
area is ormay be located.

Site. "Site" had been defined In the
proposed rule as being equivalent to
"geologic setting." This was appropriate
where geologi setting referred to an

area having isolation capbIlity. In the
final rule, isolation is to be provided
withn a controlled area rather than

I Rules and Regulations

within the geologic setting and
accordingly "site" now refers to the I
location of this controlled area. A

Decommissioninrg. As used in the 4
proposed technical criteria, the term
"decommissioning" was intended to
apply to that stage at which the
underground facility was closed and
shafts and boreholes were sealed. i,
these activities that were addressed h

60.51, "LIcense amendment to
decommission." This intention Is betw
expressed by employing the term
"permanent closure." Several
commenters on the proposed rule
expressed the opinion that includin
requirement for dismantlement of
surface facilities in the definition of
term "decommissioning" may be
unnecessary and overly restrctive
Upon consideration of these
the Commission believes that whez
there is a need to refer to
decontamination or dismantlement
surface facilities, this can readily b
done without referring to
"decommissioning.

Accordingly, references to
"decmissioning" with one excep
(see I 60132(e)), have been deleted
the rule, and the language now ref
"permanent closure" or to
"decontaminatin or dismantemma
surface facilities." as appropr

Important to Safety. In response
blic comments on Part f the
adopted a numerical criterion

determining which structures, eyI
and components are prtant to
Structures. systems. and co
Imnportant to safetyl if n the events
fall to perform their intendedfes
an accident could result whichm
dose comItment greater than 0.5
the whole body or any organ of an
individual in an unrestricted arear
value of 0.5 rem is equal to the
dose to the whole body of an
in an unrestricted area that vould
permitted under 10 CFR Part 20 for -
nona oprtions. the same aS
permitted for normal operations df
certain other activities licensed
Such systems, structures. and
components would be subject to
additional design requirements ad
quaity assurance program to ensue
that they performed their intend
functions. The choice of 0.5 rem in
instance should not be construed a
implying that it would be ap rack'
applied to any other typesof actit
subject to nuatci mf by the

1o20 MPtid 5. AppAxmdx A. uses b

0dpThe 10 toR Part

muderapol pelcstiu.
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e Pissible annual dosi In
ist e pted aas.-now 0.5 rem-is
,,,,c unier review. The Commission
contemplates that if this dose limit were
to be revised. a corresponding change
wobuld be considered here.)

in dte final rule, the term "important
to fety" applies solely to the
f0 R o f structures, systems, and
cotponents during the period of

tions prior to repository closre.
Tie Proposed rule had also applied this

to structures, systems, andaeponlents which must function in a
icular way in order to meet the long-

tv isolation objective after repository
ciosure. In the final iule, this latter
group. which is intended to meet the
design criteria that address long-term
performance, is characterized as
.important to waste isolation." Quality
vssurance requirements apply to

nctures. systems. and components
Manly whether they be "Important to
safetyp or 0important to waste
isolation."

Dscussion of Other Comments
These issues raised by commenters *

merit discussion here even though they
have resulted in no change to the rule.
Comparative Safety Analyses

Several commenters took exception to
the proposed requirement that the safety
analysis report include a comparative
evaluation of alternatives to the major
design features that are important to
radionuclide containment and isolation,
[now termed "important to waste
isolation"), on the ground that a safety
a~nalysis s-hould be directed at the
specific desig being proposed. As a
general principle, the commenters are
correct. In the context of licensing
activities at a geologic repository
operations area, however, the
Commission thinks it is well within its
discretion to seek the requested
information. If the Commission finds, on
the basis of Its review, that the adoption
of some alternative design feature would
significantly increase Its confidence that
the performance objectives would be
satisfied, and that the costs of such an
approach are commensurate with the
benefits, it should not hesitate to insist
that the alternative be so adopted. This
is consistent with the views expressed
above in the dismission of the ALARA
principle and, also, with the provisions
Of the revised performance objectives
which contemplate that the performance
objectiies for particular barriers are
subject to modification, on a case-by-
CUN basis, as needed to satisfy
applicable EPA standards.

Unsaturated Zone
The Commission had explained that

the proposed criteria were developed for
disposal in saturated media, and that
additional or alternative criteria might
need to be developed for regulating
disposal in the unsaturated zone.
Accordingly, the performance objective
for the engineered barrier system
(proposed I 60.111(b)(2)1i)) was written
so as to require the assumption of full or
partial saturation of the underground
facility and the favorable and
potentially adverse conditions
concerned only siting in the saturated
zone.

This approach was criticized on the
basis that disposal in the unsaturated
zone was a viable alternative, and that
since the criteria were generally
applicable without regard to the
possibility of saturations, their scope
and applicability should not be unduly
restricted. The Commission has
reviewed the criteria in the light of the
comments and finds this criticism to be
well-founded. Although the criteria as
written are generally appropriate to
disposal in both the saturated zone and
the unsaturated zone, some distinctions
do need to be made. Rather than
promulgating the criteria which will
apply to the unsaturated zone at this
time, the Commission will shortly issue
such criteria in proposed form so as to
afford a further opportunity for public
comment However, those criteria that
are uniquely applicable to the saturated
zone are so indicated.
Geologic Conditions

One commenter recommended that
the rule should require that the slate of
sites characterized by DOE be among
the best that can reasonably be found
on the basis of geological factors alone.
The Commission did indicate, when it
adopted licensing procedures, that the
site characterization requirements will
assure that DOE's preferred site will be
chosen from a slate of sites that are
among the best that reasonably could be
found. The standard proposed by the
commenter Is quite different. The
Commission intended that DOE should
be able to take into account a variety of
non-geological considerations in its
screening process. It could properly
exclude such locations as: (1) Areas.
such as national parks and wilderess
devoted to other paramount uses. (2)
locations which would be subject to
unusually severe environmental and
socioeconomic impacts, and (3)
locations where necessary surface
mineral and water rights may be
obtainable only at great expense and
with severe dislocating effects on

residents. The Commission considers
the rule: as written, properly conveys its
meaning on this score.

The same commenter urged it to
require a demonstration that the
geologic characteristics of the chosen
site proved the highest reasonably
achievable degree of enhancement of
the waste isolation capabilities of the
geologic repository. Again, the
Commission declines to accept the
suggestion. In the first place, it
anticipates that DOE would on its own
initiative strive to maximize isolation
capabilities in order to demonstrate
more conclusively the facility's
compliance with the performance
objectives and other technical criteria.
Beyond this, however, the Commission
believes the proposal could have
undesirable and unintended
consequences. Maximizing isolation
capabilities could dictate development
at one particular location instead of at
another a few miles away; this could
result in the same kind of adverse
environmental or other effects as were
described above. Furthermore,
adherence to the proposed standard
could unduly interfere with, or increase
the cost of achievement of other goals,
such as maintenance of retrievability,
providing for worker safety, etc.

There were other related comments
which argue that the Commission's
approach places too great an emphasis
on engineered barriers and provides
Insufficient incentive to select a site
with optimal geologic and hydrologic
charactehrtics. The Commission
considers both engineered and natural
barriers to be important, and it has
structured the technical criteria In a
manner that demands not only the use
of advanced engineering methods, but
also selection of a site with a excellent
isolation capabilities. As explained in
the discussion of Reasonable
Assurance, below, uncertainles irr the
models used in the analysis of
repository performance must be
considered in the Commission's
deliberations on the issuance of a
construction authorization or license.
Selection of a site with favorable
geologic conditions will greatly enhance
the Commission's ability to make the
prescribed findings. Moreover, since the
final rule provides flexibility for the
Commission to approve or specify
performance objectives for the
engineered barriers on a case-by-case
basis, he applicant Is afforded still a
further Incentive to pick a site in whch
the host rock has favorable geochemical
characteristic or in which other
particular sources of uncertainty about
hydrogeologic conditions are

L-_
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substantially reduced. But in A event.
the Commission anticipates that a high
standard of engineering will be
necessary-not only to compensate for
geologic uncertainties at even the best
reasonably available sites, but perhaps
also to mitigate the consequences of
unanticipated processes and events
(including potential intrusion) during the
years when fission product inventories
remain high.

Although the Commission agrees with
the underlying appraisal of the
commenters that the Isolation
capabilities of the site play a key role in
assuring that the performance objectives
will be met, it finds no reason to change
the rule's approach.
Reasonable Assurance

The proposed rule stated that with
respect to the long-term objectives and
criteria under consideration, "what is
required is reasonable assurance,
making allowance for the time period
and hazards involved, that the outcome
will be in conformance with those
objectives and criteria." A number of
commenters took exception to this
formulation on the ground that It
provides inadequate guidance as to the
required level of proof. Others were
concerned that "reasonable assurance"
was too weak a test and that the
Commission should not license DOE
activities without a "high degree of
confidence" that releases would be very
small. Some commenters suggested that
a statistical definition of acceptability
should be employed. For the reasons set
forth below, the Commission has not
modified the language.

In the Commission's view, the
"reasonable assurance" standard
neither implies a lack of conservatism
nor creates a standard which is
impossible to meet. On the contrary, It
parallels language which the
Commission has applied in other
contexts, such as the licensing of
nuclear reactors, for many years. See 10
CFR 50.35(a) and 50.40(a). The
reasonable assurance standard Is
derived from the finding the Commission
is required to make under the Atomic
Energy Act that the licensed activity
provide "adequate protection" to the
health and safety of the public; the
standard has been approved by the
Supreme Court Power Reactor
Development Co. v. Electrical Unon,
367 U.S. 39 407 (1961). This standard. in
addition to being commonly used and
accepted in the Commission's licensing
activities, allows the flexibility
necessary for the Commission to make
judgmental distinctions with respect to
quantitative data which may have large

uncertainties (in the mathematical
sense) associated with it.

The Commission has not modified the
language, but has explained elsewhere
(see Anticipated/Unanticipated
Processes and Events, above) how the
concept will be applied. The
Commission expects that the
information considered in a licensing
proceeding will include probability
distribution function for the
consequences from anticipated and
unanticipated processes and events.
Even if the calculated probability of
meeting the Commission's standards is
very high that would not be sufficient
for the Commission to have "reasonable
assurance"; the Commission would still
have to assess uncertainties associated
with the models and data that had been
considered. This involves qualitative as
well as quantitative assessments. The
Commission would not issue a license
unless it were to conclude, after such
assessments, that there is reasonable
assurance that the outcome will in fact
conform to the relevant standards and
criteria.

It is important to keep in mind this
distinction between. first, a standard of
performance and. second. the quality of
the evidence that is available to support
a finding that the standard of
performance has been met. In principle,
there is no reason why the first of
these-the performance standard-
cannot be expressed in quantitative
terms. The rule does this in several
places-notably, in including as
performance objectives a designed
containment period. a radionuclide
release rate, and a pre-waste-
emplacement groundwater travel time.
Similarly, EPA's standard will establish
limits on concentrations or quantities of
radioactive material in the general
environment.

Expressing a requisite level of
confidence in quantitative terms is far
more problematical. To be sure,
measurement uncertainties are
amenable to statistical analyses. Even
though there may be practical
limitations on the accuracy and
precision of measurements of relevant
properties, It Is possible to make some
quantitative statement as to how well
these values are known. The licensing
decisions which the Commission will be
called upon to make involve additional
uncertainties-those pertaining to the
correctness of the models being used to
describe the physical systems-which
are not quantifiable by statistical
methods. Conclusions as to the
performance of the geologic repository
and particular barriers over long periods
of time must largely be based upon

Inference; there will be no opportunity'A
to carry out test programs that simulated
the full range of relevant conditions aov
the periods for which waste isolation
must be maintained.

The validity of the necessary
inferences cannot be reduced, by
statistical methods, to quantitative ii
expressions of the level of confidence b
predictions of long-term repository
performance. Similarly, the Commission
will not be able to rigorously deterne
the probability of occurrence of an
outcome that fails to satisfy the
performance standards. It must use
some other language, such as
"reasonable assurance," to characteris
the required confidence that the
performance objectives will be met. in
practice, this means that modeling
uncertainties will be reduced by
projecting behavior from well
understood but simpler systems which
conservatively approximate the sys
in question. Available data must be
evaluated in the light of accepted
physical principles; but, having done
the Commission must make a jgt
whether it has-reasonable assurance
that the actual performance will
conform to the standards the
Commission has specified in this rle

It should also be borne in mind that
the fact-finding process is an
administrative task for which the
terminology of law, not science. is
appropriate. The degree of certainty
Implied by statistical definition has
never characterized the admlzdstratl
process. It is particularly inapp
where evidence Is -difficult to come
uncertain or conflicting because it Is
the frontiers of scientific knowledge."
Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1,25 (D.C.
Cir. 1976).
Population vs. Individual Dose

Some commenters noted that the
performance objectives are derived
an assumed EPA standard that is ha
upon consideration of doses to
populations as a whole rather than 1'
the maximally exposed indIvidual -
Several other analyses of repository
design have examined prospective
requirements in terms of keeping
individual doses below speified
and as a consequence have led to
different conclusions. The differen
represent a source of potential
uncertainty regarding the overall goal
for safety performance. However, the
resolution of this question is a matter
within the province of EPA. The
Commission has assumed that the
approach will be based upon pop
dose, since that is the direction re
in its working documents and its
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L'Of.mT post-Closure Monitoring

several of the commeenters suggested
tiat the performance confirmation
program be required to be continued for

long as one thousand years after
peManent closure of the underground

disty. The Commission considers such
esures unnecessary and unlikely to

'Fvide useful information on the
parftomance of a geologic repository.
We multiple barrier approach the
COmmission has adopted will result in
containment of substantially all of the
fsdioactive materials within the waste
packages for centuries after permanent
dosure, the feasibility of obtaining
,eliable data on subsurface conditions
over a period of centuries is
questionable, and the practicality of
takig remedial action after sealing of
the saft is doubtful. Moreover, the

mplacement of remote subsurface
monitoring instruments and the

provision of data transmission
capabilities, could provide additional
pathwvays for release that would make it
more difficult to achieve isolation.

Rather, the Commission has adopted an
approach where the retrievability option
i maintained until a performance
cnfirmation program can be completed
that will allow the Commission to
decide, with reasonable assurance, that
permanent closure of the facility, with
so farther active human intervention
with the emplaced wastes, will not
cause an unreasonable risk to public
health and safety. See also.
P'etembiltg, above.
Section.by-Section Analysis

The final rule included numerous
Changes that reflect the considerations

iscssed above. Other changes, not
lving -significant policy issues, have

lso been incorporated in te final rule.
The following section-by-section
analysis identifies the changes from the

proposed rule and includes an
appropriate explanation for the
revisions not previously discussed.
Principal references are to the text of the
final rule. Where the counterpart
provision of the proposed (or
procedural) rule appeared in a different
place, that citation is given in brackets.
Section 0.2 Definitions.

"Accessible environment." See
Accessible Environment/Controlled
Area, above.

"Anticipated processes and events."
See Anticipated/Unanticipated
Processes and Events, above.

"Candidate area." This term is
unchanged, but will be considered again
in connection with the Commission's
review of the licensing procedures in the
light of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

"Controlled area." New. See
Accessible Environment/Controlled
Area, above.

"Decommissioning." Deleted. See
Decommissioning, above.

"Disposal." The undefined term
"biosphere" has been changed to
"accessible environment." As used in
these rules, "isolation" refers
specifically to radioactive materials
entering the accessible environment
The definition here is related to the
concept of Isolation rather than to the
concept of emplacement, as in Section
2(9) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act; the
Commission believes that in each
instance the term is defined in a manner
appropriate to Its context, and that the
differences in the definitions will not
result in confusion or conflict.

"Disturbed zone." The term
"disturbed zone" has been modified to
relate changes in the physical or
chemical properties of the controlled
area to the performance of the geologic
repository.

"Engineered barrier system." This
term refers to the system for which
containment and release rate
requirements are specified. It does not
include the shafts and boreholes. and
their seals. The proposed rule referred
instead to "engineered systems," a term
that was misleading because It could be
understood to include shaft and
borehole seals. However, the
Commission recognizes that as used in
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982,
the related term "engineered barriers"
might be construed to include shaft and
borehole seals. The NRC will review
whether the definition requires change
in light of the Nuclear Waste Policy Jt
lPrelpiinary reviewr does not indicate a
need for change in this definiton.

"Far field*" The term "far field" has
been deleted from the rule. Therefore.
the definition is no longer necessary.

"Floodplain." Deleted. This definition
was taken from Executive Order 1198.
which relates to environmental
consequences of occupancy and
modification of floodplains. Those
effects need to be considered as part of
the Commission's environmental review,
but they do not implicate the
radiological concerns that are addressed
in Part 60. The term "floodplain" still
appears in I 60.122(c)(1). However,
rather thap establishing any particular
frequency as the means for defining its
extent, the Commission will allow the
factors specified in I 60.122(a113) to be
used in assessing the significance of
flooding, whenever It may occur.

"Geologic repository." Clarifying
change. to bring the terminology into
line with common usage. The new
definition includes only that portion of
the geologic setting that provides
isolation-not the entire geologic setting.
The term, as defined, is considered to be
synonymous with "repository" as
defined at Section 2(18) of the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act (The added clause "or
may be used for" conforms to the
statutory definition as well as the
definition in existing Part do).

"Geologic setting." See Terninology,
above. The phrase "spatially
distributed" was superfluous and has
been deleted.

"High-level radioactive waste." The
Nuclear Waste Policy Act distinguishes
between "high-level radioactive waste"
and "spent nuclear fuel." These
technical criteria are applicable equally
to both categories. Accordingly, no
change in the definition of high-level
radioactive waste is required at this
time.

"Important to safety." See '7important
to Safety, " above.

"Medium" or "geologic medium."
Deleted. For the sake of clarity, the term
"medium" is now replaced by "geologic
medium" throughout the rule. Since the
term "geologic medium" should be
sufficiently clear to the professional
community, it no longer appears
necessary to define it.

"Overpack." This term has been
deleted. Because the overpack could be
a component of the waste package, it
was included in the definition of the
term "waste package." However, this
term is not used in the final rule.

'performance confirmation." The final
rule's performance objective with
respect to retrievability of the waste
refers to the completion of a
performance confirmation program and
Commission review of the information
obtained from such a program. The
addition of this definition is intended to
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clarify the intended purpopef the
performance confirmation program.

"Permanent closure." New. See
Decommissionin~g, above.

"Restricted Area." New. See
Important to Safety, above.

"Retrieval." New. See Retrievability,
above.

"Saturated zone." New. Since the
performance objectives in the final rule
specifically refer to disposal in the
saturated zone, a definition derived from
Water Supply Paper 1988 (U.S.G.S..
1972) has been included.

"Site." See Terminology, above.
"Stability." Deleted. See Siting

Cziteria, above. Also, Section by Section
Analysis, 1 60.113, below.

"Subsurface facility." Deleted. Both
"subsurface facility" and "underground
facility" were defined in the proposed
rule. The use of the two closely similar
terms resulted in some confusion.
"Subsurface facility" has been deleted
and replaced (see definition of
"Permanent closure") by explicit
reference to shafts and boreholes. as
well as the underground facility, where
appropriate.

"Transuranic wastes." Deleted. See
Transuonic Waste, above.

"Unanticipated processes and
events." New. See Human Intrusion,
above.

"Waste form." Clarifying change to
bring terminology into line with comon
usage.

"Waste package." Revised.
Commenters questioned the clarity of
this proposed definition and one
commenter suggested an alternative
definition. One commenter
misinterpreted the proposed definition
to require that the outermost component
of the waste package be an airtight.
watertight sealed container. The revised
definition no longer uses the terms
"discrete backfill" or "overpack." which
were ambiguous. To the extent that
absorbent materials or packing are
placed around a container to protect it
from corrosion by groundwater. or to
retard the transport of radioactive
material to the host rock, these
materials would be considered part of
the waste package. However, while the
final rule no longer Imposes a
requirement for an airtight, watertight,
sealed container as part of the waste
package, the Commission believes It
likely that DOE will incorporate such a
component into the design of the waste
package in order to meet the
performance objectives for the
engineered barrier system for the period
following permanent closure. The
related terms "disposal package" and
"package." as defined at Section 2(10) of
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, include

unspecified overpacks; for purposes of
the Commission's rules, and specifically
in connection with the performance
objective set out at I 60.113(a)(1)(ii(A).
a more precise definition is needed. The
differences in the definitions will not, in
the judgment of the Commission, result
in confusion or conflict.

"Water table." New. Required
because the term appears in the
definition of "saturated zone." The
definition is derived from Water Supply
Paper 1988 (U.S.GS., 1972).
Section 60.10 Site characterization.

One amendment clarifies the point
that investigations shall be conducted in
such a manner as to limit adverse
effects; the original language could have
been construed to mean that the purpose
of the investigations was to limit such
effects. The provision calling, as a
minimum, for the selection of borehole
locations to limit subsurface
penetrations was said to be confusing;
the revision, which expresses the
Commission's intention more clearly,
includes a phrase that emphasizes that
the number of penetrations must be
adequate to obtain needed site
characterization data. References to the
"repository" have been replaced by
terms that are more appropriate in their
context
Section 60.11 Site characterization
reporL

The ambiguous term "repository" has
been replaced by defined terms
("geologic repository operations area"
and "geologic repository") as
appropriate in the context (in
I 60.LL(a)(6)liil).
Section 60.21 Content of application.
Section 0.21(c)(1)

Proposed I 60.21(c)(1) called for
information regarding subsurface
conditions "in the vicinity of the
proposed underground facility." This
has been clarified to refer to the
controlled area and to other areas to the
extent that subsurface conditions there
may affect isolation within the
controlled area.
Section .21(c)(cli()

The requirement for analysis of
potential pathways has been extended
to include "potentially permeable
features" whether or not they are, as
stated in the proposed rule. "permeable
anomalies." Whether the feature is
actually permeable or anomalous is not
the point; what matters is the potential
permeability.

The adjective "bulk" as applied to
geomechanical. hydrogeologic, and

geochemical properties, has been
deleted as ambiguous and confusing.
Section 60.21(c(l1ii)(YA)

Clarifying change to include analy
of climatology as well as meteorolog
Section 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(B)§60-123(b))

This paragraph concerns analyses of
the favorable and potentially adverse
conditions listed in I 60.122. The
addition of language pertaining to the:
depth and breadth of investigations
assures that the information needed
analyze these conditions will be
available for NRC review. This Is a
modification of proposed I 60.123(b)
conduct of such investigations. The
modification ties the extent of
investigations to effects of potentIaly
adverse conditions on waste isolation
within the controlled area, rather than
specified distances, as originally
proposed.

Section 6a21f(cJ)(lfii)(C)
References to "expected"

performance and releases have been
deleted from I 60.21(c)(1)(1i)(C) beca
as revised, the evaluation must also
into account the assumed occurren1
unanticipated processes and eventsi
Sincie the performance objecitives-.h
provide for consideration ofi
unanticipated processes and events,.
relevant information must be Included
the safety analysis report. The
evaluation is limited to periods after
permanent closure, as the option to
retrieve the wastes is available ears
Section 602l(cJ(1)(jii)D)
if § .21(c)(3)(iii)J

This paragraph reflects text that
formerly was in I 50.21(c)(3). The 1
paragraph relates to structures. syste~
and components "important to safety
The term "Important to safety," s u
in the final rule, pertains to the period~
operations. Because the requirement
evaluating the effectiveness of the
barriers was directed to questions
regarding containment and isolation
was relocated so as to place It in the
proper context.
Section 6021(c)(1Ifli)(E)
i 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(D)

This paragraph. as proposed, was
duplicative insofar as it related to
performance of the geologic reposltmy
after permanent closure. It has therdf
been revised so as to pertain solelyt
identification of structures, sytems
components Important to safety. [a
I .21(c)(il(C) reference to t
"expected" has been deleted as
confusing.] ''
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fini paragraph has been revised to
e that analyses and models used
dict future conditions and changes

to Pre geologic setting be "supported by"
Eis thertan "confirmed by" an
triberate combination of methods

as enumerated in the rule. Such
low rt concerns not only the reliability
ofPecodes themselves, but also the
epresenttivenesS of the models with

Se~ct to the physical conditions of the
etc he Commission recognizes that-

rnisationf, in the strict sense, is not
sievable- The term "field verified

Irstory tests" has been clarified to
ad "laboratory tests which are

wepresentative of field conditions."

section a21(c(4J
Section GOM(c)(4) has been amended

to refect the limitation on the scope of
.jmportant to safety." The footnote
gderence to 10 CFR Part 50 has been
delted because of the cross-reference
Sntained In Subpart G.
bsction 60.21 (c)(8)

Section 60.21(c)(8) required a
description of controls to restrict access.

lftder permanent closure, monuments
will be an Important control. The
pararaph has been amended to require
dintal conceptual design of such
monumnents be provided.
Section 60.21w(c(9) and§ i0.21(c)(11)

Conforming changes required by
duisination of the term
decommissonlng."

Section 60.21(c) (13)

The changes in this paragraph reflect
the revised definitions of "geologic
settg "site," "geologic repository."
Ind disturbed zone." No substantive
dmage is intended.
Section wS.2l(cJ1E)

Conforming change reflecting
Imitation of "important to safety" to
concerns related to the period of
Operations.
Section 0021(c)fi5)(Y

Mditoril change limiting information
Oa DOE organizational structure to that
*hich Pertains to construction and
Operafion of the geologic repository

erations rea.
*cfif 6a21(6)(I5)fii)

lenoved. This provision was
duLdant with i 60.21(c)4. (Subsequent

14raphs have been renumbered.)

Conforming change required by
elimination of the term
"decommissioning."

Section 60.21(c)(15)(vii)
1§ 60.21(c)(15)(viii)l.

Conforming change reflecting
limitation of "important to safety" to
concerns related to the period of
operations.
Section 60.22 Filing anddistribution of
application.

Section 60.22(a) has been revised to
conform to I 60.3(a). In both places, the
rule now refers to receipt and
possession of source, special nuclear.
and byproduct material "at a geologic
repository operations area."

The reference in J 60.22(d) to
"geologic repository" has also been
changed to "geologic repository
operations area, as the latter term is a
more precise designation of the HLW
facility that is the subject of the
proposed licensing action.

Section 60.31 Construction
authorization.

The overall safety finding is related to
the "geologic repository operations
area" because that term refers to the
HLW facility subject to NRC licensing
authority. rThis is also the reason for the
change in I 60.31(a)(1)(ii).J In order to
assure that the relevant features of the
controlled area are considered in
arriving at this finding. I 50.31(a)(2) now
specifically refers to consideration of
the "geologic repository." Because siting
and design criteria are supplemental to
performance objectives in Subpart E,
I 60.31(a)(2) has been amended to
provide for evaluation of the geologic
repository's compliance with the
performance objectives as well. The
reference to Subpart F has been deleted;
that subpart, which pertains to DOEs
performance confirmation program, is
now referenced in I 60.74

Section 60.32 Conditions of
construction authorization.

The change of "site data" to "data
about the site," in I 60.32(b), is a
clarifying editorial amendment.

In I 60.32(c), "repository" has been
replaced by the defined term "geologic
repository." The restrictions that may be
imposed under this paragraph can
include measures to prevent adverse
effects on the geologic setting as well as
measures related to the design and
construction of the geologic repository
operation area.

Section 60.43 License specifications.
Section 60.43(b)(3) has been clarified

by substituting "host rock" for the
ambiguous and undefined term "storage
medium" that previously appeared.

Section 60.43(b)(5) has been amended
to require that license conditions include
items in the category of controls related
to the controlled area rather than the
geologic repository operations area. This
is a conforming change, which is made
possible by the new definition of
"controlled area" as an area which may
extend beyond the boundaries of the
geologic repository operation area.
However, since additional controls may
be needed outside of the controlled area
(see I 60.121), the provision is not
limited to the controlled area alone.
Under 10 CFR Part 20 and this part, the
licensee will have to establish restricted
areas for purposes of assuring
radiological protection during the period
of operations, but this will not
necessarily require the incorporation of
specific conditions in the license. (See 10
CFR 50.38. a corresponding provision in
the Commission's facility licensing
regulations.)

Section 6046 Prticularactivities
requiring license amendment.

Section 60.48(a)(3) has been amended
for the reasons stated in the discussion
of I 60.43(b)(5), to refer to the controlled
area. This requirement would continue
to be applicable even after permanent
closure unless and until the license is
terminated pursuant to 1 60.52.
Section 60.46(o)(6). See
Decommissioning, above.

A conforming change has been made
to 1 6.48(a), Particular activities
requiring license amendment," which
adds a new paragraph (a)(7) to make
clear that any activity involving an
unreviewed safety question requires a
license amendment. In Its proposed form
I 60.48(a) could have been read to
require a license amendment only for
the six specific activities listed. While
the enumerated activities are quite
broad and may well include any change
involving an unreviewed safety
question, the conforming language is
intended to make this point explicit. It is
of course clear that an amendment
would also be necessary to accomplish
a change in the license conditions
incorporated in the license. (The
revision in no way affects the authority
of DOE, under I 60.44(a)(1), without
prior Commission approval, to make
changes, tests, or experiments that
involve neither a change in the license
conditions incorporated in the license
nor an unreviewed safety question.)

I
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fore
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Section .51 License a*&dentfor
permanent closure.

Conforming changes have been made
to refer to "permanent closure" instead
of "decommissioning&" See
Decommissioning, above.

The area required to be identified is
now stated to be the "controlled area"
because that encompasses the region in
which waste isolation is required.

The significance of preserving
Information is discussed In the section
on Human Intrusion, above. To assure
complete recording of the location of the
geologic repository, the Commission has
now provided for information to be
placed in land record systems as well as
archives; this better reflects its original
intention. It also includes a reference to
State government agencies In order to
further assure comprehensiveness. It is
not the Commission's Intention to
require that any new systems or
archives be created. but only that those
that are available and appropriate
should be employed. A further
modification expresses the intention
that information concerning the detailed
location of the underground facility and
boreholes and shafts, as well as the
boundaries of the controlled area. must
be recorded.

In i 651(a)(4). the undefined phrase
"emplacement media" has been changed
to "host rock."
Section MM5 Termination of license.

Conforming changes. See
Decommissioning, above.
Subpart D-Records, Tests, and
Inspections.

There are two substantive changes in
Subpart D. First, the specification of
required construction records has been
determined to be more appropriately
included here rather than in the design
criteria in Subpart E Editorial changes,
Including renumbering of sections, have
been made to accomplish this. Second.
the final rule now requires not only that
the geologic repository operations area
be designed so as to permit
implementation of a performance
confirmation program but. as the
Commission had originally intended.
that such a performance confirmation
program should actually be required to
be carried out.
Section 571 General recordkeeping
and reportM requfrement.

Paragraphs (a) and (b) have been
retained. Paragraph (c) Is moved to
i 6073. The caption has been changed
because records and reports are now
treated In i 60.71- o.73. rather than
1 6071 alone.

Section 60.72 Construction records
§f 6134(c)J.

Transferred from Subpart E Survey
records are to cover "underground
facility excavations, shafts, and
boreholes" rather than "underground
excavations and shafts." This makes the
inclusion of borehole records explicit. A
claribring amendment was made to
indicate that the records must include a
description of materials encountered
rather than the materials themselves.
Section 60.73 Reports of deficiencies
§f 60.71(c)J.

Renumnbered. The change of "site
characteristics" to "characteristics of
the site" is editorial.
Section 60.74 Tests. f6.72)

A new paragraph (l =074(b)) of a
clarifying nature has been added which
requires tests carried out under this
section to include a performance
confirmation program carried out in
accordance with Subpart F of this part.
The proposed rule inadvertently did not
require such a program, merely a
description of one.
Section 60.75 Inspections. f§60.73)

References to "site" have been
changed to "geologic repository
operations area" or 'location" where
appropriate. See Terminology.
Subpart E-Technical Criteria
Section 60al01 Purpose andnature of
findings.

A change has been made to
I 60MI01(a)(2) with respect to
evaluations of performance of the
engineered barrier systems and geologic
media. The point that is being made is
that the further into the future one must
project. the greater the uncertainties will
be. YU Commission did not mean to
suggest that the specific period of a
thousand years is especially significant;
themore general "many hundreds of
years specified in the final rule better
expresses the Commission's intent.

A sentence has been added to
1 60.101(a)(2) that emphasizes that
demonstration of compliance with long-
term performance objectives and criteria
will Involve the use of data from
accelerated tests and suitably supported
predictive models.

A reference to "repository In
1O6 M(b) has been changed to
"geologic repository operations area" to
conform with a parallel change in

60.1.

Section W0.102 Concepts.

An introductory paragraph has been
added to explain the purpose of this

section and to indicate that.it is
subordinate to the definitions contai
in I 6.2

See Tronsuranic Waste (TRLU, at
with respect to the deletion of the
reference to TRU.

The section on Terminology, abol
explains changes affecting the teram
"accessible environment" "control
area." "geologic setting." and "site."
These changes are reflected In amen
J 60102(c). The reference to the hor
rock was deleted so as to avoid any
implication that other characteristic
the geologic setting might not. whet,
appropriate, also receive 'particula
attention."

See Decommissioning. above, for
explanation of the change in the
discussion of "permanent closure."
Because activities unrelated to waig
isolation may continue at the geolq
repository operations area after
permanent closure, the last sentenr
160.12(d) has been deleted.

The treatment of containment an^
isolation has been consolidated In
of changes made In the performanc
objectives. The reference to assea
of uncertainties instead of predc
consequences takes into account 6d
need to compensate for a broader-
of factors, such as Identification os
events which are to be consideri
license review. See Reasonable
Assurance and Anticipated/
Unanticipated Processes and Eren
above. A second reason for the hds
stems from a commenter's citicism
the statement that consequences
events are "especially difficult to
rigorously" early during the life aft
repository; on the contrary, he
suggested. consequences would be
difficult to predict over lnger pbl
time. The matter need not be resoht
those terms. The point the Comml
was trying to make is that contanz
measures are appropriate to compa
for the uncertainties involved in 1
assessing radionuclide transport V1
presence of high radiation and the
levels. 4

The respective contributions of tt
engineered barrier system and the
geologic setting to the achievementi
isolation are highlighted In a new
sentence. Other changes are madi
conform with revised definitions
analysis of I E6

Performance Objectives 4

Section 60.111 Performance of t
geologic repository operations X
through permonent clos6Lt1as

The provisions of I 6M111(a) b
with radioation protection andnl
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dioive material for the period 4-
ofs icptlrC nent closure of the
. s und facility are unchanged i
Ad fd e Erom the proposed rule. The
.0bssthce been renumbered and
s!8 aitorial changes have been made.
0 ae 6 rvisions of I 60.111(b) dealing

betrievability of waste have been
' ed to in the period of
lU ° billtY more closely to the
re sbnc confirmation program and

peIfO1 the Commission to modify the
feuievatllitY period on a case-by-case
be ds besed on the waste emplacement

hedle and the planned performance
consrmation program. The final rule
jO specifies that the period of

i etrievabilitY begin at the initiation of
ste emplacement rather than after

vsste emplacement is complete. Finally,
the fnal rule explicitly states that
beaddlillng of portions of the
aderground facility is not precluded,

vided the retrievability option is
Csintained. and that the Commission
&y decide to allow permanent closure
of the underground facility prior to the
end of the designed retrievability period.
Als these provisions were discussed
F the supporting information, they were
otesplicity statd In the proposed

,rla. Also see Retrievability, above.
Section 60.112 Overall system
pejfonance objective for the geologic
repository afterpermanent closure.

The term "subsurface facility" has
been deleted. as explained in the
analysis of 6 0.2. and conforming
dianges have been made.

There is no conceptual difference
between the proposed rule's reference to
releases from the geologic repository
end the final nile's reference to releases

to the accessible environment. The
Commission prefers the latter
hrmulation because it more closely
conforms to the standard-setting
authority of EPA. The proposed rule's
definition of "accessible environment"
wu too general to allow such an
approach. Under the final rule. however.
the subsurface portions of the accessible
environment and the geologic repository
ae contiguous. See Terminology, above.

See also the discussion, above.
'elating to Anticipated/Unanticipated
Pocsses and Eveots.

Several commenfers recommended
lhatIt would be preferable to leave the

l1e in proposed form until the EPA
standard had been published. at which
tune NRC could adapt its regulations to
*e standards that EPA actually
Poulgates. The Cormmission would, of
Du~e, prefer to have final EPA rules
'vallable. and, if they were. it could
build IEPA's provisions, where

appropriate, into Part 60. In the absence
of the final EPA standard, however, the
Commission deems it important to
provide not only to DOE but also to
other interested persons, including
governmental institutions, firm guidance
with respect to the Commission's
regulatory approach. As discussed
under Single vs. Multiple Performance
Standards, above, the technical criteria
provide some flexibility to take into
account a range of standards that might
be adopted by EPA. Should such
standards, when adopted. depart from
those that the Commission has assumed
for purposes of analysis, the
Commission would consider whether
further rulemaking on its part would be
desirable. The procedure that is being
followed conforms to that prescribed by
Section 121(b) of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act. See also the discussion
regarding Population vs. Individual
Dose.

Section 60.113 Performance of
particular barriers after permanent
closure. § 60.111(b)(2)H(3); § 60.1121.

The performance objectives for
particular barriers have been modified
for reasons discussed at length above.

The analysis of Single vs. Multiple
Performance Standards explains the
basis for retaining numerical values,
while allowing them to be modified as
the particular case warrants. The factors
alluded to there as among those that
might be taken into account are set out
in I 60.113(b). I 60.113(c) reflects the
observation there that considerations
related to unanticipated processes and
events could form the basis for
additional performance requirements for
individual barriers.

For the reasons presented under the
heading ALARA. above, the Commission
has elected not to apply an ALARA
principle to the performance
requirements In this section.

The reasons for elimination of
requirements referring specifically to
TRU are described in the section on
Transuranic Waste, above. It should be
noted, however, that the release
requirements in I 60113 apply to all
radionuclides, including those that may
be contained in any TRU that may be
disposed of at a geologic repository
operations area.

The proposed rule required an
assumption that groundwater saturate
the facility and that the performance of
the waste packages be evaluated on this
basis. This approach was proposed
because mechanisms exist for
groundwater transport to the
underground facility, in salt formations
as well as hard rock. It may not always
be necessary or technically reasonable

to assume the specified saturation
conditions, provided that appropriate
evaluations are made in the context of a
particular application, the final rule
therefore calls for the partial and
complete filling with groundwater of
available void spaces in the
underground facility to be considered
and analysed among the anticipated
processes and events in designing the
engineered barrier system. This
provision would not appear to be
needed for disposal In the unsaturated
zone, even though there may be water
transport from the underground facility,
primarily because the design can, in
principle, provide for adequate drainage.
(Criteria applicable to disposal in the
unsaturated zone will be the subject of
additional rulemaking.) Other changes
in the provision are of a clarifying or
editorial nature.

Editorial changes have been made to
avoid repetitious language in the
performance objectives relating to the
engineered barrier system's containment
and controlled-release capabilities.

The proposed requirement with
respect to containment would have
specified that the HLW waste packages
contain all radionuclides for at least the
first 1,000 years after permanent closure.
In response to comments relating to the
demonstrability of a design to contain
"all" radionuclides for an extended
period. the Commission has modified
the requirement so that the design must
provide "substantially complete"
containment. The reason for relying on
containment as one means for assuring
achievement of the overall system
performance objective is that many
sources of uncertainty are particularly
significant during the period when
radiation and thermal conditions in the
underground facility are dominated by
fission product decay. This period win
depend. to some extent, on the
characteristics of the particular facility.
The Commission has therefore allowed
the containment period to be fixed,
where appropriate, at a shorter period.
See, also, the discussion of Single vs.
Multiple Performance Standards.

The incorporation of a general
standard for release of radionuclides
from the engineered barrier system ("a
gradual process which results in small
fractional releases to the geologic setting
over long times") places the specific
criteria into context, thereby
emphasizing the policy objective
underlying these criteria. Moreover. it
indicates the close relationship between
the provisions dealing with containment
and limited release. These are coupled
parameters that should not be varied
independently, but rather should be
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viewed as a system to cMtrol the
release to the geologic setting. Again.
see Sinle v. Multiple Performance
Standards.

The fractional release rate has been
modified slightly to eliminate an
ambiguity identified by one commenter.
The new language makes it clear that
"one part in 100,000 per year" refers to
the activity at 1,000 years following
permanent closure. This Is a substitute
for 1 part in 100,000 of the maximum
inventory of the particular radionuclide
at any time after 1,000 years after
permanent closure. The underlying
concern in the proposed rule was that
the amounts of certain radionuclides,
such as Ra-226 and other actinide
daughters, increased with time, and that
it was necessary to consider the
maximum inventory of these nuclides in
assessing repository performance. The
analyses performed in the rationale
document indicate that these nuclides
are not important with respect to
meeting the EPA standard as presently
formulated. Accordingly, the
Commission has chosen the less
complicated formulation that appears in
the final rule. It should be noted that the
release rate refers to activity at 1,000
years after closure, even though a
different containment period may be
approved or specified by the
Commission; the rate may also be
modified, however, under the provisions
of the final rule. DOE, in its comments
on the proposed rule, suggested that the
fractional release rate requirement
should not apply to nuclides that
constituted less then 0.1% of the
inventory remaining at 1.000 years. This
recommendation has not been adopted
since it could lead to excessive releases.
Table 5 of the rationale document in
NUREG-0804 shows that the inventory
of radioactive material In a repository
containing 100,000 metric tons of spent
fuel Is 1.7x 10' curies after 1.000 years.
The DOE suggestion would eliminate
nuclides whose inventories were less
than 170,000 curies from consideration
of their release rate from the engineered
barrier system, whereas the NRC
provisions of I 60.113(a)(1)ii)(B) would
eliminate nuclides whose release rates
were less than 1.7 curies/yr from further
consideration. While the Commission
has not adopted the recommended
change it notes that, under the
provisions of the final rule. DOE could
recommend an alternative release rate
for nuclides in the hliht of the standard
adopted by EPA or the geochemical-
characteristics of the host rock,
surrounding strata, and groundwater. In
particular, the characteristics of the host
rock immediately adjacent to the

underground facility may be well
understood because of the excavation
activities and, where appropriate, such
characteristics could be taken into
account in specifying the nuclide release
rate.

The previously proposed performance
objective for the geologic setting
[I 50.l11(b)(3)] has been deleted. The
new definition of "anticipated processes
and events" includes the assumption
that processes operating in the
Quaternary Period continue to operate
but with perturbations caused by the
presence of emplaced radioactive waste
superimposed thereon. The remainder of
the proposed paragraph merely restates
part of the overall system performance
objective with respect to performance of
the geologic setting and would be
redundant

The references to "stability" inihe
geologic setting since the start of the
Quaternary Period have been deleted.
What the Commission had intended was
that the structural, tectonic,
hydrogeologic, geochemical, and
geomorphic processes be such as to
enable the recent history to be
interpreted and to permit near-term
geologic changes to be projected with
relatively high confidence. The selection
of the term "stability" to convey this
meaning was unfortunate. Commenters
cotrectly pointed out that a geologic
setting can only be said to exhibit
stability in a relative sense. As they
noted, the proposed rule gave no
guidance as to the degree of required
stability and, accordingly, the provision
would introduce ambiguity with respect
to one of the major elements of the
geologic repository. The factors the
Commission had identified are all
important, but the appropriate way to
consider them is to assess them in the
context of favorable and unfavorable
conditions and to evaluate the extent to
which the geologic repository's
achievement of the overall system
performance objective might be
affected. If the relevant processes are
not well understood, one or more of the
potentially adverse conditions will be
exhibited and such an evaluation will be
required.

The pre-waste-emplacement
groundwater travel time provision Is
subject. to adjustment on a case-by-case
basis. See Single vs. Mlatile
Performance Standards. A clarifying
amendment relates the travel time
provision. as previously only implied, to
the "fastest path of likely radionuclide
travel from the disturbed zone to the
accessible environment." Relating this
provision to the "disturbed zone"
instead of the "far field" involves no

Rules and Regulatis

substantive change. As stated in the
analysis of J 60.2 the term "far fiel&-
has been deleted from the ride.

Some commenters suggested that
groundwater travel time be express
terms of post-emplacement as well
pre-emplacement conditions. Thi
assumes that post-emplacement dW4
would be significant. By definition.
however, the portion of the geologic
setting significantly affected by waA
emplacement constitutes the "disturb
zone." The groundwater travel time
provision applies to transport frm l
disturbed zone to the accessible
environment This parameter is not
dependent upon the effects of waste
emplacement

One commenter characterized the
travel time performance objective as'
"invalid" without a clear definition
"accessible environment" The
Commission agrees that the props
rule was subject to anumberof
interpretations. However, the
definition provides a means for
delineating the limits of the actual
environment so as to take. proper
account of site-specific conditions
Under this revised definition, a
subsurface area extending no more
10 kilometers from the u oud
facility may be used to Isolate the
from the accessible environment.
in effect, places an upper limit on 11
rate of groundwater travel to the 1
accessible environment. Refer to lb
discussion of "accessible environnm
and "controlled area" under
Terminology, above.

Land Ownership and Control

Section 60.121 Requirementsfor -
ownership and control of interests
land

The proposed rule set out owns
and control requirements for the
"geologic repository operations are
The text, however, related these
requirements to the achievement of
isolation. To express this concept
properly. the Commission has made
requirements In 1eO.121(a) applicab
not only to the geologic repository '
operations area, but to the controSei
area as well. Section 60.121(b) wii
deals with isolation and not with thda
period of operations, is amended so
to refer to the controlled area. U ,e,
reference here to the "geologic
repository" Instead of "site or
engineered system" is not ubstal
reflects the revised definitions ida
in the analysis ofI 60±L) A confon
change has also been made to the-
caption of the section.
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wF eto a commenter'
F b'£y~e acquiition of b

I 8~ te waster rights is now
r°equre. This wrill not

t appsears action on the
fhat such

water rights have been obtained,
ede ,. tn.i a result of reservation

by Isition of Iands. See USI v. New
of gcq 4W US. 696 (1978), Cappaert v.
M' 426 US 128(1976). The "purpose of
«e _li repository operations area"
it tended to be construed broadly to

B e the isolation of radioactive
tJ srfter permanent closure as well

S soy water rights needed during the
Od of operations.PO,;Cn.jnlission declines an

ivitston to define a specific area that
stbe acquired to assure public health

c &aiety prior to permanent closure.
d size of this area will depend upon

t particular activities to be carried out
by lpO. There must be an "unrestricted

s" to which releases of radioactive
0 terials will be maintained within the

tmits specified in 10 CFR Part 20.~ wi (lll. The establishment of this
sestrited area must also take
accidents into consideration, since
d tres. systems. and components
Vmportant to safety." as defined in
I Ml giust be designed so as to limit
rstdlaon doses under accident

conditions to 0.5 rem at the boundary of
the Lmrestricted area.

Siting Criteria
Section vai Siting criteia. 5§60.122-
W#124.

The following detailed comments
supplement the discussion under the
caption "Siting Criteria" in the main
text above.

Section 60.122(a) consolidates the
introductory paragraphs of proposed
iI to.122 and 0.123, together with
proposed I1 0.124. This change is
desed to provide a clearer statement
of the relationship between the
favorable and potentially adverse
conditions. The revised language makes
it dear that all such conditions relate to
isolation of the waste after permanent
dosure.

Proposed I 60.124 had specified ways
to demonstrate that potentially adverse
conditions would not 'impair
dSnificantly" the isolation ability of the
geologic repository. This has been
modifed so as to refer Instead to
.compromise" of such site suitability.

Xhis change is made to eliminate any
qllesntio regarding the difference
ibeteen thie two termas. No such

&fenece wras Intended. Both terms
iiate to conditiotns which would
Potentialy preclude the Commission

from finding that the geologic repository
would achieve the performance
objectives.

The rule now provides for evaluating
the effect of the potentially adverse
conditions on the "site" rather than the
"geologic setting" or "disturbed zone."
See Siting Criteria, above.

In the provision which states that
potentially adverse conditions may be
compensated by the presence of
favorable conditions. the Commission
has specified the standard for measuring
the adequacy of such compensation-
namely, achievement of the performance
objectives relating to isolation of waste.
Section 60.122(b)(1) (§ 60.1 22 (ae)).

Proposed paragraphs 60122 Wa. (c).
(d) and (e) have been consolidated for
editorial reasons. Even If some of the
cited processes might have an adverse
effect on the geologic repository's ability
to isolate the waste, the Commission
intends that the other processes may
nevertheless be treated as favorable
conditions. The distinction between
"tectonic" and "structural" processes Is
so "fine." as it was characterized by one
commenter. that the final rule uses only
the former term. The references to "the
start of the Quaternary Period" have
been removed because of the difficulties
that might be Involved in dating this
point with precision; for present
purposes, all that is important is that
processes "operat'WM during the
Quaternary Period" be identified and
evaluated, and this is reflected in the
revised language. Note the fact that
while the provision, as before, applies to
favorable conditions in the "geologic
setting," the broader definition of that
term in the final rule recognizes that
processes operating more remotely from
the geologic repository must be taken
into account.

Section 60.122fb)X2J t§f6ai22(fJ.
The proposed rule included siting

criteria applicable only to disposal in
the saturated zone. This paragraph
adapts the provision that dealt with
hydrogeologic conditions in the host
rock and Is appropriately limited to the
saturated zone option. The Commission
no longer identifies "low groundwater
content" as a favorable condition
because it is the rate and direction of
groundwater movement rather than the
amount of groundwater present that is
of primary significance; thus. Instead.
the final rule substitutes a reference to
low permeability and downward
hydraulic gradient This change also
addresses more clearly the prior
consideration about inhibition of
groundwater circulation in the host rock.
Similarly, Instead of referring to

inhibition of groundwater flow between
hydrogeologic mits. the Commission
specifies the properties which result in
such inhibition, namely low vertical
permeability and low hydraulic
potential. Since the paragraph relates to
the host rock, the reference to shafts,
drifts, and boreholes was not fully.
appropriate and, in any event, is dealt
with by identification of the pertinent
properties.

The reference to groundwater travel
time has been modified to conform with
the language of the related performance
objective. The proposed rule measured
this property from the underground
facility. However, the changes that may
occur in the disturbed zone may negate
the favorable condition in that part of
the geologic setting and, accordingly, the
final rule specifies that the travel time in
question is to be measured from the
disturbed zone to the accessible
environment There is no basis for
identifying a particular number of years
that will be deemed to be substantially
in excess of 1,000 years. If for a
particular site the value is sufficiently
high to enhance the Commission's
confidence that the performance
objectives will be met, then it can
appropriately be considered as a
favorable condition.
Section =.122(b)(3) [g§W.122(g)].

Since the listed geochernical
conditions may or may not occur
simultaneously, yet since any of them
may retard the transport of
radionuclides, the paragraph has been
stated in the disjunctive in the final rule
(by substituting "or" In the place of
"and").

Section 60122b)(4) if 60.122(h)).

This paragraph concerns
transformation of "mineral
assemblages" under thermal loading. I
would be a favorable condition If
changes left the capacity to inhibit
radionuclide transport unaffected; the
proposed rule, which spoke only of
"increased" capacity, was too
restrictive.

The paragraph is concerned primarily
with the behavior of mineral
assemblages which form coatings along
the fracture paths along which
radionuclides are anticipated to migrate',
it would be incorrect, when referring to
this surface zone, to adopt a
commenter's suggestion that the
Commission refers instead to "rock" or
"geologic media."
Section sa2Wb)(5) (f6a.122(if.

This paragraph. relating to depth of
emplacement. is unchanged. The

aste
ds,
e

--- ��M - ---
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purpose of the provision to reflect the
consideration that wastes buried at least
300 meters below the surface are less
subject to disturbance, especially by
human intrusion, than wastes closer to
ground level would be. As in the case of
other favorable conditions. it should be
emphasized that the absence of a
particular one or more of them does not
rule out a site or even demand
explanation; it simply means that other
favorable conditions must be cited to
show that the criterion set out in
I 60.122(a(1) has been satisfied. (The
elevation being referred to is the altitude
above mean sea level of the lowest point
on the surface but the Commission
perceives no need to express the
concept, as one commenter had
suggested. in such detail)

Section 60.122(b)(6).
New. See Population-Related Siting

Critero. above.
Section 60.122(1)1.

The proposed rule would have treated
as a favorable condition "any local
condition of the disturbed zone that
contributes to isolation." This was
criticized as being unduly general and
vague. As the key favorable conditions
appear to have been identified, the
Commission has concluded that
inclusion of such a "catch all" is
unwarranted.

Section 60.122(c)(1) § 60.123(a) (I) and
(6)1.

This paragraph is adapted from two
provisions of the proposed rule. Unlike
most of the potentially adverse
conditions, the prospect of flooding is of
most concern prior to permanent
closure. Even though criteria in I 60.133
provide that the underground facility be
designed to handle water intrusion. the
anticipated design features need not be
sufficient to cope with massive inflows
that could result from submersion of
boreholes and shafts. Should such a
situation develop, the ability of the
geologic repository to achieve isolation
of the wastes that had been emplaced
could be compromised.

Because the concern relates to waste
isolation. the paragraph has been
rewritten so as to be limited to flooding
of the underground facility. The design
criteria for structures, systems, and
components important to safety require
that appropriate measures be taken to
protect surface facilities against the
consequences of flooding.

As there is no reason to differentiate
between floods resulting from natural
causes (ie.. from occupancy and
modification of floodplains) and those
resulting from failure of impoundments,

the two pertinent paragraphs have been
combined.

With respect to required
investigations (I 60.123(b)J, see Section-
by-Section Analysis, I 60.21(cJ(1)(ii)(B).

Section 60.122(c)(2) § 60.123(a) (2) and
(3)1.

Two paragraphs related to the
groundwater flow system have been
consolidated. The conditions are to be
regarded as potentially adverse if the
activities in question are "foreseeable."
This is more conservative than the
original rule, which only identified
"planned" activities. The proposed rule
encompassed such activities with a
potential to "significantly" affect
groundwater flow. Any "adverse" effect
should be treated as significant, and the
final rule makes a change to reflect-this.

Section 60.122(c)(3) [§ 60.123(aJ(7)].

No substantive change from proposed
rule.
Section § 60.122(c)(4) (§ 60.123(b)(8)J.

[§ 60.123(b)(5JJ.
[§ 60.123(b)(6)J].
(§ 60.123(b)(7)J.

Structural deformation would have
been regarded as'a potentially adverse
condition only if occurring within the
disturbed zone during the Quaternary
period. This approach was unduly
limiting. Structural deformation in the
geologic setting, whether or not of recent
origin, is potentially adverse because of
the effects which it may have upon the
regional groundwater flow system. Of
course, it is to be expected that
structural deformation remote from the
site, especially if ancient, can readily be
found not to significantly affect the
ability of the geologic repository to
isolate the waste. Still, it is a potentially
adverse condition and should be
recognized as such.

Faulting is one kind of structural
deformation. By including it here, the
prior specific references to faulting can
be eliminated.

Section 60.122(c)(5) (§ 60.123(b)(12JJ.

This paragraph is no longer restricted
to the disturbed zone, but otherwise Is
unchanged in substance.
Section 6.122(c)(6) [§60.123(a)(8)J.

The proposed rule referred to
"expected climatic changes."
Climatology is not sufficiently
understood to enable us to limit our
concern to "expected" changes, and the
final rule therefore refers to
characteristics of the geologic setting
likely to be affected directly by

reasonably foreseeable climatic charA
viz. the hydrologic conditions.

Section 60.122(cJ(7) f W60.123(b)(1g.

This paragraph referred to
groundwater conditions that could
"affect" solubility and chemical
reactivity. The concern Is not with
effects per se, but rather with effects
that increase the solubility or chemici
reactivity of the engineered barrier
system. This was not made explicit. b
order to be more comprehensive,
chemical composition of the host rod
added to the relevant groundwater
conditions.

Section 60.122(c)(8) (§ 60.123(b)f(5)J

Aside from the extension of this
paragraph beyond the disturbed zone
there are no changes in substance. Or
clarifying addition. "of radionuclides
following "sorption" was made.

Section,60.122(c)(9) f 60.123(b)(13)l

This paragraph. related to non-
reducing groundwater conditions, is i
appropriate to disposal in the satuna
zone.

Section 60.122(c)(l0) (f60.123(b)(5)
Dissolutioning will be treated as a

potentially adverse condition through
the geologic setting. Examples of theA
kinds of features that provide evidezu
of dissolutioning have been includedi
as to make it clear that the paragraph
refers to processes that provide grog
manifestations of their presence. .. :

Section 60.122(c)(11) (§i6.123(bX5J
No substantive changes.

Section 60.122(ci(12) (i 60.123(a)(4)1

Section 60.122(c)(13) §i60.123(b)([1

Section 60.122(c)(15) (f6.123(())
Section60.122(c)(15) (§60.123(bXJf
Section 60.122(c)(16) [§60.123(b)(4)

Extended from disturbed zone to t
entire geologic setting. but otherwise
unchanged.

Section 60.122(c)(17) (§60.123(b)(34
Consistent with the references to

resources in the requirements fof tW
content of the safety analysis reporti
I 60.21(c)(13), the presence on naturl
occurrring materials for which econd
extraction is currently feasible or i
potentially feasible during the i
foreseeable future may give rise to i4
potentially adverse condition. The 4
provision now-applies to the Mite, rs
that the disturbed zone, since it Is
site that provides isolation of the wI

�111111111111111M
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rges 2(lJ , § 60.123(bJ.1'J.
g~teded from the disturbed zone to

6 .-122(c)U(1 9 6012.3b)(2JJ.
gXtended from the disturbed zone to

die site
becyOfl e22a c2 0J ( O123()(16)J.
1 ,e paragraph refers to "rock or

dwater" conditions that would
qire complex engineering measures.

Atlrh the engineering measures
being referred to would be applied
beige permanent closure, the reason for
befing this criterin S il the

,.iainder of 1 6122(c)-stems from
Urem i about the ability of the

leol0c repository to satisfy the
pe rformance objectives with respect to

1golation of the waste. Although
,iplex engineering measures are not

knberently unacceptable, their reliability
l must be carefully scrutinized in a

Uicensing process. A geologic setting that
requires the adoption of such complex
engineering measures therefore can be
viewed as exhibiting a potentially
adverse condition. Although the final
nile applies to the geologic setting
instead of the disturbed zone, this
psgragrph would apply over only that
rlart of the geologic setting that has
lesturel relevant to the selection of
engineering measures.

Section 60122(c)(2l) [ 60.123(b)(17)J.

Section 60.131 General design criteria
for the geologic repository operations
area.

out

(a) Radiological protection.
[ 60.130(bl(]l.

Aside from editorial changes, the only
revision relates to the design of the
radiation alarm system; the language
has been modified to conform to 10 CFR
72.74(b), and reference to radioactivity
in effluents was deleted since this
section has to do with radiation
protection in restricted areas. Provisions
for control of radioactivity in effluents
are contained in I 60.131(b)(4), for
emergency conditions, and in
160.132(c), for normal operations.

(b) Structures, systems, and
components important to safety.

(1) Protection against natural
phenomena and environmental
conditions. [( 00.130(b)(2)].

The two proposed subparagraphs
were duplicative and have been
consolidated. The change of "site" to
"geologic repository operations area" is
appropriate because the concern being
addressed is accident conditions at the
HLW facility that could result in
specified doses at the boundary.
Similarly, "any relevant time period"
has been deleted since this provision
deals with the prevention or mitigation
of accidents associated with waste
storage and handling activities. Also,
since it is accident conditions that are of
concern, the provisions of the proposed
rule dealing with operations,
maintenance and testing were
inappropriate and have been deleted.
(The effects of natural phenomena and
environmental conditions on waste
isolation are addressed in 5 60.122.)

(2) Protection against dynamic effects
of equipment failure and similar events.
[Section 60.130(b)(3)]

Editorial change, characterizing
missile impacts as dynamic effects.

(3) Protection against fires and
explosives. [Section 60.130(b)(4)]

The design criterion pertaining to
continued operation during and after
fires has been limited to such events as
are "credible." This responds to
comments that suggested that the
proposed language could be interpreted
to require protection against any fire or
explosion that might be physically
possible.

Because Subpart E is concerned with
siting and design criteria, the
Commission has not adopted a
suggestion to incorporate, at this point, a
requirement that explosives be excluded
from areas ontang radioactive
materials. h er, such a provision
could be one of the license

specifications found to be appropriate
under 1 60.43.'

(4) Emergency capability [Section
60.130(b)(5J]

Provision has been made to require
control of effluents during emergency
conditions, see if 60.131(a). Otherwise
unchanged.

(5) Utility services. [Section 60.130(b))
Paragraph (i) has been clarified by

inserting an explicit reference to
systems "important to safety." Since the
definition of "important to safety" refers
to "accidents," the term "emergency
conditions" has been changed to
"accident conditions."

Proposed paragraph (lii) has been
deleted because it was redundant with
the general provision for inspection,
testing, and maintenance.

Proposed paragraph (iv) [now (iii)] has
been abbreviated. As proposed, it could
have been interpreted as requiring
systems, even if redundant, to be
functional at all times. The intent was to
assure that timely emergency power can
be provided to structures, systems, and
components important to safety. The
provision has been modified
accordingly. There is no need to state
that emergency power be sufficient to
allow safe conditions to be maintained,
since this is implicit in the remainder of
the text.

(6) Inspection, testing, and
maintenance. (Section 60130(b)(7)]

No change from proposed rule.
(7) Criticality controL (Section

60.130(b)(8)]
No change from proposed rule.
(8) Instrumentation and control

systems. [Section 60.130(b)(9)]
The adjective "engineered" has been

deleted, in reference to systems
important to safety, so as to retain
uniform terminology throughout the rule.

The provision for design "with
sufficient redundancy to ensure that
adequate margins of safety are
maintained," which was criticized as
being vague, has been deleted. The
objective was to ensure that the design
incorporate needed instrumentation and
this has been accomplished more clearly
by the amended language.

(9) Compliance with mining
regulations. [Section 60.130(b)(lOl

No change from proposed rule. It
should be noted that this provision is
not intended to assert NRC authority
over mining safety practices generally:
but to the extent that the safety of
workers is necessary for systems
important to safety to perform their
intended functions, the relevant design
features are of legitimate concern to
NRC.

The criterion pertaining to stable
undezsround openings is also unchanged
in substance. except that it is no longer
expressly limited to the disturbed zone.
This is another criterion that pertains to
the period of operations. However, like
the preceding one, its underlying
purpose is to assure that waste isolation
objectives can be achieved. Failure of
underground openings could result in the
inability of the licensee to retrieve the
wastes practicably, should such a
course of action be found to be
warranted. The consequence of this
Isilure could be a transport of
radionuclides to the accessible
environment at levels exceeding the
performance objectives.

Design Criteria for the Geologic
Repository Operations Area

Section 60.130 Scope of design criteria
for the geologicrepository operations
crea. (j &.aS0o(a)]

The separation of final 1 60.130 from
lated sections is an editiorial change.
As indicated in 60.131, Subpart E is

intended to specify site and design
criteria. References to construction
fT'irents are therefore inappropriate
and have been deleted.a.
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(10) Shaft conveyances used in
radioactive waste handling. [Section
60.133(c)J

The specific criteria applicable to
hoists important to safety have
remained unchanged. The general
requirement that shaft conveyances
used to transport radioactive materials
be designed to satisfy the requirements
for systems, structures, and components
important to safety has been deleted
because it was unduly broad; to the
extent that the shaft conveyances are in
fact important to safety, the applicable
design requirements will still apply.

Section 60.132 Additional design
criteria for sufface facilities in the
geologic repository operations area.
(Section 60 1311

(a) Facilities for receipt and retrieval
of waste. [Section 60131(a)]

This paragraph has been shortened by
deleting redundant and unnecessary
detail. The requirement for safe handling
and storage implies provision for
inspection, repair, and decontamination
as appropriate. Similarly, it is not
necessary to state that surface storage
capacity need not be provided for all
emplaced waste; there must be sufficient
capacity, however, to allow safe
handling and storage.

(b) Surface facility ventilation.
[Section 60.131(b)]

The only change is the reference to
I 60.111(a) by paragraph. This is not a
substantive amendment, as this is the
only part of the performance objectives
relevant to ventilation.

(c) Radiation control and monitoring.
(Section 60.131(c)]

The reference to emergency
operations is omitted because that
subject Is covered by I 6O.131(b)(4).
Editorial changes have been made here
for the same reasons as were discussed
in connection with that paragraph.

(d) Waste treatment (Section
60.131(d)}

No change from proposed rule.
(e) Consideration of decommissioning.

[Section 60.131(e)]
See Deconmissioning. above. The

term "decommissioning" has been
retained in this context because surface
facilities may continue to be used even
after permanent closure. The
requirement has been made more
precise by specifying that the same
standards apply here as to other
activities licensed by NRC.

§ 80.133 Additionaldesign criteria for
the undergroundfacility. [Section
60.132)

(a) General criteria for the
underground facility. [Section 80.132(a))

Proposed paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2)
have been deleted because they were
redundant.

The requirement that design features
"enhance [containment and isolation of
radionuclides] to the extent practicable
at the site" has been changed to provide
that the design shall "contribute" to
such containment and isolation. As
proposed, this provision could have
been construed as imposing
requirements substantially in excess of
those needed to satisfy the performance
objectives. This was not the intention.
See also the discussion of ALARA,
above.

The requirement to design the
underground facility against the effects
of disruptive events has been modified
to apply to events occurring during the
period of operations and to exclude
water and gas intrusions to eliminate
redundancy with other provisons of the
rule. The requirement is also limited to
consideration of credible disruptive
events.

(b) Flexibility of design. [Section
60.132(b)J

The only change, in puncutation. is
editorial.

(c) Retrieval of waste. [Section
60.132(d)]

Proposed paragraph (d)(2) has been
deleted because it was redundant with
proposed paragraph (d)(1) and was read
to prohibit backfilling.

Proposed paragraph (d)(3) has been
deleted because it is subsumed in the
remaining text of the paragraph.

(d) Control of water and gas. [Section
60.132(g)]

Because of confusion about the
meaning of the term "service water," the
design requirement has been rephrased
so as to refer more generally to "water
or gas intrusion."

Additional proposed requirements
have been deleted in response to
comments regarding the level of detail in
the rule. (See Level of Detail, above.)
While each of the Items that had been
addressed will in all probablility be
needed. the remaining general design
criterion for control of water and gas is
adequate to ensure that each of the
features will be incorporated in the
design where necessary.

(e) Underground openings. [Section
60.132(e)]

This paragraph has been rewritten in
functional terms so as to require design
so that operations in the underground
facility "can be carried out safely and
the retrievability option maintained."

The requirement that the design
reduce the potential for deleterious rock
movement or fracturing of rock has been
retained. The identification of
considerations that must be taken into

account has been deleted as being more
appropriate for treatment in regulatory
guides. The Commission anticipates,
however. that each of the factors that
had been listed would in fact have been
included in complying with this
paragraph.

(f) Rock excavation. (Section i60132(
The proposed rule required design to

"limit damage to and fracturing of roc
The extent to which damage should be
"limited" was not stated. Moreover, for
some geologic media and sites, the
requirement could be interpreted to
prescribe particular excavation
methods, which was not the intent The
paragraph has been rephrased to
indicate that the design must reduce
potential for creating a preferential
pathway to the accessible environm

(g) Underground facility ventilation.
[Section 60.132(h)J

The term "subsurface facility" has
been eliminated, conforming to the
caption of the section. Paragraph (gi
now refers to control within ad fip
the "underground facility.

Proposed paragraph (hl(2), which
would have required design to permit
continuous occupany of all excaat
areas through permanent clos e.
excessively restrictive. Ventilation
need to be maintained, however,
normal operations are being carrie
so as to satisfy paragraph g)(1).

Proposed paragraph (h)(S) was
deleted. It is adequately covered by .
paragraph (g)(1).

As in some other contexts. refe
Is now made to "accident conditions%
instead of "emergency conditions" (
discussion of I o0.131(b)(5) above).!
requirement for design to assure
continued function Is retained, but the
means for accomplishing this is left
the designer. Redundant equipment
fail-safe control systems would con
to be employed where necessary and
appropriate.

(h) Engineered barriers. [Section
60.132(i))

The proposed rule, in paragraph. W
would have specified several design
requirements for the engineered
barriers, including backfill and bari
at shafts. While the Commission
continues to expect that such feau
will ordinarily be incorporated into
design, it has concluded that Its e
approach would have been unduly
restrictive. The Commission has
therefore left only the general
statement that the engineered b
shall be designed to assist the -ge
setting in meeting long-term
performance objectives.

(i) Thermal loads [Section 60.1

11111MIM..- -- --, - -
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rovislOn retains the substancae>
sed paragraph (k)(lJ. The
et the "ability of the natural or
ed barriers to retard
,lide migration" is deleted
it is already covered by
that the performance

ed(k(ln2e); identifying factors to
into account in the design of
ading And waste spacings, has
dted as containing excessive

significance. As stated in
I 60.31(a)(1)(iv), the Commission will
consider whether DOE has adequately
described construction procedures
which may affect the capability of the
geologic repository to serve its intended
function. Appropriate provisions will be
included In a construction authorization.
as provided in 1 80.32.

Proposed J 60134(c), dealing with
construction records, has been retained.
with minor modifications. It now
appears as l 60.72, and is discussed in
the analysis of that section.

deformations that might otherwise
develop prior to permanent closure; such
events could make it more difficult or
impractical to achieve maximum
integrity of the permanent seals when
they are put into place. To the extent
that this is an important concern, it too
is covered under the text of the final
J 60.134.

Design Criteria for the Waste Package

%soar omitted provisions. [Sections
013i2(4 60 13 (9Slngwih h
psedI 60.l32(c. deader with the
ou concept, was excessively

ctve- The Commission recognizes
6st to some degree the concurrent

sut of excavation with waste
°1pjacement could "impair" waste
bplacement or retrieval operations.
ocuirent excavation and waste

Oplacement would be acceptable,
Fovided that all other applicable
,qkuirements are satisfied. The
Fmmion for insulation of individual
codules is not necessary. since
parsgrsph (a)(3) requires that the design
At the effects of disruptive events and
Vagrph (g)(2) provides that the design

vaure continued function of ventilation
qtems under accident conditions.
Section 60.131(a), including the design

quirement to control the dispersal of
rsdioactive contamination, is also

Proposed 1 60.132W) would have
sDeciried fail-safe designs in systems for

andling, transporting, and emplacing
wsutes. This too was excessively
restrictive. What protective measures
Ie needed will be determined in the
kjht of a range of factors, including the
probability and consequences of
mishaps and the costs of alternative
means for dealing with them. Similarly,
te final rule does not require that
handling systems "minirmize the
ptential for operator error,"

specifications for such systems will
dered upon an evaluation of the
pticular risks Involved. Where
Potective measures are needed.
particularly Insofar as they relate to
adiological consequences, the
Wnsing design requirements suffice.
Se&on 6. 134 Construction
efakationsfor surface and subsurface
"cidites.
The proposed rule contained a section

I construction specifications that was
Iapproprlate since (under

IIOJI(a)(2)), the scope of Subpart E
OU nWnted to site and design criteria.

Although the section has therefore
int deleted. this does not mean that
fttructon procedures are not of vital

Section 60.134 Design of sealsfor
shafts and horeholes. If 60.133/

The proposed rule contained a
number of provisions which commenters
criticized as being unachievable, or at
least incapable of being demonstrated.
Specifically, there was objection to the
requirements that shaft and seal design
not create preferential pathways and
that sealed shafts and boreholes Inhibit
radionuclide transport to, at the least,
the same degree as the undisturbed
rock. The Commission acknowledges
that in some cases a pathway may be
created that may be preferential in
relation to the undisturbed rock.
Whether or not this is acceptable will
depend upon the characteristics of the
rock in question, the quality of the seal
under projected conditions, the age,
nature, and location of the waste, and
the design of the underground facility.
The important thing Is that the seals not
become pathways that compromise the
geologic repository's ability to meet the
performance objectives for the period
relating to isolation of the waste. This
concept now appears as I 60.134(a).

Ad ditionally, although the
Commission's general approach has
been to avoid ALARA-type concepts, It
has in this instance specified that
materials and placement methods for
seals be selected to reduce to the extent
practicable, the potential for creating a
preferential pathway or the migration of
radionuclides through existing
pathways. This approach is based upon
a concern that significant deficiencies in
seal design could largely, or entirely.
eliminate the contribution to waste
isolation which is to be provided by the
geologic setting. By Insisting that seal
design reduce preferential pathways to
the extent practicable, the Commission
ensures that the design will facilitate Its
arriving at licensing decisions.

Proposed I 60.133(b)(1) provided that
shafts and boreholes be sealed as soon
as possible after they have served their
operational purpose. As In the other
portions of the section, the objective
was to address the question of long-term
isolation. Early sealing can prevent

Section 0l0135 CWteriaforthe waste
package and its components.

A geologic repository operations area,
by definition, is a facility that may be
used for the disposal of high-level
radioactive waste. The rule must
therefore address matters related to
HLW. including as appropriate
requirements as to HLW waste form and
waste package. Whether or not other
radioactive materials are emplaced in
the facility is speculative, and even If
this should occur, the quantities, specific
activity, half-lives and other relevant
factors may be so variable as to make It
Impossible at this time to establish
reasonable rules. The final rule
accordingly expressly limits the
applicability of the requirements of this
section to high-level radioactive waste.
Nonradioactive wastes are not
addressed at all. The Commission defers
for later consideration, should the
occasion arise, an examination of the
legal and technical questions that would
be presented if the disposal of
nonradioactive wastes in a geologic
repository operations area were to be
proposed.
Section 60135(a) High-level waste
package design in general

This paragraph has been revised
editorially. It is now limited to HLW
packages, but is otherwise unchanged in
substance from the proposed rule.
Section 60135(b) Specific criteria for
HLWpackage design. If 60.135(c)!

Two paragraphs relate to contents of
the waste package one dealing with
explosive, pyrophoric, and chemically
reactive materials and a second dealing
with free liquids. Editorial changes have
been made so as to provide parallel
language. Insofar as the period of
operations is concerned, this Is done by
adoptfng the proposed language that has
applied to free liquids. Insofar as waste
isolation Is concerned. both paragraphs
are related to the relevant performance
objective, adapting for this purpose the
proposed provisions on explosive,
pyrophoric. and chemically reactive
materials.

Also, as revised. the provision
pertaining to explosive. pyrophoric. and
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chemically reactive materidavoids the
possible interpretation that insignificant
quantities of sau materials may not be
incorporated in waste packages.

Other changes are merely editorial.
Section60.135(c) Wasteformcriteria
forHZW. I 60.135(b)].

The portion of this paragraph that
deals with combustibles has been
modified so as to specify that a fire
involving waste packages containing
combustibles will not affect the integrity
of other waste packages, adversely
affect any structures, systems or
components Important to safety, or
compromise the ability of the
undeground facility to contribute to
waste isolation. This parallels the
corresponding changes in the waste
package design criteria.

The reference to structures. systems,
or components is modified by the
defined term "important to safety"
rather than the undefined adjective
"safety-related."

ha Section 113(d) Design criteriafor
other radioactive wastes.

This paragraph is new. Its purpose is
described in the introductory analysis

i; for this section.
Perform Confirmation
Requirements

* ~ Section 60.137 Generanl equiements
for performance confirmation.

Unchanged from proposed rule.
Subpart F-Performance Confirmation
Program
Section 60.140 Generalrequirements

The proposed rule would have
specifiedthat the performance
conifrmationnprogram "ascertain"
certain data. While achievement of that
goal would be desirable; it is more

8+ accurate to state that the program is to
"provide data which indicates, where
practicable:' whether conditions are
within assumed limits and systems are

z efunctioning as intended.
The proposed requirement that the

confirmation program be implemented
c 0so as pot to!'adversely affect" the

natural and engineered barrier
I 60.140(d)(I), also needed to be

qualified. The Commission's Intention
c , was not to prohibit usful tests that

would have trivial impacts upon the
repository's performance; instead. it
wishes to asure that significant
potentially adverse effects are taken
into account in designing the
performance confirmation program. Th

C' paragraph has been modified
accordingly.

A.

\ 1C kFs .

See also the amendment to I 6.74,
which provides for the conduct of the
performance confirmation program.
Section 6a 141 Confirmation of
geotechnical and design parameters.

Unchanged from proposed rule.
Ssection 80.142 Design testing.

Unchanged from proposed rule.
Section 60.143 Monitoring and testing
waste packages.

The ambiguous term "repository" has
been replaced by the defined terms
"geologic repository operations area' or
"underground facility," as appropriate.
Other changes are editorial in nature.
Subpart G-Quality Assurance
Section 60.150 Scope.

This section has been revised to
correspond to the counterpart provision
of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. Where
the same term (here, "quality
assurance") is employed in related
contexts, I is generally desirable to use
a common definition. For this reason.
the Commission has declined to
substitute "reasonable assurance" for
"adequate confidence" as the measure
of satisfactory performance.
Section W.15 Applicability

The final rule defines "important to
safety" In a manner related to the period
of operations. Because-quality assurance
requilemsnts must be applied with a
view to long-term perfornance. Subpart
G is also made applicable to those
elements of the geologic repository that
must function in a prescribed manner so
as to satisfy the performance objectives
for the period after permanent closure.
The proposed rule's reference to "events
that could -cuse an unduerilk to the
health and safety of the public" has
been deleted because of the inclusion of
the more definite standards that are
referred to in the revised first sentence
of the section.

Further, the Commission has adopted
a suggestion to revise the list of
activities to which Subpart G pertains so
as to correspond mare closely with the
strunhre of the rule
Section W. 15 hnplementation.

Unchnged from proposed rule.
fSecdon 6a=s3 Qualityassurancefar
performance confimation.)

This section of the proposed rule has
been delethd because perfarmance
confirmation is now made subjec, by
i 60 .151fb to explicit requirem-t for
the conduct o mance
confirmation.

| Rules and Regulations

Subpart H-Training and Certification, g
Personnel

Provisions for training and
Certification of Personnel are unchad
in substance from the proposed rule.
The rule has been clarified by replacing
the undefined term "operations
important to safety" with the phrase
"operations of systems and components
important to safety." Other changes are
merely editorial.
Subpart I-Emergency Planning Criteria

Section 60.31(a) provides that one of
the considerations bearing upon the
issuance of a construction authorizat,
is whether DOE's emergency plan
complies with the criteria contained in'
Subpart L The proposed technical
criteria were silent with respect to
SubpartL and the contents of that
subpart here continue to be reserved. 4
Environmental Impact

Pursuant to Section 121(c) of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 19 bt
promulgation of these criteria shal not
require the preparation of an
environmental impact statementunmds,
Section 102(2)(C) of the National
Environmental Policy Act of IU6or
environmental review under
subpargraph (E) or (F) of Section lO2(Zr
of such Act.
Paperwork Reduction Act

This rule contains no new or
recordkeeplng. reporting, or app
requirement or any other type of -
information collection requirement, -
subject to the Paperwork Reductiorr0
(Pub. L 96411).
Regulatory Flexibility Act Certificataw

As required by the Regulatory
Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 UIS.C C05(b
the Commission certifies that this
adopted, will not have a significant
economic impact upon a substantial
number of small entities. The only
subject to regulation underthirnle Is-
the U.S. Department of Energy.
list of Subjects In 1 CFR Part 6W

High-level waste, Nuclear power
plants and reactors, Nuclear materialt.
Penalty, Reporting requirements,
treatment and disposal
Issuance

For the reasons set out in the -

preamble and under the authority of t
Atomic Knergy Act of 15. as
the Enag Reorganization Actof
as amended, the Nuclear Waste Polk?
Act of L and 5 US.C 53 the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is-
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the following amendmentsji
,rt 60.

Subpart E-Technlcal Criteria
Sec.
60.101 Purpose and nature of findings.
60.102 Concepts.

For the purposes of sec. 223. Stat. 5 as
amended (42 U.S.. 2273). I §16.71 to 60.75
are issued under sec. 161.o 68 Stat. 950. as
amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).* 0 -01SpOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL

r mflVE WASTES IN GEOLOGIC

riseTable orCOntents for Part 60 is
eised to read as follows:

pse t Ae Pi

Performance Objectives
60.111 Performance of the geologic

repository operations area through
permanent closure.

60.112 Overall system performance
objective for the geologic repository after
permanent closure.

60.113 Performance of particular barriers
after permanent closure...

Land Ownership and Control
60.221 Requirements for ownership and

control interests In land.

3. Section 60.2 is revised to read as
follows:

W; Purpose and scope.

VII~s required,
S. Commsunications.
Ot wnerpretations.

p not required for certain

ctvties.
eportifl Cdkeep'ng, and

applicston requirements: 0MB approval

rt Emplbymeent protection.

rgppcatiou Review

WAG Site characterization.
all Site characterization report.

OeW Applications
=i Content of application.

a2 Filing and distribution of application.
l Elimination of repetition.
pz4 Updating of application and

snviromrnental report.

Siting Criteria
60.122 Siting criteria.
Design Criteria for the Geological Repository
Operations Area
60.30 Scope of design criteria for the

geologic respository operations area.
60.131 General design criteria for the

geologic repository operating area.
60.132 Additional design criteria for surface

facilities in the geologic repository
operations area.

60.133 Additional design criteria for the
underground facility.

60.134 Design of seals for shafts and
boreholes.

Design Criteria for the Waste Package
60.135 Criteria for the waste package and Its

components.
WCasiction Authorization

az Construction authorization.
=2 Conditions of construction

suthorization.
gr Amendment of construction

suthorlzation.
Ucus Issuance and Amendment
an4 Standards for Issuance of a license.
ea Conditions of license.
.W License specification.

NM4 Changes, tests, and experiments.
WAS Amendment of license.
NAO Particular activities requiring license

amendment -

Performance Confinnation Requirements
60.137 General requirements for

performance confirmation.
Subpart F-Performance Confirmation
Program
60.140 General requirements.
60.141 Confirmation of geotechnical and

design parameters.
60.142 Design testing.
60.143 Monitoring and testing waste

packages.
Subpart 0-Quality Assurance
60.150 Scope.
60.151 Applicability.
60.152 Implementation.

* 60.2 Definitions.
As used In this part-
"Accessible environment" means: (1)

The atmosphere. (2) the land surface. (3)
surface water, (4) oceans, and (5) the
portion of the lithosphere that is outside
the controlled area.

"Anticipated processes and events"
means those natural processes and
events that are reasonably likely to
occur during the period the intended
performance objective must be
achieved. To the extent reasonable in
the light of the geologic record, It shall
be assumed that those processes
operating in the geologic setting during
the Quaternary Period continue to
operate but with the perturbations
caused by the presence of emplaced
radioactive waste superimposed
thereon.

"Barrier" means any material or
structure that prevents or substantially
delays movement of water or
radionuclides.

"Candidate area" means a geologic
and hydrologic system within which a
geologic repository may be located.

"Commencement of construction"
means clearing of land, surface or
subsurface excavation, or other
substantial action that would adversely
affect the environment of a site, but
doesnot Include changes desirable for
the temporary use of the land for public
recreational uses, site characterization
activities, other preconstruction
monitoring and investigation necessary
to establish background information
related to the suitability of a site or to
the protection of environmental values,
or procurement or manufacture of
components of the geologic repository
operations area.

"Commission" means the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission or its duly
authorized representatives.

"Containment" means the
confinement of radioactive waste within
a designated boundary.

"Controlled area" means a surface
location, to be marked by suitable
monuments, extending horizontally no
more than 10 kilometers in any direction
from the outer boundary of the
underground facility, and the underlying
sutaurface, which area has been
committed to use as a geologic
repository and from which incompatible
activities would be restricted following
permanent closure.

rIet Closure
ER51 Ucense amendment for permanent

dosure.
OM5 Termination of license.

Subpart H-Training and Certlficatlon of
Personnel
60.160 General requirements.
6.161 Training and certification program.

60.162 Physical requirements.
*W C-Partpatkon by State
k rmens and kdann Tribes
am Site review.
SE illing of proposals for State

participation.
SAB Approval of proposals.

OM Participation by Indian tribes.
4O Coordination.

MM D-Recds R ot, Tests, and
and re ortin

i General recordkeeping and reporWW
ftqurments.

LI Construction records.
d eprt of deficiencies.
v Testa.

Iftsapections.

Subpart 1-Emergency Planning CrIterla
(Reserved)

2. lTe authority citation for Part Go is
revised to read as follows:

Autharity' Secs. Si. 53. 62 63, 65, 81, 11.
12, 183, 8 Stat. G.O30 932933 93S, 948,
953. 95 as amended (42 U.S.C. 2071,207
2002 20 32005,21n1 2201.22 3; secs.
202, 2Oe, 88 Stat 1244.1248 (42 U.SC. 5842
S548); secs. 10 and 14. Pub. L 95-6W 92 Stat
2951 (42 U.S.C. 2Rsa and 5t51) sec. 102 Pub.
L 91-1 93 Stat. 853 (42 US.C. 4332, sec.
121. Pub. L 97-42, 98 Stat. 2228 (42 U.S.C.
104)
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"Director means the Director of the
Nuclear RegulatorComnissies Office
of Nuclear Materiel Sefety and
Safeguards.

"Disposal" means the isolation of
radioactive wastes from the accessible
environment.

"Disturbed zone" means that portion
of the controlled area the physical or
chemical properties of whlh have
changed as a result of underground
facility construction or as a result of
heat generated by the emplaced
radioactive wastes such that the
resultant change of properties may have
a significant effect on the performance
of the geologic repository.

"DOE" means the US. Department of
Energy or Its duly authorized
representatives.

"Engineered barrierpystem" means
the waste packages and the
underground facility.

"Geologic repository" means a system
which is intended to be used for, or may
be used for, the disposal of radioactive
wastes in excavated geologic media. A
geologic repository includes (11 The
geologtirepository operations area. and
(2) the portion of the geologic setting
that provides isolation of the radioactive
waste.

"Geologic repository operations area"
means a high-level radioactive waste
facility that la-part of a geologic
repository, including both surface and
subsurface cas, where waste handling
activities are conducted.

"Geolegic setting" means the geologic.
hydrologic, and geochemical systems of
the region in which a geologic repository
operations area is or may be located.

"High-level radioactive waste- or
"HLW" means: (1) Irradiated reactor
fueL (21 liquid wastes resulting from the
operation of the first cycle solvent
extraction.system, or equivalent, and the
concentrated wastes from subsequent
extraction cycles, or equivalent. in a
facility for reprocessing irradiated
reactor fueL and (3) solids into which
such liquid wastes have been converted.

"HLW facility" means a fility
subject to the licenslng and related
regulatory-authority of the Commision
pursuant to Sections 202(3) and 202(4) of
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974
(88 Stat 1244).1

'Ths are Doe 'fciltiesused primaril fr She
receipt and storage of higb-level radioactive wastee
resuflva or activities liceb under owc Act
[the Atomic Eaergy Act" and "Katieveble 81uface
Storage Facilities md other facilities aathoubed for
the vtpruss purpose ofesubuequentonttarm
storage i4cn radloacve wastes generated

obr POEj. wIDS are ad usedf ord'r pe otf,
wesearch end development activities.'

"Host rock" means the geologic
medium in which the waste is emplaced.

"Important to saw," with reference
to structures, systems, and components
means those engineered structures,
systems, and components essential to
the prevention or mitigation of an
accident that could result in a radiation
dose to the whole body, or any organ, of
0.5 rem or greater at or beyond the
nearest boundary of the unrestricted
area at any time until the completion of
permanent closure.

"Indian tribe" means an Indian tribe
as defined in the Indian Self-
Determination and Education
Assistance Act (Public Law 93-38).

"Isolation" means inhibiting the
transport of radioactive material so that
amounts and concentrations of this
material entering the accessible
environment will be kept within
prescribed liMis.

"Permanent closure" means final
backfilldw of the underground facility
and the sealing of shafts and boreholes.

"Performance confirmation" means
the program of tests, experiments, and
analyses which is conducted to evaluate
the accuracy and adequacy of the
information used to determine with
reasonable assurance that the
performance objectives for the period
after permanent closure will be met

"Public oument Room" means the
place at 1717 H Street N.W.
Washington. D.C. at which records of
the Commission will ordinarily be made
available for public inspection and any
other place, the location of which has
been published in the Federal Register.
at which public records of the
Commission pertaining to a particular
geologic repository are made available
for public inspection.

"Radioactive waste" or "waste"
means HLW and other radioactive
materials other than HLW that are
received for emplacement in a geologic
repository.

"Restricted area" means any area
access to which is controlled by the
licensee for purposes of protection of
individuals from exposure to radiation
and radioactive materials. "Restricted
area" iala not include any areas used
as residential quarters, although a
separate room or rooms in a residential
building may be set apart as a restricted
area.

"Retrieval" means the act of
intentionally removing radioactive
waste from the uderground location at
which the waste had been previously
emptacedfor disposaL

"Saturated zone" mewathat put of
the varth crust beneath thadeepest,
water table in which all voids, large and

small are IdMany filled with water untr.
pressure greater than atmospheric.

"Site" means the location of the e
controlled area.

"Site characterization" means the
program of exploration and research.
both in the laboratory and in the field;
undertaken to establish the geologic
conditions and the ranges of those
parameters of a particular site relevant-
to the procedures under this part. Site 4
characterization includes borings, -a
surface excavations, excavation of *
exploratory shafts, limited subsurface m
lateral excavations and borings, and in
situ testing at depth needed to .
determine the suitability of the site for et
geologic repository, but does not inclnA
preliminary borings and geophysical -

testing needed to decide whether a1e
characterization should be undertakes

"Tribal organization" means a hIQbi4
organization as defined in the Indianh
Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act (Public Law 9638) -

"Unanticipated proceses and eva
means those processes and events
affecting the geologic setting that are
fudged not to be reasonably liked r
occur during 1he-period the intended;
performance-objective must be ,
achieved, but which are never
sufficiently credible to warrant
consideration. Unanticipated process
and events maybe either natual
processes or events or processes and
events initiated by human activities
other than those activities licensed!5
under this part. Processes and events
initiated by human activities nay5
be found to be s ently credible t
warrant consideration i it Is a e
that. (1) The monuments provided b
this part are sufficiently permanent b
serve their intended purpose (2) the
value to future generations of potenU
resources within the ste can be
assessed adequately under the
applicable provisions of this part3
understanding of the nature of a
radioactivity, and an appreciation
hazards, have been retained in some
functioning institutions: (4) institute
are able to assess risk and t take
remedial action at a level of social
organization and technological
competence equivalent to, or superior
that which was-applied in initiathng*
processes or events concerned. and
relevant records are preserved, and
remain accessible, for several hun
years after permanent closure

"Underground facility" means the
underground structure, including
openings and backfil mnaterials, hled
excluding shafts, borehnoles. and tef
seals.
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x estled area means any Maw
;wch Is not controlled Uy- the

ccs5s t'o purposeB of protection of
cV~jeaes from exposure to radiation

Oactive matenal aid any area
jod i sidential quarters.
;Ad for ina uiIeans the radioactive

Wastaerials and any encapsulating

W&ste package means the waste
any ontainersl shielding,lddn and other absbent materials

ps wmsurrounding an Individual
Lou container.

WaL COM bar mans that surface in a
ln~ws g~er body at which the water

C r satmospheric.
Section 0.1is amended by

p ph (a)and adding a new
prssph4 Id to reed as follows

1rior to submittal or an application
Aslicanse to be issued under this part
Doe.silconduct a program of site

eaerittion with respect to the site
lo be described in such application.

(d) The program of site
sracterilation shall be conducted in

accodnce with the following
(i) Investigations to obtain the

mqufred infmwation shall be conducted
{e such a mnner as to limit adverse
bffects on the long-term performance of
~e geologic repository to the extent
-L

p The aumber of exploratory
borholes and shafts shall be limited to
die extent practical consistent with
Obwainng the Information needed for

ite chcterzation.
(3) To the extent practical,

eploratory boreholes and shafts in the
geologic repository operations area shall
be located where shafts are planned for
uderground facility construction and
operation or where large unexcavated
piars ae planned.

(4) Subsurface exploratory drilling
envation. and in situ testing before

andtuing construction shal be
plnned sand coordinated with geologic

ileosioy operations area design and

.Secton WM, Is amended by -

Mi8iq Paragraph (a) to read asbumos:

fait ftetrumgb si por L

() hA early as possible after
nmencement of planning for a

Phltiodar jc repository operations
aid prior to ste characterization.

D0 sal sI Kit to the Director a Site
trizton Reprt. The report

shall include ' (1) A description of the
site to be characterized. (2) the criteria
used to arrive at the candidate area; (3)
the method by which the site was
selected for site characterization: (4)
identification and location of alternative
media and sites at which DOE intends
to conduct site characterization and for
which DOE anticipates submitting
subsequent Site Characterization
Reports; (5) a description of the decision
process by which the site was selected
for characterization including the
means used to obtain public, Indian
tribal and State views during selection;
(6) a description of the site
characterization program including: (I)
The extent of planned excavation and
plans for in situ testing, (ii) a conceptual
design of a geologic repository
operations area appropriate to the
namedtite in sufficient detail to allow
assessment of the site characterization
program, with respect to investigation
activities which address the ability of
the site to host a geologic repository and
isolate radioactive waste, or which may
affect such ability, and (Hii) provisions to
control any adverse, safety-related
effects from site characterization.
including appropriate quality programs;
(7) a description of the quality assurance
program to be applied to data collection;
and (8) any Issues related to site
selection, alternative candidate areas, or
other sites, or design of the geologic
repository operations area which the
DOE wishes the Commission to review.
Also included shall be a description of
the research and development activities
being conducted by DOE which deal
with the waste form and packaging
which may be considered appropriate
for the site to be characterized,
including research planned or underway
to evaluate the performance of such
waste forms and packaging.

6. Section 60.21 is amended by
revising paragraphs (c)(1). (c)(31 (c)(4),
(c)(8), tc)(9) (c)(U1), (c)(13), (c)(4), and
(c(1S) to read as follows:

I 0021 Contem of alipkctlom

(c) The Safet Analysis Report shall
include:

(1) A description and assessment of
the site at which the proposed geologic
repository operations area is to be
located with appropriate attention to
those features of the site that might
affect geologic repository operations

'To the J tdikzmeadbt&=ted k
Items Ithrouh a appew in an GEnimand
impact Statement prepared by DOE fo sit
charactXmtat t di amed na. It my be

_mpuutwd mo DOs gme wactufixte
Reo by erence.

area design ard performance. The
description of 4he site shall identify the
location of the geologic repository
operations area with respect to the
boundary of the accessibLe environment.

(i) The description of the site shall
also include the following information
regarding subsurface conditions. This
description shall, in all cases. include
such information with respect to the
controlled area. la addition. where
subsurface conditions outside the
controlled area may affect isolation
within the controlled area, the
description shall include such
Information with respect to subsurface
conditions outside the controlled area to
the extent such information is relevant
and material. The detailed information
referred to in this paragraph shall,
include-

(A) The orientation. distributo
aperture infilling and origin of fractures,
discontinuities and heterogeneities;

(B) The presence and characteristics
of other potential pathways such as
solution features, breccia pipes, or other
potentially permeable features;

(C) The geomechanical properties and
conditons, Including pore pressure and
ambient stress conditions;

(D) The hydrogeologic properties and
conditions;

(E) The geochemical propertes; and
(F) The anticipated response of the

geomechanical, hydrogeologic, and
geochemnical systems to the maduma
design thermal loading, given the
pattern of fractures end other
discontinutles and the heat Wafer
properties of the rock mass and
groundwater.

(U) The assessment shall contain-
(A) An analysis of the geology,

geophysics, hydrogeology, geochemistry,
climatology, and meteorology of the site,

(B) Analyses to determine the degree
to which each of the favorable and
potentially adverse conditions, if
present, has been characterized, and the
extent to which It contributes to or
detracts from isolation. For the purpose
of determining the presence of the
potentially adverse conditions,
investigations shall extend from the
surface to a depth sufficient to
determine cricsal pathways for
radiosictide migration from the
underground fity to the accessible
environment. Potentially adverse
conditions shall be investigated outside
of the controlled area If they affect
isolation within the controlled area.

(C) An evaluation of the performance
of the proposed geologic repositoryfor
the period after permaent closure,
assuming agtic1pated processes and
eveats gtuing the rates mid quantities of

1:
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releases of radionuclides to the
accessible environment as a function of
time; and a similar evaluation which
assumes the occurrence of unanticipated
processes and events.

(D) Theeffectiveness of engineered
and natural barriers, Including barriers
that may not be themselves a part of the
geologic repository operations area.
against the release of radioactive
material to the environment. The
analysis shall also include a
comparative evaluation of alternatives
to the major design features that are
important to waste isolation, with
particular attention to the alternatives
that would provide longer radionuclide
containment and isolation.

(E) An analysis of the performance of
the major design structures, systems,
and components, both surface and
subsurface, to identify those that are
important to safety. For the purposes of
this analysis, it shall be assumed that
operations at the geologic repository
operations area will be carried out at
the maximum capacity and rate of
receipt of radioactive waste stated in
the application.

(F) An explanation of measures used
to support the models used to perform
the assessments required in paragraphs
(A) through (D]. Analyses and models
that will be used to predict future
conditions and changes in the geologic
setting shall be supported by using an
appropriate combination of such
methods as field tests, in situ tests,
laboratory tests which are
representative of field conditions,
monitoring data, and natural analog
studies.

! S *

(3) A description and analysis of the
design and performance requirements
for structures, systems, and components
of the geologic repository which are
important to safety. This analysis shall
consider-(l) The margins of safety
under normal conditions and under
conditions that may result from
anticipated operational occurrences.
including those of natural origin; and (ii)
the adequacy of structures, systems, and
components provided for the prevention
of accidents and mitigation of the
consequences of accidents, including
those caused by natural phenomena.

(4) A description of the quality
assurance program to be applied to the
structures, systems, and components
important to safety and to the
engineered and natural barriers
important to waste isolation.

(8) A description of the controls that
the applicant will apply to restrict
access and to regulate land use at the

site and adjacent areas, including a
conceptual design of monuments which
would be used to identify the controlled
area after permanent closure.

(9) Plans for coping with radiological
emergencies at any time prior to
permanent closure and decontamination
or dismantlement of surface facilities.
*. * * *

(11 A description of design
considerations that are intended to
facilitate permanent closure and
decontamination or dismantlement of
surface facilities.

(13) An identification and evaluation
of the natural resources of the geologic
setting, including estimates as to
undiscovered deposits, the exploitation
of which could affect the ability of the
geologic repository to isolate radioactive
wastes. Undiscovered deposits of
resources characteristic of the area shall
be estimated by reasonable inference
based on geological and geophysical
evidence. This evaluation of resources.
including undiscoverd deposits, shall be
conducted for the site and for areas of
similar size that are representative of
and are within the geologic setting. For
natural resources with current markets
the resources shall be assessed, with
estimates provided of both gross and net
value. The estimate of net value shall
take into account current development,
extraction and marketing costs. For
natural resources without current
markets, but which would be
marketable given credible projected
changes in economic or technological
factors, the resources shall be described
by physical factors such as tonnage or
other amount, grade, and quality.

(14) An identification of those
structures, systems. and components of
the geologic repository, both surface and
subsurface, which require research and
development to confirm the adequacy of
design. For structures, systems, and
components important to safety and for
the engineered and natural barriers
important to waste isolation, DOE shall
provide a detailed description of the
programs designed to resolve safety
questions, including a schedule
indicating when these questions would
be resolved.

(15) The following information
concerning activities at the geologic
repository operations area:

(i) The organizational structure of
DOE as It pertains to construction and
operation of the geologic repository
operations area including a description
of any delegations of authority and
assignments of responsibilities. whether
in the form of regulations, -

/ Rules and Regulations

administrative directives, contract
provisions. or otherwise. a

(Ii) Identification of key positions
which are assigned responsibility for
safety at and operation of the geologlj
repository operations area.

(iii) Personnel qualifications and
training requirements.

(Iv] Plans for startup activities and
startup testing.

(v) Plans for conduct of normal
activities, including maintenance,
surveillance. and periodic testing of
structures, systems, and components a
the geologic repository operation arta

(iv) Plans for permanent closure and
plans for the decontamination or
dismantlement of surface facilities.

(vii) Plans for any uses of the get
repository operations area for purpoa
other than disposal of radioactive
wastes, with an analysis of the effei
any, that such uses may have uponIL
operation of the structures, systems,
c omponents important to safetyr ai

engineered and natural barrs.
important to waste isolation.

7. Section 80.221i amended by
revising paragraphs (a) and (d) to ad
as follows:

160.M Fl~ng and distrbution of A
appcation.

(a) An application for a license to w
receive and possess source, speciah
nuclear, or byproduct material at a _
geologic repository operations area at,
site which has been characterized,
an accompanying environmental r
and any amendments thereto. siaflA
filed in triplicate with the Director
shall be sgned by the Secretary of .
Energ or the Secretary's authorized
representative.
* * * 0 *

(d) At the time of filing of an
application and environmental repor}
and any amendments thereto, one cop,
shall be made available in an
appropriate location near the prop
geologic repository operations rea
(which shall be a public document
if one has been established) for
inspection by the public and updatedl
amendments to the application or
environmental report are made. An '

updated copy shall be produced at al
public hearing on the application fori
by any parties to the proceedings. *~"

* * * * 0

8 Section 60.51 Is amended by
revising paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2)
read as follows:

160.1 Construction autlhoiation.
* . 0 0 0 ..

(a) Safety. That there Is reason*
assurance that the types and am

U
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r.,." lzaB described kqhe
di on cn be received, possessed.

nof g eologic repository
[ A0ar of the design proposed

on=rasonable risk to the health
gpd utof the public In ariving at
sdet ermnt5on the Commission

do whether
FgOnbsi described the proposed

(L.a epoitory including but not
tet NO) The geolof geophysical.

i tand hydrologic
;_; .iscs of the site; (ii) the kinds
t quantities of radioactive waste to

e receivedn possessed. stored, and
disposed of in the geologic repository

jatiOns area; (iii) the principal
anteca ad engineering criteria for

e design of the geologic repository
erutions area; (iv) construction
Yees which may affect the
spbility of the geologic repository to
sere its intended functio and (v)

katures or components incorporated in
the design for the protection of the
bedth and safety of the public.

The se and design comply with
the performance objectives and criteria
0 taained in Subpart E of this part.

.

g. Section 60.32 is amended by
revising paragraphs (b) and (c) to read
as follows:

*so32 Conditionas conducton

* * * * 0

(b) The Commission will incorporate
in tie costrution authorization
provisions requiring DOE to furnish
periodic or specia reports regarding (1)
progss of con . (2any data
about the site obtained during
consuection which are not within the
predicted limits upon which the facility
design was based. (3) any deficiencies in
design and construction which, if
uncorrected. could adversely affect
safety at any future time, and (4) results
of research and development programs
being conducted to resolve safety
questions.

(c) Tie construction authorization will
include restrictions on subsequent
changes to the features of the geologic
repository and the procedures
authorized. The restrictions that may be
imposed under this paragraph can
kclude measures to prevent adverse
ffects on the geologic setting as well as

measures related to the design and
unstruction of the geologic repository

Operations area. These restrictions wiln
fef into three categories of descending
importance to public health and safety
as follows: (1) Those featue and
Procedume which mar not be changed
Wthouk I) 60 days prior notice the
Consion AU)30 days notice of

opportunity for a prior hearing and (Ii)
prior Commission approval; (2) those
features and procedures which may not
be changed without () 60 days prior
notice to the Commission, and (II) prior
Commission approval; and (3) those
features and procedures which may not
be changed without 60 days notice to the
Commission. Features and procedures
falling in paragraph (cX3) of tWis section
may not be changed without prior
Commission approval if the
Commission, after having received the
required notice, so orders.
* * * *

10. Section 6.43 is amended by
revising paragraphs (b)(3) and (b)(5) to
read as follows:

i 60A3 U~orts sma afoA
* * * * 0

(b) License conditions shall include
items in the following categories-
* * * * *

(3) Restrictions as to the amount of
waste permitted per unit volume of
storage space considering the physical
characteristics of both the waste and the
host rock.
* * * * 0

(5) Controls to be applied to restricted
access and to avoid disturbance to the
controlled area and to areas outside the
controlled area where conditions may
affect isolation within the controlled
area.
* * 0 * 0

11. Section 60.48 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a](3) and (a)(6) and
adding (a)(7) to read as follows:

I560.A6 Partlesia scUvitdes requirig
kem amuinenrwt.

(a) Unless expressly authorized in the
license, an amendment of the license
shall be required with respect to any of
the following activities-
* * 0 * 0

(3) Removal or reduction of controls
applied to restrict access to or avoid
disturbance of the controlled area and
to areas outside the controlled area
where conditions may affect isolation
within the controlled area.
* 0 * 0 *

(6) Permanent closure.
(7) Any other activity involving an

umreviewed safety question.
* 0 * * 0

12. Section W051 is amended by
changing the unde ted center
heading Immediately preceding the
section from ecommi to
"Peamant Closure" and by rsing
paragraphs 4aXiL (24 (4)d d
paragraph M.

f 60.51 IucMe 6e tW for
pncanent Edomxe

(a) DOE shall submit an application to
arend the license prior to permanent
closure. The application shall consist of
an update of the license application and
environmental report submitted under
I60.21 and 0.= including:

(1) A description of the program for
post-permanent closure monitoring of
the geologic repository.

12) A detailed description of the
measures to be employed-such as land
use controls, construction of
monuments. and preservation of
records-to regulate or prevent
activities that could Impair the long-term
Isolation of emplaced waste within the
geologic repository and to assure that
relevant Information will be preserved
for the use of future generations. As a
minimum, such measres shall include-

(I) Identification of the controlled area
and geologic repository operations area
by monuments that have been designed,
fabricated, and emplaced to be as
permanent as X practicable; and

(ii) Placement of records In the
archives and land record systems of
local State, and Federal government
agencies, and archives elsewhere In the
world. that would be likely to be
consulted by potential hman
intruders-such records to Identfy the
location of the geologic repository
operatjons area, including the
underground facility, boreholes and
shafts. and the boundaries of the
controlled area, and the nature and
hazard of the waste.
* * * * *

(4) The results of tests, experiments.
and any other analyses relating to
backfill of excavated areas, shaft
sealing, waste interaction with the host
rock. and any other tests, experiments,
or analyses pertinent to the long-term
isolation of emplaced wastes within the
geologic repository.

(5) Any substantial revision of plans
for permanent closure.

(6) Other information bearing upon
permanent closure that was not
available at the time a license was
issued.

(b) DOE shall update its
environmental report in a timely manner
so as to permit the Commission to
review, prior to Issuance of an
amendment, Substantial changes in the
permanent closure activities proposed to
be carried out or sgnificant new
information regarding the en ron nl
Impacts of such permanent closure.

13. Section 6052 is amended by
revising paragraphs la) and (c)(2) to
read as follows

I :
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g 60.52 Terminaton of lKcnse., 4
(a) Following permanent closure and

: the decontamination or dismantlement
of surface facilities, DOE may apply for
an amendment to terminate the license.
* * * . *

(c) A license shall be terminated only
when the Commission finds with respect
to the geologic repository-

(2) That the final state of the geologic
repository operations area conforms to
DOEs plans for permanent closure and
DOE's plans for the decontamination or
dismantlement of surface facilities, as
amended and approved as part of the
license.
, . . * 0

14. Subpart D is revised to read as
follows:

Subpart D-Recors, Reports, Tests,
and Inspectlons

I 6031 Geerwal racorikeePUVnd e
reportkig requirements.

(a) DOE shall maintain such records
and make such reports in connection
with the licensed activity as may be
required by the conditions of the license
or by rules, regulations, and orders of
the Commission as authorized by the
Atomic Energy Act and the Energy
Reorganization Act.

(bJ Records of the receipt, handling,
and disposition of radioactive waste at
a geologic repository operations area
shall contain sufficient information to
provide a complete history of the
movement of the waste from the shipper
through all phases of storage and
disposal.
160.72 Construction records.

(a) DOE shall maintain records of
construction of the geologic repository
operations area.

(b) The records required under
paragraph (a) shall include at least the
following-

(1) Surveys of the underground facility
excavations, shafts, and boreholes
referenced to readily identifiable surface
features or monuments:

(2) A description of the materials
encountered.

(3) Geologic maps and geologic cross
sections:

(4) Locations and amount of seepage;
(5) Details of equipment. methods,

progress. and sequence of work:
(6) Construction problems:
(7) Anomalous conditions

encountered;
(a) Instrument locations. readings, and

analysis
(9) Location and description of

structural support systems;

(10) Location and description of
dewatering systems; and

(11) Details, methods of emplacement.
and location of seals used.
1 60.73 Reports of deficdincles.

DOE shall promptly notify the
Commission of each deficiency found in
the characteristics of the site, and
design and construction of the geologic
repository operations area which, were
It to remain uncorrected, could: (a) Be a
substantial safety hazard. (b) represent
a significant deviation from the design
criteria and design bases stated In the
application, or (c) represent s deviation
from the conditions stated in the terms
of a construction authorization or the
license, including license specifications.
The notification shall be in the form of a
written report. copies of which shall be
sent to the Director and to the
appropriate Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Regional Office listed In
Appendix D of Part 20 of this chapter.

160.74 TVets.
(a) DOE shall perform. or permit the

Commission to perform. such tests as
the Commission deems appropriate or
necessary for the administration of the
regulations in this part. These may
include tests of: (1) Radioactive waste,
(2) the geologic repository including its
structures, systems, and components, (3)
radiation detection and monitoring
instruments, and (4) other equipment
and devices used in connection with the
receipt, handling, or storage of
radioactive waste.

(b) The tests required under this
section shall include a performance
confirmation program carried out in
accordance with Subpart F of this parL
16075 inspectons.

(a) DOE shall allow the Commission
to inspect the premises of the geologic
repository operations area and adjacent
areas to which DOE has rights of access.

(b) DOE shall make available to the
Commission for inspection upon
reasonable notice, records kept by DOE
pertaining to activities under this part.

(c)(1) DOE shall upon requests by the
Director, Office of Inspection and
Enforcement, provide rent-free office
space for the exclusive use of the
Commission Inspection personneL Heat.
air-conditionfi* light. electrical outlets
and janitorial services shall be furnished
by DOE The office shall be convenient
to and have full access to the facility
and shall provide the Inspector both
visual and acqoustic privacy.

(2) The space provided shall be
adequate to accommodate a full-time
Inspector, a part-time secretary and
transient NRC personnel and will be

r ules Una KegLU1auU1n

generally commensurate with other i
office facilities at the geologic reposltd
operations area. A space of 250 squar1
feet either within the geologic reposi -
operations area's office complex or
office trailer or other onsite space at t4
geologic repository operations area is
suggested as a guide. For locations at
which activities are carried out under
licenses Issued under other parts of th
chapter. additional space may be
requested to accomodate additional fh
time inspectors. The Office space thatI
provided shall be subject to the
approval of the Director, Office of
Inspection and Enforcement. All
fur~niture, supplies and communlcatfon
equipment will be furnished by the
Commission

(3) DOE shall afford any NRC resi
inspector assigned to that location. or
other NRC inspectors identified by thi
Regional Administrator as likely to
inspect the facility, immediate
unfettered access, equivalent to acce
provided regular empleyees, follow
proper identification and compiae
with applicable access control meas
for security, radiological protection
personal safety.
- 15.Subparts E, F. C. K and I are
added to read as follows:

Subpart E-T.chnical Criteria

1 60101 Purpose a-d nature of finin
(a)(1) Subpart B of this part presrll

the standards for Issuance of a licensi
to receive and possess source, specIW
nuclear. or byproduct material at a 1
geologic repository operations area. E
particular, I 00.41(c) requires a findInt
that the issuance of a license will not
constitute an unreasonable risk to thi
health and safety of the public. The
purpose of this subpart is to set out
performance objectives and sieandx
design criteria which. If satisfied. wil
support such a finding of no
unreasonable risk.

(2) While these performance
objectives and criteria are generall'
stated In unqualified terms, it is not'
expected that complete assurance th
they will be met can be presented. A
reasonable assurance, on the basis a
the record before the Commission. th
the objectives and criteria will be me
the general standard that Is required
For I 00112, and other portions of th
subpart that impose objectives and
criteria for repository performance a
long times Into the faturm. there WMl
inevitably be greater uncertainties.
Proof of the future performance of -
engineered barrier systems nd the
geologic setting over time periods al
m y hundreds or many thousands
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, I not to be had in the ordin1
of the word. For such long-term

5 es and criteria, what is required
- e.,onble assurance. making
Is re5nce for the time period, hazards,

involved, that the .
W n ced be inconformance with
oat bctives and criteria.
Ibose ° i of compliance with such

°,actives and criteria will involve the
ga of data from accelerated tests and

models that are supported by
n^ measures as field and laboratory

,ts, monltorig data and natural
twsio studies.

(b) Subpart B of this part also lists
Apegs that must be made in support of
a .uthorization to construct a geologic

eposittory operations area. In particular.
, U "(a) requires a finding that there is
, 8aonable assurance that the types and
emounts of radioactive materials
escribed in the application can be

rcealved possessed. and disposed of in
a geologic repository operations area of
the design proposed without
.reasonable risk to the health and
safety of the public. As stated in that
paragraph, in arriving at this
getermination. the Commission will
0osider whether the site and design
eomply with the criteria contained in
d&is subpart. Once again, while the
citeria may be written in unqualified
Wma, the demonstration of compliance
Amy take uncertainties and gaps in
buoledge into account, provided that
doe Commission can make the specified
fding of reasonable assurance as

specified in paragraph (a) of this section.

161102 Concepts.
This section provides a functional

overview of Subpart E. In the event of
any Inconsistency with definitions found
in I 60.2 those definitions shall prevail.

(a) The HLWffacility. NRC exercises
licensing and related regulatory
authority over those facilities described
in section 202 (3) and (4) of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974. Any of these
Iscilities is designated a HlWfacility.

(b) the geologic repository operations
ma (1) This part deals with the
BXcise of authority with respect to a

prticular class of HLW facility-
mely a geologic repository operations

(2) A geologic repository operations
WM consjsts of those surface and
Mbsurface areas that are part of a -
pIogc repository where radioactive

ke handling activities are conducted.
Ite underground structure, including

enlngs and backfill materials, but
shafts, boreholes. and their

robs is desigated the underground

(3) The exercise of Commission
authority requires that the geologic
repository operations area be used for
storage (which includes disposal) of
high-levelradioactive wastes (HLW).

(4) HLW includes irradiated reactor
fuel as well as reprocessing wastes.
However, if DOE proposes to use the
geologic repository operations area for
storage of radioactive waste other than
HLW, the storage of this radioactive
waste is subject to the requirements of
this part.

(c) Areas related to isolation.
Although the activities subject to
regulation under this p art are those to be
carried out at the geologic repository
ope rations area, the licensing process

oconsiders characteristics of
adjacent areas that are defined In other
ways. There is to be an area
surrounding the underground facility
referred to above, which is designated
the controlled area, within which DOE
is to exercise specified controls to
prevent adverse human actions
following permanent closure. The
location of the controlled area is the
site. The accessible environment is the
atmosphere, land surface, surface water,
oceans. and the portion of the
lithosphere that is outside the controlled
area. There is an area, designated the
geologic setting, which includes the
geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical
systems of the region in which a
geologic repository operations area Is or
may be located. The geologic repository
operations area plus the portion of the
geologic setting that provides Isolation
of the radioactive waste make up the
geologic repository.

(d) Stages in the licensing process.
There are several stages in the licensing
process. The site characterization stage,
though begun before submission of a
license application. may result in
consequences requiring evaluation in
the license review. The construction
stage would follow, after issuance of a
construction authorization. A period of
operations follows the issuance of a
license by the Commission. The period
of operations includes the time during
which emplacement of wastes occurs;
any subsequent period before
permanent closure during which the
emplaged wastes are retrievoable and
permanent closure, which includes
sealing of shafts. Permanent closure
represents the end of active human
intervention with respect to the
englneered barrier system.o

fie)isodonof waste. () Durlng the
first several hundred years following
permanent closure of a geologic
repository, when radiation and thermal
levels are high and the uncertainties in
auessing repository performance are

large, special emphasis is placed upon
the ability to contain the wastes by
waste packages within an engineered
barriersystem. This is known as the
containmentperiod. The engineered
barrier system includes the waste
packages and the underground facility.
A waste package is composed of the
waste form and any containers,
shielding, packing, and absorbent
materials immediately surrounding an
individual waste container. The
underground facility means the

.underground structure, including
openings and backfill materials, but
excluding, shafts, boreholes, and their
seals.

(2) Following the containment period
special emphasis is placed upon the
ability to achieve isolation of the wastes
by virtue of the characteristics of the
geologic repository. The engineered
barrier system works to control the
release of radioactive material to the
geologic setting and the geologic setting
works to control the release of
radioactive material to the accessible
environment. Isolation means inhibiting
the transport of radioactive material so
that amounts and concentrations of the
materials entering the accessible
environment will be kept within
prescribed limits.

Performance Objectives

f 0111 Pewonnance of the ageologic
- -perafs rea Itrough

permanent closure
(a) Protection against radiation

exposures and releases of radioactive
material. The geologic repository
operations area shall be designed so
that until permanent closure has been
completed, radiation exposures and
radiation levels, and releases of
radioactive materials to unrestricted
areas, will at all times be maintained
within the limits specified in Part 20 of
this chapter and such generally
applicable environmental standards for
radioactivity as may have been
established by the Environmental
Protection Agency.

(b) Retrievability of waste. (1) The
geologic repository operations area shall
be designed to preserve the option of
waste retrieval throughout the period
during which wastes are being emplaced
and, thereafter, until the completion of a
preformmnce confirmation program and
Commission review of the information
obtained from such a program. To
satisfy this objective, the geologic
repository operations area shall be
designed so that any or all of the
emplaced waste could be retrieved on a
reasonable schedule starting at any time
up to 50 years after waste emplacement

I

1�
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operations are initiated. unkQa
different time period is approved or
specified by the Commission. This
different time period may be established
on a case-by-case basis consistent with
the emplacement schedule and the
planned performance confirmation
program

(2) This requirement shall not
preclude decisions by the Commission
to allow backfilling part or all of. or
permanent closure of. the geologic
repository operations area prior to the
end of the period of design for
retrievability.

(3) For purposes of this paragraph, a
reasonable schedule for retrieval is one
that would permit retrieval in about the
same time as that devoted to
construction of the geologic repository
operations area and the emplacement of
wastes.

6112 Cystl!oystempertornesace
objtn for te geologic repository a eir
psMwetdoSUM

The geologic setting shall be selected
and the engineered barrier system and
the shafts, boreholes and their seals
shall be designed to assure that releases
of radioactive materials to the
accessible environment following
permanent closure conform to such
generally applicable.environmental
standards for radioactivity as may have
been established by the Environmental
Protection Agency with respect to both
anticipated processes and events and
unanticipated processes and events.

160.113 porlw os Opor r
bsatles Sits $>5st d

(a) GenearilpruvIsAlw. (1) Engineered
banmerfpeL i1) The engineered
barrier system sall be designed so ta
assuming anticipated processes and
events: Can inontf o£ W illbe
wlitantial conpete during he perW
when ralatk end thermalcontons
in the engSeered barrier system ae
dominated n ion product decor and
D) anyselu of r lie ro the

engineered biiaii system shall be a
graual process which asults In small
: ctionalreleaeo th geologIc etting
ovWer D Um& Forpoor l in the

a~t SPE~e,3 parti .al and
Somiplete fillog with gtoumdwater of
*va~blasldM Spae ith

- uSW be.
a~p~rortedy considered and analysed
amtm eantdpatedprocesaes and
events d n the engineered

mbarrier
systemshall be designed as
anticipated poees and eets so

(A) Containment of HLW within the
waste packages will be substantially
complete for a period to be determined
by the Commission taking into account
the factors specified in 1 @0113(b) -
prolde& tat such period sixai lenot
less than 300 ftars nor more thn 000 -
years fter permanent Dosure of Wie
geologicrepolt nd _

* ) The Ieeasge zxteof
radionuclide from t i l e barrier.,
ayste cthe ontaiment perlo -
Sau not icceed one part hI'IM=IO~r .
year of tlInventoi of
radionudlide'dculiated lo bIereusent at
1U000 yearsfollbirlag permanent closure.
at aruc otheifraction of the nv ras
may be approved or speclfled by the

8Coirnmilan provided, tht this
requ ieotuat1dont
radionuclide which Is reled at alrate
less than 0.1% of the calculatedtotal
release rate limit. The talcuated total
release rateimit sa be taken tobe
one part in 100.0 per year of the
hnventosy of radioactive waste.
orignly emplaced in the underground
facility, that remains after years of
radioactive decay.

(2) Geologic settin& The geologic
repository shall be located so that pre-
waste-emplacement groundwater travel
time along the fastest path of likely
radionuclide travel from the disturbed
zone to the accessible environment shall
be at least 1,000 years or such other
travel time as may be approved or
specified by the Commission. %

Lb) Ona case-by-case basis, the
Commission may approve or specify
some other radionuclide release rate.
designed containment period or p-
waste-emplacement groundwater travel
Utne, provided that the overall system

jZpezfrnnce objective, as t relates to
anticipated processes and events. ls
satisfied. Among the fatr that the

~ 'Commison may take Into accountare-e

(1) Any generally applicable
enviromental standard for
radioactivity established by the
Environmental Protection Agency;

(2) The age and nature of the waste,
and the design of the underground
facility, particlarly as these factors
bearupon t~e time during which the
thermal pule Is dominated by the decay
heat from the fission products;

(3) The geochemical characteristics of
the host rock surrounding strata and
groundwater and

(4) Particular sources of uncertainty in
predicting the performance of the
geologic repository.

(c) Additional requirements may be
found to be necessary to satisfy th
overall system performance objective as

it relates to unanticipated processe
events. S

Land Ownership and Control

60121 R bquhrsmnts or own*r&I*
control of bitorasts in land.

(a) Ownership of land. (1) Both &6)
geologic repository operations are
the controlled area shall be located id
and on lands that are either acquired
lands under the Jurisdiction and co,
of DOE, or lands permanently
withdrawn and reserved for its use.

(2) These lands shall be held fiee M
clear of all encumbrances, If lgnificl
such as: ([) Rlghts arsing under the
genrnal mining laws: (Hi) easements fb
rlght-of-wra. and (li) all other rigt,
arising under lease, rights of entry, de
patent, mortgage, appropriation.
prescription, or otherwise.

(b) Additional controls. Approp
controls shall be established outsij
the controlled area. DOE shal exerc
any jurisdiction and control over W
and subsurface estates necess
prevent adverse human actions that
could significantly reduce the geoleg
repository's ability to achieve bolat
The rights of DOE may take th fcX
appropriate possessory interests,
servitudes. or withdrawals from
or patent under the genera mlni

(c) Water rights. (1) DOE s
have obtained such water rits %
be needed to accomplish the puo
the geologic repository operations u

(2) Water rights are included Inf
additional controls to be eatablishel
under paragraph (b) of this section.
Siting Criterla

I6.2 Sit Mng cdtrfta
(a)(l) A geologic setting shall exdl

an appropriate combination of the.
conditions pecfied in paragraph MY
this section so that, together with fr
engineered barriers system. the
favorable conditions present are
sufficient to provide reasonable
assurane that the performance
objectives relating to Isolation of ft
waste will be met.

(2) If any of the potentially adverse
conditions specified In paragraph (cli
this section is present it may
compromise the ability of the geolo
repository to meet the performance
objectives relating to isolation of th
waste. in order to show that a
potestially adverse condition does
so compromise the performance of:
geologic repository the following o
be demonstrated: -

(i) The potentially adverse huma«
activity or natural condition has boo
adequately investigated. including8
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Ito which the condition mayki -
a1tsnd still be undetected taksoi
0count the degree of resolution
[ d by the investigations; and

ect d the potentially
or natural

lin on the site has been
tely evaluated using analyses

are sensitive to the potentially
o human activity or natural

don ad assumptions which are
crly to underestimate its effect;

'KA) Te potentially adverse human
1N or natural condition is shown by
, pursuant to paragraph (a)2)(ii)
'I secdonmot to affect significantly
bility of the geologic repository to
the performance objectives relating
olaion of the waste, or
I The effect of the potentially
se human activity or natural

ition is compensated by the
nce of a combinatonofthe

sable characteristics so that the
anance objectives relating to

tion of the waste are met, or
I The potentially adverse human
rit or natural condition can be

lb)jFavorable conditions. (1) The
5sture and rates of tectonic,

ydrogeologic geochemical. and
geogorphic processes (or any of such
processes) operating within the geologic

8 during the Quaternary Period,
when projected. would not affect or
would favorably affect the ability of the
gologic repository to isolate the waste.

(2) For disposal in the saturated zone,
hydrogeologic conditions that provide-

(ii A host rock with low horizontal
and vertical permeability;

(U) Downward or dominantly
horizontal hydraulic gradient in the host
ock and Immediately surrounding
kydrogeologic units; and

(ii) Low vertical permeability and low
hydraulic potential between the host
rock and surrounding hydrogeologic
alta or

liv) Pre-waste-emplacement
poumdwater travel time along the
hatest path of likely radionuclide travel
km the disturbed zone to the
acssible environment that
subitantlally exceeds 1,000 years.

(3) Geochemical conditions that-(iJ
Pomote precipitation or sorption of
Liouzclidea: (if) Inhibit the formation

Ofparticulates, colloids, and inorganic
rad Organic complexes that increase the
IobilltY of radionuclides; or (lk) Inhibit

e ftansport of radionuclidesby
Pfticulates. colloids, and comcplexes.

(4) Mineral assemblages that, when
Subjected to anticipated thermal
bydiag, will remain unaltered or alter to
etiaal assmblages having equal or

increased capacity to inhibit
radionuclide migration.

(5) Conditions that permit the
emplacement of waste at a minimum
depth of 300 meters from the ground
surface. (The ground surface shall be
deemed to be the elevation of the lowest
point on the surface above the disturbed
zone.)

(6) A low population density within
the geologic setting and a controlled
area that is remote from population
centers.

(c) Potentially adverse conditions.
The following conditions are potentially
adverse conditions if they are
characteristic of the controlled area or
may affect isolation within the
controlled area.

(1) Potential for flooding of the
underground facility, whether resulting
from the occupancy and modification of
floodplains or from the failure of
existing or planned man-made surface
water impoundments.

(2) Potential for foreseeable human
activity to adversely affect the
groundwater flow system such as
groundwater withdrawal, extensive
irrigation, subsurface injection of fluids,
underground-pumped storage, military
activity or construction of large scale
surface water impoundments.

(3) Potential for natural phenomena
such as landslides, subsidence, or
volcanic activity of such a magnitude
that large-scale surface water
impoundments could be created that
could change the regional groundwater
flow system and thereby adversely
affect the performance of the geologic
repository.

(4) Structural deformation, such as
uplift, subsidence, folding, or faulting
that may adversely affect the regional
groundwater flow sytem

(5) Potential for changes in hydrologic
conditions that would affect the
migration of radionuclides to the
accessible environment, such as
changes In hydraulic gradient, average
interstitial velocity, storage coefficient,
hydraulic conductivity, natural recharge,
potentlometric levels, and discharge
points.

(B) Potential for changes in hydrologic
conditions resulting from reasonably
foreseeable climatic changes.

(7) Groundwater conditions in the
host rock, Including chemical
composition, high Ionic strength or
ranges of Eh-pH that could Increase the
solubility or chemical reactivity of the
engineered barrier system

(8) Geochernical processes that would
reduce sorption of radionuclides, result
in degradation of the rock strength, or
adversely affect the performance of the
engineered barrier system.

(9) For disposal in the saturated zone,
groundwater cdnditions in the host rock
that are not reducing.

(10) Evidence of dissolutioning such
as breccia pipes, dissolution cavities, or
brine pockets.

(11) Structural deformation such as
uplift, subsidence, folding. and faulting
during the Quaternary Period.

(12) Earthquakes which have occurred
historically that if they were to be
repeated could affect the site
significantly.

(13) Indications, based on correlations
of earthquakes with tectonic processes
and features, that either the frequency of
occurrence or magnitude of earthquakes
may increase.

(14) More frequent occurrence of
earthquakes or earthquakes of higher
magnitude than is typical of the area In
which the geologic setting is located.

(15) Evidence of igneous activity ince
the start of the Quaternary Period.

(16) Evidence of extreme erosion
during the Quaternary Period.

(17) The presence of naturally
occurring materials, whether Identified
or undiscovered. within the site, in such
form that

(i) Economic extraction is currently
feasible or potentially feasible during
the foreseeable future; or

(ii) Such materials have greater gross
value or net value than the average for
other areas of similar size that are
representative of and located within the
geologic setting.

(8) Evidence of subsurface mining for
resources within the site.

(19) Evldence of drilling for any
purpose within the site.

(20) Rock or groundwater conditions
that would require complex engineering
measures In the design and construction
of the underground facility or In the
sealing of boreholes and shafts.

(21) Geomechanical properties that do
not permit design of underground
opening that will remain stable through
permanent closure.
Design Criteria for the Geologic
Repository Operations Area

I 60.1 Scope of deosgn crtterl for Ve
eologic repodtory operatns ares
Sections 60131 through 60.134 specify

minimum criteria for the design of the
geologic repository operations area.
These design criteria are not intended to
be exhaustive, however. Omissions In
I 1 60131 through 60.134 do not relieve
DOE from any obligation to provide
such safety features In a specific facility
needed to achieve the performance
objectives. All design bases must be
consistent with the results of site
characterization activities.
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1 0123 General design Cter&r the
e o mpc oTory opiations urse

(a) Radiologicalprotection. The
geologic repository operations area shalt
be designed to maintain radiation doses,
levels, and concentrations of radioactive
material in air in restricted areas within
the limits specified in Part 20 of this
chapter. Design shall include-

(1) Means to limit concentrations of
radioactive material in air;

(2) Means to limit the time required to
perform work in the vicinity of
radioactive materials, including, as
appropriate, designing equipment for
ease of repair and replacement and
providing adequate space for ease of
operation;

(3) Suitable shielding;
(4) Means to monitor and control the

dispersal of radioactive contamination
(5) Means to control access to high

radiation areas or airborne radioactivity
areas: and

(6) A radiation alarm system to warn
of significant increases in radiation
levels, concentrations of radioactive
material in air, and of increased
radioactivity released in effluents. The
alarm system shall be designed with
provisions for calibration and for testing
its operability.

(b) Structures, systems, and
components important to safety. (1)
Protectin against naotulphenomena
and environmental conditions.

<4 The structures, systems, and
components important to safety shall be
designed so that natural phenomena and
environmental conditions anticipated at
the geologic repository operations area
will not interfere with necessary safety
functions.

(2) Protection against dynamic effects
of equipment failure and similar events.
The structures, systems, and
components important to safety shall be
designed to withstand dynamic effects
such as missile impacts, that could
result from equipment failure, and
similar events and conditions that could
lead to loss of their safety functions.

(3) Protection against fires and
explosions. f) The structures, systems.
and components important to safety
shall be designed to perform their safe
fuctions during and after credible fires
or explosions in the geologic repository
operations area.

(it) To the extent practicable, the
geologic repository operations area shall
be designed to incorporate the use of
noncombustible and heat resistant
materials.

(III) The geologic repository
operations area shal be designed to
include explosion and fire detection
alarm systems and appropriate
suppression systems with sufficient

capacity and capability to reduce the
adverse effects of fires and explosions
on structures. systems. and components
important to safety.

flv) The geologic repository operations
area shall be designed to Include means
to protect systems, structures, and
components important to safety against
the adverse effects of either the
operation or failure of the fire
suppression systems.

(4) Emergency cpability. (I) The
structures, systems, and components
Important to safety shall be designed to
maintain control of radioactive waste
and radioactive effluents, and permit
prompt termination of operations and
evacuation of personnel during an
emergency.

(ii) The geologic repository operations
area shall be designed to Include onsite
facilities and services that ensure a safe
and timely response to emergency
conditions and that facilitate the use of
available offsite services (such as fire,
police, medical and ambulance service)
that may aid in recovery from
emergencies.

(5) Utility services. (i) Each utility
service system that is important to
safety shall be designed so that
essential safety functions can be
performed under both normal and
accident conditions.

(Ii) The utility services important to
safety shall include redundant systems
to the extent necessary to maintain.
with adequate capacity, the ability to
perform their safety functions.

(lii) Provisions shall be made so that.
if there Is a loss of the primary electric
power source or circuit, reliable and
timely emergency power can be
provided to instruments, utility service
systems. and operating systems.
including alarm systems. important to
safety.

(6) Inspection, testing and
maintenance. The structures, systems.
and components Important to safety
shall be designed to permit periodic
inspection, testing. and maintenance, as
necessary, to ensure their continued
functioning and readiness.

(7) Criticality control. All systems for
processing, transporting, handling,
storage, retrieval, emplacement, and
isolation of radioactive waste shall be
designed to ensure that a nuclear
criticality accident is not possible unless
at least two unlikely, independent and
concurrent or sequential changes have
occurred in the conditions essential to
nuclear criticality safety. Each system
shall be designed for criticality safety
under normal and accident conditions.
The calculated effective multicatin
factor (kff) must be sufentl below
unity to show at least a 5S margn, afer

allowance,for the bias in the method
calculation and the uncertainty In 14.
experiments used to validate the men
of calculation.

(8) Instnimentation and control
systems. The design shall include
provisions for instrumentation and
control systems to monitor and cown
the behavior of systems important to a
safety over anticipated ranges for
normal operation and for accident -
conditions.

(a) Compliance with mining
regulations. To the extent that DOE is
not subject to the Federal Mine Safety',
and Health Act of 1977, as to the
construction and operation of the
geologic repository operations area, T
design of the geologic repository A
operations area shall nevertheless
include such provisions for worker
protection as may be necessary to
provide reasonable assurance that <
structures, systems. and componenu

t^^wte~ an diaom - ...roC.. tl^*L

unpora o w sVery can perform I-=
Intended functions. Any devia=on
relevant design requents in 3S CJ
Chapter L Suihaptrs D, E and NI
give rise to a rebuttable presumptiou
that this requirement has not been

(10) Shaft conveyances sed in .:
radioactive waste handlin. (I) hil
important to safety shall be deslti
preude cage free fall.

(i) Hoists Important to se do
designed with a reliable cag ocati
system. .

(ili) Loading and unloading qua
for hoists important to on tyshallbeO
designed with a reabl stem of
interlocks that will fail safely upon A

malfunction.
(iv) Hoists Important to safety s I

designed to include two independent-
indicators to indicate when waste
packages are In place and ready for
transfer.

160.132 AddIonal design crtera for
surface faimes In the geologIc repost

-e weL -. Al

(a) Facilities for receipt and retriews
of waste. Surface facilities in the -4
geologic repository operations area dW
be designed to allow safe handling ad
storage of wastes at the geologic A
repository operations area, whether :1
these wastes are on the surface befora
emplacement or as a result of retrieVi
from the underground facility.

(b) Surafce facilty ventilation.
Surface fscility ventilation systems
supporting waste transfer, inspectiom i
decontaminatiom processing, or i
packaging shall be designed to pyVe
protection qalnst radiation exposnrU
and offelte releases as provided in
I Wils. -g
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2diatiolz control and monitoA*
went control The surface
ebsl be designed to control the
of radioactive materials in

Its during normal operations so as
t the performance objections of

* I0.1"I'nmonitoring. The effluent
.oriti systems shall be designed to

0egur,1U amount and concentration
fr dionucides in any effluent with
fe precision to determinefi*enti preleas conform to the design

ruirerent for effluent control The
01 pring systems shall be designed to

tcute 1alrs that can be periodically
Wesed.(d) Waste treatment Radioactive
waste treatment facilities shall be
designed to process any radioactive
wastes generated at the geologic
epositorY operations area into a form
suitable to permit safe disposal at the
geologic repository operations area or to
pernit safe transportation and
conversion to a form suitable for

bsposal at an alternative site in
accordance with any regulations that
are applicable.

le) Consideration of decommissioning.
Thne surface facility shall be designed to
facilitate decottaiilflation or
dismantlement to the same extent as

would be required. under other parts of
this chapter. with respect to equivalent
activities licensed thereunder.

(e) Underground openings. (1)
Openings in the underground facility
shall be designed so that operations can
be carried out safely and the
retrievability option maintained.

(2) Openings in the underground
facility shall be designed to reduce the
potential for deleterious rock movement
or fracturing of overlying or surrounding
rock.

(f) Rock excavation. The design of the
underground facility shall incorporate
excavation methods that will limit the
potential for creating a preferential
pathway for groundwater or radioactive
waste migration to the accessible
environment.

(g) Undergroundfacility ventilation.
The ventilation system shall be designed
to-41) Control the transport of
radioactive particulates and gases
within and releases from the
underground facility in accordance with
the performance objectives of
1 60.111(a).

(2) Assure continued function.during
normal operations and under accident
conditions; and

(3) Separate the ventilation of
excavation and waste emplacement
areas.

(h) Engineered barriers. Engineered
barriers shall be designed to assist the
geologic setting in meeting the
performance objectives for the period
following permanent closure.

(I) Thermal loads. The underground
facility shall be designed so that the
performance objectives will be met
taking into account the predicted
thermal and thermomechanical response
of the host rock, and surrounding strata,
groundwater system.

physical, and nuclear properties of the
waste package and its interactions with
the emplacement environment do not
compromise the function of the waste
packages or the performance of the
underground facility or the geologic
setting.

(2) The design shall include but not be
limited to consideration of the following
factors: solubility, oxidation/reduction
reactions, corrosion. hydriding, gas
generation. thermal effects, mechanical
strength, mechanical stress, radiolysis,
radiation damage. radionuclide
retardation, leaching, fire and explosion
hazards, thermal loads, and synergistic
interactions.

(b) Specific criteria for hlWpackage
design. (1) Explosive. pyrophoric, and
chemically reactive materials. The
waste package shall not contain
explosive or pyrophoric materials or
chemically reactive materials in an
amount that could compromise the
ability of the underground facility to
contribute to waste isolation or the
ability of the geologic repository to
satisfy the performance objectives.

(2) Free liquids. The waste package
shall not contain free liquids in an
amount that could compromise the
ability of the waste packages to achieve
the performance objectives relating to
containment of HLW (because of
chemical interactions or formation of
pressurized vapor) or result in spillage
and spread of contamination in the
event of waste package perforation
during the period through permanent
closure.

(3) Handlin. Waste packages shall be
designed to maintain waste containment
during transportation. emplacement. and
retrieval.

(4) Unique identification. A label or
other means of 6dentification shall be
provided for each waste package. The
identification shall not impair the
integrity of the waste package and shall
be applied In such a way that the
information shall be legible at least to
the end of the period of retrievability.
Each waste package identification shall
be consistent with the waste package's
permanent written records.

(c) Waste form criteria forl;W.
High-level radictive waste that is

emplaced in the undergroundfacility
shall be des ed to et he fblowing
criteriar

(1) Solidification. ANl such radioactive
wastes shall be in solid fom and placed
in sealed containers.

(2) Consolidaiow. Particulate waste
forms shall be consolidated (for
example, by incorporation into an
encapsulating matrix) to limit the

0.123 Additional design criteria for the
mnf~nd ai lity.

(a) General critera for the
undergroundfacility. (1) The
orientation. geometry, layout, and depth
of the underground facility, and the
design of any engineered barriers that
ae part of the underground facility shall
contribute to the containment and
isolation of radionuclides.

(2) The underground facility shall be
designed so that the effects of credible
disruptive events during the period of
operations, such as flooding, fires and
explosions, will not spread through the
facility.

(b) Flexibility of design The
underground facility shall be designed
wilt sufficient flexibility to allow
adjustments where necessary to
accommodate specific site conditions
identified through in situ monitoring,
testing, or excavation.

(c) Retrieval of waste. The
Underground facility shall be designed to
Pernit retrieval of waste in accordance
with the performance objectives of

160.111.
(d) Control of water and gas. The

design of the underground facility shall
Provide for control of water or gas
inttrusiL

0134 DeuIgn of seals for shaft and
boreholes.

(a) General design criterion. Seals for
shafts and boreholes shall be designed
so that following permanent closure
they do not become pathways that
compromise the geologic repository's
ability to meet the performance
objectives or the period following
permanent closure.

lb) Selection of materials and
placement methods. Materials and
placement methods for seals shall be
selected to reduce, to the extent
practicable: (1) The potential for
creating a preferential pathway for
groundwater. or (2) radioactive waste
migration through existing pathways.
Design Criteria for the Waste Package

I 60.135 Criteria for th waste package
and Its components.

(a) Hih-level-waste package design in
general. (1) Packages for HLW shall be
designed so that the in situ chemical.
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* , availability and generation
particulates.

(3) Combustibles. All combustible
radioactive wastes shall be reduced to a
noncombustible form unless it can be
demonstrated that a fire involving' the
waste packages containing combustibles
will not compromise the integrity of
other waste packages, adversely affect
any structures, systems, or components
Important to safety, or compromise the
ability of the underground facility to
contribute to waste isolation.

(d) Design criteria for other
radioactive wastes. Design criteria for
waste types other than HLW will be
addressed on an individual basis if and
when they are proposed for disposal in a
geologic repository.
Performance Confirmation

; Requirements
§ 60.137 General requtrments for
performance confirmation.

The geologic repository operations
area shall be designed so as to permit
implementation of a performance
confirmation program that meets the
requirements of Subpart F of this part

Subpart F-Performance Confirmation
Program

* I 60.140 General requirements.
(a) The performance confirmation

program shall provide data which
indicates, where practicable, whether-

(1) Actual subsurface conditions
encountered and changes in those

'4 conditions during construction and
waste emplacement operations are
within the limits assumed in the
licensing review; and

(2) Natural and engineered systems
and components required for repository
operation, or which are designed or
assumed to operate as barriers after
permanent closure, are functioning as
intended and anticipated.

(b) The program shall have been
started during site characterization and
it will continue until permanent closure.

(c) The program shall include In situ
monitoring, laboratory and field testing,
and in situ experiments, as may be

o appropriate to accomplish the objective
as stated above.

(d) The program shall be implemented
so that:

(1) It does not adversely affect the
ability of the natural and engineered
elements of the geologic repository to
meet the performance objectives.

(2) It provides baseline information
find analysis of that information on'
those parameters and natural processes
pertaining to the geologic setting that
may be changed by site

48, No. 120 / Tuesday, June 21, 1983

characterization, construction, and
operational activities.

(3) It monitors and analyzes changes
from the baseline condition of
parameters that could affect the
performance of a geologic repository.

(4) It provides an established plan for
feedback and analysis of data, and
Implementation of appropriate action.
160.141 Confirmation of gotechncal and
design parameters.

(a) During repository construction and
operation, a continuing program of
surveillance, measurement, testing, and
geologic mapping shall be conducted to
ensure that geotechnical and design
parameters are confirmed and to ensure
that appropriate action is taken to
Inform the Commission of changes
needed in design to accommodate actual
field conditions encountered.

(b) Subsurface conditions shall be
monitored and evaluated against design
assumptions.

(c) As a minimum, measurements
shall be made of rock deformations and
displacement, changes in rock stress
and strain, rate and location of water
inflow into subsurface areas, changes in
groundwater conditions, rock pore water
pressures including those along
fractures and joints, and the thermal and
thermomechanical response of the rock
mass as a result of development and
operations of the geologic repository.

(d) These measurements and
observations shall be compared with the
original design bases and assumptions.
If significant differences exist between
the measurements and observations and
the original design bases and
assumptions, the need for modifications
to the design or in construction methods
shall be determined and these
differences and the recommended
changes reported to the Commission.

(e) In situ monitoring of the
thermomechanical response of the
underground facility shall be conducted
until permanent closure to ensure that
the performance of the natural and
engineering features are within design
limits.
1 G6142 Design testing.

(a) During the early or developmental
stages of construction, a program for In
situ testing of such features as borehole
and shaft seals, backfill. and the thermal
Interaction effects of the waste
packages, backfill, rock, and
groundwater shall be conducted.

(b) The testing shall be Initiated as
early as is practicable.

(c) A backfill test section shall be
constructed to test the effectiveness of
backfill placement and compaction
procedures against design requirements

I V,Jlne .- ,A aI n

before permanent backfill placemen
begun. -

(d) Test sections shall be estab
to test the effectiveness of borehole
shaft seals before full-scale operata
proceeds to seal boreholes and shafb
160.143 MontorIng and testing wasE
packages.

(a) A program shall be established
the geologic repository operations mt
for monitoring the condition of the
waste packages. Waste packages
chosen for the program shall be
representative of those to be emplace
in the underground facility.

(b) Consistent with safe operation a
the geologic repository operations
the environment of the waste pa
selected for the waste package
monitoring program shall be
representative of the environment in
which the wastes are to be emplaced

(c) The waste package monitoring
program shal include laboratory
experiments which focus on the
condition of the waste packages. To
extent practical, the environment
experienced by the emplaced waste
packages within the underground
facility during the wast package
monitoring program shall be dup
in the laboratory experiments

(d) The waste package monitoring
program shall continue as long as
practical up to the time of permanent
closure.

Subpart G-Quality A surance

60.150 Scope.
As used in this part. "quality

assurance" comprises all those pla=n
and systematic actions necessary to -i
provide adequate confidence that the
geologic repository and its subsystena
or components will perform :1
satisfactorily In service. Quality .

assurance includes quality control
which comprises those quality
assurance actions related to the physl
characteristics of a material, structg*
component, or system which provide &
means to control the quality of the A
materiaL structure, component. or ;
system to predetermined requirement.

60.151 Apicabp y.
The quality assurance program

applies to all systems, structures and'
components Important to safety, to
design and characterization of barriers
important to waste isolation and to
activities related thereto. These
activities include: site characterizatlM
facility and equipment construction,..
facility operation, performance .
confirmation, permanent closure, an-
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systems and
woo that ha" been Identified as

I saiety in the Safety
N.Wtanin the license shall

- dU ay by trained and
___ ; el cr by personnel

visual supervision of an
with trining and certification

at *on. Supervisory
e Me who direct operations that are

wfttl safety must also be
dWd ju such operations.

*u.W T rsIl and estffcton

OOE shall establish a program for
g. roficiency testing, certification

lic8ti of operating and

go physcal condition and the
i W of personnel certified for

i q Ms ia are important to safety
u1adotbe sui as mght cause

qrtional arm that could endanger
6 pblic health and safety. Any

whih miht cause impaired
. t or motorcoordination must be
awkred in the selection of personnel
iracvities that are important to

al NW.ese conditions need not
-uhqodciy disqaif a person. so
Ws u apropriate provisions are made
b Imrnods te such conditions.

0%d at Washnt V u. D.C, this 13th day of

Ug0 Nudee Regtuary Commbssion.

, 5 ote Comazsi.n
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SUMMAaY: This document corr
previous Federal Register doct
Doc. 83-15384 (List of OTC Ma
Stocks). which was published
26587 of the issue for Thursdal
1983, to be effective June 20. Is
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CO
Jamie Lenoci, Financial Analyi
Division of Banking Supervisic
Regulation. Board of Governor
Federal Reserve System. Was!
D.C. 20551. (202) 452-2781.
SUPPLEMENTARY U4FORKATION
upon corrected information reo
from the Company, the stock c
Chemical Leaman Corporatios
common, should remain on the
OTC Margin Stocks. The stocl
Central Bancorporation. Inc.. I
common was inadvertently on
the printed copy of the comple
OTC Margin Stocks although i
listed as a deletion from the lii

Accordingly, In accordance
I 207.2f)(2) of Regulation G.
I 220.2(e)(2) of Reguldtion T. a
I 22l.3fd)(2) of Regulation U ti
Chemical Leaman Corporatior
common. is removed from the
deletions from the Board's LisM
added to the complete List of I
Margin Stocks on file at the C)
Federal Register, and the stod
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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the work performed for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) to assess its proposed Rule (1OCFR60) for disposal of
high-level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories. The objectives of
this project were to provide information that NRC could use to evaluate the
rationale for the technical requirements in the Rule, to respond to public
comments on the proposed Rule, and to analyze the benefits of alternative
criteria, for the final Rule. Three of the numerical criteria of the
Performance Objectives of the Rule were analyzed in detail in this study. The
three criteria pertain to: a containment period, a controlled release rate,
and a pre-waste emplacement ground-water travel time. The Rule requires
geologic repositories to comply with the draft EPA Standard (40CFR191);
accordingly, this study assesses the relevance of the three numerical criteria
to the draft EPA Standard. A series of parametric analyses were performed on
the potential releases of radionuclides to the accessible environment in order
to determine the impact of the three criteria on compliunce with the draft EPA
Standard. The analyses were performed for three geo.3gic media: basalt,
bedded salt, and tuff. The study also examined the achievability of the three
numerical criteria based on an assessment of the existing technology.
Parameters and techniques that could be used to assess compliance were
identified. In addition to the three numerical criteria, certain other
requirements were also addressed in varying degrees of detail. The structure
and content of the Rule were analyzed for completeness, consistency, and
redundancy. As part of this study, a panel of experts was formed to address
and debate the issues relating to the requirements contained in the proposed
Rule. A number of recommendations have been made in the report based on the
analyses performed and the outcome of the panel discussions.
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CHAPTER I

1. INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has proposed a Rule (1OCFR60,[1J)*,
which specifies criteria for disposal of high-level radioactive wastes (HLW)
in geologic repositories. The proposed criteria include requirements for the
operational and permanent closure phases of the repository. Specifically, the
Rule addresses siting, design, and performance of the geologic repository. It
also includes criteria for performance confirmation, monitoring and testing
programs, quality assurance,-and personnel training and certification.

The Rule states the "Technical Criteria" for HLW disposal (Subpart E).
The Technical Criteria consist of Performance Objectives, requirements for
ownership and control of the operations area, additional requirements for the
geologic setting, design and construction requirements, waste package require-
ments, and Performance Confirmation requirements. The Performance Objectives
contain requirements for the overall system as well as for the major
components of the system; several of these requirements have specific
numerical constraints.

The Rule requires geologic repositories to comply with a yet-to-
be-published, generally applicable environmental standard set by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Therefore, this study assesses the
relation between the Draft EPA Standard (Draft #19 [2]) and the technical
criteria in the Rule. For the reader's benefit, a summary of the requirements
in the Draft EPA Standard is presented.

The Draft Standard applies to both the pre-closure (operational) and
post-closure (disposal) phases of high-level waste repositories in geologic
formations. Subpart A applies to the operational phase (management) and
includes storage, preparation of the waste for disposal, and its emplacement.
Subpart B applies to releases after the wastes are isolated, i.e., after the
repository is backfilled and sealed. Subpart A requires that the combined
annual dose equivalent to any member of the public due to operations shall not
exceed 25 millirems to the whole body, 75 millirems to the thyroid, and 25
millirems to any other organ. -It also requires that waste management
operations be conducted so as to reduce exposures for members of the public
below this level to the extent reasonably achievable. Subpart B consists of
two complementary parts: (1) the general criteria, and (2) projected
performance requirements for disposal systems. The general criteria consist

*For purposes of discussion, the proposed Rule (10CFR60) will be referred
to as "the Rule" throughout this document.
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of seven qualitative requirements designed to minimize future environmental
damage. The projected performance requirements set numerical limits on
potential releases, limiting the amount of radioactivity that may enter the
biosphere. The Draft Standard requires a reasonable expectation that these
limits will be satisfied for 10,000 years after disposal. It could be the
responsibility of NRC to implement the above limits in its licensing actions
and to assure that public health and safety are protected.

The NRC has funded Sandia National Laboratories to provide information
that NRC could use to develop the rationale for the final technical criteria
in the Rule, in responding to public comments on the proposed Rule, and in
analyzing the benefits of alternative criteria for the final Rule. The
statement-of-work for this study included five tasks as follows:

Task 1 - Hypothetical Repository Description

Task 2 - Model Calculations

Task 3 - Documentation

Task 4 - Short-Term Technical Assistance

Task 5 - Analysis of the Performance Objectives with respect to
Interpretation and Assessment of Compliance

Of these, Tasks 1 and 2 are addressed in Section 3.1 of Chapter III and
Appendices B through H. Task 5 is addressed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 of
Chapter III and Appendices I, J, and K. No short-term technical assistance
was requested, and as such, no reporting of Task 4 is needed.

As dictated by Tasks 2 and 5, three of the numerical criteria of the
Performance Objectives were analyzed in detail as part of this study.
Briefly, the three criteria pertain to: a containment period, a controlled
release rate, and a pre-waste emplacement ground-water travel time. This
study examines the relevance and achievability of these requirements. It
discusses the parameters and. techniques that could be used to assess
compliance with these Performance Objectives. The remaining requirements of
Subpart E are also addressed in varying degrees of detail. The study also
analyzes the structure and content of the Rule for completeness, consistency,
and redundancy.

The general issues with respect to the Rule and the Draft EPA Standard
that must be addressed are:

o Are the requirements of the Rule compatible with the objectives of
the Draft Standard?
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o Do the requirements of the Rule help meet the overall system safety
goal?

o Do the requirements of the Rule reduce the uncertainties in
complying with the Draft Standard?

These questions will be addressed in Chapter III and Appendices B through
H of this report. In Chapter III, we first try to establish the relevance of
the performance requirements in the Rule, and then discuss their achievability
and verification. Additional requirements and issues, including
retrievability of the waste, are discussed in Chapter IV. The issues of
completeness and consistency of the Rule are discussed in Chapter V. A
summary of the results of this study and recommendations for improvements in
the Rule are included in Chapter VI.

As part of this study, a panel of experts was formed to address and
debate the issues relating to the requirements contained in the proposed Rule.
Each panel member was assigned specific responsibilities in his or her field
of expertise. i> addition, three plenary meetings were held where panel
members made thei presentations as well as participated in group discussions
on various topics of interest. Reports by various members of the -panel are
included in Volume II of this document. It should be noted that whereas the
discussions presented in Chapters I through VI (Volume I) of this document
frequently quote Or refer to the panel members' reports, it is possible that
not every member will agree with the contents of this report in their
entirety.

The names of the panel members are listed below:

James E. Campbell
Robert J. Campana
Margaret S. Chu
Fred A. Donath
William Immerman
Peter McGrath
Nestor R. Ortiz
Richard E. Pepping
George H. Reynolds
Martin -Seitz
Robert Schneider
Richard Talbot
Krishan K. Wahi

INTERA Environmental Consultants, Inc.
General Atomic
Sandia National Laboratories
CGS, Inc.
Interational Energy Associates, Ltd.
Science Applications, Inc.
Sandia National Laboratories
Sandia National Laboratories
General Atomic
Argonne National Laboratory
U.S.G.S.
Golder Associates, Inc.
Science Applications, Inc.
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CHAPTER II

2. REGULATORY APPROACH

In this 'chapter, 'we briefly describe a regulatory approach that could be
used to regulate the disposal of radioactive waste in geologic repositories.
This general approach' was used to identify the technical requirements that
should be Included in the Rule and to assess the consistency and completeness
of the Rule.

The general approach 'consists of (1) establishing the overall safety
goal, (2) determining the requirements needed to meet the overall safety goal,
(3) assessing the achievability of the requirements, and (4) identifying the
methods to demonstrate compliance with the requirements. We realize that this
is not the only approach to develop the regulations for HLW repositories.
However, this approach has proved very useful in' regulating other facilities,
and we have used it in structuring this study and performing an assessment of
the Rule.

2.1 The General Safety Objective

The general-safety objective of the proposed technical' criteria of the
Rule is to assist the Commission in determining whether or not the HLW can be
disposed of at' the site in the manner proposed by DOE without undue risk to
the public health and safety. This objective can be accomplished by
determining if the design and site proposed by DOE provide protection to the
public from the-contents of the repository during operation and post-closure
phases. The former can be obtained by stating requirements and verifying
.compliance with these requirements' during the operational phase. One way of
accomplishing the latter is by stating requirements for the post-closure phase
and using predictive models and techniques to assess compliance.

The next logical step for the NRC and EPA is to state the specific and
general requirements for both phases in their respective regulations. The EPA
is expected to propose generally applicable environmental standards -and
Federal radiation protection guides to protect the public health and the
environment from the disposal of HLW. The EPA Standard 40CFR190 includes
general -requirements for the operational phase, and a draft standard
(40CFR191) has been issued which when finalized will state the requirements
for the post-closure phase. The requirements in these documents could provide
the general basis-of the overall safety goal.

The proposed Rule includes specific requirements for the operational and
post-closure phase of HLW repositories. The Rule also contains specific
requirements related to site selection and the design of the engineering sys-
tems, with the purpose of protecting the public health and enhancing safety.
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The proposed Rule also includes specific requirements for the operational and
post-closure phases of HLW repositories. The NRC is responsible for imple-
menting the Rule.

The procedure is summarized in the form of a logic tree in Figure 2.1.
The top of this tree represents the general safety objective, followed by the
requirements and assessment procedures needed to show compliance, and the
overall system safety goals. The logic tree shows how the requirements in the
regulations relate to the general safety objectives. It also can be used to
assess if similar requirements are placed at the same level of importance and
to check for consistency and redundancy within the regulations. These issues
are discussed in more detail in the following sections and in Chapter V.

2.2 Identification of Requirements*

The operational and post-closure requirements can be identified using the
logic tree mentioned in the previous subsection. In this discussion, emphasis
will be placed on the technical requirements in the Rule. The requirements in
the Draft Standard will be briefly mentioned for completeness of the
discussion and to identify the overall safety goals.

2.2.1 Post-Closure Safety Goals in the Draft EPA Standard (40CFR191)

The overall post-closure safety goals were described in Chapter I and are
presented schematically in Figure 2.2. Only the numerical safety goals
(projected performance requirements in the Draft Standard) are presented to
facilitate the discussion; the general criteria are presented in Appendix A.
The safety goals require a reasonable expectation that the amount of
radioactivity that may enter the accessible environment, for anticipated
releases, be less than the limits specified in Appendix.B of~the Draft EPA
Standard.

This applies to integrated releases over a period of 10,000 years. The
intent of the safety goal is to limit the potential risk to society to less
than 10 fatalities per one thousand metric tons of heavy metal disposed in the
repository.

*The word requirement is also used to represent overall system safety
goals and Performance Objectives. However, in terms of hierarchy we represent
safety goals higher on the tree, Performance Objectives next, and requirements
at the bottom of the tree.
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2.2.2 Post-Closure Requirements in the Rule

In order to facilitate the discussion, we have expressed the post-closure
requirements of the repository system in terms of the requirements of two main
subsystems: (1) the sub-surface facility, and (2)' geologic setting (see
Figure 2.3). The requirements of the sub-surface facility are developed in
terms of (1) the waste 'package, (2) the underground facility, and (3) the
shaft and boreholes seals. Each of these three areas is further developed to
identify its specific requirements (Appendix A). Two of these areas, the
waste package and the underground facility, have been, ass tned numerical
performance objectives (i.e., 1,000 years containment and 10 part-per-year
release rate, respectively).; These numerical objectives are discussed in
Chapter III with respect 'to relevance, achievability and assessment of
compliance. The Rule does not contain any numerical Performance Objective for
the design of shafts and boreholes seals.

The requirements of-the geologic setting' include two time periods: (1)
containment period (e.g., 1,000 years) and (2) isolation period. 'The latter
covers the time following the containment period. During the containment
period, the geologic setting shall mitigate the impact of premature failure of
the engineered system. During the isolation period, it is required that the
geologic setting help in limiting radioactive waste releases to the accessible
environment to amounts and concentrations that conform to the general
environmental standards set by EPA. It is also required that the geologic
setting exhibit the following characteristics:' (1) hydrogeologlc and
geochemical stability, (2) structural and tectonic stability, and (3)
ground-water travel times through the far field to the accessible environment
of at least 1,000 years.

Additional characteristics of the geologic setting that are important to
waste isolation are identified in Appendix A.' These include topics such as
favorable conditions, potentially adverse conditions, and ownership and
control of the repository site.

2.2.3 Operational Safety Goals in the Draft EPA;Standard (40CFR191)

The overall operational safety goals were described in Chapter I and are
presented in Figure 2.4. The EPA Standard requires that the combined annual
dose equivalent to any member of the public due to operations shall not exceed
25 millirems to the whole body, 75 millirems to the thyroid, and 25 millirems
to any other organ. It also requires that waste management operations be con-
ducted so as to reduce exposures to members of the public below this level to
the extent reasonably achievable.

2.5
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2.2.4 Operational Requirements in the Rule

The requirements for the operational phase include (1) keeping radiation
exposures and releases within the limits of 1OCFR20, (2) meeting the minimum
operational requirements in the EPA Standard (40CFR190), and (3) providing a
retrievability option for up to 50 years after completion of waste emplacement
(Figure 2.5).

The first of the above three requirements includes a limit of less than
500 millirems/year due to radiation exposure. It also includes the "as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA)" principle. The operational requirements in
item (2) are discussed in the previous subsection and in Chapter I. The
retrievability requirement is discussed in Chapter IV and Appendix M of Volume
II.

2.3 Achievability of the Requirements

The purpose of this part of the study is to determine if the post-closure
Performance Objectives in the Rule are technically achievable. This
represents a very important step in the regulatory process. In assessing
achievability, we considered the state-of-the-art knowledge on each of the
areas covered by the Performance Objectives; credit was not taken for
potential technical developments in the future (see Section 3.2).

Panel members with expertise in the areas of materials corrosion,
hydrology, and materials leaching and transport were asked to address the
achievability of the 1,OO0-ye-ar waste package' lifetime, 1,000-year
ground-water travel time, and 10 part-per-year release rate, respectively.
The recommendations from each panel member were discussed among all panel
members.

In general it was concluded that the Performance Objectives are
technically achievable (assuming that the waste package lifetime does not
require zero release during the first 1,000 years). The cost impact of
achieving each Performance Objective was not analyzed.

The analysis of the achievability of other requirements in the Rule is
outside the scope of this study. The intent of the study is to determine what
technical problems exist in achieving the numerical Performance Objectives.

2.4 Assessment of Compliance with the Requirements

In this area, the panel discussed the techniques and procedures that
could be used to assess compliance with the numerical Performance Objectives
in the Rule (see Section 3.3). The technical approach was similar to that of
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Section 2.3. The Panel concluded that techniques and models exist to assess
compliance with the 1,000-year ground-water travel time requirement.

It was not conclusive that techniques and models exist to assess
compliance with the 1,000-year containment requirement. There were concerns
that: (1) accelerating corrosion tests could alter the operative corrosion
mechanisms; (2) extrapolation methods to predict package lifetime and package
reliability contain large uncertainties; (3) some of the quantities to be
measured need statistical treatment because they are dependent on local
variations in material properties, and (4) the existing data base is
inadequate for some materials, environments and temperatures of interest.

In the discussion of assessing compliance with the controlled release
rate, it was found that: (1) the state-of-the-art is sufficiently developed
to obtain data on the leach rates; (2) it is difficult to extrapolate leach
rate data to very long times; (3) the methodology for estimating solubility
limits is sufficiently developed, and (4) there is a lack of the relevant data
base, especially for the geochemical, thermal, and hydrological environments
typical of a repository.

It is very important to consider uncertainties in the assessment of
compliance. Chapter III discusses some of the uncertainties associated with
the containment time, rate of radionuclide release, and ground-water travel
time and their impact on meeting the overall system safety goal.
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CHAPTER III

3. THE THREE NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The Performance Objectives in Subpart E (Technical Criteria) of the Rule
contain numerical as well as non-numerical requirements. Of the numerical
requirements stated in the Performance Objectives, the following three are
assessed and analyzed in detail in this chapter: -

1.- Radionuclide containment -by the waste package for at least 1,000
years following emplacement

2. Fractional, release rate of radionuclides of less than- 10
part-per-year from the underground facility after the containment
period.

3. Pre-waste emplacement ground-water travel time of at least 1,000
years through the far field to the accessible environment.

The intent of this analysis is to examine the technical bases of these
three numerical criteria for the isolation of radioactive waste in a geologic
repository. The analysis includes.examination of-the following qualities:

o Relevance
o Achievability
o Verification

To determine the.-relevance of a numerical criterion, we have estimated the
effect that it may have on compliance with the Draft EPA Standard. We have
performed a series of parametric analyses and a sensitivity analysis to demon-
strate the impact of the numerical values in the three criteria on compliance.

Questions about the achievability and assessment of compliance of the pro-
posed Performance:Objectives have been raised frequently. The questions in-
clude the following: . -

* ;,

o What are the possible interpretations -for each criterion?

o What is the achievability for a given interpretation of a criterion
with current technology?

o 'What parameters could be measured to assess compliance with each
criterion?

3.1



o What methods or techniques could be used to assess compliance with
each criterion?

Issues relating to these questions are addressed and analyzed in Sections
3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 Relevance

A series of calculations has been performed to address the question of the
"relevance" of the proposed NRC numerical criteria. For the subsystem
performance criteria to be "relevant," the subsystems selected for regulation
should be those which strongly influence or control overall system
performance. NRC has proposed numerical criteria for the radionuclide
containment time, radionuclide release rate from the underground facility, and
ground-water travel time. The analyses discussed in this section were
designed to examine the relative importance of repository system
characteristics which relate to the above three areas. The role of the
numerical criteria in helping to meet the Draft EPA Standard is also
discussed.

The analyses presented here are based on calculations of potential
releases for scenarios involving ground-water intrusion into the underground
facility, followed by leaching and transport of radionuclides to the
accessible environment. The waste containment period is considered to be
synonymous with canister lifetime for this study, and radionuclide release
from the underground facility is assumed to begin immediately after the
canister fails. In this analysis, the term "containment" refers to the
structural integrity of the canister. It is difficult to know at what stage
significant leaching of the waste form will start to occur after a pathway
(e.g., a crack or a corrosion pit through the 'wall thickness) is created
between the ground water and the waste form. We assume further that once such
a pathway exists the structural integrity of the canister has been
compromised. Delays of releases due to backfill materials are ignored as are
the effects of radionuclide solubilities on release rates. For mathematical
convenience, ground-water travel time in this analysis is defined as the
travel time from the boundary of the underground facility to the accessible
environment. The assumptions stated in this paragraph are considered
conservative. The choice of the scenarios analyzed was such that the three
numerical criteria were invoked. Scenarios that render one or more of these
criteria irrelevant (e.g., disinterment) were not analyzed.

As this study is a consequence analysis, neither the specific mechanisms
for creating scenarios nor their probabilities are addressed. Either simple
analytical equations or the Distributed Velocity Method (DVM) [3] are used to
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estimate consequences in terms of integrated radionuclide discharge to the
environment over a 10,000 year period following repository closure.*

To assess the impact of the NRC technical criteria on compliance with the
Draft EPA Standard, consequence is presented in terms of a "Release Ratio"
(RR). This ratio is defined as

RR = e/(RL)

i
where

ei = cumulative release of radionuclide i over 10,000 years

(RL).= release limit for radionuclide i from 1,000 Metric Tons
Heavy Metal (MTHM) as specified in the Draft EPA Standard.

For releases occurring with probability greater than or equal to 0.01
(likely to occur or anticipated events) in 10,000 years, compliance with the
Draft Standard requires that "this ratio be less than unity for each 1,000
MTHM.

The Draft Standard requires that all radionuclides in the waste inventory
be considered. However, we have found that a certain subset and several
important decay chains of the inventory are sufficient to estimate compliance
[4]. Appendix B lists the radionuclide inventory (spent fuel) used for this
analysis. -

Results from both parametric studies and sensitivity analyses are
presented in this section. Parametric studies were performed .for the
following geologic media: (1) medium-independent, (2) generic basalt, (3) a
hypothetical basalt site,-(4) generic bedded salt, and (5) a hypothetical tuff
site. In the medium-independent parametric analysis -and in the analyses of
generic sites, the migration of radionuclides through the geologic setting is
defined in terms of the ground-water travel time and radionuclide retardation
factors. Thus, in these analyses, detailed hydraulic properties of the site

*Details of these analyses are provided in Appendices B through H.
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(e.g., permeability, porosity, etc.) are not considered. For analysis of the
hypothetical sites, detailed hydraulic properties were assumed in order to
calculate the ground-water travel times and radionuclide discharges. In the
medium-independent analysis, a simple model with point value estimates of
input parameters was specified. No assumptions about the variability or
uncertainty in input parameters were made. In the medium-specific
calculations, ranges of input values were sampled. In these calculations the
effect of uncertainty in input data upon the uncertainty in Release Ratio was
assessed.

For the medium-independent analysis, an inventory of 46,800 MTHM of spent-
fuel was assumed. For the remaining parametric analyses, 1,000 MTHM of spent-
fuel was assumed.

The sensitivity analysis, which is presented at the end of this section,
was designed to allow a more detailed examination than is provided by the
parametric studies of the effect of canister life on radionuclide discharge.

3.1.1 Parametric Analyses

a. Medium-Independent Parametric Analysis:

In this study, an inventory of 46,800 MTHM of spent fuel was assumed. The
integrated discharges of radionuclides were calculated using a simple, one-
dimensional, analytical solution. In the transport calculation, radionuclides
were treated as simple-decaying species, and dispersion was neglected. Little
accuracy is lost by ignoring production from parent species for the first
10,000 years. Acceptably accurate results are obtained by neglecting
dispersion because the consequence is expressed in terms of integrated
discharge over 10,000 years. The following input parameters were specified:

o Canister lifetime tC (Yr)--all canisters fail simultaneously at tC

o Annual release rate T (Yr 1) of radionuclides expressed as a constant
equal to a fraction of the particular radionuclide inventory at t

o Radionuclides travel time tm (Yr) from the source to the accessible
environment.

The equations used for this calculation are given in detail in Appendix C.

Radio%$clide1% in the 1itentory are divided into two groups. Group I con-
sists of Tc, C, and I, which are assumed to be unretarded by all geo-
logic media. Group II consists of the remaining radionuclides in the
inventory. We have assumed all Group II radionuclides to have the same
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retardation factor for simplicity. Release Ratios were calculated for both
groups of radionuclides as a function of tm and T (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2). Figure
3.1 shows that the Draft Standard is violated by Group I radionuclides alone
when the release rate is 10 at sites with a ground-water travel time less
than 'u 7600 years. In Figure 3.2 it can be seen that because of the
differences in toxicities and inventories, the travel time of Group II radio-
nuclides must be considerably longer than that of Group I elements to achieve
compliance for a given release rate. The required longer travel times could
be achieved by demonstrating that each radionuclide in Group II has a
retardation factor greater than some minimum value. A set of such minimum
retardation factors for the Group II radionuclides has been calculated from
these figures, and the results are shown in Table 3.1. It can be seen that
release rate is an important parameter for unretarded (Group I) radionuclides,
while for retarded (Group II) radionuclides, geochemical retardation becomes.
the most important parameter in order to ensure compliance with the Draft
Standard.

The effect of different canister lifetimes (t ) on the release of radio-
nuclides is shown for Group I elements in Figure 3.3. Note that if a constant
release rate and a ground-water travel time greater than X. 500 years are as-
sumed, canister lifetime appears to have very little effect on the calculated
releases.

b. Parametric Analysis for a Generic Basalt Site:

In the previous section, canister lifetime, release rate, and travel time
were examined parametrically, that is, several fixed values were used. In
fact, however, there are large uncertainties associated with these quantities.
In this section, we will account for these uncertainties and examine the ef-
fects of canister life, release rate, and ground-water travel time on
compliance of a generic basalt site with the Draft Standard.

In our models, uncertainties are treated by:

(1) Assigning a probability distribution to the range of values for each
parameter

(2) Computing the consequence for combinations of input values selected
by the Latin-Hypercube Sampling (LHS) technique [5].

With this approach, input uncertainties are reflected as a range of output
values (consequences). The results are plotted such that the ordinate shows
the fraction of calculations with Release Ratio greater than the corresponding
abscissa value.
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TABLE 3.1

Retardation Factors Needed for Various Barrier Combinations

Need Minimum Retardation
For an Engineered System And a Site for

With: With: Group II Radionuclides:**

Groundwater
Canister Release Rate Travel Time
(year) (/year) (year)

300 10-3 <9,300 Violation of EPA Standard
(1,000)* (<8,600) from Group I Radionudides

10-4 <8,300 Violation of EPA Standard
(<7,600) from Group I Radionudides

10-5 500 20 (18.2)
1,000 9.9 ( 9.0)
2,000 4.9 ( 4.5)
3,000 3.3 ( 3.0)
5,000 1.9 ( 1.8)
8,000 1.2 ( 1.1)

1o-6 500 18.5 (17.0)
1,000 9.3 ( 8.5
2,000 4.6 4.3
5,000 1.7 ( 1.7)

lo-7 1,000 7.7 7.1)
2,000 3.8 3.6)
5,000 1.5 ( 1.4)

*Values in parenthesis refer to case
is 1,000 years.

in which canister lifetime

**These factors indicate the minimum retardation needed for
releases to be in compliance with the Draft EPA Standard.
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In this analysis, a geosphere transport model called "Distributed Velocity
Method" (DVM), developed at Sandia, was used [3]. This is a one-dimensional
model that simulates transport of radionuclides in the ground water including
the decay, production, and sorption of radionuclides, as well as hydrodynamic
dispersion. Descriptions of chains of radionuclides considered are given in
Appendix B. Three sets of calculations were performed for an inventory of
1,000 MTHM of spent fuel. Each set of calculations involves a parametric
variation of one of the performance objectives of the Rule. Ranges of all
other parameters were sampled by LHS. In these calculations, 25 combinations
of input values were sampled from the data ranges and a computation was
performed to calculate the Release Ratio for each combination of input
variables. Ranges of distribution coefficients for each radionuclide in the
inventory were chosen from published data to represent the range of chemical
sorption in a reducing, basalt environment. Retardation factors were
calculated using distribution coefficients for radionuclides in secondary
minerals in the fractures. Details of this calculation and ranges of
distribution coefficients are given in Appendix D. Calculations were
performed for several values of the ground-water travel time from the
underground facility to the accessible environment. The input data for each
set of calculations are summarized in Table 3.2.

Figures 3.4 through 3.6 present the results of these calculations. In
these figures, the curves indicate the fraction of calculated discharges with
Release Ratios (RR) greater than a value on the abscissa. At RR = 1, the
curve shows the estimated probability of violating the Standard. If
RRMAX ' 1, the curve indicates 100% compliance. In Figure 3.4 it can be seen
that the waste containment period has little effect on compliance. Longer
ground-water travel times and slower release rates result in a reduction in
release to the accessible environment as demonstrated by the shifting of the
curves to the left in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

As In the previous analysis, these results indicate that release rate and
ground-water travel time are considerably more important 5than canister
lifetime. It is interesting to note that for T equal to 10 part-per-year
(Fig. 3.6), none of the calculations in which retardation factors were used
resulted in a Release Ratio greater than 1; this is in contrast to the results
shown in Figure 3.2 when no retardation was included. These results indicate
that geochemical retardation might play an important role in assuring
compliance.

The results of these calculations also indicate the effectiveness of the
release rate and ground-water travel time criteria of the Rule in assuring
compliance with the Draft Standard. In Figure 3.7, the release rate and
ground-water travel time are plotted for calculations in which a canister
lifetime of 300 years was assumed. Circles indicate combinations of release
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TABLE 3.2

Parametric Analysis of Generic Basalt
Assumed Values and Ranges for Canister Lifetime,

Release Rate, and Ground-water Travel Time

(Ranges for-other variables in this analysis are given in Appendix D.)

Canister Release Groundwater
Figure Lifetime tL (yr) Rate (yr-I) Travel Time (yr)

3.4 100 (1 - 10-) (102 - io4)

300

500 tLU ]LN

1000

3.5 300 (10-7 1 ) 200

500

[LU 11000

5000

3.6 300 lo

t0-4 (0o2 1 lo4)

10-5.

10 6 [LN]

Assumed distribution for the range selected is indicated in brackets
[LN]: lognormal; [LU]: log uniform
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rates and ground-water travel times that result in calculated discharges that
comply with the Draft Standard. A triangle indicates non-compliance (Release
Ratio greater than unity). The upper right corner (enclosed by heavy lines)
of this scatter plot indicates regions that comply with the release rate and
ground-water travel time criteria of the Rule.

c. Parametric Analysis for a Hypothetical Basalt Site:

Two scenarios were considered in this analysis: the first scenario
(Scenario I) is a base line (routine release) scenario; the second scenario
(Scenario II) involves fracturing the dense basalt unit that contains the
underground facility. In both scenarios, it is assumed that a vertical
hydraulic gradient is generated by a thermal buoyancy effect. Radionuclides
are transported by ground water vertically through the various basalt layers
to an upper aquifer, then horizontally to the accessible environment one mile
down gradient. In these calculations, 100 combinations of input values were
sampled from the data ranges, and 100 consequence results were calculated for
each scenario. A detailed description of the site and scenarios is given in
Appendix E., Twocanister )ifetimes (300 and 1,000 years) and two release rate
ranges (10 7-10 and 10 -10 D yr 1) were considered. Figures 3.8 and 3.9
show the results of these calculations for Scenarios I and II, respectively.
Again, the curves indicate the fraction of calculated discharges with Release
Ratios greater than a value on the abscissa. These results are similar to
those obtained from the generic parametric analyses. It can be seen that
varying the lifetime of the canister has a minor effect on the shape or
position of the fraction-Release Ratio curves. Variations in the ground-water
travel time caused by choice of scenario or variability in hydraulic or
geochemical parameters significantly affect the curves. Variation in the
range of sampled release rates also has a strong influence on these curves.
The shifting of these curves to the left can be interpreted as an increase in
the safety margin with respect to compliance.

A scatter plot of the sampled values of release rate and calculated
ground-water travel times for the two scenarios analyzed and their relation to
compliance with the Draft Standard is shown in Figure 3.10. Again, the
effectiveness of the Performance Objectives for release rate and ground-water
travel time is apparent.

d. Parametric Analysis for a Generic Bedded Salt Site:

In this analysis, parametric calculations were performed for a generic
bedded salt site. The scenario considered involves a failed borehole or shaft
seal that connects the underground facility with the upper aquifer. All of
the radionuclides are assumed to be transported vertically by ground water
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through the borehole/shaft to the upper aquifer and then horizontally in the
aquifer to the accessible environment one mile down gradient. Retardation and
transport time of radionuclides in the borehole/shaft are assumed negligible
compared to that in the aquifer. Ranges of retardation for each radionuclide
were chosen to represent a typical sandstone aquifer above a bedded salt
formation (see Appendix F). Three sets of calculations were performed using
DVM [3]. Each set involves a parametric variation of one of the numerical
Performance Objectives of the Rule. The input data for each set of
calculations are summarized in Table 3.3. In these calculations, 50
combinations of input values were sampled from the data ranges, and 50
consequence results were obtained for each set of calculations. Results of
these calculations are shown in Figures 3.11 through 3.13. Again, canister
lifetime shows little effect on releases, whereas longer ground-water travel
times or slower release rates aid considerably in the reduction of releases.
A scatter plot similar to the ones presented earlier is shown in Figure 3.14.
The effectiveness of these two criteria for the Rule on compliance is once
again apparent for this analysis. It is noted that the high consequences
obtained for this analysis can be attributed to the following two assumptions:
(1) the total inventory is transported through the borehole/shaft; and (2)
the ground-water travel times are short.

e. Parametric Analysis for a Hypothetical Tuff Site:

The analysis was based on a hypothetical tuff site. Details of the
geology, hydrology, treatment of retardation of radionuclides, and a
description of scenarios chosen are given in Appendix G.

Two scenarios were considered in these calculations. In the first scena-
rio, a vertical hydraulic gradient is generated by a thermal buoyancy effect
as described in Appendix G. Radionuclides are transported by ground water
vertically through the various tuff layers to the top of the water table, then
horizontally to the accessible environment one mile down gradient. In the
second scenario, ground water migrates laterally from the repository to the
accessible environment one mile away due to an assumed natural horizontal hy-
draulic gradient. In these calculations, 100 combinations of input values
were sampled from the data ranges and 100 results were obtained. Results of
these calculations are shown in Figures 3.15 through 3.17. From these,
similar conclusions can be drawn regarding canister lifetime, ground-water
travel time, and release rate. Again, a scatter plot of the sampled values of
release rate and calculated ground-water travel times for the two scenarios
and their relation to compliance with the Draft Standard is shown in Figure
3.18. Once again, the plot shows the effectiveness of the two Performance
Objectives.
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TABLE 3.3

Parametric Analysis of Generic Bedded Salt
. . Assumed Values and Ranges for Canister Lifetime,

Release Rate, and Groundwater Travel Time

- Canister Release Ground-water
'Figure Lifetime t fvr) Rate?(yr ) Travel Time (yr)

3.11 . . 100

300
(10-7-10-3)

[LU]*
(10, 104)

[LNJ*

1,000

3.12 300 (107-103) 50
[LU]

300

1,000

5,000
I

3.13 300
(10-104)

[LN)

10-6

*Assumed distribution for the range
in brackets; [LN]: lognormal; [LU]:

- I I

is indicated
log uniform.
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f. Conclusions from Parametric Analyses:

Several conclusions and observations can be made from the parametric
analyses performed:

(1) When a constant radionuclide release rate is assumed, canister
lifetimes show little effect on compliance/noncompliance with the
Draft Standard.

(2) Both a smaller release rate of radionuclides and a longer
ground-water travel time aid considerably in compliance with the
Draft Standard.

(3) Geochemical retardation of radionuclides plays an important role in
assuring compliance.

3.1.2 Sensitivity Analysis for Waste Package Behavior

The parametric studies presented earlier in this section appear to
indicate that radionuclide containment time (canister life) has little effect
on integrated radionuclide discharge and, therefore, on compliance with the
Draft Standard. This result is not surprising, considering the relatively
narrow range of canister lifetimes being considered (100 to 1,000 years) and
the assumption of a constant leach rate. However, it is known that leach rate
increases rapidly with increasing temperature (See Appendix J). Furthermore,
the temperature near the waste canisters may be quite high (150-2000C above
ambient) at repository closure and may require several hundred years to reduce
to near-ambient temperatures. Thus, the canister may serve an important
purpose by preventing leaching during the first few hundred years, while the
waste temperature (and, thus, the potential leach rate) are elevated. A
sensitivity analysis has been performed to test this hypothesis. Details of
the analysis are given in Appendix H.

The sensitivity analysis techniques applied are based on a specific form
of response surface construction. The basic idea is to (1) select a set of
potentially important variables- which define the inputs for the model, (2)
choose ranges and distributions for the variables, (3) sample from the vari-
ables according to their assigned ranges and distributions, (4) generate input
values for the model from the sampled values of the variables, (5) produce
model output with the generated input, and (6) assess the relationships
between the original variables and model output by stepwise regression.
Details of the sensitivity analysis techniques used here can be found in Iman,
et al., [6,7].

Radionuclide containment time within the waste package is addressed by
defining a canister failure rate function as follows (Fig. 3.19):
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f(t) = a6(t) + bee Xt + C m lr(1+1/m)/t]m eE[u/tr(1+1/m)] (3.1)

where

f(t)dt = fraction of canister failures between t and t + dt

so that

ff(t)dt = 1 and a + b + c = 1

The first term on the right side represents initial failures at
emplacement. The second term on the right represents early failures that
result from canister defects. The last term represents canister failures
resulting from penetration of the canister wall by a single corrosion pit.
The individual parameters are defined as follows:

6(t) = Dirac delta function
X = rate constant for early failure from defects
m = Weibull modulus
U = canister design life
r = Gamma function.

Radionuclide release rate is addressed in terms of a short-term
borosilicate glass waste form leach rate (A) which is approximated by the
following expression [8]:

R = nK(T)t 1 (g/cm2day) (3.2)

where
n = constant (O < n < 1)
K = temperature-dependent rate constant
t = time (days).

To convert leach rate in (g/cm2day) to parts/year, we assume that the
waste form is cylindrical with a height of 365 cm, diameter of 30.5 cm and
glass density of 2.8 g/cm3. With these assumptions,

L(parts/year) = 17.8 * n* R (g/cm2day) (3.3)

where
n = effective leach area/geometric surface area of waste form.

The temperature (T in 'K) dependence of X was obtained by fitting
experimental data to obtain the following expression [see Appendix H].
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log K(T) = 3.18 - 2424.22/T + 6 (3.4)

Ground-water travel time was addressed by assuming a fixed migration path
length, a fixed hydraulic gradient, and- then" allowing the -"hydraulic
conductivity (k) and porosity (f) to vary over reasonable ranges. The chosen
ranges of k and* 'result in a ground-water travel time range of 30 to 13,000
years.

Radionuclide ret;;'dation factors were ignored in this analysis as we are
primarily interested in the effects of canister lifetime and leach rate on
radionuclide discharge. The implications of ignoring retardation will be
discussed later in this section. Radionuclide migration time (T ) is,
therefore, equivalent'to the ground-water travel time for this analysis.

The quantities which were allowed to vary in the sensitivity analysis, and
their ranges, are listed in Table 3.4. For this analysis, the temperature
history at the canister surface for a typical bedded-salt HLW repository was
used.

In the sensitivity analysis, *a stepwise regression analysis was performed
for the bedded salt case using the Release Ratio as the dependent variable.
Independent variables used in the analysis include those listed in Table 3.4
as well as all squares and cross-products. Standardized' regression
coefficients from the fitted response surface are interpreted as indicating
relative variable importance. Based on results of the regression analysis,
the following variables are listed in their relative order of importance:
ng in* 69 V9 TM, A .

The first three variables (n, n, 6) relate to leach rate (see Eqs. 3.2 to
3.4). This result reinforces conclusions drawn earlier on the importance of
leach rate. The fourth variable (p) is the canister design life (Eq. 3.1).
The selection of canister design life as an important variable probably
indicates the importance of preventing waste leaching during the first few
hundred years when waste temperatures (and leach rates) are highest. The
relatively low importance for migration time (T ) in this analysis probably is
misleading and results from the fact that mradionuclide retardation was
ignored. The parameter X is the rate of early canister failure resulting from
manufacturing defects.

Although A was found to be the least important variable, the fact that it
has some importance indicates the influence of early failure. This influence
again results from the effect of temperature on leach rate.

To further illustrate the effect of canister design life and temperature-
dependent release rate on radionuclide releases, parametric analyses were
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TABLE 3.4

Ranaes and Distributions of Variables Used
in the Sensitivity Analysis

Variable Range Distribution

a (10- -_103) Uniform

b (10- -_1O2) Uniform

A (10-3 _ 101) Log Uniform

m (2 - 5 ) Uniform

i (50 - 2000) year Uniform

l ( 1 - 10) Uniform

n mean = 0.57
std. dev. = 0.19 Normal

6* (-0.4 to + 0.4) Uniform

0 (0.05 - 0.25) Normal

k (102 _ 10) ft/day Log Normal
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performed for bedded salt, basalt, and granite with their appropriate
temperature histories. Figures 3.20 through 3.24 show the results of these
calculations for m=3 for an inventory of 46,800 ?4THM of spent-fuel.
Calculations were also performed in which m=1 was used, but no significant
difference in the results was detected. Figures 3.20 through 3.22 contain
results for a repository in bedded salt; Figures 3.23 and 3.24 contain results
for repositories in basalt and granite, respectively. The results shown in
Figures 3.20, 3.21, 3.23, and 3.24 were generated for Group I radionuclides,
whereas those shown in Figure 3.22 were obtained for Group II radionuclides.
A discussion on the grouping of radionuclides was presented in Section 3.1.1.
The effect of including the time-dependence of release rate can be assessed by
comparing Figure 3.20 to Figure 3.3, since a time-Independent (i.e., constant)
release rate was used in generating the results shown in Figure 3.3. Two
points are noted from this comparison: (1) the decrease in Release Ratio as P
increases is much more pronounced in Ffgure 3.20 than that in Figure 3.3; (2)
the effect of including time-dependent release rates becomes less significant
for larger values of u (say, p > 300 years). Shown in Figure 3.21 are the
Release Ratios as a function of p for different values of n and T . Three
values' of n were used, of which n=0.67 represents the best fit to laboratory
data [8]. Values of n equal to 0.5 and 1.0 represent theoretical bounds on
the basis of idealized processes such as diffusion and congruent dissolution.
It is noteworthy that no data support a value of n=1 (i.e., time-independent
leach rate) to prevail at all times. The same type of data are shown in
Figures 3.23 and 3.24 for repositories in basalt and granite. It is seen that
the results are very similar in all three media, keeping in mind that the
releases are compited without including the geochemical effects. The Release
Ratio for Group II radionuclides as a function of v is shown in Figure 3.22.
It is observed that the Release Ratios are much higher than for Group I
radionuclides and that it would be necessary to include the effects of
retardation for a more realistic prediction. Due to the generic nature of the
present study and lack of a reliable data base for retardation values, we were
unable to perform calculations that included retardation. It is anticipated
that when retardation is included, the curves shown in Figure 3.22 will shift
downwards while maintaining the same general shape. Based on the results
presented in Figures 3.20 through 3.24, it is claimed that most of the benefit
associated with containment (i.e., canister design life) is realized during
the first 300-500 years.

In summary, the sensitivity analysis results indicate that canister design
life can be shown to be important when the effects of temperature on leach'
rate are taken into account. Our findings are consistent with the recent
results of a similar -analysis by Altenhein, et al., [9]. They claim that,
"protecting the glass for 400 years, during the thermal period of the
repository, decreases the maximum released activity by a factor of 3x10 ."
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Moreover, the decrease in radioactivity becomes much less significant beyond
400 years.

3.2 Achievability

The achievability of three numerical criteria (Performance Objectives) is
discussed in this section. These criteria are: (1) the 1,000-yr containment,
(2) controlled release rate of 10 after the first 1,000 years, and (3) the
1,000-yr ground-water travel time. A detailed discussion of the achievability
of each criterion is included in Appendices I, J, and K. One key element to
achievability is the intended interpretation of a particular criterion.

3.2.1 The 1,000-yr Containment Achievability

In the Rule, the criterion is stated to apply to the waste package. With-
out knowing the waste package design and the retardation characteristics of
the backfill, it is difficult to interpret this requirement. One way to
resolve this dilemma is to apply the criterion at the canister (or overpack)
boundary; this would inherently satisfy the criterion for the waste package as
well as reduce the uncertainty of the radionuclides being contained within the
waste package. -Therefore, in most of this section, the terms "waste-package"
and "canister" ate synonymous.

Some reasonable interpretations, and the associated implications, of the
waste package life criterion are presented below.

Criterion A - "Waste packages will contain all radionuclides (RNs) for the
first 1,000 years after decommissioning" assuming exposure to water-saturated
conditions.

Interpretation (Al) - There-shall be absolute assurance that all RNs shall
be contained in the waste package for at least 1,000 years.

Implication (Al) - The criterion is impossible to satisfy. There are un-
certainties in virtually all waste package properties that can be used to
characterize waste package performance. Usually, uncertainties are described
by various probability distributions. An inherent feature of such
distributions is a small population very distant from the mean. (in the statis-
tical "tail"). Thus, there is always some probability, perhaps very small,
that a leak could occur and release radionuclides.

Interpretation (A2) - The RNs shall be contained for at least 1,000 years
under normal conditions and parameters without recognition of uncertainties.
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Implications (A2) - This is considered a lower-bound interpretation of HLW
containment. This kind of criterion is often used in engineering practice,
but is normally used in conjunction with safety factors to cover the uncer-
tainties and unknowns. Selection of suitable safety factors is typically
based on engineering judgement and experience.

Interpretation (A3) -. There shall be a high level of confidence that all
but a very small fraction of the waste packages will contain essentially all
of the RNs for at least 1,000 years.

Implication (A3) - The use of a statistical criterion statement, including
the definitions of confidence and tolerance, is more consistent with
contemporary practice in the nuclear industry. The following is a sample
statement of such a criterion. The design methodology and quality assurance
programs shall justify with X% confidence that. at least Y% of the waste pack-
ages shall not leak RNs in less than 1,000 years. The values of X and Y, for
example, might be something like 95 and 99, respectively. It does, neverthe-
less, require some judgement in selection of the confidence and tolerance
values levels. Once selected, however, it is theoretically possible to obtain
rigorous quantification of compliance. The data and analytical tools to eval-
uate the practical implications of such a criterion and the confidence and
tolerance that might be selected are not readily available. Before such an
approach could be recommended, a study of numerical implications is advisable.

Interpretation (AM) - The mean time to failure (MTTF) of the waste
packages shall be 1,000 years.

Implication (A4) - If one assumes a constant failure rate, then, for an
MTTF of 1,000 years, 63 percent of the waste packages would be expected to
fail (i.e., leak RNs) prior to 1,000 years. That does not seem to be
consistent with the intent of the criterion. In addition to the numerical
difficulties noted, the MTTF concept does not seem to be appropriate for waste
package application. Exponential models describe processes of constant hazard
and apply to failure of complex equipment or systems where many components
involve many mechanisms of failure and where components are repaired or
replaced and restored. This is not the case for the waste packages where
corrosion over long exposure periods is apparently the primary process leading
to breach of the containment barriers. Such a process is more adequately
represented probabilistically in terms of normal, log normal, or Weibull dis-
tributions, where the central bulk of the distributions and most likely times
to failure are positive.

Interpretation (A5) - An MTTF shall be used that assures only a small
fraction of the waste packages will leak RNs in less than 1,000 years.
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Implication (AS) - Assume a canister life requirement of 1,000 years and
that > 95 percent of the canisters must have a high probability of survival
for that period without leaking. If one were to assume further the commonly
used constant failure rate approach, the reliability of a canister would be

-AtR= e

where A = failure rate (year ) and t = period of interest (years).

Since the mean-time-to-failure, MTTF = 1/A,'the MTTF is then

MTTF = t/Ln(l/R) = 1,000/n(1/0.95)

I4TTF = 19,496 years.

The canister, according to these assumptions, would have -to be designed
and built for X. 20,000-year life. ''Such a canister built of cast iron would
require walls . 2 ft thick. ' Assuming a 1 ft inside diameter, a 10 ft long
canister would then weigh about 50 tons.

As noted above, ar, exponential' failure' rate function is probably not
appropriate for canister failure. Nevertheless, should a more realistic
distribution be se'd (e.g., normal or Weibull), a design life considerably
larger than 1,000 years would be required to assure that only a small fraction
of the canisters would fail before 1,000 years.

Of the various interpretations presented above, Interpretations (A3) and
(A5) appear to-be more relevant than the others.

3.2.2 Controlled Release Rate Achievability

The criterion requires the release rate of any radionuclide from the en-
gineered system to be less than one part in 100,000 of the maximum amount of
that radionuclide calculated to be present at any time after the first 1,000
years based on radioactive decay (or production) alone. The first mechanism
in the release of radionuclides, after a canister is breached, is the leaching
of the waste form. If the criterion could be satisfied near the source, i.e.,
the waste form, then it is automatically satisfied everywhere else. Unlike
the containment criterion, the release rate criterion is relatively
unambiguous. Only two intergretations, both based on radioactive decay alone,
seem plausible: (1) the 10 fraction implies a constant allowable release of
activity (or mass) of a given radionuclide after 1,000 years, i.e., 1 part in
100,000 of the maxinum amount ever, present (after 1,000 years) of that
species; (2) the 10 fraction is an instantaneous fraction at any given time
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of the amount present. Of these, the first interpretation appears to be the
intent of the Rule, and is assumed for the present analysis.

We will first examine the criterion for achievability adjacent to the can-
ister (i.e., with leach rate arguments alone). If that is not sufficient,
then other mitigating conditions within the engineered system, such as
solubility limits and geochemical retardation, may have to be taken into
account.

It should be mentioned at the outset that only a limited amount of data
exists on the leach rates of spent fuel at room temperature (- 250C), and
practically no data are available at higher temperatures. The amount of data
on the leach rates of reprocessed high-level waste forms is relatively large.
However, two difficulties are encountered in interpreting the leach rate data
for the high-level waste forms: (1) a variety of waste forms are under con-
sideration (e.g., borosilicate glass, monazite, SYNROC supercalcine, etc.)
and, (2) the existing leaching experiments have been of relatively short
durations. We shall limit our discussion to borosilicate glass waste forms,
and only briefly comment on the leach rates of spent fuel. Leach rates of
most (possibly all) waste forms are strongly dependent on temperature. In
certain temperature ranges (e.g., 25-900C) the leach rates may vary by as much
as two orders of magnitude. Figure 3.25 shows the temperature dependence of
leach rate for the PNL 76-68 borosilicate glass waste form. A more complete
discussion of the leach rate data is presented in Appendix J (JI and J2). It
is necessary to extrapolate the laboratory data to very long times in order to
predict whether the criterion can be satisfied or not. Laboratory
measurements of leach rate are either based on weight loss of the matrix or
release of certain elements. Using an empirical approach suggested by Westsik
and Peters [8], cumulative leach and instantaneous leach rates can be
extrapolated from laboratory data. They suggest a relationship of the form:

R = ktn

where R is the cumulative leach, g/m2

k is a constant at a given temperature, g/(m2.day )
n is a constant at a given temperature
t is time in days.

Differentiating with respect to time gives the instantaneous leach rate,

dR/dt = nktn-1

Using best-fits to Westsik and Peters' data on PNL 76-68 glass, the
derived constants are shown in Table 3.5.
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TABLE 3.5

Empirical Leach Rate Constants

Temperature n k

25 0.43 0.17
50 0.67 0.24
75 0.67 0.80

150 X 0.67 30.0

For the purpose of illustration, average and instantaneous leach rates
are worked out at 1 year, 100 years, and 1,000 years after the leaching of a
completely-exposed waste form cylinder begins. The results are presented in
Table 3.6.

The values in Table 3.6 may be converted to the "parts per year" equiva-
lent by making certain assumptions about the waste form density, dimensions?,
and surface area available for leaching. For example, a cylinder with a dia-
meter of 30.5 cm (1 ft), a length of 365 cm (12 ft), d a material density of
2.8 g4cm3 has a geometrical surface area of 2.64 x 10 cm2 and a mass of 7.47
x 10 g. To account for the cracks, fissures, pits, etc. in the waste form,
let us assume that the effective surface area for leaching is 10 times the
geometrical surface area. Based on these asymptions, one finds that mul-
tiplying the "g/m2-day" values by 1.78 x 10 results in4 "parts per year"
data. Therefore, leach rdate values greater than 5.6 x 10 (g/m2-day) would
violate (locally) the 10 part-per-year criterion. It can be seen from Table
3.6 that the criterion is only satisfied by 2 of the 12 data points con-
sidered, both at 250C. As another example, the readeV is referred to Figure
H.2 in Appendix H, where it is observed that the 10 release rate criterion
may be difficult to satisfy with the assumed leach rate function.

The strong dependence of leach rates on temperature further justifies the
need for a containment period. The limited amount of data on the leach rates
of spent fuel indicates that the rates apparently become essentially constant
after an intermediate acceleration period of between 600 and 800 days (see Ap-
pendix J2). The data2 from long-term leaching experiments indicate a constant
leach rate of 3 x 10 g/m2-day (Cs-based)4after 1,000 days, at 250C; which is
well in excess of the necessary 5.6 x 10 g/m2-day value derived.for the HLW
waste form. The surface area assumption made earlier has large uncertainties
so one must exercise extreme caution before making important conclusions based
on above arguments.
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TABLE 3..6

Leach Rate DataEmpirically Derived .

* Temperature

:(CO)

25

-50 -

t
(years)

I 1

100

. 1,000

1

100

1,000

. I 1I

100

1,000

Average

Leach Rate
(g/in2.d)-

5.89-x103

4.27 x lo4
41.15 x 107

3.42 x 1o2

7.49 x 10

3.50 x 10-3

1.14 x 10-1

2.50 x io 2

1.17 x lo02

Instantaneous

Leach Rate

(g/m2.d)

2.53 x 10-

1.83 x 10-

4.94 x 10l

2.29 x .102
-3

5.02 x 10o

2.35 x 10-3

75
io

.7.63

1.67

7.83

x 10-2

x 10-2

x 10 3

150 1

100

1,000

4.28

0.94

0.44

2.86

0.63

0.29

i
I I
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An alternate approach to demonstrating a low release rate would be to
show that the concentrations of radionuclides in solution are limited by solu-
bility to levels that giee, with low flow of ground water to the waste solid,
release rates below 10 part-per-year. This approach has been taken by B.
Wood and D. Rai (see Appendix J1), who have shown that on a sglubility argu-
ment alone (under their assumed geochemical conditions) the 10 part-per-year
objective may be met by radionuclides of plutonium, americium, and neptunium.
Precipitates exist that limit solution levels for other radionuclides (e.g.,
pollucite, (Cs, Na) SiAl 06 nH 0, for cesium). However, it is presently not
known what precipitates S fo;m from other radionuclides such as radium-226
and selenium-796 Therefore, it is uncertain if all radionuclides can be shown
to meet the 10 part-per-year objective by a solubility argument alone.

A third approach to demonstrating a low release rate is to combine a
leach-rate or solubility-limit argument with the small number of failures in
waste packages expecte4 after the first 1,000 years. This approach is pos-
sible because the 10 part-per-year objective specifies release of total
inventory in the underground facility, not inventory in each waste package.
This approach is shown in the following exercise.

One interpretation of the 1,000-year-containment criterion is that all
but a "small fraction" of the waste packages will contain all radionuclides
for at least 1,000 years. If, in this interpretation, the "Fmall fraction"
equals 1 percent, then the 1,000-year criterion allows the 10 part-per-year
release rate to be met (at least for a few years after the 1,000th year) wit)
a 10 part-per-year release rate from the breached waste packages. The 10
part-per-year rate may be demonstrated for temperatures up to 750C using a
leach-rate argument alone.

If the "small fraction" is 10 percent, then the release rate of breached
waste packages must be less than 1 x 10 per year--which can only be demon-
strated (from a leach-rate argument alone) at the very low temperature of
250C.

5 If a combination failure-rate/leach-rate argument were to satisfy the
10 part-per-year objective at the 1,000th year, it would possibly satisfy
the objective for longer periods because leach rates are expected to decrease
with leach time. Appendix H further illustrates this point. The criterion
for continued compliance would be that the cumulative number of failed waste
packages did not increase faster than the decrease in leach rate of waste in
failed packages.

The performance parameters invoked to meet the 10 5 part-per-year objec-
tive discussed in the above exercise are: (1) leach rate of the solid waste
form, (2) solubility limits of radionuclides, (3) volume of ground water that
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flows through a breached waste package, and (4) the failure-curve for 1,000-
year waste packages. .These parameters are dependent on other variables.
Leach rates and solubility limits are dependent on temperature and on solution
compositions (especially pH). The failure curve for a waste package is
strongly dependent on the canister/overpack materials and the quality control
of the fabrication process. In the analysis presented thus far, geochemical
retardation has not been.taken into account. It can either be used to reach
the 10 part-per-year objective or it may be used as a desirable character-
istic that reduces uncertainty.

Finally, the criterion would be easier to satisfy if averaging over per-
iods greater than one. year were permitted. Otherwise, initially high release
rates would not be permitted in the design if the criterion had to be satis-
fied in any given year. For example, Figure H.2 in Appendix H shows a fluctu-
ating release rate which, on the average, might satisfy the criterion. We
recommend that the unit of time over which averaging is allowed be at least
100 years; this would not only simplify assessment of compliance, but also
qualify certain waste forms that might otherwise be rejected.

3.2.3 Achievability of.the 1,000-yr Ground-water Travel Time

Assuming there is no ambiguity in the definitions of the terms far field,
disturbed zone, and accessible environment, there should be little difficulty
in interpreting this performance objective. The position of, the disturbed
zone is governed essentially by the extent of the subsurface excavations in
which the wastes are emplaced. Most likely, the disturbed zone would be de-
fined as a cylindrical volume extending vertically from the land surface to
some depth below the repository and literally 'some distance beyond the outer-
most limits of the tunnel system. The accessible environment is primarily a
site-dependent factor. To determine its nature and extent, one must define
the boundaries of the ground-water flow system, the three-dimensional flow
pattern, the spatial distribution of head and permeability, the occurrence of
ground-water resources (developed or undeveloped), springs, and streams. To
determine whether parts of the geohydrologic environment beyond the disturbed
zone of a repository are accessible to humans, one must consider not only geo-
logic and hydrologic processes affecting the ground-water transport of radio-
nuclides to the land surface or close to it, but also features at depth that
would invite human intrusion by drilling or excavation. In principle, once
the boundary of the disturbed zone and the accessible environment are defined
and fixed in space for a particular repository site, a meaningful interpreta-
tion of ground-water travel time is the average time for the first arrival of
a solute plume moving along the most rapid flow paths between the disturbed
zone and the nearest point in the accessible environment.
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From a practical standpoint, however, owing to the heterogeneity of na-
tural hydrologic systems, it is unlikely that the most rapid flow paths will
be identified in the field. Consequently, a more realistic interpretation of
this performance objective might be that the travel time is an average of
various types of measurements in different parts of the system. It will be
evident from the discussi'on of verification of compliance that this average
will be derived from measurements that are essentially point determinations
and from others that integrate the effects of variations in hydraulic
properties of large volumes of the flow system.

An alternative definition of the ground-water travel time could be formu-
lated in a fashion similar to Interpretation (A3) for the waste package cri-
terion described in Section 3.2.1. For example, the criterion could be
stated as follows: There shall be a high level of confidence that all but
a very small fraction of the ground-water flow paths will have hydraulic
conductivities and porosities such that for any reasonably anticipated hy-
draulic gradient, the ground-water travel time will be at least 1,000 years.

The term "achievability" is somewhat inappropriate here because it is not
an engineered capability but rather a natural property of a site that we seek.
Nevertheless, the time of 1,000 years is small by the geohydrological time
scale, and it should be easy to find sites that meet the requirement [12].
Using typical hydraulic values of the Ogallala aquifer, it is found that in
order to comply with the 1,000 year travel time criterion, one need only find
a location approximately 12 miles up gradient from a point of discharge of the
Ogallala aquifer which is one of the most extensively developed aquifers in
the U.S. The difficult part is showing compliance, that is, to have a high
degree of confidence in the field/analytical techniques that are used to se-
lect and qualify a site with respect to the 1,000-yr ground-water travel time
requirement. It should be kept in mind, however, that meeting the 1,000 year
pre-waste emplacement ground-water travel time criterion could become ex-
tremely difficult if the disturbed zone (as presently defined in the Rule)
comes in close proximity of an aquifer and if large vertical gradients exist
in the pre-waste emplacement environment.

3.3 Verification or Assessment of Compliance

After establishing the relevance of a particular criterion and presenting
reasonable arguments in favor of its achievability, there remains the substan-
tial task of how to verify or assess compliance. Possible means of assessing
compliance with the three numerical Performance Objectives that were analyzed
above for their achievability will now be examined. Where appropriate, de-
velopment of new methodologies will be identified. The arguments presented
below are summary discussions of more detailed analyses given in Appendices I,
J, and K.
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3.3.1 Compliance Assessment of the 1,000-yr Containment

The most likely long-term failure mechanism for the waste package (canis-
ter) is expected to be corrosion. The design'and its assessment will, there-
fore, be dominated by the corrosion properties of the material(s) selected for
the fabrication of the waste canisters and/or overpacks. Although a con-
siderable amount of data exists on the corrosion rates of a variety of
engineering materials (including the ones under consideration as canister or
overpack material), the test conditions are not always representative and the
test durations are too short. It is noteworthy that early canister failures
(which are not due to corrosion) could dominate the repository design from a
containment viewpoint. However, early failures can be minimized with stricter
quality control measures. Therefore, we shall restrict this discussion to
corrosion related failures.

The confidence in predicting waste package performance will increase as
the level of realism of the test specimens increases. The parameters that may
be used in assessing compliance for the waste package performance are listed
in Table 3.7. Appendix I discusses each of these parameters in detail. Al-
though the tests to measure these parameters are reasonably standardized, the
carrying out of these tests in realistic, site-specific environments will be
difficult experimentally. Some important considerations in designing and con-
ducting these tests are:

o The test environment must be realistic

o The test specimens must have a realistic geometry

o Simplified tests are necessary to understand basic mechanisms

o Systems tests are necessary for proper validation of performance
models

o Accelerated testing methodologies must be demonstrated.

Three principal difficulties are encountered in the measurements and use
of waste package performance parameters. First, certain of the quantities to
be measured (such as uniform or localized corrosion rate or stress corrosion
cracking resistance) must be treated statistically because they are dependent
upon local variation in material uniformity and properties. The statistical
variation measured in some of these properties can be quite large. Second,
'there is a considerable degree of uncertainty as to the proper methods to use
in accelerating corrosion tests without altering the operative corrosion me-
chanism. Third, given a base of localized or uniform corrosion rate data,
extrapolation methods to predict package lifetime and package reliability are
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TABLE 3.7

Measurable Parameters Which Could Be Used To Assess
Canister And Overpack Compliance

o Uniform Corrosion Rates Of Candidate Material

Gravimetric Techniques
Polarization Resistance
Metallographic Examination

o Localized Corrosion Rates

Electrochemical Techniques
Stress Corrosion Cracking Tests

o Hydrogen Embrittlement

Static Tests
Fatigue Threshold

o Enviromechanical Properties

Dynamic Tests
Fracture Mechanics

o Residual Properties After Exposure

Dyanmic Tests
Fracture Mechanics

o Systems Tests (Waste Form Plus Canister)

Same as for Uniform Corrision
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somewhat uncertain. This is due, in part, to the fact that some of the
potential package-degradation mechanisms are discontinuous in nature; it may
also be necessary to include radiation effects. Further, it is not clear how
a potential change in the dominant corrosion mechanism with time could be han-
dled. However, if the uncertainties in the first two factors are minimized by
careful experimentation, the problems attendant upon the third factor will
also be minimized. The state-of-the-art to measure the performance parameters
is summarized in Table 3.8 and discussed in detail in Appendix I.

It is clear that the existing data base and the measurement techniques
are not sufficient to assess-compliance. Further research is needed in a num-
ber of areas to expand the data base and to advance the test methodologies to
the point where an acceptable level of confidence is reached. The most impor-
tant areas in which further researchis necessary are identified below:

o Expanded corrosion data base, including more complex tests and sys-
tems tests

o Validation of accelerated testing methodologies

o Interpretation of existing corrosion data from analogous
structures

o Refinement of statistical and extrapolation techniques
specific to corrosion.

3.3.2 Compliance Assessment of the Controlled Release Rate

In the discussion on achievability of this objective, it was assumed that
the waste-form for the HLW would-be a borosilicate glass (e.g., PNL 76-68).
Preliminary indications of the leach rate data on borosilicate glasses and
spent fuel waste are 5that the leach rates alone will not be able to assure
compliance to the 10 part-per-year requirement. In any event, leach rate of
the waste form should be a performance assessment parameter. Various leach
tests are available and have been used in the past to generate leach rate data
on different waste forms. The variations can be in the test apparatus, flow
rates of the leachant, leachant types, leachant volume to specimen surface
area ratio, test temperature, etc. The Material Characterization Center (MCC)
of the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) has begun to develop a series of
"MCC" leach tests in an attempt to standardize these tests for waste manage-
ment applications.

The state-of-the-art in leach testing is sufficiently advanced to gain
information on the leach rates. The difficult part is in extrapolating the
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TABLE 3.8

State-of-the-Art for Measuring Performance Parameters
To Assess Waste Package Compliance

o Corrosion Testing Techniques Well Established

o Accelerated Testing Methodologies Not Well Established

o -Data Base Inadequate For Materials/Environments/Temperatures
Of Interest

o Statistical Properties Of Corrosion Data Not Known
(Time and Temperature Dependence of Mean, Variance, Etc.)

o "Best" Methods For Long-Term Performance Extrapolations
Must Be Determined

o Statistics Of Discontinuous Processes May Be New And
Different
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data to very long times and to repository environments. Leach test durations
of HLW waste forms have generally varied between 3 and 90 days; some data are
available up to a few years. One could'arbitrarily choose the leach rate at a
certain time (say, one year) to apply over the' entire lifetime of the waste
form (the variation due to temperature could still be cons dered).' The basis
of thejlhach rate for glass waste forms could either be Cs or glass matrix
(Si); Cs has been found to be the most mobile species, -followed by the
glass matrix (Si), in many of the leaching experiments.

The solubility limits will also inhibit radionuclide transport from the
engineered barriers into the geologic' setting. A knowledge of the numerical
values of solubility limits will assist one in verifying compliance. The
methodology for estimating solubility limits is being developed. In addition,
the necessary data base, especially for the geochemical, thermal, and hydro-
logical environments that are typical of a repository must be specified.

3.3.3 Verification of the 1,000-yr Ground-water Travel Time

Unlike the' other two numerical performance criteria, this criterion is
solely a function of the geologic setting and'need only be satisfied for pre-
emplacement conditions. The uncertainties in predicting the effects (thermal,
mechanical, hydrological) of the repository on ground-water travel times are
of no consequence in the context of this criterion. 'Therefore, the verifi-
cation process is concerr.d only with the reliability and interpretation of
the hydraulic and hydrologic measurements made during site evaluation and dur-
ing the performance confirmation period.

I

Ground-water travel time from the disturbed zone of the repository
through the far field to the accessible environment would'be derived from the
average interstitial velocity in the rocks in this 'part of the flow system.
To determine average interstitial velocity, it is necessary to know the ef-
fective porosity (which refers -to the amount of interconnected pore space
available for fluid movement), the 'hydraulic conductivity and the hydraulic
gradient.

Since ground-water flow may occur through the intergranular pores of
sedimentary rocks as well as interconnected fractures and cavities in any type
of rock, the evaluation of the spatial distribution of average values for the
hydraulic parameters is not a simple task. For this reason', it is vital that
the geologic and hydrologic characteristics of the environment selected for a
repository be as simple and predictable as possible, so that with a minimum of
destructive exploration and testing, one can infer the spatial distribution of
average values for these parameters.
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Another method of calculating average velocity requires knowledge of the
effective porosity and the water balance (rates of input, output and storage
characteristics) of the system. Reliable data on recharge, discharge, and
boundary conditions of the system are required to make this estimate. This
method integrates the effects of variations in hydraulic properties in a large
segment of the flow system. Both methods can sometimes be applied indepen-
dently to a system to estimate average velocity, and the parameters for both
methods are needed to build an accurate model of the ground-water flow system.

There are numerous laboratory and field techniques for measuring the hy-
draulic conductivity and effective porosity of granular rocks and for obtain-
ing field measurements of static head from which hydraulic gradients can be
computed. However, much of the ground-water flow in the host rock and associ-
ated rocks in the far field of a repository is likely to be in fractures. The
theory and the field methodology to characterize flow in a fractured medium
are considered to be in their infancy. The water balance method of estimating
velocity consists of defining the boundaries of the system and measuring
recharge rates from precipitation, rates of streamflow losses, rates of dis-
charge from springs, and seepage rates to surface-water bodies. Some of these
parameters can be measured directly, while others have to be estimated in-
directly.

Considering the large distances involved, measurements on laboratory
specimens are likely to be insufficient to be representative of flow in the
field. One must resort to field methods for measuring the flow properties.
Existing pumping-test or injection-test methods can be used to determine hy-
draulic conductivity in an array of test holes in the far field.

The ground-water dating technique is also frequently used to characterize
ground-water flow system. A volume of ground water issuing from a spring,
drawn from a well or simply flowing into the accessible environment in some
other way was not a well-defined parcel throughout its history, but rather, a
mixture of waters from many sources and many precipitation events. In its
chemical and isotopic composition, it reflects the origin and history of each
of the components that make it up. In a fractured rock system of low per-
meability, for example, such as one with favorable characteristics for nuclear
waste disposal, two or more flow paths in different fracture systems may be
involved with the transport of water from a given region in the subsurface.
These paths may have markedly different flow velocities and volumetric flow
rates. A determination may be made of the difference in "ages" of ground
water along a gfieral flow direction by using some radioactive environmental
tracer such as C. This difference reflects the average time that the inte-
grated parcel of water has taken to pass from the first point to the second.
This estimate of ground-water travel time is useful in determining mean
"aquifer" performance characteristics, averaged over time but, in itself, is
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inadequate to evaluate the shortest travel time between'the points. If a se-
cond radioisotope, with an appreciably shorter half-life is used (say H) then
its concentration will give; one an idea of mixing contributions from faster
flow paths. Two such isotopes are adequate for a binary flow path'system, but
Sor fire cfplex syjtems, a whole suite of isotopes is required. Fortunately,
Hi C, Cl and He make up such a set. Ttey are readily detectable in

nature and cover'*a dating interval of 10 to 10 years. The combined use of
these environmental tracers. applied to the assessment of deep geologic sites
for the disposal of high-level radioactive wastes is outlined and discussed in
a new publication by the IAEA [13). The results from this technique can serve
to validate the assumptions (such as hydraulic continuity) and 'predictions
(such as travel' time) of numerical, hydrologic models and to offer an
independent method for determining compliance with the 1,000-year ground-water
travel time requirement in 10CFR60.

Available reflection and refraction seismic techniques could provide in-
formation on the subsurface extent of rock units, possibly revealing discon-
tinuities and related variations in hydrologic properties. According to
Bredehoeft, et al., [14], theoretical prediction of fluid flow through frac-
tured media can be made in two ways:

(1) by analyzing the flow through a network of fractures whose orien-
tations and aperture sizes are known

(2) by analyzing the fracture system stochastically, using variables
such as permeability and porosity that are analogous to those in a
granular medium.

The second method of analysis is relatively -new and, as yet, untested on a
field scale.

In view of the difficulties associated with making meaningful measure-
ments of ground-water travel times, a factor of fundamental significance is
the selection of a site where geohydrologic conditions are favorable for
making the most meaningful measurements. The conditions include structural
and stratigraphic simplicity and lithologic homogeneity, which will facilitate
the task of extrapolating the most meaningful numbers from the measurements
made.

Recently, Pincus, et al., [15] have summarized the research requirements
in rock mechanics for several applications. Included in their recommendations
for future research, with applications to nuclear waste isolation, are in-situ
measurements of porosity, permeability, and fluid-flow. According to the ar-
ticle, current needs in the measurement of these parameters are, "(I) to de-
termine the orientation and continuity of fractures away from a borehole or
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other free surface; (2) to gain a better understanding of fluid-flow para-
meters by compiling case histories for all well tests in fractured and
non-porous rocks; (3) to obtain a more thorough understanding of the effects
of changes in stress and temperature on pore compressibility in porous, sedi-
mentary rocks; (4) to define standard methods for determining the fluid-flow
parameters of dispersivity and distribution coefficient in situ; (5) to dif-
ferentiate between granular and fracture porosity in porous, fractured rock
masses; (6) to develop the geophysical instruments and borehole logging
techniques that will permit the successful measurement of permeability in
Si tu."

Based on the above summary discussion and the discussion and procedures
included in Appendix K, it is stated that adequate estimates of ground-water
travel times are feasible, but that the NRC's decision as to the adequacy
would have to be based on a review and evaluation of all aspects of the pro-
cedures used to make the measurements. Some developments in the modeling of
flow through fractured media are necessary.
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;CHAPTER IV

4. DISCUSSION OF ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND ISSUES

Aside from the Performance Objectives discussed in Chapter III, several
other requirements and issues contained in the Rule deserve careful consider-
ation. Members of the panel were given the task of addressing specific
requirements and issues in their area(s) of expertise. Much of the discussion
presented in this section is based on- the material submitted by the various
panel members and included in Appendices L, M, and N (See Volume II of this
report).

4.1 Characteristics-of the Geologic Setting

Sections 60.112, 60.122, 60.123, and 60.124 of the Rule deal with various
aspects of -the geologic 'setting. Section 60.112, which defines certain
required characteristics, is discussed first.

4.1.1 Required Characteristics of the Geologic Setting (60.112)

In order to facilitate discussion, the contents of Section 60.112 are
reproduced as follows:

(a) The' geologic setting shall have exhibited structural and tectonic
stability since the'start of the Quaternary Period.

(b) The geologic setting shall'have exhibited hydrogeologic, geochemical,
and geomorphic stability since the start of the Quaternary Period.

(c) The geologic repository shall be located so that pre-waste
emplacement-ground-water travel times through the far field to the
accessible environment are at least 1,000 years.

Items (a) and (b) ab.iove are broad, non-numerical 'requirements~that appear rea-
sonable and achievable. They should act to reduce the probability of occur-
rence of natural events that might adversely affect the waste isolation. Item
(c) places a numerical constraint that has been discussed in Chapter III of
this report. All three of these' requirements are consistent, although the
1,000-year minimum value'for the ground-water-travel time could be revised if
necessary.

4.1.2 Favorable Conditions and Adverse Conditions (60.122,60.123)

The' conditions stated in Sections 60.122 (favorable conditions) and
60.123 (potentially adverse conditions) are not requirements per se, and it is
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not clear how their presence or absence might be weighed in a license review.
However, in consideration of the very broad but clearly defined requirements
given in Section 60.112, paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) of Section
60.122 become completely redundant. Each paragraph specifies that:

"The nature and rates of processes that have
occurred since the start of the Quaternary Period are such
that, when projected, they would not affect or would favor-
ably affect the ability of the geologic repository to iso-
late the waste,"

where the blank is represented in successive paragraphs by (a) "tectonic," (b)
"structural," (c) "hydrogeological," (d) "geochemical," and (e) "geomorphic."
If, as implied by the stability requirements of Items (a) and (b) of Section
60.112, "the nature and rates of natural processes...will not jeopardize
isolation of the radioactive waste," it is clear that, as stated in Section
60.122, "they would not affect or would favorably affect the ability of the
geologic repository to isolate the waste." Repetition of the mandatory
requirements of Section 60.112 in this manner appears to add nothing
constructive; indeed, it can raise unnecessary questions and lead to possible
confusion. Can the applicant satisfy the requirements of Section 60.112 and
not those of Section 60.122, Paragraphs (a) through (e)?

Because the three controlling aspects in the waste isolation system are
(1) time and rate of radionuclide release, (2) ground-water travel time to the
accessible environment, and (3) retardation characteristics of the geologic
system, it is highly appropriate to address in Section 60.122 those more
specific conditions/factors which can most influence these three aspects--
particularly as these might impact any numerical Performance Objectives that
are to be included. At present, numerical Performance Objectives are included
for containment time, release rate and ground-water -travel time, but not for
retardation characteristics. Thus, paragraphs (g) and (h) of Section 60.122,
which address retardation capability, are very appropriate and desirable.
Paragraph (f) specifies certain favorable "host rock" conditions that are
clearly important; but this paragraph is inconsistent in that it also
addresses non-host rock characteristics.

The last two paragraphs of Section 60.122 are of debatable value here.
Paragraph (i), as stated, might preclude consideration of the unsaturated
zone. Although some minimum depth is desirable to reduce the probability of
release from an underground facility caused by processes and events such as
erosion and surface cratering, this is best left unspecified in the Rule and,
instead, should be determined through analysis of system performance for a
given repository system. Paragraph (j) is a "cover all" clause that seems
unnecessary and inappropriate in the formal rule.
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Of the eight-'conditions identified in -Section 60.123(a), adverse
conditions in the geologic setting:

o Two reflect processes and should be deleted because they are subsumed
by Section 60.112. They are Paragraph- (4), earthquakes, and
Paragraph (8), climatic 'change.

o One paragraph, (1), refers only to the operational period, arn three
refer to human activity--(2), (3), and 16). These would perhaps be
more appropriately placed in a section on "human activity," inasmuch
as human intrusion has been continually identified and addressed as a
major concern.

o Paragraph (7), dealing with various natural phenomena, is essentially
subsumed by Section 60.112, but its retention here might be justified
because of Its correlation with and impact on hydrogeologic aspects
of repository performance.

o Paragraph (5),' which deals with the presence of a fault in the
geologic setting is a highly debatable "adverse condition." It can
be shown that the presence of a fault might actually enhance the
capability of a geologic system to isolate nuclear wastes. On the
other' hand, the presence of' a fault might also be construed as
evidence of activity since the Quaternary period.

In summary, it would appear better to'-subdivide this section on "adverse
conditions in the geologic setting" as (i) conditions related to human
activities; (ii) conditions related to natural'phenomena, such as identified
in paragraph (7)' of 60.123; and (iii) faults, dikes, or other features that
might adversely influence the hydrogeologic system. ' It should be noted that
no reference is made in this subsection to geochemical aspects that might
compromise site suitability.

In-Subsection (b) of Section 60.123, entitled "Adverse conditions in the
disturbed zone," paragraphs (1)I (2), (3), and (5) deal with conditions
(mining, drilling, resources,' dissolutioning) that might influence repository
performance even if evidence for these is present outside the disturbed zone.
They, therefore, are more appropriately included in Subsection (a) of Section
60.123. The first three clearly relate to human activity, and might best be
included in a separate subsection. Paragraphs (4), (8), (9), (10), and (11),
which deal primarily with erosional and tectonic processes, are subsumed by
Section 60.112 and add nothing here. Paragraph (6), which concerns the
presence'of a fault in the disturbed zone, should be discussed in an appro-
priate paragraph in Subsection (a) on the geologic setting, inasmuch as the
probability of a fault being present in the disturbed zone is negligible.
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Three of the paragraphs--(14), (16), and (17)--clearly relate to adverse
conditions in the disturbed zone and are appropriate here. Paragraph (12)
identifies several important hydraulic parameters that influence radionuclide
migration, and these could be appropriately addressed either in this
subsection or Section 60.122. Paragraph (13), on reducing conditions, would
seem more appropriate for discussion in supplementary guidelines rather than
being included in the Rule; and Paragraph (15), as presently written, refers
to a variety of sometimes unrelated processes that might affect performance of
the engineered system.

4.2 Retrievability

There is general agreement that the concept of retrievability is a valid
one, and that some kind of a requirement regarding retrievability is highly
appropriate. The rationale presented by the NRC and its desire to correlate
retrievability of the wastes to the expected time needed to execute the
performance confirmation program are quite reasonable. However, there is also
the concern about the retrievability requirements' unnecessarily complicating
or dominating repository design. The performance objective proposed by the
NRC in 60.111(a)(2) requires that DOE design for a retrieval capability, for
the entire waste inventory, that extends for 50 years beyond the completion of
waste emplacement. Predictably, a majority of the public criticism on this
issue is levelled at the performance objective that the option to retrieve be
preserved for up to 50 years following completion of emplacement.

A discussion on the possible interpretations and the intent of the Rule
with respect to retrievability is contained in Appendix M. Section 60.132(d)
of the Rule requires structural stability of openings and control of ground
water to permit safe waste retrieval, and states that any waste package should
be able to be removed without compromising the ability to meet the repository
performance objectives. The basis for requiring the capability for single
package retrieval is questioned. In practice, the single package
retrievability requirement essentially precludes backfilling of rooms prior to
final closure of the repository in the existing conceptual designs.
Therefore, it is suggested that the objectives of Section 60.132(d)(3) could
be approached by requiring that a test section be designated in which
retrieval of waste packages would be mandatory at the end of a prescribed
retrieval period. In this way the condition of a representative group of
waste packages could be assessed and a determination made with respect to the
need for mass retrieval.

A major purpose of requiring a retrievability period is to be able to
carry out a program of performance confirmation and monitoring in order to
reduce uncertainties associated with the disposal of HLW. The two areas in
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which uncertainties regarding overall performance could be reduced during the
period of retrieval capability are:

(1) Prediction of geological and hydrological conditions within the
geologic repository operations area

(2) Performance of engineered barriers within the underground
facility.

The presence of adverse geological and hydrological features within the
underground facility that could render the site unsuitable would most probably
be determined within the same time frame as the waste emplacement operation.
Conversely, adverse geological and hydrological features that are not
intersected by the underground facility, and have not been located or detected
during the construction period, are unlikely to be detected during an
equivalent "retrieval" period. Some elements of the program, such as
thermomechanical monitoring of the rock mass and testing of shaft seals, may
have to be continued for a period of time following, final waste emplacement.
However, it is not considered necessary to significantly extend the
retrievability period for such purposes.

One key issue with respect to performance confirmation and reduction of
uncertainty concerns the types of performance models that are used to predict
long-term behavior. It is likely that the thermomechanical modeling, which
will be most -significant in 'determining those conditions within the
underground facility that will affect the retrieval option, could model
sequential placement of waste packages. Thus, verification of the model, and
hence a reduction in uncertainty associated with long-term predictions, should
also be possible during or shortly after the completion of the waste placement
operation. In the context of performance confirmation, an important parameter
(not mentioned in the Rule) that should be monitored is the so-called infant
mortality rate (Figure 3.19) of the waste canisters.

It-is the panel's'opinion that a program of the scope envisaged could
reasonably be carried out during the period of waste emplacement. The
requirements in the Rule with respect to the period during which the retrieval
option should be maintained would therefore be more appropriately stated in
terms of:

o The important parameters of the performance confirmation
program, which could include peak temperature or temperature
gradients, infant-mortality rate of canisters, rock stresses and
displacements, etc. -

o The requirement to verify the appropriate predictive models
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o The anticipated duration of underground measurements and testing
required for model verification.

The ultimate period of retrievability is considered to be both media- and
perhaps site-specific, and will certainly be related to the requirements for
verifying the most significant design parameters for each site.

It is important to realize that a longer retrievability period does not
necessarily result in more reduction of uncertainty; at some point, other
factors begin to increase uncertainty with time.

Based on the rationale presented in Appendix M (Vol. II of this report),
the following statements can be made regarding uncertainties of a longer
retrieval interval:

o An extended retrievability period could contribute to the
progressive deterioration of the rock mass surrounding the mined
openings. This could increase the uncertainty in predicting
overall long-term repository performance.

o For repository designs in which backfilling of storage areas is
envisioned prior to permanent closure, gradual re-saturation of
the backfill will occur with time. A prolonged retrievability
period, therefore, might jeopardize subsequent re-opening of
storage areas for retrieval due to the enhanced possibility of
adverse ground-water conditions.

o To the extent that the shaft seal is an integral part of the
shaft construction, excessive delays in repository closure may
lead to shaft deterioration and compound what is already an
unusually difficult design and construction problem.

o Longer retrievability periods imply increased demands on the
long-term maintenance of the materials handling systems. Also,
general deterioration with time of shaft facilities is liable to
increase occupational risk.

The objectives and requirements of the retrieval requirement in the Rule
are not clearly stated. The following changes should be considered:

(1) Reference to a specific time for the retrieval option to be
maintained should be deleted, replacing it with objectives
specified in terms of key parameters to be verified during the
performance confirmation program.
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(2) Those critical parameters which are likely, in the NRC's view,
to extend significantly the performance confirmation period
beyond the operational phase should be identified. Reference to
the bulk of -the 'performance confirmation'requirements could then
be simplified"in the Rule, and detailed in Regulatory Guides.

(3) The NRC should clarify the rationale for retrieval, and include
it in the Supplementary Information. Concerns related to high
cost'or difficulty of retrieval are somewhat inconsistent with a
dogmatic position on' a specific retrieval period.

(4) Performance confirmation for the waste packages may be difficult
to achieve.' Information needed 'to assess the requirements for
single package or mass retrieval may be best obtaired by
carefully monitoring a test section in the repository. This
test :section 'should be completed andf sealed to standards
required for repository decommissioning.

4.3 Design and Construction

This section briefly discusses how repository design and construction
requirements could contribute to satisfying the Performance Objectives.
Important' features or parameters that could contribute to meeting the
Performance Objectives or reducing uncertainties are identified and discussed.
NRC's position in the Rule on specific areas is discussed. Details of this
discussion as well as specific comments on Sections 60.130 through 60.134 of
the Rule are given in Appendix M.

The Rule has adopted a design approach which generally matches that of
the Draft Standard, recognizing that multiple barriers 'will be required for
waste containment and isolation, and proposing-that the repository should con-
sist of two maJor engineered barriers to reduce reliance on the geologic set-
ting alone.' By establishing a performance objective for the waste package and
the underground facility, advantage is to be taken of engineered design fea-
tures as a means of reducing some of the site uncertainties in the determina-
tion of overall repository performance.

The degree to which the various elements of repository design and
.construction will contribute to meeting the performance objectives is not well
defined in the- Rule. Since the release limits that apply during the
operational phase (viz., 1OCFR20) are different from those that will apply
after closure (viz., the Rule and EPA Standard), it makes sense to identify
and distinguish the design features accordingly.
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Design features or concerns related to performance during the period of
operations fall into three groups:

(1) Design of structures, systems, and components for which compar-
able experience in existing nuclear facilities can be used as a
basis for regulation.

(2) Repository design, construction, and operation where a
presumption that good engineering practice would be used may be
demonstrated to satisfy the performance objectives.

(3) Natural conditions or events, which may be unpredictable, or
could lead to failure in the engineered systems.

An essential area for regulation during the period of operation concerns
procedures for dealing with natural conditions or events that may deviate
significantly from the normal, anticipated environmental conditions. This
would include major changes in the geological or hydrological characteristics
of the host rock, major water or gas inflows, or previously undetected
structural features such as faults, breccia zones, etc. This design aspect is
clearly related to the site characterization process.

After permanent closure, the engineered features of the repository are
expected to contribute to meeting the Performance Objectives, by one or more
of the following general measures:

(1) Ensure the overall structural stability of the geologic
repository operations area under the anticipated environmental
conditions, to minimize rock movements or failure that could
create preferred pathways for radionuclide release to the
accessible environment.

(2) Directly assist, or protect the function of, specified
engineered barriers within the subsurface facility.

(3) Control the environment near the waste package during the
containment period, to promote longevity of the waste package
life.

(4) Reduce or prevent the movement of water or transport of
radionuclides in any direction.

The structural design of a repository is of interest for both short-term
operational safety requirements and long-term waste isolation. It should
therefore be evaluated in terms of rock deformation and failure around mined
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openings, mechanical stresses on the waste package-after emplacement, and the
extent of rock failure (fracturing) in the geologic setting, for appropriate
site and design parameters.

The structural stability of the repository can be described generally in
terms of stresses and displacements within the.rock mass. For the short-term
construction/opefration phase, -predicted designs for mined openings can be
verified by comparison with field measurements during the design testing
phase, thus reducing data and model uncertainties. For long-term waste
isolation, the repository performance assessment must include analyses of the
engineered system and the geologic repository, to demonstrate compliance with
'the performance objectives. The radionuclide containment time and release
from the engineered system, and the transport time through the far field, will
be influenced by stress changes in the rock mass by:

(1) Mechanical crushing of the waste package

(2) Consolidation of backfill material

(3) Local fracturing of the host rock around the repository

(4) Changes in hydraulic and geochemical characteristics of.the
disturbed zone-due-to both'mechanical and thermal effects.,

Verification of changing stress-conditions (and their effects) beyond the
performance confirmation period is not required by the Rule, in recognition of
the potential unreliability of long-term monitoring.

The prediction ;-of long-term repository. structural conditions will
therefore be based entirely on the results from analytical/numerical models,
which can only be verified using data obtained during the operational phase.
The confidence with which physical changes in a rock mass can be predicted
(with- models), over a long time and in a changing -thermal environment, will
therefore be of major importance to performance assessment.

The requirements for performance assessment analyses and model
verification are set out in 60.21 (c); of the Rule, but do not provide
sufficient guidance on several issues, including:

(1) The scope or type of-acceptable analyses that should be used to
demonstrate compliance with the Performance Objectives

(2) A requirement to consider data and model uncertainties by analytical
process
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(3) Criteria for model verification

(4) A requirement to define (by modeling) the disturbed zone for
alternative media.

It should be emphasized that an understanding of the nature and extent of
the disturbed zone may be important in evaluating whether the proposed site or
design will be in compliance with the proposed EPA standard.

The most important release mechanism for radionuclides is presumed to be
ground-water transport. The performance objectives for both the waste package
life and the radionuclide release rate from the repository are related to
ground-water movement. The repository design and overall structural stability
are important in terms of how and to what extent they affect the hydrological
properties of the surrounding rock.

The engineered system is required to perform three functions with respect
to ground-water flow and radionuclide transport. First, it should minimize
water inflow to the waste package to reduce the rate at which degradation by
processes such as corrosion will occur. Second, it should minimize the rate
of water flow through, and out of, the repository. Third, it should physically
or chemically retard the release of radionuclides into the geologic setting.
The parameters that determine the hydrologic response include:

(1) The initial water pressure gradient and flow conditions
(2) The waste heat loading in the repository and the resulting

transient thermal response
(3) The geometry of the subsurface facility (area, depth)
(4) The hydrologic properties of the rock mass, backfill, and seals.

Before radionuclide migration away from the engineered facility can
begin, resaturation of the repository backfill must occur. This
resaturation time may be a significant barrier to radionuclide travel, and it
can be shown that this may exceed the containment period specified for the
waste package under certain circumstances.

Two other areas addressed by the Rule under design and construction
requirements are: (1) protection against flooding (period of operations), and
(2) the use of backfill to control ground-water movement and retard
radionuclide migration. The backfill in the emplacement hole, under the
present concept, is to be considered as a part of the waste package. Two very
desirable characteristics of the package backfill are: (1) high retardation,
and (2) low permeability. These favorable aspects of the package backfill
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must be carefully weighed against potentially adverse aspects, such as low
thermal conductivity. -Also, the thermomechanical properties of backfills are
largely unknown at higher temperatures and could introduce more uncertainty if
not investigated properly.

Additional . parameters that, determine the rate of transport of
radionuclides include the adsorptive and diffusive properties-of the rock mass
and the repository room backfill. These two parameters may be poorly
understood with respect to the rock mass, and estimates of their in-situ
values will have a large uncertainty; hence, it is important to review how the
Performance Objectives in the Rule are influenced by the approach taken to
control ground water in the repository design. Designs which direct the flow
of contaminated ground water through the room backfill will allow maximum
benefit to be obtained from the adsorptive properties of the large backfill
volume.

The NRC's rationale for the 1,000-yr containment performance objective is
based, in part, on the assumption;that the worst thermal effects would occur
before 1,000 years. To properly assess the effects of repository heat on the
geohydrological system, it is important to consider two thermal effects:
first, expansion and fracturing of the rock mass; and second, the effect of
the thermal driving force on ground-water flow through the rock mass. While
the major effects of the former may well be associated with peak temperatures,
the thermal- driving force will continue to affect ground-water movement for
times significantly longer than 1,000 years, even though the effect will
generally reduce with time. The relative importance of these two factors is
not included in the rationale presented by the NRC, neither is it addressed in
the design and construction requirements.

Based on the summary discussion above and the detailed discussion in
Appendix M, the following recommendations are made regarding the Design and
Construction requirements in the Rule:

(1) Interpretation of the intent of-the Rule would be simplified by
establishing design and construction criteria to a common level
of detai. to be supplemented by detailed information in the
form of Rkgulatory Guides.

(2) The- Rule should identify and distinguish those issues that
relate to either the period of operations or to permanent
closure. The Rule should also indicate under what circumstances
satisfying a criterion for -permanent closure also implicitly
covers the period of operations.
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(3) The relationship between repository design and construction, and
the release of radionuclides to the accessible environment,
should be based on those features which directly contribute to:

-- mitigating the fracture hydraulic conductivity of the rock
mass and, in particular, avoiding short circuits for water
flow

-- maximizing the repository re-saturation time
-- minimizing water flow rates into, through, or out of the

engineered system
-- retarding radionuclide transport.

(4) The requirements for performance assessment analyses and model
verification in 60.21(c) of the Rule should be supplemented by
requirements for:

-- the type of analyses that may be used to demonstrate
compliance with the Performance Objectives

-- data and model uncertainty analysis

-- criteria for model verification

-- defining the disturbed zone (by modeling) for alternative
media.

(5) Re-saturation time of the repository can be an important barrier
to radionuclide travel and may be significantly greater than
current assessments of waste package life. Appropriate emphasis
should be given to re-saturation time as a design parameter.

(6) With the exception of the above points, the design and
construction criteria included in the Rule generally appear to
cover all the significant issues. There is, however, some
redundancy and also a lack of clarity.

4.4 Definition of "Disturbed Zone"

The NRC has recognized that the prediction of future conditions in that
part of the geologic setting that is influenced by repository construction and
operation will be subject to large uncertainties. They, therefore, separate
the geologic setting into the far field and the disturbed zone, and define the
disturbed zone as,

"that portion of the geologic setting that is sig-
nificantly affected by construction of the
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subsurface facility, or by the heat generated by
the emplacement of radioactive waste." (60.2)

The extent of the disturbed zone at a site is a potentially important
parameter,- as it currently represents a "window" between two performance
criteria, the allowable annual release rate from the engineered system
(60.111(b)(2)(ii)) and the pre-waste emplacement ground-water travel time
through the far field to the accessible environment required by 60.112(c).

The term "significantly affected" in the above definition will have a
different meaning for the temperature and stress effects that are being con-
sidered. Temperature changes, linked to thermal gradients during ground-water
flow, are likely to be quite widespread, extending to some considerable
vertical and lateral distance away from the underground facility. Another
point to keep in mind is that the boundary of the "disturbed zone" based on
temperature will be time-dependent. Stress (and deformation) effects linked to
repository construction and temperature changes, will be much more localized,
generally confined to a zone of limited extent around the shafts and
underground facility. It is possible to define zones of rock that are
adversely affected by either temperature or stress, but such definitions can
be stated more properly in terms of specific parameters that can be deduced
from either predictive methods or, in-situ measurements. Examples of these
parameters could include:

o limiting values of temperatures, or temperature gradient, above
which rock failure would be expected due to thermal stresses

o rock failure zones defined by a limiting -value of the ratio of
maximum and minimum predicted stresses

o zones of predicted tensile stress

o rock-failure zones deduced from a shear stress criterion.

An additional issue is introduced in 60.123(b), where the disturbed zone
is implied to have some minimum defined value:

"For the purpose of determining the presence of the fol-
lowing (adverse) conditions within the disturbed zone,
investigations should extend to the greater of either its
calculated extent or a horizontal distance of 2 km from
the limits of the underground facility..."

This definition is much more restrictive than the definition in 60.2, where
the interpretation of the term "significantly affected" is left to the license
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applicant, and suggests that this minimum dimension should be arbitrarily
prescribed for all sites in all media, regardless of any determination to the
contrary.

The definition of disturbed zone significantly affects the volume of rock
that must be examined to determine potentially adverse conditions, and
particularly 60.123(14), 60.123(16), and 60.123(17) relating to ground-Water
and rock conditions that could affect the design, construction and operation
of the engineered system.

Since the ground-water travel time criterion is stated in terms of travel
time from the disturbed zone, care should be taken in defining the disturbed
zone so as not to restrict unduly the site selection.

Two conclusions are drawn from the above discussions:

(1) It is essential to define unambiguously the disturbed zone for
specific media and sites.

(2) The extent to which the disturbed zone characteristics can assist in
achieving compliance at any otherwise unqualified site should be
carefully evaluated.

4.5 ALARA Principle

A considerable amount of discussion with the NRC during the development
of the Rule has been on the utilization of the ALARA (as low as reasonably
achievable) principle in the licensing of high-level waste disposal
facilities. The ALARA principle has been used in certain aspects of nuclear
power reactor licensing for several years by the NRC. The Commission, in its
proposed Rule, alludes to the use of ALARA with respect to the containment of
the wastes in the waste package and the release rates of the wastes from the
package. However, the Commission is, at this time, undecided on the issue of
ALARA since it specifically seeks comment on the application of the ALARA
principle to performance requirements dealing with containment and control of
releases. It is important to note that the decision on whether to use the
ALARA principle may not rest solely with the NRC because the Draft Standard,
as currently written, would specifically require its use.

The application of the ALARA principle, as defined and presently utilized
by the NRC in reactor licensing, requires the use of both a minimum per-
formance objective to be achieved by the technology and a measure by which to
judge when releases are as low as reasonably achievable. In reactor
licensing, ALARA is used in reviewing potential control measures over
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radioactive materials in gaseous and liquid effluents produced and released
during normal power reactor operation. For example, the minimum performance
objectives for control of liquid effluents requires that the calculated annual
total quantity of -radioactive material released to unrestricted areas not
result in an estimated annual dose, or dose commitment, from all pathways of
exposure to exceed three millirems to the total body or 10 millirems to any
organ. Further, the applicant shall include in the effluent control system
all items of reasonably demonstrated technology that, when added to the system
sequentially and in order of diminishing cost-benefit return, can for a
cost-benefit ratio of $1,000 per total body man-rem or less, effect reductions
in doses to the population reasonably expected to be within 50 miles of the
reactor.

Whereas the proposed regulations for disposal of high-level radioactive
wastes in geologic repositories contain minimum performance objectives, they
do not contain a measure which can be used to Judge when a "reasonably
achievable" level is reached. Without this, it is not possible to utilize an
ALARA principle. Without a specific measure -to judge when a "reasonably
achievable" level-- is reached, the NRC, the applicant (DOE), and the
interveners would find themselves locked into an endless debate over what is
"reasonably achievable" during licensing.

The Draft Standard contains a specific requirement that the disposal
system offer as much protection as is reasonably achievable. It further
states that complying with the'numerical release limits of the Standard should
not deter efforts to provide even more protection if it can be balanced by
costs, technical feasibility, and social considerations. However, the Draft
Standard does not provide a prescription for performing the balancing. The
draft Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Draft Standard specifically states
that "... setting the release limits at the level we chose -- as opposed to a
level 10 times less or 10 times more stringent -- appears to cause only minor
effects on the costs of high-level waste disposal," and the difference in
costs for d&fferent levels are much smaller than the overall uncertainties in
waste manage;;int costs.-

-On the one hand, EPA requires the application of an ALARA principle; but
on the other, it admits that uncertainties- are so large that it is not
possible to make meaningful cost and benefit comparisons. This, in turn,
makes 'the assessment of compliance an impossible task. The Draft Standard
proposes ALARA as a means of accounting for the substantial uncertainties in
predicting the long-term performance of the disposal system. This is not a
correct utilization of the concept as currently implemented in NRC licensing.
If we admit to substantial uncertainties in predicting performance, then we
have no basis for the application of ALARA since its application requires a
performance assessment.'
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It is felt that inclusion of an ALARA principle in the Rule will merely
clutter the Performance Requirements and may, in fact, detract from more
important issues, such as reduction of uncertainty. The public comment on
this issue and additional detailed arguments, both included in Appendix N.
further substantiate the recommendation to delete all reference to ALARA in
the Rule, provided that the EPA Standard is modified accordingly.

4.6 Population

Although the Commission, in the proposed Rule, does not address any
population-related requirements on siting, it invites comments on whether such
requirements should be addressed. In the Rule it is stated,

"The Commission has not included any siting requirements
which directly deal with population density or proximity to
population centers. Rather, the issue has been addressed
indirectly through consideration of resources in the geologic
setting. The Commission believes this to be a more realistic
approach given the long period of time involved with geologic
disposal. Nonetheless, the Commission invites comment on
whether population-related siting requirements should be
included in the final rule and how they might be
implemented."

Of the nine sets of public comment that were made available at the Panel meet-
ing of December 14, 1981, at Sandia, four have addressed the population issue.
Comments on this issue by the Atomic Industrial Forum (AIF), the Department of
Energy (DOE), University of California at Berkeley (UCB, Prof. Pigford), and
the Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (UNWMG) are included in Appendix N
along with a more complete discussion.

A geologic repository has two distinct phases. These can be labeled
pre-closure and post-closure. During the first, pre-closure, the facility
will be like other types of nuclear facilities. That is, there will be low
levels of routine liquid and gaseous radioactive effluents and low probability
of accidental radioactive material releases exceeding those of the routine
effluents. These will result from the handling, decontaminating, and
emplacing waste canisters in the repository. Because of such releases, the
repository must be sited such that the requirements of the Standards for
Protection Against Radiation (1OCFR20) are met.

The time period of concern during the second phase, post-closure, is very
long, i.e., several thousand years. It is neither possible to control
population changes over that time period nor to project how the population
might change. However, as the following arguments show, population location
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and size may not be important for siting considerations with respect to the
post-closure phase. Therefore, it appears only necessary to consider popula-
tion in siting for the relatively short (" 50 years) pre-closure phase of the
repository operation.'

In the development, of the Draft Standard, EPA assessed the potential
performance of "generic" geologic repositories. The purpose was to find a
rough order of magnitude estimate of performance capabilities of this develop-
ing technology. The order of magnitude risk estimate, in terms of excess can-
cer deaths, is used as the performance measure for geologic repositories. The
release limits specified in the Draft Standard were' derived from the' risk
estimate. In relating cancer deaths to release limits, the EPA used a linear,
nonthreshold dose-effect model. This model assumes that the number of excess
cancer deaths induced in a population is proportional to the total dose
received by the population,

The most critical pathways for radiation exposure are 'irrigated crops and
drinking water. For these pathways, the potential population dose is not
sensitive to the population' size in the vicinity of a geologic repository.
This insensitivity results from both the limited capacity of water to carry
radionuclides and the finite quantity of water in an aquifer or a river.
Therefore, ''the population 'dose is related directly to the quantity of
radionuclides released.

It can be persuasively argued that the EPA Standard has taken account of
population. Therefore, we believe that inclusion of a population-related
siting requirement in the Rule would be redundant. If the proposed repository
satisfies EPA standards, the population impact will not (within the realm of
the models) exceed those used as a basis for the standards.

4.7 Transuranlc Waste

The 'Draft Standard specifically states that the standards and guides
apply to spent reactor fuel, highly radioactive wastes derived from reproces-
sing spent fuel, and certain wastes containing long-lived radionuclide
elements heavier than uranium ("transuranic wastes"). Transuranic wastes (TRU
wastes) are covered if they contain 100 nanocuries per gram of waste or more
of alpha-emitting transuranic isotopes, with half-lifes greater than one year.

The Rule 'states the TRU waste may be disposed of in a geologic reposi-
tory. If these wastes are physically separated from the HLW, the only
requirement on'TRU waste 'is a controlled release equivalent to that for HLW
(one part in 100,000). TRU wastes are' defined as radioactive wastes
containing alpha- emitting transuraniq elements, with half-lives greater than
five'years, in excess of 10 nanocuries per gram. This definition is a factor
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of 10 lower than EPA's with respect to nanocuries, and a factor of 5 higher
with respect to half-life.

Although not specifically requested, the Commission received a number of
important comments on the inclusion of TRU wastes in the Rule. These
comments, which were opposed to the inclusion of TRU wastes in the proposed
Rule, are included in Appendix N. Whereas it would be preferable to have a
uniform definition of TRU waste, we do not believe that a precise definition
is important for the purpose of this discussion.

The NRC's proposed rule addresses specifically the disposal of radio-
active wastes in geologic repositories. The Rule should be written such that
any wastes (other than spent fuel or high-level waste) requiring the degree of
isolation afforded by geologic repositories would also be covered, but without
the highly stringent requirements that are placed on the waste package for
high-level waste and spent fuel. Other possible wastes for disposal in a geo-
logic repository do not have significant thermal/radiation outputs, nor do
they have the high concentration of radionuclides as in high-level waste and
spent fuel. Therefore, these other wastes by their presence will not have a
significant impact on the repository.

It is not likely that a separate repository could be justified on
economic grounds for wastes other than high-level waste or spent fuel, with
the possible exception of defense TRU. Therefore, if a geologic repository
were available for receiving wastes, it would be appropriate for the NRC to
consider, on a case-by-case basis, the disposal of any other types of wastes
in the repository.

Our recommendation is to include a paragraph in the Rule which states
that the disposal of other wastes (defined as wastes other than high-level
reprocessing wastes or spent fuel) in a geologic repository will be considered
on a case-by-case basis. It should further state that it may be necessary for
the NRC to place requirements on these other wastes for disposal, such as
pyrolytic stability and biological effects.

4.8 Human Intrusion

The possibility-of human intrusion, either inadvertent or deliberate, has
been thoughtfully addressed in the discussion section that accompanies the
proposed Rule. The panel feels, as does an overwhelming majority of the
public commentors, that the NRC's discussion of this issue is nearly complete.
Within the Rule itself, the subject of human intrusion is touched on in three
paragraphs. Two of these--Section 60.123(b)(1) and (2)--identify evidence of
drilling and of mining as representing adverse conditions in the disturbed
zone. These are, possibly more significantly, also explicit indicators of
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human interest in the characteristics of a site or region that could lead to
inadvertent intrusion at some future time.

The third paragraph, 60.123(b)(3), more directly addresses the. most
likely cause of inadvertent intrusion--viz., the actual or suspected presence
of natural resources. It is the latter aspect which appears not to be
addressed in the proposed regulations. As a case in point, a future
generation could be expected'to drill into a salt dome in the search for gas,
oil, or other resources normally associated with such a feature, even though
all such resources might long since have been recovered by a previous
generation. Many such resources are searched for on the basis of indirect
evidence, and the fact that a resource has been depleted might not change
those characteristics that led to their discovery in the first place. Thus,
in addition to evaluating the value or commercial potential of a known or
suspected resource, some assessment of characteristics normally associated
with potential resources would also seem appropriate.

The NRC recognizes 'that the emplaced unreprocessed wastes could invite
future human intrusion. The selection of the waste package should,
accordingly, take into account the possibility of the package material itself
becoming a tempting resource.

Human activities other than the search for resources and possible
intrusion into the repository system would also adversely affect waste isola-
tion. These are addressed in several paragraphs--e.g., Section 60.123(a)(1),
(2), (3), and (6)--and might be more appropriately combined with those related
to human intrusion in a separate subsection.
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CHAPTER V

5. DISCUSSION OF COMPLETENESS AND CONSISTENCY

Due to the highly complex nature of -the problems associated with the
permanent disposal of high-level waste, it is vitally important that any
rules, regulations, or'standards that govern the disposal be complete and
consistent. Some specific questions regarding the completeness and
consistency of NRC's proposed Rule have been raised, and are listed below.

1. Does the Rule specify site and design criteria which, if met, will
contribute to the achievement of stated safety goals?

2. Are there internal conflicts or inconsistencies in the Rule which
may require trade-offs between stated objectives?

3. Are there needless redundancies in the Rule?

4. Are the level of detail and general format of the Rule consistent
with other NRC rules or standards? Should parts be moved to
Regulatory Guides?

5. Are the language-,' definitions, criteria, and requirements clear and
unambiguous? (technically and legally)

6. Are the requirements, criteria, etc., adequately supported by valid
assumptions and reasonable objectives?

7. Can simple changes of wording or language improve any observed
deficiencies or ambiguities?

8. Are relationships'to other radiation protection standards clear?
Are the objectives of the standard consistent with the objectives of
other radiation protection standards?

Some of these questions have already been addressed in previous chapters
in the technical analysis of the performance objectives and certain technical
criteria. The focus of discussion in this chapter will be the format and
structure of the Rule to provide'an overview response to the above questions.
The discussion that follows is extracted largely from-the material presented
in Appendix 0 of Volume II-of this-report.

Even though the performance objectives constitute what is perhaps the
most significant portion of the Rule, their intended role is unclear. Four
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reasonable interpretations are offered below as to the intended role of these
performance objectives:

1. Performance objectives may represent necessary and sufficient
conditions for acceptable performance.

2. They may represent the highest level of a hierarchy of criteria.

3. They may be the most generic, least detailed rules.

4. They may establish numerical criteria.

These interpretations are clearly not mutually exclusive. The manner in
which the performance objectives are presently included in the Rule does not
appear to correspond to any of the above interpretations. Further, the
relationship of the performance objectives to the balance of the Rule is not
clear. If the objectives are intended to be the top layer(s) of a hierarchy
of requirements, then structuring the rest of the requirements according to
their relationship to the objectives would both integrate and clarify the
Rule. Such a structure is not apparent in the Rule. The design and
construction requirements, for instance, seem to relate more directly to a
reactor licensing model than to the performance objectives. Although some
relationships can be identified between the performance objectives and a
majority of the other requirements, the performance objectives do not drive
those requirements, either technically or in their presentation.

A useful way to characterize the types of relationships between a
regulatory requirement and an associated performance objective is as follows:

o The requirement may be necessary in order to achieve the objective

o The requirement may reduce uncertainty in achieving the performance
required by the objective

o The requirement may simplify the demonstration (measurement, assess-
ment, prediction) of the performance required by the objective.

Using this characterization, it appears that the performance objectives
act more to reduce uncertainty or simplify demonstration and to help achieve
some overall objective (e.g., the release limits in thg EPA Standard). The
primary numerical criteria (1,000 year containment, 10- release rate, 1,000
year ground-water travel time) appear to have been imposed as minima and
designed to reduce uncertainty by preventing over-reliance on any one
performance parameter. It is noted that the inherent parameters of the primary
numerical criteria are fundamentally related to repository performance;
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whether one utilizes them to achieve an objective or to reduce uncertainty is
a matter of choice.

It is recommended that the desired role of performance objectives be
clearly identified, and.-that the statement of these objectives be reviewed to
ensure that it is consistent with that role. Performance objectives should
contain, as a minimum, overall system requirements for pre- and post-closure
activities. Other objectives could elaborate these overall requirements by
identifying necessary conditions to achieve the system requirements, or
requirements to reduce uncertainty or ease assessment of performance. The
balance of the requirements in the Rule should then be structured so as to
take advantage of the use of such a consistent, structured set of objectives.

To maintain perspective and to avoid generating an unnecessarily lengthy
Rule, it Is advisable to make use of supplementary guidelines when
appropriate. In a pragmatic. sense, rules, guidance, and licensing actions
together comprise what is commonly regarded as NRC requirements. There are
several ways that guidance and requirements can be used to provide a complete
regulatory base, including:

o Regulations present legal requirements; guides recommend options for
meeting these requirements.

o Regulations present flexible, general requirements; guides provide
detail.

o Regulations provide objectives; guides describe how to meet the
objectives.

* o Regulations provide parameters and criteria for acceptability;
-guides tell how, to measure or calculate the values of the
parameters.

o Regulations - provide generic requirements; guides preseri..
material/facility/site/media-specific requirements.

o Regulations describe what is known to be necessary; less certain
requirements are deferred to later guidance.

Any one (or some combination) of these concepts provides a reasonable
approach in determining what is suitable for supplementary guidelines. The
Rule should communicate a minimal, consistent, necessary set of requirements
to DOE. The requirements should also be sufficient in the sense that meeting
them implies licensing-approval. The details necessary to interpret those
requirements could be included in supplementary guidelines.
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NRC needs to amplify on how the presence of favorable and potentially
adverse conditions will influence the licensing decision. Guidance is also
needed regarding qualitative modifiers on several statements of criteria, such
as "significantly," "adequately," "reasonable," etc. Many examples are cited
in Appendix 0. In each case where they are meaningful, they indicate a need
for additional guidance to define clearly the acceptable values of design
parameters. Guidance documentation describing the following would be useful
if accessible in the near future:

o The relationship between performance objectives and other licensing
requirements

o General criteria necessary to meet the requirements

o Definitions and explanation of terms such as "reasonable,"
"significant," and "appropriate" in places where NRC believes that
the use of such terms is necessary

o Intent and scope of each major section of the Rule

o Format and content of license documents

o Relationship between EPA standards, lOCFR20, and the Rule (lOCFR60)

o Evaluation criteria for site selection and characterization,
including means to calculate resource potential.

There are several types of redundancies in the Rule. Those that provide
additional safety or reduce uncertainty are intentional and desirable, all
others are undesirable and should be removed in order to avoid confusion and
to streamline the document. Redundancies that need to be eliminated have to
do with:

o Repetition of material (with possible re-wording)

o Failure to exploit parallelism between structures

o Inadequate use of references to other regulations

0 Unrecessary cross reference within the Rule.

A good example of repetition of material is in 60.122, "Favorable
Conditions" for the geologic setting. Paragraphs (a) through (e) directly
re-state the requirement of 60.112 for several types of stability of the
geologic setting. Since 60.112 indicates that stability is a requirement, it
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is redundant and inconsistent to classify stability as a favorable condition
in 60.122. An example of redundancy due to unnecessary cross reference within
the Rule is Section 60.137, which fundamentally requires that the repository
be designed so that Subpart F may be followed. Clearly, Subpart F alone would
suffice. Other examples of redundancy are given in Appendix 0.

Several definitions ii 60.2 are unsatisfactory for one reason or another.
Some use qualitative or descriptive terms to imply sizes or magnitudes; others
use terms that themselves need to be defined; many of the definitions could be
interpreted in more than one way. For example, in the definition of
"Anticipated Processes and Events," the term'"anticipated" is equated with
"reasonably likely to occur." Further, the use of "reasonably" seems to be an
attempt to quantify the likelihood of occurrence. The definition of the
"disturbed zone" is incomplete, inaccurate, and conflicts with a -later
interpretation in 60.123 (b). A more exhaustive discussion regarding the
disturbed zone is given in Chapter IV of this report. Some terms that merit a
definition are not defined at all; these are: backfill, alternative sites,
retrievable, emplacement, and positive fail/safe designs. The phrase "complex
engineering" in 60.123(b) (16) was the subject of considerable debate in panel
discussions, and needs elaboration. A list of definitions that need to be
revised may be found in Appendix 0.

Some inconsistencies and potential problem areas exist where the Rule
refers to certain EPA Standards and other parts of Chapter 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations. Definitions of two terms, "Anticipated Processes and
Events" and "Important to Safety," in 60.2 Incorporate concepts which are
treated more explicitly in other documents. The word "anticipated" appears in
other NRC documents as a term that implies a specific frequency of occurrence
rather than "reasonably likely to occur." The Rule should clearly state
whether the definition of "design bases" that is given in lOCFR50.2(U) is also
the one intended in lOCFR60. The definition of "accessible environment" in
the Draft EPA Standard is not consistent with that contained in the Rule.

The Rule adopts by reference the radiological protection standards of
1OCFR20 and the Draft Standard. A comparison between these standards for the
operational phase in 10CFR20 and the Draft Standard reveals important
differences. Discrepancies in form and/or magnitude need to be resolved
either by making the standards the same or defining a relationship between the
two.

Part 60.21(b)(3) specifies that DOE certify that its~ safeguards are
comparable to other DOE facilities. The term safeguards -is ambiguous in this
context. In lOCFR75 it covers requirements for implementing U.S. Commitments
to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA); in lOCFR95 it covers
requirements for. protecting classified information. IAEA "safeguards" are
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material control, accounting, and measurement steps. Neither Part 75 nor Part
96 addresses physical security as applied to protection of Special Nuclear
Material (SNM) or facilities. Part 73, which does address physical security,
does not use the term "safeguards," except in reference to the Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS). Also, DOE makes a distinction
between safeguards and security with the former usually reserved for materials
control, accounting, and measurements.

If the Rule intends in 60.21(b)(3) to give DOE responsibility for both
safeguards and physical security, and to exempt HLW repositories from
requirements of Part 70 and 73, it would be clearer to state-this explicitly.

Part 73 covers physical security for irradiated fuel including irradiated
fuel in transit. If the intent of 60.21(b)(3) is to turn security
requirements over to DOE upon DOE's receipt of the fuel, it may again be
prudent to so state. Finally, Part 73.6 exempts SNM, that is not readily
separable and has an external radiation dose of 100 rems/hour at 3 feet
without shielding from many physical security requirements. HLW packages,
however, may not meet this test.

Subpart 4 (60.160) briefly covers training and certification and makes no
reference to the requirements of Part 55, "Operators License." Yet 55.1 says
that Part 55 applies to facilities covered by section 202 of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 and 1OCFR5O, which includes HLW repositories. It
may be useful to adopt Part 55 by reference in the same way that Appendix B of
Part 50 is adopted for quality assurance. That is, use the phrase "...as
applicable and appropriately supplemented by additional criteria..." and
expand the intent in guidance documents.

Although the approach to including regulations by reference is adequate
in general, it can be improved by eliminating redundancy and increasing
consistency and clarity.

The Rule states that its scope does not cover any activity licensed under
another part of lOCFR. There is a high probability that a facility, which
falls within the auspices of another part of 1OCFR, will be located on-site.-
The boundary between the coverage of one regulation's scope and that of the
Rule is not well defined, and may create a loss of complete coverage, or,
alternatively, a conflict of authority.

In conclusion, the Rule does not consistently make best use of
terminology, structure, and format. As a consequence, the Rule may not be as
consistent or complete as possible in its resolution of the issues facing DOE
in implementing a high-level waste disposal facility. It may communicate even
-less effectively to readers other than DOE.
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CHAPTER VI

6.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Various aspects of the proposed Rule, lOCFR60, were analyzed in this
study. A major part of the effort was devoted to detailed analyses of
selected requirements of both the Performance Objectives and the other
Technical Criteria. The remaining criteria and requirements were also
analyzed, but in less detail. A panel was formed to address specific
questions put forth by the Commission. Members of the panel were assigned
responsibilities according to their area(s) of expertise. In addition, based
on panel discussions, several recommendations on the content, structure, and
the technical basis of the Rule were made.

From the Performance Objectives sections of the Rule (60.111 and 60.112),
the aspects for which a detailed analysis was performed are:

o Retrievability of waste (60.111 [b] [1])

o Overall system performance (60.111 [b] (1])

o Performance of the engineered system (60.111 [b] [2])

(i) Containment of wastes
(ii) Control of Releases

o Pre-waste emplacement ground-water travel time (60.112 [c])

The discussion in Section 4.2 (Chapter IV) on retrievability makes strong
arguments against requiring a 50-year period following completion of waste
emplacement during which the option to retrieve could be exercised. In
effect, this requirement represents roughly a 110-year period during which the
shafts, main corridors and tunnel portals must remain open and functional. It
has been shown, by means of examples-, how a longer retrievability interval
represents increased uncertainties. The panel was of the opinion that nearly
the entire performance confirmation program could reasonably be carried out
during the period of emplacement. In any event, the ultimate period of
retrievability is considered to be media - and perhaps site-specific, and is
certainly a function of the requirements for verifying the most significant
design parameters for each site. It is recommended that reference to a
specific time for the retrieval option should be deleted from the Rule;
instead, objectives should be stated in terms of key parameters (e.g., time of
peak temperature) and recommendations regarding retrievability periods in
different media should be included in supplementary guidelines.
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The Performance Objective concerning the overall system performance basi-
cally requires the system to meet the EPA Standard. The system in this con-
text means the combination of the engineered facility and the geologic
setting. Proponents of a purely "systems" approach argue that this objective
alone is sufficient and that no additional constraints are necessary for the
components of the system. We, however, disagree with that philosophy and con-
cur with NRC's decision to place requirements on each major component of the
system. The primary reason for our position is the large uncertainty associ-
ated with practically every aspect of the system (natural or engineered).
Further, parametric analyses have been performed that demonstrate that a sub-
stantial reduction in uncertainty in meeting the Draft EPA Standard occurs
when the three numerical constraints (containment period, controlled release
rate, and ground-water travel time) are placed on the appropriate components
of the system.

The relevance and the relative importance of each of the three numerical
Performance Objectives were examined -by means of consequence analyses.
Estimates of consequences were obtained in terms of integrated radionuclide
discharge to the environment over a 10,000 year period following repository
closure. The integrated discharge is divided by the release limit for that
radionuclide, as given in the Draft EPA Standard, to obtain a "Release Ratio."
In these analyses, compliance with the Standard is indicated when this ratio
is less than unity. Parametric analyses were performed for several media. A
sensitivity analysis was performed for a typical bedded salt HLW repository to
study the effect of canister lifetime (containment period); the effect of
temperature on leach rate and a canister failure rate function were included
in this description.

The Performance Objective for the engineered system consists of two
parts: (i) conta nment of wastes for 1,000 years, and (ii) a controlled
release rate of 10 part-per-year. The initial series of analyses performed
to examine the technical bases of the numerical criteria showed the
containment requirement to be of little or no significance in terms of an
impact on satisfying the Draft EPA Standard. This, however, was a direct
reflection of two key assumptions made in the analysis; one was the relatively
narrow range (100-1,000 years) assigned to the canister lifetime, and the
other was an assumption of a constant, temperature-independent leach rate.
When the temperature-dependent leach rate data were used, along with the
appropriate temperature history, the canister lifetime turned out to be a
significant parameter for approximately the first 300 years following
emplacement. A canister lifetime of greater than 300 years appears to have
little additional benefit. It is suggested that a numerical criterion for a
containment period (synonymous with canister lifetime in this analysis) be
maintained in the Rule with a value less than the present numerical value of
1,000 years.
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The controlled release rate numerical criterion on the performance of the
engineered system is applicable following the end of the containment period.
Results of our analyses indicate that release rate is a very important para-
meter in terms of meeting the Draft EPA Standard, especially for those radio-
nuclides that are not retarded by the geologic setting.'

The numerical criterion on the pre-waste emplacement ground-water travel
time through the far field to the accessible environment provides two
benefits. One, it delays the initial arrival of the radionuclides at the
accessible environment; two, it results in a net decrease in the amount of
radioactivity reaching the accessible environment due to decay and geochemical
retardation. In the consequence analyses, this parameter was generally found
to have an important role in complying with the Draft EPA Standard. The
results also show that geochemical retardation plays an important role in
assuring compliance.

The consequence analyses have demonstrated a need for the three numerical
Performance Objectives. . It is important to realize that meeting these
criteria alone may not guarantee compliance with the Draft EPA Standard.
However, a substantial reduction in uncertainty -is indicated when these
constraints are applied. Consequence 5 analyses performed for several
media/sites have shown that when the 10 /year release rate and 1,000 year
ground-water travel time criteria were simultaneously imposed, the Draft EPA
Standard was rarely violated. Thus, we are promoting the concept of requiring
"minimal" numerical Performance Objectives to reduce uncertainty and to
utilize the multiple barrier approach in a meaningful, way. It is also noted
that the Panel unanimously endorsed the idea of having "minimal" numerical
requirements in the Rule.

After having established the relevance of the numerical requirements,
their achievability and verification were investigated in detail. Several
criteria in the Rule pose a problem of interpretation. Various
interpretations of the numerical criteria, as stated in the Rule, were
presented and analyzed 'in Chapter III. An assumption was made in each case as
to the intended interpretation prior to a discussion of the achievability and
verification of a particular criterion. It is highly recommended that the
intended interpretations *be conveyed through .supplementary guidelines. An
analysis of the containment requirement showed that it would be difficult, and
perhaps costly, to design a canister with a life of 1,000 years. In addition,
the verification techniques would-also have large uncertainties due to an
incomplete understanding of the corrosion behavior of the materials under con-
sideration and due to large extrapolations of the data base. On the other
hand, in establishing, the releyance of the containment period criterion, it
was found that a waste package -(or canister) with a design life of a few
hundred years provided nearly 'as much protection as a 1,000-year package.
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The achievability of the controlled release rate was first examined in
terms of leach resistance of the waste form. Leach rate data on borosilicate
glasses (e.g., PNL 76-68) were compiled and used in estimating release rates
as a function of time. Extrapolation of the leach rate data was obtained by
using an empirical relationship. For the borosilicate glass waste form(s)
considered, it was established that leach resistance alone would not be
sufficient to meet the 10 part-per-year release rate criterion. It should
be pointed out that certain other waste forms (e.g., SYNROC, tailored
ceramics) have exhibited a much higher leach resistance than the borosilicate
glasses. Due to the very long times involved, there are large uncertainties
in the estimated leach rate based on the available data. Further, the leach
resistance of spent fuel at room temperature .is typically lower than that of
the borosilicate glasses. Unfortunately, a very large fraction of the
existing HLW is spent fuel and spent fuel leach rate data are practically
non-existent at higher temperatures. For the time being, one would have to
assume that a leach rate argument alone is not sufficient and that other
mechanisms or processes must be invoked to meet the criterion. A combined
leach rate/solubility limit should be investigated, taking into account a
time-dependent package failure rate. Further, the retardation within the
backfill will help control the release rate. Regardless of how the release
rate control is achieved, the criterion would be more meaningful in terms of
the overall safety goal and easier to satisfy if averaging over periods
greater than one year were permitted. We recommend that the unit of time over
which averaging is allowed be at least 100 years.

In verifying compliance with the release rate criterion, the leach rate
of the waste form will be a primary and critical parameter. A variety of
leach tests is available, however leach rates from waste packages in
repository-like environments have yet to be determined. Ways must be found to
counter the uncertainty of long-term extrapolation of the leach rate data.
Although the methodology for estimating solubility limits is being developed,
the existing data base is inadequate, particularly for the geochemical,
thermal, and hydrological environments typical of a repository.

The numerical criterion for the ground-water travel time uses two
phrases, disturbed zone and accessible environment, whose definitions need to
be revised as has been discussed in Chapters IV and V. In view of the
heterogeneity of natural hydrologic systems and the nature of measurements to
predict ground-water travel times, one must assume that the travel time is an
average of various types of measurements in different parts of the- system.
The term "achievability" is somewhat inappropriate here because it is not an
engineered capability but rather a natural property of a site that we seek.
Nevertheless, the time of 1,000 years is small in terms of the geohydrological
time scale, and it should be relatively easy to find sites that meet the
requirements. The difficult part is showing compliance, that is, to have a
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high degree of confidence in-the field/analytical techniques that are used to
select and qualify a' site with respect to the 1,000-year -ground-water travel
time requirement. Unlike the other two numerical criteria, this criterion is
solely a function of the geologic setting and needs only be satisfied for
pre-emplacement conditions. Therefore, the verification process is concerned
only with the reliability and interpretation of the hydraulic and hydrologic
measurements made during site evaluation and performance confirmation.. The
hydraulic 'conductivity,' porosity, and static head can be measured using a
combination of laboratory and field techniques. Characterizing the flow for'a
fractured medium is considerably more difficult than for a porous medium. In
the process of site selection, it is important to consider that structural and
stratigraphic simplicity and lithologic homogeneity will facilitate the task
of extrapolating the most meaningful numbers from the'measurements made.r

- In addition to the'detailed analyses of specific'Performance Objectives,
other criteria were also examined in a qualitative (and often cursory)
fashion. In analyzing the sections on favorable and potentially adverse
conditions, ,it was found that the required' characteristics of the geologic
setting in 60.112 are consistent, and should act to reduce the probability of
occurrence of adverse natural events.; Paragraphs (a) through (e) in 60.122
are completely redundant as they merely repeat- the requirements of 60.112.
Paragraph (f) specifies certain favorable' "host rock" conditions that are
clearly important; but the paragraph is inconsistent because it also addresses
non-host rock characteristics. Paragraphs (g) and (h), which address
retardation capability, are very appropriate and desirable. Paragraph (i)
specifies a minimum depth that might preclude consideration of the unsaturated
zone. Whereas several *good reasons exist for locating a repository at as
great a depth as feasible, a statement of a minimum depth is perhaps best left
unspecified in the Rule'. '' Paragraph (j) is a "cover all" clause that is
inappropriate as a formal item in' the Rule.

Of the eight conditions (paragraphs) identified in Section 60.123(a) on
-adverse conditions, two '(earthquakes, climatic change)' reflect processes and
should be deleted.' One paragraph refers to the operational period, and three
refer to human activity.' Although the paragraph on' natural 'phenomena is es-
sentially covered by 60.112, its retention is justified because of its impact
on hydrogeologic'aspects of repository performance. The paragraph concerning
the presence of a fault is a' debatable "adverse condition." It is recommended
that 60.123(a) be divided into (i) conditions' related to human activities,
-(ii) conditions related to natural phenomena, and (iii) conditions or features
that might adversely influence' the hydrogeologic' system.-

Paragraphs (1), (2), (3), (5) and (6) of 60.123(b) are more appropriately
included in 60'.'123(a)'. Paragraphs (4), (8), (9), (10), and (11) are covered
by 60.112 and should be deleted. Paragraph :(13) on reducing conditions is
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more appropriate for discussion in supplementary guidelines. Paragraph (15)
refers to a variety of sometimes unrelated processes that might affect
performance of the engineered system.

The degree to which the various elements of repository design and con-
struction will contribute to meeting the performance objectives is not well
defined in the Rule. A distinction between the design features for the opera-
tional phase and those for the post-closure phase must be made. The
repository design and overall structural stability are important in terms of
how and to what extent they affect the hydrological properties of the
surrounding rock. The design and construction activity should directly
contribute to mitigating the fracture permeability of the rock mass,
maximizing the repository re-saturation time, minimizing water flow rates
through the engineered system, and retarding radionuclide transport. The
concept and definition of the disturbed zone must be clarified, accounting for
the fact that different rock volumes are "disturbed" by stress and heat.

An overall performance assessment must be based on numerical models that
consider the! effect of the above factors for a long period of time. The
requirements for analysis of the engineered system presented in 60.21(c) of
the Rule should be supplemented by reference to the types of models that may
be used to demonstrate compliance with the Performance Objectives, procedures
for considering data and model uncertainties and criteria for model
verification.

The application of the ALARA principle, as defined and presently utilized
by the NRC in reactor licensing, requires the use of both a minimum perfor-
mance objective and a measure by which to judge when releases are "as low as
reasonably achievable." Whereas the proposed regulations for disposal of
high-level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories contain minimum
performance objectives, they do not contain a measure which can be used to
Judge when a "reasonably achievable" level is reached. Without this, it is
not possible to utilize an ALARA principle. Without a specific measure to
judge when a "reasonably achievable" level is reached, the NRC, the applicant
(DOE), and the interveners would find themselves locked into an endless debate
over what is "reasonably achievable" during licensing. It is felt that
inclusion of an ALARA principle in the Rule will unnecessarily complicate the
Performance Requirements and may, in fact, detract from more important issues,
such as reduction of uncertainty. The public comment on this issue and
additional detailed arguments, both included. in Appendix N (Volume II),
substantiate the recommendation to delete all reference to ALARA in the Rule,
provided that the Draft EPA Standard is modified accordingly.

Although the matter of population related siting requirements has not
been addressed in the proposed Rule, the Commission did invite public comment
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on the subject. Presumably, -the siting of the repository will be such that
-during the operational phase, population-related requirements of the Standards
for Protection Against Radiation (lOCFR20) will be satisfied, The period of
concern following closure is 'extremely long. It is neither possible to
control population changes over that time period nor to project (with any
confidence) how the population might change. Moreover, the non-threshold
dose-effect model utilized by EPA, to estimate the risk due to HLW
repositories, does not require a knowledge of the population size. We believe
that inclusion of a population-related siting -requirement in the Rule would
not only be redundant, but will have serious problems in terms of assessment
of compliance.

With certain qualifications, both the Draft EPA Standard and the Rule
permit disposal of transuranic (TRU) wastes in a HLW repository. A majority
of the public comment is opposed to the inclusion of TRU wastes in the Rule. /
We do not feel that a separate repository should be required for TRU and other
non-high-level wastes. Our recommendation is to include a new paragraph in
the Rule which states that the disposal of other wastes (i.e., other than HLW)
in a geologic repository for HLW will be carefully considered on a
case-by-case basis. Waivers and/or additional requirements for such wastes
could be discussed in the supplementary guidelines..,

The discussion on the "Human Intrusion" issue in the Rule and the accom-
panying Rationale is relatively complete. We urge the NRC to address two
additional human, intrusion related items in the Rule. One is the possibility
of the waste package materials becoming a tempting resource in themselves; the
other is the potential for intrusion because of suspected presence of natural
resources. Also,-poragraphs (1), (2), (3), and (6) in 60.123(a) -might more
appropriately be combined' with other discussion .of the human intrusion issue
in a separate subsection.'

The Rule was analyzed for completeness, consistency, and redundancy, and
was found to be lacking in many respects. Lest we repeat 'the contents of
Chapter V and Appendix 0 (Volume II), only general remarks and recommendations
are presented in this section.-

o The interpretation of many-of the requirements is not unique. The
Rule or supplementary guidelines should clearly state the intended
interpretation.

o The role of. the Performance Objectives needs to be identified; and
their relationship to the Draft EPA Standard must be demonstrated.

o Redundancies resulting.from repetition of material, failure to ex-
ploit parallelism between structures, inadequate use of references
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to other regulations, and unnecessary cross-reference within the
Rule must be eliminated.

o Definitions that have been identified as unsatisfactory should be
revised; certain significant terms or phrases that are not presently
defined should be.

o The applicable requirements of the various regulations that impact
the disposal of HLW must be free of conflict. In particular, the
definitions and requirements of the Draft EPA Standard and the Rule
should be consistent.

o The Rule does not consistently make best use of terminology, struc-
ture, and format. For effective communication, it is necessary to
streamline the Rule and heavily utilize supplementary guidelines for
details.

The following question was also addressed by one of the panel members:
"Must the NRC regulations for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste in
geologic repositories be demonstrably related to the EPA radiation protection
standards?" The main conclusion of that analysis was that the NRC has the
authority to propose regulations governing the facilities used for receipt and
storage of HLW, as long as those regulations are deemed necessary to protect
health and minimize danger to life or property. A detailed discussion on this
topic is presented in Appendix P (Volume II).

Based on our assessment of the state-of-the-art, certain areas require
fundamental research while certain other areas need routine expansion of the
data base in order to minimize the uncertainties in meeting the requirements
contained in the Rule. We shall limit our identification of these research
areas to those that relate to meeting the numerical criteria of the
Performance Objectives.

With respect to the containment criterion, fundamental research is needed
to validate accelerated testing methodologies. If relatively new and uncommon
alloys are selected as canister and/or overpack materials, it would also be
necessary to conduct basic experiments to characterize those materials with
respect to their mechanical properties, corrosion behavior, and fabrication
anomalies. The corrosion data base would likely need to be expanded
regardless of the choice of materials. Refinement of statistical and
extrapolation techniques specific to corrosion will also be necessary.
Control of release rates is expected to be provided by a combination of the
leach resistance of the waste form, the solubility limits, and the
permeability and retardation characteristics of the backfill. The leach rate
data for spent fuel at repository temperatures are non-existent to our
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knowledge. The leach rate data base for HLW waste forms needs to be expanded.
Temperature-dependent properties and certain geochemical and aging
characteristics of the backfill materials are presently being developed and
further research is needed in these areas. Although some uncertainties exist
in the field measurement techniques of hydrological parameters, we feel that
it is feasible to obtain adequate measurements of ground-water travel time.
However, NRC'F decision as to the adequacy would have to be based on a review
and evaluation of all aspects of the procedures used to make the measurements.
Predictive models need to be calibrated against known field and laboratory
data. The methodology to describe flow through fractured media is still
largely undeveloped. Reliable digital models that can simulate flow through
fractured media remain a challenge at this time.

In conclusion, we re-emphasize the need for a set of minimum numerical
requirements to reduce uncertainty and to avoid over-reliance on any one com-
ponent of the multiple barrier system designed for the isolation of high-level
nuclear waste. Despite the large number of modifications that have been
suggested here, it was felt that the Commission has already identified all the
relevant parameters in the proposed Rule and has generally emphasized the
appropriate design and control variables.
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APPENDIX A

Logic Trees for the Requirements-in the Rule

This appendix contains' logic trees representing most of the requirements
in the Rule. These-logic trees are useful for several purposes such as: (1)
to show relationship of the requirement of the Rule to the general safety
goals and overall system goal; (2) to identify areas'lacking requirements; (3)
to identify areas with 'unnecessary redundancies; (4) to identify
inconsistencies within the Rule and (5) to identify sections that need
additional detail in' the form of regulatory guides to ascertain that the
intended interpretation is followed by the applicant or to clarify how
compliance might be assessed.

We will briefly discuss each figure in this appendix to demonstrate its
purpose. A detailed analysis of the logic trees is not within the scope of
this study.

The top section of the logic tree in Figure A.1 shows that the
"Protection'of the public health and safety" (general safety objective) can be
accomplished by providing protection during the operational phase and' after
permanent closure of the high-level waste (HLW) repository. The protection
during the two' phases of the repository can be obtained by stating adequate
requirements for each phase and assessing compliance with the requirements of
that phase. The former is generally accomplished by publishing, requirements
in specific regulations (e.g., NRC Rule 1OCFR60) and general environmental
standards (e.g., Draft EPA Standard 40CFR191). In this particular case, the
EPA environmental standards contain the overall system safety goal for HLW'
isolation. However, the NRC proposed Rule and the Draft EPA Standard together
contain requirements that, if met, provide reasonable assurance that the
public health and safety will be protected. '

Figure A.2 indicates that the post-closure requirements in the Rule are
obtained by imposing requirements on the subsurface facility and the geologic
setting. The subsurface facility requirements are identified by assigning
requirements to -its three major components (waste, package, underground
facility, and shafts and boreholes). The geologic setting requirements are
identified by -,assigning stability requirements to the hydrogeologic,
geochemical, structural and tectonic setting, and requiring a ground-water
travel time to the accessible environment of at least 1000 years (See Figure
2.3 in Chapter 2). Figure A.2 of this appendix and Figure 2.3 of Chapter 2
suggest that the requirements for shafts and boreholes should be included
among the requirements of the subsurface facility. This can be accomplished
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by including shafts and boreholes requirements with the Performance Objectives
in Section 60.111(b)(2) or by indicating in Section 60.133 that the
requirements are related to Section 60.111(b)(2).

Next, it is observed in Figure 2.3 that the geologic setting requirements
for the containment and isolation periods are not really needed. These do not
add significantly to the requirements for the main areas of the geologic
setting (e.g., hydrology, geology, geochemistry).

Stating adequate requirements is not meaningful if compliance with the
requirements cannot be assessed. Figure A.3 shows that an assessment of
compliance should be performed for each of the major requirements in the Rule.
This figure could be further developed in more detail to indicate the
information and potential methods required to assess compliance. We feel that
such a development will make it possible to identify potential areas for
regulatory guides. We recommend that NRC develop appropriate logic trees for
the final version of the Rule to determine, in a systematic way, the areas for
further development of regulatory guides.

The post-closure requirements for the waste package are outlined in
Figure A.4. It shows that the design requirements for the waste package and
waste form should be closely related to the Performance Objective of 1000-year
lifetime for the waste package. However, the Rule does not explicitly relate
the design requirements (60.135) to the Performance Objectives
(60.111(b)(2i)). Figure A.4 also points out that there is an unnecessary
redundancy in separately requiring both the waste form and the waste package,
to be solid and non-combustible. If these requirements are placed on the
waste package, they are implicitly satisfied for the waste form.

The general post-closure requirements in the Draft EPA Standard are
outlined in Figure A.5. The Draft Standard contains general radiation
protection guides (general criteria) in Appendix A and projected performance
requirements for HLW systems in Appendix B. The general criteria consist of
seven general requirements which are listed in Figure A.5. The performance
requirements include a table specifying maximum allowable release limits (in
Curies) for various radionuclides (for reasonably foreseeable releases)
integrated over 10,000 years. They also specify ten times the release limits
for very unlikely releases. The post-closure requirements in the Rule should
be designed to help in meeting the performance requirements in the Draft EPA
Standard.

The operational requirements in the Draft EPA Standard and the Rule are
described in Figures A.6 and A.7, respectively. These are not discussed in
detail since the emphasis of this study is on the post-closure phase of the
repository. Figure A.7 indicates an apparent discrepancy in the radiation
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limits of 1OCFR20 and 40CFR190 (EPA Standard). However, we understand that
the radiation limits of 40CFR190 supercede the limits in IOCFR20.

The post-closure requirements for shafts and borehole seals, and design
of shafts are described in Figure A.8. This corresponds to Section 60.133 of
the Rule. We recommend that NRC include a cross-reference of this section
with the Performance Objectives in Section 60.111(b)(2).

The requirements for the geologic setting are included in Figure A.9.
The requirements in Sections 60.111(b)(3i) and 60.111(b)(3ii) seem to be
redundant, given the requirement in 60.111(b)(1). They all require that the
potential radionuclide releases be in amounts conforming with the EPA
environmental standards. The Performance Objectives in Section 60.112 include
requirements for the hydrogeologic, geochemical, geomorphic, structural, and
tectonic stability of the site. Additional requirements for the geologic
setting are included in Sections 60.121 through 60.124. Chapter 4 of this
report addresses some of the redundancies and inconsistencies between the
Performance Objectives and the additional requirements of the geologic
setting.

The main post-closure requirements for the underground facility are
included in Figure A.10. Due to their large number, it was decided not to
include all the requirements in Figure A.10. We recommend that those
requirements that are mere details be deleted from the Rule.
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APPENDIX B

B.1 Inventory of Reference Repository for-Parametric Analyses

(Spent fuel from 46,800 MTHM)

Radionuclide

Pu240

U236

Th232

Ra228

Cm245

Pu241

Am241

Np237-

U233

Th229

Cm246

Pu242

U238

Pu238-

U234

Th230

Ra226

Pb2lO

Am243

Pu239

U235

Pa231

Ac227

Tc99

I129

Sn126

Sr9O

C14

Cs135

Cs137

Half Life (years)

6.76E3

2.39E7

1l.4ElO

6.7

8.27E3

14.6

433.

2.14E6

1.62E5

7300.

4710.

3.79E5

4.51E9

89.

2.47E5

8.E4

1600.

21.

7650.

2.44E4

7.1E8

3.25E4

21.6

2.14E5

l.6E7

l.OE5

28.9

5730.

2.OE6

30.

Curies

2. 1E7

1.OE4

l.7E-5

-4.7E-6

8.4E3

3.2E9

7.5E7

1.5E4

1.8

1.3E-3

1.6E3

7.5E4

1 .5E4

9.4E7

3.5E3

0.19

3.5E-4

3.3E-5

6.6E5

1.4E7

7.5E2

0.25

5.2E-2

6.1E5

1.5E3

2.2E4

2.4E9

3.5E4

1.3E4

3.5E9
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B.2 Radionuclide Chains Used for Medium-Specific Parametric Analyses

2 40 Pu 2 3 6U _.0_2 32Th _.- 2 8 Ra

245Cm 241pU _. 241Am_." 237Np __ 233U _^.. 229Th

246cm....*2 4 2Pu.._ 23 8 U _.. 234U _. 2 3 0 Th_.'. 2 2 6 Ra

2 3 8 pu 210Pb

243Am _4._ 2 3 9PU _-'_ 23 5U -- w2 31 Pa _02 27 AC
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Appendix C

Equations Used for Medium-Independent Parametric Analysis

For this calculation, the following assumptions are made:

1. Radioactive decay and production are 'taken into account prior to
onset of radionuclide migration. During migration, however, only
decay is accounted for.

2. Dispersion is neglected.

3. All radionuclides (RN's) move at the same speed, migration time (T M)

4. All canisters fail at tc

5. Release duratoW is '

6. Release rate is a constant and equal to Ni(td) *r throughout the
calculation

Discharge rate, Di(t), for i RN is therefore

Ni~c) A1(t- -eI44Tc%

D1(t) =e tc|(t-tc-Tm) - 6 (t-tc-m -

where N1 is the inventory of RN1 and e is the unit step function.

The EPA compliance is estimated by examining the Release Ratio RR (t
Tmis i').

1T
RR(tc T s) f F O|(t)dt;

T s regulation period
= 10,000 years

with (EPA), equal to the release limit specified in the Draft EPA Standard.
Three situations are possible for T as compared to the time interval of
release duration, as shown in the figure below.

C.1
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- - - -

- - _ 4 73
- - T2

_ _ _ - - -'nTI

- Release

0 le+ tm tc * tm * t-l

t

For T = T3, RR = 0

For T = T2, integrate from tc + Tm to T

For T = Ti. integrate from tc + Tm to t + T + j-

so

RR(tc, Tm' 1 i) =
N (t )e itc

i fkEPA)i

e(T-t cTm)e-(tc+Tm+ ri-T) * tc+Tmf e N t dt

+ 3 (T-tcm c-m T') ftc+Tm+ t V (e )

t +Tm

= I
N (t )e X1Tm - A
EPi-i F |(T-t-tm).e(tc+ tm+ i4-T)(1-eEPA 1 A I L0

I (T-tc-TM))

-x 3' 1)
+ OJT4tc4T) O(T-tc-.Tm- f')(1-e '
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Appendix D

Radlonuclide Retardation Calculation and Ranges of.
Additional Variables Used for the Generic Basalt Calculation

D.1. Calculation of the Retardation Factor

The retardation factor R for an aqueous -species or
traveling in geologic media is usually defined as: -

radionuclide

R . velocity of ground water
velocity of radionuclide

(D.1)

For a unit volume of rock:

I . . ..

R _ mass of contaminant absorbed on solid phase per unit mass of solid
mass of contaminant in solution per unit volume of solution (D.;2)

In porous media the value of R can be calculated by:

R = 1 + Kd p (1-+)/s (D.3)

where

-Kd= the ridionuclide distribution coefficient
-in cm /gm

3
p = grain density of rock in gm/cm

* effective porosity that contributes to the flow
path. In porous media * = * total'

It can be shown that this expression, Equation D.3, is equivalent to:

CX * + CXX (1 - 4) * P
- X

(D.4)

D.1



Where,

CX concentration of radionuclide in solution in gm/cm3

CMX = concentration of radionuclide adsorbed by the rock in gm/gm

Kd CMX/CX

In general, however, the fluid is not in contact with the entire rock
mass. In the reference repository we have assumed that most of the fractures
are lined with secondary minerals [1]. If we assume that the fluid in the
fractures interacts only with secondary minerals, then for a unit volume of
rock, the mass of nuclide sorbed on rock is equal to:

C SMX *SM P SM

and the volume of fluid is equal to the effective porosity, *, where p and
V M are the density and volume of secondary minerals in the unit volMAe of
rck, respectively. C M is the concentration of radionuclide adsorbed by the
secondary minerals in pmygm.

Then,

R = Cx + CSMX VSM PSM (D.5)

Note that in this expression, C X and psm refer to the secondary minerals and
the * refers to the effective porosity that contributes to the flow path.

Intuitively, we would expect that the amount of secondary mineralization
in the basalt can be related to the volume of the fractures. At Hanford, for
example, Long [1] examined three flows in the Grande Ronde. He found that
nearly all the fractures contained some filling and that > 75 percent of the
fractures were filled completely. If we assume that the fractures that
contribute to the effective porosity are on the average one-half filled, then

Lii Long, P.E., 1978, "Characterization and Recognition of Intra Flow
Structures, Grande Ronde Basalt," RHO-BWI-LD-10, Rockwell Hanford
Operations, Richland, Washington.
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SM

This expression can be used to simplify Equation (D.5)

R = 1 + Kds M D6R~+ dSM. P S (D.6)

In the more general case, we can assume that the volume of secondary
mineralization is a multiple (f) of the volume of residual connected pore
space. Equation (D.6) becomes

R =- + f KdSM * P SM (D.7)

D.3



D.2 Ranqes of Additional Variables Used for
for Generic Basalt

the Parametric Analysis

Variable

Kd of Cm,Am

Kd of Pu

Kd of Np

Kd of U

Kd of Th

Kd of Pa

Kd of Ac

Kd of Pb

Kd of Ra

Kd of Sn

Kd of Tc

Kd of I

Kd of Sr

Kd of Cs

Kd of C

Dispersivi ty

Range (cm /g)

(25.,2.0E6)

(45.,5.2E3)

(1.5,2.8E4)

(4.0,1.3E3)

(25.,2.0E6)

(25.,2.0E6)

(25.,2.0E6)

(17.,5.8E3)

(17.,5.8E3)

(17.,5.8E3)

(0.2,750)

(0.7,6.0)

(0.8,1.38E3)

(97.,1.3E6)

0

(50.-500. )ft

Distribution

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Uniform
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Appendix E

Parametric Analysis of A Hypothetical Basalt Site

The following analysis is reported in detail in another document [1].

E.1 The Hypothetical Basalt Site

The reference basalt repository is located in the center of a drainage
basin within a region of flood basalts. This reference site is shown
schematically in Figure E.1. Mountains along the northern, northwestern and
southwestern edges of the site are zones of recharge to the ground-water
system. A major river, River C, flows through the site from the northwest to
the southeast. The deeper ground water near the repository site discharges to
the upper unconfined aquifers west of mountain Ml.

This region is underlain by a sequence of basaltic lava flows. The
sequence of flows contains sedimentary beds of regional extent. Overlying the
volcanic rocks is an unconfined aquifer consisting of alluvial sand and
gravel. The geologic cross-section at the Reference Site (A-A' cut) is shown
schematically in Figure E.2. The repository is located in the middle of a
dense basalt formation. Overlying this horizon is a sequence of four layers
of alternating interflows and dense basalts. Above these four layers lies a
water-bearing interbed (Layer I-V) consisting mainly of sandstone and clay.
Above interbed I-V is a basalt formation consisting of three members with
distinct chemical signatures. This basalt formation is overlain by a major
confined aquifer system (Layer I-M) predominantly composed of tuffaceous
siltstone and sandstone. 'For our analysis, one mile down gradient in I-M is
assumed to be the accessible environment. ' Above aquifer I-M lies a basalt
formation (J) which, in turn, is overlain by an unconfined aquifer (UA).

Ranges of horizontal and' vertical hydraulic conductivity (K ) and
effective porosity for each layer are presented in Table E.l. A vnormal
distribution was assigned to each range of porosity to be consistent with a
real basalt site. The sample population for K that was used in this work was

vvdetermined by the following method. First, va~lues of K were sampled from a
lognormal distribution. The sampled values were then subtracted from K (max).
The resulting sample population is skewed toward the high end of the range.
This procedure was used because preliminary modeling studies of a real site
indicated that the most appropriate values for vertical hydraulic conductivity
lie at the upper end of the reported ranges [2). A 70 percent rank
correlation is assumed to exist between porosity and hydraulic conductivity.
This minimizes the occurrence of physically unreasonable combinations of these
variables.

E.1
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Figure E.1 General geologic features of the hypothetical basalt site.
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Figure E.2 Stratigraphic cross-section of the hypothetical basalt site.
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TABLE E.1

Hydraulic Properties for the Reference Basalt Repository

Horizontal Vertical
Hydraulic Hydraulic
Conductivity Conductivity Effective

Layer (ft/d) (ft/d) Porosity

A (10-8 - l1-5) (10-7 - 10-4) (0 3 - 0.025)

B (1O- - 11) (10o- - 10o) (102 - 0.12)

C (o-8. 1o-3) (1O-7 1o2) (o0 3 - 0.025)

D (10-3 - 10-1) (10-3 - l0o-) Oo- 2 - 0.12)

E (lo-8 - l3) (10-7 - 10-2) (10 3 - 0.12)

I-V (0- 1- 10) (10- - 1) ( 0.1 - 0.2)

F Oo-6 - 1o ) (10 - 10 ) (1o-3 - 0.12)

G (10-4 10) (10 - 10) (10o 3- 0.12)

( -4 102) (10-4 2 -H (10 ) _ 10 ) (10 - 0.12)

I-M ( 1 - 150) (10- - 15) ( 0.1 - 0.2)
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The horV ontal hWdraulic gradients in I-V and I-M are assumed to have a
range of 10 to 10 . The vertical gradient is assumed to be upward and
small in magnitude. -The relevant geochemical parameters used and their ranges
are listed in Tables E.2. and E.3.

E.2. Ground-water Transport Model

In the calculations of radionuclide transport it is assumed that ground
water. flows upward from the vicinity of the repository to an aquifer,
whereupon it moves horizontally toward the biosphere. This flow is assumed to
be adequately represented by a quasi-two-dimensional.model (a two-dimensional
network made up of one-dimensional segments) based on Darcy's Law:

q = Q/A = KI (E.1)

where Q is the volumetric flow rate through an area A, normal to the flow
direction, I is the hydraulic gradient, K is the hydraulic conductivity, and q
is the Darcy velocity. When the flow passes through a series of layers with
different hydraulic properties, an "effective" hydraulic conductivity may be
calculated by

£ L(E.2)

with
L;= thickness of layer i
K1 = hydraulic conductivity of layer i

The total ground-water travel time is given by

Time = I (E.3)

where, V is the interstitial ground-water velocity in layer i and is equal to

q/O,, with 0i being the effective porosity of layer i.

When a radionuclide (RN) is transported by ground water, the radionuclide
travel time (TR) is increased by its retardation factor. This is given byRN

L R RN

RN = V1

E.5



TABLE E.2

Geochemical Environment of StratigraPhic
Layers in Basalt Repository

Layer

A

B

C

D

E

I-V

F

G

H

I-M

Type of
Mediumr

Fractured

Fractured

Fractured

Fractured

Fractured

Porous

Fractured

Fractured

Fractured

Porous

Redox
Conditions

Reducing

Reducing

Reducing

Reducing

Reducing

Oxidizing

Reducing

Reducing

Reducing

Oxidizing

Mineralogy

Secondary minerals

Secondary minerals

Secondary minerals

Secondary minerals

Secondary minerals

Secondary minerals

Secondary minerals

Secondary minerals

Secondary minerals

Secondary minerals

Density of secondary minerals = 2.3 g/cm3

Density of rock in layer I-V and I-M = 3.3 g/cm3
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TABLE E.3--

3
Kd Ranges (cm /g)

for the Reference Basalt Site

Element

Cm, Am -
Pu .
rNp
U

* Th
Pa -
Ac
Pb
* Ra
Sn
Tc
I
Sr
Cs

~.. C

Reducing
;SM*

(25.,
(45.,
(1.5,
(4.0,
(25.,
(25.,
(25.,
(17.,
(17.,
(17.,
(0.2,
(0.7,
(0.8,
(97.,

2.OE6) '
5.2E3)
2.8E4)
l.3E3)
2. 0E6)
2. 0E6)
2.OE6)
5.8E3)
5.8E3)
5.8E3)
750.)
6.0)
1 .38E3)
l .3E6)

Oxidizing
SM*

(25., 2.0E6)
(37., l.5E4)
(4.0, 430.)
(2.4, 1.5E4)
(25., 2.0E6)
(25., 2.0E6)
(25., 2.0E6)'
(17., 5.8E3)

*(17., 5.8E3)
(17., 5.8E3)
(0.6, 10.0)
(0.7, 6.0)
(185., 590.)
(97., 1.3E6),

0.

- Oxidizing
Sandstone/Siltstone

(1.OE-2, l.OE5)
(I.OE-2, 1.OE4)
(1.OE-2, 50.)
(1.OE-2, 1.0E4)
(1.OE-2, 1.0E4)
(1.OE-2, 1.0E4)
(1.OE-2, 1.0E4)
(1.OE-2, 1.0E4)'
(1.OE-2, 500.)
(1.OE-2, 500.)
(1.OE-2, 1.0E3)
(1.OE-2, 100.)
(1.OE-2v 500.)
(1.OE-2, 1.0E4)

0.
. _

Distribution of K .ognonmal
*SM - Secondary M~nerals
The retardation factor, (R) is calculated
details of the, calculation are described

as R = 1 + K
in Appendix 9.

~SM'

. I . , 7

. I I .
� I - .
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where RRN is the retardation factor of radionuclide RN in layer i.

The Distributed Velocity Method (DVM) has been developed by Sandia
(Campbell, et. al, 1980, Ref. 3 of main text) to simulate long chains of
radionuclides transported by ground water. In this study, we calculated the
average velocity of radionuclides using Equation (E.4). Then the DVM code was
used to calculate the discharges of radionuclides.

E.3 Scenarios Analyzed

Two scenarios were analyzed for the basalt reference repository. A
"no-disruption" base case scenario and a scenario involving disruption of the
repository were considered. The latter scenario is consistent with the
geological setting described in Section E.1. The disruption involves the
introduction of a zone of high hydraulic conductivity and could be caused by
either natural or artificial processes.

Chains of radionuclides given in Appendix B were used in this analysis.
The fission and activation product radionuclides Tc99, 1129, Sn126, Sr9O, C14,
Cs135, and CsI37 were also considered in this work.

Table E.4. shows the data ranges and distributions for some additional
variables used in the calculations of these scenarios.

E.3.1 Scenario I -- Routine Release

In this scenario, it was assumed that ground water migrates into the
repository and saturates the pore volume of the repository. When the waste
canisters fail, this column of water, having the cross-sectional area of the
repository, slowly transports leached and dissolved radionuclides vertically
through the basalt layers to the aquifer system I-M and then horizontally
through the aquifer to a discharge point one mile down gradient. In the two
scenarios considered, it was assumed that there existed little or no natural
vertical gradient. A temperature field in the vicinity of the repository, due
to the heat generated from the decaying wastes, produces an upward hydraulic
gradient due to thermal buoyancy for the ground water. For our base case, we
estimated that th~s thermal2 buoyancy effect generated a hydraulic gradient
ranging from 5xlO to 3xlO . We assumed this gradient is constant from the
repository to I-M. The derivation of this calculation is presented in more
detail in Section E-4. It was also assumed that the upward flow of ground
water into aquifer I-M does not alter the natural hydraulic gradient in the
I-M. Figure E.3 schematically shows the transport route in this scenario.
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TABLE E.4

Additional Data Ranges and Distributions

Leach Period (year)

Horizontal gradient in
aquifer

Vertical upward gradient
in Scenarios I and II

Dispersivity (ft) -

Range

104 to 107

104 to 10-2

5x103 to 3xlO2

50

Distribution

Log Uniform

Uniform

Uniform
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Figure E.3 Routine release scenario in the hypothetical basalt site.
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E.3.2 Scenario II -- Fractures in Dense Basalt

This scenario is based on the assumption that the hydrologic properties
of the dense basalt unit (Layer A) containing the subsurface facility have
been altered (Figure E.4). Specifically, this scenario assumes that the
hydraulic conductivity and porosity have been increased due to the production
of fractures in the rock strata. The generation of these new fractures could
be caused by one or more of several processes: thermal stress from waste
heat, mechanical stress from the construction of the repository, or the
occurrence of an earthquake swarm. The increased conductivity and porosity
enhance the upward migration of radionuclides released from the subsurface
facility.

In the calculations of radionuclide releases, the following assumptions
were made:.

1. The fractured zone i's located above the -subsurface facility in the
dense basalt unit (Layer A).

2. The fractures in the dense basalt layer occur immediately after
closure of the subsurface facility.

3. The fractured zone has the same cross-sectional area as that of the
subsurface facility and it extends upward through all of Layer A.

4. The hydraulic conductivity of the fractured zone is arbitrarily
increased by two orders of magnitude'and the porosity is increased
by a factor of four. The resultant Increase in porosity -is consis-
tent with the Kozeny-Carmen equation.for fractured media [33. That
is,

Kfc b. .K
fractured basalt 10 dense basalt

fractured basalt 4 dense basalt

5. The vertical hydraulic gradient is the same as that used in Scenario
-3 -2I, i.e., 5x10 to 3x10-

E.4. Calculation of Thermal Buoyancy Gradient

Consider a cylindrical volume of fluid with length L and average
temperature T immersed in a medium of average temperature T (T > T ) (see
figure on page E.13). The difference in temperature produces fn upwarcPforce

E.l1
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Figure E.4 Fractured dense basalt scenario in the hypothetical basalt site.
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on the volume of fluid. The velocity of the fluid in the cylindrical volume
can be described by [43: -I

v % a ATK (E.5)
with

v = Darcy velocity of fluid
a = -average coefficient of thermal expansion of fluid
T = T-T "

K = hydraulic conductivity of medium

. . . .11.. 1 � .
I

L

I . .

. T
:i

To

Since Darcy velocity is equal to the product
conductivity, the upward gradient is given by

I= e AT

of hydraulic gradient (I) and

(E.6)

The. temperature. field around a repository at "the Hanford Site (46,800
MTHM spent fuel) has been calculated for various times after closure. Figure
E.5 presents the results of these calculations at 1,000, 4,000, and 30,000
years after repository closure [5]. The upward gradient for each time period
is calculated as follows. The "disturbed zone" is assumed to be 4 km wide and

'E.13
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Figure E.5 Temperature field around a basalt repository
for various times after closure [5].
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I �

has a height of 400
this disturbed zone

meters above the repository.
is calculated by

The average temperature T of

I- * *I ;: . I I -A

I.7I

(E.?)
- IIOL

T is the average background temperature of the disturbed zone calculated from

tRe natural geothermal field. The hydraulic gradient is then obtained by

using Equation (E.6), i.e.;,I - a (T-T ).

The results of thecalculations are shown in Table E.5.

Table E.5.

Hydraulic Gradients Produced

T(C') To (C)

by Thermal Effects

a (1/SC) - Gradient

1,000 year
4,000 year
10,000 year

98.2
101.8
64.3

53.2
53.2
53.2

608x10 6

608x10 6
513X10 6

0.027
0.030
0.006
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APPENDIX F

Ranges of Input Variables Used for the Generic Bedded Salt Calculation*

Variable Range

Kd of Cm

Kd of Am

Kd of Pu

Kd of Np

Kd of U

Kd of Th

Kd of Ac

Kd of Pb

Kd of Ra

Kd of Pa

Kd of Sr

Kd of Cs

Kd of I

Kd of Sn

Kd of Tc

Kd of C

Porosity

in Sandstone

In Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Sandstone

in Aquifer

(10 -10 )cm3/g

(50-104)

(30-1 04)

(2-400)

(0.01-270)

( 103_-105)

(102_105 )

(100-500)

(100-500)

(0.01-104)

(1.0-2000)

(0.01-3000)

(0.01-100)

(0.01-500)

(0.01-3)

0

(0.1-0.2)

Distribution

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Log Normal

Normal

Dispersivity (20-50)ft Uniform

* For details, see Pepping, R. E., Chu, M. S., and Siegel, M. D., 1983,
"Technical Assistance for Regulatory Development: Review and Evaluation of the
EPA Standard 40CFR191 For Disposal of High-Level Waste. Volume 4: A
Simplified Analysis of a Hyppthetical Repository in a Bedded Salt Formation,"
SAND82-1557, NUREG/CR-3235, Sandia National Laboratories.
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APPENDIX G

Parametric Analysis of a Hypothetical Tuff Site

G.1 The Hypothetical Tuff Site

A map of the topographic setting and a regional cross-section for the
hypothetical tuff site are shown in Figures G.1 and G.2, respectively. The
repository (point R) is located in Mountain A on the flanks of a large
volcanic caldera. The repository'horizon lies at a depth of approximately 3000
feet within a Tertiary volcanic tuff aquitard in the saturated zone.. In
Mountain A, the water table is-1500 feet below the surface and 1500 feet above
the repository. The tuff aquitard is composed of layers of moderately welded
to non-welded' tuff units and extends several thousands of 'feet below the
depository horizon. On a regional scale, the tuff aquitard is underlain by a
Paleozoic clastic aquitard and a Paleozoic carbonate aquifer. The basal
no-flow boundary of the I'egional ground-water system lies at the base of the
carbonate aquifer.

Above the tuff aquitard lies a densely welded and highly fractured
Tertiary tuff aquifer. This unit reaches a maximum thickness of about 1000
feet at Mountain A. In the washes adjacent to the mountain, the water table
lies within the tuff aquifer. The piezometric surface approaches the land
surface gradually along the A-D section in Figure G.1 and G.2; at point D,
water flows freely in wells at the surface.

Recharge to the ground-water system through precipitation occurs only
above the 5000 foot contour marked in Figure G.1. The ground-water system is
sluggish because of thf small a¶ount of recharge. The hydraulic gradients are
low to moderate (10 to 10 ) except in regions where the rocks in the
saturated zone are relatively impermeable. The regional ground-water flow is
south-southeast through the repository and south-southwest in the southern
portions of Figure G.1.

The local stratigraphy at the repository site is described in more detail
in Table G.1.

The repository is located in the middle of Unit A, a densely welded
member of the tuff aquitard. This unit is a devitrified tuff, composed
primarily of alkali feldspar, tridymite, and cristobalite. Layer B, directly
above the repository horizon, "'is a non-welded zeolitized tuff composed
primarily of clinoptilolite. The water table lies in layer G which is similar
in composition to layer B. Layers E and I have not undergone devitrification.
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TABLE G.1

Stratigraphy of Hypothetical Tuff Site

DEGREE OF
UNIT WELDING

X K NA
D J DENSE
2 I NONWELDED
ru H DENSE

Eu
E-4

fin G NONWELDED

E F MODERATE
Z E MODERATE
2 D NONWELDED
X C DENSE
k B NONWELDED

> A DENSE

ROCK TYPES

ALLUVIUM
DEVITRIFIED
-VITRIC
DEVITRIFIED

ZEOLITIZED

DEVITRIFIED
VITRIC
ZEOLITIZED

DEVITRIFIED
ZEOLITIZED

DEVITRIFIED

THICKNESS
- FT)

60-425
145
150
900

475

270
180
150
250
300
400

WATER TABLE AT
DISTANCEI8 MILES

WATER TABLE AT
DISTANCE=0 MILES

REPOSITORY HORIZON
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They have retained their original glassy nature and 'are designated as "vitric"
in Table G.l.

The geochemical and' hydrological characteristics of 'these 'layers are
determined primarily by the mineralogy and the degree of welding of the rocks.
The local flow system and radionuclide retardation will in turn be strongly
influenced by these characteristics. In Table G.2, the ranges and type of
distribution for several hydrogeologic parameters are described for the
different types of tuff. "Data from the Nevada Test Site (NTS) from pump
tests, laboratory measurements of matrix porosity of intact cores and
calculations based on fracture aperture and density were used to bound
reasonable limits for hydraulic conductivity and porosity. Observations of
the orientation of fractures in volcanic tuffs at NTS suggest that two sets of
-vertical fractures dominate'joint system. In our calculations, therefore, we
have'assumed that values of hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity in
the vertical direction are-twice the values in the horizontal direction. The
assumptions and methods used to delimit the range of hydraulic properties are
discussed in more detail in 'Siegel and Chu, 1982 [1].

G.2 Geochemistry

The ground water in. the repository site is assumed to be a
sodium-potassium-bicarbonate water similar to that described by Winograd and
Thordarson [2] at the NTS. The Eh is assumed to be mildly oxidizing and the
pH is between 7.2 and 8.3. Values for range of distribution coefficients
(K 's) for zeolitized tuff modeled in the reference repository are given in
Tagle G.3. These ranges are based primarily on a review of the results of
distribution coefficients studies by scientists at Los Alamos National
Laboratory [1].

G.3 Scenario Description

The ground-water flow is assumed to be adequately'represented by Darcy's
flow. The model used is a two-dimensional network, made up of one-dimensional
segments. A brief description of the ground-water transport model used is
presented in Appendix E.2.

Scenario I - The "Base Case"

Scenario I can be considered the base case scenario in our analyses of
the hypothetical tuff site (Figure G.3). The major geological barriers to
radionuclide migration are the layers of zeolitized tuff above the repository.
The magnitude of the vertical hydraulic gradient is determined by a buoyancy
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TABLE G.2

Parameters for Reference Tuff SiteRange of Hydrogeologic

Parameter

Horizontal hydraulic
conductivity (ft/day)''

Horizontal effective
porosity (%)I

Horizontal hydraulic
gradient

Vertical hydraulic
gradient

Grain density
(g/cm3)

Horizontal fracture
porosity" (%)

Total Porosity (%)

Densely Welded
Tuff

2x10-5-30
(LU)'

4.4x10-4 -0.32
(LN)

1xl 0-3-l xl O-
(LU)

1xlO-2 -4x1O-2
(.U)

2.3

4.4x10- 4-0.32

3-10

Moderately Welded
Tuff

3x10-5-5
(LN)

0.03-25
(LU)

XlI 0-3--l xI 0-1
(LU)

lx 0-2 -4xl o-2
(U)

2.2

Nonwelded
Tuff

10-5-2
(LN)

20-48
(N)

1 xl 0-3-l xl 0-1
(LU)

1 xl O-2-4x1 o-2
(U)

1.7

0.0-0.06

10-38 20-50

Type of distribution is indicated in parenthesis for variable sampled by
Latin Hypercube Sample: (LU)-log uniform; (LN)-lognormal; (U)-uniforu.

"' Values of these properties in the vertical direction are 2x the values
in the horizontal direction.
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TABLE G.3

Ranges of Kd (ml/g) In Zeolitized Tuff

Element

Sr, [Ra,Pb,Sn]

Cs
Pu .. .

,Am [Cm.PaThAc],

Np
U.14 - -

14

Tc

290
615
250
600
4.5
5

- 213,000
- 33,000
- 2000

- 9500
- 31
- 15
0

0.15 - 2.0
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effect of water heated by the repository (Section G.4). Ground water and
radionuclides from the repository will travel along the vertical gradient to
the top of the water table and then migrate horizontally with the hydraulic
gradient. The accessible environment is assumed to be located at a distance
of one mile down gradient. The horizontal gradient is calculated as the sum
of the regional gradient plus a component related to the upwelling of heated
water from the repository (Section G.5). The major barrier to horizontal
transport of the radionuclide is retardation in the zeolitized layer G.
Layers of zeolitized tuff are treated as porous media in the fluid transport
and retardation calculations. Layers of moderately or densely welded tuff are
treated as porous media in the transport calculations but it is assumed that
no retardation occurs in these layers. Since no credit is given to
retardation in the welded units, the calculated discharge is an upper bound
for release associated with the fluid transport path described above.

Scenario II

In this scenario, ground water migrates laterally from the repository.
Due to the block faulting and dip of the tuff units in the repository site,
the lateral fluid flow path cuts across several stratigraphic layers (Figure
G.4). -At a distance of one mile from the repository, water and radionuclides
are pumped by a well that extends to a depth of 3,000 feet. This scenario has
a shorter path length and thinner sequence of zeolitized tuff than Scenario I.

G.4 Vertical Thermal Buoyancy Gradient

A vertical-hydraulic gradient is assumed to be generated by a buoyancy
effect of water heated by the repository as detailed in Appendix E.4.

The temperature -field around.a repository in tuff for spent fuel at 75
KW/Acre thermal loading has been calculated. Figure G.5 shows the temperature
profile along the vertical centerline of the repository as a function of depth
and time after closure [3). The "disturbed zone" is assumed to extend from
the repository to 470 meters below surface where the water table lies. The
average temperature of this disturbed zone is calculated by:

- 1  J dL
L

L is the distance from the-repository to the water table and is equal to 330
meters. The gradient is calculated by a(T-T ) with a the coefficient of
thermal expansion of fluid and T the average %ackground temperature of the
same zone as calculated from tie natural geothermal field. The ambient
temperature at the repository horizon is 550C. Under these assumptions, the
hydraulic gradients calculated are shown in Table G.4:
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Table G.4

Hydraulic Gradients Produced by Thermal Effects; T = 50%C

Closure (YrA T (0C) TO(0C) C(1/OC) Gradient

500 73 50 6.01xlO 4  1.4x1O0

5000 85 50 6.68x10-4  2.3x10-2

50000 65.4 50 5.54x10-4  8.5x10-3

More recent field work of NTS indicates that the ambient rock temperature
at the repository horizon will be 350C [4]. Table G.5 shows the calculated
upward gradient when this temperature is assumed.

Table G.5

Hydraulic Gradients Produced by Thermal Effects; T = 300C

Time After T (0C) T (0C) a(1/ 0C) Gradient
Closure (Yr) 0

-42500 73 30 6.01xlO 2.6xlO 2

5000 85 30 6.68x10-4  3.7x10-2

50000 65.4 30 5.54x104 1.9x10 2

Thermal histories at 307 and 711 meters below the surface for a repository
with a 100 kW/Acre thermal loading have been calculated and are presented in
Figure G.6 [4]. From these curves, it is apparent that the peak temperature
occurs before 10,000 years after closure of the facility. The hydraulic
gradient at 500 years for an average ambient temperature of 500C was selected
as a lower bound for our calculations. The gradient at 5,000 years with the
average ambient temperature of 300C was used as the upper bound for the
vertial hydrayllc gradient. A range of vertical hydraulic gradients of
lxlO to 4x10 was therefore used for the analysis.
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G.5 Horizontal Hydraulic Gradient

We have considered two contributions to the horizontal hydraulic gradient
in our calculations. One component is the regional gradient of the
undisturbed site. Static water levels from four wells near Yucca Mountain at
the Nevada Test Site were used to estimate ranges of the regional horizontal
gradient. Three of the wells have similar static water levels (-. 2400 ft)
while the fourth and only well which is actually on Yucca Mountain has an
anomalously high head (N 3400 ft) [5]. The range of regional hydraulic
gradients was set to span the highest_1and lowyst value that could be
calculated from these data. A range of 10 to 10 was therefore used.

The second component to the horizontal gradient is a local gradient
related to the local rise in the water table above the repository due to the
thermal buoyancy effect described previously. We can place an upper bound on
this rise in water table (AZ) by assuming that the heated water is constrained
to expand only in the upward (Z) direction. With this assumption, we obtain
equation (G.1).

AZ X L cAT = LIV (G. 1)

The horizontal hydraulic gradient (IH) used in our transport calculations
is set equal to the sum of the regional gradient and the local gradient:

IH IHS IV L/X (G.2)
where:

IV1HS

Lv
X

= value of regional horizontal hydraulic gradient
= value of vertical gradient
= vertical path length in transport path
= horizontal path length in transport path.
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APPENDIX H

Sensitivity Analysis of Waste Package'Behavior

'A sensitivity analysis of waste package behavior was performed to examine
the relative importance of repository system characteristics which relate to
radionuclide containment time and release rate. Earlier analyses (See Section
3.1), in which all canisters were assumed to fail simultaneously and leach
rate was assumed to be constant, indicate that canister lifetime is relatively
unimportant when compared to release rate and ground-water migration time. As
these earlier analyses 'ignored the effects of temperature on leach rate, it
was felt that such effects should be taken into account before concluding that
containment time (or canister life) is unimportant. The model used to perform
this sensitivity analysis is described below.

In this analysis, waste containment time is considered synonymous with
canister life. Waste leaching is assumed to begin at the time of canister
failure.. It is generally assumed that the predominant canister failure
mechanism will be corrosion of the canister wall. For this analysis, it is
assumed that individual corrosion pit depths are governed by a Weibull
cumulative probability distribution of the form

F(x,t) - e-/rt) (H.1)

where F(x,t) - probability that pit depth exceeds x at time t

r * rate constant

m = Weibull Modulus, a distribution shape parameter that
governs the relative standard-deviation.

It can be shown that the mean pit depth for this distribution is

X r(i + l/m)rt (H.2)

where r is the Gamma Function.

For a canister wall thickness a, a failure rate can be-defined as

dF -- -' e
dt xma t ~rtJ l H3

H.1



Assume a canister is designed for mean pit depth a at t = i years,- then from
eq. (H.2)

ar rol + 1/m) . u (H.4)a

With this, eq. (H.3) can be rewritten as

f(t) m [ir + 1/m eE[ u/t r(1 + 1/m)] (H.5)

This equation describes the failure rate function of a canister (with design
life i) from penetration of wall by a single corrosion pit.

In addition to failure due to corrosion, early failures due to defects
are also likely. The following functional form is used to describe canister
failure rate (Fig. H.1):

fit) = a 6(t) + b A e- At r7 t/ e-[ P/t l+l/)
(H.6)

where 6(t) = Dirac delta function
= rate constant for early failures from

initial defects
U = canister design life
t = time
m = Weibull modulus

f(t)dt = fraction of canisters which fail between t and t+dt

The first term on the right hand side of the equation represents initial
failures (i.e., canisters which have failed prior to repository closure). The
second term represents early failures which result from defective canisters.
The third term represents failure resulting from penetration of the canister
wall by a single corrosion pit.

We require that

- t)dt = 1

which gives

a+b+c = 1

H.2
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A typical failure rate history, as described by Equation (H.6) is shown in
Figure H-i. -

We have assumed that release of radionuclides from the waste package is
equivalent to release from the underground facility. Delays of releases due
to backfill materials are ignored as are the effects of radionuclide
solubilities on release rates. Thus, once radionuclides are leached, they are
immediately available for transport to the accessible environment. Release
rate can be expressed as

effective leach area (cm) * leach rate 2 365(d/yr)

unit mass of waste g cm d
(H.7)

Due to insufficient spent fuel leach rate data, only borosilicate glass
is considered here. We assume a cylindrical wasts form with diameter =
30.5cm, height = 365cm, and glass density = 2.8 g/cm . If we further assume
that the effective leach area remains constant

L (parts/year) = n * 17.8* (H.8)

where

R = leach rate
n = ratio of effective leach area to geometrical surface area

It is known that leach rate is dependent on both temperature and time
since onset of leaching. The following empirical expression from short-term
tests has been used [Ref. 8 of main text] for leach rate

A(t,T) = nK(T)t n (H.9)

where

t is time (days) since onset of leaching
T is temperature (*K)
n is a constant < 1
K is a temperature (T) dependent rate constant

The temperature dependence of K was obtained by fitting experimental data
(Ref. 1 of this appendix and Ref. 8 of main text] to obtain the following
expression.

log K(T) = 3.18 - 2424.22/T + 6 (H.10)
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where, based on the results of the least squares fit, 6 is allowed to take on
values from the range (-0.4, 0.4).

Ground-water travel time was addressed by assuming a fixed migration path
lenth (L=5280 ft),' a -fixed hydraulic gradient (1-0.01 ), and -allowing the
hydraulic conductivity (k) and porosity (*) to vary over reasonable ranges.
Thus, ground-water travel time is given by:

tg C LO/kI

With this, the ground-water travel time ranges from 30 to 13,000 years.

Radionuclide retardation factors were ignored in this analysis as
primarily interested in the effects of canister lifetime and leach
radionuclide discharge. Therefore, radionuclide migration time (Tm) i
to ground-water travel time t.

we are
rate on
s equal

The range of parameters which were allowed to vary in the sensitivity
analyses and their distributions are'listed in Table H.1. Those parameters
for canister failure rate are representative of all candidate canister
materials and are consistent-with current data and knowledge. It is generally
agreed that the longer *the design life of a canister (larger 1), the more
uncertainty would be involved (smaller m). We have therefore assigned (quite
arbitrarily) a negative 0.8 rank correlation between m and u. Similarly, we
have assigned a positive 0.8. rank correlation between u and A. One hundred
input combinations were gener'ated from the variable ranges by Latin-Hypercube
Sampling technique [Ref. S of main text].

Integrated discharge to the accessible environment,
"Release Ratio," is calculated as

expressed as the

N
RR * =

1=1

J tT
f 6 b(t)dt/EPA1
Tm

(H.11)

where

Tmr

ENA
H 1

= migration time from canister to the environment
= regulation period (10,000 year)
= discharge rate for nuclide i
- release limit set by EPA for nuclide i
a number of radionuclide.

For computational purposes, this equation can be more conveniently written as

RR =
J tT - Tm1

Jo
b6(t + Tmi)dt /EPA1 (H.12)
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TABLE H.1

Ranges and Distribution of Variables Used
in the Sensitivity Analysis

Variable Range Distribution

a (10- - 10-3) Uniform

b (10- - 10-2) Uniform

(10-3 10-1) Log Uniform

m (2 - 5) Uniform

* (50 - 2000) year Uniform

(1 - 10) Uniform

n mean = 0.57
std. dev. = 0.19 Normal

6 (-0.4 to + 0.4) Uniform

(0.05 - 0.25) Normal

k (102 _ 10) ft/day Log Normal

H1.6



If we account for radioactive decay but ignore radioactive production and
hydrodynamic dispersion during.transport, Db can be represented as the product
of the following three terms:

(1) the amount of radionuclide i remaining in the source inventory at
time t; N1(t)

(2) the fractional release rate of radionuclide i from the inventory at
time t

(3) the fraction
transport;

e XiTmi

of radionuclide i which survives. decay
h k

during

Term (2) can be expressed as

t
(2) =

T (t)
f(t')L(t-t',- T(t)) dt' (H.13)

where

f(t')

Q(t-t', T1

T(t)

* I (t)

= fraction of canisters that failed at time t'<t

10Y. = fractional.leach rate at time t from a canister that
failed at t.

= temperature at time t

earliest time a canister can have failed and still be
leaching at time t

Thus, the total release rate at time t is obtained by summing leach rates for
all canisters that failed at t' < t and are still leaching at time t.

T (t) can be determined by realizing that, by definition, 100% of the
canister contents are leached between T (t) and t. Thus,

(t)
Qt1t - Tr (t)q T(tl)) dt' = 1 (H.14)
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time T (t) is determined by solving the above equation. The Release Ratio
can now be written as

1 tTTmi - IN *Tm. t
RR i EPA J dt e Ni(t) f(t)Q(t-t', T(t))dt'

i4i J (t)

(H.15)

To complete the model, we need to know waste temperature as a function of
time. Temperature histories at the waste canister for salt, basalt and
granite were used for this analysis and is given in Table H.2 (2,4,5].

A sensitivity analysis was performed using the model defined above. The
sensitivity techniques used here are documented in Iman, et. al. [Ref. 6 and 7
of main text]. Results of the sensitivity analysis are presented in Section
3.1.2. However, it is of interest here to examine the time-dependent release
rate as expressed by Eq. (H.13) which is restated here

rt
J f(t')[(t-t', T(t)) dt'

¶ (t)

where f and ; are given by Eqs.(H.6) and (H.8). Some typical time dependent
release rates in bedded salt are shown in Figure H.2. Although these results
account for time and temperature-dependent leach rates, they do not account
for radionuclide solubilities or the effects of backfill materials. For this
reason, the results in Figure H.2 cannot be compared directly to the release
rate criterion. Nevertheless,5 the results indicate that if one relied on
leach resistence alone, the 10 /year release rate Performance Objective might
be difficult to achieve. The results also indicate the potentially strong
time- dependent behavior of leach rate. Moreover, the desirability of a
canister design to last a few hundred years is demonstrated by the results
shown in Figure H.2.
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TABLE H.2

Temperature History of Canister-Surface in HLW Repository

SALT: (loading - 100 KW/ACRE)

Time* (year) Temp(AC)

0
25
75

275
475

1000 .

210
170
120
75
68
60

Ambient .
Temp. 34 C

BASALT: (loading = 50 KW/ACRE)

0 170
25 1 - 155
75.. 110 Ambient 5

275 83 Temp.
475 . 75
1000 70

GRANITE: (loading 100' KW/ACRE)

0 - 187
25 150
75 110 Ambient =200C
175 ; 75 Temp.
275 60
475 ,-42

- 1000 y 26 a e

*Time zero 25 years after emplacement of wastes

. .

. I . -

I- ,. I. .
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ABSTRACT

On February 25, 1981, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published rules

which establish procedures for the'licensing of geoloqic disposal,.by

the U.S. Department of Energy, of high-level radioactive wastes. On

July 8, 1981, proposed technical criteria Vhich would be used in the

ev*aluation of license applications under those.procedural rules were

published in the Federal Register. The Commission received 93 comment-

letters on the propised technical criteria, 89 of which were received in

time for the Commission to consider'in preparing the final technical

criteria which were published on June 21, 1983. This document presents

a detailed analysis of the conments received on the proposed rule by the

Commission's staff and also contains the Rationale for the Performance

Objectives of 10 COR Part 60.
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OVERVIEW

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction

On February 25, 1981, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published rules

which establish procedures for the licensing of geologic disposal,-by the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE), of high-level radioactive wastes (HLW). 46 fR 13971.

On July 8, 1981. NRC proposed technical criteria-which would be used in the

evaluation of l;cense applications under those procedural rules. 46 FR 35280.

NP' received 93 cooment letters on these proposed technical criteria, 89 of

which were received in time for the Commission to consider in preparing the

final technical criteria. No significant new issues were raised in the letters

received too late for consideration. The NRC staff has considered all these

comments in preparing the technical criteria that they have'recommended to the

Commission for publication in final form. The principal comments, and the

staff's responses, are reviewed in the discussion below. This discussion takes

the form of a Statement of Consideration. and, hence, appears to state the

views of the Commission itself. In reality, it is the staff's analysis cast

into a format so as to facilitate Commission consideration of the staff's

recommendations on the disposition of the final technical criteria.

This .oerview is one of several "cuts" at the problem of analysis of the public

comments received. In this overview the staff will first discuss six issues

on which the Commission had specifically requested public comment. It will

then review other principal changes to the rule which have been adopted in the

light of comments received. The discussion will then take up suggestions of a

policy nature which the staff recommends that the Commission not adopt. Finally,

a section-by-sectioni analysis reviews all changes being recommended other than

those of a strictly editorial nature. A more detailed analysis of the comments

is contained-in Parts A and B of this document. .Due to the large number of

individual comments (about 700) the individual comment letters have been sub-

divided and categorized according to the headings found In the Table of Contents.

Part A of this Staff Analysis contains responses to Ceneral comments on 10 CFR
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Part 60 and nine itemized issuesi not specifically linKed to the text of the

proposed rule (e.g., Role of the States). Part A addresses Comment Nos. 1-148.

Part B contains the NRC staff responses to oublic. comments on the text. of the

proposed rule and conforming amendments as well as closely associated comments

on particular issues. Part B addresses Comment Nos. 149-574. The organization

and numbering of these individual comments are presented in the Table of Contents.

Part C of this report contains the Rationale for the numerical performance

objectives that are part of the final technical criteria being recommended to

the Commission. Copies of the full text of the 93 comment letters are found in

Appendix A. Copies of the Federal Register notices for the final and proposed

.technical crit.eria are found in Appendices B and C, respectively. Appendix D._

contains a copy of the as'sumed EPA standard used in the analysis of the numerical

,performance objectives. To the extent that the-results of the multi-format

presentations of comments and analyses of comments are duplicative, redundant or'

confusing, the staff apologizes. The objective was to be thorough even at the

expense of extra verbage.

* 1.2 Licensing Procedures

The licensing procedures referenced above provide for DOE to submit site charac-

* terization reports to NRC prior to characterizing sites that may be suitable

for disposal of HLW. NRC would analyze these reports, taking into account

public comments, and would make appropriate comments to DOE.

The licensing process will'begin with the submission of a license application

with respect to a site that has been characterized. Following a hearing. DOE

may be issued a construction authorization. Prior to emplacement of HLW, DOE

would be required to obtain a license from NRC; an'opportunity for hearing .i

provided prior to issuance of such a license. Permianent closure of the geologic

repository and termiration of the license woold also require licensing action

* for which there would e opportunity for hearing.

*General comments or the discussion of each issue such as retrievability,
discussed in the Supplementary Information at 46 FR 35282, will be answered
with those addressing the provisions for retrievability set forth in the pro-.
posed rule at 46 FR 35289 (60 111)). This was done to reduce the amount of
duplication in staff responses.
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1.3 Purpose of the Technical Criteria

The purpose of the technical criteria is to define more clearly the bases upon

which licensing determinations will be made and to provide guidance to DOE and

information for the public with respect to the Commission's policies in this

regard. The criteria also indicate the approach the Commission is taking with

respect to implementation of an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standard,

particularly with respect to the classification of processes and events as

"anticipated" or "unanticipated' and the definition of the "accessible envi-

rohment" from which radionuclides must be isolated.' -

The Commission anticipates tnat licensing decisions will be Lomplicated by the

uncertainties that are associated with predicting the behavior of a geologic

repository over the thousands of years during which HLW may present hazards to

public health and safety. It has chosen to address this difficulty by requiring

that a DOE proposal be based upon a multiple barrier approach. An engineered

barrier system is required to compensate for uncertainties in predicting the

performance of the geologic settiiin, especially during the period of high

radioactivity. Similarly, because the performance of the engineered barrier

system is also subject to considerable. uncertainty, the geologic setting must

be able to contribute significantly to isolation.

The multibarrier approach is implemented in these rules by a number of perform-

ance objectives and by mare detailed siting and design.criteria.2 In addition

to the objective of assuring that-licensed facilities will adequately isolate

'Recrganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 (35 FR 15623, October 6, 1970) authorizes
EPA to establish generally applicable environmental standards for radioac-
tivity. EPA's recently proposed standard would allow higher levels of radio-
activity for "unanticipated processes and events" than would be permitted if
"anticipated processes and events" were to occur. The proposed standard also
relates these levels to places within the "accessible environment." The
Commission has assumed that these concepts vill be reflected in final stan-
dards that may be established by EPA.

2Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. the Commission's technical criteria
"shall provide for the use of a system of multiple barriers in the design of
the repository...as the Commission deems appropriate." Section 121(b)(1)(B).
The criteria set forth in this rule represent the criteria which, for purposes
of .this provision, the Commission deems appropriate.

3
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HLW over the long tern, these provisions also address considerations related to

health and safety during the operational period prior to permanent closure of

the geologic repository.

In this statement of considerations the Commission will first discuss six issues

on which it had specifically requested public comment. It will then review other

principal changes to the rule which have been adopted in the light of comments

received. The discussion will then take up suggestions of a policy nature which

tne Commission has declined to adopt. Finally, a section-by-section analysis

reviews all changes made other than those of a strictly editorial nature. - As

appropriate, reference s made to relevant provisions of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982, Pub. L. 97-425, approved January 7, 1983, and to the Environ-

miental Protection Agency's proposed Environmental Standards for the Management

and Disposal of Spent Nuclear FaEl, High-Level, and Transuranic Radioactive

Wastes, 47 FR 58195, December 29, 1982 The Commission regards the publication

of these rules as constituting full compliance with Section 121(b)(1)(A) of the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act, which requires promulgation of the Commission's

technical criteria for geologic repositories not later thin January 1, 1984.3

3The technical criteria are explicitly stated to be applicable to construction.
authorization, § 60.101(b), and to the issuance of licenses to receive and
possess high-level radioactive waste at geologic repositories, S 60.101(a).
An application to-authorize permanent closure requires a license amendment,
§ 60.51(a); the relevant technical requirements and criteria are set out in
the rules here-being adopted, inasmuch as the Commission is to be "guided by
the considerations that govern the issuance of the initial license, to the
extent applicable," § 60.45(b);- The ComrAission interprets the statutory
provision pertaining to applications for "decommissioning' to refer to the
procedure described in § 60.52, pertaining to termination of a license; such
an application would also require a license amendment, and the Commission
here, too, would be guided by the present rules to the extent applicable,
together with the additional criteria Already set out at § 60.52(c). Thus, -
at every stage of the licensing process, the central inquiry will be the
adequacy of DOE's plans and activities as they relate to the isolation of
wastes (as well as to safety during operations); and for each decision point
we have provided, as is appropriate, for an evaluation that takes into account
both the performance objectives and the more detailed criteria that the
Commission here adopts. (If Section 121(b)(1)(A) applies to the decommission-
ing of surface facilities, the required criteria have been included in
§ 60.132(a). That paragraph provides that surface facilities must be designed
to facilitate decontamination or dismantling to the same extent as would be
required, under other NRC regulations, for equivalent activities. this topic
may be treated again, in greater detail, in connection with the development
of rules that would be generally applicable to decontamination and dismantle-
ment of facilities at which activities subject to Commission regulatory
authority are carried out.)
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The Commission will review these criteria after EPA's environmental, standards

are published in final form and will initiate subsequent rulemaking actions,

as necessary, to take any such standards into account. The Commission further

intends additional rulemaking to deal with any changes in licensing procedures

that may be necessary in light of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

2.0 Issues Raised by the Commission

As noted above, the Commission specifically requested public comment on six

issues, each of which will be reviewed here before turning to other considera-

tions. These issues dealt with: (1) a single overall performance standard-vs.

minimum performance standards for each of the major elements of the geologic-

repository; (2) the need for, and appropriate duration of, a waste retrievabil-

ity period; (3) the level of detail to be usEd in .the criteria, particularly

with respect to. design and construction requirements; (4) the desirability of

population-related siting criteria; (5) the application of an ALARA (as low as

.reasonably achievable) principle to the performance requirements dealing with

containment and control of releases; and (6) alternative approaches on- dealing

with possibilities of human intrusion into the geologic repository.

2.1 Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards --

The Commission identified two potentially viable approaches to assuring

achievement of the desired isolation goal of controlling releases so as tv

assure that radioactivity in the general environment is kept to sufficiently

low levels. The Commission suggested that a course that would be "reasonable

and practical" would be to adopt a "defense-in-depth" approach that would

prescribe minimum performance standards for each of the major e'ements of the

geologic repository, in addition to prescribing the EPA standp-d as a single

overall performance standard. However, as an alternative, the commission

.invited comment on an approach that would specify the EPA-standard as the sole

measure of isolation performance.

There was general acceptance of the Commission's multiple barrier approach,

with its identification of two major engineered barriers (waste packages and
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uierground facility), in addition to the natural barr hr proviJed by the

geologic setting. .

While the usefulness of multiple barriers was recogniz a. the establishment of

fixed numerical values for performance was extensively criticized. The -

criticism took two forms. First, numerous commenters argued that until such

time as an EPA standard *is established, no logical con action catn be demon-

strated between the performance of the particular barr frs and the overall

system performance objective. The values specified by IRC. it was argued, had

not been shown to be either necessary or sufficient to Peet any particular

standard. The second criticism was that the performan t appropriate to a

particular barrier is greatly dependent upon design fe Sures and site charac-

teristics and that values such as those proposed by th eCosmission could unduly

restrict the applicant's flexibility--possibly imposin 1great additional

expense without compensating protection of public heal. t and-safety.

The Commission recognizes the force-of both these argu ants. Neverttheless, if

the Commission were simply to adopt tie EPA standard a e the sole measure of

performance, it would have failed to convey in any mea ringful way the degree of

confidence which it expects must be achieved in order. br it to be able to make

the required licensing decisions. More should be done . To that end, the

Commission considers it appropriate to include reasonaule generic requirements

that, if satisfied, will ordinarily contribute to meet ig the standards even

though modifications may need to be-made for some designs and locations.

The Commission's response, therefore, has been to apply, for illustrative

purposes, an assumed EPA-standard and to-examine the values for particular

barriers that would assist in arriving at the conclusion that the EPA standard

has been satisfied. For this purpose, a draft EPA standard which was referred

to in some of the comments has been used. A copy of tn;s oIraft. standard his

been placed in the PDR and-is also contaired in Appendix D. Follow;oig rpdli-

cation of EPA's proposed standard in the Fe'!eral Register on December 29,_1982,

a supplemental evaluation was made to take into account certain departures from

EPA's earlier draft. In this way, the Commission has been able to demonstrate

the logical connection which it makes betvween the overall system performance
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objective for anticipated processes and events, as set out in EPA's proposed

standard, and the performance of specific barriers. One of the considerations

that affects its judgment in this regard i: the need to take proper account of'

uncertainties in the per'urmance of any Of the barriers. As one commenter

1noted, "To provide a safety factor to compensate for this uncertainty, a multi-

barrier system has many advantages. -Since the Commission cannot answer the

global problem and predict every possible combination .o circumstances that

might cause releases of waste, multiple, independent mechanisms of slowing or

limiting the discharge of radioactive materials to the environment are desir-

able." There is nothing inconsistent between the multiple barrier, defense-

in-depth approach .ed a unitary EPA standard; on the contrary, in view of the

many possible circumstances that must be taken into account, the-Commission

firmly believes that the performance of the engineered and natural barriers

must each make a definite contribution in order for the Commission to be able

to conclude that the EPA standard will be met. The Commission's task i: not

only a mathematical one of modeling a system and fitting values for particular.

barriers into the model in order to arrive at a "bottom line" of overall system

performance. The Commission is also concerned that its final judgments be made

with a high degree of confidence. Where it is practical to do so, the Commis-

sion can and will expect barrier performance to be enhanced so as to provide

greater confidence in its licensing judgments. Accordingly, a variance between

actual and assumed EPA standards will not r.ecessarily require a change of

corresponding magnitude in the individual barrier performance requirements.

While use of an assumed EPA standard provides a basis for specifying antici-

pated performance requirements for individual barriers, it does not.deal with

the concern about undue restriction upon the applicant's flexibility. The

Commission's response-to this-has not been to abandon the values altogether,

but rather to allow them to be modified as the particular case warrants. Thus,

to take one example, the Commission continues to be concerned that thermal

disturbances of the area near the emplaced waste add significantly to the

uncertainties in the calculation of the transport of radionuclides through the

geologic environment. The proposed rule addressed this problem by providing

that ill radionuclides should be contained within the waste packages for a

period of 1,000 years. The Commission continues to consider it important to

7
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limit the source term by specifying a containment period (as well as a release

rate). But the uncertainties associated with the'thermal pulse will be

affected by a number of factors. such as the age and nature of the waste and

the design of tile underground facility. For some repositories, a period

substantially shorter than 1,000 years may be sufficient to allow for some of

the principal sources of uncertairty to be eliminated from the evaluation of

repository performance. For cases analyzed by the Commission on tne basis of

specified assumptions, a range of 300 years to 1,000 years would be appropriate.

(these values appear in § 60.113(a)(ii)(A).) Yet even a shorter designed con-

tainment period might be specified, pursuant to § 60.113(b), in-the light of

conditions that are materially different from those that had been assumed. Fo-r

example, if the wastes had been processed to remove the principal heat-generating

radionuclides (cesium-137 and strontium-?0), th.e 300-years provision-would not

be controlling. Similarly, the Commission may approve or specify a radionuclide

release rate or a pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time that diffe-rs

from the normal values, provided that the EPA standard, as it relates to antic-

ipated processes and events, is satisfied. Appropriate values' wi.ll be deter-

mined in thc course of the licensing process, in a manner sens-itive to the

particular case, using the principles set out in the performance objectives,

without having to have recourse to the exemption provisions of the regulations.

The numerical criteria for the individual barriers included in the rule are

appropriate, insofar as anticipated-processes and events are concerned, in

assisting the Commissior, to determine with reasonable assurance that the pro-

posed EPA standard has been satisfied. It should be noted, however, that in

order to meet the EPA standard as it applies to unanticipated processes and

events, higher levels of individual barrier performance may be required. DOE

would need to provide in its design for such performance as may be necessary

to meet the EPA standard with respect to such unanticipated'processes and

events even though in all other respects the values specified by § 60.113(a)

and § 60.113(b) would be sufficient.

2.2 Retrievability

The purpose of this requirement was to implement in a practical manner the

licensing procedures which provided for temporal separation of the emplacement

8
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decision from the permanent closure decision. Since the period of emplacement

would be lengthy and since the knowledge of expected repository performance

could be substantially increased through a carefully planned-program of testing,

the Commissior. wished to base its decision to permanently close on such informa-

tion. The only way it could envision this was to insist *Nst ability to

retrieve--retrievability--be incorporated into the design of the geologic

repository.

The proposed rule would have required in effect that the repository design be

such as to permit retrieval of waste packages for a period of up to 110 years

(30 years for emplacement, 50 years to confirm performance, 30 years to

retrieve). The Commission solicited comment, noting that it would not want to

approve construction of a design that would unnecessarily foreclose options for

future decisionmakers, but that it was concerned that retrievability require-

ments not unnecessarily complicate or dominate repository design.

While the benefits of retaining.the option of retrieval were recognized, the

length of the proposed requirement, in the opinion of several commenters, was

excessive. In their view, the Commission had given inadequate consideration to

the additional costs of design, construction, and operations implied in the

original proposal; however, no new cost or design information was presented

by the commenters.

The Commission adheres to its original position that retrievability is'an

important design consideration. However, in response to the concerns expressed,

the Commission has decided to rephrase the requirement in functional terms.

The final rule thus specifies that the design shall Jeep open the option of

waste retrieval throughout the period during which the wastes are being

emplaced and, thereafter, until the completion of a performance confirmation

program and Commission review of the information obtained from such a program.

By that time, significant uncertainties will have been resolved, thereby pro-

viding grtater assurance that the performance objectives will be met. In

particular, the performai.Le confirmation program can provide indicationE

whether engineered barriers are performing as predicted and whether the

geologic and hydrologic response to excavation and waste emplacement is con-

sistent with the models and tests used in the Commission'searlier evaluation%.

9
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While the Commissicn has provisionally specified that the design should allow

retrieval to be undertaken et any time within 50 years after commencement of

emplacement operations, this feature if explicitly'subject to modification in

the light of the planned emplacement schedule and confirmation program for the

particular geologic repository.,

Some commenters suggested that the.technical criteria specify the conditions

that would require retrieval' operations to be initiated. Such.provisions would

not belong in Subpart E, which is concerned with siting and design. Nor are

they needed elsewhere. In the Commission's view, it is clear that retrieval

could be required at any time after emplacement and prior to permanent closure

if the Commission no longer had reasonable assurance.that the.overall system

performance objective would be met. This situation could exist for a variety

of reasons and the Commission believes that it should retain-the flexibility

to take into account all relevant factors and that it would be imprudent to

limit the Commission's discretion by specifying in advance the particular cir-

cumstances that would make it necessary to retrieie.wastes. It should be noted

that DOE may elect to maintain a retrievability capability for-a longer period

than the Commission has specified, so as to facilitate recovery of the econom-

ically valuable contents of the emplaced materials (especially spent fuel).

So long as the other provisions of the rule are satisfied this would not be

prohibited. This consideration, however, plays no role in the -Commission's

requirement pertaining to retrievability. The Commission's purpose is to pro-.

tect public health and safety in the event the site or design proves unsuitable.

The provision is not intended to facilitate recovery for resource value.4

"Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the Commission's technical criteria
*-shall include such restrictions or the retrievability of the solidified high-

level radioactive waste and spent fuel in the repository as the Commission
deems appropriate," Section 121(b)(1)(B).- The criteria set forth in this rule'

* represent the criteria which, for purposes of this provision, the Commission
deems appropriate.

Section 122 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act plrovides that, 'at the same time a
repository is designed, DOE shall specify an appropriate period during which
spent fuel could be retrieved for any reason pertaining to the'public health

* and safety, or the environment, or for the purpose of permitting recovery of
the economically valuable components of such spent fuel. -The period of retriev-
ability is subject to approval or disapproval by the Commission as part of the
construction authorization process. Insofar as health and safety considerations
are concerned, the Commission intends to grant such approval so long as its
technical criteria are satisfied, and the Commission further intends to modify
the l..ensing procedures to so specify.
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The.Cummission has also incluUed a specific pro. ision clarifying its prior

intention that the retrie.atl-ity design features do not preclude decisiongs

allowing earlier ba'kfilling or permanent closure. A related clarifying change

has been the incorporation of a definition of "retrieval." This definition

indicates that the requirement of retrievability does not imply ready or easy

access to emplacea waste; at all times prior to permanent closure. Rather, the

Commission recognizes that any actual retrieval operation would be an unusual

event and may be an involved-and expensive operation. The idea *is that it should

not be made impossible or impractical to retrieve the wastes if such retrieval

turns out to be necessary to protect the public health and safety. DOF may

elect to backfill parts of the repository'with the i-tent that the wastes

emplaced there will-never again be disturbed; this is acceptable so long as the

waste retrieval option is preserved.

The Commission has thus retained the essential elements of the retrievability

design feature, but has provided greater flexibility in its application. The

Commission recognizes that retrievability implies additional costs--more,

perhapr, far some media and designs then for others--yet it believes this is

an acceptable and necessary price to pay if it enables the Commission to

determine with reasonable assurance, prior to an irrevocable act of closure,

that the EPA standard will be satisfied.

2.3 Level of Detail

The proposed rule con"..ained general and detailed prescriptive requirements,

derived from Commission experience and.practice in licensing other facilities,

with respect to the design and construction of a geologic.repository. ThL

Commission noted, however, that it was continuing to examine other po.ssibil-

ities for promulgating the more detailed of these requirements and it invited

comments on the topic.

The public response included arguments addressed both to the level of detail

generally and to specific criteria which were deemed to be unduly restrictive.

The Commission has concluded that there is merit in describing, in functional

terms, the principal features which should be incorporated into geologic

11



repotitiry design--such as protection against dynanmic effect!

failure, prctection against fire and explosions, emergency ci

Certain of these proposed criteria, however, such as those d(

surface ventilation and shaft and borehole seals, were excess

and, in some cases, inappropriate. At this stage of develop;

sion believes it should pldce *'mphasis upon the objectives tt

not become unduly concerned about the particular techniques t

in doing so. The changes that have been made are addressed i

the section-by-section analysis of the rule.

2.4 Population-Related Siting Criteria

The proposed rule did not include any siting requirements whi

with population density or proximity of population centers tc

repository operations area. The Commission indicated its be

realistic approach, given the long period of time involved,

the issue indirectly through consideration of resources in tt

of equipment

pability, etc.

aling with sub-

ively detailed

ent, the Commis-

at must be met and

hat may be used

n some detail in

:h dealt directly

a geologic

ief that a more

3uld be to address

e geologic setting.

The numerous comments sutmitted in response to the Commission's specific

nuestion on this issue fell generally into two categories--thzse that endorsed

the -proposed approach and those that argued that population faictors were

important. The latter group addressed not only the geologic !^epository's

long-term isolation capability, but also the relevance of pop;ilation con-

sider%.tions in connection with the period when wastcs are bei-ig received and

emplaced. -

. ~.

The Coamnission is persuaded that population factors may need ;o be considered

in connection with the period when wastes are being received ind emplaced -

through evaluation of the adequacy of DOE's emergency plans. '1That section of

the safety analysis report dealing with emergency planning (siMe § 60.21(c)(9))

will be reviewed on a case-bv-case basis in the licensing pro ess according

to criteria that will be set forth in the future In Subpart Is (It should also

be noted that under Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Polic.i Act of 1982,

DOE is required to develop guidelines that, among other thing ;, will specify

population factors that will disqualify a-s;te from developme it as a reposi-

tory. jssuance of these guidelines is subject to the concurrince of the
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Commission. The Commission has made no determination whether such guidelines,

when issued, should in some manner be reflected in either the technical

criteria or licensing procedures portions of 10 CFR Part 60.)

Population distribution over the long tern is immaterial if the geologic

repository operates as anticipated. Demographic factors could nevertheless be

of concern to the extent that they could increase the probability or the con-

sequences of releases associated with unanticipated p-ocesses or events. As to

probability, it is difficult to relate the likelihood of releases to population

factors; it is the view of the Commission that it is more realistic, as originally

stated, to reduce the probability by avoiding sites with significant resource

potential and by using records andimonuments to caution futu e generations.

Consequences of unanticipated releases would be greater if they should occur in

densely populated areas. Nevertheless, it is the view of the Commission that

it makes little sense to attempt to limit such consequences by means of a

population-related siting criterion, since long-range demographic forecasts are

so inherently speculative and unreliable; instead, the Commission is taking the

approach that releases that result from the occurrence.of unanticipated

processes And events must be evaluated and must satisfy the EPA standard.

While the Commi-ssion considers, based on the above, that the rule should not

now contain explicit requirements, particularly numerical limits, on population

density or distance from population centers, 4t notes that considerations

related to future human activities, particularly uses of groundwater, are an

important source of uncertainty in assessing future performance of a geologic

repnsitory. The Ccmmission would consider it a favorable condition if these

sources of uncertainty, which would be affected by a large nearby population,

were not prevent at a particular site. Therefore, the Commission has included

in the final.rule, as a favorable condition, a low population density within the

geologic setting and a controlled area that is remote from population centers.

The Commission anticipates that the selection of a densely populated area would.

be unlikely even in the absence of expressed constraints in NRC regulations.

For one thing, such a site would be disqualified under the guidelines to be

developed under the Nuclear.Waste Policy Act.. Additionally, DOE will need to

acquire interests in land within the controlled areas and may have to have
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additional powers beyond the bcundaries.of the controlled area. These require-

ments may be difficult to satisfy unless a remote locatior' is selected for the

geologic repository.

2.5 ALARA

The notice of proposed rulemaking requested comment on "whether-an--ALARA (as

low as reasonably achievab k ) principle should be applied to the performance

requirements dealing with containment and.control of releases." Some comnenters

believed that ALARA should be applied to all licensed activities, and that no

exception should be made for geologic repositories.- Other commenters argued

against incorporating ALARA, since the allowable releases under the FPA standard

would already be so low as to eliminate any significant risk to public health

and safety.

Based in part upon the standard recently proposed by EPA, the Commission con-

siders it reasonable to anticipate that the permissible amounts of radioactiv-

ity in the general environment will be established at a very low level. In

fact, the statement of considerations accompanying EPA.'s proposed rule explains

that EPA has chosen to propose disposal standards that limit the risks to future

generations to a level no greater than the risks which those generations would

be exposed to from equivalent amounts of-unmined uranium ore and thus, any risks

to future generations from disposal of high-level wastes would.be no greater

than,.and probably much less than, risks which those generations would face if.

the wastes had not been created in the first place. Efforts to reduce releases

further would have little, if any, demonstrable value commensurate with their

costs.

The EPA limits require the performance of geologic repositories to be effective

over a long period of time. There will always be-substantial uncertainties in

predicting the.long-term performance of geologic repositories. The Commission

will insist upon the adoption of a variety of design features,.tests, or other

measures in order to be able to conclude with confidence 'that the EPA standard

is met. The result.may be the same as if.the Commission were to impose similar

requirements in the name of keeping releases as low as reasonably achievable.

14
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Given the substantial uncertainties involved with predicting long-ierr, perform-

ance, the already low EPA limits and the already stringent geologic performance

requirements, it is doubtful that the ALARA concept could be applied in a

meaningful way.

When the Commission finds that certain measures are needed to improve confidence

in dealing with uncertainties, it is making a substantial safety judgment. The

same kinds of-balancing that are undertaken in ALARA determinations may be

appropriate. That is, if confidence in the performance of the geologic reposi-

tory is sensitive to a-particular source of uncertainty, it will be in order for

the Commission to take into account both the significance of the factor involved

and the costs.of reducing or eliminating it.

In short, the Commission has conclUo~d that the long-term performance require-

ments s~'ould r.ot explicitly be tied to an ALARA principle, and the rule remains

as it was when proposed. The Commission believes the concerns of the commenters

in support of the ALARA approach will be largely accommodated in connection with

its treatment of uncertainties in the course of the licensing process.

EPA's proposed rule (Part .191) indicates that appropriate measures must be taken,

in light of the uncertainties involved in Dredicting repository performance, to-

assure that the containment requirements" will be met. -One of the measures,

identified by EPA would be the selection and design .f disposal systems to keep

releacae to the accessible environment as small. as reasonably achievable, taking

into account technical, social, and economic considerations. The Commission is

recommending to EPA. that the absurance requirements, including the ALARA provi-

sion, be omitted from the final rule. The Commission emphasizes that its rules

accommodate the underlying concerns of EPA, as articulated in its statement of

considerations, that measures must be taken to assure confidence.that the

numerical release limits will be met.

2.6 Human Intrusion

The Commission observed, in the preamble of the proposed rule, that everything

that is reasonable should be done to discourage people from intruding into the

geologic repository. Those measures which it believed to be reasonable included
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directing site selection toward sites having little resource value and marking

and documentation of the site. Beyond that, the Commission felt there would be

no value in speculating on the "virtual infinity of human intrusion scenarios

and whether they will or will not result in violation of the EPA standard." Tne

Commission explained that inadvertent intrusion was highly improbable, at least

for the first several hundred years during which time the wastes are most

hazardous; and even if it should occur, it is logical to assume that the intrud-

ing society would have capability to assess the situation and mitigate conse-

quences. The Commission recognized that deliberate intrusion to recover the

resource potential of the wastes could result in elevated releases of radioac-

tivity, bus. concluded that the acceptability of such releases was properly left

to those making the decision to undertake resource recovery operations. It

noted that comment on its proposal and alternative, approaches would be welcome..

Commenters generally accepted the approach outlined, A number of commenters

did emphasize the importance of intrusion scenarios as having the potential to

lead to releases of radionuclides to the environment, a. they sugges..d no

alternative means for dealing.with the prospect. One cornenter correctly calls

attention to the possibility of a third category of intrusion--that which is

"intentional yet indifferent"--which was not covered in the earlier discussion

of "Inadvertent" or "deliberate" intrusion. .This behavior presupposes knowledge

(albeit imperfect) of the existence and nature of the geologic repository and a

level of technology that could be applied to remedial action as weal as to the

intrusion itself, yet makes no judgment as to whether a societal detision has

been made concerning the intrusion. The Commission has addressed this and other

concerns in the revised language that.is being adopted, as explained below.

Although the discussion accompanying the proposed rule indicated that intrusion

scenarios need not be considered,, the rule itself was not explicit on this

point. The Commission considers it necessary to clarify its position and, in

doing so, allows for examination of intrusion under appropriate bounding condi-

tions. After careful consideration of the public comments received on questions

relating to human ititrusion, the Comonission is of the view that while the

passive control measures it is requiring will reduce significantly the likeli-

hood of inadvertent Intrusion into a geologic repository, occasional penetra-

tion of the geologic repository over the period of isolation cannot be rulcJ
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out, and some provision should be made in the final rule for consideration of

intrusion should these measures fail. Its objective is to provide a means for

evaluating events that are reasonably of concern, while at the same time

excluding speculative scenarios that are inherentl3 implausible. The Commission

will not require this generation to design for fanciful events which the

Commission has. an abiding conviction will never occur; on the contrary, it will

grant a license if it is satisfied that the risk to the health and safety of

future generations is not unreasonable.

The rule now incorporates a definition of "unanticipated processes and events"

which are reviewable in a licensing proceeding; such processes and events

expressly include intrusion scenarios that-have a sufficiently high l'kelihood

and potentially adverse consequence to exceed the threshold for review. The

scenarios must be "sufficiently credible to warrant consideration." The -

Commission is requiring that'certain assumptions be made in assessing this

likelihood. First, the monuwents required by the rule are assumed to be

sufficiently permanent to serve their intended purpose. The Commission takes

this position because of its confidence that monuments can be built to survive.

While i.t assumes that the monuments.will last, it does not automatically assume

that their significance will continue to be understood. Second, the Commission

requires an assumption that the value to future generations of potential

resources cen be assessed adequately at this time. Consistent with its pre-

viously stated views, it thinks that the selection of a site with no foresee-

ably valuable resources could so reduce the. likelihood of intrusion as to

reduce, or eliminate, any further need for it to be considered. Third, the

Commlission requires the assumption that some functioning institutions--though

not necessarily those undertaking the intrusion--understand the nature of

radioactivity and appreciate Its hazards. The extent of Intergenerational

transf'r of knowledge.is, of course, debatable; it is-conservative, in the

light of human history to date, to"predict this minimal level of information.

and to take it into account 'in assessing the likelihood that intrusion will

occur. Fourth, the Commission provides that relevant records are preserved,

and remain accessible, for several hundred years after permanent closure.

While perhaps this period could not be justified on the basis of historic

precedents alone, the Commission considers the required deposit in land records

and archives, together with current data handling technology, to provide a
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sufficient basis for assuming that information about the geologic repository

will.continue to be available for several hundred years.

The definition of "unanticipated processes and events" also implicitly bounds

the consequences of intrusion scenarios. This is accomplished not only by the

assumption of continued understanding of radioactivity and survival of records,

but also by the further assumptions that if there are institutions that can

cause intrusion at depth in the first place, there will also be institutions

able to assess the risk and take remedial action. It need not be assumed that

today's technology would be used--merely that a level of social organization

and technological competence equivalent to that applied in initiating the

processes or events concerned would be available to deal with the situation.

It was suggested that another way to reduce the likelihood of human intrusion

would be to adopt additional design criteria for the waste form or waste package.

These would prohibit, or at least discourage, the emplacement of materials which

themselves might attract recovery operations--for example, operations to recover

the residual energy resource value in spent fuel or scarce and expensive materials..

in the waste package. But, under the definition of "unanticipated processes and

events" in the final rule, intrusion for such purposes would have to be reviewed

in the, licensing process if the particular circumstances are sufficiently credible

to warrant consideration. This imposes a reasonable constraint. The Commission

believes that any further limitation would unduly interfere with the flexibility

of DOE as a designer and could, in the case of spent fuel disposal, conflict

with other national objectives. -

In summary, the Commission has retained the principle that highly speculative

intrusion scenarios should not be allowed to become the driving force in

license reviews, but has introduced some flexibility to permit consideration of

intrusion on a case-by-case basis where circumstances warrant.

3.0 Other Principal Changes in the Final Rule

3.1 Anticipated/Unanticipated Processes and Events

The proposed rule defined anticipated processes and events as "those natural

processes and events that are reasonably likely to occur during the period the
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intended performance objective must be achieved and from which the design bases

for the engineered system are derived." At the same time, the Commission was

requiring that the facility be designed so as to assure that long-term releases

cnnform to standards established by EPA. The statement of considerations

pointed out that if the process or event is unlikely, the overall system must

still limit the release consistent with the EPA standard as applied to such

events. This created a contradiction because on the one hand it was stated

that the design bases should be derived from anticipated processes and events

while, on the other hand, the design was to meet an EPA standard as applied to

what was unanticipated.

The Commission has resolved this conflict by eliminating the reference to design

bases from the definition of "anticipated processes and events." It has also

included a-definition of "unanticipated processes and events." In the final

rule, numerical performance object1wes are established for particular barriers,

assuming "anticipated processes and events." Such numerical criteria are not

established for "unanticipated processes and events." Rather, additional

requirements may be found to be necessary to satisfy the overall system

performance objective as it relates to unanticipated processes and events.

It should be noted that the distinction between anticipated and unanticipated

processes and events relates solely to natural processes and events affecting

the geologic setting. The Commission intends that a judgment whether a natural

process or event is anticipated or unanticipated be--based upon a careful review

of the geologic record. Such processes or ever', would not be anticipated

unless they were reasonably likely, assuming th.e processes operating in the

geologic setting during the Quaternary Period were to continue to operate but

with the perturbations caused by the presence of emplaced waste superimposed

thereon. Unanticipated processes and events would include those that are judged

not to be reasonably likely to occur during the period the intended performance

objective must be achieved, but which nevertheless are sufficiently credible

to warrant consideration. These include processes and events which are not

evidenced during the Quaternary Period or which, though evidenced during the

Quaternary, are not likely to occur during the relevant time frame.- Identifica-

tion of anticipated and unanticipated processes and events for a particular
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site will require considerable judgment and will not be amenable to accurate

quantification, by statistical analysis, of their probability of occurrences

Because the design basis for the engineered barrier system will be derived from

the identification of anticipated and unanticipated processes and events, such

identification will have a pervasive effect on the basic structure of the

licensing proceedings. The Commission therefore contemplates directing that

rulings made in the course of construction authorization hearings on the scope

of anticipated and unanticipated processes and events be separately identified

by the presiding officers and certified to the Commission for interlocutory

review, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.718(i).

The license review will thus need to include a determination whether the proposec

activities will meet the EPA standard as applied to anticipated processes and

events and as applied to such unanticipated processes and events, if any, as

have been found to warrant consideration. Each determination will be made in

the light of assessments which, will involve interpretation of the geologic

record and consideration of credible human-induced events as bounded by the

assumptions set forth above. Worst-case scenarios would be analyzed to the

extent they may be encompassed by the definition of unanticipated processes and

events. Complex quantitative models will need to be employed, and a wide range

of factors considered in arriving at a determination of whether there is reason-

able assurance, making allowance for the time period and hazards involved, that

the EPA standard will be met. There are two principal elements that will go

into the Commission's application of this "reasonable assurance" concept. First,

the performance assessment which has been performed must indicate that the

likelihood of exceeding the EPA standard is low. Second, the Commission must

be satisfied that the performance assessment is sufficiently conservative, and

its limitations are sufficiently well understood, that the actual performance

of the geologic repository will be within predicted limits.

titheMmmi1ss10n views the proposed EPA standard as being directed to the
evaluation of releases arising out of the categories that we have defined as
"anticipated processes and events" and "unanticipated processes and events."
As EPA itself recognizes, there can only be estimates rather than rigorous
.emonstrations of probabilities of occurrence. The Commission's translation
of the EPA language into qualitative terms provides a clearer basis for
judging, under the Atomic Energy Act, whether there is unreasonable risk to
the health and safety of'the public.
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3.2 Transuranic Waste (TRU)

The proposed rule included a definition of transuranic waste and performance

objectives that would aonly to the disposal of TRU in a licensed geologic

repository. This was widely misconstrued as a requirement that radioactive

material conforming to the definition must be disposed of in this manner. This

was not the intention, nor in fact did the rule so specify. Rather, the Commis-

sion was merely indicating what performance objectives would apply if TRU were

disposed of in a licensed geologic repository. Some commenters also took

exception to the definition of TRU in the rule.

Whether or not a geologic-repository is subject to licensing depends upon tte

applicability of Sections 202(3). and 202(4) of the Energy Reorganization Act of

1974. (See definition of "HLW facility.") If a facility is licensed, then the

Commission must consider the radiological hazards associated with whatever

wastes may be emplaced. The'Commission attempted, in the proposed rule, to

address the requirements for one such kind of waste--TRU. But the Commission

was too restrictive, in that its definition of TRU was too limited for present

purposes and in that wastes other than HLW and TRU were not covered at all.

For the time being, the Commission has concluded that the matter is best handled

by eliminating all references to TRU. The remaining performance objectives

provide adequate guidance to deal with TRU-related issues that may arise.

The Commission has also reviewed the waste package requirements, which as

originally written would have applied to all emplaced radioactive waste. It is

appropriate to include such requirements for HLW, which must necessarily be

disposed of inma licensed facility. Since.the Commission does not know.what

other radioactive wastes, if any, will also be emplaced, and what their

chemical, radiological, thermal, and other characteristics may be, it has

decided to leave pertinent waste package requirements to be determined on a

case-by-case basis as the need arises.

3.3 Sitina Criteria

Although provisions relating to site characteristics have been revised, the

Commission has retained the same two basic concepts. First, a site should

exhibit an appropriate combination of favorable conditions, so as to encourage
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the selection of a site that is among the best that reasonably can be found.

By referring to a "combination" of conditions, it implies that the analysis

must reflect the interactive nature of geologic systems. Second any poten-

tially adverse conditions should be assessed in order to assure that they will

not compromise the ability of tne geologic repository to meet the performance

objectives. It is important to recognize that a site is not disqualified as a

result of the absence of a favorable condition or the presence of a potentially

adverse condition. The Commission emphasizes this point here because several

cn'Lmenters who characterized the.siting criteria as unduly restrictive failed

to appreciate that the presence of potentially adverse conditions would not

exclude a site from further-consideration while others mistakenly assumed that

favorable conditions were requirements.

The changes do not reflect any departure from the Commission's original

philosophy, but they are designed to express its purpose more clearly. Thus,

its interest in specifying that the geologic setting shall have exhibited

"stability" since the start of the Quaternary Period was to assure only that

the processes be such as to enable the recent history to be interpreted and to

permit near-term geologic changes to be projected over the relevant time period

with relatively high confidence. This concept is best applied by identifying,

as potentially adverse conditions, those factors which stand in the way of such

interpretation and projection; this is the approach the Commission has chosen

to follow.

One revision is the elimination of the classification of pctentially adverse

conditions into one set pertaining to the "geologic setting" (corresponding to

"site" in the final rule) and one set-pertaining to the "disturbed zone." The

Commission has determined that by defining these conditions as potentially

adverse only when they occur in the site or disturbed zone, respectively, some

significant factors bearing upon waste isolation may not be assessed. The

Commission has changed the siting criteria, therefore, so that the presence of

any of the enumerated conditions is to be regarded as potentially adverse if it

applies to the controlled area and, in addition, such a condition outside the

controlled area is to be regarded as potentially adverse if it may affect

isolation within the controlled area.
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Another change, discussed under Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards, may

have the effect of increasing the importance of the geological conditions.

Under the final rule, the performance objectives for the engineered barrier.

system (§ 60.113(a)(1)) may be adjusted, on a case-by-case basis. if the overall

system performance objective, as it relates to anticipated processes and events,

is satisfied. This feature of the final rule may provide the desiqner additional

incentive to select the site so as to maxim~ize its isolation capabilities.

The Commission's review of the siting criteria, as modified, has led it to

conclude that the isolation capabilities of the geology: epository will be

given the emphasis that they merit. This review has included .a consideration

-of suggestions that the. rule require that the slate of sites be among the best

that can be found on the basis of geological factors alone and that the

geologic characteristics of.the site provide the highest reasonably available

degree of the site's isolation capabilities. These topics are discussed below,

under the heading Geological Conditions.

A detailed review of the siting criteria is contained in the Section-by-Section

Analysis.6

3.4 Containment

Several commenters took exception to the performance objective calling for a.

design of.t.he waste packages to "contain all radionuclides" for a specified

period after permanent closure. The objections were: first, that 100%

performance cannot be expected in view of the very. large number of containers

that may be emplaced; second, that 100% performance cannot be justified as

being needed in order to meet any likely EPA standard; and, third, that the

6Under Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1It?, DOE is required
to develop guidelines for the recommendation of sites for repositories. Among
other things, such guidelines are to "specify detailed geologic considerations
that shall be primary criteria for the selection of sites in various geologic
media." Issuance of these guidelines is subject to the concurrence of the
Commission. The Commission has made no determination whether such guidelines,
when issued, should in some manner be reflected in either the technical
criteria or licensing procedures portions of 10 CFR Part 60.
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adequacy of design to contain "all" radionuclides for long periods of time is

not demonstrable. The commenters failed, ill part, to recognize that under the

specified standard of proof (see Reasonable Assurance, below), the applicant

would not be forced to carry an impossible burden. Nevertheless, since the

Commission does not expect proof that literally all radionuclides will be

contained. the performance objective now requires design so that containment

of HLW within the high-level waste packages will be "substantially complete"

for the specified period.

4.0 Terminology

Several commenters criticized, as vague or confusing, the terms used by the

Commission to describe the various geographical locations that are addressed by

the rule. There are many such lo-cations--and there must be--because the

Commission must deal with different concerns during site charanterization,

during operations, and after permanent closure. TheCommission has neverthe-

less attempted to clarify the terms. In addition, to the significant changes

reviewed here, see also the discussion in the Section-by-Section Analysis.

4.1 Accessible Environment/Controlled Area

The isolation capability of a geologic repository is evaluated at a boundary

.which the Commission has referred to as the "accessible ervironment." Under

the proposed rule, this was defined as "portions of the environment directly

in contact with or readily available for use by human beings." -Several

commenters criticized this definition as being excessively vague; further, the

definition failed to assure that the isolation capability of the rock surround-

ing the underground facility would be given appropriate weight in licensing

reviews.

The Commission agrees with the criticism and has revised the definition in

several respects--most importantly by excluding from the accessible environment

that portion of the lithosphere that is inside wvat the Commission is calling,

in the final rule, a 'controlled area." This is an area marked with monuments

designed to caution future generations against subsurface penetrations. The

size and shape of the controlled area will depend upon the characteristics of
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the particular geologic repository, but it must be small enough to justify con-

fidence that the monuments will effectively discourage subsurface disturbances.

The Commission has therefore limited.the size of the controlled area so that it

extends no more than 10 kilometers from the emplaced waste. The term "accessible

environment" also appears in the proposed EPA standard. The Commission has used

the EPA language as a starting point--for-example, in specifying the surface

locations that are part of the.accessible environment. But there is an important

difference between the two definitions, in that EPA includes in the accessible

environment only those parts of the lithosphere that are more than 10 kilometers

from the emplaced waste, whereas NRC may include parts of the lithosphere that

are less than 10 kilometers from the emplaced waste, depending on the extent of

the "controlled area" for a geologic repository. In other words, the accessible

environment may be larger under 10 CFR Part 60- than might be the case under the

proposed EPA standard. The two definitions are nevertheless consistent in the

sense that if the isolation requirements are satisfied at the boundary-of the

accessible environment specified by 10 CFR Part 60, they will necessarily be

satisfied at the boundary defined by EPA as well.

Both technical and legal considerations have influenced the Commission's deci-

sion not to adopt an unqualified 10-kilonmeter standard. The technical consikgra-

tion is that uncertainties about activities that may be undertaken in the area

outside the controlled area are so great that the Commission would not be

warranted in giving credit to the isolation capability of the undisturbed

lithosphere there. The legal consideration is that the standards established

by EPA are to apply outside the boundaries of locations controlled by NRC

licensees, and in the context of 10 CFR Part 60 this refers most appropriately

to the "controlled area" as defined by the regulation. The Commission believes

that-the final rule is fully responsive to the concerns of the commenters whilL

conforming as well to the policies underlying EPA's proposed standard.

4.2 Geologic Setting

The proposed rule limited this term to systems that provide isolation of the

waste. This is too restrictive a definition to cover the wider region of

interest which the Commission seeks to encompass by "geologic setting." The
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definition has accordingly been extended to include the geologic hydro7ogic,

and geochemical systems of the region in which a geologic reposi ory operations

area is or may be lcrated.

4.3 Site

"Site" had been defined in the proposed rule as being equivalent to "geologic

setting." This was appropriate where geologic setting referred o an area

having isolation capability. In the final rule, isolation is to-be provided

within a controlled area rather than within the geologic setting and accord-

ingly "site" now refers to the location of this controlled area.

4.4 Decommissioning

As used in thef proposed technical criteria,- the term "decommissic ning" was

intended to apply to that stage at which the underground facilit, was closed

and shafts and boreholes were sealed. It was these activities ti at were

addressed in § 60.51, "License amendment to decommission." This intention is

better expressed by employing the term "permanent closure." Seve ral commenters

on the proposed rule expressed the opinion that including the re( virement for

dismantlement of all surface facilities in the definition of the term "decommis-

stoning" may be unnecessary and overly restrictive. Upon consid& ration of these

comments the Commission believes that where there isa ineed to refer to decon-

tamination or dismantlement of surface facilities, thI6 can read' ly be done

without referring to "decommissioning."

Accordingly, references to "decommissioning" with one exception I

have been deleted from the rule; and the language now refers to I

closure" or to "decontamination or dismantlement of surface facil

appropriate. *

see §.60.132(e)),

permanent

ities," as

4.5 Important to Safety

In response to public comments on Part 60, the WRC has adopted a

rion for determining which structures, systems, and components at

safety. Structures, systems, and components are important to sat

numerfcal crite-

* important to

ity if, in the
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event they fail to perform their intended function, an accident could result

which causes a dose commitment greater than 0.5 rem to the whole body or aiy

organ of an individual in an unrestricted area.? The value of 0.5 rem-is equal

to the annual- duse to the whole body of an individual in an unrestricted area

that would be permitted under 10 CFR Part 20 for normal operations, the same as

permitted for normal operations of certain other activities licensed by NRC.

Such systems, structures, and components would be subject to additional design

requirements and to a quality assurance program to ensure that they performed

their intended functions. The choice of 0.5 rem in this instance should not be

construed as implying that it would be appropriate if applied to any other types

of activities subject to regulation by the Commission. (The permissible annual

dose in unrestricted areas--now 0;5 rem--is currently under review. The Commis-

sion contemplates that if this dose limit were to be revised, a corresponding

change would be considered here.)

In the final rule, the term "important to safety" applies solely to the function-

ing of structures, systems, and components during the period of operations prior

to repository closure. The proposed rule had also applied thisterm to struc-

tures, systems, and components which must function in a particular way in order

to meet the long-term isolation objective after repository closure. In the

final rule, this latter group, which is intended to meet the design criteria

that address long-term performance, is characterized as "important to waste

isolation." Quality assurance requirements-apply to structures, systems, and

components equat.y whether they be "important to safety" or "important to waste

isolation."

5.0 Discussion of Other Comments

These issues raised by comm.nters merit discussion here even though they have

resulted in no change to the-rule.

110 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, uses the term "important to safety" in a different
context for nuclear power plants. The 10 CFR Part 60 definition does not
supersede the 0- CFR Part SO definition in nuclear power application.
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5.1 Comparacive Safety Analyses

Sev2ral commenters took exception to the proposed requirement that the safety

analysis report include a comparative evaluation of alternatives to the major

design features that are important to radionuclide containment and isolation,

[now termed "important to waste isolation"], on the ground that a safety analysis

should be directed at the specific design being proposed. As a general principle,

the commenters are correct. In.the context of licensing activities at a geologic

repository operations area, however, the Commission thinks it is well within its

discretion to seek the requested information. If the Commission finds, on the

basis of its review, that the adoption of some alternative design feature would

significantly increase its confidence that the performance objectives would be

satisfied, and that the costs of such an approach are commensurate with the

benefits, it should not hesitate to insist that the alternative be so adopted.

This is consistent with the views exprecrad above in the discussion of the ALARA

principle and, also, with the provisions of the revised performance objectives

which contemplate that the performance obrjctives for particular barriers are

subject to modification, on a case-by-case basis, as needed to satisfy applicable

EPA standards.

5.2 Unsaturated Zone

The Commission had explained that the proposed criteria were developed for

disposal in saturated media, and that-additional or alternative criteria might

need to be developed for regulating disposal in the unsaturated zone; Accord-

ingly, the performance objective for the engineered barrier system (proposed

§ 60.111(b)(2)(i)) was written so as to require the assumption of full or

partial saturation of t. underground facility and the favorable and potentially

adverse conditions concerned only siting in the saturated-zone.

This approach was criticized on the basis that disposal in the unsaturated zone

was a viable alternative, and that since the criteria were generally applicable

without regard to the possibility of saturation, their scope and applicability

-should not be unduly restricted. The Commission has reviewed the criteria in

the light of the comments and finds this criticism to be well-founded. Although
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the criteria as written are generally appropriate to disposal in both the satur-

ated zone~ and the unsaturated-zone, some distinctions do need to be made. Rather

than promulgating the criteria which will apply to the unsaturated zone at this

time, the Commission will shortly issue such criteria in proposed form so as

to afford a further opportunity for public comment. However, those criteria

that are uniquely applicable to the saturated zone are so indicated.

5.3 Geological Conditions

One commenter recommended that the rule should require that the slate of sites

characterized by DOE be among the best that can reasonably be found on the

basis of geological factors alone. The Commission did indicate, when it adopted

licensing procedures, that the site characterization requirements will assure

that DOE's preferred site will be chosen from a slate of sites that are among

the best that reasonably could be found. The standard proposed by the commenter

is quite different. The Commission intended that DOE should be able to take

into account a variety of non-geological considerations in its screening process.

It could properly exclude such locations as (1) areas, such as national parks

and wilderness, devoted to other paramount uses, (2) locations which would be

subject to unusually severe environmental and socioeconomic impacts, and

(3) locations where necessary surface, mineral, and water rights may be obtainable

only at great expense and with severe dislocating effects on residents. The

Commission considers the rule, as written, properly conveys its meaning on this

score.

The same commenter urged it to require a demonstration that the geologic

characteristics of the chosen site provide the highest reasonably achievable

degree of enhancement of the waste Isolation capabilities of the geologic

repository. Again, the Commission declines to accept the suggestion. In the

first place, it anticipates that DOE would on its own initiative strive to

maximize isolation capabilities in order to demonstrate more conclusively the

facilit.y's compliance with the performance objectives and other technical .

criteria. Beyond this, however, the Commission believes the proposal could

have undesirable a&d unintended consequences. Maximizing isolation capabil-

ities could dictate development at one particular location Instead of at
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another a few miles away; this could result in the same kind of adverse envi-

ronmental or other effects as were described above. Furthermore, adherence to

the proposed standard could unduly interfere with, or increase the cost of,

achievement of other goals, such as maintenance of retrievability, providing

for worker safety, etc.

There were other related comments which argue that the Commission's approach

places too great an emphasis on engineered barriers and provides insufficient

incentive to select a site with optimal geologic and hydrologic characteristics.

The Ccmmission considers both engineered and natural barriers to be important,

and it has structured the technical criteria in a manner that demands not only

the use of advanced engineering methods, but also selection of a site with

excellent isolation capabilities. As explained in the discussion of Reasonable

Assurance, below, unue-rtainties in the models used in the analysis of repository

performance must be considered in the Commission's'deliberations on the issu-

ance of a construction authorization or license. Selection of a site w-ith

favorable geologic conditions will greatly enhance the Commission's ability to

make the prescribed findings. Moreover, since the final rule provides flex-

ibility for the Commission to approve or specify performance objectives for the

engineered barriers on a case-by-:ase basis, the applicant is afforded still a

further incentive to pick a site in which the host rock has favorable geochem-

ical characteristics or in which other particular sources of uncertainty about

hydrogeologic conditions are substantially reduced. But in any event, the

Commission anticipates that a high standard of engineering will be necessary--

not only to compensate for geologic uncertainties-at even the best reasonably

available sites, but perhaps-also to mitigate the consequences of unanticipated

processes and events (including potential intrusion) during the years when

fission product inventories remain high.

Although the Commission agrees with the underlying appraisa; of the commenters

that the isolation capabilities of the site play a key role in assuring that

the performance objectives will be met, it finds no reason to change the rule's

basic approach.
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5.4 Reasonable Assurance

The proposed rule stated that with respect to the long-term objectives and criteria

under consideration, "what is required is reasonable assurance, making allowance

for the time period and hazards involved, that the outcome will be in conformance

with those objectives and criteria." A number of commenters took exception to

this formulation on the ground that it provides inadequate guidance as to the

required level of proof. Others were concerned that "reasonable assurance" was

too weak a test and that the Commission should not license DOE activities without

d "high degree of confidence" that releases would be very small. Some commenters

suggested that a statistical definition of acceptability should be employed.

For the reasons set forth below, the Commission has not modified the language.

In the Commission's view, the "reasonable assurance" standard neither implies

a lack of conservatism nor creates a standard which is-impossible to meet. On

the contrary, it parallels language which the Commission has applied in other

contexts, such as the licensing of nuclear reactors, for man -ears. See 10 CFR

50.35(a) and 50.40a). The reasonable assurance standard is uerived from the

finding the Commission is required to make under the Atomic Energy Act that the

licensed activity provide "adequate protection" to the health and safety of

the public; the standard has been approved by the Supreme Court. Power Reactor

Development Co. v. Electrical Union, 367 U.S. 396, 407 (1961). This standard,

in addition to being commonly used and accepted in the Commission's licensing

activities, allows the flexibility necessary for the Commission to make judgmental

distinctions with respect to quantitative data which may have large uncertainties

(in the mathematical sense) associated with it.

The Commission has not modified the language, but has explained elsewhere (see

Anticipated/Unanticipated Processes and Events, above) how the concept will be

applied. The Commission expects that the information considered in a licensing

proceeding will include probability distribution functions for the consequences

from anticipated and unanticipated processes and events. Even if the calculated

probability of meeting the Commission's standards is very high that would not

be sufficient for the Commission to have "reasonable assurance"; the Commission

would still have to assess uncertainties' associated with the models and data

that had been considered. This involves qualitative as well as quantitative
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assessments. The Commission would not issue a license unless it were to con-

clude, after such assessments, that there is reasonable assurance that the

outcome will in fact conform to the relevant standards and criteria.

It is important to keep in mind this distinction between, first., a standard of

performance and, second, the quality of the'evidence that is available'to

support a finding that the'standard of performance has been met. In principle,

there is no reason why the first of these--the performance standard--cannot

be expressed in quantitative terms. The rule does this in several pl'aces--

notably, in including as performance objectives a designed containment period,

a radionuclide release rate, and a pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel

time. Similarly, EPA's standard will establish limits on concentrations or

quantities of radioactive material in the general environment.

Expressing a requisite level of confidence in quantitative terms is far more

problematical. To be sure, measurement uncertainties are amenable to

statistical analyses. 'Even though there may be practical limitations on the

accuracy and precision of measurements of relevant properties, it is possible

to make some quantitative statement as to how well these values are known. The

licensing decisions which the Commission will be called upon to make involve

additional uncertainties--those pertaining to the correctness of the models

being used to describe the physical systems--which are not quantifiable by

statistical methods. Conclusions as to the performance of the geologic

repository and particular barriers over long periods of time must largely be

based upon-inference; there will be no opportuhity to carry out test programs

that simulate the full range of relcvant conditions-over the periods for which

waste isolation must bE maintained.

The validity of the necessary inferences cannot be reduced, by statistical

methods, to quantitative expressions of the level of confidence in predictions

of long-term repository performance. Similarly, the Commission will not be

able to rigorously determine the probability of occurrence of an outcome that

fails to satisfy the performance standards. It must use some other language,

such as "reasonable assurance,' to characterize the required confidence that

the performance Objectives will be met. In practice, this means that modeling

uncertainties will be reduced by projecting behavior from well understood but
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simpler systems which conservatively approximate the systems in question.

Available data must be evaluated in the light of accepted physical principles;

but, having done so, the Commission must make a judgment whether it has reason-

able assurance-that the actual performance will conform to the standards the

Commissisn has specified in this rule.

It should also be borne in mind that the fact-finding process is an administrative

task for which the terminology of law, not science, is appropriate. The degree

of certainty implied by statistical definition has never characterized the

administrative process. It is particularly inappropriate where evidence is

"difficult to come by, uncertain or conflicting because it is on the frontiers

of scientific knowledge." Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541.F.2d 1, 28 (D.C. Cir. 1976).

5.5 Population vs. Individual Dose

Some commenters noted that the performance objectives are derived from an

assumed EPA standard that is based upon consideration of doses to populations

.as a whole rather than to the maximally exposed individual. -Several other

analyses of repository design have examined prospective requirements in terms

of keeping individual doses below specified values, and as a consequence have

lea to different conclusions. The differences represent a source of-potential

uncertainty regarding the overall goal for safety performance. However, the

resolution of this question is a matter within the province of EPA. The

Commission has assumed that the EPA approach will be based upon population

dose, since that is the direction reflected in its working documents and its

recently proposed standard. The Commission's rule, especially as modified to

allow performance objectives for particular barriers to be adapted in the

light of the EPA standard, can be applied whether the overall safety goal is

expressed in terms of total releases to the environment or in terms of maximum

dose to an individual or maximum concentration at any place or time.

If EPA were to establish a standard based upon individual doses, the Commission

would review the provisions dealing with the content of the license application

(§ 60.21) so as to develop requirements for any additional analyses that might

be needed to evaluate site-specific pathways for released radionuclides to

reach humans.
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5.6 Long-Term Post-Closure MOnitoring

Several of the commenters suggested that the performance confirmation program

be required to be continued for as long as one thousand years after permanent

closure of the underground facility. The Commission considers such measures

unnecessary and unlikely to provide useful information on the performance of a

geologic repository. The multiple barrier approach the Commission has adopted

will result in Lontainment of substantially all of the radioactive materials

within the waste packages for centuries after permanent closure, the feasi-

bility of obtaining reliable data on subsurface conditions over a period of

centuries is questionable, and the practicality of taking remedial action after

sealing of the shafts is doubtful. Moreover, the emplacement of remote sub-

surface monitoring instruments and the provision of data transmission capabil-

ities, could provide additional pathways for release that would make it more

difficult to achieve isolation. Rather, the Commission has adopted an approach

where the retrievability option is maintained until a performance confirmation

program can be completed that will allow the Commission to decide, with reason-

able assurance, that permanent closure of the facility, with no furthier active

human intervention with the emplaced wastes, will not cause an unreasonable risk

to public health and safety. See also, Retrievability, above.

6.0 Section-by-Section Analysis _

The final rule included numerous changes that reflect the considerations discusse

above. Other changes, not involving significant policy issues, have also been

incorporated in the final rule. The following section-by-section analysis

identifies the changes from the proposed rule and includes an appropriate explana

tion for the revisions not previously discussed. Principal references are to

the text of the final rule. Where.the counterpart provision of the proposed (or

procedural) rule appeared in a different place, that citation is given in bracket

§ 60.2 Definitions.,

"Accessible environment." See Accessible Environment/Controlled Area,

above.
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"Anticipated processes and events." See Anticipated/Unanticipated

Processes-and Events, above.

"Candidate area." This term is unchanged, but will be considered again

in connection with the Commission's review of the licensing procedures in the

light of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

"Controlled area." New. See Accessible Environme1./L..Belled Area, above.

"Decommissioning." Deleted. See Decommissioning, above.

"Disposal." The undefined term "biosphere" has been changed to "acces-

sible environment." As used in these rules, "isolation" refers specifically

to radioactive materials entering the accessible environment. The definiticp

here is related to the concept of isolation rather than to the concept of

emplacement, as in Section 2(9) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act; the Commis-

sion believes that in each instance the term is defined in a manner appro-

priate to its context, and that the differences in the definitions will not

result in confusion or conflict.

"Disturbed zone." The term "disturbed zone" has been modified to relate

changes in the physical or chemical properties of the controlled area to the

performance of the geologic repository.

"Engineered barrier system." This term refers to the system for which

containment and release rate requirements are specified. It does not include

the shafts and boreholes, and their seals'. The proposed rule referred instead

to "engineered systems," a term that was misleading because it could be under-

stood to include shaft and borehoie seals. However, the Commission recognizes

that as used in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the related term "engi-

neered barriers" might be construed to include shaft and borehole seals. The

NRC will review whether the definition requires change in light of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act. Preliminary review does not indicate a need for change in

this definit.ion.
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"Far field." The term "far field' has been deleted from the rule.

Therefore, the definition is no longer necessary.

"Floodplain." Deleted. This definition was taken from Executive Order 1198E

which relates to environmental consequences of occupancy and modification if

flondplains. Those effects need to be considered as part of the Commission's

environmental review, but they do not implicate the radiological concerns that

are addressed in Part 60. The term "floodplain" still appears in § 60.122(c)(1).

However, rather than establishing any particular frequency as the means for

defining its extent, the Commission will allow the factors specified in

§ 60:122(a)(3) to be used in assessing the significance of flooding, whentver

it may occur.

"Geologic repository." Clarifying change, to bring the terminology into

line with common usage. The new definition includes only that portion of the

geologic setting that provides isolation--not the entire geologic setting.

The term, as defined, is considered to be synonymous with "repository" as

defined at Section 2(18) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. (The added.clause

"or may be used for" conforms to the statutory definition as well as the defini-

tion in existing Part 60.)

"Geologic setting." See Terminology, above. The phrase "spatially

distributed" was superfluous and has been deleted.

"High-level radioactive waste." The Nuclear Waste Policy Act distin-

guishes between "high-level radioactive waste" and "spent nuclear fuel." These

technical criteria are applicable equally to both categories. Accordingly, no

change in the definition of high-level radioactive waste is required at this

time.

"Important to safety." See "Important to Safety," above.

"Medium" or "geologic medium." Deleted. For the sake of clarity, the term

"medium" is now replaced by "geologic medium" throughout the rule. Since the

term "geologic medium" should be sufficiently clear to the professional community,

it no longer appears necessary to define it.
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"Overpack." This term has been deleted. Because the overpack could be a

component of the waste package, it was included in the definition of the term

"wag~4a package." However, this term is not used in the final rule.

"Performance confirmation." The final rule's performance objective with

respect to retrievability of the waste refers to the completion of a performance

confirmation program and Commission-review of the information obtained frcm

such a program. The addition of this definition is intended to clarify the

intended purpose of the performance confirmation progfam.

"Permanent closure." New. See Decommissioning, above.

"Restricted Area." New. See Important to Safety, above.

"Retrieval." New. See Retrievability, above.

"Saturated zone." New. Since the performance objectives in the final

rule specifically refer to disposal in the saturated zone, a definition derived

from Water Supply Paper 1988 (U.S:G.S., 1972) has been included.

"jSite0 See Terminology, abcve.

"Stability." Deleted. See Siting Criteria, above. Also, Section by

Section Analysis, § 60.113, below.

"Subsurface facility." Deleted. Both "subsurface facility" and "under-

ground facility" were defined in the proposed rule. The use of the two closely

similar terms resulted in some confusion. "Subsurface facility" has been deleted

and replaced (see definition of "Permanent closure") by explicit reference to

shafts and boreholes, as well as the underground facility, where appropriate.

"Transuranic wastes." Deleted. See Transuranic Waste, above.

"Unanticipated processes and events." New. See Human Intrusion, above.
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"Waste form." Clarifying change to bring terminology into line with

common usage.

"Waste package." Ret.#sed. Commenters questioned the clarity of this

proposed definition and one commenter suggested an alternative definition. One

commenter misinterpreted the proposed definition to require that the outermost

component of the waste package be an airtight, watertight, sealed container.

The revised definition no longer uses the terms "discrete backfill" or "over-

pack," which were ambiguous. To the extent that absorbent materials or packing

are placed around a container to protect it from corrosion by groundwater, or

to retard the, transport of radioactive material to the host rock, these materials

would be considered part of the waste package. However, while the final rule

no longer imposes a requirement for an airtight, watertight, sealed container.

as part of the waste package, the Commission believes it likely that-DOE will

incorporate such a component into the design of the waste package in order to

meet the performance objectives for the engineered barrier system for the

period following permanent closure. The related terms "disposal package" and

"package," as defined at Section 2(10) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act,

include unspecified overpacks; tor purposes of the Comnoission's rules, and

specifically in connection with the performance objective set out at Sec-

tion 6O.113(a)(1)(ii)(A', a more precise definition isrniedeF. The-differ-

ences in the definitions will not, in the Judgment of the Commission, result

in confusion or conflict.

"Water table." New. Required because the term appears in the definition

of "saturated zone." The definition is derived from U.S. Geological Survey

Water Supply Paper 1988.

§ 60.10 Site characterization.

One amendment clarifies the point that investigations shall be cono'cted

in such a manner as to limit-adverse effec:s; the original language could have

been construed to mean that the purpose of the investigations was to limit such

effects. The provision calling, as a minimum, for the selection of Lonrehole

locations to limit subsurface penetrations was said to be confusing; the
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revision, which expresses the Commission's intertion more clearly, includes a

phrase that emphasizes that the number of penetrations must be adequate to

obtain needed site characterization data. References to thp "repository" have '

been replaced by terms that are more appropriate in their context.

§ 60.11 Site characterization report.

The ambiguous term "repository" *has been replaced by defined terms-

("geologic repository operations area" and "geologic repository") as appro-

priate in the context (in § 60.11(a)(6)(ii)).

§ 60.21 Content of application.

§ 60.21(c)(1)

Proposed § 60.21(c)(1) called for information regarding subsurface condi-

tions "in the vicinity of the proposed underground facility." This has been

clarified to refer to the controlled area and to other areas to the extent that

subsurface conditions there may affect isolation within the controlled area.

S 60.21(c)(1)(i) -

The requirement for analysis of potential pathways has been extended to

include "potentially permeable features" whether or not they are, as stated in

the proposed rule, "permeable anomalies." Whether the feature is actually

permeable or anomalous is not the point; what matters is the potential

permeability.

The adjective "bulk," as applied to geomechanical, hydrogeologic, and

geochemical properties, has been deleted as'ambiguous and confusing.

S 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(A)

Clarifying change to include analysis of climatology as well as meteorology.
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§ 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(B) [§ 60.123(b)]

This paragraph concerns analyses of the favorable and poti itially adverse

conditions listed in § 60.122. The addition of language pertai-ing to the

depth and breadth of investigations assures that the informatic needed to

analyze these conditions will be available for NRC review.. Thl; is a modifica-

tion of proposed § 60.123(b) for conduct of such investigations. The modifica-

tion ties the extent of investigations to effects of potential / adverse

conditions on waste isolation within the controlled area, rathe than to

specified distances, as originally proposed.

§ 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(C).

References to "expected" performance and releases have tee

§ 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(C) because, as revised, the evaluation must a

account the assumed occurrence of unanticipated p-ocesses and e

the performance objectives provide for consideration of unantic

and events, relevant information must be included in the safety

The evaluation is limited to periods after permanent closure, a

retrieve the wastes is available earlier.

i deleted from

Iso take into

vents. Since

ipated processes

analysis report.

.the option to

§ 60:.21(c)(1)(ii)(D) [§ 60.21(c)(3)(iii)]

This paragraph reflects text that formerly was in § 6U.21( :)(3). The

latter paragraph relates to structures, systems, and components "important to

safety." The term "important to safety," is used in the final rule, pertains

to the period of operations. Because the requirement for evaluating the

effectiveness of the barriers was directed to questions regarding containment

and isolation, it was relocated so as to place it in the proper context.

§ 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(E) [S 60.21(c)(1)(il)(D)]

This paragraph, as proposed, was duplicative insofar as it related to

performance of the geologic repository after permanen't closure. It has there-

fore been revised so as to pertain solely to identification of structures,
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systems, and components important to safety. [As in S 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(C)

reference to "expected" has been deleted as confusing.]

S 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(F) CS 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(E)]

This paragraph has been revised to require that analyses and-models used

to predict future conditions and changes in the geologic setting be "supported

by" rather than "confirmed by" an appropriate combination of methods such as

enumerated in the rule. Such support concerns not only the reliability of the

codes themselves, but also the representativeness of the models with respect to

the physical conditions of the site. The Commission recognizes that confirma-

tion, in the strict sense, is not achievable. The term "field verified

laboratory tests" has been clarified to read "laboratory tests which are

representative of field conditions."

§ 60.21(c)(4)

Section 60.21(c)(4) has been amended to reflect the limitation on the

scope of "important to safety." The footnote reference to 10 CFR Part 50 has

been deleted because of the cross-reference contained in Subpart G.

§ 60.21(c)(8)

Section 60.21(c)(8) required a description of controls to restrict access.

After permanent closure, monuments will be an important control. The paragraph

has been amended to require that a conceptual design of such monuments be

provided.

§ 60!21(c)(9) and § 60.21(c)(11)

-Conforming changes required by elimination of the term "decommissioning."

§ 60.21(c)(13)

The changes in this paragraph reflect the revised definitions of "geologic

setting," "site," "geologic repository," and 'disturbed tone." No substantive

change is intended.
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S 60.21(c)(14)

Conforming change reflecting limitation of "important to safety" to con-

cerns related to the period of operations.

§ 60.21(c)(15)(i)

Editorial.change limiting information on DOE organizational structure to

that which pertains to construction and operation of the geologic repository

operations area.

§ 60.21(c)(15)(ii)

Deleted. This provision was redundant with S 60.21(c)(4). (Subsequent

paragraphs have been renumbered.)

§ 60.21(c)(15)(vi)

Conforming change required Dy elimination of the term "decommissioning.

§ 60.21(c)(15)(vii) [§ 60.21(c)(15)(viii)]

Conforming change reflecting limitation of "important to safety" to con-

cerns related to the period of operations.

§ 60.22 Filing and distribution of application.

Section 60.22(a) has been revised to conform to § 60.3(a). In both places,

the-rule now refers to receipt and possession -of source,- special nuclear, and

byproduct material "at a geologic repository operations area."

The. reference in § 60.22(d) to "geologic repository" has also been changed

to "geologic repository operations area," as the.latter term is a more precise

designation of the HLW facility that is the subject of the proposed licensing

action.
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§ 60.31 Construction authorization.

The overall safety finding is related to the "geologic repository opera-

tions area" because that term refers to the HLW facility subject to NRC licens-

ing authority. [This is also the reason for the change in § 60.31(a)(1)(ii).]

In order to assure that the relevant features of the controlled area are

considered in arriving at this-finding, § 60.31(a)(2) now specifically refers

to consideration of the "geologic repository." Because siting and design

criteria are supplemental to performance objectives in Subpart E,. S 60.31(a)(2)

has been amended to provide for evaluation of the geologic repository's com-

pliance with the performance objectives as well. The reference to Subpart F

.has been deleted; that subpart, which pertains to DOE's performance confirma-

tion program, is now referenced in § 60.74. _

§ 60.32 Conditions of construction authorization.

The change of "site data" to "data about the site," in § 60.32(b), is a

clarifying editorial amendment.

In § 60.32(c), "repository" has been replaced by the defined term "geologic

repository." The restrictions that may be imposed under this paragraph can

include measures to prevent adverse effects on the geologic setting as well as

measures related to the design and construction of the geologic repository

operations area.

S 60.43 License specifications.

Section 60.43(b)(3) has been clarified by substituting. "host rock" for

the ambiguous and undefined term "storage medium" that-previously appeared.

Section 60.43(b)(5) has been amended to require that license conditions

include items in the category-of controls related to the controlled area rather

than the geologic repository operations area. This is a conforming change,

which is made possible by the new definition of "controlled area" as an area

which may extend beyond the boundaries of the geologic repository operations
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area. However, since additional controls may be needed outside of the con-

trolled area (see § 60.121), the provision is not limited to the controlled

area alone. Under 10 CFR Part 20 and this part, the licensee will have to

establish restricted areas for purposes of assuring radiological protection

during the period of operations, but this will not necessarily require the

incorporation cf specific conditions in the license. (See 10 CFR § 50.36, a

corresponding provision in the Commrission's facility-licensing regulations.)

§ 60.46 Particular activities requiring license amendment.

Section 60.46(a)(3) has been amended for the reasons stated in the

discussion of § 60.43(b)(5), to refer to the controlled area. This requirement

would continue to be applicable even after permanent closure unless and-until

the license is terminated pursuant to § 60.52.

Section 60.46(a)(6). See Decommissioning, above.

A conforming change has been made to § 60.46(a), "Ptrticular activities

requiring license amendment," which adds a new paragraph (a)(7) to make clear

that any activity involving an unreviewed safety question requires a license

amendment. In its proposed form § 60.46(a) could have been read to require a

license amendment only for the six specific activities listeo. While the

enumerated activities are quite broad and-may well include any change involv-

ing an unreviewed safety question, the conforming language is intended to make

this point explicit. It is of course clear that an amendment would also be

necessary to accomplish a change in the license-conditions incorporated in the

license. (The revision in no way affects the authority of DOE, under

§ 60.44(a)(1), without prior Commission approval, to make changes, tests, or

experiments that involve neither a change in the license conditions incor-

porated in the license nor an unreviewed safety question.)

6 60.51 License amendment for permanent closure.

Conforming changes have been made to refer to "permanent closure" instead

of "decommissioning." See DecommissioninQ, above.
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The area required to be identified is now stated to be the "controlled

area" because that encompasses the region in which waste isolation is required.

The significance of preserving information Is discussed in the section on

Human intrusion, above. To assure complete recording of the location of the

geologic repository, the Commission has now provided for information to be

placed in land record systems as. well as archives; this better.reflects its

original intention. It also includes a reference to State government agencies

in order to further assure comprehensiveness. It is not the Commission's

intention to require that any new systems or archives be created, but only that

those that are available and appropriate should be employed- A-further modifica-

tion expresses the intention that information concerning the detailed location

of the underground facility and -boreholes and shafts, as well as the boundaries

of the controlled area, rust be recorded.

In § 60.51(a)(4), the undefined phrase "emplacement media";has been

changed to "host rock."

§ 60.52 Termination of license.

Conforming changes. See Oecommissioning, above..

Subpart D - Records, Reports,-Tests, and Inspections.

There are two substantive changes in Subpart D. First, the specification

of required construction records has been determined to be more appropriately

included here rather than in the design criteria in Subpart E. Editorial

changes, including renumberirg of sections, have been made to accomplish this.

Second, the final rule now requires not only that the geologic repository

operations area be designed so as to permit implementation of a performance

confirmation program but, as the Commission had originally intended, that such a

performance confirmation program should actually be required to be carried out.
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§ 60.71 General recordkeeping and reporting requirement.

Paragraphs (a) and (b) have been retained. Paragraph (c) is moved to

§ 60.73. The caption tias been changed because records and reports are.now

treated in §§ 60.71-60.73, rather than § 60.71 alone.

S 60.72 Construction records (S 60.134(c)].

Transferred from Subpart E. Survey records are to cover "underground

facility excavations, shafts, and boreholes" rather than "underground excava-

tions and shafts." This makes the inclusion of borehole records explicit. A

clarifying amendment was made to indicate that the records must include a

description of materials encountered rather than the materials themselves.

§ 60.73 Reports of deficiencies [S 60.71(c)].

Renumbered. The change of "site characteristics" to "characteristics

of the site" is editorial.

§ 60.74 Tests (5 60.72].

A new paragraph (§ 60.74(b)) of a clarifying nature has been added which

requires tests carried out under this section'to. include a performance con-

firmation program carried out in accordance with Subpart F of this part. The

proposed rule inadvertently did rot require such a program, merely a descrip-

tion of one.

§ 60.75 Inspections CS 60.73].

References to "site" have been changed to "geologic repository operations

area" or "location" where appropriate. See Terminoloav.
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Subpart E - Technical Criteria

§ 60.101 Purpose and nature of findings.

A change has been made to § 60.101(a)(2) with respect to evaluations of

performance of the engineered barrier systems and geologic media. The point

that is being made is that the further into the future one must project, the,

greater the uncertainties will be. The Commission did not mean to suggest

that the.specific period of a thousand years is especially significant; the

more general "many hundreds of years" specified in the final rule better

expresses the Commission's intent.

A sentence has been added to § 60.101(a)(2) that emphasizes that demonstra-

tion of compliance with long-term performance objectives and criteria will

involve the use of data from accelerated tests and suitably supported predic-

tive models.

A reference to "repository". in § 60.101(b) has been changed to "geologic

repository operations area" to conform with a parallel change in § 60.31.

§ 60.102 Concepts.

An introductory paragraph has been added to explain the purpose of this

section and to indicate that it is subordinate to the definitions contained in

§ 60.2.

See Trans-uranic Waste (TRU), above, with respect to the deletion of the

reference to TRU.

The section on Terminoloqpf above, explains changes affecting the terms

"accevsible environment," "contsolled area,' "geologic setting," and "site."

These changes are reflected in amended § 60.102(c). The reference to the host rock

was deleted so as to avoid any implication that other characteristics of the

geologic setting might not, where appropriate, also-receive "particular attention."
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See Decommissionin , above, for an explanation of the change in the

discussion of "permanent closure." Because activities unrelated to waste

isolation may continue at the geologic repository operations area after

permanent closure, the last sentence of § 60.102(d) has been deleted.

The treatment of containment and isolation has been consolidated in light

of changes made in the performance objectives. The reference to assessment of

*uncertainties instead of prediction of consequences takes into account the need

to compensate for a broader range of factors, such as identification of the

events which are to be considered in the license review. See Reasonable

Assurance and Anticipated/Unanticipated Processes and Events, above. A second

reason for the change stems from a commenter's criticism of the statement that

consequences of events are "especially difficult to predict rigorously" early

during the life of a repository; on the contrary, he suggested, consequences

would be more difficult to predict over longer periods of time. The matter

need not be resolved in those terms. The point the Commission was trying to

make is that containment measures are appropriate to compensate for the

uncertainties involved in assessing radionuclide transport in the presence of

high radiation and thermal levels.

The respective contributions of the engineered barrier system and the

geologic setting to the achievement of isolation are highlighted it, a new

sentence. Other changes are made to conform with revised detrnitions. See

analysis of § 60.2.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

§ 60.111 Performance of the geologic repository operations area through

permanent closure (§ 60.111(a)].

The provisions of § 60.111(a) dealing with radiation protection and

releases of radioactive material for the period through permanent closure of

the underground facility are unchanged in substance from the proposed rule.

The paragraph has been renumbered and some editorial changes have been made.-
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The provisions of § 60.111(b) dealing with retrievability of waste have

been modified to link the period of retrievability more closely to the

performance confirmation program and to allow the Commission to modify the

retrievability period on a case-by-case basis based on the waste emplacement

schedule and the planned performance confirmation program. The final rule also

specifies that the period of retrievability begin at the initiation of waste

emplacement rather than after waste emplacement is complete. Finally, the

final rule explicitly states that backfilling of portions of the underground

facility is not precluded, provided the retrievability option is maintained,

and that the Commission may decide to allow permanent closure of the under-

ground facility prior to the end of the designed retrievability period. While

these provisions were discussed in the supporting information, they were not

explicitly stated in the proposed rule. Also see Retrievability, above.

§ 60.112 Overall system performance objective for the geolcaic repository

after permanent closure (§ 60.111(b)(1)].-

The term "subsurface facility" has been deleted, as explained in the

analysis of 5 60.2, and conforming changes have been made.

There is no conceptual difference between the proposed rule's reference to

releases. from the geologic repository and the final rule's reference to

release.. to the accessible environment. The Commission prefers the latter

formulation because it more closely conforms to the standard-setting-authority

of EPA. The proposed rule's definition of "accessible environment" was too

general to allow such an approach. Under the final rule, however, the sub-

surface portions of the accessible environment and the geologic repository are

contiguous. See Terminology.- above.

See also the discussion, above, relating-to Anticipated/Unanticipated

Processes and Events.

Several commenters recommended that it would be preferable to leave the

rule in proposed form until the EPA standard had been published, at which time

NRC could adapt its regulations to the standards that EPA actually promulgates.

The Commission would, of course, prefer to have final EPA rules available; and,
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if they were, it could build EPA's provisions, where appropriate, into Part 60.

In the absence of the final EPA standard, however, the Commission deems it

important to. provide not only to DOE but al5" to other interested persons,.

including governmental institutions, firm guidance with respect to the Commis-

sion's regulatory approach. As discussed under Single vs. Multiple Perform-

ance Stanlards above, the technical criteria provide some flexibility to take

into Account a range of'standards that might be adopted by EPA. Should such

standards, when adopted, depart from those that the Commission has assumed for

purposes of analysis, the Commission would consider whether further rulemaking

on its part would be desirable. The procedure that is being followed conforms

to that prescribed by Section 121(b) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. See also

the discussion regarding Population vs. Individual Dose.

S 60.113 Performance of particular barriers after permanent closure

[§ 60.111(b)(2)-(3); § 60.112]. '

The performance objectives for particular barriers have been modified for

reasons discussed at length above.

Tn analysis of Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards explains the

basis for retaining numerical values, while allowing them to be modified as the

particular case warrants. The factors alluded to there as among those that

might be taken into account are set out in § 60.113(b). Section 60.113(c)

reflects the observation there' that considerations related to unanticipated

processes and events could form the basis for additional-performance require-

ments for individual barriers.-

For the reasons presented under the heading ALARA, above, the Commission

has elected not to apply an ALARA principle to the performance requirements in

this section..

The reasons for elimination of requirements referring specifically to TRU

are described in the section on Transuranic Waste, above. It should be-noted,

however, that the release requirements in § 60.113 apply to all radionuclides,

including those that may be contained in any TRU that may be disposed of at a

geologic repository operations area.
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The proposed rule required an assumption that groundwater saturate the

facility and that-the performance of the waste packages be evaluated on this

basis. This approach was proposed because mechanisms exist for groundwater

transport to the underground facility, in salt formations as well as hard

rock. It-may not always be necessary or technically reasonable'to assume the

specified saturation conditions, provided that appropriate evaluations are made

in the context of a particular application; the final rule therefore call-s-for

the partial and complete filling with groundwater of available void spaces in

the underground facility to be considered and analysed among the anticipated

processes and events in designing the engineered barrier system. This

provision would not appear to be needed for disposal in the unsaturated zone,

even though there may be water transport from the urlderground facility.,

primarily because the design can, in principle, provide for adequate drainage.

(Criteria applicable to disposal in the unsaturated zone will be the subject

of additional rulemaking.) Other changes in the provision are of a clarifying

or editorial nature.

Editorial changes have been made to avoid repetitious language in the

performance objectives relating to the engineered barrier system's containment

and controlled-release capabilities.

The proposed requirement with respect to containment would have specified

that the HLW waste packages contain all radionuclides for at least the first

1,000 years after permanent closure. In response to comments relating to the

demonstrability of a design to contain "all" radionuclides for an extended
.period, the Commission has modified the requirement so that the design must

provide "substantially complete" containment. The reason for relying on

containment as one means for assuring achievement of the overall system

performance objective is that many sources of uncertainty are particularly

significant during the period when rad4ation.and thermal.conditions-in the..

underground facility are dominated by fission product decay. This period will

depend, to some extent, on the characteristics of the particular facility. The

Commission has therefore allowed the containment period to be fixed, where

appropriate, at a shorter period. See, also, the discussion of Single vs.

Multiple Performance Standards.
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'The incorporation of-a general standard for release of radionuclides from

the engineered barrier system ("a gradual process which results in small

fractional releases to the geologic setting over long times") places the

specific criteria into context, thereby emphasizing the policy objective

underlying these criteria. Moreover, it indicates the close relationship

between the provisions dealing with containment and limited release. These are

coupled parameters that should not be varied independently, but rather should

be viewed as a system to control the release to the geologic-setting. Again,

see Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

The fractional release rate has been modified slightly to eliminate an

ambiguity identified by one commenter. The new language makes it clear that

"one part in 100,000 per year" refers to the activity at 1,000 years following

permanent closure. This is a substitute for 1 part in 100,000 of the maximum

inventory of the particular radionuclide at any time after 1,000 years after

permanent closure. The underlying concern in the proposed rule was that the

amounts of certain radionuclides, such as Ra-226 and other actinide daughters,

increased with time, and that it was necessary to consider the maximum inven-

tory of these nuclides in assessing repository performance. The analyses per-

formed in the rationale document indicate t' t these nuclides are not important

with respect to meeting the EPA standard as Presently formulated. Accordingly,

the Commission has chosen the less complicated formulation that appears in the

final rule. It should be noted that the release rate refers to activity at

1,000 years after closure, even though a different containment period may be

approved or specified by the Commission; the rate may also be modifieG, m::iever,

under the provisions of the final rule. DOE. in its comments on the proposed

rule, suggested that the fractional release rate requirement should not apply

to nuclides that constituted less than 0.1% of the inventory remaining at

1,000 years. This recommendation has not been idopted since it could lead to

excessive releases. Table 5 of the rationale document in Part C shows that the

inventory of radioactive material in a repository containing 100,000 metric

ton; of spent fuel is 1.7 x 108 curies after 1,000 years. The DOE suggestion

would eliminate nuclides whose inventories were less than 170.000 curies from

consideration of their release rate from the engineered barrier system, whereas

the NRC provisions of § 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(B)'would eliminate nuclides whose
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release rates were less than 1.7 curies/yr from further consideration. While

the Commission has not adopted the recommended change it notes that, under the

provisions of the final rule, DOE could recommend an alternative relcase rate

for nuclides in the light of the standard adopted by EPA or the geochemical

characteristics of the host rock, surrounding strata, and groundwater. In

particular, the characteristics of the host rock immediately adjacent to the

underground facility may be well understood because of the excavation activities

afid, where appropriate, such characteristics could be taken into account in

specifying the nuclide release rate.

The previously proposed performance objective for the geologic setting

[S 60.111(b)(3)} has been deleted. The new definition of "anticipated

processes and events" includes the asaumption that processes operating in the

Quaternary Period continue to operate but with perturbations caused by the.

presence of emplaced radioactive waste superimposed thereon. The remainder of

the proposed paragraph merely restates part of the overall system performance

objective with respect to performance of the geologic setting and would be

redundant.

The references to "stability" in the qeologic setting since the start of

the Quaternary Period have been deleted. What the Commission had intended was

that the structural, tectonic, hydrogeologic, geochemical, and g9.morphic

processes be such as to enable the recent history to be interpreted and to

permit near-term geologic changes to be projected with relatively high con-

fidence. The selection of the term "stability" to convey this meaning was

unfortunate. Commenters correctly pointed out that a geologic. setting can only

be said to exhibit stability in a relative sense. As they noted, the proposed

rule gave no guidance as to the degree of required stability and, accordingly,

the provision would introduce ambiguity with respect to one of the majur

elements of the geologic repository. The factors the Commission had identified

are all important, but the appropriate way to consider them is to assess them

in the context of favorable and unfavorable conditions and to evaluate the

extent to which the geologic repository's achievement of the overall system

parlormance objective might be affected. If the relevant processes are not

well understood, one or more of the potentially adverse conditions will be

exhibited and such an evaluation will be required.
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The pre-waste-emplacemert groundwater travel time provision is subject

to adjustment on a case-by-case basis. See Single vs. Multiple Performance

Standards. A clarifying amendment relates the travel time provision, as

previously only implied, to the "fastest path of liloely radionuclide travel

from the disturbed zone to-the accessible environment." Relating this -provi-

sion to the "disturbed zone" instead of the "far field" involves no substantive

change. As stated in the analysis ^f § 60.2, the term-"far field" has been
deleted from the rule.

Some commenters suggested that the groundwater travel time be expressed in

terms of post-emplacement as well as pre-emplacement conditions. This assumes

that post-emplacement changes would be significant. By definition, however,

the portion of the geologic setting significantly affected by waste emplacement

constitutes the "disturbed zone." The groundwater travel time provision _

appl'es to transport from the-disturbed zone to the accessible environment.'

This paw - ter is not dependent upon the effects of waste emplacement.

One commenter characterized the travel time performance objective as

"invalid" without a clear definition of "accessible environment." The Commis-

sion agrees that the proposed rule was subject to a number of interpretations.

However, the modified definition provides a means for delineating the limits of

the accessible environment so as to take proper account of site-specific con-

ditions. Under this revised definition, a subsurface area extending no more

than 10 kilometers from the underground facility may be used to isolate the

waste from the accessible environment. This, in effect, places an upper limit

on the rate of groundwater travel to the accessible environment. -Refer to the

discussion of "accessible environment" and "controlled area" under Terminology,

above.

LAND OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL

§ 60.121 Requirements for ownership-anJ control of interests in land.

The proposed rule sets out ownership and control requirements for the

"geologic repository operations area." The text, however, related these

requirements to the achievement of isolation. To express this concept
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properly, the Commission has made the requirements in § 60.121(a) applicable

not only to the geologic repository operations-area, but to the controlled area

as well. Section 60.121(b), which deals with isolation and not with the period

of operations, is amended so as to refer to the controlled area. (The refer-

ence here to the "geologic repository" instead of i'site or. engineered system"

is not substantive; it reflects the revised definitions identified in the

analysis of § 60.2.) A conforming change has also been made to the caption of

the section.

In response to a commenter's suggestion, the acquisition of appropriate

water rights is now explicitly required. This will not necessitate any

separate action on the part of DOE if it appears that such. needed water rights

have been obtained, by implication, as a result of reservation or acquisition

of lands. See U.S. v. New Mexico, 438 U.S. 696 (1978), Cappaert v. U.S., 426

U.S. 128 (1976). The "purpose-of the geologic repository operations area" is

intended to be construed broadly to include the isolation of radioactive wastes

after permanent closure as well as any water rights needed during the period of

operations.

The Commission declines an invitation to define a specific area that must

be acquired to assure public health and safety prior to permanent closure. The

size of this area will depend upon the particular activities to be carried out

by DOE. There must be an "unrestricted area" to which releases of radioactive

materials will be maintained within the limits specified in 10 CFR Part 20.

S 60.111(a). The establishment of this unrestricted area must also take

accidents into consideration, since structures, systems, and components

"important to safety," as defir.ed in § 60.2, must be designed so as to limit

radiation doses under accident conditions to 0.5 rem at the boundary of the

unrestricted area.
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SITING CRITERIA

§60.122 Siting criteria [§ 60.122-60.124].

The following detailed comments supplement the discussion under the caption

"Siting Criteria" in the main text, above.

Section 60.122(a) consolidates the introductory paragraphs of propcsed

§§ 60.122 and 60.123, together with proposed § 60.124. rhis change is designed

to provide a clearer statement of the relationship between the favorable and

potentially adverse conditions. The revised language makes it clear that. all

such conditions relate to isolation of the waste after permanent closure.

Proposed § 60.124 had specified ways to demonstrate that potentially

adverse conditions would not "impair significantly" the isolation ability of

the geologic repository. This has been modified so as to refer instead to

"compromise" of such site suitability. This change is made to eliminate any

question regarding the difference between the two terms. No such difference

was intended. Both terms relate to conditions which would potentially preclude

the Commission from finding that the geologic repository would achieve the

performance objectives.

The rule now provides for evaluating the effect of the potentially adverse

conditions on the "site" rather thanithe "geologic setting" or "disturbed

zone." See Siting Criteria, above.

In the provision which states that potentially adverse conditions may be

compensated by the presence of favorable conditions, the Commission has speci-

fied the standard for measuring the adequacy of such compensation--namely.

achievement of the performance objectives relating to isolation of waste.

S 60.122(b)(1). [6 60.122(a)-(e)]

Proposed paragraphs 60.122(a), (c), Cd), and (e) have been consolidated

for editorial reasons. Even if some of the cited processes might have an

adverse effect on the geologic repository's ability to isolate the waste, the
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Commission intends that the other processes may nevertheless be treated as

favorable conditions. The distinction between "tectonic" and "structural"

processes is so "fine," as it was characterized~by one commenter, that the

final rule uses only the former term. The references to "the start of the

'Quaternary Period" have been removed because of the difficulties that might be

involved in dating this point with precision; for present purposes, all that is

Important is that processes "operating during the Quaternary Period" be identified

and evaluated, and this is reflected in the revised language. Note the fact

that while the provision, as before, applies to favorable conditions in the

"geologic setting," the broader definition of that term in the final rule

recognizes that processes operating more remotely from the geologic repository

must be taken into account.

§ 60.122(b)(2) (S 60.122(f)]

The proposed rule included siting criteria applicable only to disposal in

the saturated zone. This paragraph adapts the provision that dealt with hydro-

geologic conditions in the host rock and is appropriately limited to the saturated

zone option. The Commission no longer identifies "low groundwater content" as

a favorable condition because it is the rate and direction of groundwater move-

ment rather than the amount of groundwater present that is of primary significance;

thus, instead, the final rule substitutes a reference to low permeability and

downward hydraulic gradient. This change also addresses more clearly.4Vhe prior

consideration about inhibition of groundwater circulation in the host rock.

Similarly, instead of referring to inhibition of groundwater flow between hydro-

geologic units, the Commission specifies the properties which result in such

inhibition, namely low vertical permeability and low hydraulic potential. Since

the paragraph relates to the host rock, the reference to shafts, drifts, and

boreholes was not fully appropriate and, in any event, is dealt with by identi-

fication of the pertinent properties.

The reference to groundwater travel-time his been modified to conform with

the language of the related performance objective. The proposed rule measured

this property from the underground facility. However, the changes that may

occur in the disturbed zone may negate the favorable condition in that part of

the geologic setting and, accordingly, the final rule specifies that the travel
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time in question is to be measured from tle disturbed zone to the accessible

environment. There is no basis for identifying a particular number of years

that will be deemed to be substantially in excess of 1,000 years. If for a

particular site the value is sufficiently high to enhance the Commission's

confidence that the performance objectives will be met, then it can appro-

priately be considered as a favorable condition.

§ 60.122(b)(3) ES 60.122(g)]

Since the listed geochemical conditions may or may not occur simultaneously,

yet since any of them may retard the transport of radionuclides, the paragraphV

has been stated in the disjunctive in the final rule (by substituting "or" in

place of "and").

S 60.122(b)(4) (S 60.122(h)]

This paragraph concerns transformation of "mineral assemblages" under

thermal loading. It would be a favorable condition if changes left the capac-

ity to inhibit radionuclide transport unaffected; the proposed rule, which

spoke only of "increased" capacity, was too restrictive.

The paragraph is concerned primarily with the behavior of mineral assemblages

which form coatings along the fracture paths along which radionuclides are

anticipated to migrate; it would be incorrect, when referring to this surface

zone, to adopt a commenter's suggestion that the Commission refers instead to

"rock" or "geologic media."

§ 60.122(b)(5) ES 60.122(i)]

This paragraph, relating to depth of emplacement, is unchanged. The purpose

of the provision is to reflect-the consideration that wastes buried at least

300 meters below the surface are less subject to disturbance, especially by

human intrusion, than wastes closer to ground level would be. As in the case

of the other favorable conditions, it should be emphasized that the absence of
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a particular one or more of them does not rule out a site or even demand

explanation; it simply means that other favorable conditions must be cited to

show that the criterion set out in §60.122(a)(1) has been satisfied. (The

elevation being referred to is the altitude above mean se3 level of the otwest

point on the surface, but the Commission perceives no need to express the

concept, as one commenter had suggested, in such detail.)

§ 60.122(b)(6)

New. See Population-Related Siting Criteria, abcve.

[§ 60.122(j)]

The proposed rule would have treated as a favorable condition "any local

condition of the disturbed zone that contributes to isolation." This was

criticized as being unduly general and vague. As the key favorable conditions

appear to have been identified, the Commission has concluded that inclusion of

such a "catch all" is unwarranted.

S 60.122(c)(1) [§ 60.123(a)(1) and (6)]

This paragraph is adapted from two provisions of the proposed rule. Unlike

most of the potentially adverse conditions, the prospect of flooding is of most

concern prior to permanent closure. Even though criteria in § 60.133 provide

that the underground facility be designed to handle water intrusion, the anti-

cipated design features need not be sufficient to cope with massive inflows that

could result from submersion of-boreholes and shafts. Should such a situation

develop, the ability of the geologic repository to achieve isolation of the

wastes that had been emplaced could be compromised.

Because the concern relates to waste isolation, the paragraph has been

rewritten so as to be limited to flooding of the underground facility. The

design criteria for structures, systems, and components important to safety

require that appropriate measures be taken to protect surface facilities

against the consequences of flooding.
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As there is no reason to differentiate between floods resulting from natural

causes (i.e., from occupancy and modification of floodplains) and those resulting

from failure of impoundments, the two pertinent paragraphs Lave been combined.

With respect to required investigations (5 60.123(b)], see Section-by-

Section Analysis, § 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(B).

§ 60.122(c)(2) (5 60.123(a)(2) and (3)]

Two paragraphs related to the groundwater flow system have been consolidated.

The conditions are to be regarded as potentially adverse if the activities in

question are "foreseeable." This is more conservative than the original rule,

which only identified "planned" activities. The proposed rule encompassed such

activities with a potential to "significantly" affect groundwater flow. Any

"adverse" effect should be treated as significant,-and the final rule makes a

change to reflect this.

§ 60.122(c)(3) (§ 60.123(a)(7)]

No substantive change from proposed rule.

§ 60.122(c)(4) [6 60.123(b)(8)]

[6 60.123(a)(5)] -

- 60.123(b)(6)]

(5 60.123(b)(7)]

Structural deformation would have been regarded as a potentially adverse

condition only if occurring within the disturbed zone during the Quaternary

Period. This approach was unduly limiting. StrucLural deformation in the

geologic-setting, whether or not of recent origin. is potentially adverse

because of the effects which it may have upon the regional grpundwater flow

system. Of course, it is to be expected that structural deformation remote

from the site, especially if ancient, can readily be found not to significantly

affect the ability of the geologic repository to isolate the waste. Still, it

is a potentially adverse condition and should be recognized as such.
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Faulting is one kind of structural deformation. By including it here, the

prior specific references to faulting can be eliminated.

§ 60.122(c)(5) (§ 60.123(b.)(12)]

This paragraph is no longer restricted to the disturbed zone. but other-

wise is unchanged in substance.-_.--

i 60.122(c)(6) E§ 60.123(a)(8)]

The proposed rule referred to "expected climatic changes." Climatology is

not sufficiently understood to enable us to limit our concern to "expected"

changes, and the final rule therefore refers to characteristics of the geologic

setting likely to be affected directly by reasonably foreseeable climatic

change, viz., the hydrologic conditions.

§ 60.122(c)(7) (S 60.123(b)(14)]

This paragraph referred to groundwater conditions that could "affect"

solubility and chemical reactivity. The concern is not with effects per se,

but rather with effects that increase the solubility or chemical reactivity of

the engineered barrier system. This was not made explicit. In order to be

more comprehensive, chemical composition of the host flck is added to the

relevant groundwater conditions.

§ 60.122(c)(8) [§ 60.123(b)(15)]

Aside from the extension of this paragraph beyond the disturbed zone,

there are no changes in substance. One clarifying addition, "of radionuclides,"

following "sorption" was made.

i 60.122(c)(9) (5 60.123(b)(13)]

This paragraph, related to non-reducing groundsater conditions, is only

appropriate to disposal in the saturated zone.
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S 60.122(c)(10) (5 60.123(b)(5)]

Dissolutioning will be treated as a potentially adverse condition through-

out the geologic setting. Examples of the kinds of features that provide

evidence of dissolutioning have been included so as to make it clear that the

paragraph refers to processes that provide gross manifestations of their

presence. .

§ 60.122(c)(11) ES 60.123(b)(8)]

No substantive changes.

§ 60. 122(c)(12)

§ 60. 122(c)(13)

§ 60. 122(c)(14)

§ 60.122(c)(15)

§ 60.122(c)(16)

CS 60.123(a)(4)]

ES 60.123(b)(10)]

(§ 60.123(b)(9)]

(s 60.123(b)(11)]

(5 60.123(b)(4)]

Extended from disturbed zone to

unchanged.

the entire geologic setting, but otherwise

§ 60.122(c)(17) [S 60.123(b)(3)]

Consistent with the references to resources in the requirements for the

content of the safety analysis report, § 60.21(c)(13), the presence of naturally

occurring materials for which economic extraction is currently feasible or

potentially feasible during the forseeable future may give rise to a potentially

adverse condition. The provision now applies to the site, rather than the

disturbed zone, since it is the site that provides isolation of the waste.

§ 60.122(c)(18) Cs 60.123(b)(1)]

Extended from the disturbed zone to the site.
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§ 60.122(c)(19) [§ 60.123(b)(2)J

Extended from the disturbed zone to the site.

§ 60.122(GA20) [§ 60.123(b)(16)]

The paragraph refers to "rock or groundwater" conditions that would

require complex engineering measures. Although the engineering measures being

referred to would be applied before permanent closure, the reason for having

this criterion--as in the remainder of § 60.122(c)--stems from concerns about

the ability of the geologic repository to satisfy the performance objectives

with respect to isolation of the waste. Although complex engineering measures

are not inherently unacceptable, their reliability must be carefully scrutinized

in a licensing process. A geologic setting that requires the adoption of such

complex engineering measures therefore can-be viewed as exhibiting a potentially

adverse condition. Although the final rule applies to the geologic setting

instead of the disturbed zone, this paragraph would apply over only that part of

the geologic setting that has features relevant to the selection of engineering

measures.

§ 60.122(c)(21) [§ 60;123(b)(17)]

The criterion pertaining to stable underground openings is also unchanged

in substance, except that it is no longer expressly limited to the disturbed

zone. This is another criterion that pertains to the period of operations.

However, like the preceding one, its underlying purpose is to assure that waste

isolation objectives can be achieved. Failure of underground openings could

result in the inability of the licensee to retrieve the wastes practicably,

should such a course of action be found to be warranted. The consequence of

this failure could be a transport of radionuclides to theAccessible environ-

ment at levels exceeding the performance objectives.
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY OPERATIONS AREA

§ 60.130 Scope of design criteria for the geologic repository operations

area. (5 60.130(a)]

The separation of final § 60.130 from related sections is an editorial

change.

As indicated in 1 60.131, Subpart E is intended to specify site and design

criteria. References to construction requirements are therefore inappropriate

and have been deleted.

§ 60.131 General design criteria for the geologic repository operations

area.

(a) Radiological protection. [1 60.130(b)(1)]

Aside from editorial changes, the only revision relates to the design of

the radiation alarm system; the language has been modified to conform to 10 CFR

§ 72.74(b), and reference to radioactivity in effluents was deleted since this

section has to do with radiation protection in restricted areas. Provisions

for control of radioactivity in effluents are contained in § 60.131(b)(4), for

emergency conditions, and in § 60.132(c), for normal operations.

(b) Structures, systems, and components important to safety.

(1) Protection against natural phenomena and envi-.r,.-ntal conditions.

[C 60.130(b)(2)]

The two proposed subparagraphs were duplicative and have been consolidated.

The.change of "site" to "geologic repository operations area" is appropriate

because the concern being addressed is accident conditions at the HLW facility

that could result'in specified doses at the boundary. Similarly, "any relevant

time period" -has been deleted since this provision deals with the prevention or

mitigation of accidents a.sociated with waste storage and handling activities.

Also, since it is accident conditions that are of concern, the provisions of
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the proposed rule dealing with operations, maintenance and testing were inappro-

priate and have been deleted. (The effects of natural phenomena and environ-

mental conditions on waste isolation are addressed in§ 60.122.)

(2) .Protection against dynamic effects of equipment failure and similar

events. (§ 60.130(b)(3).]

Editorial change, characterizing missile impacts as dynamic effects.

(3) Protection against fires and explosives. [§ 60.130(b)(4)]

The design criterion pertaining to continued operation during and after

fires has been limited to such events as are "credible." This responds to

comments that suggested that the proposed language could be interpreted to

require protection against any fire or explosion that might be physically

possible.

Because Subpart E is concerned with siting ar.d design criteria, the

Commission has not adopted a suggestion to incorporate, at this point,. ..

requirement that explosives be excluded from areas containing radioactive

materials. However, such a provision could be one of the license specifica-

tions found to be appropriate under § 60.43.

(4) Emergency capability. [§ 60.130(b)(5)]

Provision has been made to require control of effluents during emergency

conditions; see § 60.131(a). Otherwise unchanged.

(5) Utility services. [A 60.130(b)(6)]

Paragraph (I) has been clarified by inserting an explicit reference to

syitems "important to safety." Since the definition of "Important to safety"

refers to "accidents," the term "emergency conditions" has been changed to

"accident conditions."
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Proposed paragraph (iii) has been deleted because it was redundant with

the general provision for inspection, testing, and maintenance.-

Proposed paragraph (iv) (now (iii)] has been abbreviated. As proposed, it

could have been interpreted as requ-iring systems, even if redundant,.to be

functional at all times, The intent was to assure that timely emergency power

can be provided to structures, systems, and. components important to safety.

The provision has been modified accordingly. There is no need to state that

emergency power be sufficient to allow safe conditions to be maintained, since

this is implicit in the remainder of the text.

(6) Inspection, testing. and maintenance. [§ 60.130(b)(7)-]

No chande from proposed rule.

(7) Criticality control. (§ 60.130(b)(8)]

No change from proposed rule.

(8) Instrumentation and control systevs. [§ 60.130(b)(9)]

The adjective "engineered" has been deleted, in reference to systems

important to safety, so as to retain uniform terminology throughout the rule.

The provision for design "with sufficient redundancy to ensure that

adequate margins of safety are maintained," which was criticized as being

vague, has been deleted. The objective was to ensure that the design

incorporate needed instrumentation and this has been accomplished more clearly

by the amended language.

(9) Compliance with mining regulations. f§ 60.130(b)(10)]

No change from proposed rule. It stould be noted that this provision is

not intended to assert NRC authority over mining safety practices gererally,

but to the extent that the safety of workers is necessary *for systems important
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to safety to perform their intended functions, the relevant design features are

G. legitimate concern to NRC.

(10) Shaft conveyances used in radioactive waste handling. (5 60.133(c)]

The specific criteria applicable to hoists important to safety have remained

-unchanged. The general requirement that shaft conveyances- used to transport radio-

active materials be designed to satisfy the requirements for systems, structures,

and components important to safety has been deleted because it was unduly broad;

to the extent that the shaft conveyances are in fact important to safety, the

applicable design requirements will still apply.

§ 60.132 Additional design criteria tor surface facilities in the geologic

repository operations area. (5 60.131]

(a) Facilities for receipt and retrieval of waste. (5 60.131(a)]

This paragraph has been shortened by deleting redundant and unnecessary detail.

The requirement for safe handling and storage implies provision for inspection,

repair, and decontamination as appropriate. Similarly, it is not necessary to

state that surface storage capacity need not be provided for-all emplaced waste;

there must be sufficient capacity, however, to allow safe handlinq and storage.

(b) Surface facility ventilation. (5 60.131(b)]

The only change is the reference to § 60.111(a) by paragraph. This is not

a substantive amendment. as this is the only part of the performance objectives

relevant to ventilation.

(c) Radiation control and monitoring' . 60.131(c)]

The reference to emergency operations is omitted because that subject is

covered by § 60.131(b)(4). Editorial changes have been made here for the same

reasons as were discussed in connection with that paragraph.
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(d) Waste treatment. [§ 60.131(d)]

No change from proposed rule. /

(e) Cornideration of decommissioning. (§ 60;131(e)]

See DecommissioninQ, above. The term "decommissioning" has been retained

in this cor.text because surface facilities may continue to be used even after

permanent closure. The requirement has been made more precise by specifying

that the same standards apply here as to other activities licensed by NR^

§ 60.133 Additional subsurface design criteria (§ 60.i32J.

(a) General criteria for the underground facility. [S 60.132(a)]

Proposed paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) have been deleted because they were

redundant.

The requirement that design features "enhance [containment and isolation

of radionuclides] to the extent practicable at the site" has been changed to

provide that the design shall "contribute" to such containment and isolation.

As proposed, this provision could have been construed as imposing requirements

substantially in excess of those needed to satisfy the performance objectives.

This was not the intention. See also the discussion of ALARA, above.

The requirement to design the underground facility against the effects of

disruptive events has been modified to apply to events occurring during the-

pe-iod of operations and to exclude water and gas intrusions to eliminate

redundancy with other provisions of the rule. The requirement is also limited

to Lonsideration of credible disruptive events.

,(b) flexibility of design. [5 60.132(b)]

The only change, in punctuation, is editorial.
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(c) Retrieval of waste. [§ 60.132(d)]

Proposed paragraph (d)(2) has been deleted because it was redundant with

proposed paragraph (d)(1) and was.read to prohibit backfilling.

Proposed paragraph (d)(3) has been deleted because it is subsumed in the

remaining text of the paragraph.

(d) Control of water and gas. [§ 60.132(g)]

Because of confusion about the meaning of the term "service water," the

design requirement has been rephrased so as to refer more generally to "water

or gas intrusion.."

Additional proposed requirements have been deleted in-response to comments.

regarding the level of detail in the rule. (See Level of Detail, above.)

While each of the items that had been addressed will in all probability be

needed, the remaining general design criterion for control of water and gas is

adequate to ensure that each of the features will be incorporated in the design

where necessary.

(e) Urnderground openings. (S 60.132(e)]

This paragraph has been rewritten in functional terms so as to require

design so that operations in the underground facility "can be carried out

safely and the retrievability option.maintained."

The requirement that the design reduce the potential for deleterious rock

movement or fracturing of rock has been retained. The identification of con-

siderations that must be taken into account has been deleted as being more

appropriate for treatment in regulatory guides. The Commission anticipates,

however, that each of the factors that had been listed would in fact have been

included in complying with this paragraph.
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(f) Rock excavation. [§ 60.132kf)J

The proposed rule required design to "limit damage to and fracturing of

rock." The extent to which damage should be "limited" was not stated. More-

over, for some geologic media and sites, the requirement could-be interpreted

to prescribe particular excavation methods, which was not the intent. The

paragraph has beer. rephrased to indicate that the design irust reduce the

potential for creating a preferential pathway to the accessible environment.

(g) underground facility -tilation. [§ 60.132(h)]

The term "subsurface facility" has been eliminated, conforming to the

caption of the section. Paragraph (g)(1) now refers to control within and from

the "underground facility."

Proposed paragraph (h)(2), which would have required design to permit

continuous occupancy of all excavated areas through permanent closure, was

excessively restrictive. Ventilation will need to be maintained, however,

where normal operations are being carried out, so as to satisfy paragraph (g)(1).

Proposed paragraph (h)(3) was deleted. It is adequately covered.by

paragraph (g)(1).

As in some other contexts, reference is now made to "accident conditions"

instead of "emergency conditions" (see discussion of § 60.131(b)(5) above).

The requirement for design-to assure continued -function is retained, but the

means for accomplishing this is left to the designer. Redundant equipment and

fail-safe control systems would continue to be employed where necessary and

appropriate.

(h) Engineered barriers. (5 60.132(i)]

The proposed rule, in paragraph (i), would have specified several design

requirements for the engineered barriers, including backfill and barriers at

shafts. While the Commission continues to expect that such features will
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ordinarily be incorporated into the design, it has concluded that its earlier

approach would have been unduly restrictive. The Commission has therefore left

only the general functional statement that the engineered barriers shall be

designed to assist the geologic setting in meeting long-term performance

objectives.

(i) Thermal loads. CS 60.132(k)]

This provision retains the substance of proposed paragraph (k)(1). The

reference to the "ability of the natural or engineered barriers to retard

radionuclide migration" is deleted because it is already covered by requiring

that the performance objectives be met.

Proposed (k)(2), identifying factors to be taken into account in the

design of waste loading and waste spacings, has been omitted as containing

excessive detail.

Other omitted provisions. C§H 60.132(c), 60.132(j)]

Proposed § 60.132(c), dealing with the modular concept, was excessively

restrictive. The Commission recognizes that to some degree the concurrent

conduct of excavation with waste emplacement could "impair" waste Emplacement

or retrieval operations. Concurrent excavation and waste emplacement would be

acceptable, provided that all other applicable requirements are satisfied. The

provision for insulation of individual modules is not necessary, since para-

graph (a)(3) requires that the design limit the effects of disruptive events

and paragraph (g)(2) provides that the design assure continued function of

ventilation systems under accident conditions. Section 60.131(a), including

the design requirement to control the dispersal of radioactive contamination,

is also relevant.

Proposed § 60.132(j) would have specified fail-safe designs in systems

for handling, transporting, and emplacing wastes. This too was excessively

restrictive. What protective measures are needed will be determined in the

light of a range of factors, including the probability and consequences of
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mishaps and the costs of alternative means for dealing with them. Similarly,

the final rule does not require that handling systems "minimize the potential

for operator error"; specifications for such systems will depend upon-an

evaluation of the particular risks involved. Where protective measures are

needed, particularly insofar as they relate to radiological consequences, the

remaining design requirements suffice.

CS 60.134 Construction specifications for surface and subsurface facilities.]

The proposed rule contained a section on construction specifications that

was not appropriate, since (under § 60.31(a)(2)) the scope of Subpart E was

limited to site and design criteria:

Although the section has therefore been deleted, this does not mean that con

struction procedures are not of vital significance. As stated in § 60.31(a)(1)(i

the Commission will consider whether DOE has adequately described construction

procedures which may affect the capability of the geologic repository to serve

its intended function. Appropriate provisions will be included in a construction

authorization, as provided in § 60.32.

Proposed § 60.134(c), dealing with construction records, has been retained,

with minor modifications. It now appears as § 60.72, and is discussed in the

analysis of that section.

§ 60.134 Design of seals for shafts and boreholes [S 60.133].

The proposed rule contained a number of provisions which commenters

criticized as being unachievable, or at least incapable of being demonstrated.

Specifically, there was objection to the requirements that shaft and seal

design not create preferential pathways and that sealed shafts and boreholes

inhibit radionuclide transport to, at the least, the same degree as the

undisturbed rock. The Commission acknowledges that in some cases a pathway may

be created that may be preferential in relation to the undisturbed rock.

Whether or not this is acceptable will depend upon the characteristics of the

rock in question, the quality of the seal under projected conditions, the age,
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nature, and location of the waste, and the design of the underground facility.

The important thing is that the seals not become pathways that compromise the

geologic repository's ability to meet the performance objectives for the period

relating to isolation of the waste. This concept now appears as § 60.134(a)..

Additionally, although the Commission's general.approach has been to avoid

ALARA-type concepts, it has in this instance specified that materials and

placement methods for seals be selected to reduce, to the extent practicable,

the potential for creating a preferential pathway or the migration of radio-

nuclides through existing pathways. This approach is based upon a concern that

significant deficiencies in seal design could largely, or entirely, eliminate

the contribution to waste isolation which is to be provided by the geologic

setting. By insisting that seal design reduce preferential pathways to the

extent practicable, the Commission ensures that the design will facilitate its

arriving at licensing decisions.

Proposed § 60.133(b)(1) provided that shafts and boreholes be sealed as

soon as possible after they have served their operational purpose. As in the

other portions of the section, the objective was to address the question of

long-term isolation. Early sealing can prevent deformations that might other-

wise develop prior to permanent closure; such events could make it more

difficult or impractical to achieve maximum integrity of the permanent seals

when they are put into place. To the extent that this is an important concern,

it too is covered under the text of the final § 60.134.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE WASTE PACKAGE

§ 60.135 Criteria for the waste package and its components.

A geologic repository operations area, by definition, is a facility that

may be used for the disposal of high-ievel radioactive waste. The rule must

therefore address matters related to HLW, including as appropriate requirements

as to HLW waste form and waste package. Whether or not other'radioactive mate-

rials are emplaced in the facility is speculative, and even if this should

occur, the quantities, specific activity, half-lives and other relevant factors
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may be so variable as to make it impossible at this time to establish reasonable

rules. The-final rule accordingly expressly limits the applicability of the

requirements of this section to high-level radioactive waste. Nonradioactive

wastes are not addressed at all. The Commission defers for later considera-

tion, should tUie occasion arise, an examination of the legal and technical

questions that would be presented if the disposal of nonradioactive wastes in a

geologic repository operations area were to be proposed.

S 60.135(a) High-level waste package design in general.

This paragraph has been revised editorially. It is now limited to HLW

packages, but is otherwise unchanged in substance from the proposed rule.

§ 60.135(b) Specific criteria for HLW package design. [S 60.135(c)]

Two paragraphs relate to contents-of the waste package--one dealing with

explosive, pyrophoric, and chemically reactive materials and a second dealing

with free liquids. Editorial changes have been made so as to provide parallel

language. Insofar as the period of operations is concerned, this is done by

adopting the proposed language that has applied to free liquids. Insofar as

waste isolation is concerned, both paragraphs are related to the relevant

performance objective, adapting for this purpose the proposed provisions on

explosive, pyrophoric, and chemically reactive materials.

Also, as revised, the provision pertaining to explosive, pyrophoric, and

chemically reective materials avoids the possible interpretation that insignif-

icant quantities of such materials may not be incorporated in waste packages.

Other changes are merely editorial.

§ 60.135(c) Waste form criteria for HLW. [5 60.135(b)]

The portion of this paragraph that deals with combustibles has been

modified so as to specify that a fire involving waste packages containing

combustibles will not affect the integrity of other waste packages, adversely
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affect any structures, systems or components important to safety, or compromise

the ability of the underground facility to contribute to waste isolation.. This

parallels the corresponding changes in the waste package- design criteria.

The reference to structures, systems, or components is modified by the

defined term "important to safety" rather than the undefined adjective

"safety-related."

S 60.135(d) Design criteria for other radioactive wastes.

This paragraph is new. Its purpose is described in the introductory

analysis for this section.

PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION REQUIREMENTS

§ 60.137 General requirements for performance confirmation.

Unchanged from proposed rule.

Subpart F - Performance Confirmation Program

S 60.140 General requirements.

The proposed rule would have specified that the performance confirmation

program "ascertain" certain data. While achievement of that goal would be

desirable; it is more accurate to state that the program is to "provide data

which indicates, where practicable," whether conditions are within assumed

limits and systems are functioning as intended.

The proposed requirement that the confirmation program be implemented so

as not to "adversely affect" the natural and engineered barriers, § 60.140(d)(1),

also needed to be qualified. The Commission's intention was not to prohibit

useful tests that would have trivial impacts upon the repository's performance;
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instead, it wishes to assure that significant potentially adverse effects are

taken into account in designing the performance confirmation program. The

paragraph has been modified accordingly.

See also the amendment to § 60.74, which provides for the conduct of the

performance confirmation program.

§ 60.141 Confirmation of geotechnical and design parameters.

Unchanged from proposed rule.

§ 60.142 Design testing.

Unchanged from proposed rule.

§ 60.143 Monitoring and testing waste packages.

The ambiguous term "repository" has been replaced by the defined terms

"geologic repository operations area" or "underground facility," as appropriate.

Other changes are editorial in nature.

Subpart G - Quality Assurance

S 60.150 Scope.

This section has been revised to correspond to the counterpart provision

of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. Where the same term (here, "quality assurance")

is employed in related contexts, it is generally desirable to use a common

definition. For this reason, the Commission has declined to substitute

"reasonable assurance" for "adequate confidence" as the measure of satisfactory

performance.
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§ 60.151 Applicability.

The final rule defines "important to safety" in a manner related to the

period of operations. Because quality assurance requirements must be.applied

with a view to long-term performance, Subpart G Is also made applicable to

those elements of the geologic repository that must function in a prescribed

manner so as to satisfy the performance objectives for the period after

permanent closure. The proposed rule's reference to "events that could cause

an undue risk to the health and safety of the public" has been deleted because

of the inclusion of the more definite standards that are referred to in the

revised first sentence of the section.

Further, the Commission has adopted a suggestion to revise the list of

activities to which Subpart G pertains so as to correspond more closely with

the structure of the rule.

§ 60.152 Implementation.

Unchanged from proposed rule.

[S 60.153 Quality assurance for performance confirmation.]

This section of the proposed rule has been deleted because performance

confi mation is now made subject, by § 60.151(b), to explicit requirements for

the conduct of performance confirmation.

Subpart H - Training and Certification of Personnel -

Provisions for Training and Certification of Personnel are unchanged in.

substance from the proposed rule. The rule has been clarified by replacing the

undefird term "operations important to safety" with the phrase "operations of

systems and components important to safety." Other changes are merely editorial.
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Subpart I - Emergency Planning Criteria

Section .60.31(a) provides that one of the considerations bearing upon the

issuance of a construction authorization is whether DOE's emergency plan

complies with the criteria contained in Subpart I. The proposed technical

criteria were-silent with respect to Subpart 1, and the contents of that sub-

part here continue to be reserved.
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PART A

GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED RULE - 10 CFR PART 60:

The following general comments (1-18) are included in this staff analysis to

provide information on the general opinions on the proposed rule expressed by

the commenters. The staff does not believe it is necessary'to provide responses

to these general comments.

Comment No. 1: J. Carson Mark, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (10)

The NRC staff is to be complimented on moving ahead even in the absence of
confirmed, supporting standards which are to be provided by the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency; Although we believe'certain changes and improvements
should be made in the proposed rule, the published draft reflects a good grasp
of the subject and incorporates a wide range of input from other Federal
agencies and outside groups.

Comment No. 2: Southwest Research Institute (19)

Southwest Research Institute, P not-for-profit corporation whose principal
activity is applied engineering in the public good, is privileged to respond
to the subject proposed rules. The Institute finds its-services to the
electric power utilities, and particularly-those who have siuclear reactors,
growing at a rapid rate. Moreover, thi.s service has become worldwide and our
personnel are onsite and in touch with reactor and regulatory people in most
of the countries of the Western World.

1. The Institute is firmly in favor of the proposed rule as outlined by the
Commission. The United States desperately needs such a repository.

2. The Institute would, however, much prefer to see the repository limited
to, and designed for, only those high-level wastes that result from the
reprocessing of spent reactor fuels and the manufacture of nuclear weapons.
The Institute believes that domestic uranium is a depletable U.S. resource
that, in the long term, will-be critically important. Reprocessing would
appear to be essential in the future. If a reprocessing plant(s) could
come on stream within a reasonable period of time, costs of the proposed
repository would be reduced because the need for retrieval would be elimi-
nated. Further, any spent fuel in storage Is a waste of energy-generating
capability.

Comment No. 3: U.S. DOE (48)

The Commission is to be commended for its considerable efforts and determina-
tion to move forward with this most important rule. Many Department concerns
with specifics of the rule, some of them major, have already been resolved by
the Commission staff. The statement added since the ANPR on the concept of
"reasonable assurance" is a major contribution toward a crediblie regulation.
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I might note here that we generally suppor.t the Commission's position on siting
requirements and human intrusion, and we agree that ALARA (as-low-as-reasonably-
achievable) principles should not be applied. However, we still have differ-
ences of opinion on the proposed rule and have proposed alternative language
for parts of the rule which will mitigate these differences.

Comment No. 4: J. A. Adam (34)

The amendments as proposed are adequajte and should be adopted without any
major change. The provisions of the technical criteria, if achieved, will
adequately protect the public safety and the environment, both now anti in the
future. At the same time, the criteria are realistic and-can likely be satis-
fied. The criteria are also reasonably complete. However, 1 do have
observations to make and suggestions to offer.

Comment No. 5: 1. Remson (13) -

I found this to be a surprising, and distressing document. It summarily dis-
cards the ideas and methodologies developed by all review groups and profes-
sionals with whom I have been associated over the past several years. It makes
pronouncements about the status of geology, hydrology and modeling that are
wrong. Finally, its 'component" approach (as constrasted with the "systems"
approach) has led to decisions, use of terminology and numerical choices in
several difficult technological-areas that are not logical and cannot be
implemented.

In short, the proposed rule summarily discards the results painfully arrived
at by-the technological community. A few specific examples are discussed.
below. I trust that additional examples will be presented in the report of
the ONI panel workshop.

Comment No. 6: I. Remson (13)

The proposed rule essentially abandons the concept of deep geologic disposal.

Five years ago, the geology had to do the entire job of radionL;lide contain-
ment. All that the canister had to do was get the wastes to the 'ite. Now,
we are at the other extreme. The proposed rule gives the geology and hydrology
no containment credit-except for the 1,000 year groundwater travel requirement.

With the proposed rule in place, there would be no reason to continue any of
the ongoing geology and hydrology site studies. Every one of the sites that I
am familiar with meets the 1,000 year groundwater travel requirement. In
fact, many of the sites that have been rejected would meet the rule specifi-
cations if we engineered the package and repository. Therefore, why should
one study the sites further?

Comment No. 7: H. Ross (14)

My general impression of the proposed rule is one of disappointment and-concern.
Professionals concerned with problems of nuclear waste storage and the entire
nuclear industry are well aware of the need for finalizing the regulatory
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guidelines for high level radioactive waste disposal in a timely manner. The
proposed rule as presently written may needlessly complicate and postpone:_>-.,-.
licensing a repository and completing the necessary site selection, chaMYUtMi&-
zation, and technical support studies. What is described as 'a' proposeE '
for "storage of HLW in geologic repositories" shows a.basic mistrust of the
geology itself and now places a number of arbitrary and impossible to verify
numerical criteria on the performance of engineered barriers and the geologic
site. This philosophy ignores the multiple.favorable aspects of the wDmbinA4.
engineering end geologic barriers. This is a system of.multiple..barrievs
which should be evaluated and regulated as an integrated's'ystem,.on-- --ve;--;--
specific basis, rather than as a series of independent component-. -_ ==

Comment No. 8: B. R. McElmurry (38) -

This proposed regulation is flawed in several ways. -Basically.-it does ift-=-
1ecognize the existence in nature of numerous 'naturally radioactive soilCfnd-
regions in which-there is a history of-unlimited human use-formay-gener-ations.'
Such areas include China, India, France, South America, and several districts
within the United Stales. There is not,. and can never be, a sound basis for
requiring repositories to perform better- than.-nature-.. I know-of oblistunces
--where people have been recuired to evacuate an area-beesube tne-wtural-
backg!ound is too high.

Comment No. 9: R.,-. Newman, American Institute of Chemical Engineers (A4&";;-

Technical criterae-azalre, of course, needed for the Department of Energy4tepaw.
forward with c6rigGtr-Rtion and operation of a geologic repository.": H6iweiet-
our view,.these specific proposed criteria go so far beyond those required-to_
protect the environment and the public that tney constitute a basis for needless
Pnd costly delay-tn.moving forward with the repository. In f~art, weyeUAqr.-
that these criteria, however well intentioned, provide a prime exampflEYhe. --

type of overregulitirn being addressed by the President's Task Force on Reg440-
tory Relief, chaized-by Vice President Bush. Consequently, a copy ot....A.
letter is bein4 sent-to the Vice President.

Comment No. 10:. Institute of Geological-Sciences.- London (29) _

In its present geiJ-ralised form the 'Proposed rule' highlights the areas a.-
which more technicil data are required and illustrates the difficulty (end _-
danger) of framing comprehensive technical criteria which define safe limits
for complex, interactive parameters. That there will be a need for technicalL
criteria to be defined at sometime in the future cannot be argued, but currefl
research programmes are providing data relevant to the definition of such -
criteria and the publication-of a definitive rule for universal applicatiors--
should await the completion of many, if not all, of those studies. In tbe -
meantime individual applications for site licensees should be dealt with on a 5
site-specific basis to ensure that performance cojectives can be met. -

Comment No. 11: Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (33)

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. has thoughtfully reviewed the comments, conclusions
and recompnendations mdde by the American Nuclear Society in their submission
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of October 14, 1981 concerning the proposed rule 10 CFR Part 60. NFS agrees
with the ANS por'. in and urges the Commission to give it a thorough and
detailed consid ion.

Comment No. l. D. M. Petefish (43)

I first must express my own personal view as to the utility of having a regula-
tion for high level waste disposal, particularly a regulation.which casts'HLW
disposal in the conventional review process. Given the uniqueness of the pro-
ject (i.e., in terms of the few (if more than one) disposal options which in
all practicality will be realized given political, social, environmental,
scientific (especially geological) restraints; federal government ownership
and operation; the monumental urgency in establishing long term HLW disposal
solutions; and its impact on the nuclear option, and even defense, I must
call to question the'decision which has seemingly been made, as reflected by
the draft regulation, that we will proceed to handle HLW disposal in. the same
manner as we have licensed conventional facilities. In my view, this is
nothing short of ludicrous, of wasting government and public resources, of
over-reaction on the part of government regulators to show the public we are
doing our job in an open atmosphere. The project deserves more, much more,
from us.

Similarly, it must be realized that those agencies (e.g., NRC, EPA, USGS)
which will be involved in the safety and environmental review are now working
with DOE and DOE.labeoratories in coming to grips, In developing rational
solutions, to the waste disposal problem. I believe this is the way it slhould
be done. This combine-d concern--this combined tapping of a broad spectrum of
government expertise--is essential. The Energy Reorganization Act states the
NRC will participate in assisting ERDA (DOE) in resolving the waste disposal
problem.

It is also.somewhat ambiguous in that it states we will license ERDA (DOE) H1W
waste. Thus, the Act although it split the functions of the AEC,still.main-
tained a tie between agencies in dealing with HLW.- Yet, this tie is not clearly
expressed in the regulation. How will this be'viewed by the public if we
follow the usual review scheme as promulgated by this regulation, where we are
supposedly conducting an objective review (when In fact we are involved with
DOE now)? How will our credibility be viewed? It is a certainty cries will
ring out that we are "all in bed together," that the licensing process is a
sham.

Irrespective of my expressed view, I have tried to review the draft regulation
as I review all documents presented to Be for comment. In this case, I assume
such regulations are as given and will be established.

Comment No. 13:' D. H. Oetefish (43)

As a whole, I find the language of the regulation difficult to comprehend; as
such, I appreciate the statement that only the interpretation of the General
Counsel is binding. The subject matter An the regulation touches upon a
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variety of disciplines, lawyers, administrators, engineers, scientists, hear-
ing boards, etc. Surely, the language of the regulation can be simplified and
"de-bureaucratized".

Comment No. 14: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

A final observation that extends beyond the general comments set forth above,
and beyond the detailed comments enclosed, is that the proposed rule in its
present form is unduly complex. There are numerous ways in which It could be
simplified to the advantage of DOE as the licensee as well as to those in NRC
who will be responsible for its Implementation.

In light of the above, we respectfully request that the rule in its present
form be reworked and reissued for comment. Although we appreciate that such
action could delay promulgation of a final rule by as much as a year, it is
our understanding that such a delay would not adversely impact DOE's schedule
for bringing a waste repository into operation.

Comment No. 15: Westinghouse Corp. (54)

Westinghouse also concurs with the AIF recommendation that the rule in its
present form be reworked and reissued for comments.

Comment No. 16: D. M. Petefish (43)

Because of the diversity of subjects included, I suggest a flow chart be
developed highlighting the procedures and requirements and be Incorporated as
part of the 'egulation.

Comment No. 17: M. J. Lewis (11)

This document is very difficult to follow. This document really doesn't do
what the Summary in the proposed rule says it-does. The proposed criteria do
not address "siting, design and performance in a geological repository" in
anything like a meaningful manner.

Comment Np. 18: D. M. Petefish (43)

From the title of subpart E it would seem that it would mostly concern itself
with describing the physical parameters and requirements of establishing a
geologic repository. I find it limited in this respect. Rather, it appears
to mostly concern itself with matters which are applicable to any option for
disposal, e.g., systems, components and structures; accounting for radioactive
waste; ownership and control; quality assurance. All these factors could be
incorporated (and appear to already be) in the main body of the regulation. I
would limit the Subpart to only the factors unique to deep geologic repositories.
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2. FIVE COMMENTERS ADDRESSED THE RELATIONSHIP dETWEEN FEDERAL AND STATE
AGENCIES IN HLW DISPOSAL

GENERAL RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 19 - 23

Several comments questioned the adeqLacy of the role to be accorded State agencies

in the geologic disposal of HLW. Provisions set forth in 10 CFR Part 60 Subpart C

at 46 FR 13986 (February 25, 1981) ensure that both State and local governments

have an opportunity to make significant contributions to the license review. The

consultation role of the States in reviewing applicable NRC regulations and licens-

ing procedures, as well as participation in the licensing process, was treated

explicitly in the Supplementary Information to the proposed licensing procedures

set forth at 44 FR 70412 (December 6, 1979), and reiterated in the Supplementary

Information to the final licensing procedures (46 FR 13973). The relationship of

DOE to other Federal agencies in the disposal *of HLW in geologic repositories was

set forth in the Supplementary Information section of the proposed technical

criteria (46 FR 35280-35281). Provisions for review of DOE's site characteriza-

tion report by the States are set forth in the final licensing procedures at

60.11(c) (46 FR 13981). Provisions for further input by the States in the site

review process are also set forth at 60.61, 60.62, and 60.63 (46 FR 13986).. If

a State wishes to form an "oversight interdisciplinary group" such as suggested

by some commenters to serve as a State review panel, it may include such

provisions within its proposal for State participation (46 FR 13986). The staff

does'not believe that it is necessary to specify this option in the rule.

Although this analysis reflects the situation-under the existing licensing:proce-

dures, the staff recognize's the need to review those procedurt. in the light of

the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982; the relationship between NRC and State

agencies may therefore be subject. to modification.

Comment No. 19: N. D. Lewis State of Washinaton Eneray Facility Site
Evaluation (36)

We continue to have concerns about the relatively minor role afforded the
states on the siting, design, construction and operation of these facilities.
Inasmuch as the State of Washington appears to be a h1ghly probable location
for a repository, our concerns on this matter merit attention.

Staff Response to Coment No. 19:

See General Response to Coament Nos. 19 - 23.
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Comment No. 20: National Association of Counties Research, Inc. (1)

Finally,-NACo believes that despite the regulation and control-of radioactive
disposal at the federal level, among the Department of Energy, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and the NRC, there is a role for state and local goveromaftJts
to play. In the past, these governments have been ignored, and the public con-
seqtiences of those actions have been loud and visible. At the least, consulta-
tion and information-sharing between the federal agencies involved and the
appropriate state and local governments should be regularized by a statement
to that effect in this (and other) rule(s).-

Staff Response to Comment No. 20:

See General Response to Comment Nos. 19 - 23.

Comment No. 21: Div. of Emergency Government, State of Wisconsin (77)

The relationship of DOE to other federal agencies and to state agencies is
unclear, especially if the state agency personnel disagree with DOE evaluations
of candidate site geological characteristics.

Staff Response to Comment No. 21:

See General Response to Comment Nos. 19 - 23.

Comment No. 22: Capital-Area Groundwater Conservation Commission (22)

The regulations for radwaste should require for each state an "oversight inter-
disciplinary group" that would serve as a state review panel to the.prime con-
tractors, to state officials, and the involved federal agencies. Its function
would not include the review of contracts nor the control of activities. The
creation of such a group would assure the data collection and interpretive
multidisciplirary studies are not fragmented, assure that the assigned tasks
are accomplished with the state's needs in mind, provide input and information
to the executive and legislative branches of the state government, and serve
as a "route" for information to governmental agencies and to the concerned
public.

Staff Response to Comment No. 22:

See General Response to Comment Nos. 19 - 23.

Comment No. 23: Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (63)

The regulations for radwaste should require for each State an Noversight inter-
disciplinary group" that would serve as a State Review panel to the prime con-
tractors, to State officials, and the involved Federalagencies.. Its function
would not include the review of contracts nor the control of activities. The
creation of such a group would assure the data-collction and interpretive
multidisciplinary studies are not fragmented, assure that the assigned tasks
are accomplished with the State's needs in mind, provide input and information
to the executive and legislative branthes of the State government, and serve
as a route" for information to governmental agencies and to the concerned
public.
Staff Response to Commeit No. 23:

See General Response to Coment Nos. 19 - 23.
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3. THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED THE SUBJECT OF ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES:

GENERAL RESPONSE TO COMMENT NOS. 24 - 83

Commenters addressed generally the questions of alternative approaches--overall

systems approach or multibarrier approach and whether or not there should be

numerical performance objectives for particular barriers, particularly as EPA

had not yet promulgated its standard. These questions are addressed in the

Overview, especially in Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards;

as well as in Part C, which is the rationale document for the numerical performance

objectives and includes discussion of the uncertainties associated with geologic

disposal of HLW, the achievability and reasonableness of the numerical require-

ments, and the contributions of containment, controlled release and groundwater

travel time tc meeting the assumed EPA standard. Other issues raised by the

commenters are addressed, as appropriate, in the individual responses, usually -

by reference to another section of the Overview. In certain instances a. unique

point raised is treated through amplified discussion.

Comment No. 24: Bechtel National, Inc (37)

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed technical
criteria for regulating geologic disposal of high-level radioactive waste. In
general, we are pleased that the NRC is developing such licensing criteria;
however, we continue to be disappointed that the proposed rule has not changed
appreciably from an earlier version. As expressed previously, the EPA concept
of a siigle, overall repository performance standard-is preferred over the
NRC's basic approach of applying several specific, subsystem performance
standards. We firmly believe that reasonable assurance can be realized for
complying with a single, overall performance standard for the total repository
system through the use of current and proven engineering practices. Further,
such a single standard will provide the basis for allowing flexibility in
design for differing waste package and site specific characteristics,-while
protecting the public health and safety and the environment.

Staff Response to Comment No. 24:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multip'le Performance Standards.

Comment No. 25: T. M. Pipford (53),

NRC's proposed rule 10 CFR 60 specifies technical criteria for disposal of high-
level radioactive waste in geologic repositories. NRC considers the criteria
to be necessary for it to fulfill its statutory obligations concerning the
licensing and regulating of facilities used for the receipt and storage of high-
level radioactive waste. In its Notice of Rulemaking and in the accompanying-
Rationale for Technical Performance Objectives. NRC states four purposes for
these criteria:

1. To specify site and design criteria which, If satisfied, will support a
finding of no unreasonable risk to the health and safety to the public.

7
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2. To enhance NRC's confidence that the EPA standard will be met.

3. To simplify the NRC review of DOE's applications to Construct a licensed
repository.

4. To guide DOE in siting, designing, and constructing a repository in
manner that public health and safety will be protected.

This review of NRC's proposed rule -and accompanying rationale addresses the
question of whether or not the proposed technical criteria have been shown by
NRC to be either necessary or sufficient to achieve the stated purposes. NRC's
technical basis for the numerical technical criteria are also reviewed.

Staff Response to Coonent No. 25:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 26: T. H. Piaford (53)-

NRC has not identified what safety standard or "unreasonable risk to health and
safety to the pubilic" its technical criteria are intended to achieve: NRC has
submitted no evidence, rationale, or discussion concerning "unreasonable risk
to the health and'safety to the public" and the relation of the technical ctite-
ria thereto. Consequently, there is no basis for concluding that the technical
criteria are either necessary or sufficient for the first purpose stated by NRC.

The EPA standard for geologic Isolation of radioactive waste is yet to be deter-
mined, so it is premature for NRC to'conclude that its proposed technical crite-
ria will enhance confidence-that the EPA standard can be met.

In this regard, NRC states: -

"The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has the authority and responsi-
bility for setting generally applicable standards for radiation in the
environment. It is the responsibility of the NRC to implement those stand-
atds in this licensing action and assure the public health and safety are
protected. Although no EPA standard for disposal of HLW yet exists, these
proposed technical criteria -for regulating geologic disposal of HLW have
been developed to be compatible with a generally appllcable environmental
standard."

Although many of the descriptive criteria proposed by NRC are reasonable
considerations to follow in selecting a site and in developing a repository
design, the specification of numerical values *ce technical criteria, which are
to help meet and to be compatible with the EPA standard, is premature without
the existence of the radiation safety standard which these technical criteria
are intended to help achieve. NRC has submitted no evidence that the numerical
criteria can 'support a finding of no unreasonable risk to the health and
safe'y to the public."
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Staff Response to Comment No. 26:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

'Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 27: T. H. Pigforo (53 '

NRC argues that its proposed technical criteria will simplify the NRC review of
an application by DOE to construct a licensed repository. NRC states that if
the DOE-proposed site, underground facility, and'waste package perform accord-
ing to the technical criteria specified by the proposed regulations, including
the specific numerical criteria, NRC's evaluation of repository performance will
be greatly simplified. The objective of simplifying the licensing review
appears to be a main purpose for many of the technical criteria in the proposed
regulation.

While it. is desirable to simplify licensing review so as to focus on the main
issues of public health and safety, we question whether the present NRC approach
does not, in fact, detract from focusing on long-term radiation safety. Requiring
DOE to show that its design of components meets specific numerical criteria
might simplify initial licensing review by NRC staff, but licensing review does
not end there. If NRC criteria are not adequately founded and are not shown to
be necessary or sufficient to achieve the overall safety standard, there Is sub-
stantive basis for challenging the criteria and the rule.

More importantly, such a regulatory approacb, in the' absence of a showing that
detailed numerical criteria are related to an overall performance goal, can
interfere with and detract from suitable emphasis upon overall safety. The
difficulty and challenge of complying with NRC's proposed numerical criteria,
as discussed later in Sections 9.6, 10.5, 11, and 13.4, can overshadow the more
important task of focusing on overall safety performance of the waste isolation
system. It can divert DOE from its central responsibility of providing reason-
able assurance that the performance of the overail system and of the subsystems
and components will meet the overall performance required of the geologic isola-
tion system, in terms of health and safety to-the public. It can divert NRC
from its responsibility of evaluating the overall system performance.

This approach by NRC towards its regulation for public health and safety has
come under increasing scrutiny and criticism in recent years. The danger of
this approach was forcefully articulated by the President's Comission on the
Accident at Three Mile Islands, which stated that:

'The existence of a vast body of regulations by NRC tends to focus indus-
try attention narrowly on the meeting of regulations rather than on a
systematic concern for safety.f

5J. G. Kemeny, et al., 'Report of the President's Commission on the Accident at
Three Mile Island," October, 1979.
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The NRC was also strongly criticized for not setting or identifying goals of
public health and safety to be achieved, and for not sufficiently relating its
detailed technical guidelines and regulations towards achieving those goals.

In later sections we question the validity of portions of the NRC analyses which
led to some of the numerical criteria in the proposed rule. Without sufficient
validity or foundation, the proposed technical criteria are more likely to
complicate rather than simplify the overall licensing process.

This in not to say that NRC regulations and guides should never incorporate
numerical criteria for performance of components and subsystems. There are
many examples in NRC practkce which do indeed simplify the regulatory process
and do not interfere with the careful development of technology aimed at solv-
ing the more important problems of safety. However, the numerical criteria
now proposed by NRC are pr-.mature for that purpose.

Staff Response to Comment No. 27:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Singlf vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale docuient.

Comment No-. 28: T. H. Pigord (53)

The purpose of technical criteria in regulations and guides should be to help
achieve public health and safety. When sufficient and necessary such technical
criteria can be useful as long as their technical bases remain sound. Regardless
of how well founded and formulated such technical criteria may be at the time
promulgated by NRC, it is likely that increased technical knowledge will warrant
.change, pafticularly in the case of numerical technical criteria. It is likely
that better technical knowledge in the future would result in less uncertainty
in predicting performance and will thereby justify less margin for uncertainty
than was incorporated in the numerical criteria when originally adopted.

If the technical purpose and foundation of the original criteria are not clear
and sound, and if the numerical criteria are adopted without adequate reference
to their basis, then the technical framework for later review and challenge of.
the need and adequacy of such technical criteria has been lost. The technical
criteria then become viewed as arbitrary numbers which are sacred within the*-
selves, rather than as representing necessary technical functions and perform-
ance which these numerical criteria are intended to achieve. To the extent that
numerical technical criteria are finally adopted by NRC, adequate descriptions
of their technical purpose, foundation, and assumptions should be included.

Staff Response to Comment No. 28-

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Sinale vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.
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Comment No. 29: T. H. Pigford (53)

To the extent that numerical technical performance criteria by NRC are justified,
they are better suited to be incorporated in NRC's regulatory guides rather than
in its regulations. When numerical criteria appear in regulations, they are
formally enacted and consequently difficult to change. NRC has utilized the
guideline approach-for promulgating most of the vast body of its technical
requirements in other licensing procedures. When numerical criteria do become
justified, they should be incorporated in NRC guides, along with the technical
bases for their justification.

Staff Response to Comment No. 29:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale documen..

Comment No. 30: T. H. Piaford (53)

Many of the general considerations btcteu in NRC's pr. -sed rule may be useful
guidance to DOE, in that they define some o! the issue,, which NRC will question
in Its review of a future license application by DOE. However, there is no
showing by NRC that the numerical criteria are useful to or needed by DOE. DOE
representatives3 have expressed no such need. Instead, they have observed, as
have we, that these numerical criteria could steer the DOE program in unprofit-
able directions.

DOE's contractors for site exploration must be guided by knowledge of. desirable
geohydrologic characteristics desirable for overall waste-isolation performance,.
and DOE's designers of the waste package and of the-repository need to design
to performance specifications of systems and.components. However, developing
a technological data base of such specifications and providing these specifica-
tions to the repository contractors Is a primary-responsibslity of DOE in manag-
ing and implementing the national waste Isolation program. It is from DOE that
such guidance is to be expected.

However, the national program for geologic waste isolation urgently needs guia-
ance In terms of the overall goal for safety performance. As has been shown in
Section 8, the published performance analyses by DOE contractors and others,
including those relied upon by NRC"6"7 assume an overall performance standard

3 1C. Heath (U.S. Department of Energy), Meetihg of the Board on Radioactive
Waste Management, National Research Council, September 17, 1981.

6H. C. Burkholder, "Management Perspectives for Nuclear Fuel Cycle Wastes,"
Nuclear Waste Management and Transportation Quarterly Report, Jan.-Mar., 1976,
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, WA.

GM. L. Cloninger, 'A Perspective Analysis on the Use of Engineered Barriers for
Geologic Isolation of Spent Fuel," Proc. NWTS Info. Mtg., Oct. 30 - Nov. 1, 1979.

?U.S. Department of Energy, Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Manage-
ment of Commercially Generated Radioactive Waste, DOEIEIS-0046-D, 1979.
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irn terms of radiation dose to a maximally exposed individual, based upon past
precedence in NRC licensing, and these analyses have included estimates of such
individual doses for hundreds of thousands of years in the future. Yet, the
"EPA Standard" assumed by NRC is based instead upon a-specified maximum number
of total premature cancers to a population, rather than to individuals, calcu-
lated for future times -no greater than 10,000 years. The two approaches are
markedly different, and the differences should be-resolved. This is where
guidance is-needed, but ft has neither been discussed nor supplied in NRC's
proposed rule and rationale.-

Staff Response to Comment No. 30:

The NRC assumes that the overall safety standard for a geologic repository will

be similar to the proposed EPA standard (limits on total quantities of radio-

activity released), and has shown the relationship between such a standard and

the Part 60 performance objectives in the rationale document which accompanies

the final.rule. (See Part C of this document.) See also Overview, Section 5.5,

Populdtion vs. Individual Dose.

Comment No. 31: T. H. Pigford (53)

There have been suggestions4'32 that the numerical criteria should be interpreted
flexibly, and that sites and repository designs could trade high performance in
some of the areas specified by NRC's numerical criteria against weaker performance
in other areas. Whereas guidance as to interpretation and compliance is an
important and vital ingredient in a workable rule, there are two problems with
the. suggested more liberal interpretations of the-rul~e as now proposed. First,
such interpretation is not mentioned in the rule nor in Its rationale. Good
intentions. by the architects of the proposed rule, if not written into the
rule, can become forgotten history to the different individuals who must Imple-
ment the rule in the future. Second, when the numerical criteria are, to a
large extent, arbitrary and not based upon clearly understood contributions to
overall safety performance, there is little technical basis for settling trade-
offs on such performance parameters.

Flexibility of interpretation and means of verifying compliance should be primary
considerations when the overall performance standard is proposed.

'H. J. Bell (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission), Meeting of Board on Radio-
active Waste Management, National Research Council, September 17, 1981.

22U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards,
Subcommittee on Radioactive Waste Management, Minutes of Meeting of September 2,
!981.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 31:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 32: T. H. Piaford (53)

The above questions the need, sufficiency, and technical validity of NRC's pro-
posed numerical criteria. Verification of compliance with the numerical crite-
ria would be very difficult, if not impossible. -

NRC should carefully review the technical justification for these numerical
criteria in light of the comments herein. Any consideration-of promulgating
numerical criteria should await the. enactment of the EPA standards which these
criteria are intended to support. To the extent that any numerical criteria
are adopted by NRC, they should appear In regulatory guides rather than in
formally enacted rules. They should be accompanied in these guides by clear
rationale as to purpose, need, technical basis, and assumptions. The NRC rule'
should be based on a single overall performance standard.

This review has been limited lergely-to the technical information and rationale
offered by NRC In justifying its proposed criteria. Deficiencies noted in NRC's
rationale are not to be interpreted as deficiencies in the national program fcr
geologic isolation of high-level waste. There are data and programs of research,
development, and design that bear upon all of the issues raised in this docu-
ment. It is important that at this stage of waste-isolation development there
be sufficient flexibility to apply this information towards-achieving reliable
waste isolation performance, without the limiting constraints of the numerical
criteria proposed by NRC. It is important to avoid adopting parameters which,
because of their questionable basis, can steer the national program in direc-
tions which may be unproductive in achieving long-term public health and safety.

Staff Response to Cament No. 32:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose nf the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 33 J. Carson Kark, Advisory Coumittee on Reactor Safeguards (10)

While we generally agree with the criteria specified in the proposed rule,' we
believe that the liceniee should be given a greater degree of'flexibility for
compliance with the overall safety goal. One approach would be to emphasize
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the fact that the NRC will be evaluating the anticipated performal.ce of the
total waste repository as a system, in contrast to the performance of its indi-
vidual components. Since we foresee only one or two repositories being built
within the next several decades, we believe that each should be evaluated in
relation to overall performance on a. case-by-case basis.

Staff Response to Comment No. 33:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Perforance Standards.

Comment No. 34: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

The current rule, as proposed, incorporates a number of improvements over earlier
versions, and the UNWMG wishes to commend the NRC on its continuing effort
toward further improvement. However, the UNWMG continues to have a fundamental
concern over the specific, quantitative performance-objectives for separate
components of the repository system still contained in the rule. We also
believe that other provisions of the proposed rule can.be improved.

Staff Response to Comment No. 34:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See also Fart C which contains the

rationale for the specific quantitative performance objectives.

Comment No. 35: U.S. DOE (48)

Given the sum of these comments, we urge a restructuring of the rule, first and
foremost to emphasize the overall system performance objective and to provide
flexibility in meeting individual barrier design objectives. Compliance with
the regulation should be demonstrated by systems analysis techniques and the use
of mutually-agreed-upon modeling-and testing methods developed into Regulatory-
Guides. Finally, the rule should be clarified and simplified to-permit the
maximum utilization of engineering Ingenuity in meeting the goal of assuring
the public's health and safety.

Staff Response to Comment No. 35:

This comment summarizes the commenter's views on a number of issues. The rule

as revised provides flexibility in meeting individual barrier design objectives

(see Overview, Sections 1.3, 2.1 and S.4, Purpose of the Technical Criteria,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards and Reasonable Assurance, respectively)..

The licensing procedures establish a process whereby prior to submittal of an
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application for a license to dispose of HLW at a particular site DOE shall

conduct a program of site characterization with respect to that site. (See

§ 60.10.) During the period of site characterization the Director of the

.licensing Office may make specific recommendations to DOE on any matter

related to site characterization (see § 60.11). In this manner, DOE may learn

of and be responsive to current NRC staff views on these matters. For more

detailed responses to comments on these issues, see the individual DOE comments

and staff responses.

Comment No. 36: Div. of Emergency Government. State of Wisconsin (77)

The difficulties in implementing a program of this magnitude are apparent. The
disconcerting part is use of terms (i.e., controlled release) that leaves the
reader assured of program success.

Since major program approval is located in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
the responsibility for the final alternative (and its location) is with the NRC.
Approval of a final alternative should include a candid discussion of potential
impacts plus that approval must guarantee a long-term (at least 1,000 years)'
monitoring program. Admittedly, it would be difficult to maintain viable system
monitoring capability within the repository pathways (i.e., groundwater) must be
performed in order that contingency plans could be implemented in case of system
failures. A philosophy of providing monitoring for only a "short period" (50-
100 years, for example) following repository closure would be inadequate. These
materials are hazardous for far tQo many years to completely rely on an unproven
technology.

Staff Response to Comment No. 36:

The staff believes that the unpredictability'of future human events makes it-

impractical to rely upon the continued viability of active institutional con-

trols. There' can be no guarantee that a monitoring program will be carried

out over a term of 1,000 years or more, end NRC has not taken a regulatory

approach that relies on such monitoring. Further, the need for, and aesirabil-

ity of, a monitoring program such as that proposed by the comenter is not

clear. See Overview, Section 5.6. Lon2-Term Post-Closure Honitoring.

Comment No. 37: J. Hamstra, Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (6)

It is evident from the preceding comments that there should be only one approach
for setting performance criteria for a high-level waste repository. That
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approach should be the prescription of a single performance standard for the
overall disposal system. The development of that system will be fully site
and host rock specific and be accomplished in an Iterative process of system
development and safety assessment. The disposal system should remain flexible
in order to be able to cope with future developments In both qualitative and
quantitative sense.

Staff Response to Comment No. 37:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

Comment Ho. 38: H. Ross (14)

As proposed in 10 CFR Part 60 NRC favors a component by component performance
specification rather than an overall system analysis performance criteria. In
so doing arbitrary numerical limits have been established which cannot be veri-
fied (i.e., a 1,000 year waste package containment). The entire basis for a
mined geologic repository as a means of HLW isolation is the recognition of a
sytem of natural (geological) barriers to provide long term isolation. Engi-
neered barriers offer additional near term containment and further enhance the
entire isolation system. Thus it seems more appropriate to select Alternative I
as described on Federal Register page 35233.

Alternative 2, now favored by the NRC, calls for minimum performance-standards
for each of the major elements in addition to meeting the EPA standard. Long
term (sore than 100 years) performance periods cannot be verified and would
require costly over-engineering. Specialized materials may be required that
would increase the possibility of human intrusion to recover these materials
(forming the waste package) at some time in the future. Alternative 2, if
adopted, should qualify specific numerical requirements (time, release rates)
with 'reasonable assurance' comments. -

Staff Response to Comment Ho. 38:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Sinale vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See-Part C, which contains the

rationale document. Also, see Overview, Sections 3.1 and 5.4, Anticpated/

Unanticipated Process and Events and Reasonable Assurance, respectively.

Conaent No. 39: C. R. Fisher. General Atomic Co. (16)

General Atomic prefers that the first alternative for formulating performance
criteria be used.. This alternative gives-maximum flexibility in facility
design and site choice. It is Important to maximize the flexibility of design.
during repository development, so that no innovations or potential improvements
are precluded due to the ill-advised imposition of overly restrictive criteria.
The first alternative assures that the safety and health of the public are
adequately protested while al"owing the designers ar-d apeidlutb to dev ae the
most efficient and economical way to satisfy the overall performance standard.
In addition, in the absence of a cost/be.aefit analysis supporting alternative 2
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or 3, it would be overly conservative to use any alternative other than alter-
native 1. Furthermore, because of the importance of flexibility, it appears
to be inappropriate to require three barriers as delineated in the proposed
rule. The number of barriers should remain unspecified until design develop-
ment indicates that the desired goal. can not be reached without the imposition
of a requirement for a specific number-of:barriers. In summary, General
Atomic suggests that alternative 1 be used in formulating the proposed 10 CFR
Part 60 and that alternative 2 be adopted only after NRC determines that the
designs resulting from alternative 1 are unacceptable.

Staff Response to Comment No. 39:

See Overview,'Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

Comment No. 40: R. H. Neill. State of New Mexico (78)

Multiple Barriers Concept (§60.111 and Preamble)

The multiple requirements of: (1) a 1,000 year.waste package lifetime; (2) a
leach rate of less than 10-6 per year from the-package and the engineered facil-
ity; and (3) a minimum groundwater transit time of 1,000 years to the accessible
environment introduce a great deal of conservatism into repository design. We
believe the minimum values chosen may be unnecessarily conservative. Alterna-
tive I on page 35283 ("prescribe a single overall performance standard that must
be bet.") may be preferable and should be reconsidered. This alternative has
the disadvantages of relying completely on the ability to characterize the
-system as a whole and on requiring no standardization at all between repositories.
We suggest a combination of alternative 1 and 2 be considered. For example,
the following criteria might be appropriate:

1. Require a minimum waste package lifetime of about 400 years.

2. Require a minimum groundwater travel time of 1,000 years.

3. Require the maximum leach rate to be permitted in the repository to vary
from 10-4/y to < 10-s/y dependent on the specific geological conditions
and on the degree of uncertainty at a specific site.

The rationale behind this specific suggestion is:.

1. Analyses (Cloninger, PNL-3356) indicate that there is little reduction
in individual radiation doses received by increasing waste package life
from about 400 years to 1,000 (or even 10,000) years. Also, a 1,000'year
package would be more expensive (although the amount is uncertain) and
would require additional time to develop and verify.

2. A minimum groundwater travel time of 1,000 years is obtainable atmany
sites and there appears to be no real need to settle for lower travel
times. Also, we believe that caution must be exercised in choosing the
appropriate Kd values to use in radionuclide travel time evaluations and
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that longer groundwater travel times will partially compensate for
uncertainty in the K values.

d

3. This approach would permit the waste package lifetime and leachability to
be standardized for all repositories. In the event that a site was
obtained with exceptional geological, hydrological, and geochemical
characteristics and little uncertainty there would be no need to engineer
greater leach resistance into the repository. However, i f necessary
lower leach rates could be designed in a specific repository.

The following aspects of the performance objective are not precise and should
be clarified:

1. What percentage of waste packages could be predicted to fall in less than
1,000 years and still meet the criteria?

2. Does the 1,000 year groundwater travel time refer to the average velocity,
leading edge of the plume or some other velocity? Also, is the accessible
environment considered to be a well drilled just outside the area of DOE
control?

The proposed rule does not indicate the statistical tests that must be met in
order to demonstrate compliance with these criteria.

Staff Response to Comment No. 40:

See Overview, Sections 2.1, 4.1, 5.4 and 5.5, Sindle vs. Multiple Performance

Standards, Accessible Environment/Controlled Area, Reasonable Assurance and

Population vs. Individual Dose, respectively. Also, see Section-by-Section

Analysis, § 60.113. See Part C, which contains the rationale document.

Comment No. 41: American Nuclear Society (20)

NRC lists three alternative. to regulate geologic disposal of high-level waste.
They are:

1. Alternative No. I: Prescribe a single overall performance standard for
the repository that must be met. The standard in this case would be the
EPA standard.

2. Alternative No. 2: Prescribe minimum performance standards for each of
the major elements or subsystems, in addition to requiring the overall
system to meet EPA standards.

3. Alternative No. 3: Prescribe detailed numerical criteria on critical
engineering attributes of the repository system.

NRC concludes that Alternative No. 2 appears to be the most practical compromise
between Alternative Nos. 1 and 3. However, a compromise alternative is not'
necessarily the best alternative. Alternative No. 1 is more acceptable because
It permits the use of a systems concept to incorporate the contributions from
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natural and engineered barriers. Overly restrictive and specific component and
subsystem performance standards are not necessary and are likely to add to the
overall cost of waste disposal,, without achieving any significant degree of
benefit to the public health and safety.

Using current engineering practices,.a carefully sited, engineered, and designed
repository coupled with effective confirmation -and design validation can assure
compliance with a single, overall performance criterion for the repository as
a whole system. In satisfying a system or repository performance standard, the
use of natural and engineered barriers will assure acceptable containment of the
waste for the appropriate period of time and provide the required protection of
the public health and safety and man's environment.

During operation -f the first repository, appropriate modifications can be made
in design features and repository layout if results of operation necessitate
such changes. Therefore the overly restrictive standards now proposed for com-
ponents and subsystems are not warranted.

Staff Response to Comment No. 41:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 42: Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. (26)

The discussion on pages 35283-35284 of Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 is not clear. The
NRC ac.nowledges that Alternative 1 gives the most flexibility but is concerned
with how to measure performance. Alternative 2 is preferred in setting minimum
standards on each element, and still requiring overall performance standards.
If standards and performance can be established and measured for each element,
then it can be for the whole - as is required in Alternative 2 as well as in
Alternative 1. The argument used to prefer Alternative 2 is Illogical. If the
requirements of Alternative 2 can be done, then the requirements of Alternative 1
can be done as well; and since Alternative 1 comes to the same conclusion without
restricting flexibility, it should be the preferred alternative.

Staff Response to Comment No. 42:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1.

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

This coment argues that if individual barrier performance criteria can be.

established and complied with, then an overall system performance standard can

also be established and complied with. Since individual barrier criteria
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restrict the designer's flexibility, the comment argues that only an overall

performance standard should be applied to a repository.

The NRC staff agrees that a relationship can be shown between individual barrier

performance and overall repository performance, and has completed analyses which

show the relationship between the NRC's proposed performance objectives and an

assumed EPA standard. The staff continues to believe that a subtantial contribu-

tion to waste isolation by each of the major barriers is needed to provide con-

fidence that the overall system will perform as intended. Byeavoiding excessive

reliance on any one barrier, the Commission can be confident that the unantici-

pated failure of a repository component will not cause the overall level of

repository performance to be excessively degraded. As noted in the Overview,

Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards, the Commission has added

provisions to the performance objectives to increase the designer's flexibility

where appropriate.

Comment No. 43: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

The NRC requested comment on the general approach to technical regulation of
HLW disposal. The approach taken is listed as Alternative. 2. The consensus
of this reviewing body, however, is that an approach closer to Alternative 1
would be preferable. Overall system performance requirements should be estab-
lished. This approach would be more consistent with the EPA approach and
would allow DOE more freedom in the design of the waste packaging'repository
system. Some of the proposed requirements on the waste package (e.g., 1000-year
containment) may prove to be unreasonable to meet'and impossible to verify
within a meaningful time period. Finally, an approach closer to Alternative 1
would give meaning to the stated need to evaluate the repository and waste
package as a system. (See p. 35281, column 3, paragraph 1; and p. 35285,
column I,.paragraph 4.) The proposed criteria are very similar to the multiple
independent barriers required for nuclear reactors. The criteria should be
revised to reflect total system performance and possible risk to the public,
relative to natural risks already existing.

Staff Response to Comment No. 43:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria,.and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.. See Part C, which rontains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 44: National Radiological Protection Board. UK (29)

Alternative Approaches (to prescribing criteria) * The 'alternative approaches"
(p. 35283, column 3, pars. 2) considered by NRC should not be considered as
alternatives, they represent stages in developing criteria and performance
objectives for geologic disposal. 1n order to develop a consistent set of
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criteria it ib necessary to set a "single overall performance standard", to
derive "minimum performance standards for each of the major elements" from this
overall standard via safety assessments and then to derive detailed numerical
and engineering criteria from these performance standards for : system elements.
In choosing "Alternative .2" NRC are acting prematurely and lil-t ng the designers'
flexibility to an unreasonable extent (see also general comments).

Staff Response to Comment No. 44:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical. Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 45: UK Atomic Energy Authority (29)

Of the 3 "alternatives" at this stage we strongly favour 1, the setting of a
single overall performance standard. It should then be possible to move to 2,
setting of minimum performance standards for major-elements as more experience
and evidence becomes available.

Staff Response to Comment No. 45:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 46: Bechtel National. Inc. (37)

The Commission seeks comments on alternative approaches to performance criteria:

(a) The Commission seeks comments on the use of Alternative 1 which prescribes
a single, overall system performance standard that must be met.

We are of the firms view that Alternative'1 is the most appropriate of the
three presented in the proposed technical criteria of 10 CFR Part 60. The
fundamental reason for the selection of Alternative 1 is that this is'a
more realistic approach for utilizing the compensating benefits of both
the engineered barriers and those provided by the geologic medium. Addi-
tionally, the application of Alternative I could realize important trade offs
in the design of the repository components and subsystems for differing
site specific characteristics. Further, Alternative. 1 would be compatible
with the approach of EPA and its application could prevent regulatory
conflict. Thus, the application of Alternative 1 or a single overall
performance standard for the repository will allow flexibility in design,
while protecting the public health and safety and the environment.

(b) If commentors favor Alternative 1 address ways in which NRC sight find
reasonable assurance that the ultimate standards are met without prescribing
standards for the major elements of a repository.-

One can apply current and proven engineering practices coupled with a
single, overall repository performance standard -- in providing reasonable
assurance that after repository decommissioning, radioactive waste would
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be isolated for the protection of the public health and safety. The
careful application of site investigation t.echniques can determine the
characteristics of the geological setting as the first step in identifying
potential and significant performance uncertainties that may reside in
the geologic medium. These and other potential performance uncertainties
can be-reduced in importance and made inconsequential by conservative
analysis and design that incorporates compensating design margins in the
engineered and geologic medium barriers for differing site specific charae.
teristics. Thus,.the ultimate or single repository performance standard
could be satisfied in a more flexible, practical and optimized manner --
rather than the needlessly stringent approach of depending on one set of
overly conservative standards for the subsystems or engineered barriers.

Staff Response to Comment No. 46:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the
rationale document.

The NRC staff does not consider that either Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 would

result in "regulatory conflict" with the EPA standard. In fact, Appendix D

shows how the objectives for individual barrier performance contribute to meeting

an assumed EPA standard.

Comment No. 47: J. Hamstra, Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (6)

It is evident from the preceding comments that there should be only one
approach for setting performance criteria for a high-level waste repository.
That approach should be the prescription of a single performance standard for
the overall disposal system. The development of that system will be fully
site and host rock specific and be accomplished in an iterative process of
system development and safety assessment. The disposal system should remain
flexible in order to be able to cope with future developments in both qualita-
tive and quantitative sense.

the ultimate goal should be:

- to provide for a confinement of the buried waste for a minimum of
1,000 years within a geologic boundary that remains far from man's direct
environment,

- to extend the confinement period as long thereafter as is reasonably
achievable for a given site and its geologic setting, and

- to limit any eventual subsequent release of waste nuclides to the
environment in amount and concentration to acceptable levels, or as far
below that as reasonably is achievable.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 47:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, arnd Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 48: Utilit Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

Alternative approaches; systems approach v. barrier performance objectives
(46 Fed. Rep. 35,283-84) -

While it is generally agreed that the use of separate nuclide barriers and
other features -- such as a reasonably long-lived waste package, a stable
waste fort and a favorable geologic setting (exemplified, in part, by signi-
ficant water travel times to the accessible environment) -- is appropriate
for a repository system, the fundamental, basic consideration is assurance
that such barriers and features operate in a way so as to preclude the exces-
sive release of radioactive materials to the accessible environment. From
this perspective the NRC barrier performance objectives approach, as embodied
in the current proposed regulations, can only be viewed as the arbitiary
imposition, on individual system components, of specific-value standards that
are without scientific or other technical support. Moreover; it is intrinsi-
cally at odds with an important aspect of sound repository design and opera-
tion; i.e., the interaction of individual components to achieve, on a combined
basis, the required level of repository system performance. Further, we cannot
agree that the inclusion of such component requirement will increase the ability
to show compliance with an overall system performance requirement .. LL., EPA
protection standards), since such a showing will necessarily involve the use of
mathematical models independent of specific component performance requirements.

UNWMG is firmly of the view that overall repository performance should be
addressed directly by means of the systems approach. Utilization of an overall
performance standard would correctly serve to focus attention on total reposi-
tory performance. In addition, it would provide for appropriate design flexi-
bility; something which-is important in order to both be able to take advantage
of new developments, as this new undertaking proceeds, and to accommodate and
effectively utilize the specific characteristics of individual sites.

In particular, use of the EPA environmental standards in 10 CFR Part 191 -- which
are currently in draft form and, when adopted, will have to be met anyway --
would provide a unified, supportable basis for regulation and,'at the same time,
preclude the possibility of conflicting regulatory requirements.

Utilization of P systems approach, based on such overall system performance
standards, would have the additional advantage of being universally applicable
to all geologic repositories. Thus, special criteria pertinent to disposal
in, for example, the vadose zone, would be unnecessary.

UWMIG notes that the Commission could, consistent with a systems approach,
specifically require the utilization of certain components (a waste package,
stable site geology, etc.) in any and all repositories. However, the prescrip-
tion of separate numerical barrier performance objectives should be avoided.
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ihis, of course, could be accomplished either by eliminating individual numerical
requiremerits, or by specifying that variations and departures from them would
be equally acceptable as long as the overall performance requirements for the
repository system were met.

Whether or not the Commission decides to require the use of specific components,
however, UNWMG urges that the NRC adopt a rule which properly Implements the
systems approach by prescribing performance standards for the entire repository
system, rather than imposing numerical requirements for individual components.

Staff Response to Comment No. 48:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 49: Harmon and Weiss for NRDC (76)

The proposed rule establishes performance standards for each of two major
engineered barriers - the waste package and the underground faci;ity - in addi-
tion to requirements for containment, controlled release rate and-1,000 year
groundwater transit time, all of which act independently of EPA's generally
applicable overall system performance criterion. This regulatory scheme is
referred to as Alternative 2. (46 Fed. Re. 35282) NRDC strongly supports the
adoption of this alternative approach.* Given the difficulty in characterizing
and modelling the natural systems over the required periods of time to any
reasonable degree of precision, the use of multiple engineered barriers, each
judged by objective performance criteria, is the only way to find reasonable
assurance that the overall system objectives will be met.

We are aware 'that much of the nuclear industry as jell as DOE oppose the lose
of performance criteria for Independent barriers, preferring to rely solely
on the EPA overall system objective. This is justified in the name of
"flexibility."

However, the desire for flexibility (or conversely, the resistance to objective
criteria) cannot be permitted to override the ultimate purpose of this rule-
making, which is to provide a framework under which DOE can proceed to design
a system and NRC can verify with a high level of assurance that the system
will successfully contain radioactive waste from the environment until that
waste is harmless. Reliance solely on overall system criteria will not provide
the certainty and guidance which the designers of the repository should have
and will force NRC to make its decision on the basis of highly uncertain

IKRDC believes that suitable geologic site characteristics should be considered
as the third "barrier." As noted previously, however, NRDC does not consider
the site performance standard -- the 1,000 year groundwater transit time --
by itself as representing a satisfactory site selection criterion. further-

.more, under the assumption that the other two barriers fall, this groundwater
performance standard is inadequate to insure public safety. We urge the
Commitsion to establish site selection criteria that would insure that sites
which are in close proximity to aquifers are not selected as candidate sites.
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assumptions and computer calculations which are essentially unverifiable and
in which little real confidence can be placed.

If the NRC discards the approach of independent barriers with independent
performance objectives, it will have in essence delegated to the regulated.
party, DOE, the task of setting limits. It is absolutely predictable that
this will result in the following course of events:--Not until DOE presents
NRC with its application will the Commission learn in any detail the criteria
used by DOE to design the engineered system and the means used to verify'com-
pliance with those criteria. In all probability, the information.provided by
.DOE will require substantial. supplementation and NRC will have many technical
questions requiring DOE's response. Meanwhile, DOE and the'nuclear industry
will begin to exert pressure for an "expedited".decision on the application,
either subtly or overtly'painting NRC as dilatory or obstructionist. This
pressure would be particularly onerous if Congress adopts-a version of the
waste bills currently under consideration which set extremely tight timetables
for the development of a waste repository.

As a practical matter, NRC's ability to re-examine the proposed system and to
question DOE's analyses will be nil, given the fact that It is likely to take
several years to design the components of the engineered system. Thus, without
performance criteria established prior to the design of the 'system, it is
virtually assured that NRC will be forced to accept DOE's proposal, thus
forfeiting its role as independent regulator.

Some of the industry commenters have taken the position that Alternative 2
constitutes a rejection of the "systems" approach to design of the repository.
These commenters generally misconstrue the meaning of the systems approach
which is, contrary to their assertions, not inconsistent with the defense-in-
depth concept incorporated in Alternative 2. The systems approach dictates
a.method of analyzing the capability of each component of the system by taking
into account the manner in which it is influenced by other interacting comp'o'--
.nents. For example, In evaluating the performance of the waste cannister, the
systems approach calls for consideration of the environment into which it is
placed, including the thermal conduction away from the cannister, the pressure
upon the cannister, the amount of moisture present, etc. The systems approach
is thus in no way Inconsistent with the use of objective performance criteria
for each.major independent barrier; it merely represents a method of analyzing
compliance with those criteria.

NRDC'urges the Commission to adhere to the judgment reflected in these proposed
rules that, considering the enormous uncertainties involved in predicting reposi-
tory performance over thousands of years. reasonable assurance in the adequacy
of the geologic repository as a whole must be based upon independent barriers
whose capability is judged according to pre-established and objective perform-
ance cr.iteria. Such an approach is neither overly prescriptive nor over-'
conservative. On the contrary, it represents an appropriately prudent approach
to the unique difficulties inherent in licensing for the first time a formidably
complex system of engineered and natural components which must be capable of
performing successfully over periods of time of unprecedented length.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 49:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document.

The staff agrees with the commenter's observation that the systems approach

and the NRC approach are not incompatible. As to the commenter's last point

-the staff considers that the siting criteria assure that the presence and

significance of nearby aquifers will be fully evaluated and taken into account.

Comment No. SO: S. D. Withers, Portland General -lectric Co. (82)

Alternative 1, the setting of a single performance standard for the entire
repository system, is much more desirable than setting performance objectives
for each major system element (Alternate 2), or prescribing detailed numerical
criteria on critical engineering alternates of the system (Alternate 3). The
overall objective of the repository system is to lizit-radiation exposure to
the public through isolation of high-level wastes from the biosphere until
such time and in such quantities as to present minimal risk. Multiple barrier
performance objectives and prescribed detailed engineering crJteria needlessly
restrict the designer's flexibility ingproducing an integrated design to best
meet the overall objectives.

Staff Response to Comment No. SO:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

Comment No. 51: U.S. DOE (48)

Issue

'Definition of the most effective approach for specifying the performance objec-
tives for the geolegic repository. --

DOE Position

The NRC should establish a level of performance for the total system and provide
that multiple barriers be used for containment end control of release. DOE should
be given the responsibility to analyze each site-specific system, define the
boundaries of the accessitle environment, and propose the barriers and the con-
tributfon of each in achieving the level of performance of the total system. Ia
this approach, DOE should be required to show how the specific level of perforan ce
for each component contributes to the total performance requirement and the site.
it will be necessary to show how the analysis of the system is internally consistent.
Alternative language to achieve this approach is provided for section 60.111
among the section-by-section comments attached to this response.
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Discussion

In 10 CFR 60, NRC establishes four specific performance objectives'-tr- the waste
isolation system and its components. The performance objectives-11Vgde ttri.
following.:

1. Containment-of the radionuclide in the waste package for a specified time
(1,000 years). .

2. Control of release of the radionuclides fr-m--t eegineered- sysfek (one
part in 100,000 of the inventory).

3. Minimuw' groundwater-travel time (1,000 years) et~weenu r mmtl fred
tsystem mnd the accessible environment. ' -.- - --

4. Maximum quantities of radionuclides that can enter the accessitrw
envirobment throughout the isolation per-od. (EPA 'Star-1af0d)--1__

Sections 60.111 and 60.112 of the rule appear.to-give-the--greates't-eiphasis to
the ,irst three performance objectives thereby.plac.1ing.gr-eat-wr--reliance on indi-
vidual gomponents than on the total-waste isolation-sysi -i i"eli'eve that
this emphasis is unintentional and believe that the alternatlve-A e proposed
will more-properly reflect the desired lAtent. - ,_ -

.The per orqance-of-the t-ot~waste isolationesystem w-il-ldeet e -n i -erformance .
of each;-sf t-he components that comprise the system. However,-If thejFired -

level of performance of the total system is-known initially, then the_.required
level of performance of the components must'be derived from the tIM-ti4 stem
performanceibased on the phvsical conditions of any portion of the system that
is already in place and cannot be cowr;ed. Independently-esta1iVU4h$R generic
performance requirements for the total system and its major subsystems without
recognition that they are interdependen't may.se-verely -Ji-m-i-4t-f4Jetbility-of
DOE-and NRC-to design and license the most effective-waste isolatlorr-system.

We supportrt~te requirement to establish a set of regulations that 4f*ljOnrovide
a basis for licensing a waste reposftory.- However, we believe that-Lhttm-current
version..of1Abe rule contains-basic impediments that may make'it diff3Ei-lt or
impossible to. reach closure in the licensing process. The'potential Tificulties
result.fjy the following three factors: -

1-. Interrtnf Inconsistencies in the proposed rule.

2. Failure to consider analysis of the contribution of various barriers, and
limits the DOE's flexibility to engineer the total system.-

3. Lack-of clarity regarding basis for-demonstratlon of comp

Internal Inconsistencies in the Proposal Rule ,

In the introduction to the rule, NRC states that its goal in developing the,
barrier performance objectives is to ensure that compliance with the draft EPA
release limits can be shown. It appears that the selection of the numerical
objectives were estimates based on judgement rather than quantitative models,.
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demonstrable engineering considerations or site-specific data. However, it is
not clear how the individual performance objectives are related to the EPA
release limits using the techniques of performance analysis and an understanding
of the geologic and hydrologic environments. The relationship needs to be based
on the realities of physics and chemistry that govern the release and movement
of radionuclides. Because the proposed numerical performance objectives have
no clearly defined technical basis, they appear arbitrary. They become inflexible
since there can be no basis for changing them. Should they happen to be
insufficient within the context of a specific application, the regulation will
be criticized; and should they be too restrictive, cost will exceed what is
warranted by radiological safety considerations.

An-important factor in establishing the containment period was the time during
which the thermal pulse is dominated by the decay heat from the fission products.
An indication of the length of this period is the point when the peak temperature
is reached. In the NRC Rationale document it is stated on page 28 "The MaximumA
temperature of the repository as a whole is reached during the period of 100 to
500 years after emplacement...". On page 49 it is stated that "...maximum rock
temperatures in the underground facility occur at approximately 35 years after
emplacement for reprocessed waste and at 75 years after emplacement for disposal
of spent fuel. By 100 years after emplacement, near-field rock temperatures
have started to slowly decrease for both waste types in all four media...".,
The length of the containment period should be reexamined in view of these
results presented by the NRC staff. Such a review might indicate that the
containment period could be on the order of 300 years since the power output of
the waste decreases two orders of magnitude over the first 300 years and only
half an order of magnitude over the next 700 years.

In support of the 2,000 year containment period, it is argued in the NRC Rationale
document that "Containment for 1,000 years also requires only extrapolation by
a small factor beyond what the Department has already been considering for
bedded salt...". Further, on page 31-32 it states that wContainment for 300
years...appears to be achievable at reasonable cost...". It is argued that the
NRC requirement is only a modest extension of technology that is already estab-
lished. In contrast., the work that is used as the basis for the NRC position
is in the early R&D stages and has "the goal of estimating the potential of a
material to survive 300 years" (Magnani and Braithwaite, 1980). The cost Quoted
in this study ($3,000) is for the material for a canister of .304-L stainless
steel surrounded by TiCode-12 and not for design, fabrication, testing, QA, and
other factors to be included in determination of waste package cost. The study
concludes "This material may well survive 300 years or more. However, further
study is still necessary to qualify the material for such an extended lifetime."
The conclusion drawn by NRC that containment for 300 years appears to be achievable
at reasonable cost on the basis of this study is unjustified. The implication
that extrapolation from 300 year life-time is essentially trivial is purely
unsupported conjecture. The qualification of any package and its material will
be based upon extrapolation of short-term tests. Exttapolation to 300 years
involves significant uncertainties and extrapolation to 1,000 years can only
serve to make these uncertainties greater.

Failure to Consider Analysis of the Contribution of Various Barriers

The NRC has proposed performance objectives for container lifetime, release
rate and groundwater travel time for the three major waste isolation subsystems.
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A preliminary study of the sensitivity of the total waste isolation system to
these parameters has been completed.' The mathematical models used to study
the system included transport processes and the probabilities of important
failure events. The model computed the maximum total 70-year whole body dose
to the average individual in the local population and expressed the results as
a fraction of the equivalent natural background dose. These three subsystem
parameters for which performance objectives hive been proposed were varied as
a basis for evaluating the barriers for three different geologic environments.

The results of these calculations are compared with proposed 10 CUR 60 criteria
in figures 1, 2, and 3. (See POR letter 48, pp. A-16 - A-18.) -Although this
study used spent fuel as a source term-solidified MWb' from reprocessing should
give qualitatively similar results. Doses resulting from human intrusion are
not included in this andlycis. _

The effect of varying the delay time for water to penetrate the containment over
A range of five orders of magnitude is shown in Figure 1. For all three geologic
environments, the analysis shows that the effect of a 1,000 year lifetime package
is not significantly different from that of a 100 year lifetime package. In all
cases the analysis Indicates that the maximum exposure is below background.

Once containment has been breached, the effect of varying the release rate over
a range-of four orders of magnitude is shown in Figure 2. There is no signif-
icant change in calculated population dose as the waste release rate is increased
from the proposed maximum criterion of 10-l fraltion per year to a rate of 10-4
per year for a nominal repository. Of course, furtloftr reductions of release
rate toward the theoretical zero release would marginally reduce computed release
to the accessible environment, but it is very doubtful that the additional reduc-
tion in the maximum exposure below the already extremely low level would .be
justified.

The effect of-varying the groundwater travel-time- from the waste to the biosphere
over a 3,000-fold range is shown in figure 3. The population dose decreases as
the travel time is increased over the entire range for both exteme:. Thus, it
can be seen that the isolation system is by far more sensitive to groundwater
travel time than to the performance of the engineered barriers.

Because detailed site-specific modeling has not yet been done, these calculations
were conducted to compare effects.' Conclusions from these figures should not be
extended to doses at real sites. However, this study does indicate the relative
difference each of the barriers make in the isolation of the waste.

'H. C. Burkholder, Engineered Components -for High-Level Radioactive Waste
Isolation Systems--Are They- echnically Justified?, OHI-2B6, Office of
Nuclear Waste isolation, Battelle P remorall Institute (Draft Report).
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Another study performed by Hill (1980)2 on high-level waste in a non-salt reposi-
tory indicated that delay of initiation of waste transport could only affect
maximum dose if delay time was large compared to the groundwater travel time,
the time for complete dissolution of the waste form, and the half-life of the
major nuclides contribution to dose.

A study performed by Sutcliff, et al. (1981)3 which considered sensitivities
and uncertainties of system performance showed that maximum discharged rates.
were insensitive to container lifetime.

The above mentioned studies used differing assumptions in their analyses, and
yet resulted in similar conclusions. No study performed to date has shown
otherwise.

In view of the results of these studies, we are concerned about the significance
these specific numerical values will have-on the outcome of the licensing review
and recommend restructuring section 60.111 as noted in the section-by-section
comments attached. -

Lack of Clarity.Recardino Basis for Demonstrating Compliance

The NRC explains that.the engineered system is a means to deal with uncertainty
in the performance of the site. However, in establishing the engineered system
NRC has created additional engineering uncertainties since several of the criti-
cal concepts will lack the definitions that are necessary to facilitate design.
for example, the boundary of the engineered system over which the release rate
of one part in 10o must be evaluated is inadequately defined. It is not clear
whether the engineered system includes any of the geologic formation or whether
it is limited to the waste package and the tunnel backfill.

With regard to the 1,000 years. for containment, when considering a population
of 50,000 waste packages, the total significance of the 1,000-yeafs is unclear.
Does it repesent a mean value or a minimum value? If it is a minimiu value,
no-waste package failure could be allowed in 1,000 years. Allowing for prob-
abilistic variations, it must be concluded in any design Chat some chance of
failure exists.

Another detailed issue concerns the identification of the actual failure sode
leading to loss of containment. There are numerous degradation mechanisms that
could lead to failure and one or two may be dominant. We have considered the
issue of the elimination of the non-important failure modes that may be active
over 1,000 years.based.on, say, 5 years experience. The data needed to allow
confident selection between the important and unimportant failure modes must be

.m. D. Hill, The Effect of Variations in Parameter Values on the Predicted Radio-
.logical Consequences of Geological Disposal of High-Level Waste," Scientific
Basis for Nuclear Waste Kanapement, J. 753 (1980).
8W. G. Sutcliff, et al..Uncertainties and Sensitivities in the Performance of
Geologic Nuclear Waste Isolation Systems, UCRL-53142, University of-California,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA (1981).
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carefully developed. This decision on the required data will be important for
establishing a rational design basis for the waste package.

The NRC requirements state that "The engineered system shall be designed so
that....the waste packages will contain all radionuclides for at least
1,000 years...." This requirement is stated in absolute terms, implying that
any release before the 1,000 year period ends would constitute noncompliance.

Even extraordinarily high reliability factors and safety margins for the waste
package will not meet the absolute wording of the performance ojectives in the
proposed rule. To achieve a single-package reliability of 0.9999 that the mini-
mum lifetime is 1,000 years would require a median design lifetime between
10,000 years and several million years. Achieving this level of reliability
even for systems that operate in the short-term under relatively well-defined
conditions is unprecedented. Proving that this reliability can be achieved
for a system that is to operate for 1,000 years under less well-defined condi-
tions wll be a requirement well beyond any previous engineered system'. There-
fore, rather than achieving the objective of reducing uncertainty and simplify-
ing the licensing process, the use of such a waste package quantitative perform-
ance objective could, instead, complicate the licensing process with additional
uncertainties. In view of the incomplete understanding of the demnnstration of
compliance, we recommend caution'regarding the premature commitment to numerical
values without fully defining their meaning and without providing flexibility -

to adjust the requirements for each component for specific sites in order to
collectively perform to meet the overall system criteria. - -

Staff Response to Comment No. 51:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document for the numerical performance

objectives. The staff recognizes that the uncertainties in demonstrating

compliance require judgments that are not entirely quantitative. See Overview,

Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance and Section-by-Section Analysis, 60.113.

On the question of reliability, see Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance.

The engineered barrier system does not include the geologic formation. However,

the radionuclide retardation capabtilty of the host rock is one of the factors

the Commission will consider in approving an alternative to the one part in
100,000 per year release rate specified in paragraph 60.113(a)(1)(iiY(8); and.,
it, therefore, could be taken into account to the extent that DOE can

characterize its performance as a barrier based on tests and measurements

conducted during the site characterization program.
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The process established in the licensirg procedures related to the conduct of

site characterization will enable NRC staff to provide recommendations on matters

related to site characterization and waste form and packaging research, such as

date needs and the failure modes to be considered in establishing the design basis

for the waste package (see 6160.10 and 60.11).

Comment No. 52: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

1. "Prescribe a- single overall performance standard that must be met. The
standard in this case would be the EPA standard;

2. "Prescribe minimum performance standards for each of the major elements,
in addition to requiring the overall system to meet the EPA.standards; and

3. "Prescribe detailed numerical criteria on critical engineering attributes
of the repository system."

The Commission prefers Alternative 2 as a 'reasonable and practical compromise"
between a single overall performance standard and detailed criteria on the
critical attributes of the repository system.

In our comments on the FR May 13, 1980 Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,
we noted:

-"The approach being taken by the NRC is not consistent with the objective
stated on page 31396.nor with the 'systemn approach' recommended by the
IRG. We believe that the NRC should be establishing appropriate criteria
and standards for the performance of the overall system rather than defin-
Ing specific performance values for individual components. The systems
designer (DOE) should have the flexibility, for example, tb permit optimum
trade-offs between the waste for the container design as long as the over-
all system meets those criteria that Insure public health and safety."

We have.carefully considered the NRC staff's cocaents and logic supporting Its
preference for Alternative 2. However, we continue to recommend an-overall
-systems approach to the design of a geologic repository. By this we mean that
the engineered features and the geologicfeatures of a repository would be
optimized to work together to meet the overall performance objectives .of the
repository. We find no well defined technical justification for specific numbers,
such as a 1000-year containment period for a waste package. Many decisions

.remain on the final choice of a repository, the waste form, and the.design of a
waste package. The design values that might be required for one site could
very well be different for another site. Thus, prescribing a specific set of
design criteria in the proposed rule could be overly restrictive, and would not
give the-system designer the flexibility to make trade-offs desirable to
optimize a system that would meet overall performance objectives.

NRC requests those who recommend Alternative 1 to indicate ways in which NRC
"might find reasonable assurance that the ultimate standards are met without
prescribing' standards for the major elesents of a repository." We do not
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understand the basis for the concern implied in this request. Only one appli-
cant, DOE, will be applying for a license for a high level waste repository,
and this applicant is carrying out a thorough and integrated implementation
process. Thus, NRC should be able to find "reasonable assurance" through
careful review of DOE's analytical, experimental and decision-making processes
that DOE is meeting the goals of Alternative 2. There would appear to be no
basis for writing the rule as though there will be a number of applicants of

-varying backgrounds and qualifications undertaking parallel projects.

While continuing to support an overall systems approach, i.e., Alternative 1,
if the NRC believes it necessary to define quantitative performance criteria
for the various components of a repository, we'strongly recommend that these
criteria take the form of 'design guidance," not minimum or fixed criteria.
This "design guidance" should permit the'designer flexibility in choosing
specific design parameters on a specific case basis, as long as the overall
system performance objectives can be shown to be attainable. We have reflected
this latter approach, which in a-sense is a combination of Alternatives 1 and 2,
in our specific comments on the proposed rule.

Staff Response to Comment No. 52:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of thelTechnical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs.-Multiple Performance-Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

The NRC staff sees no conflict between the IRG recommendation and the performance

objectives of Part 60. The IRG recommended that a repository wcan and should pro-

vide multiple, and to some extent independent, natural'and engineered barriers...."

The performance objectives of Part 60 require such barriers and allow the flexibil-

ity to deviate from the numerical performance values if appropriate. We believe

the flexibility provisions of the revised performance objectives accommodate

the concerns expressed in the last paragraph of this comment.

Comment No. 53: State of California Department of Conservation (62)

CDC has considered the Commission's specific request (FR p. 3U283) for comment
as to the level of detail in which the performance criteria for a geological
HLW repository should be prescribed. The three alternative approaches listed,
range from 1) Single overall performance standard -- to EPA standard, 2) Overall
EPA standard, plus minimum performance standards for each of the major-elements,
and 3) Detailed numerical criteria for critical engineering attributes of the
repository system.

CDC believes the principal Issueb on which to base a choice, among this
continuum of alternatives which range from very simple to very complex data
requirement, are 1) The general public confidence engendered, and 2) The
practicality of providing and of evaluating the alternate levels of detail
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that would be required. Further, this issue must be considered in the light
of present unavailability of the EPA standards on which alternatives I and 2
would be based, as well as the procedural fact that a lesser level of detail
is acceptable in this set of technical criteria than will be required at the-
future stage of site- and design-specific data, when license applications are
prepared for each specific proposed disposal site.

CDC's position is that maximum practical detail of performance criteria is valu-
able, for confidence in the overall safety of any proposed-site, but that as
long as detailed numerical criteria are mandatory in each license application,
the compromise alternative ("2. Prescribe minimum performance standards for
each of the major elements, in addition to requiring the overall system to meet
the EPA standards.") is appropriate for the purpose of this proposed rule-
making. In endorsing this approach, we understand the "major elements' are
the engineered barriers (waste package and underground facility), and the
natural barrier provided by the geological setting. Further, as we discussed
below under "Performance Objectives" and HALARA Principle,." we believe that
the criteria for each of those elements should be made as-numerically specifc
as practical, by incorporation of the requirement of probabilistic analysis,
based on the worst-case scenario.

Staff Response to Comment No. 53:

See Overview, Section 2.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document. See also Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance.

Consent No. 54: Div. of Emergency Government. State of Wisconsin (77)

Alternative 1 (a single performance standard) may be laudable and provide
greatest flexibility, but also alternative 1 becomes too subjective in the
evaluation process.

Staff Response to Comment No. 54:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document. See also Overview, Section 5.4,

Reasonable Assurance.

Coment No. 5S: Duke Power Co. (55)

However, in our view a fundamental problem still exists in the rule as proposed
in the area of individual barrier ainimtu performance standards. The Comissiont
has correctly recognized this as an important issue, and has specifically
requested comoents on alternative approaches to this question. Duke believesi...
for reasons detailed below, that it is preferable to prescribe a single perform-
ance standard which must be set by the entire disposal system. This is in con-
trast to the prescription of alnlmua performance standards for each of the major
elements of the system, as embodied in the proposed rule.
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Regardless of performance standards imposed on individual system elements,
assessment of overall repository performance will have to be performed to
ensure that the environmental standard which presumably will be promulgated by
the EPA is met. This'is because meeting the individual performance standards
does not guarantee that the overall environmental standard is met.

Such an assessment will necessarily involve the combination of mathematical
models of each element of the system, appropriately benchmarked to whatever
test data is available and applicable. Since the'models and test data used to
perform the overall assessment will presumably be the.same ones used to demon-
strate the effectiveness of each individual. barrier, the arbitrary prescription
of a number of barrier performance standards 'is, at best, unnecessary, and.at
worst, counterproductive, in the sense that a repository system which can be
*shown to have a very large overall margin of safety might well be judged
unacceptable in a licensing proceeding due to a deficiency in only one part of
the system.

It goes without saying that such a result would have an undesirable impact on
a program of national importance, both in terms of schedule and cost.

We believe this issue must be dealt with by the Commission, in view of the
fundamental role it plays throughout the rule as written, and appreciate this
opportunity to comment. We wish at this time to endorse the more detailed
comments on the proposed rule submitted by the Utility Nuclear Waste Management
Group on November 2, 1981. -

Staff Response to'Comment No. 55:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Sing I vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

ratiorale document. See also Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance.

Comment No. 56: Northeast Utilities (79)

Alternative Approaches: Systems Approach vs. Barrier Performance Objectives

While it is generally agreed that the use of particular nuclide barriers and
other features -- such as a reasonably long-lived waste package,-a stable
waste form arid an appropriate geologic setting are integral components of the
repository system, the basic consideration is assurance that these barriers
and repository system features operate in a way that provides control over the
-release of radioactive materials to the accessible environment over time.

On this basis, the NRC barrier performance requirements approach, as contained
in the current proposed regulations, appears to be without scientific or .
technical support. Also, it is unclear that the inclusion of such component
requirements increases the ability to show compliance with an overall system
performance requirement.
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We strongly believe that overall repository performance should be addressed
directly by means of a systems approach. This would provide for- appropriate
design flexibility to take advantage of new developments as they occur and to
effectively utilize'the specific site characteristics.

In particular, use of standards such as proposed by EPA in 10 CFR Part 191
would provide a unified, supportable basis for regulation and, would minimize
the possibility of conflicting regulatory requirements. Utilization of a
systems approach, -based on overall system performance standards, would -have
the additional advantage of being universally applicable to all geologic
repositories.

Staff Response to Comment No. 66:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose .of the Technical Criteria, And Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 57:' State of Mississippi, Department of Natural Resources (65)

We Eo.ree with NRC's selection of alternative 02 regarding the detail of per-
f1,rmdnce criteria. The design and construction should be based on existing,
knowledge 'and technology and should not depend on future breakthroughs.

Staff Response to Comment No. 57:

See.Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

Comment No. 58: Dr. F. L. Parker (80)-

Alternative Performance Criteria

The first question to be answered is which of the three alternatives NRC should
-adopt - a single overall performance standard that would be equivalent to the
EPA standard; minimum performance standards for each of the major elements as
well as meeting the EPA standards; or detailed numerical criteria on the criti-
cal engineering-attributes of the repository system.. As is-now known, NRC has
chosen the second on the basis that this would be easier for it to implement.
This route leads to three of the four technical requirements - the thousand-
year waste patkage containment time, the thousand-year groundwater travel time
in-the undisturbed environment, and 10-i annual release rate.

I think that one of the major failures in the NRC approach is that the three
designated numerical criteria relate neither to a curie release to the environ-
tent nor to a dose to the population which should be the major objective of
the regulation, as indicated in the purpose, Sec. 60.101. According to the
simulations by Burkholder, Cloninger, Sutcliff, etc., the use of these three
numerical values in modeling schemes gives results that would appear to meet
even the most restrictive EPA requirements.
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I believe that the NRC route, provided that the rule is amended to allow
negotiable performance criteria, is the best route because it allows DOE to
proceed now to design waste package sybtems and repositories, If during the
design phase, DOE finds that the costs to meet these criteria are exorbitant,
then they can negotiate with NRC. NRC should also include in their rule
limits on radioactive control similar to those included in Appendix I to
10 CFR 50. If that $1,000 (or something similar) per man-rem were made part
of the regulations, it would facilitate negotiations. The consequences of
following the first approach are also clear. The EPA standard is not yet
published. There is still opportunity for drastic revision.- Are these'the'
numbers toward which DOE should be designing? How do they proceed now? What
do they do when they come to the NRC hearings with a single overall measure
and each step in the modeling process is challenged and the uncertainty in
each of these numbers, the leach ratesv the waste package life, the KDs, the
water flow times are debated..'

If acceptable values or ranges of values-for these parameters ire negotiated
beforehand and protocols for determining them are established, then the
licensing process should be far smoother while still-protecting the public
health and safety.

Staff Response to Comment No. 58:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs.' Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the -

rationale document. See Overview, Section 5.5, for a discussion of standards

based on population vs. individual dose.. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I refers to

meeting the ALARA criterion for power reactor effluents. Because the ALARA-

principle Is not parl of the performance objectives, for reasons explained in'

our analysis of ALARA (see Overview, Section 2.5), a direct parallel to Appen-

dix I would be inappropriate.

Comment No. 59: Penberthy Electromelt International (61)

I prefer alternative 2 which prescribes minimum performance standards for each
of the major elements, as long as there are only two major elempnts. The waste
.package element includes a top quality waste'form, monolithic shape, with inert
glass cladding. The other element is the physical barrier such as 100 feet of
dirt or rock or two feet of seismic boat wall topped with ten feet of dirt.

Staff Response to Comment No. 59:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document.
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MULTIPLE BARRIERS APPROACH:

Comment No. 60: . J. Hamstra, Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (6)

Mifferent explanatory texts are selected here to summarize that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's approach for disposal of H.L.W, in geologic reposi-
tories.is basically

- that the repository must consist of multiple barriers,

- that the waste form and other engineered barriers are elemental to the
* performance of the repository. system,

- that each of the engineered features has to-meet their spelcific perform-
ance objective,

this because the geologic setting (i.e., the natural barrier)' does not
inspire the Commission's confidence, by reason of uncertainties..

my comments on the NRC's sultibarriers approach is that it may be a good tech-
nical approach in case of a NLW-emplacement in a permeable host rock but that
it certainly is not an appropriate approach for a HLW-repository to be mined
in a salt dome.

There 4s unly one general approach for a-mined NLW repository in any type of
host rock and that is the overall system approach. It is irrational to assume
that one single engineered component out of. a total system of compbnents will
have to perform the isolation or containment capability of that system without
any assistance from the other repository system components. Especially the
natural components such as the host rock containment shield surrounding the
repository and the geologic environment surrounding and overlying the host
rock can never be made ineffective.

It is only by means of an iterative process of safety assessment and repository
systemi Improvement that the relative importance of the different components to
the overall systems can be evaluated.

Staff Response to Comment No. 60:

See Overview, Section 7.1, Sinale vs. Multiple Performance %tandards. See.

Part C, which contains the rationale document.

Comment No. 61: American Nuclear Society (20)

In evaluating multiple barriers, NRC has considered three alternatives. These
are:

* 1. rely entirely on the natural barriers of the site to meet the system
performance standard;
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2. rely entirely on engineered barriers to meet the system performance
standard; and'

3. rely on a combination of engineered and natural barriers to meet the
system performance standards.- 46 Fed. Reg. 35281-(July 8, 1981).

Alternative'Nos. 1 and 2 were abandoned by NRC because of (I)-uncertainties in
the natural barrier performance under the stress of Waste-induced changes, and
(2) avoiding "unduly constraining system design."

In adopting Alternative No. 3,_NRC states (see, Enclosure J at 26)* that the
"staff decided to set a long-term release rate for the underground facility
and waste packages working. together,' without mention of the natural barriers
as a part of the system. This is not Alternative No. 3; but rather a more
tightly constrained Alternative No. 2. *

The concept of the repository as a radioactive wastFrisolation system requires
consideration of the contribution of all barriers in arriving at-a regulatory
decision. Each repository site will be-able to place differing-reliance on
the natural barriers and, therefore, the site-independent numerical subsystem
performance specifications stated in Sections 60.111 and 60.112 should be
withdrawn.

EPA in its working draft of 40 CFR Part 191 (1981) has commented on the system
concept in several places. Specifically, EPA's.draft-notes: "We believe that
makins the overall disposal system meet numerical performance requirements by
taking advantage of substantial protection from each of its components will
provide adequate protection most economically" (40 CFR Part 191 at 13). ThIs
concept more nearly complies with Alternative No. 3 than specific numerical
design specifications for each subsystem or component.

Staff Response to Comment No. 61:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance'Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document. -

Comment No. 62: M. J. Fisher (39)

I must strongly 4disegree with your multiple barrier philosophy. Didn't Lyons,
Kansas teach you a lesson? From a practical standpoint, it may sound good,
but for the time spans and depths you are concerned with, the site is the most
important issue. If DOE can do a good Investigation of the site including all
the critical parameters and processes, then the repository's performance can
be conservatively determined.

Enclosure J, Commission Paper SEC-81-267, Rationale for Performance Objectives
and Required Characteristics of the Geologic Setting (April 27, 1981).
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Staff Response to Commnent No. 62:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document.

Comment No. 63: R. A. Van Konynenburg, Lawrence Livermore Laboratories (15)

I note that the Commission.has endorsed the multiple barrier philosophy, which
I agree is the most prudent approach. However, I am concerned'with the way in
which the Commission has chosen to distribute the reliance to-be placed upon
the several barriers. In particular, I do not believe it 'is either necessary
or reasonable to require that "reasonable assurance' be given that "the waste
package will contain all radionuclides for at least the first 1000 years after
permanent closure." Neither do 1 believe'that it is possible for anyone to
give such assurance- Instead of the 1000-year limit as proposed, I would -
suggest that the containment period be shortened to consist only of the period
during which the retrievability option is to be preserved, namely 110 years,
and that the degree of containment be set at a reasonable minimum, such as 99%
of eath radlonuclide, rather than wall radionuclides."

Staff Response to Comment No. 63:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document. See also Overvyew, Section 5.4,

Reasonable Assurance.

* Content No. 64: U.S. DOE (48)

We wish to reewphasize our support for the development of a multibarrier
repository system. This concept is basic to our waste Isolation program, as
is the development of a high-integrity long-lived waste package. -However, we
believe that inflexible numerical criteria for individual components should
not be established at this time but instead specifications should be derived
-from an overall system performance standard and supported by technical justi-
fication for a specific site. .

Staff Response to Comment No. 64:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document.

Coement No. 65: P. C. Cahill, U.S. EPA (68)

EPA endorses the proposed use of multiple barriers for these repositories.
This is an approach that will be incorporated in EPA's own forthcoming stan-
dards for high-level nuclear waste disposal. As we commented earlier, we are
concerned'that the emphasis of the proposed rule Is on engineered barriers

lie
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rather than on favorable geology. The proposal presents specific numerical
requirements for the waste package, the leachability of the waste, and the
travel time of water from the repository to the accessible environment. We
think that you should.consider guidelines relating to such geological proper-
ties as sorption. We urge the Commission to extend the multiple barrier
approach to the geology and geochemistry of the'disposal' site.

Staff Response to Comment No. 65:

The staff does'not agree with the interpretation that geologic factors are not

as important as engineered factors. Both are important components of a multiple

barrier approach that has been adopted to achieve confidence that the overall

system performance objective (the EPA standard) is met.. (See Overview,-Sec-

tions 1.3 and 2.1,' Purpose of the-Technical Criteria and Sinale vs. Multiple

Performance Standards, respectively.) NRC has not placed numerical performance

standards on geochemical sorption because of the large uncertainties associated

witt. measurement of such effects. (See Part C for a discussion of uncertainties
associated with both geology and engineering.) However, geochemical sorption

and other geologic factors would need to be evaluated-and would be taken'into

account in assessment of overall performance of a particular site. -

Comment No. 66: Dr. F. L. Parker (80)

Defense in Depth *

As has been noted in many studies of the radioactive waste disposal problem,
there will.always be residual uncertainties. To provide a-safety factor to
*cocpensate for this uncertainty, a multiple-barrier system has many advantages.
Since we cannot answer the global problem and predict every possible combina-
tion of circumstances that might. cause releases of waste, multiple, independent
mechanisms of slowing or limiting the discharge of radioactive materials to
the environaent are desirable.

Staff Response to Coment No. 66:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See
Part C, which contains the rationale document. The staff agrees with this
coinent on the appropriateness of the multibarrfer (defenseln-depth) approach.'

Coment No."67: Westinghouse Corv. (54)

Westinghouse endorses the use of a multiple barrier approach to waste isola-
tion, including the use of engineered barriers, but we consider that the
designer should specify the engineered barriers and associated requirements
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necessary to meet the overall performance objective for the geologic reposi-
tory system; namely, the EPA standard. Thus, we disagree with the NRC.approach
of setting rigid numerical requirements on individual system components, which
are not only arbitrary but also tend to establish the specific components to
be included in the system. This position Is based on a number of reasons
including the following:

1. The number of system components, the degree of redundancy, and the per-
formance requirements placed on the system components depend on a number
of factors including the characteristics of the site, the characteristics
of the waste, and the performance characteristics of the individual engi-
neered components. Thus, a single set of component performance criteria,
as proposed by NRC, is not necessarily appropriate for all situations.
For example, if waste having a low heat generation rate (causing a very
low thermal pulse in the geology) and a relatively low proportion of
long-livetd actinides is placed in a repository having highly favorable
characteristics (e.g., a very lofg water travel time),.then the need
for 1000-year containment and a release rate of one part in 100,000 is
highly questionable. Another example is the use off acontainer having
a very long life that is achieved by a favorable combination of mate-
rial ana geochemical environment;- If the expected life of the container
is several hundred thousand-years, then the requirement on the waste
form can be relaxed.

2. The use of a single set of rigid component performance criteria does not.
permit the-use of trade-offs within the system, thereby precluding innova-
tion by the designer and the use of future technological developments and
imperoved understanding of geologic processes to reduce costs while
maintaining the same overall system of performance.

3. -The 10 CFR 60 rules pertain to a single applicant and to a few repositories
that will be constructed several years in the future. .It seems entirely
reasonable for the NRC to evaluate-a proposed repository system design on
its individual merits at the time of application, rather-than prejudging
at this time what the' system components should be andwwhat requirements

* should apply to. the components.

4. While safety must be the principal-concern in designing a repository
system, cost cannot be dismissed as a factor. The rule must be suffl-
* c.ently flexible to allow the achievement of safety goals Jn a cost
effective manner.

5. Am.ultiple barrier system implies redundancy; that is, satisfactory system
performance is not.dependent upon a single component of the system. -The -
level of redundancy provided-depends on a.nuber of factors, but ultimately
it'is based on a judment eade after weighing all of the pertinent-factors.
The rule should be sufficiently flexible to permit the exercise of that
judgment-on the part of both the applicant in deriving a design and the
IRC in evaluating the defign, based on available information.
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While we strongly object to including in the rule rigid requirements on indi-
vidual system components, we also understand that the NRC must be able to
establish a basis for concluding that the health and safety of the public will
-be adequately protected and it is appropriate for the NRC to commun2icate the
factors it currently considers important in establishing that basis. There-
fore, it eay be appropriate to include in the rule-performance guidelines, in
the form of design objectives for individual system components, that the NRC
currently considers acceptable, together with a clear statement that alterna-
tives will be considered as long as the NRC can establish a satisfactory basis
for concluding that the issuance of a license will not constitute an unreason-
able risk to the health and-safety of the publi-.

Staff Response to coment No. 67:

See Overview, Section 2.1. Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document.

Coment No. 68: B. Houston. Hamilton & Assoc.-for The American Ceraiic
Society (75)

Multiple barriers provide increased assurance that wastes will t ontained
quring their high toxicity period.- There are at least four barr .s during .
this period...the waste fors, the engineered pickage, the. hydroTogy and the
geology. This redundancy-is more than needed. Most analyVsis that we have
seen have indicated that two barriers are sufficient for considerations other
than for a well drilled into the repository.. The question then becomes,-1how-
uch are we willing to pay in order to reduce a low probability but high risk

incident for a few fndividual(s)?" Since waste packages can be expected to
*cost $10 to S100K each; and there are about 14 packages (PIL-3838) per reactor
per year. -and a repository will hold about 4000 reactor years of waste (NUREG-
0116); the cost per repository would then be about $0.5 to $5 billion. Vk
feel that this sum of money could be better spent to save many more lives in
other areas of society, such as automobile safety. Such tfade-offs between

*cost and safety do not appear to have been sufficiently considered in
formulating the regulations.

Staff Response to Coment No. 68:

See Overview, Ssction 1;3, Purpose Of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1.
Sindle vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document. The overall level of safety will be set by the EPA stan
dard. EPA will consider trade-offs in-costs and health effects In establish-

ing this standard. The performance objectives and siting tnd design criteria
of 10 CFR Part 60 are needed to have confidence that the EPA standard will be
met.
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Comment 69: Penberthy Electromelt International (61)

The nation cunnot afford too many multiples of barriers. Three are justified
but not more. The first barrier is the use of a high durability alumino-silicate
glass as tVe radwaste-host. The glass composition should be similar to the
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd composition buried in the soil in 1960 with moni-
tored excellent results. Alumino-silicate glasses of this type form a
protective skin after 100-200 days of leaching, and show distinctly superior
resistance to peformance when compared with the soft borosilicates previously
planned (Penberthy 1981).

The next justifiable barrier is to have the waste glass annealed to a monolith
rather than allowing it to shatter by uncontrolled cooling. Savannah River
Laboratory is planning to allow their glass castings to Shatter, which has the
disadvantage of increasing the surface area available, for leaching by a factor
of 100 to 1000. Retention of the monolithic shape is easy and reasonable in
cost to attain, and there is no reason why this should not be done.

.1 realize that the NRC In 10 CFR 60'is working to a perceived objective rather
than to particulars such as monolithic versus shatterihg, but annealing to a
monolithic block is in staple accordance-with the as-good-as-reasobably-
achievable principle.

Another barrier which should be contemplated is physical isolation. This can
be accomplished quite adequately without going 1000. feet down. A tunnel bored
into a rocky structure where the inner end of the tunnel is say 200 feet below
the rock surface is a formidable-barrier against intrusion. The heavy concrete *. -

portal and concrete plug at the entrance provide.a sufficient barrier against
accidental intrusion.

With the above system, the canister is used only for processing and transporta-
tion. It can be made of mild carbon steel rather than an alloy steel. It is
easy to coat the.steel with a&rust preventative coating such-as zinc or nickel,
but it can be remembered that carbon steel does not rust when its temperature "
is significantly above the dew point.

In the event there is no significant hill at the place where thevwastes are
glassified, then the storage can be in a seifmic boat.. This seismic boat is a,
concrete building resting on a concrete slab with a one-inch layer of sand
between the slab and the floor of the boat. In the event of an earthquake, the
earthquake forces cannot be transmitted to the boat through the sand slip layer.

Staff Response to Coument No. 69:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. 4ultiple Performance Stardards.. See

Part C, which.contains the rationale documert. The design suggestion contained

in this comment should be directed to DOE.
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THE SYSTEMS APPROACH:

Comment No. 70: 1. Remson (13) -

Every committee and every panel that I have been involved with over the past
few years has been unanimous in arguing the need for a systems approach. In
short, a single standard should be applied to the entire repository with perhaps
the requirement that multiple barriers be used. The latter is to ensure that
more than one barrier be used even if a single barrier is capable of meeting
the standard Of course, in the optimization of each repository and site,
constraints specific to that site would be tsed for the individual barriers in
order to constrain the total system optimization. In this way, the best
advantage could be taken of the components of each site and of their inter-
actions to produce a suitable repository..

Without adequate Justification, the systems approach is abandoned in favor of
an approach that places fixed specifications on each component of the repository
regardless of the site. This ignores all differences between sites and ignores
all possibility of inconsistencies-and redundancy in the treatment of the
components. --

Unfortunately, the component approach is consistent with the document's philos-
ophy of giving virtually no containment credit to the geology or hydrology, and
this will result in far iess secure and far more expensive repositories. For
example, no one should pick a site where the groundwater travel time to the
biosphere is 1,000 years (the component specification) or even 10,000 years.
Who is going to spend money on rehiforcing geologic barriers suitable for a
site wtwn his budget will be exhausted by engineering the 1,000-year package
whether it is needed or not? Besides, he will receive no credit for anything
he does to improve the geologic barriers.

On entering the business of component specification, the authors of this docu-
ment were forced 14.. consider a-variety of technical areas having very difficult
technology. It is not surprising that the discussions of such components some-
times display lack of logic, dubious terminology and a lack of. awareness that
what has been proposed cannot be implemented. Sany examples were cited at the
ONI panel workshop and they should be documented in the ON! report.

Staff Response to Coment ho. 70:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,
Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document. See also staff response to Comment No. 65.

Coe2nt No. 71: American Nuclear Society (20)

The American Nuclear Society (ANS) respectfully submits that the proposed regu-
lation should'be withdrawn or, At a minimum, extensively revised.
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ANS is of the concerted view that the draft regulation should apply the systems
concept, instead of the present stress on subsystems, and as recommended by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the March 19, 1981. Working Draft of
40 CFR Part 191.4 Further, the present draft regulation contains significant
sections, with related arguments, that ate technically unjustifiable and that
overly constrain the design of specific components and subsystems.

The concept of the repository as a system requires consideration of both natural
and engineered barriers in arriving at a. regulatory decision. Each repository
site will diffe'r in the reliance that can be placed on natural barriers and,
therefore, varying degrees of compensaiing design margins through engineered
s-stems should.be permitted. The designer should not be constrained from
optimizing these relationships by the imposition of 'design specifications" or
subsystem numerical performance requirements such as those stated by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) In the proposed rule.

ANS strongly recommends that all subsystem numeritcal.performance requirements be
deleted in favor of more general performance objectives which would persit sub-
system trade-offs to achieve the desired overall repository system performance.
Specifically the following values should be deleted:

1. 1,000-Year Waste Package Life (Section 60.111(b)(2));

2. 10-' Long-Term Release Rate (Section 60.1 1(b)(2)(ii)(A));

3. 1,000-Year Undisturbed Water Travel Time jSection 60.112(c)); and.

4. 50-Year Retrieval Time (Section 60. 111(a)(2)).

Staff Response to Comment No. 71:

II

. I

i
i

i-- I
I

I

I

See Overview; Section 2.1, SinDle vs. Nultiple Perfomance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document. See also staff response to

Comment No. 46.

Comment No.. 72: American Nuclear Society (20)

ANS is of the concerted view that tht present dreft regulation should apply
the systems concept instead of the present stress on subsystems, and contains
significant sections, with related arguments, that are technfcally unjustifiable
and overly constrain the design of specific compontnts and subsystems. There-
fore, the proposed regulation should be withdrawn or, at a minimum., etensively
revised. The following general conclusions are made:

Environmental Protection Agency. 40 CFR Part 191 (1981), Environmental Stand-
ards and Federal Radiation Protection Cuidance for Manamement and Disposal of
Spent fuel. HIW and TRU Wastes, Working Draft 19 (March 19, 1981).
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o With regard to the regulatory approach and the technical criteria
alternatives, Alternitive No. 1 or a single overall repository per-
formance standard is more acceptable. Overly restrictive component
and subsystem performance'standards are not necessary and are likely
to add to the overall cost of waste disposal, without ac .: rng any
significant degree of benefit to the public health and Io. -:

o The concept of the repository as a radioactive waste : system
requires consideration of the contribution of all bar hers arriv-
ing at a regulatory decision. Each repository site wvii be able to
place differing reliance on the natural barriers and, therefore,
design margins through engineered systems should be provided on a
site-specific basis.

o NRC has placed undue emphasis on the-nature of the Uncertainties
* associated with the transport of the .iaste through the gBosphere to

the exclusion of other important considerations. Such uncertainties
can be ascertained and made inconsequential by bounding analysis and
design.

o Analyses have shown that NRC's stipulated 1,000-year waste-package
containment period results in relatively no benefit for reduction in
radionuclide releases as compared to that for the natural barriers.

o The setting of.annual release rates for radinuclides would be better
handled through the establishment of an overall--repository release
limit by incorporating this limit in an overall system performance
standard.

o In the absence of analyses-justifying 1,000-year water travel time
for differing site-specific characteristics and a clear definition
of "accessible environment," the validity of this numerical value is

* questionable.

o The retrievability concept reflected -in the current NWTS position
presents a logical approach for satisfying the retrievability
objective-and is more appropriate'than the proposed 50-year period.

ANS strongly recommends all subsystem numerical performance requirements be
deleted in favor of more general performance objectives which -would permit sub-
system trade-offs to achieve the desired overall repository system performance..

-Specifically the following values should be deleted:

1. 1,000-Year Waste Package Life;
2. 10-6 Long-term Release Rate;
3. 1,000-Year Undisturbed Water Travel Time;
4. 50-Yeur Retrieval Time;
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Staff Response to Comment No. 72:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document; See also Overview, Sections 2.2 and 4.1, RetrievabilIty

and Accessible Environment/C- .trolled Area, respectively.

Comment No. 73: Stearns-Roger--(1)

We endorse the basic comments and position of the American Nuclear Society as
stated in its letter of October 14, 1981. Specifically, an overall performance
criterion for the entire repository system would be superior to the individual
subsystem performance criteria in the proposed rule.

Staff Response to Comment No. 73:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Pureose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Couirrent No. 74: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

We support the need for these rules. We believe that the proposed rules iden-
tify and address relevant issues in the disposal of high-level and transuranic
wastes.

We are concerned, however, with the lack of a systems approach in criteria for
individual components of the repository system. Analytical models of repository
safety performance exist and can be used to reflect the interactions between
repository components. The site selection and performance criteria should more
fully reflect the fact that alternative combinations of parameter values can-
satisfy health and safety objectives. Under some circumstances. for-example,
relatively high leach rates can be compensated by advantageous factors in radio-
nuclide retardation or travel time, without causing an unacceptable increase in
future dose.

You may wish to indicate that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant for disposing of
defense transuranic waste is absolved by -law from compliance wtithr these rules.

Staff Response to Comment No. 74:

See Overview, Section .1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,
Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comment No. 75: F. S. Feates. Department of the Environment. UK (29)

In taking account of the many technical factors to be considered in a choice
between the several options for creating a repository for heat-emitting wastes,
we have adopted a systems study approach in order to bring together the many
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areas of research and operation. As i result we would not wish to set down
specific criteria or defined levels for all variables, because these levels will
differ from site to site. We think it advisable for any regulatory procedure
to make allowance for natural variation.

Staff Response to Comment No. 75:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document.

Comment No. 76: Virainia Electric & Power Co. (64)

The major concern with the WRC's proposed rule Is the use of specific barrier
performance objectives for repository components rather than the use of overall
system performance objectives. The selection of the current barrier performance
standards, i.e., 1,000 year waste package life and 1,000 year water travel times
to the accessible environment, appear to be an imposition of arbitrary standards
without scientific or technical support. The use of individual performance.
standards is also at odds with an important factor of sound repository design
and operation; the interaction of individual components to achieve, on a com-
bined basis, the required level of repository system performance. Use of an-
overall system performance standard would focus attention on total repository
performance while permitting appropriate design flexibility to take advantage
of new developments and permit the use of specific characteristics for indi-
vidual sites.

Staff Response to Coment No. 76:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document.

Comzent No. 77: U.S. DOE (48) -

The Department agrees that the Commission must establish-the philosophy In
developing this regulation from among alternatives such as those posed in the
federal Register notice. We would find a position closer to alternative 1, as
proposed by the Commission in the Supplementary Information Section, to be more
appropriate. We are concerned that the-imposition of inflexible intermediate
component performance requirements as now proposed in the Federal Register
notice would distract both the NRC staff and our own from the central issue of
the licensing process, which is that of-demonstrating that the public health
and safety will be protected. The alternative language we have proposed in
the enclosure would allow the Department, as a license applicant, to propose
performance objectives for the several subsystems on a site-sptcific basis.
These detailed objectives would then reflect the results of site-specific
Investigatl-7% and an improved understanding of the required performance of
each individual component.
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A second concern is with the treatment of transuranic (TRU) wastes in the
proposed rule without appropriate consideration of the comparative hazard of
these wastes, relative to high level. wastes, We suggest that TRU wastes be
eliminated from the rule with provision that they would.be considered on.a
case-by-case basis, with reasonable assurance that the functional performance
of the repository system would not be s gnificantly compromised by emplacing
TRU wastes in a repository.

Staff Response to Comment No. 77:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance -Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document.. See also Overview, Sectfon 3.2,

Transuranic Waste (TRU). -

Comment No. 78: Commonwealth Edison (17)

The "systems approach" is not only essential but it has been, supported by the
IRG and all other major government studies. This.means the establishment of a
performance criterion for the entire repository system. The multi-barrier
approach is acceptable, however, arbitrary criteria for the performance of
individual barriers is unacceptable.

We do not contend that the geologic barrie'r is adequate to assure absolute
isolation In all design cases. We do recognize that tde various barriers can
and should contribute.

However, any arbitrary. pe'rformance criteria will restrict the flexibility of
the designer.

Staff Response to Comment No. 78:*

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,
Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.- See Part C, which contains the

rationale document. See also staff response to Comment No. 52.

Comment No. 79g: Exxon Nuclear Co. (58)

We continue to support the view that the NRC should establish appropriate crite-
ria And standards for the performance of the overall system, rather than defin-
ing specific performance values for individual components.

It is encouraging to note that the NRC has now agreed to considkr three alterna-
tive approaches in which alternative 1 is consistent with our earlier recommenda-
tion. Alternative 2, which appears to be a hybrid between the overall approach
alternative 1, and the detailed approach alternative3, seets to be now preferred
by the NRC as offering a reasonable and practical compromise. It is also con-
sistent with the approach proposed in the rule governing disposal of low level
waste, 10 CFR 61. However, after careful consideration of the Commtssion's
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comments and logi: supporting their preference for alternative 2, we continue
to support the overall approach reprecented by alternative 1 for the following
reasons:

1. If the minimum performance standards cannot be met for one of the major
components of the system, no allowance is provided to compensate for this
by exceeding the standard in another major component in a marner which
preserves the overall performance..

2. Site specific characteristics cannot-be used to advantage in designing.
-the waste package or underground facility. -

3. The ultimate requirement in the performance objective approach is the
meeting of EPA's.generally applicable environmental standards durfng all
times that the overall system must protect the environment and public
health and safety. How'this is accomplished .by combining the major
components should be left to the-designer to balance-the considerations
of cost and system effectiveness.

The NRC states that alternatve 2 substantially enhances their confidence that
the overall standards will be met. It is not stated how this confidence is
enhanced. Any degree of confidence could be specified by establishing a
requisite confidence level in the overall performance standard. This is not
an uncommon approach in designing other systems which have-lisks. In addition,
the Commission would be able to review the designer's values for each component,
including technical bases and.uncertainties, and with that information be
assured that the overall performance objectives are met. . -

With the above approach, the individual performance standards can be-retained
as guides for the designer with departures properly justified by engineering -

analyses.'

Staff Rebponse to Conment-No. 79:

See Overview, 'Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, -and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance' Standards. See Part C, which contains the

rationale document. See also Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance. -

Comment No. 80: Edison Electric Institute (56)

In particular, EEI wishes to emphasize the view expressed in the comments (i.e.,
those of Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group] that the NRC should utilize.
the systems approach (identified as "Alternative 1" in the notice of ru'emakilng)
rather than the barrier performance objectives approach ("Alternative 2"),-which
is the basis for the rule as currently proposed. -EEI believes thit the specific
requirements for separate components and subsystems prescribed In the proposed
rule are not only unnecessary, but would deny the DOE-reasonable flexibility in
achieving overall system safety and performance objectives. Accordingly, EEI
urges that, in adopting a final rule, the NRC select the approach embodied in
Alternative I rather ttan that of Alternative 2. which is now reflected In the
rule as propose.
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Steff Response to Comment No. 80:

See Ovtrview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

Comment No. 81: J. Carson Mark, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (10)

Prescription of Criteria for a Repository

Wis agree that the rule must include an overall safety goal or objective for the
;nept-sitory. However, only minimum performance standards for each of the major
elements are needed. Although we favor the approach that has been taken, we
believe that the interpretation of the numerical standards needs further
clarification. Additional comments on this matter are given in Section 3.a of
this report.

Staff Response to Comment No. 81:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the rationale document.

Comme-nt No. 82: American Nuclear Society (20)

It is our concerted view that overly restrictive and specific performance stand-
ards are not necessary, and that such standards in regulation forb are likely to
add to the overall cost of waste ditsposal without achieving eny degree of benefit
to the public health and safety; Instead, using current engineering practices,
a carefully sited, engineered, and designed repository coupled with effective
confirmation and design validation can assure compliance with a single, over-
atllperformance criterion for the repository as a whole system. The applica-
tion of such a single performance standard would not only coincide with the
Environmental Protection Agency's recomwended approach of the systems concept,
but would permit repository designers to optimize the repository as a system
of both natural and engineered barriers for differing site and geologic medfi%
characteristics.

Staff Response to Comment No. 82:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Sincle vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See

Part C, which contains the.rationale document. See also response to Comment

No. 46.

Co.nent No. 83: Northeast Utilities (79)

These comments are submitted on behalf of Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
(NNECO) and Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (CYAPCO) the operators of
the Millstone 1 and 2 and Connecticut Yankee nuclear power plants. We commend
the NRC on its effort to address permanent disposal of high-level waste, an
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issue which is of-vital importance to the future of nuclear power development
in the United States. However, we have serious concerns with the proposed.
assignment of specific, quantitative performance requirements for system compo-
nents. Establishment of performance requirements for the waste repository
system as a whole would still maintain system performance while permitting
flexibility in the design and construction of system components to effectively
utilize site-specific characteristics and thereby reduce repository costs.

Staff Response to Comment No. 83:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

4. THE ISSUE OF.HUMAN INTRUSION

Comment No. 84: J. Hamstra. Netherlands EneraM Research Foundation (6)

In general the Commission's approach to the Human Intrusion question is a very
rational one. A difficult future access to the emplaced waste, once the burial
facility is-closed down and sealed, helps to discourage people from intruding
into a repository of which the knowledge of existence is still there. In this
respect it might be mare encouraging if the waste is known to have been emplaced
in a retrievable way.

The resource value of the spent fuel that was declared a waste.and-of thick-
walled canisters of precious material are to be considered in combination with
such a retrievable disposal system, because they often go together in present-
day plans. However, a possibility of deliberate intrusion snould not be con-
sidered too seriously, such that everything is to be done to discourage a
future generation to do so. It is the responsib1)ity of future generations to
decide whetber the hazards are worth the benefits.

The inadvertent intrusion should be considered more seriously, but as is stated
in the proposed rules the scientific and technical capability required to recon-
tact the wastes at greater depths will also enable the explorer to recognize in
-time what man-made anomaly he 1s encountering.

Co-went No. 85: J. Carson Mark U.S. NRC Advisory Comittee on Reactor
Eafeguards 110S

We believe the treatment of this subject is well done. We recomend retention
of the existing text.

Comment No, 86: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Enaineers (28) -

Th. NRC requested cogment on its approach to the human-intrusion question. The
approach taken in the Proposed Rule generally seems reasonable.

The discussion is believed, however, to overstate the rtliability of transfer
of human knowledge. The fact that knowledge exists in one group of people does
not guarantee the transfer of that knowledge to all potential intruders.
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Ir. addition, the possibility should be recognized that intentional intruders
might be aware of the presence of radiation but indifferent to its dangers.
One can cite several recent situations in which this attitude has existed (e.g.,
use of uranium mill tailings for construction, diversions of materials from the
Beatty waste-disposal site).

Finally, deliberate intrusion is not believed to require a conscious collective
societal decision. All that would be required is the failure of institutional
control, plus a group of dedicated individuals.

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 84-86:

See Overvi ew, Section 2.6, Human Intrusion.

Comment No. 87: Utility Nuclear Waste Minagiment Group (44)

Human Intrusion

The treatment of this subject is proper and should be preserved in the final rule.
In this same general connection, however, UNWMC believes that the importance of
avoiding natural resources, in the siting of a repository, is overemphasized.
This point is considered in additional detail in the Attachment to this letter.

Comment No. 88: Northeast Utilities (29)

The treatment of this subject is properiind.should.be preserved in the final
rule. However, we believe that the importance of avoiding natural resources
in the siting of a repository is overemphasized. _

Cowment No. 89: U.S. DOE (48) -

-Issue

Deliberate and Inadvertent Intrusion.

DOE Position

The Commission's discussion of deli5erate intrusion and inadvertent intrusion
in the Supplementary Information of the proposed rule is well-reasoned. The
Department supports the Commission's position on this issue.

We endorse the Commission's position and feel the general approach to human
intrusion set forth in the Supplementary Information, e.g., avoiding resources
to diminib% the likelihood of inadvertent intrusion and using long-term com.uni-
cation and identification measures, is reasonable. The potential for exploiting - |
mineral, energy, water, and subsurface land-use resources both now and in the
future will be assessed throughout the site-selection process (i.e., via site
selection criteria for the National Waste Terminal Storage Program). Beyond site
selection factors, additional protective measures will be used to comeunicate
knowledge of the existence and location of repositories to future generations.
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Discussion

We endorse the position of the Commission as stated in the Supplementary informa-
tion but have a concern with respect to the Commission's consideration of
resources presented under "Potentially adverse conditions," section 60.223(b)(3).
Our concern is explained in the section-by-section comments-on section 60.123.

A Licensing TopIcal Report to be issued by DOE will elaborate on long-term
communication measures the Department could use to forewarn future societies
of the existence of repositories, e.g., monuments.

Stiff Response to Comment Nos. 87-89:

The staff believes that natural resources are an important consideration in

the siting of-a geologic repository. further, the staff believes that direct-

ing site selection toward sites having little resource value Is a reasonable'

measure to take to discourage human intrusion into a.geologic.repository. In

the staff's judgment, the emphasis on avoiding natural resources is correct,

especially in view of the fact that the resources are treated along with otler

characteristics of the geologic setting in review of favorable and potentlaiTy

adverse conditions.

Comment No. 90: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

The discussion of human intrusion is logical and practical and places this
issue in clear perspective; namely, that intrusion into the repository is a
low probability event unless it is the result of a deliberate and conscious
decision to do so in which case proper precautions will be taken. This conclu-
sion is based on the requirements proposed in 10 CFR 60, which call for selec-
tion of sites having minimal resource value, reliable documentation of the
site, and the placement of appropriate ilte markers. Thus, in tesponse -to the
request for comment on this approach, we conclude that the proposed approach
to the human intrusion-issue is reasonable.

Staff Response to Coent No. 90:

See Overview, Section 2.6, Human Intrusion.

Comment No. 91: Duke Power Co. (55)

-In particular, we believe the issues of human Intrusion, population-based siting
requirements, and ALRA considerations are appropriately treated in the proposed
rules.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 91:

See Overview, Section 2.6, Human Instrusion. See also Overview, Sections 2.4

and 2.5, Population-Related Siti'nq Criteria and ALARA, respectively.

Comment No. 92: R. H. Neill, State of New Mexico (78)

Human Intrusion (660.51 and preamble)

The coverage of human intrus1in is generally well done and complete. We do have
two comments:

1. Deliberate'intrusion would not necessarily require a conscious collective
societal decision. All that would be required wouldbe the failure or
absence of institutional control, plus i group of dedicated'-and competent
persons.

2. We do not agree with the statement "once the site is selected, 'iarked, and
documented, it does no use to argue over whether these measures will be
adequate in the future..." Society would always have the ability to con-
tinue or to reclaim positive institutional control over a site if the need
is indicated. It is noted that no specific time period for control (e.g.,
the 100 years being suggested by EPA) is mentioneO in the proposed rule.
We believe it is not necessary at this time to make an arbitrary determina-
tion of the length of time that positive institutional control wi1; be-
maintained over a site. However, before-. final decision is made to
relinquish control there should be a thorough evaluation of the benefits
and costs of-continued positive control.

Staff Response to Comment No. 92:

See Overvlew,' Section 2.6, Human Intrusion.

Comment No. 93: F. S. Feares. Department of the Environment. UK (29)

In regard to- problems of-huMan intrusion into a repository, our view is that
institutional controls are required only over that period during which the hazard
is primarily due to the fission products.. Similarly, our existing control over
potential repository sites does not take into consideration present-day popula-
tion distribution, since we cannot predict population changes in the future.

Staff Response to Comment No. 53: -

The regulations specify controls which-are designed to minimize the risk of

intrusion durirg. any period when such Intrusion say result in significant

releases of radionuclides to the general environment. Because such-consequences

are not limited'to the period when this hazard is primarily due to the fission
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products, the staff believes the duration of the controls should not be limited,

as proposed by the commenter. Therefore,.monuments are appropriately required

(under 1 60.51(a)(2)) to be designed to be as permanent as practicable. See

also Overview,.Section. 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment No. 94: National Radiological Protection Board, UK (29)

Human Intrusion - It is reasonable to distinguish between deliberate intrusion
and inadvertent intrusion, and to ignore the former possibility when Setting
criteria. However, the probability and consequences of inadvertent intrusion
should be. considered when setting technical criteria such as the minimum disposal
depth, and in specifying site selection and marking requirements. The statement
(p. 35283, column 2, para. 2) that it "does no use to argue" over measures
designed to prevent intrusion or to 'speculate" on intrusion scenarios is
inconsistent.with the discussion which precedes it. "Such arguments and specu-
lations should play a part in deciding whether a repository is acceptable.

Staff Response to.Com'ent No. 94:

See Overview, Section 2.6, Human Intrusion.

Comment No.. 95: Mississippi Dept. of Natural Resources (65)

Page 35283, Columns 1 and 2 . '

We agree that site selection should be directed toward sites of little resource
value or scientific Interest and for which there is no attraction for.future
societies. If this criterion is to be followed, then this would tend to eliai-
nate salt domes since they are potential sites for: solution mining of salt; I
storage of hydrocarbons, gases, or pumped air;.sulfur extraction; oil and gas
exploration; and geothermal energy activities. It would seem that bedded salt
would better fit the requirement. Although we cannot offer any alternative
approaches to the Human Intrusion'question, we do not believe that the resource
potential of the Mississippi salt domes has been adequately assessed In the tWTS
Program to date. We have reason to believe that oil and gas resources may exist
that have not been explored for yet. - -

Staff Response to Comment ho. 95:

See response to Coment.No. 99.

Coment No. 96: T. H. Pigford (53)

The proposed criteria are written to direct sito selection towards ftes of
little resource value and for which there does not appear to be attraction-for
future societies. The consideration is worthwhile. While it is difficult to
make meaningful predictions of what will constitute Imortant resources several
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hundred years from, now, predictions on the basis of present views of potential
resources would be useful guidance.

NRC also suggests that the emplaced wastes may attract future intrusion. This
should appear more explicitly as a consideration in.the selection of the waste'
package and waste form. Relevant here are the value of unreprocessed spent
fuel if emplaced as waste and the value of special and expensive materials
which may be incorporated in the waste package.

Staff Response to Coamment No. 96:

See Overview, Section 2.6, Human Intrusion.

Comment No. 97: C. R. Fisher, General Atomic Co. (16)

The.termt, "little resource value," is worrisome in thet it is insufficiently
specific to allow one to make decisions pertaining to the acceptability of a
proposed site with a requisite degree of confidence. General Atomic requests
that quantitative criteri'a be given which allow one to assess the acceptability
of a site based on its 'resource value" relative to some standard.

Staff Response to Comment No. 97:

I
The term "little resource value" referred to in the comment is not part of the

regulation but refers only in a general way to the provisions describing favor-i

able and potentially adverse conditions in the geologic setting. See Sec-

tion 60.122 and staff responses to the comments on that section, Including those

in the Section-by-Section Analysts.

Comment No. 98: Sierra Club (66)

The most likely long-tern threat to the integrity of a high-level waste reposi-
tory is human intrusion. As an example, a DOE-funded study has shown that
29 million-deaths could be caused by solution mining for table salt (PHL-2955).
Just the drilling for resources, and not even the removal of those materials,
could undermine the Integrity of a waste repository. It is therefore important
not to locate a repository near perceived resources, where humans are likely to
drill. We therefore propose the following wording:

The geologic medium and the site selected for geologic disposal should be
chosen to minimize the possibility of future human intrusion during periods
after which the permanence of records can no longer be relied upon; Hence,
neither the medium should be a valuable resource, nor should the site be
located in an area where other valuable resources have been-suspected or
are likely to be mined.
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Rather than reflect this view of perceived, resources, the regulations only
requirean assessment of present resources near a proposed repository. Under
60.21, the application must include

"an identification and evaluation of the natural resources at the site,
including estimates as to undiscovered deposits, the exploitation of
which could affect the ability of the site to isolate radioactive wastes.
Undiscovered deposits..." .

While -we agree that present resources or potential resources should be esti-
mated, there should also be an assessment of past resources and drilling
activities.

TMe region as a whole must be assessed for past drilling activity and not just
'the immediate site. E.g., of 162 salt domes in the Gulf-Coast region poten-
tially'usable for a Federal repository, 95 of these have already been drilled
(Y/OWI/SUE-7414/1,p.174). This Indicates that for the Gulf Coast region as a
whole, there is a high probability that a salt dome wBa be drilled. Thus, in
60.123, a potentially adverse human activity that significantly affects the
hydrogeology Is drilling holes and this must be assessed in 60.124.

Staff Response to Comment No. 98:

The staff believes that the rule addresses perceived resources. A location

perceived as likely to have resources that would attract intrusion normally

would be classed as having resources of greater value than the average for

other locatiQns in the geologic setting. This would be a potentially adverse

condition. Further, the'safety.analysis report prepared by DOE not only would

extend to proven resources but also would include estimates of undiscovered

deposits. 'See paragraph 60.21(c)(13). The staff believes that together these

provisions accomplish the'objectives'identified by the coamenter. See also

staff response to Comment No. 99.

Comment No. 99: Calif. Dept. of Conservation-(62)

Inadvertent Human Intrusion

The proposed rules in Section 60.123.Potentially adverse conditions (FR p .35290)
do not clearly address the issue of potential resources in the repository area
which should be.considered before siting the repository, to avoid future inadver-
tent intrusion into the facility. That section states 1(3) Resources that have
either greater growth value, net value, or commercial potential than the average
for other representutive areas of similar size that are reprisentative of and
located in the geologic setting.-

COC recomends an addition to this section, to read Studies of mineral resources
should be made to determine whether or not such 'anerels exist at the site, and
if so, wtiether they may have strategic.value during the life of the repository.
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If such resources were found, their presence should be considered an adverse
condition in locating a HLW repository at the site."

Staff Response to Comment Ho. 99:

Paragraph 60.21(c)(13) of the rule requires an assessment of resource potential

of the site. This assessment must include a comparison of the site with

representative areas within the geologic setting. Should the assessment show

the resource potential of the site to be greater than these other areas, a

further assessment would be required to show how disposal at that site would
not compromise isolation (see Section 60..122 of.the final rule). For example,

in the case of salt domes, the resource potential.of any salt dome would be
greater than that of other representative areas in the geologic setting; This

would constitute a potentially adverse condition nd the resulting assessment

to show why disposal in a salt dome should be allowed.

Additional conditions of the site such as drilling for any purpose on evidence
of.mining would also constitute potentially adverse conditions requiring such
analysis. Thus, it is the staff's view that both the proposed rule and the

final rule are responsive-to the issues raised in these comnents concerning

the adequacy of the resource analysis requirement and past exploration as a'
potentially adverse condition.

Comment No. 100: J. N4. de Montmollin (9)

Page 35282* - The arguments on the continuity of information transfer and rela-,
tie tiechnological capabilities are unconvincing. While much information is
available-from many periods over historic time, there have been long Intervals
during which information was lost, to be recovered only after lapses of hundreds
of years. Even today, information from European civilization from the decline
of the Roman Empire to the onset of the Renaissance, about 1100 A.D., is frag-
sentary and Incomplete; it is difficult to separate fact from legend. The time
since the Dark Ages in Europe is of the saw order, about 1000 years, as the
time considered necessary to contain the wastes.

Contrary to the assertion on page 35283, it does not follow that a future genera-
tfon could logically be expected to understand the nature of the wastes and the
necessavy control measures merely because they had the technical capability to
penetrate th that depth. Hard-rock mining at greater depthFnas carried out by
the Romans in Cornwall, and the Chinese drilled for otl at depths of about
3000 feet centuries before the discovery of natural radioactivity. In both these
examples tht depths worked were such greater than the proposed repository depth.

Pape numbers refer to Vol. 46. No. 130, federal Register, July 8, 1981.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 100:

The staff recognizes that continuity of information transfer cannot be guaranteed,

but considers it likely that knowledge of the repository and the hazard of the
wastes can be preserved during the time the wastes are most hazardous..: The staff

is not relying on preservation of records alone, but on a.combination of measures

to reduce the risk of human intrusion into the repository, viz., selection of

sites of little resource value; preservation of records of the location of the

repository and the nature of the wastes In multiple offsite locations likely to

be consulted by a potential intruder; permanent markers of the controlled area;

and Federal government control of land and land-use. However, we recognize that

these measures cannot be guaranteed, and, in the final rule weallow for the

consideration of human intrusion scenarios on a limited basis. See Overview.

Section 2.6, Human Intrusion. . -

Comment No. 101: Div. of Emergency Government. State of Wisconsin (77)

Arguments involving human intrusion may well be valid, but within the past 30 years,
we-have evidence that substantial continuity of inforsation transfer over time"
does not occur. We would cite the problems of Love Canal in New York, in which the
toxic nature of the waste was ignored by government authorities in permitting con-
struction of residential and other buildings. In addition, information is very
likely to be lost if there are major movements of people due to climate change
(migration in past),-major wars, or a widespread epidemic (pandemic) that kills
a large fraction of -the population. Over the next 1,ODD-2,000 years the probabil-
ity of one of these events is highly likely. We have strong doubts that informa-
tion will survive.

Staff Response to Comment No. 101:

The staff's approach is to attempt to.favor selection of sites where intrusidn Tor

resource value is unlikely and to preserve the knowledge of the location and
hazArd of the waste. We cannot guarantee that the hazard will not be ignored.
However, as in the case of Love Canal, we consider that the hazard would be
rqcognized and some form of remedial act-ion, e.g., relocation of residents, would

* be likely.

The provisions to require records to be kept in multiple offsete locations, as well

as for permanent markers, make it less likely that knowledg, of the site will be

lost due to scenarios of the kinds cited in the comment. Still, we recognize that
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human intrusion cannot be entirely ruled out, and the final rule allows for

consideration of human intrusion on a limited basis. See Overview, Sectfon 2.6,

Human Intrusion.

THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED PUBL1C HEALTH AND-SAFETY ISSUES: -

Comment No. 102: 0. P. Sidebotham. New Encland Coalition on Nuclear Pollution

New-England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution Inc. comments on proposed rule
incorporate by reference In toto comments by Sierra Club Nuclear Subcommittee
of the National Energy Committee. We emphasize particular concerns that maxi-
mum protection of public health and safety must be principal goal now and for
full period of toxicity of wastes. Therefore urge:

A. Most exacting criteria for determintng environmental fimpact before storage
of test radwaste:*

B. Goal of zero releases of radionuclides.

C. Thorough assessment of mineral resources tn candidate regions and human
intrusion past, present, and.future.

D. Choice of sites which assure public safety despite possible failure of -

long term controls (i.e. far from population centers present or future).

E. Primary and separate consideration of human health effects separate from
dollar value in evaluating sites. -

F. Full statement by NRC of condition of waste retrieval before deposition
even for test purposes.

G. Strict limitation of aount of waste in test sites to avoid defacto
unlicensed repositories.

NECNP reiterates protection of public health and safety must be overriding con-
sideration in every decision.

Staff Response to Comient No. 102:

A. The use of radwaste during site characterization waS 1iscussed at 46 FR 13975.

For the reasons stated there, more exacting criteria would be Inappropriate.

S. The staff anticipates that generally applicable environmental standards

wvii be established by the Environmental Protection Agency.

C. Mineral resources and human Intrusion issues will be addressed during the

license review undir the appropriate provisions of the rule. See BI 60.11.

60.21, and 60.123.
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D. See response to Comment Nos. 485-512.

E. Compliance with-the performance objectives must be shown without regard
to dollar value.

F. See response A., above.

G. See response A., above.

Comment No. 203: J. L. Cohen (27).

For over ten years, 1 have been engaged in several research activities related
to the radioactive waste problem. I have been an advisor to both the Inter-
national Atomic Energy-Agency and the World Health Organization in areas- involv-
ing radioactive waste management. From my review of technical data and litera-
ture, it is apparent that the specter of severe nazard related to radioactive
waste management is simply not supported by objective analysis of available
information. Radioactive waste is not nearly as hazardous as~people think it is!

I would like to call your attention to a simple reality in public administration.
Excessive regulation devoted to control of any single hazard, particularly where
such degree of control is unwarranted (transuranic waste provides an excellent
case in point), is actually detrimental to overall public health. This practice
necessarily results in the needless diversion of limited public resources from
areas where they might be more beneficially applied (e.g., drug abuse, traffic
safety, etc.). It is indeed u6tortunate that NRC does not have a mandate to
consider problems under its purview within the larger framework of public health
so that optimal decisions could be made in the best interest of the general public
heal-th and welfare. Precious time, money, and talent needlessTy squandered on
minor problems such as radioactive waste management, become irretrievably lost
and unavailable to cope with the far more pressing problems facing our society.

Staff Response to Comment No. 103:

Under the-Atomic Energy Act and the Energy Reorganization Act, tle NRC Is. charged

with licensing and related regulatory authority with respect to radioactive waste

management. The regulations constitute a conscientious effort to comply with

this mandate.

Corment No. 104: Multiple Authors (67).

I the undersigned for mere humankind Sanctuaries protecting public health safety in
peace now here command public vote for energy recovery conversion from archaic
nuclear waste to renewable energies including technical economic concepts in the
best interests of public health safety in peace nowhere.

Staff Response to Coment No. 104:

See response to Comemnt No. 103.
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Comment No. 105: Z. M. Jensen (81)

In my opinion nuclear wastes, both high and low level, should be permanently
disposed of in underground geologic repositories. This problem should not be
left for future generations to resolve.

As nuclear worker radiation doses rise, the long-term implications are frighten-
ing, given the recent estimates of cancer risks associated with low-level radia-
tion exposure. -Therefore, efforts should be made to forge a new partnership
among federal, state and local officials concerning all decisions of the dis-
posal of radioactive wastes.

Staff Response to Comment No. 105:

The NRC published final licensing requirements for land disposal of low level

radioactive'waste (10 CFR Part 61) on December 27, 1982. Provisions of the

licensing procedures describe opportunities for State and local participation
in the licensing process.

Comment No. 106: C. R. Fisher, General Atomic-Co. (16).

The major area of concern treated in 10 CFR 60 is radiological risk. General
Atomic believes that in addition to radiological risk the potential risk-from
chemical hazards associated with the materials used in the waste packages, shaft
and borehole seals, and other activities which occur during the construction and
operation of the repository should also be considered.

Staff Response to Comment No. 106:

Any chemical hazards associated with the materials used in the waste package,

shaft and borehole seals, etc., would be considered by NRC in the course of

Its revtew under the National Environmental Policy Act.

THE APPLICABILITY OF THE REGULATIONS-TO TRANSURANIC (TRU) WASTES

After careful consideration of the public comments addressing the applicabiltty

of the regulation to 7RU, the NRC staff has decided to delete-references to

TRU from the final rule. The folltwing Comments (nos..107-214) and those which

specifically addressed the definition of the term TRU in 60.2 (nos. 212-222)

are provided to illustrate the concensus of public opinion on TRU. No specific

staff responses are provided for these comments since the provisions for TRU

waste disposal have been deleted from the rule.
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GENERAL STAFF RESPONSE 70 COMMENI NOS. 107-114:

I

For Comment Nos. 107-114, see Overview, Section 3.2, Transuranic Waste (TRUCK

For Comment No. 112, concerning the basis for the containment period, that

subject is covered fully in Part C, Rationale for Performance Objectives in

10 CFR Part 60, Chapter VII..

Comment No. 107: J. Carson Mark, U.S. NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards (10) --

We recommend that regulations for the management and disposal of TRU wastes be
developed in a separate document. If this were done, some of the complexity with-
in the current proposed rule would be-avoided. This approach would.also allow
attention to be directed to the unique aspects of the TRU waste disposal probleO,
especially for wastes in which' radlonuclide concentrations were low. A supporting
decision is needed to clarify the minimum radionuclide concentration which denotes
TRU wastes.

Comment No. 108: Florida Power and Light Co. (25) -

It should be noted that it is our belief that the proposed criteria established
for transuranic wastes as stated could have a significantly adverse impact on the

-nuclear utility industry. It is recommended that these criteria be carefully
reconsidered.

Comment No. 109: U.S. DOE (48)

Issue

Inclusion of TRU wastes in the rule.

DOE Position

We believe that it is inappropriate to issue specific requirements for commercial
TRU waste disposal in this rule.

Discussion

7ransuranic (TRU) waste consists of a diverse mixture of materials and equipment
that have been contaminated by association with transuranics. Generally. fission
product levels are very low and heat generation rates overage' -few hundredths
of a watt per container. The physical and chemical properties of this waste
inventory can be highly variable and quite unlike high-level waste (HLW).

In many cases it will be impractical to process such waste to the extent that
may be required to beet the 1 x 10-' annual fractional release rate. and in
some cases, it may be impossible. A considerable body of knowledge on migra-

- tion of transuranics in geologic media exists and shows that such restrictive
package release rates are not necessary to protect the environment and maintain
public health and sifety.
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Because of the variability of TRU waste it is difficult to assess the reason-
ableness of the NRC requirements as they are presently formulated. It is not
clear that in light of the relative hazard of TRU waste as compared to HLW that
the requirements in 10 CFR 60 are justifiable. Knowledge (of commercial TRU
waste) that needs to be gained to determine the impact of these requirements
(and in our opinion, to develop appropriate requirements) includes: 1) the
quantities and radionuclide composition of TRU waste; 2) lifetime of TRU waste.
packages; 3) the release rate from various TRU waste forms is a function of
temperature; 4) potential effects of TRU wastes on the repository performance;
5) cost of processing and packaging IRU waste; 6) hazard index for TRU as
compared to HLW; 7) and the cost/benefit tradeoffs of the options for disposing
of TRU wastes in aorespository.

Definfing TRU waste in this rule as any material containing over 10 nCi/gm of
activity from transuranics suggests that any such material bust be disposed of
by geologic isolation. The draft rule on low-level-waste, 10.CFR 61, states
that waste exceeding 10 nCi/gm is unsuitable for shallow land burial disposal
but that other modes of land disposal giving.greater confinement are possible
for these higher-activity wastes and that detailed technical criteria for such
disposal Are to-follow at a later date. We believe that separate guidance or case
by case handling would be the proper Way to address TRU waste and it is suggested
that direct references to TRU waste be dropped entirely from the 10-CFR 60.

Such guidance shoulr -cognize the unique nature of the waste type and the hazards
associated with it. .; should not be merely a duplication of the high-level waste
ruTe but based on available information on the behavior of TRU waste elements in
the disposal environments including any temperature constraints, containment
requirement, etc. This approach could fully consider all aspects of TRU disposal
and result in requirements that provide totally adequate protection and are also
practical to implement.

Finally, we are unaware of any statutory authority for Commission exercise of
regulatory control over the disposal of TRU waste by DOE.

Cosment'No. 110: Westinghouse Corp. (54)

Addressing transuranic (TRU) waste in this rule is inappropriate. The IRC has not
yet established regulations dealing with the disposal of TRU waste, and the overly
stringent requirements for TRU waste in this rule might establish inappropriate
precedents with respect to future TRU regulations that might be proposed. Accord-
ingly, it is strongly recomended that all reference to TRU waste be deleted. from
the 10 CFR 60 Technical Criterda.

Conment No. III: F. L. Parker. (80)

The minimal references to the TRU wastes only confuse the document. I believe it
would be better to remove these references entirely, since the definition of TRU
waste is different by a factor Qf 10 for the WRC and the unpuAbished draft. of EPA
rules.

Comgent 9o. 112: Institute of Electrical and'Electronics -rEnneers (28)-

In the statement, *Since trensuran'c waste does not generate bfgnificant anounts
of hest, thoere is no advantage to containment for any specified period," the
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conclusion does not follow from the Premise. Containment is required because
of the radiological hazard, which diminishes in accordance with the half life.
Heat generation is not a direct concern. Suppose, for purposes of argument,
that transuranic waste were more toxic and longer lived than high-level waste.
Should it not then have an equivalent or greater containment requirement, Inde-
pendent of heat generation?

Similarly, for HiW, the 1000-year period should be related to risk reduction
from radioactive decay, not to the period of uncertainty due to thermal effects.

Comment No. 113: Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (28)

The scope of the proposed rule should be made more clear in the opening para-
graphs: (1) the rule applies not only to high-level radioactive waste (HLW),
but also to (nondefense) transuranic waste; (2) it would be helpful to state
that, by public law, the rule does not apply to the WIPP faci)ity for defense

* transuranic waste.

Comment No. 114: T. H. Piaford (53)

NRC's proposed rule deals with high-level and transuranic wastes but ignores
other wastes which are logical candidates for a geologic repository; These
include the iodine-129 now required by EPA to be recovered'separately in fuel
reprocessihg, recovered carbon-14,.and possibly krypton-85. These radionu-
clides ire all present in spent-fuel. Bbth iodine-129 and carbon-14.ore poten-
tial contributors to radiation exposures in the environment through hydrogeo-
logic transport. They may be in different forms than the high level and
transuranic waste. Other possibilities are parts of retired and dismantled
process equipment. These wastes should be considered in the proposed rule.

NRC defines "transuranic wastes" as radioactive waste containing alpha emitting
transuranic elements, with radioactive half-lives greater than five years, in
excess of 10 nanocuries per gram. This is ten-fold lower than the definition
in the EPA internal draft standard. The differences should be resolved.

THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED THE ISSUE OF UNCERTAINTIES:

Comment No. 115: I. Remson (13) -

The requirement of the 1,000-year canister and the other evidences of lack of
confidence in the geology and hydrology stem from erroneous perceptions of the
nature of uncertainty as applied to geology and hydrology. An example will
illustrate my point.

The BSWIP staff recently described to their Geology and Hydrology Overview
Committees a groundwater model that postulated radionuclide escape from the
Umtanum Formation to the adjacent more-permeable interbed. There was consider-
able disagreement between-the BWIP staff and some committee members about the
location of the sites of groundwater discharge to the biosphere. If the BWIP
staff is correct, the travel time will be about 120,000 years. If the committee
members are correct, the travel time will be about 60,000 years. This Is the
nature of the uncertainty, and future work will resolve It.
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Questions about the reliability of the mathematics and code used in the BWIP
model are nonsense. My back-of-the-envelope computation showed that the model
results were in-the correct ball park for the parameters chosen. No possible
uncertainties in the future climatic events can affect these numbers by more
than one percent, if that much. Even if the hydraulic conductivity values are
an order of. magnitude low (something hard to believe), we would-stiII-have a
6,000 year groundwater travel time to the biosphere through the irterbbd.
Furthermore, this conservative groundwater model gives no credit to the disper-
sion, to the sorption, or to the containment or retardation by the Umtanum Forma-
tion, by the canister or by any of the engineered barriers in the repository.

It is inconceivable that any shorter path to the environment through the many
lava flows would be Missed during the detailed exploration, the repository
excavation, the. repository fil-ling and the .perforuance confirmation before the-
repository sealing. As for future credible geologic events, the entire tectonic
picture insures for the next 10,000 years a continuation of the geologic patterns
of the past several million years.

-In summary, every member of the BWIP staff and Overview Committeej recognized
the nature of the uncertainties. However, it was clear to everyone that no
combination of unfavorable credible events could. reduce radionuclide travel times
from the encapsulated wastes to the biosphere below 'several tens of thousands
of years for a properly sited, designed and constructed repository. When
considering uncertainties, one must understand their ranges, effectsi-sensitiv-
ities and impacts on specific repositories. Generic considerations, djvorced
from realworld repository sites, are meaningless and lead to the erroneous
conclusions about uncertainties that have been incorporated in the, poposed rule.

Staff Response to Comment No. 115:

See staff response to Comment No. 70 concerning the relative emphasis on

geology and engineering.

Determination of the-travel time of groundwater to the accessible environ-

ment is potentially one of the most important aspects of site charecter-

ization and long-term performance assessment. It must be recognized, however,

that the estimation of.groundwater travel times for realistic environments in-

the vicinity of potential repository sites is not an easy task.' Presumably,

repositories will be located in rocks with relatively 'slow groundwater flow,

whicht is desirable, but this makes many methods used to determine flow in

aquifers inappropriate. The direction of. groundwater flow in slow-flow

environments is not always easy to determine, and the flow-must be estimated

through highly heterogeneous and anisotropic environments over distances

of travel which may approach 100 ka or more. 'For further discussion
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of uncertainties in the geologic getting, see Part C, Rationale for Performance

Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60, Chapter V.

The identification of a minimum groundwater travel time of 1,000 years in

10 CFP. Part 60 does not mean that sites with much longer travel times should

not be sought. In fact, groundwater travel times that-substantially exceed

1,000 years would be identified as a favorable condition. The NRC certainly

encourages the-selection of sites which enhance the-margin of safety provided
by the natural geologic barriers.-

Comment No. 116: T. H. PiRford (53)

The proposed rule appropriately mentions uncertainties In site Characterization,
engineering design, and prediction.- However, NRC has not analyzed these uncer-
tainties, and unknown safety margins underline NRC's views of performance of
subsystems and components necessary to meet the yet undetermined EPA standard
of overall performance. In the absence of sufficient technical analysis by
NRC, adopting such criteria with unknown safety margins Is not justified,
especially if considerable safety margins are likely to be incorporated into
the EPA standard. Without adequate evaluation of the uncertainties-before
establishing the regulations and standards, there will emerge a set-of mandated
requirements which provide some degree of public health and safety, but without
that degree of protection known or understoo4 by the regulators, the- implementa-
tors of the technology, or the public.

A more meaningful approach would-be to establish the safety goal, determine the
means of achieving that goal on a realistic basis, analyze the uncertainties
Inherent in achieving that goal, and then consciously incorporate the necessary
margins 'and safety factors to distinguish expecttd performance from necessary
perforiqpnce. To atcomplish that, it is necessary to know the safety goal and
the safety margins incorporated in that goal. There is needed a better technical -

knowledge of performance and performance uncertainties than is reflected in NRC's
proposed rule and rationale.

NRC~s assumptions of uncertainties in justifying 1ts proposed numerical criter h
are-discussed in the following sections. .p c

Staff Response to Comment No. 116:

-See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs Multiple Performance Standards, and Part C, Rationale for Performance

Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.
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Comment No. 117: American Nuclear Society (20)

NRC has placed undue emphasis on the nature of the uncertainties associated with
the transport of the waste theough the geosphere to the exclusion of other impor-
tant considerations. For example, uncertainties can be ascertained end made
inconsequential by bounding analysis and design. Potential performance uncer-

* tainties are better addressed and minimized in the design of a repository and
other features through the establishment and incorporation of acceptable non-
regulatory design limits for the uncertainties which may reside in a particular
set of circumstances, rather than the establishment of overly conservative
technical criteria in the form of a rule to cover all supposed repository
arrangements and contingencies. Further, a careful site selection process,
using currently available investigatory techniques and engineering practices
and based on the proven.historical stability of the geologic setting, can mini- -

mize tectonic and hydrogeologic uncertainties and provide adequate protection
of the public health and safety and man's environment.

Staff Response to Comment No. 117:

See Part C, Rationale for Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part GO, for extensive

discussion of the relationship between uncertainties and the performance

objectives. In addition, it should be noted that under 6 60113(b) the

performance objectives for particular barriers are subject to Lodiflcation to

take account or to reflect particular sources of uncertainties. In view of

these considerations the staff considers the criteria to be appropriate and by

no means overly conservative. -

Comment No. 118: J. Hamstra. Netherlands Eneray Research Foundation (6)

At the top of the first column on page 35282 it is stated that the thermal
disturbance of the area near the emplaced wastes adds Significantly to the
uncertainties in the calculation of transport of-the radionuclides through the
geologic.environment. This may be the case-in fiitrred crystalline rock and
in the direct vicinity of the emplaced waste, for a mined repository with the
HLV.emplaced in deep boreholes; in a salt dome this is not relevant. The host
rock itself is Impermeable and any future radionuclide transport in the perme-
able geologic environment surrounding the salt dome will not have-the slightest...
disturbance from the limited temperature rise of the rock salt at the periphery
of the salt dome.

Staff Response to Coament No. 118:

While it may be reasonable to assume that thermal, perturbations due to" wste

* emplacement will have little effect on crystalline rock surrounding a repository

in salt, it does not Am'em reasonable to assume that the thermal pulse will have

no effect on the salt itself and the possibility of radionuclide transport
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through it. With increased temperature in salt, the migration rates of brine

inclusions will presumably increase, leading to a more rapid accumulation of the

brine in the vicinity of the waste packages. Thermal deformation of the salt

can also cause deterioration of shaft and borehole seals, allowing water to

enter the geologic repository. This process could increase the rate of radio-

nuclide transport from the underground facility to the accessible environment.

Comment No. 119: C. R. Fisher, General Atomic Co. (16)

*Consideration and discussion of high-level waste (HLW) beyond 20,000 to
.30,000 years appear to be inappropriate. After that amount of time, even the
hazard index for spent unreprocessed fuel (one fore of HLW) is less than that
for uranium ore deposits, many of which lie in alluvial deposits which have
been infiltrated by ground water; General Atomic suggests that all discussion
of HLW beyond 20,000 to 30,000.years be deleted.-.

Siaff Response to Comment No. 119:

The relevant period for purposes of these requirements will depend upon the

EPA standard.

Comment No. 120: UK Atomic EnerayeAuthority (29)

10,000 years.is a speculative number and nothing is gained by stating it.

'Staff Response to Comment Ho. 120:

In the Supplementary Information for the proposed rule, the NRC stated that

'the area surrounding the emplaced wastes will not return to temperatures near

those before the wastes were emplaced until after about 10,000 years." The

staff agrees that the duration ot thermal-disturbance may depend upon the

characteristics of a particular-geologic repository. These characteristics

may be taken into account in considering the necessary containment period.

See final rule, * 60:113(b).

THE FOLLOWING COMIENTERS ADDRESSED THE UNSATURATED-ZONE:

GENERAL STAFF RESPONSE TO COM4ENT NOS. 121-127:

A general discussion of considerations related to disposal in the unsaturated

zone is found In the Overview, Section 5.2. Particular issues raised by

comenters are treated below as appropriate.
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Comment No. 121: U.S. DOE (48)

Discussion of the Supplementary Information Section of 10 CFR 60

This section-provides much needed insight into the staff's intent and thought
processes and has proved to be very helpful.. We do have certain specific
comments on portions of this section.

Specifically, we noted the staff's comment on earlier DOE program plans that
emphasized fully saturated geologic formations. Since opportunities may arise
for exploratory studies in unsaturated structures, we request that the NRC
staff reexamine the rule and make whatever changes (i.e., rewording, insertion
or deletions) they deem ne:essary to ensure that the rule will apply to-all
geologic umedia.

Staff Response to Comment No. 121:

The staff is currently developing technical criteria which apply to the disposal

of HLW in the unsaturated zone. These technical criteria will be published as

proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 60, and public comment solicited.

Comnent Ho. 122: F. L. Parker (80)

Unsaturated Zone -

I believe that regulations could apply-equally well to the unsaturated-zone
with only minor changes. One necessary change, of course, is the requirement
of the 300 ieters of cover.

Staff Response to Comment Ho. 122:

favorable conditions of the geologic. setting (see I 60.122(b)) are not require-

ments. Favorable conditions may enhance waste isolation potential. Hence,; a

minimua depth of 300 meters for waste emplacement is a favorable condition
because the deeper the waste is-e placeo the less likely it is to be disturbed.
In that light such depth is a favorable condition irrespective of zone. There-

fore, the staff does not see the basis for the comment.

Comment No. 123: J. Carson Mark U.S. NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safecuards (1)

The rule would appear to be equally applicable to aslied geologic repositories
in the Vadoze Zone. As a respit, a separate rule for disposal of high-level
radioactive wastes in the unsaturated zone does not appear to be necessary.
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Staff Response to Coament No. 123:

See staff response to Coment No. 121.

Comment No. .124: N.J. Fisher (39)

In your 'Supplementary Information: Background" you state that "additional or
alternative criteria may be needed to be developed for regulating disposal in
the unsaturated or vadose".. What do you mean by this? I would think that
during constructionmand operation of the repository, the waste package would
be "unsaturated" and for a long period of time following closure. The question
of "resaturatlon' and possible movement of the chemically leached or diffused
radioactive and/or toxic material I think should be addressed. For example
the method by which the water gets from the surface to the 'saturated" area
and how the water moves back into the tunnels and shafts is very important.

Staff Response to Comment No. 124:

See staff response to Cocaent No. 121.

Coient No. 125: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

p. 35281 (Backeround). Coment: The term "saturated zone" as used here and
elsewhere in the regulation is misleading, and could be interpreted in different
ways far different geologic circumstances. We sugest using the tem "beneath
the groundwater table.'

Staff Response to Coment K. 125:

It* staff believes the term saturated z2ne" is used-consistently throughout
the -aqulation. -However, to avoid any misinterpretation. a definition of the
term "saturated zone" ..as been added to section 60.2 and is consistent with the
definition privided in t efinitions of Selected Ground-Water Terms--Revislons
and Conceptual Refinements, U.S. Geological Survey Water Supply Paper No. 1988
(1972), Washington, D.C., pp. 21.

Coment ho. 126: B. Blanchard. U.S. Department of the Interior (84)

On page 35281 the supplementary information states that in view of Department
of Energy's (DOE) current plans, which call for disposal In'a reository in
the saturated zone, these criteria were developed for disposal In saturated
media. Further, It states that additional or. alternative criteria may need to
be developed for regulating disposal In the unsaturated zone.
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We urge that the proposed rule be modified at this time to consider the possi-
bility of a repository in either the saturated or unsaturated zones. There
are sound technical reasons for this, the essential one being that. under appro-
priate conditions the unsaturated zone would provide one more natural barrier
to the movement of waste radionuclides-from the repoitory to the water table.
Another consideration is.that there is a good possibility, under the present.
accelerated schedule for constructing a shaft at each of three potential sites
under investigation, that the DOE could consider the unsaturated welded tuff
as a suitable host medium at Yucca Mountain on the Nevada Test Site.

In view of the fact that most of the language of the proposed rule Is
generalized, presumably to allow sowe flexibility of action on the part of the
DOE, it is our opinion that the task-of making the appropriate 'odifications
to consider the unsaturated zone would not be difficult or time consuming.

Staff Response to Consent No. 126:

See staff response to Comeent No. 121.

Comment No. 127: U.S. Geological Survne (B5)

We have reviewed the proposed rule (10 CFR 60) which specifies technical
criteria for disposal of high-level radioactive wastes (HLW) in geologic
repositories, published in the Fe iRster of July 8, 1981, regarding
modifications that would be desirable to allow consideration of.a repository-
in either the saturated or unsaturated zones. It is our optnion that
appropriate modification of the following parts of the-proposed role would
enable the technical criteria to apply to unsaturated as well as saturated
zones.

Paae 35287. Col. 1. part tMia)]: Precise-determination of the rates and
quantities of expected releases from the unsaturated zone vir the saturated
zone to the accessible environment using differential equations to describe
the flow of solutes through fractured rocks In the unsatured zon'e currently is
not possible. However, in some environments it can be demonstrated quali-
tatively that the water flux through the unsaturated zone is acceptably small
and that water Is unlikely to contact the waste canisters for ore than brief
periods, if at all; therefore, such numerical modeling should not be needed to
assess the performance of a repository located in- that kind qf environment.

Page 3589. Col 2 (2): Performance of the engineered system - (i) containment
of wastes and control of releases. A s presently stated, the-first of
these items requires that saturation of the repository be assumed in evaluat-
ing the potential for long-term containment by the engineered system. One of
the advantages of the unsaturated zo"e is that well-drained socks within it
will never be saturated and thus the goalsk of long-tern containment and Very
slow release rates become easier to achieve. This advantage Is negated,
however, with the current wording because the Department of Energy must assume
full or partial saturation in its performance assessment. W suggest that the
wording proposed In attachment B, pages 22-24. of the eorandum for
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Mr. Samuel Chilk, Nuclear Regulatory Commission from Sheldon Heyers, Department
of Energy, dated November 5, 1981, may be appropriate for both these items.

Page 35290, Col. 2. paragraph 2 - (f) (2) and -(3): A compelling argument for
use of the unsaturated zone for a repository for HLW is predicted on the
observation that this zone constitutes a major barrier to. the contact of
ground water with emplaced radioactive wastes. The strategy for locating a
repository in the unsaturated zone is to select a repository horizon with high
vertical conductivity that will allow the limited amount of recharge water
reaching the repository to pass easily through this-horizon into underlying
units with little or no contact with the canisters of waste-. Thus, "inhibit-
ion of ground water circulation in the host rock" is-an undesirable condition
in a repository horizon in the unsaturated zone. In the unsaturated zone, the
presence of fractures or faults help to drain the repository horizon, rather
than serve as possible short circuits to.the biosphere, as would be the case
in the saturated zone. Similarly, inhibition of ground-water flow between
hydrogeologic units--is not a favorable condition between the repository
horizon and underlying units in.the unsaturated zone. Indeed, gravel-filled
boreholes could be engineered to assure rapid drainage of water from the
repository horizon to the unsaturated zone. We suggest that following
addition to (f) to follow (3): In unsaturated zone environments by contrast
well-drained rocks unlikely to retain perched ground water constitute
favorable conditions.

Paoe 35290. Col. 3. (b) (6): *The existence of a-fault that has been active
during the Quaternary Period." This may not necessarily be an adverse
condition in the unsaturated zone.-

Page 35293.,Col. 2. paragraph 1. (3): "Backfill placed in the underground
facility shall be designed as a barrier" and page 35293, Col. 3, (it), (A) "It
shall provide a barrier to ground-water movement into and from the underground
facility," and (ii) (c) OIt shall-reduce and control ground-water movement
within the underground facility." In the unsaturated zone, backfill placed in
the underground facility should promote ground-water movement and vertical
drainage from the repository. It should not provide a barrier to ground-water
movement from the repository and it shoul?- rovide for vertical ground-water
movement through and drainage of the underground facility.

Page 35294. Col. 2 60.134 (f): In the unsatirated ione, water encountered. -

during excavation is expected to drain through the repository horizon to
underlying units. No purpose appears to be served by attempting to move this
water to the surface. We suggest the following wording of this part might be
appropriate: (f.) Water control. The construction specifications shall
provide that water encountered in excavations shall be controlled in
accordance with design requirements for radiation control and monitoring.

Staff Response to Coument No. 127:

This is a coment on a requirement of the safety analysis report: "(C) An
evaluation of the expected performance of the proposed geologic repository

noting the rates and quantities of expected releases of radionuclides to the
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accessible environmert as a function of time." The commenter assumes that NRC

will require the use of models involving differential equations that describe

the flow of solutes through fractured rocks to satisfy this information

requirement. However, the information requirements of the rule Are not

specific as to the kinds of models required to provide the requested

information. What will be required is adequate information to-find that the
performance objectives with regard to isolation ire met.

In reference to the second point raised by-the USGS, the, revised performance

objectives explicitly state that "for disposal in the saturated zone, both the

partial and complete filling with groundwater of available void spaces in the

underground facility shall be appropriately considered and analysed among the

anticipated processes and events in designing the engineered barrier system."

The staff believes that changes made in 60.122(f)(2) and (3) are responsive.to

the USGS cowments pertaining to these paragraphs. The staff agrees with the
USGS that the existence of a fault that has been active during the Quaternary
Kay not necessarily be an adverse condition ih the unsaturated zone. However,

the staff believes that other natural phenomena that may be associated with

active faulting could adversely affect a geologic repository. Therefore, the

staff believes that active faulting still constitutes a potentially adverse
condition that should be evaluated. 60.122(f)(2) arid (3) are responsive to the
USGS comments on the paragraphs.

The staff agrees with the USGS commenit on paragraph 60. 132(b)(6). The presence

of any potentially adverse condition at a site will necessitate an analysis of

that condition to determine. it effect on site safety -and suitability. One
possible'outcome of such an analysis would be the-finding that the presence of

the condition would not have a potentially adverse affect on the ability of the
site to host a repository. Therefore, the staff dots Snot consider it necessary
to adopt the USGS's suggestion on this point.

Finally, with respect to the final two issues addressed by the USGS, these provt-

sions have been deleted from the rule to ailow flexibility for the engineered

barrier system to meet the perfornance objectives.
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THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED COMPUIER MODELS:

Comment No. 128: J. Carson Mark, U.S. NWC Advisory Committee on Reactor

Safeguards (10)

At the present time, there are a number of organizations within the U.S. that
are involved in the development of computer models for estimating the environ-
mental transport of radionuclides. To check for deficiencies in these models,
and to assure that the best models are applied in estimating the performance
of a&high-level waste repository, we suggest that an evaluation program for
such models be conducted.

Staff Response to Comment Ho. 128:

The NRC staff has a program underway to evaluate and benchmark computer codes

expected to be used in assessing repository performance. In addition, DOE is

required to provide in its license application an-explanation of methods used

to support models used to assess repository performance (See i 60.21(c)(1)1ii)(F)

of the final rule).

Cotment No. 129: H. J. Fisher (39)

Place more emphasis on site investigations and-assessments and less on modeling.

Staff Response to Comment No. 129:

The staff's opinion on the relationship be Men field testing (site investigations

and assessments) and modeling coincides with that of the scientific community

in general:* there has to be an iterative interplay between the two. Field

testing can expose deficiencies in models and vice versa. Models can serve as

guides to the conduct of field tests and vice versa. Either to overemphasize

field testing at the expense of modeling or modeling at the expense of field

testing is scientifically counterproductive.

Comment No. 13D: J. Carson Mark, U.S. NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards (lOg

One of the important issues concerning the rule will be the techniques used'for
-validating compliance with the specified criteria. Specific mention should be
made that-icceptable models must be available for evaluating repository perform-
ance, and that accelerated testing and certified data will be necessary for
determining system performance over long periods of time. Since absolute con-,
formance cannot be guaranteed, it may be ukeful to express compliance with
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numerical criteria in terms of the required confidence level that a certain
fraction of a given system component (e.g., waste packages) must meet, keeping
in mind what levels of confidence it may be prictical to achieve.

Staff Response to Comment No. 130:

The staff agrees that techniques for validating compliance with the technical

criteria are important and has included a number of provisions in 10 CFR Part 60

related to the points raised in this comment. Paragraph 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(F)

requires an explanation of the measures used to support the models used to

perform the assessments required-by the rule. Models are required to be

supported by a combination of methods, such as field tests, in situ tests,

laboratory tests, monitoring data and natural analog studies, that collectively

will give confidence in the models' validity. Acquisition of data used in the

models will be subject to a quality assurance program required by Subpart G of-
the regulation, and a program of performance confirmation will be required to'
be conducted throughout the operating life-of the repository to confirm that

performance of certain components is within the bounds predicted by the

models. As noted by several other commenters,. however, true confirmation of

performance cannot be achieved (see Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis,

60.21(c)]. We.decline to adopt the comeenter's suggestion that a required
confidence level for component performance be specified (see Overview,

Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance).

Comment No. 131: F. L. Parker (80).

Verification

Complete verification, in the usual sense of tile word, will not be possitle
unless we are willing to delay disposal millions-of years. That is not an
attractive alternative, since the hazard of waste near the surface surely
exceeds the hazard of waste buried in favorable sites 500 to 1,000 meters
deep. Possibly more important, by issuing the regulations at this time, NRC
will have the opportunity to produce Regulatory Guides that will establish
protocols for "verification.h This "verification" will be an extended proce-
dure-and the sooner it cooences, the better.

Staff Response to Comment No. 131:

The staff agrees with this comment.
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10. COMMENTS RECEIVED WHICH ADDRESSED MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS (0132-148):

Comment No. 132: W. J. Bryan III (40)

SUBJECT: Storage and Usage of High Level, Radioactive, Short Life Wastes

SOLUTION: 1. These products can be an asset! 'How? Heat!
There is more than enough heat to produce electricity on a macro scale. The
ideal situation for this would be to store these products in large, air-tight
tanks with heat exchange coils in the soup. The heat produced-will create
steam, the steam will move turbines, and the turbines will power generators.
This is a very broad outline; but, simplistic though it is, it will work.

REASONS FOR SOLUTION #1: The USSR found out what could happen if these type
wastes were not properly cooled and contained; their underground Daprage areas
suffered a disastrous BLEVE. (Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapor Explosion).

Geothermal power plants tooted as a safe method of power production by
'environmentalists', use the heat from decaying radioactive isotopes in the
earth's crust to heat water--latent heat in the earth's crust comes from
radioactivity.

SOLUTION: #2. This solution ties in with Solution #1. Out of sight, out of
mind can be translated to: Invisible, crazy. These radf'active wastes have
to be monitored! These redioactive wastes are radioactive! Redundant?
Answer: Didactic. I do not have a college degree; but, I am continually
appalled at the ignorance of scientists regarding radioactivity. Radioactive
chemicals put out hydrogen gas, radon, helium, etc. an4 change chemically as
they transmute to other elements. Storage in stainless steel barrels is a
waste of steel as this type of radioactive soup creates tremendous internal
pressures, creates an extremely acid environment and the combination makes for.
a very short container life. (Twenty years ago I wrote a letter to the old
AEC protesting stainless steel containment and the dumping of same into the
ocean. Events since then have borne out my predictions when some of those old
drums were dredged from the ocean and found to be leaking, some were leaking
after only ten years.) Vitrification Is better; but, flawed by the same
problem, the nature of radioactive decay.

Staff Response to Comment No. 132:

NRC has no authority to spend funds developing uses for radioactive wastes. It

Is authorized only to license waste disposal. The rule is directed toward

licensing one method of disposal which appears to be favored by the Department

of Energy.
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The staff believes that waste packaging can make a significant contribution to

the containment of radioactive waste in a geologic repository. (See Part C,

Rationale for Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.)

Comment No. 133: E. Nemethy, Ecology/Alert (41)

1. At least four areas of the country are now heavily contaminated with
waste sites. Instead of opening more dumps, why not repair, improve and
reinforce dumps already in in existence?

2. Would it be safe and/or feasible to use the sites of underground atomic
tests as dumps?

Staff Response to Comment No. 133:

The radioactive waste disposal sites currently in existence are for low-level

was-tes. These sites are not appropriate for disposal of high-level wastes.

The proposed regulation addresses disposal in mined geologic repositories. If '

DOE proposes disposal in cavities formed by underground nuclear weapons tests

differert considerations would be involved in evaluating the safety and feasi-

bility of such a disposal method. The DOE can consider areas adjacent to under-

ground weapons tests in their site selection process for a mined geologic reposi-

tory. Such a site would be evaluated for safety and feasibility under this

regulation.

Comment No. 134: D. M. Petefish (43)'

As r f the regulation, it would imply decomissioning is the state where i
t ,.t 5itory is filled in, and is thus in an irretrievable mode. It seems

y that nothing further is required. Shouldn't we 'have requirements for.
W tcrm observation (fte., on the order of decades)? -

Staff Response to Comment No. 134: --

See response to Comment No. 655.

Comment No. 135: D. M. Petefish (43)

I can appreciate the general nature of a regulation and the desire to develop
details in regulatory guides. i.e., acceptable Keans of implementation and the
like. Given the lack or incomplete nature uf available information, can we
produce meaningful regulatory guides to supplement this regulation? In the
time frame called for?
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Given the few repositories that will be developed and the individualized
treatment they will require and deserve, what purpose will regulatory guides
serve? Will we write regulatory guides for each potential repository? If
detailed information presently exists applicable to all potential repositories.
then I believe it should be included in this regulation. As it now stands,
detailed technical information is-surely lacking.

Staff Response to Comment No. 135:

As the commenter points out, the detailed technical aspects of a repository are

site specific. For that reason, and because regulations Appropriately contain

broad performance requirements and not restrictive design details, detailed

technical information is not found in the regulation. As detailed technical

information on alternative methods-of Satisfying the regulatory requirements is

developed it will be published as staff positions or in other appropriate forms.

Comment No. 136: D. H. Petefish (43)

The staff paper does not contain viable Value/Impact Statement. Has one been
prepared, or is one being prepared? The decision-making process that went'
into the decision to develop regulations placing the review of HLW rep6sitories
in the usual review scheme is essential and should be made public.

Staff Response to Comment No. 136:

The proposed rule describes the need and reasons for the rule which were the

basis of the decision to develop the regulation in-the proposed form. A-value/

impact statement was included with. the staff paper to the Commissioners as

Attachment E.

Comment No. 137: D. M. Petefish (43)

The staff paper does not contain a Report Justification Analysis. Has one-
been prepared or is one being prepared?

Staff Response to Comment No. 137.

The application/reporting/recordkeeping requirements contained in 10 CFR

Part 60 affect fewer than 10 persons, and, therefore, ire not subject to

Office of Management and Budget clearance.

Coasort No. 138: D. M. Petefish (43)

It is my opinion that if the Appendix goes out for public comsent as is.
without a more detailed explanation as to its scope, the geologic community
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will be up in arms as to Its deficiency. I would suggest either we say more,
or we say less. What is stated now is neither sufficient nor broad enough in
scope. If our intent Is to be broad, we should just state, "all relevant geo-
logic and seismologic factors will be considered." If our intent is to provide
a more limited approach we should expand the technical requirements now given.
As they stand, they say little if anything beyond an elementary textbook.

Staff Response to Comment No. 138:

Appendix J to Commission Paper SECY-82-267--"Rationale for Performance Objec-

tives and 9equired Characteristics of the Geologic Setting" was made available

for public comment along with the propcbet. Ie. A revised rationale document

was prepared during the development of the final rule and is included as

Part C of this. document.

Comment No. 139: D. H. Petefish (43)

The Supplementary Information statement does not contain a NEPA declaration. If
an environmental report is being prepared, the SI should state this; if not, the
SI should contain a negative declaration.

-' .. - .

Staff Response to Comment No. 139: -

Pursuant to.Section 121(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the promul-

gation of these criteria shall not require the preparation of an environmental

impact statement under Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy

Act of 1969 or any environmental review under subparagraph (E).or (F) of

Section 102(2) of such Act.

Comment No. 140: D. M. Petefish (43) -

As I interpret the regulation, the body is applicable to any HLW disposal con-
cept and Subpart E to the Deep Geologic repository opt-ion. The Supplemental
information statement should include some discussion of this and the development
of additional regulations if other options become available.

Staff Response to Comment No. 140:

The commc.nter's interpretation of the regulation is incorrect. The entire regu-

lation is applicable only to disposal of HLW in a geologic repository. This is
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clearly stated in numerous places in the proposed rule including (1) the.title

of the regulation "Disposal of High Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Reposi-

tories" (emphasis supplied); and (2) the first sentence of the Summary section--

"The NRC is publishing proposed amendments which specify technical criteria for

disposal of high-level radioactive wastes (HLW) in geologic repositories.":

See also S 60.1 of the final rule.

Comment No. 141: Mississippi Dept. of Energy & Trans. (65)

General.

A question which the proposed rule raised is will there be ground storage of
nuclear material at the repository and if so what will be the criteria?

Staff Response to Comment No. 141:

There may be ground storage of nuclear material at a repository site. If s0o4

the performance objectives stated In 6 60.111, together with the relevant

design requirements (see especially 6 60.131 and S 60.132) would apply, unless

the activity is otherwise licensed under some other part.

Comment No. 142: Penberthy Electromelt International (61)

:aterim Storage

10 CFA 60 should allow for interim storage for say 90 years as an integral part
of the tunnel repository plan. The waste will have decayed in 90 years to a
self-heating level only one-eighth as high as when made. This can make the
repository only one-eighth as big, with considerable saving in capital costs;

This is discussed by Zen (1980).

Staff Response to Comment No. 142:

Nothing in 10 CFR 60 prohibits interim storage of wastes.

Comment No. 143: Mississippi Dept. of Energy & Trans. (65)

The criteria related to the effectiveness of various barriers should be stated
In terms of probability of occurrence for the worst predictable case with the
worst case being defined in the criteria..
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Staff Response to Comment No. 143:

See Overview, Sections 3.1 and 5.4, Anticipated/Unanticipated Processes and
Events and Reasonable Assurance, respectively.

Comment No. 144: Sierra Club (66)

EIS at Site Characterization Stage

We feel strongly that an environmental impact statement should be prepared
before a site is characterized. The EIS'must include-an-evaluation of the
testing and site characterization activities on the integrity of the potential
repository. For example, if drill holes are used to characterize salt, how
many drill holes will there be and what will be the effect? If drill holes
are made in granite, what effect will that have? How much waste material
placed in the proposed repository is necessary to characterize the site? Now
will that nuclear waste material be removed?

The placement of radioactive wastes in a proposed repository should be licensed
by the KRC and there should be a limit on the amount of radioactive wastes
permitted during the site characterization stage. If this is not done, the
testing stage could lead directly to an unlicensed repository. -The proposed
rule does not explicitly limit the amount of wastes for testing purposes, does
rot call for an EIS at the site characterization stage, and does not require
the licensing of wastes placed in a repository for testing purposes.

Staff Response to Comment No. 144:

Environmental review of sites to be characterized is governed by Sectior 112

of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. Safety-related Issues will be

addressed, under Section 113, in a site characterization plan. Although there

is no requirement for licensing at the site characterization stage, NRC

concurrence will be required pursuant to Section 113(e)(2)(A) if radioactive

materials are to be used during site characterization. The technical criteria

are. consistent with this statutory direction, but changes to the licensing

procedures may be found to be necessary.

Coment No. 145: Sierra Club (66) -

The proposed rule does not provide for-an environmental impact statement before
test radioactive wastes are placed in the ground, only an environmental assess-
went. The Sierra Club considers this test placement of radioactive wastes Ia
major Federal action significantly affecting the environment,' requiring an EIS.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 145:

See Response to Comment Nos. 144 and 230.

Comment No. 146: Sierra Club (66)

Long-term controls

Not enough thought has been given, in the proposed rules, to -long-term.controls
and whether such controls are possible for the time periods during which
the materials in thC repository remain extremely hazardous and have high heat
content. Further NRC guidance and EPA standards are needed here. If effective
and specific long-term controls for 1,000 years cannot be exercised, then
sites must be chosen with this knowledge in mind.

Staff Response to Comment No. 146:

The regulation does not depend upon exercising long-tern controls. For this

reason, the technical criteria will direct site selection to areas which have

little resturce value and which are unlikely to be disrupted by future societies.

See also Overview, Section 2.6, Human Intrusion.

Comment No. 147: Marmon end Weiss for the Natural Resources Defense Council,
Inc. (76)

Section 51.40(d) of the procedural rule requires the characterization of three
sites, at least one of which is not in salt. This is said by NRC to provide
Ma workable mechanism by which the DOE will be able to develop a slate of
candidate'sites that are among the best that can reasonably be found...* 46
Fed. Leg. 13973 .** While it say be true that the site characterization process
Iscapable of providing such a mechanism, it is'at least equally capable of
failing to do so. There is certainly nothing in the site characterization
process either alone or combined with any other rule which provides any assur-
ance of identifying and selecting a site that is 'among the best that can
reasonably be found." No rule requires that DOE demonstrate either that the
sites characterized or the silte ultimwtely selected are *among the best" nor
even that the process by which they were selected was based on geologic con-
siderations. On the contrary, the rules would appear to incorporate an
incentive for selecting two unsuitable sites for characterization in order to-
enhance the prospects for approval of a predeternined third site which has
relative advantages only in co parison with the other two.

Although the 'procedural* rules were adopted in final form in February,
1981, a number of sections would-be amended by the proposal nov under
review, in recognition of the interrelated nature of the two sets of rules.
Several of the changes which NRDC suggests below would further awend the
procedural rules.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 147:

The site selection process is governed by subtitle A of Title I of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982. See also- e-view, Section 5.3, Geologic Conditions.

Cosiment No. 148: J. Hamstra. Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (6)

In the middle column of page 35281 it is stated that waste/rock interactions
that result from the emplacement of the wastes or the gradual deterioration of
bore hole seals are to be included in repository performance argumentation as-
disruptive processes that are to be anticipated.

At the bottom of that same column the statement is made that the host rock in
the area close to the emplaced HLW is physically and chemically disturbed by
the heat generated by the waste. This thermal disturbance is stated to add
significantly to the uncertainties in the calculation of the transport of the
radionuclides through the geologic environment (top left column-page 35282).e

It is evident that the disposal system should and can be engineered in such a
way that no waste/rock interaction need be the cause of a disruptive process
or event. Again for rock salt we know for sure that we can control the thermal
load on the host rock directly surrounding the waste canisters such that no
chemical or physical changes will take place that can be considered to be a
real disturbance in the disposal area itself. Even more distant from the
qualification disturbance are the farfield consequences of the disposal of
high level waste in the isolation shield of rock salt that will be provided in
sufficient thickness around the disposal area.

It is questionable whether a gradual deterioration of borehole seals needs to
be considered as an anticipated process leading to disrupture of the overall
system. In ouf case of deep disposal boreholes natural materials such as a
mixture of crushed salt and clay dust are proposed to provide one of several
successive plugs that are to be used for sealing the borehole. There is no
reason for deterioration, on the contrary, borehole Convergence will gradually
make the plug tighter than originally.

The reactivation of a fault, mentioned as an unlikely disruptive event, should.
in reality be considered in the proper geologic setting of the repository
site. for the salt domes under consideration for waste disposal in the I
Netherlands and Western Germany the geology overlying and surrounding the salt
doses Is one of sedimentary origin. They do not have the capability to store
large amounts of displacement energy. The rock salt Itself is, due to its
viscoplastic behavior even less capable of accepting a fault to penetrate the
host rock and thus creating passageway for groundwater to reach given to
underline that general rules for geologic disposal should always accredit the
specific behavior of the different host rocks and their geologic setting.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 148:

We recognize that wa',te rock interactions-will depend on age and nature of the

waste, the repository design and the characteristics of the host rock. These

factors have been explicitly identified in final rule as reasons for allowing

flexibility in the performance objectives for the engineered barrier system.

The commenter is correct in stating that certain conditions such as faulting
may not always be disruptive (adverse) conditions of the site. However, the
presence of such a condition is a potentially adverse condition which must be

characterized and evaluated. See §6 60.122(c) and 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(B).
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GENERAL RESPOI

-

PART B

NSE TO COMMENTS IN PART B

The reader is referred, in general, to the Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis,

for detailed discussion of changes made to the proposed rule. Such discussion

is supplemented as appropriate by discussion of the comments in individual

responses and by reference to relevant-sections of the Overview or Part C.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE TEXT OF THE PROPOSED RULE:

60.2 DEFINITIONS

Comment No. 149: UK Atomic Energy Authority (29)

In a number of cases the definitiuns quoted differ in detail from those published
in the IAEA Nuclear Waste Management Glossary (Draft, April 1981). It would be
advantageous if the internationally agreed definitions could be used wherever
possible.

Staff Response to Comment 1o. 149:

The glossary referred to by the comenter is still in draft form and there is

uncertainty as to when it will be adopted. At least for the present, therefore,

staff continue% to believe that the definitions used in rule are adequate and

appropriate.'.

Comment No. 150: Institute uf Geological Sciences. London (29)

The major features of the proposed rule afe considered under six subbeads:

(1) Oierall description

(2) Perfornance objectives

(3) Siting requirements

(4) Design and construction

(5) Waste package

(6) Performance confirmation.

There Is aigeological component embodied in all of those subheads but-before
considering the detail It is pertinent to discuss two general points. The

II
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first relates to Section 60.2 Definitions (pp 35285-6). Definitions are given
for "Geologic repository", "Geologic repository operations area", "Geological
setting" or "site" and the "Disturbed zone" but these are amplified in later
sections of the report e.g., the "disturbed zone" is rather tightly defined on
p. 35290 (column 3). These subdivisions of the geological environment lead to
possible differentiation between the criteria necessary to define the character-
istics of the "near" and "far" fields. As they stand the definitions are
ambiguous, particularly in relation to the "Geological setting" or "site" which
emerges as an amorphous concept of unknown dimensions and characteqlstics.

Staff Response to Comment No. .0S-

See responses to comments on particular definitions discussed below.

Comment No. 151: J. Carson Mark U.S. NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards (105

Many of the definitions used in-the proposed rule, particularly those pertaining
to geologic terms, are not technically correct. Examples are the use of the
terms, "fracture zone." and "fault rupture surface." In addition, in several
instances the terms used do not convey the intentions. For example, reference
is made to the "geologic or tectonic" stability.of the sfte when what was really
-being referred to was the stability of the "repository" itself. Wi-recommend
that the text be carefully screened to correct these deficiencies.

Staff Response to Comment No. 151:

The cited terms-no longer appear in the rule.

Cougnent No. 152: L-uisiena Dept. of Natural Resources (63)

Section 60.2 Definitions

Should include definitions of hydrolQgic terms such as ground water, etc.
Excellent sources of definitions are U.S. Geological Survey Water Supply
Papers 1988 and 1541 A. U.S. Geological Survey Circular 779 is an excellent
"thinking document" when considering radwaste and earth science.

Staff Response to Comment No. 152: -

These definitions for-hydrologic terms in the final rule correspond to the

language appearing in the cited paper.
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Comment No. 153: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2 "Accessible- Environment"

NRC Proposed Wording:

"Accessible Environment" - those portions of the environment directly in con-
tact with or readily available for use by human beings.

Recommended Revision:'

Reword to be consistent with EPA definition.

Rationale:

The definiticn of "accessible environment" in 10 CFR 60 should be consistent
with the EPA definition of the term; however, as proposed it is not consistent
with the wording given in.the latest draft of 40 CFR 191. Furthermore, any
changes made .i-the-EPA-definition-when 1tbecomesfinalsthould be reflected
in 10 CFR 60. While DOE has not developed a complete alternative definition
at this tike, we recommend that groundwater to be considered as'part of the
accessible environment should be 1-imited to significant quantities of readily
available potable water located at, or past, a distance (site.specific) from
the repository. Further discussions between NRC, EPA, and DOE are, warranted
to develop a commonly accepted definition of this term.

Staff Response to Comment No. 153:

In response to public comment, the definition of the term 'accessible environ-

ment" has been modified. The accessible environment includes those.portions

of the envir6mnent that are subject to EPA's standard setting authority. Under

Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, EPA standards do not apply to locations

under the control of persons possessing or using radioactive material. In the

context of HLW disposal, these locations are those that will be marked by permanent

monuments. (NRC requirements with respect to land use are also addressed in

the technical criteria. See Section 60.121.) See 6 60.2 for definition of

"controlled area".

Comment No. 154: P. C. Cahill. U.S. EPA (68)-

EPA is, as you know, developing standards for the disposal of high-level
nuclear waste, and we hope to propose them early in 1982. Close coordination
between the NRC and EPA will be necessary to ensure that our respective regu-
lations are compatible, including definitions of-such terms as Oretrievability,v
ustorage," 'accessible environment,' barrier., and 'disposal.*
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Staff Response to Comment No. 154:

The staff agrees that compatible terminology would be desirable; For the

present, the staff believes that the terms used In this rule are appropriate

for the purposes for-which the rule is designed.

Comment No. 155: V. McIntyre (35) _.

Accessible Environment

.1 It is not clear from a regulatory perspective as to who will make tiVs
determination. Will it be DOE or NRC?

2. The supplementary information should explain why this term is used rather
than the well recognized term "biosphere". Isn't.it the "biosphere" NRC
Is concerned about rather than some postulated-environment that man might
conceivably reach several hundred years from now.

3. I recommend dropping 'accessible environment" and replacing it with
"biosphere".

Staff Response to Comment No. 155:

While "biosphere" may be a familiar term, it would not be a good one to use in

this regulatory context. The tern 'accessible environment" reflects the reg-

ulatory considerations described in response to Comment No. 141. For a partic-

ular geologic repository operations area, the extent of the controlled area

(and hence of the accessible environment) will be determined in the course of

the licensing process. DOE would identify the accessible environment in its

license application but the limits of.the controlled area would be subject to

review and modification in the course of the licensing process.

Comment No. 156: N.J. Fisher (39)

I recomend the following definition for 'accessible environment" "means that
portion of the earth and its atmosphere with which humans have routine contact,
and includes the atmosphere, soil, mineral and water resources act1vely being
developed, and surface water bodies."

Staff Response to Comment No. 156:

See response to Comtent No. 153.
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Comment No. 157: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (SD)

Some of the definitions-are unclear. In the suggested versions that follow,
new wording is under-lined.

"Accessible Environment" means those portions of the environment outside the
geological respository operations area and directly in contact with or readily
available to human beings. For surface access, the accessible-environment
is defined as the site boundary: for groundwater flow, the accessible environment
is defined as the point at which the groundwater enters a potable surface or
near surface water body.

Staff Response to Comment No. 157:

See response to Comment No. 153.

Comment No. 158: Mississippi DePt of Natural Resources (65)

The definition of "accessible environment" needs to be refined and clarified.
It is defined as "those portions of the environment directly in contact with
or readily available for use by human beings." With present technology bore-
holes and shafts can and do penetrate to repository depth..The whole repository
can be considered to be in the accessible environment. Previous publications
have maintained that waste needs to be Isolated from the biosphere, which is
said to be- the base of fresh water. There seems to be a-conflict between the
two criteria. The ambiguity of the present definition will cause problems in
interpretation of several sections in Subpart E.

Staff Response to Comment No. 158:

See response 'to Conment No. 153.

Comment No 159: B. Blanchard.U.S. Department of the Interior (24) -

Accessible environment -

Especially in a desert setting, the accessible environment could be construed
to mean a water-bearing rock that yields even a small (household) supply to a
drilled well. Most saturated rocks fit this category, and trying to determine
ground-water flow times from a repository through the far field to the acces-
sible environment becomes a meaningless exercise. Perhaps some elements of
'likelihood" or 'significant use' should be incorporated Into the definition.

Staff Response to Comment No. 1S9:

See response to Comment No. 153.
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Comment No. 160: P. Shewmon, NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguariis.'(89)

During its 268th meeting on August 12-14, 1982, the ACRS discusseJdtheistatus
of the draft regulation, "Disposal of High Level Radioactive Wastets 1TnthGologic
Repositories," 10 CFR 60. This matter was also discussed with the NRC Staff at
a meeting held by our Subcommi^ttee on Waste Management on June 8, 1982.

As you know, we submitted a report to you on September 16, 1981 concarng4an
earlier version-of these regulations--that appeared in the Federal Register on
July 8, 1981. Our latest meetings witth the NRC Staf-fnWi tttiw± lyrave
given detailed-consideration to our comments.' In particular, we endorse.kfie
change-in approAch in whih the disposal of transuranic wastes in a :epoattory
will be consl~pered by the Commission on a-case-by-case basis.-

A new concerni-fitwever, is the proposed change in the definition of _
'accessible environment" as it relates to the potential impact of-raMtoctive
wastes placed 1n a repository.. Although the Staff- stated that.this -change was
suggested to mike-the rule compatible with current 'oncepts within the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, it-appears this, goal was not achieved. - We,
'believe that the. prorosed HRC definition is vague and would "ake dftficv11- the -
confirmation of acceptable performance by the-bpemratOr -F di=sporalf--taclty.
We are particularly concerned how compliance with the required I 000-yew§f
groundwater t0X[il time to the accessible environment -can be ver1 ffeduVnier
the proposed aef 'nition. We suggest recons1derttion of the origina.4.finittion.-

* In a similar- iber, we believe that the suggested redefinition of t4tMI* 7 e
package" to WaYude clay backfill may make it more difficult to deinei-
-compl iance-w"t-the 1,000-year containment reqpiremten.t._ _ =- .

Staff Response to Comment No. 160: ' -
-. -a-

,- .

See Overviev,--.$ttion 4.1, Accessible EtivironmentfControlled Area. F-or_=- -

comenter's concern regarding verification of compliance with the IJ30D-1V

groundwater travi1 time criterion, see Chapter VII of Part C. - -

. The revised definition of the waste package is not.intended to exclude clij-placed

around the metal-container from consideration as part of the waste packaget See

Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 560.2, Definitions, under "Waste Package."

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "ANTICIPATED PROCESSES AND EVENTS":

Coment No. 161: Inmtitute of Electrical and Electronics Enalneers (28)

In the definition of "anticipated processes and events," the plerase "reasonably
likely to occur" shoull be clarified, or replaced with a more specific phrase.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 161:

See Overview, Sections 3.1 and-5.4rFAnticipated/Unanticipated Events and

Processes and Reasonable Assurance, respectively. See also, Overview, Section-

by-Section Analysis, § 60.2.

Comment No. 162: V. McIntyre (35)

Anticipated Processes and events

Who is to make the determination of what they are? This should be explicitly
stated in the technical criteria. It should not be buried-in the licensing
procedures.

Staff Response to Comment No. 162:

This determination will be made by the Commission. DOE would identify anticipated

and unanticipated processes and events In its application, but they would be

subject to review and modification in the licensing process. We expect that the

scope of anticipated/unanticipated processes and events would be separately

identified by the preceding offices and certified to the.Commission for-

interlocutory review, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.718(1).

ONE COMMENTER SUGGESTED THAT A DEFINITION OF THE TERM-"BUFFER" BE ADDED TO 60.2:

Comment No.-163: C. R. Fisher.-General Atomic Co. (16)

General Atomic requests that a definition of the term, "suffer," be added to
this Section. This term is used in the proposed rule and should be defined to
ensure consistent interpretation.

Staff Response to Comment No. 163:

The term "buffer" has been deleted from the provisions.of the final rule.

Therefore, there is no longer a need to define the term.

S
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ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "CANDIDATE AREA":

Comment No. 164: V. Mcintyre (35)

Candidate Area

The definition is mumbo jumbo and it is susceptible to multiple interpretations.
The supplementary information should explain what the term means with multiple
examples. For ex., how would it be applied at Hanford? Would it include the
drainage of the Columbia River Basin or just the Pasco Basin? Similarily,
how would it be applied with one of the Gulf Coast Salt domes?

Also, who is the party who is to make.the determination of the limits of the
candidate area. This should be explicitly stated in the technical criteria.
It should not be buried in the-licensing procedures.

Staff Response to Comment No; 164:

The site selection process is governed by Subtitle A of Title I of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982. See also Overview, -Section 5.3, Geologic Conditions.

ON THE DEFINITION-OF THE TERM "CONTAINER":

Comment No. 165: U. S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2 "Container"

NRC Proposed Wording:

10 CFR 60.102(e)(2) states: "The container-which is the first major sealed
enclosure-that holds the waste form."-

Recommended Revision:

Delete the term "container" and, If such a term is necessary, replace with
"canister" with the following definition In section 60.2: Canister - a compo-
nent of the waste package that provides the means of safely handling the waste
forei after production, during waste package assembly, or during any required
movements or transport between the sites of production of the waste form and
assembly of the waste package.
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Rationale:

In the comment on The Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, DOE noted that
'canister" is a more commonly used term than "container" and further that NRC's
definition included the.unclear term "first" and that the canister may or may
not be a sealed component of the waste package. These comments still apply
since, although the definition of "container'"-was removed from 60.2, the term
"container" remains in 60.102. (Note that the definition of canister'does not
preclude the canister from performing an isolation function, but does permit
the assignment of such functions to other components of the waste package.)
References to "container" might be appropriately replaced with references to
"overpack."

Staff Response to Comment No. 165:

The staff does not believe it is necessary to define "canister" because there

are no requirements applicable to such a component.

ONE COMMENTER SUGGESTED THE ADDITION OF A DEFINITION or.THE TERM "CONTAINMENT
PERIOD":

Comment No. 166: U;S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2 "Containment Period" -

NRC Proposed Wording:

While- not defined in 60.2, the discussion of "containment" in 60.102 states,
"Early during the repository life, when radiation and thermal levels are high
and the consequences of events are especially difficult to predict rigorously.
special emphasis is placed upon the ability to contain the wastes by waste
packages within an engineered system. This is known as the containment period."

Recommended Revision:

In section 60.2 define "containment period" as: "The time after closure of the
repository when the containment of the radioactive waste must be virtually
complete within the engineered system."

Rationale:

The concept as expressed In section 60.102 is not clear and would benefit from
a definition in section 60.2. The discussion in section 60.102 could then be
amended to explain that for -HLW and spent fuel, the containment period would
coincide with the time period when radioactivity levels and heat production
within the-waste .are dominated by fission product decay. This period is more
precise than the stated "when levels.are high and the consequences of events
are especially difficult to predict rigorously."
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Staff Response to Comment No. 166:

We believe the meaning of "containment period" is clear. It is that period as

specified in § 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A), subject to modification as provided in

§ 60.113(b). See also, Overview, Section 3.4, Containment, as well as Part C,

Chapter VII.

TWO COMMENTERS ADDRESSED THE USE OF THE TERM "DOE":

Comment No. 167: H. Ross (14)

Suggested wording change - "DOE" means the U.S. Department of Energy, or its
appropriate successor agencies. responsible for High-Level Radioactive Waste
Disposal, or duly authorized representatives of these government agei.cles.

"Retrievability" - Definition should be included for this key term.

Comment No. 168: D. M. Petefish (43)

Throughout the regulation the term DOE is used. In the event of the imminent
demise of DOE I suggest such words be striken and replaced with "responsible
federal agency".

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 167 and 168: _

The staff declines to make-the suggested changes. If at some future date DOE's

programmatic responsibility for the construction and operation of HLW reposi-

tories is transferred to another agency, the rule will be amended to reflect

this change. With respect to "retrievability." see response to Comment No. 191.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "DECOMMISSIONING":

General Staff Response to Comment Nos. 169-172:

The term "decommlssioning' was intended to apply to that stage at which the

underground facility was ciosed And shafts and boreholes were sealed. It is
these activities that were addressed in S 60.51, ZLicense amendment to decom-
mission." This intention is b.etter expressed by employing the term "permanent
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closure." Where there is a need to refer to decontamination or dismantlement

of surface facilities, this can readily be done without referring to

"decommissioning." See Overview, Section 4.4, Decommis&ioning.

Accordingly, references to "decommissioning" have been deleted from the rule,

and the-language now refers to "permanent closure" or to "decontamination or

dismantlement of surface facilities," as appropriate. This means that even-

after permanent closure has been accomplished, surface fac.lities bay continue

to be possessed or used by DOE. Having been established as part of a license-

able facility, however, they would continue to be-subject to NBC licensing and

regulatory authority until they had been properly decommissioned.

After permanent closure, prescribed design requirements would cease to apply

to remaining surface facilities. Certain provisions of NRC regulations, Includ-

ing 10 CCR Part 20, would still remain in force. These regulations together

with conditions in DOE's license, would assure the necessary continuing pro-

tection of public health and safety. Site restoration considerations would

be evaluated in accordance with applicable law in the context of-license

termination.

The changes are fully responsive to Comment Nos. 169 and 170, and responsive in.

substance to Comment No. 171. We have not referred to partial decominsisoning,

as suggested in Comment No. 171, although we agree that partial backfilling may be

undertaken prior to permanent closure. This point is'a substantive one and

not appropriate in the definitions section. Moreover, the performance objec-

*tive dealing with retrievab1lity Fakes it evident that backfilling of portions

of t..e underground facility may be-allowed in advance-of permanent closure.

We believe that Comment No. 172 is also accomodated, even though we refer to
closing the underground facility (in which waste packages have been emplaced)

with backfill instead of "s*alIn...the underground excavation with a barrier
system consisting of an appropriate cobiination of engineered structures and
backfill." The difference between the proposed and the final rule involves

mere choices of phraseology. See also staff responses to the other coments
above.

I
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Comment No. 169: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

In the definiti I 'decommissioning," the requO-ament for dismantlement of
surface facili' seems unnecessarily restricti

Comment No. 170: R. H. Neill, State of New Mexico (78)

The decommissiontni definition appears to require dismantlement of all surface
facilities at the repository. This may not be necessary, since some buildings
might be usable with no adverse health and safety aspects.

Comment No. 171: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2 "Decommissioning"

NRC Proposed Wording:

'Decommissioning", or "permanent closure", means final backfiling of subsurface
facilities, sealing of shafts, and decontamination and-distantlement of surface
facilities.

Recommended Revision:

"Decommissioning" or "permanent closure" means the final backfillIng and sealing
of underground excavations, including main entries, shafts, and boreholes; the
decontamination and dismantlement or retirement of surface facilities; the off
site transport of any materials not disposed of on site; and site restoration
work. This does not.preclude decommissioning of.portions of the repository
earlier than the time of permanent closure.

Rationale:

The clarification of the excavations to be backfilled during decommissioning-
emphasizes the differences between "final backfilling" and room backfilling
which may be performed prior to decommiissiornng. The dismantlement of surface
facilities should not be mandatory as it may be desirable to leave portions of
the facilities as markers or to employ them for other purposes; hence, retire-
ment from use as a component of the waste disposal system should be an option.
Material disposal and site restoration work should be included in the defini-
tion to ensure that such activities are considered within the scope of decow-
missioning activities.

Comment No. 172: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial forum (50)

"Decomuissioning" or permanent closure' means the sealing of subsurface
openings consistina of shafts, boreholes and all or part of the underground
excavation with a barrier system consisttng of an appropriate combination of
enaineered structures and backfill; the decontamination and dismantle ent of
surface facilities; and completion of all other appropriate site restoration
work. (Alf suggested new wording underlined)
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ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "DISPOSAL":

Comment No. 173: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

The definition of "disposal" creates confusion (with the word "storage") because
there is no mention of the fact that disposal involves no intent for later
retrieval. "Storage" is used later (page 35288, column 3, first full paragraph)
with no definition. In fact, "storage" is said to include "disposal." Perhaps,
some particular wording related to the Commission's authority necessitates this
approach, but it does cause confusion.

Staff Response to Comment No. 173:

-The commenter is correct that the wording of the Commission's authority accounts

for the usage of the word "storage" in . 60.102(b)(3). The statutory provision

(Section 202 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974) appears in the footnote

to the definition of "HLW facility." Accordingly, the staff believes no change

should be made to the rule.

Comment No. 174: National Radiological Protection Board, UK (29)

Definitions of "Disposal" and "Isolation" - Taken together the definitions of.
disposal and isolation (Section 60.2, P. 35285-5) are consistent with UK con-
cepts and include recognition that isolation implies control of releases to -
the environment, rather than zero release.

Staff Response to Comment No. 174:

No response required.

Comment No. 175: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2 "Disposal"

NRC Proposed Wording:

"Disposal" means the isolation of radioactive wastes from the biosptrere.

Recommended Revision:

D'sposal - the permanent emplacement of radioactive waste in a geologic reposi-
tory to isolate the wastes from the biosphere.

Rationale:

The definition as currently stated would appear to be applicable to storage as
well as permanent placement. The recommended revision recognizes that disposal
is an act which is performed with the intent to achieve isolation.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 175:

The staff consi ers that it is the attribute of isolation rather than the act

of emplacement that characterizes "disposal." For this reason, the suggestions

regarding "pc..eanent emplacement" have not been accepted.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "DISTURBED ZONE":

Comment No. 176: V. McIntyre (35)

Disturbed Zone

Who is the party that will make the determination as to how far the disturbed
zone ex'ends. This should be explicitly stated and not buried in the licensing
procedures.

Staff Response to Comment No. 176:

In its.license application, DOE will choose the extent of the disturbed zone

based upon an analysis which NRC will review during the licensing process in 7

determining what the extent should be.

Comment No. 177: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

The definition of "disturbed zone" should specifically refer to the properties
of the geologic setting which are of interest Insofar as disruption is con-
cerned. In particular, "disturbed zone" would be better defined as "that por-
tion of the geologic setting the physical and/or chemical properties of which
is significantly affected by construction of the subsurface facility or by the
heat generated by the emplacement of radioactive waste."

Staff Response to Comment No. 177:-

The definition of the term "disturbed zone" has been modified as follows: the

disturbed zone means that portion of the controlled area the physical or

chemical properties of which have changed as a result of underground facility

construction or as a result of heat generated by the emplaced radioactive wastes
such that the resultant change of properties say have a significant effect on
the performance of the geologic repository.. The staff believes that this
modification accomodates the concerns of both the UtNWG and DOE. See Overview,
Section-by-Section Analysis, Section 60.2 on definition of "disturbed zone."
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Comment No. 178: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2 "Disturbed Zone"

NRC Proposed WordinQ:

"Disturbed zone" means that portion of the geologic setting that is significantlyaffected by construction of the subsurface facility or by the heat generated by.the emplacement of radioactive waste.

Recommended Revision:

"Disturbed Zone" means that portion of.the geologic setting whose physical orchemical character has changed as a result of subsurface facility constructionor from heat generated by the emplaced radioactive wastes such that the resultantchanges of character may have a significant effect on the performance of thedisposal system. Investigations of-the disturbed zone conducted in accordancewith section 60.123(b) will not determine the real extent for the establishmentof controls required by section 60.121(b).

Rationale:

"Significantly affected" could be interpreted to apply.to any measurableeffect, whether or not it would have any impact on-the performance of thewaste isolation system. The recommended revision ties the concept of dis-turbances to significant effects on the performance of the disposal system.Note that changes in actual values would not necessarily result in changesin character of the geologic setting. Induced changes which would not signi-ficantly affect performance should not be considered to be disturbances.Also, the proposed phrasing could be rigidly interpreted to refer to thefrictional heat generated between canister and emplacement hole, because ofthe wording "heat generated by the emplacement of radioactive waste" ratherthan "heat.generated by emplaced radioactive waste." Section 60.123(b)requires certain investigations to be conducted at specific distances. Werecommend the addition of the last sentence to avoid the possibility that thedistance, chosen for those investigations, would determine the real extent forthe establishment of controls required by section 60.121(b).
Staff Response to Comment No. 178:

See response to Comment No. 177.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERWOENGINEERED SYSTEM"':

Comment No. 179: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2 "Encineered System"

NRC Proposed Wording:

'Engineered system" means the waste packages and the underground facility.
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Recommended Revision

"Engineered System" - Includes'the repository waste package, backfill and seals,
and includes a portion of the host rock. The extent of this inclusion of the
host rock will be determined on a case-by-case basis.

Rationale:

Since "underground facility' excludes shafts, boreholes, and seals, the above
* definition implies that these entities, along with surface facilities, are not
engineered. If the intended concept is "engineered barrier system",.that term
-should be used with a clarification in the concept section. However, note
that the control of release requirement which is placed on the engineered
system would, in fact, become a requirement on the waste package. While we
believe that the proposed 10-f release rate criterion should be dropped or
modified, in the event that the Commission:chooses to retain this criterion,
DOE would recommend that some acknowledgement be made of the isolation capa-
bilities of the host rock. The extent of the rock, or rocks, which will be
included in the engineered system will be proposed in the license application
related to a specific site.

Staff Response to Comment No. 179:

The staff recognizes that shaft, boreholes and their seals are engineered and

agrees with the commenter that the term "engineered system" as used in the

proposed rule might have introduced ambiguities. Therefore, in the final rule

the term "engineered barrier system" as suggested by the commenter is used to

mean the waste packages plus the underground facility. Since the performance

objective for control of releases applies to the engineered barrier system it
would not be appropriate to include boreholes, shafts and their seals within this

system. -Boreholes, shafts and their seals provide a potential pathway to the land

surface (the accessible environment) and therefore are required to-limit releases

to meet the EPA standard, as expressed in the overall system performance objective.

The commenter's recommendation that a portion of the host rock be included in

the definition of the engineered barrier system has not been adopted. The

engineered barrier system is intended to include only man-made components., which

is consistent with the provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
(Pub. L. 97-425). The provisions of 10 CFR 60.113(b), ho ver, allow considera-

tion by the Commisslon of the characteristics of the host rock in approving
containment times for the waste package and release rates from the engineered
barrier system. The staff considers that this provision accommodates DOE's

underlying concern.
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ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM -"FAR FIELD":

Comment No. 180: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

* "Far field" mean- the portion of the geologic setting that lies beyond the
geologic rcyobitory operations area. (AIF suggested new wording underlined)

Staff Response to Comment No. 180:

The definition of the term "far field" has been deleted from the rule. See -

Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, Section 60.2 on deletion of "far field."

* ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "FLOODPLAIN":

Comment No. 181:. Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

In the definition of the term "floodplain," the words "including flood prone
areas of offshore islands" should be deleted as they are redundant.

Comment No. 182: National Association of -Counties Research Inc. (1)

It should be noted, in the definition of floodplain,-that this is meant to
encompass the commonly termed "100 year flood." '

Comment ho. 183: R. H. Neill, State of New Mexico (78)

The floodplain definition could be more restrictive than a -X chance of flooding.
per year since only a few percent of the total land area in a basin is typically
inundated by a 100-year fl3od. Consideration should be given to defining the
flood plain as the area inundated by a Standard Project Flood.

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 181-183:

The definition of the term "floodplain" used in the proposed technical criteria

.was derived from the definition set forth in Executive Order 11988--floodplain

Management. For further -information see the U.S. Water Resources Council's

Guidelines for Implementing E.O. 11988 (43 FR 6030). See also Overview. Section-

.by-Section Analysis,.Section.60.2 on deletion of "floodplain."
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ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY":

Comment No. 184: V. McIntyre (35)

Geologic Repository,

Taken literally this definition would permit disposal in a shallow trench.
Surely this is not what NRC intends. .

Staff Response'to Comment No. 184:

The staff Can conteive of no way that HLW could be disposed in a shallow trench

and still meet the overall performance requirements of the EPA standard.

Comment No. 185: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 6;).2 "Geologic Repository"

NRC Proeosed Wording:

"Geologic repository" means a system for the disposal of radioactive wastes in
excavated geologic media. A geologic repository includes (1) the geologic
repository operations area, and (2) the geologic setting. -

Recommended Revision:.

Repository - the surface and sub-surface areas where waste handling activities
are or have been performed

Rat;onale:

The 10 CFR 60 definition as currently w. .tten would include the-geologic set-
ting which is generally considered to be distinct from the repository but part
of the waste disrosal system. The repository is derigned to act in conjunction
with the geologic setting *nd the waste packages to provide isolation of nuclear
wastes and to permit the necessary waste handling operations associated with
waste disposal. Note the recomended defin1tion for "waste disposal system" on
page B-15; this term should be used in place of "geologic repository" when the
intent is to include the entire system.

Staff Response to Comsent No. 185t

We consider the com ent to be primarily semantic in nature in view of the accepted

usage in Part 60, and we believe it would be inadvisable to make the suggested

modification.
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Comment No. 186: B. Blanchard, U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

Geologic repository

This term should be restricted to mean a place in excavated geologic media
where radioactive waste is reposited. or laid eway (see Webster's Third
International Dictionary). The repository should not include the geologic
setting, which may represent tens of square miles of systems that provide
waste isolation. The repository should consist of the features included in
the definition of "underground facility" in the proposed-rule.

Staff Response to Comment No. 186:

See response to Comment No. 185.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY OPERATIONS AREA":

Comment No. 187: C. R. Fisher, General Atomic Co. (16)

In order to avoid potential-inconsistency of application, General Atomic suggests
that the definitions of the term, NGeologic repository operations area," that
appear in Sections 60.2 and 60.102, be revised so that they are identical.

Staff Response to Commpet No. 187;

The discussiornof the te's "geologic repository operations area" set forth in

Section 60.102 (Concepts) appears to be fully consistent-with the definition

'' the tem. set forth in Section 60.2, and no change is deemed to be necessary.

Comment No. 188: Institute of Electrical a.nd Electronics Ennineers (282

Confusion may be caused by defining a "geologic repository operations area' in
terms of HIW. If a licensed repository were built for transuranic waste, this
definition might not include such a repository.

Staff Response to-Cornent No. 176:

The term geologic repositorX operations area" is defined In tenrs of HLV

because of the language in the Energy Reorganization Act. Under existing law,

a DOE repository for TRU alone would not be subject to KRC regulations. It should

be noted, further, that references to TRU have been. deleted from the rule..

Any proposal to dispose of 7RU at a geologic repository operations area would

be considered on a c-ae-by-case basis.
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Comment No. 189: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2: "Geologic Repository Operations Area"

NRC Proposed Wording-

"Geologic repository operations area: means a HLW facility that is part of a
geologic repository, including both surface and subsurface areas, where waste
handling activities are conducted.

Recommended Revision:

Delete the term..

Rationale:

Refer to our recommended revisions (page 8-10) to the NRC term "geologic
repository." It is suggested that "geologic repository operations area" be
replaced by the term "repository." This-would eliminate the need for defining
an additional term which is not in general use, thereby increasing the clarity
of the regulation.

Staff Response to Comment No. 189:

See staff response to Comment No. 185.

Comment No. 190: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (SO)

-"Geologic repository operations area" means a HLW facility that is part of a
geologic repository, including both surface and subsurface areas, where waste
handling activities are conducted. It is an area which encloses the physically
disturbed zone. and extends at least O.5 km laterally beyond the limit of
&penings mined and developed for the repository operations. (A1F suggqested
new.wording underlined)

Staff Response to Comment No. 190:

No change in the definition of the geologic repository operations area is neces-

sary. However, the staff believes the intent of this coment Is accommodated

by the new definition of controlled area and the revised definition of access-

ible environment. The controlled area may have a greater area than that

covered by the underground facility.
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ON THE TERM "GEOLOGIC SETTING":

Comment No. 191: V. McIntyre (35)

Geologic setting, Site, and Candidates Area

These terms are leading to all sorts of confusion in the technical community.
Guidance is needed from the Commission (in the supplementary information) as
to how they are to be applied. For example, to cite one thing...most people
think of the site as being a relatively small area which might be bounded by a
fence. Obviously this is close to the Geologic Repository Operations Area.
However according to the definitions it means the same thing as the Geologic
Setting. But to my mind the geologic setting represents the regional picture.
This hardly equates with the site.--

The supplementary information should discuss what the Commission .means by
these terms and specific geologic examples should be-gfven for the Basin and
Range Province, the Columbia River Plateau, the Permian Basin of West
Texas-New Mexico and the Gulf Coastal Plain.

Staff Response toComment No. 191:'

The staff agrees that the "site" connotes a smaller area than is intended by

the term "geologic setting." The staff also recognizes the validity of arguments

which suggests that the term "site" is more closely linked to a tract of land;

The definition of the term site has been revised in the-final rule to mean the

location of the controlled area. The extent of the geologic setting for

particular areas will be determined-on the basis of the evidence presented in the

licensing process. Obviously, however, tWe geologic setting must be sufff-

ciently.extensive to permit an evaluation of the-relevant geologic, hydrologic,

and geochemical factors.

Comment No. 192: U.S. DOE (48) -

10 CFR 60.2: "Geologic Settina"

NRC Proposed Wording-

"Geologic setting" or "site" is the spatially distributed geologic, -hydrologic,
and geochemical systevs thit provide isolation of the radioactive waste.

Reconrended Revision:'

"Geologic setting" is the spatially distributed geologic, hydrologic, and geo-
chemical systems at and around the site.
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Rationale:

It is recommended that geologic setting not be synonymous with site. The term
"site," while related to geologic setting, is sometimes applied in a broader
sense than geologic setting, to mean a geographical location. An example of
this appears in section 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(A) which refers to the meteorology of
the site. (A recommended definition for site as a separate term is included
later.) The geologic setting should be considered to be the geologic features
of the site and the'surrounding region. Note also that .hile some portions of
the geologic setting provide isolation, other aspects Li the geologic setting
may have no role in providing isolation.

Staff Response to Comment No. 192:

See staff response to Comment No. 191.

Comment No. 193: B. Blanchard, U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

Geologic setting or site

These terms are synonymous as defined in the proposed rule. However, "rite"
is a very specific ter-n and setting is much -broader. - 'Setting" should be
defined separately to be any one of several natural systems (i.e., geologic,
hydrologic, geochemical, tectonic, or geomorphic) that provide isolation of
radioactive-waste. These settings do not necessarily coihcide and they miy be
on a regional or local scale.. For example, a large closed ground-water basin
is a regional hydrogeologic setting; a smaller ground-;water flow system is a,
local hydrogeologic setting. Neither of these necessarily conforms to the
regional or local tectonic setting, for exaMlo. -

"Site" should be a more-specifically defined unchanging area, perhaps Including
the area underlain by the geologic repository (as.redefined above) plus the
disturbed zone. . -

Staff Response to Comment No. 193: -

See staff response to Comment No. 191.

ON THE TERM "LHLW`:

Comment No. 194. R. I. Newman. American Institute of Chemical Engineers (46)

Regardless of what Is done with it, spent fuel. is not a "waste" by any generally
accepted difinition.. In our opinion, spent fuel should be reprocessed not only
for its energy value, but also through removal of plutonium to reduce the dura-
tion of hazard and the volume of high level waste.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 194:

The proposed language has been retained. The Commission treats spent fuel as

HLW for the reasons stated at 43 FR 53870.

ON THE TERM "HLW FACILITY":

Comment-No. 195: UK Atomic Energy Authority (29)

Page 35286, column 1, "HWL" is a printing error.

Comment No. 196: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

"MWL facility" should be corrected to "HLW facility."

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 195 and 196:

Both coummenters are correct. The printing error will be corrected in the

final rule.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "IMPORTANT TO SAFETY":

Comment-No. 197: Bechtel National, Inc. (37)

-The definition of "important to safety!! uses the words T without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public". Due to lack of specificity, this
qualitative definition can cause considerable difficulty during the licensing
review process.

-It is recommended that the definition be quantified to specifically apply to
items essential to the prevention or mitigation of the consequences of opera-
tional accidents that-could result in exceeding some defined radiological
release or exposure limit. Utilizing 1/10 of-.the "accident dose-limit" stipu-
lIted in 10 CFR 72, 0.5 rem to the whole body at the site boundary may be.
appropriate-for such a limit for a geologir repository.

In addition, the definition of 'important to safety" should include engineered
items and site characterization activities which are important for assuring-
the long term isolation of the waste from the human environment, e.g., the
waste package and activities that are necessary to verIfy certain character-.
istics of the geologic setting.

Staff Response to Comment No. 197:

See Overview, Section 4.5, Important to Safety.
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Comment No. 198: Utility Nuclear Waste-Management Group (44)

The phrase "important to safety" is significant primarily to the extent that
it serves to identify structures, systems and components subject to the design,
construction and quality assurance requirements specified in §§ 60.130, 60.133
and 60.150. The definition in the proposed rule, however, is overly vague.
To cure this, the meaning of "undue risk to the health and safety of the
public," as used in the definition, shouvldbe specified in terms of a parti-
cular dose to a member of the public. In this regard, the UNWMG believes
that use of dose of 0.5 rem to the whole body, or any organ, similar to that
utilized in 10 CFR 6 20.105(a) in connection with allowable.; annual-whole 6ody
doses to persons in unrestricted areas., would be appropriate.

Staff-Response to Comment No. 198:-

See Overview, Section 4.5, Important to Safety.

Comment No. 199: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50) -

"Important to safety," with reference to structures, systems and components,
reans:

a) those items essential to the prevention or mitigation of an accident
that could result in a radiation dose to the whole body, or any organ,
of 0.5 rem or greater at or beyond the nearest boundary of the controlled
area during facility operations;

b) those features of the waste packaQe that are necessary to control. within
specified performance limits the release of radioactive materials to the
geologic environment after permanent closure; and

c) those aspects of the subsurface facility and.the gorlocic setting that
are necessary to assure that releases of radioactive materials to the .
accessible environment following permanent closure conform -to the overall
system performance objectives. (AIF suggested new wording underlined) .

Discussion:

."Importont to safety' is a designation used to identify those Items.and acti..v-
ities that provide reasonable assurance that the radioactive waste can be
received, handled, and stored without undue risk to the health and safety of
the putlic. Special design, procurement, construction and quality assurance
requirements are applied to such items to-assure that they retain their safety
functions under all normal and abnormal. conditions.

Features or aspects of the repository system that are needed to assure that the
performance objectives for the system are satisfied after permanent closure are
also considered limportant to safety."
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Staff Response to Comment No. 199:

See Overview, Section 4.5, Important to Safety.

ON THE DEFINITION OF TERM "ISOLATION":

Comment No. 200: V. McIntyre (35)

Isolation

What are the prescribed limits which are referred to? Are they those put forth
by NRC or DOE?

Staff Response to Comment No. 200:

The prescribed limits are those referred to § 60.112.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "MEDIUM":J4

Comment No. 201: C. Walske.Atomic Industrial Forum (SO)

"Medium" or "geologic medium" is a rock type which could-be used for a ceologic
repository. (AIF suggested new wording underlined).

Staff Response to Comment No. 201:

-For the sake of clarity the term "medium" is now replaced by "geologic medium"

throughout tbe final rule. The staff believes that since the term "geologic

medium" is sufficiently clear to the professional community it.1 no longer

necessary to define it. Therefore the definition "medium or geologic medium"

has been deleted from the rule.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM KOVERPACV":

Comment No. 202: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2: 'Overpack"

NRC Proposed Wording:

"Overpack'. ieans any buffer mterial, receptacle, wrapper, box, or other struc-
Lure, that Is both within and an integral part of a waste package. It encloses
and protects the waste form so as to meet the performance objectives.
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Recommended Revision:

The "overpack" is a component of the waste package to contain the waste during
the containment period.

Rationale:

The recommended revision avoids listing theevarious possible configurations of
the- overpack and more clearly states the functions of that waste pacikage compo-
nent commonly referred to as a overpack.

Staff Response to Comment No. 202:

The term "overpack" has been deleted from the revised rule.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "RETRIEVAL":

Comment No. 203: U.S. DOE (48) -

10 CFR 60.2: "Retrieval"

NRC Proposed Wordinc: -

This term is not defined in 10 CFR 60.

Recommended Revision:

Retrieval - The act of intentionally removing radioactive waste from the under-
ground location at which the waste had previously been emplaced for disposal.

Rationale:

Some of the-concerns over the retrieval requirements in 10 CFR 60 may be
alleviated by providing a definition of the term and a discussion-of the
concept.

It should be noted in the discussion of the concept that retrieval is performed
in the event that the specific waste isolation system has demonstrated an inabil-
lty to Beet its established performance objectives and that waste is considered
to have been retrieved-when it has been removed from the subsurface facility.

Staff Response to Comment No: 203:

The staff agrees with DOE's suggestion. This definition of the term "retrieval"

has been adopted in the final rule.
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ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM ."SITE":

Comment No. 204: U:S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2: "Site"

NRC Proposed Wordinq:

Defined as synonymous'with geologic setting.

Recommended Revision:

Site - The location, both'at and below the surface, where the repository is
constructed.

Rationale:

(See previous comments on geologic setting). The proposed definition conveys
the fact that the site is a tract of land to be characterized and controlled
by DOE. The site would include surface features within the specified area and
the geologic setting underlying this area. Note that site characterization,
as defined in 60.2. would actually consist of geologic setting characterization
for a particular i;te.

Staff Response to Comment No. 204:

In the final rule the term "sitt" is no longer synonomous with the term "geologic

setting." As now defined msite" means the location of the controlled area.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "STABILITY":

Comment No. 205: V. McIntyre (35)

StabilitY

This definrition violates the common useage of stability. It implies a dull
site however as written it would alTow the siting of a geologic repository on
top of the Great Glen Fault. Is this NRC'ts Intent?

NRC should revise the definition and give abundant examples'in the supplemen-
tary information of how features such as the San Andreas fault, Colorado
Plateau, Columbia River Plateau, Ramapo fault, and the Gulf Coast'Salt Domes
would be treated..

Comment No. 206: N.J. Fisher (39)

Provide a better definitIon of stability since it appears to be unenforceable
in a licensing environment.
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Comment No. 207: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

Definition of "stability," without reference to a particular type of stability
(e.g., structural stability, tectonic stability, hydrogeologic stability, geo-
morphic stability, etc.) is somewhat confusing. Accordingly, the term should
be defined with reference to particular modifiers.

Comment No. 208: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

"Stability' means that the geologic processes and their rates of operation
during the. Quaternary (or late Cenozoic) period have been identified and do
not jeopardize containment or isolation when projected to future times. (AlF
suggested new w-ding underlined).

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 205-208:

The term "stability" has been deleted. See Oveview, Section 3.3, Siting

Criteria.

ON THE DEFINIlION OF THE TERMS "SUBSURFACE FACILITY" AND "UNDERGROUND FACILITY":

Comment No. 209: V. McIntyre (35)

Suusurface facility and Underground facility

Is it really necessary to distinguish between the two terms? I suggest that
NRC drop one of them.

Staff Response to Comment No. 209:

The term "subsurface facility" has been deleted from the final rule.

Comment No. 210: S. Blanchard. U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

Subsurface facility and underground facility

To a layman these terms would seem to be synonymous, and certainly there Is
little basis for keeping in mind the distinction contained in the proposed
rule. We suggest the term "subsurface facility" be retained as defined, -.id
the term *underground facility" be dropped and replaced by the term "geologic
repository," as redefined above.

Staff Response to Conment No. 210:

The term "subsurface facility" has been deleted from the final rule.
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ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "SYSTEM":

Comment No. 211: B. Blanchard, U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

System

The undefined term "system" is used extensively in the proposed rule. Because
the meaning of system can be variously interpreted, a definition inr the context

-of disposal of high-level radioactive wastes would be helpful. The definition
ihould include the-concept of a unit with interrelated, interacting, or Inter-
dependent parts or processes with well-defined boundaries.

Staff Response to Comment No. 211:

"System" is not a term of art and is not used as such in the technical criteria.

The staff believes that there is no need to include a unique definition here.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "TRANSURANIC WASTE":

General Staff Response to Comment Nos. 212-222:

References to transuranic waste have been deleted from the rule. Therefore,

the definition of the term is also deleted. Applicable requirements must be

satisfied for all forms of radioactive waste disposal in a geologic repository.

See Overview, Section 3.2, Transuranic Waste (TRU).

Comment No. 212: Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories (2)

Under §60.2 Definitions, transuranic waste is defined as-"Radioactive waste con-
taining alpha emitting transuranic elements, with radioactive half-lives greater
than five years, in excess of 10 nanocuries per gram." Technically. this
implies that the total activity of any transuranic isotope emitting alpha
particles, regardless of the alpha branching ratio, must be included in the
total not to exce2d 10 nCi/g. The classic example of this effect is "41Pu which
has a relatively short half-life (14.355y) and therefore i high specific activ-
ity but an alpha branching ratio of only 2.4.- 10-$. The proposed rule as
written technically requires the entire 24'Pu activity to be included in the
transuranic concentration total, but the intent is to include only the alpha
activity branch in the total.

This technical detail can be corrected with a minor rearrangement of the pro-
posed definition of transuranic wastes to 'Radioactive waste containing trah-
suranic elements, with radioactive half-lives greater than five years, in
excess of 10 nanocurfes of alpha activity per gram."
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Comment No. 213: Florida Power & Light Co. (25)

"Transuranic wastes" or "TRU wastes" as defined in 60.2 should be eliminated
from the Rule. This type of waste is not a high-level radioi.Lft1l!e waste and
should not be included in 10 CFR 60.

Comment No. 214: Florida Power & Light Co. (25)

The criteria for transuranic wastes as defined in (60.2) is inconsistent with
Table 1 of Proposed Rule 10 CFR 61 which provides that concentrations of
Pu-241 up to 350 nCi/gm are allowed before the waste must be considered as
class C intruder waste.

Comment No. 215: Florida Power & Licht-Co. (25)

It is not-clear from the definition of transuranic wastes (60.2) if the crite-
ria is based upon 10 nCi/gm per transuranic element or as a total. Further,
as we understand it, the criteria which NRC adopted for transuranic wastes
(10.nCi/m) is arbitrary. We have seen other information to suggest.this lirit_
should be 50 to 100 times greater. We do not believe that transuranic wastes
should be a part of this rule at all;lhowever,-we urge NRC to at least do an
extensive technical evaluation regarding the hazards and alternative disposal
methods associated with transuranic wastes in.the proposed concentrations before
adopting this part.of Lhe Rule. Relegating wastes with such low concentrations
of transuranic elements to a geologic repositoty .[60.102(b)(4)3 may not be tech-
nically warranted and would have significant financial consequences. In addi-
tion, we would urge NRC to perform a critical evaluation of the sources and
quantities of radioactive wastes in the United States that could be likely to
contain transuranic elements in excess of -the established criteria.

Comment No. 216: J. Adsm (34).

The proposed amendments provide a definition for'transuranic wasfres. It would
be more appropriate to have a definition 6f "Other than NLW." As-now stated,
there is an implication that TRU (as currently defined) will be disposed of in
a HLW repository and that non-HLM, non-TRU will not be. There may be other
wastes which are neither HLW nor TRU which way (or should).be disposed of in a
HLW repository. The distinction should be made- between-HLW wastes and other
wastes not between HLW and TRU.

The definition of container as included as part of the definition of waste
package is not-the sase as that given in 60.102(e)(2). The latter definition
is the better of the two.

- : * '* .
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Comment No. .17: Bechtel National. Inc. (37)

The definition of 11TRU waste" should be sore specific since if spent fuel was
defined as a waste form, it could be classified either MLW or TRU waste in
these proposed regulations. In addition, the activity level defined for 7RU
waste (10 nanocuries per grar. of'alpha radiation) is-extremely low, to require
its disposal in the same manner as HLW (see e.'g. 60.111) and-, in fact, is a
factor of 10 below the' specific activity dLfined for TRU by the EPA in Draft-19
of 40 CFR 191. We recommend, therefore, that the TRU -definition be reconsidered
in view of the stringent reouirements imposed by this r~ule. As an alternative,
TRU disposal could be removed from the cbnsidera'lion.by this rule and subse-
quently treated by future regulations.

Comment No. 218: B. R. McElmurr-Y-(38)

1 cannot find any logic to support a 10 nanocurie/gram-limit for the definition
of TRU waste. As I understand .t natural uranium or thoriu.-a way-be 60-600, so
that a limit of 100 might be reasonable. The limit- maybe should be higher yet,

* be'cause no one is-restricted from entry into natural regions where soil activ-
ity is still higher. Furthermore, NUREG/C2-2005 suggests that shallow land

* burial -of up to 22500 nanocuries per gram of pU23 0 is,,acceptable for shallow
land burial. Severe restrictions of this sort imust. be basedoan toxicological
datd, not supposition. (Section 60.Z)

Comment No. 219: Utility.Ruclear Waste Manapesent Group (44)

As presented in the proposed rule, the definition of "transuranic wastes5 or -

mTRLJ wastes." is unduly restrictive. There is no technical justification for a
10 Panourie -per gram limitation. Further -- from a practical standpoint --
such a level is at the extreme low end'of detectability. A limitation of'
100 nanocuries per pram, as c6ntained In the draftCEPA standard% for 40 CFR
Pert 191, would result in a more workable and technically sound lefinitton.

In, any event, as discussed below in cornnection with S 60. 102(6.)(4) 'the UNWMG'I
is ot~the .view that regulations pertaiining to TRU should be developed in a
.separate document. Such an approach would, among other thingsj provide an
opportunity for directing needed attention to the unique aspects of TRUJ w~ste
aisposal. In this connection, the UWMIG will be providing additional 'Analysis
of TRUJ waste disposal in its comsents on the regulations' currently being
-proposed for-10 CFR Part 61.

-toawnt N~o. 220: R. 1. fiewma.i. American Irestitute of Chemical Ertarseers, (46)

W~e continue our strong objection to the unduly low transuranic content leve~l in -

the definition of TRt) wastes which we believe is in no way technically supportable
for appropriate protection rf the health and safety of the public. However, as
the 'Justification' for this definition Is published by the NRC in support of
its proposed 10 CFR Part 61, we will provide further ccmtents on ThU when we
cocar.it on Part. 61 after rev Iewino the voluminous environmental Impact statement.
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Comment No. 221: P. J. Nickles and C. M. Montanoe, Covington and Burling (49)

Proposed § 60.2 defines transuranic wastes (TRU) to mean "radioactive waste con-
taining d'pha emitting transurar.ic elements, with radioactive half-lives, greater
than five years, in excess of 10 nanocuries per gram." Kerr-McGee objects to
this definition to the extent that it suggests that deep repository disposal is
required for all TRU waste with this activity or above or-to the extent that it
classifies TRU waste in excess of 10 nCi/gm as "high level" waste. The. defini-
tion, if so applied, appears unjustified, unsupported, avd unduly-stringent.'

Based upon Kerr-McGee's current decommissioning experience with a mi-xed oxide
fuel plant, Kerr-McGee estimates that NRC's proposed TRU definition, .I applied
to require deep repositoryMi-sposal, would increase the need for geologic stor-
age volume to hold high level waste from similar operations by at least a third.

.over that which would be requited if-the definition specified a level of

.100 nCi/gmi Requiring deep redepository disposal would-unduly tax limited
space in such repositories.

The "10 nCi/gm" limit appears to be totally arbitrary. . The AEC Manual ipdi-
cates that it was established without scient4fic Support and is simply "derived
from the upper range of concentration of radium-226 Wnthe earth . . . ." AEC-
Manual, Chapter 511 at p. 51 (Sept. 19, 1973). Indeed, the manual suggests
that the 10 nCi/gm figure is subject to revision upon further study. Deep
repository dispose';. which will be Very expensive ($200 per cubic foot or more)
obviously should not be required on so flimsy a foundation. TRU waste which
is in. excess of 100 nCi/gm mwy be satisfactorily disposed in near surface.
facilities as low-level waste, at only a fraction of that-cost (10S or less).
Requiring deep geologic disposal for ordinary waste from a plutonium fuel
operatior. would place an unnecessary burden on such-operations. -

Kerr-McGee's view is suspported by the epidemiological investigition being con-
ducted by the Los Alamos National Laboratory. The investigation examines the
impact of low level exposure from internal deposition-of and external radiation
from plutonium. As reported by a press release from the Los Alamos National
Laboratory dated October 15, 1981, considerably lower mortality was observed
in the population of Los Alamos workers exposea to plutonium than would be
expected from tVc mortality rate of white sales in the United States. Kerr-
McGee's view is further supported by the Department of Energy which reportedly
does not believe that deep repository disposal is required for TRU waste In
excess of 10 nCi/gm.

Kerr-McGee accordingly requests the Commission-to make clear (1) that deep reposf-
tory disposal is not required for TRU waste in excess of 10 nCi/gm and (2) that
TRU waste ir excess of 10 nCi/gm need not be disposed of as "high level" waste.

1Kerr-FW5ee also objects to the definition to the extent that it is intended
to be a standard on the ground that NRC lacks authority to issue such stand-
ards. That authority was transferred tv the Envirt-bental Protection Agency
(EPA) under Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 (assuming rquendo the validity
of the transfer of authority under that Plan).
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Comment No. 222: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2 "TRU Waste"

NRC Proposed Wording:

"Transuranic wastes" or "TRU wastes" means radioactive waste containing alpha
emitting transuranic elements, with radioactive half-lives greater than five
years, in excess of 10 nanocurles per gram.

Recommended Revision:

Delete definition of TRU wastes in 10 CFR 60.

Rati6nale:

It is not appropriate to consider TRU wastes in the context of this regulation
(see related comments in enclosure A, page 30). If the Commission should
decide to keep TRU waste provisions in 10 CFR 60, DOE recommends that a common
definition be adopted by EPA, NRC, and DOE for TRU waste and included in 60.2.

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "UNDERGROUND-FACILITY":

Comment No. 223: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2: "Underground Facility"

NCR Proposed-Wording:

"Underground facility" means the underground structure, including openings and
backfill materials but excludes shafts, boreholes, and their seals.

Recommended Revision:

Delete the term and replace references to it with references to subsurface
facility.

Rationale:

The- necessity for using two terms, "underground facility" and "subsurface
facility," is not obvious. The similarity between the two terms could be a
source of confusion to the reader. Unless there i-s a specific.need for both
terms, DOE recommends deleting the term "underground facility."

Staff Response to Comment No. 223:

See response to Comment No. 209.
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ONE COMMENIER SUGGESTED ADDING A DEFINITION or THE TERM "WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM"
TO £0.2:

Comment No. 224: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.2: "Waste Disposal System"

NRC Proposed Wording:

This term is not defined in 10 CFR 60.

Recommended Revision:

Define"Waste Disposal System as: "'The configuration of man-made and natural
features which provides forothe handling, disposal, and isolation of nuclea
wastes. This system includes: waste packages, the repository, the site, and -
those portions of the geologic setting which provide for Isolation of the
wastes." Replace references to geologic repository with references to the
.waste disposal system-.

Rationale:

(See comments on Geologic Repository.' The term geologic repository is used
in the draft 1O CFR 60 tc refer to the entire waste disposal system. It is
recommended that this new.term be introduced to more clearly describe the
system

Staff Response to Comment No. 224.'

The staff considers the term "geologic repository" appropriately descriptive..

ON THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM "WASTE PACKAGE"1:

Comment No. 225: V. McIntyre (35)

-Waste Package

Yhet is discrete backfill? I suggest that NRC define "indisctete backfill.q

-.Staff Response to Comment No. 225:

By discrete backfill, the staff meant backfill materials within an individual

(i.e., discrete) waste package unit, as opposed to backfill used to fill

drifts and empTacement rooms. However, because the term was unclear, it is no

longer used in the definition of waste package in the final rule.
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COment NO. 22G: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CfR 60.2 "Waste Package"

NRC Proposed WordinQ:

"Waste package" means the airtight, watertight, sealed container which include%
the waste form and any ancillary enclosures, including shielding, discrete back-
fill and overpacks.

Recommended Revision:

"Waste Package" means the waste form, canister, canister overpack, and ny ;
additional enclosure or materials jincluding batkfill) that separate tbt
radioactive waste from the unexcavated host rock.

Rationale:

The definition as currently stated in iO CFR 60 Is not consistent with the
waste package concept used by the DOE program as the definition requires that
the outer-most part of the waste package be airtight, watertight, and sealed
(hole backfill would thus have to be within this enclosure).' The components
of the waste package, with the exception of the oVErpack and the waste lorm.
should be optional at the discretion of the waste package designer. The
recounended definition encompasses all-material between the whste and the :host
rock, and hence by definition the waste package is in contact with the host
rock. This raises concern that the 1o-6 release rate criterion applies only
to the waste package itself as it is not possible to take credit tor the
isolation Capabilities of the host rock (see couments on the definition of
engineired system). Obtaining agreement between DOE and the Commission on the
definition of waste package is essential for rational discussion during the
licensing pTocess.

Staff Response to Coenent No. 226:

The definition of the waste package has been revised in the final rule. however_,

we have not adopted DOE's recommended definition because it appeaI" to b* -

applicable to a specific design concept (a single canister placed in g hole In

the floor of the underground facility) and not applicable to other concepts btifg

considered (1;., self-shielded packages placed In drifts). We have rot wsed

the term mbackfill' in our definition because it is ambiguous. To tho extent

that absorbent materials or packing are placed around an individual contatier to-

protect it from corrosion by constitutents of groundwater, or to prevent the

transport to the host rock of radioactive materials released following br*aCh of

a container, these materials would be considered part of the waste pactago.

Backfill materials placed In openings primarily for structural support Ort
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considered part of the underground facility. For the commenter's concern regarding

the boundary of the engineered barrier system, see the response to Comment

No. 179.

ONE COMMENTER REQUESTED CLARIFICATION OF SEVERAL EXISTING DEFINITIONS;

Comment No. 227: C. Wilske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Additional clarification is requested for the following:

'B1osphere" used in the definition of "Disposal" should itself be defined.

"Geologic setting or site" is not clear because the intended meaning of "Geologic
system" and "Hydrologic system" is vague. Is a geologic system a topographic
feature, structural feitures, structural or tectonic province, or region charac-
terized by a particular assemblage of rock types? Is a "ffydrologic system" a
groundwater basir or a single artesian aquifer?.

Add the following definitions:

"Containment period" means the prescribed period following repository
closure, when the radiation and thermal levels of the waste are high,
during which special emphasis is placed upon containing the waste by
the waste package.

Staff Response to Comment No. 227:

The term "biosphere" has been replaced with the term "accessible environment"

(which is definel in 60.2). in the revised definition of the term "disposal,"

Although the terms "geologic system"' and "hydrologic system" are not precise,

the context makes it clear that they must be interpreted In a manner that will

take into consideration whatever may be significant in evaluating the isolation

of radionuclides from the accessible environment. With respect to "containment

period" see staff response to Comment No. 166.

ONE COW9ENTER SUGGESTJfD THE INCLUION OF DEFINITIONS OF HYDROLOGIC TERMS:

Coument No. 228: Captal Area Groundwater Conservation Commission (22)

Section 60.2 Definitions. Should include definittons.of hydrologic terms-such
as groundwater, etc. Excellent sources of definitions are U.S. Geological
Survey Water Supply Papers 1988 and 1541 A. U.S. Geological Circular 779 is
an excellent Othinkinc document" when considering radwaste and earth science.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 228:

See Response to Comment Ho. 152.

Comment No. 229: National Association of Counties Research, Inc. (1)

§ 60.2 - A paragraph should be included which requires the application to
reflect the nature, extent, and proximity of current population centers, to
the proposed site. (See comment on 6 60.123.)

Staff Response to Comment No. 229:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED 6 60.10:

Comment No. 230: Mississippi Dept. of Eneray & Trans. (65)

Under Paragraph 60.10 Site Characterizat1on, the requirement for active nuclear
material to be tested at depth should be deleted. It is the general feeling
that only major adverse conditions will cause the test facility not to become
a permanent repository. The process for selecting a test location has been
accelerated to the point that the evaluation is not adequate.

Staff Response to Comment No. 230:

The proposed amendments to-$ 60.10 would not require the use of radioactive

material in site characterization. Neither would the present wording of

1 60.10 prevent the use of such material. Whether radioactive material for

site characterization will be used for characterization at * specific location

will be particular to the site characterization program which DOE intends .to'-

employ at that location. Such use, it should be note{, would be limited to

tests *needed to determine the suitability of the geologic setting for a

geologic repository.' (See the definition of ws~te characterization.*)
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Comment No. 231: Div. of Emergency Government, State of Wisconsin (77)

Page 35286, Paragraph 60.10 Site Characterization

In previous correspondence, the State of Wisconsin expressed concern that site
characterization (which would include shaft sinking and other engineered ictiv-
ities) would not be subject to NRC licensing. We are still concerned that NRC
has not reviewed and licensed many of the activities associated with site
characterization.

Our particular concern relates to the mining laws of Wisconsin, in which site
characterization including shaft sinking and in situ studies would requirean
environmental evaluation (and probably an-environmental impact statement) and
licensing. Significant environmental impact in shaft sinking wif-I-occur,-and
we are concerned that great effort can be expended in site characterization.
A marginally acceptable site may become the ultimate repository because of the
great amount of time, effort and funds expended to characterize and test.-

We renew our request that some degree of licensing be imposed on DOE for at
least some of the site characterization studies, so that such work would
undergo proper regulatory scrutiny.

Staff Response to Comment No. 231:

See staff response to Comment No. 144.

Comment No. 232: Calif. Dept. of Conservation (62)

Site Characterization

Section 60.10, Site Characterization, subpart (b), states -Unless the Cowlis-
sion determines with respect to the site described In the application that it
is not necessary, site characterization shall include a.program of in situ
exploration and testing at the depths that wastes would be emplaced.'-

No explanation Is offered as to any set of conditions under which.NRC would
consider-deleting the requirement of a thorough program of on-site exploration
and testing for every potential HLW site. Even if a proposed site were in a
geologic setting considered to be similar to a previously approved site, the
site-specific conditions and their comparability. with theapproved site would
still need to be tested to verify that the proposed site could Indeed meet
prescribed performance criteria. CDC believes strongly that In situ testihg
of geological conditions must be a mandatory element-in any set of procedures
required for selecting HLW sites, with no exception.

We recommend that subpart (b) of Sectfon 60.10 be revised -to unconditionally
require an on-site exploration end testing program for every proposed poten-
tial site, as follows:
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Section 60.10 Site Characterization

"(b) Uniess-the-Eommission-determines-with-respect-to-the-s4te-deseribed
in-the-appiication-that-4t-4s-not-necessery; Site characterization
shall include a program of in situ exploration and testing at the depths
that wastes would be emplaced."

Staff Response to Comment No. 232:

The Commission has expressed its belief that- in situ testing at depth-will-be

essential, but it has also stated that it is conceivable that necessary data

could be obtained by other -techniques (46 FR 13972-13973). The comnent

affords no basis for modifying this Judgment. It should be noted that the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act appears to contemplate that site characterization

will always include in situ testing at depth.

-!

Comment No. 233: Louisiana Dept. of Natural Resources (63) .

Section 60.10 (b) Site Characterization. I agree with the requirement-for
in situ parameters--a prime requirement for. the collection-of hydrologic data.

Staff Response to Comment No. 233:

No response required.

Comment No. 234: Capital Area Groundwater Conservation Commission (22)

Section 60.10(b) Site Characterization. I agree with the requirement in situ
parameters--a prime requirement for the collection of hydrologic data.

Section 60.10(o). The suggestion to limit adverse effects by 11imiting the
number of subsurface wpenetratlons," indicates the need for-the forementioned
"State oversight" group and the lnterdisciplinary planning of penetrations or
test holes for multipurpose data activIties--geologic, hydrologic, etc.
Current studies have not always been planned with this in-mnd but have had a
"'lack of data" syndrome and the need for *more holes" attitude.

Staff Response to Comment No. 234:

No response required to the coenter's first part. See General Response to

Comment Nos. 19-23.
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Comment No. 235: J. Adam (54)

S 60.10 (c) Site Characterization.

DOE may have to characterize several sites in order to find one site which is
licensable. It is also possible that DOE may be able to find a site which is
likely to be suitab)e without using at depth, in-situ investigations. It is
reasonable to require full characterization of the site once it has been
selected as the subject of a license application. Given tie cost of at depth
testing and the difficulty of drawing quantitative conclusions about the rela-
tive merits of alternative sites, the requirement that-DOE also characterize
alternative sites using in-situ testing at depth is excessive., That DOE has
Identified one site which can satisfy NRC and.EPA performance-objectives and
prescriptive criteria should syffice.

Staff Response to Comment No. 235:

DOE may request an exemption from the in situ testing at depth requirement.

See the Commission's discussion of this issue at 46 FR-13973 and staff

response to Comment No. 232.

Comment No. 236: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.10(c)

NRC Proposed WordinQ:

As provided in section 51.40 of this chapter,.

Recommended Revision:

None, but-we wish to state our understanding of the intent of this section.

Rationale:

DOE believes that this section, when read together with the procedural provi-
sions of Parts 51.40, 60.10(a) and 60.21(a). provides (1) that DOE Is to
include In its license application site characterization of alternative sites
in accordance with NEPA and the requirements of Part 60.10; (2) that the infor-
matlon regarding the alternative sites, as identified in the Site Characteriza-
tion Report, are to be described fully in the license appitcation and accompany-
Ing environmental report, and are provided so that the -NRC will be able to
evaluate alternative sites in accordance with WEPA; and-(3) that the standard
by which the NRC will determine the adequacy of DOE's selection of alternative
sites and its preferred site is whether the alternative site analysis was
performed in accordance with NEPA.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 236:

The commenter's understanding substantially conforms to that of the staff.

See 46 FR 13972. There may also be grounds under the Atomic Energy-Act for

requiring multiple site characterization.

Comment No. 237: Louisiana Dept. of Natural Resources (63)

Section 60.10 (d). The suggestion to limit adverse effects-by limiting the
number of. subsurface "penetrations," indicates the need-for the forementioned
"State oversight" group and the interdisciplinary planning of penetrations or
test holes for multipurpose data.activities--geologic, hydrologic, etc.
Current studies have not always been planned with this in mind but have had a
"lack.of data" syndrome and the need for 'more holes" attitude.

Staff Response to Comment No. 237:

See General Response to Comment Nos. 19-23.

Comment No. 238: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.1O(d)(1)

NRC Proposed Wording:

Investigations to obtain the required information shall be conducted to limit
adverse effects on the long-term performance of the geologic-repository to the
extent practical.

Recommended Revision:

"Investigations to-obtain the required-information shall be conducted in a
manner to limit adverse effects ..."-

Retionale:

The NRC proposed language does not place the.emphasis of the sentence properly.

Staff Response to Comment No. 238: -

The paragraph has been revised for the reasons stated by the-commenter.
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Comment No. 239: Utility Nuclear Waste Kanagement Group (44)

As currently worded the requirement contained in S 60.10(d)(2) is confusing.
To the extent that the intent is to require that the number of exploratory
boreholes an.d shafts be minimized, the section should be reworded to directly
so state.

Staff Response to Comment No. 239:

*The paragraph has been revised, for the reasons stated by the commenter.

THE FOLLOWING COWMENTER SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL WORDING TO 60.l1(a):

Comment No. 240: Harmon & Weiss for NR3C (76)

§ 60.11(a)(5) should be amended to add the following language:

"In addition, the description of the decision process by which the site
was selected for characterization should contain- sufficient information
to allow the Director to determine (i) that the site was chosen primarily
on the basis of consideration of gevlogic criteria and (Ii) that the
slate of sites are among the best that can reasonably-be found, judged on
the basis of geologic criteria."

Staff Response to Comment No. 240:

The staff declines to modify to language of S 60.11(a)(5). See staff responses

to conment numbers 147, 241. and 477. See also Overview, Section S.3, Geologic

Conditions.

THE FOLLOWING COMMENTS ADDRESSED PROVISIONS FOR THE SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT AS
SET FORTH IN 1 60.21:

Comment No. 241: Harmon and Weiss for the Natural Resources Defense
Council, Inc. (76)

Section 60.21(c) requires the Safety Analysis Report to contain a description
of the geologic characteristics of the site, phrased in the broadest and most:
general way. In addition, DOE is called upon to "analyze" 1) the degree to
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which favorable and adverse site conditions may contribute to or detract from
isolation, 2) the expected performance of the engineered systems that "bear
significantly" on site suitability, and 3) the expected-performance of the
engineered systems that "bear significantly" on site suitability. The analyses
called for will involve the use of extremely complex and unverifiable models
and will necessarily incorporate great uncertainties, given the acknowledged
difficulty inherent in-predicting the behavior of the wastes and natural
systems over the periods of time required.

These descriptions and analyses do not substitute for definitive site criteria _
and give NRC no tools by which to enforce the selection of an optimal site (or
even one of the best).* Neither do they give.DOE much useful guidance in
conducting its own site selection process. Nor does any otJwr section of the
proposed rule provide either the needed guidance to DOE or criterio.by which
NRC can judge site suitability.

Staff Response to Comment No. 241:

Siting criteria are provided in f 60.122 and are as definitive as, in the

Judgment of the staff, are Justified in light of current knowledge. With ~,

regard to the comment that the NRC has no tools to enforce the selection of an

optimal site, the staff notes that a license to receive and possess radio-

active material at a geologic repository operations area may-be issued only

if, among other things, the Commission has found that license Issuance will

not constitute an unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public.

The staff agrees with the commenter that geologic-factors are very important

factori in the site selecticn process, but believes that non-geologic

considerations may also be important. See Overview, Section 5.3, Geologic

Conditions and staff response to Comment No. 477. .

Comment No. 242: UK Institute of Geological Sciences (29)

.The contents of the Safety Analysis Report which is required to accompany the
application for the siting of a-repository provide a valuable resume of the
types of inforation necessary to describe and-assess the suitablity of a
site for the burial of HLRW but again this emphasizes the need for completion
of the research before.comprehensive mandatory rules are issued.

The issue of whether the rules ahould require selection of the "best' site
is a red herring; no rule can ensure this. However, the rules should and
do not ensiure that site selection is based primarily on consideration of
geologic factors.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 242:

No response required.

Comment No. 243: 1. H. Pigford (53)

-In paragraph 60.21(c) NRC would require that the license application include--
date on expected releases of radionuclides to the accessible'environment as a
function of time. This 'is not sufficient. Assuming that the basic safety
standard will tie in the form of some radiation dose or dole'rate to a maximally
exposed individual or to a population, the application should-Tnclude the evalua-
tion of site-specific pathways for released radionuclides to reach humans and the
radiation doses and dose rates therefrom.

Staff Response to Comment No. 243: -

See Overview, Section 5.5, Population vs. Individual Dose.

Comment No. 244: Louisiana Dept. of Natural Resources (63)

Section 60.21(c)(l).
properties and other
not impermeable.

Data needs should include absorptive and adsorptive
clay properties. It should be recognized that clay is

Staff Response to Comment No. 244:

See response to Comment No. 250.

Comment No. 245: Div. of Emergency Government. State of Wisconsin (77)

60. 21(c)(1)( i )(B)

60. 21(c)(1)( i)(D)

60.21(c)(1)(ii)(E)

60.21(c)(3)(i)-

60.21(c)(13)

__ This section assumes that salt deposits will, in
fact, be used for disposal.

-- Are these for each subsurface layer or an average
over all layers between the surface and the bottom of
the repository?

-- W11 models'be openly discussed and.reviewed so. that
"acceptable models" are defined in much the way they
have been for air pollutant dispersion?

Is there a word missing after *normal"?

-- Evaluation of natural resources will be very difficult
for Wisconsinparticularly in areas now receiving
intensive minerals'exploration.
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I Staff Response to Comment Nc 245:

! The intent of paragraph 60.21(c)(1)(i)(B) was to-identify the presence and

characteristics of potential pathways from the.geologic repository operations

* area to the accessible environment. Solution features, breccie pipes and

other permeable anomalies were listed'as examples of the types-of potential

pathways the staff envisioned could exist. This provision was not intended to

* apply: to any specific rock type. The suitability of a particular site in.a

particular.medium will be determined in the licensing process.

DOE will need to provide information on the hydroge1o9gic properties and condi-

tions for each subsurface layer in the Safety Analysis Report.

ffodfls will be openly discussed and reviewed as part of the licensing process.

The word "conditions" was om'tted in paragraph 60.21(c)(3)(4). This otfssion:

his been corrected in the final rule.

The NRC staff cannot estimate the difficulty of a resource evaluation in the

absence of *ite specific information. However, if a repository.site were to

be proposed for Wisconsin, an evaluatinn of natural resources would be

required as specified by section 60.21(c)(13).-

Comment No. 246: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

Thi use of the term 'bulk' with respect to geomechanical, hydrogeolcgic and
geochemical conditions and properties in 6S 60.21(c)(1)(i)(C)-(F) differs from
normal technical usage. The apparent reference Is to the average of such
properties and conditions over the disturbed zone. -The language should be
iodifled to so state.

With respect to i 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(E), it may be impossible to literally confirm"
models used to perform the required assessments. Rather, it would be more appro-
priate to require that assessents be pported by tests, data or studies. Further,
it is not clear what would constftute ieid-verified laboratory tests," Depending
on the definition, field-verification say not be possible in some situatios --
A preferable approach would be to reference and require "appropriate laboratory
and field tests."

Under I 60.21(c)(3), "a comparative evaluation of alternatives to the major
design features that are Important to radionuclide containment and isolation,
with particular attention to the alternativeb that would provide longer radic-
nuclide containment and isolation" is required. For the reasons discussed in
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the letter to which this Attachment it aopended, however, such an open-ended,
ALARA-type analysis is unnecessary. Slnply stated, where projected doses are
a small fraction of those which already result from variations in natural
background radiation, further reductions cannot be justified. Accordingly,
the requirement should be deleted.

In addition, the use of the expression "undiscovered deposits of natural
resources" in § 60.21(c)(13) appears to be intended as a .term of art (such as
used by McKelvey in U.S.G.S. Professional Paper 820),4meaning speculative
resources, or those suspected but not actually found. If this is, indeed, the
case, appropriate references or clarification should be provided to avoid any
possible misinterpretations

More basically, however, whatever the intended meaning of the expression,--a
pros,.ective site would be explored Wfituch detail during the characterizat on
process that, as a matter of course, the presence or absence of resources
should become well enoLgh understood to accommodate the site-selection process.
Accordingly, § 60.21(cj(13) should be eliminated from the final rule as'.
superfluous.

Finally, the word "sits" in § 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(A) shouTd bi "site."'

Staff Response to Comment No. 246:

(a) In response to the first point cor.cerning the use of the term "bulk", the
NRL staff agrees with this comment and has deleted the term from
60.21(c)(i)(c), (d), (e) and (f). In addition. the language of 60.22(c)(i)
has been modified to state that "the description shall, In all cases,
include such information with respect to the controlled area." the NRC
staff considers the revised language sufficiently clear for the purposes
of the regulation. Because the level of detail needed is site specific,
the staff declines to incorporate the wwrd "average." This topic may be
addressed in a regulatory guide.

(b) Since the analyses and models referred to in S 60.21(c)(1)(ii)(F) will.be
used to predict futu;re conditions and changes in the geologic setting the
following wording has been adopted:

"(F) An explanation of measures used to support the models used to
perform the assessments required in paragraphs (A) through (D). Analyses
and models that will be used to predict future conditions and changes in



the geologic setting shall be supported by using an appropriate combina-

tion of sucl methods as field tests, in situ tests; laboratory tests

which are representative of field conditions, monitoring data and natural

analog studies."

The staff recognizes that it would be impossible to literally "confirm"

the models-referred to in this part since they must-take Into 14kely

future events and results of processes in the geologic setting.

(c) The required analysis now appears under 60.21(1)(ii)(D). See O.verview,

Section 5.1, Comparative Safety Analyses.

(d) With respect to "undiscovered deposits of natural resources" see response

to Comment No. 252.

Comment No. 247: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.21(c)(1)(i)(B)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The.presence and characteristics. of other potential pathways such as .solution -

features, breccia pipes, or other permeable anomalies.

Recommended Revision: .

Change last phrase "or other permeable anomalies" to for other potentially
permeable features".

Rationale:

An'"anomaly" is a deviation from normal,-an abnormality. The statement clearly
refers to salt. Although they are deviations from the majority of the salt
body, solution features and breccia pipes are not unusual features in salt
bodies. They are neither necessarily anomalous nor permeable; some are less
permeable than some.other parts of the salt body. It is, of course, Important
and necessary to describe and assess the significance of these features-vwe
Just don't believe it proper for the rule to state the results in a prejudicial
way (i.e., "permeable").

Staff Response to Comment No. 247:

The staff accepts the comment and has made the change.
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Comment No. 248: J. M. de Montmollin (9)

Page 35287, Sec. 60.21 (c) (13)

The purpose of providing the assessment of mineral resources in the Safety
Analysis Report is not clear. The wording infers that the only purpose is to
show that the locations of the disturbed zone within a particular geologic
setting was such that the mineral resources were no greater there thin is
characteristic of that geologic setting; that is, that mineral resources are a
Consideration in locating the disturbed zone but not the geologic setting.
Whatever the intent, the treatment of the mineral resources problem does not
provide sufficient assurance against inidvertent breaching of containment.

1. Sec. 60.21 (c) (13) implies that mineral deposits in the geologic setting
outside the disturbed zone are of no concern; only that the resources in
the disturbed zone should not be greater than is representative of-the
geologic setting. The geologic setting is defined (Sec. 60.2) as the
"...systems that provide isolation of the radioactive waste." Since
breaching of the geologic setting would compromise containment, it is not
apparent why mineral resources only in the disturbed-zone-are to be -

evaluated or only their development restricted.

2. The definition of geologic setting does not include underlying formations
that do not contribute to the system of isolation, and hence the rules do
not require that they be-considered: As the WIPP site illustrates, there
may be substantial deposits well below the geologic setting, which would
provide incentives to breach the containment. Sec. 60.133 (b) requires
that boreholes be sealed. That apparently refers only to.boreholes
drilled In connection with the repository, although it could include pre-
existing holes. It certainly does not include holes subsequently drilled
to explore and develop mineral resources lying in or below the geologic
setting at some future time. If boreholes are a threat to isolation, as
the proposed rules indicate, there must be assurance that underlying
mineral prospects do not lead to future drilling. It is difficult to
gain such assurance, but as a minimum the rules should cover all mineral
resources and prospects underlying the geologic-setting, not just those
In the disturbed zone.

Staff Response to Comment No. 248:

According to the final rule, the comparative evaluation will relate to the

controlled area than to the disturbed zone. The controlled area includes forma-

tions underlying the underground facility, so resources there must be-considered.

Moreover;-natural resources, whether identified or undiscovered must be evaluated

throughout the entire geologic setting..
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Comment No. 249: J. M. de Montmol-lin (9)

The apparent purpose of Sec. 60.21 (c) (13) is that the facility operator such
as DOE would acquire mineral rights on the basis of current market values and
withhold them from development, thereby resolving any conflict-between resource
development and repository isolation. There are three principal difficulties
with that solution:

1. It assumes that such legal arrangements will remain effective for the
1000 years for which isolation is required. -

2. Current market values have little meaning, even in the very short term.
The price of gas in the Permian Basin of New Mexico, including that under-
lying the WIPP site, has increased from about 15 cents per 1OQO cubic
feet in the mid-1960s, about the time the site was first considered, to
a regulated price of $2.84 today. Lease costs have risen from $5-IS per
acre to more than $400*. Other gas, not regula~ted, sells today for more
than $8.. The corresponding values of the 35 billion cubic feet estimated
to underlie the site are 5 million, $100 million, and over $300 million.

These are not merely costs to the project; the last figure represents the
resource value that society currently assigns to a badly-needed energy
-resource of that magnitude.

3. The market value of a mineral resource is a time-dependent variable, as
the above example illustrates. The market value of a particular resource
is a function of the technology available for-development and the cost of
alternative resources, both at a particular time. The incentives for
future development of a particular deposit cannot be assessed in terms of
current market prices and technology, beyond the certainty that resources
will increase in value with time.

My concern is that the risks of breach of repository isolation by future mineral
development are not adequately controlled by the proposed rules. A more iwue-
diate concern is that inadequacy will give rise to substantial public opposi-
ti.on to current efforts to arrange for disposal of nuclear wastes, leadin' to
further delay and inaction.

The problem is particularly difficult since salt~beds have assumed so much
importance. Salt beds occur in sedimentary basins which also are the provinces
associated with oil and gas, as well as other evaporote minerals such as
potash;; If salt beds are to remain-under consideration, much more rigorous
criteria beyond the estimation of current values only within the disturbed
zone are needed. 'In view of tnie uncertainty as to what would constitute an
attractive prospect to future-generations, It may be recessary to require that
the salt formation be-at the bottom of the sedimentary series, underlain only
by non-sedimentary basement rock. While that would greatly limit the avallabil-
ity of suitable salt-bed sites, there are-other geologic media.

Oil and Gas Journal, Aug. 3, 1981, p. 64
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Staff Response to Comment No. 249:

See Overview, Sections 2.6 and 3.1, Human Intrusion and Antilcipated/Unanticipated

Process and Events, respectively, and $ection-by-Section Analysis, 5 60.122(c)(16).

No assumption is made that legal arrangements will remain effective for 1,000

years. The rule requires the assessment of natural resources without current

markets, given credible changes in economic or technical factors. Also, *see

response to Comment No. 248.

Comment No. 250: Capital-Area Groundwater Conservation Commission (22)

Section 60.21(c)(I). Data needs should include absorptive and adsorptive
properties and other clay properties. It should be recognized that clay is
not impermeable.

Staff Response to Comment No. 250:

The data needs for adsorptive and absorptive properties of claywere included"

in the reference to geochemical properties in 60.21(1)(c)(i)(E).

The NRC staff recognizes that clay is not impermeable.

Comment No.-251: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Para. 60.21 Content of application

Item 60.21(c)(1)(i) If literally interpreted, these requirements could be a
tremendous task to complete. More precise definition of "in the vicinity" and
-the multiplicity of required observations should be addressed.

Item 60.21(c)(3) The last sentence of this item requires that the SAR include.
a "comparative evaluation of alternatives to-the &ajor design features that
are important to radionuclile containment and Isolation." This is inappropriate
in a Safety Analysis Report which should focus on the particular.desipn being
proposed. This type of comparative evaluation, which is really a cost/benefit
analysis, should be in the repository Environmental Impact Statement if it. is
done at all. Furthermore, the way the requirement is stated puts no limit on
the number of alternatives to be evaluated. Such a requirement should ask for
a description of alternatives that have been considered.

Staff Response to Comment No. 251:

I 60.21(c)(1) has been revised to require the information, if relevant and

material, insofar as it pertains to subsurface conditions outside the

controlled area that may affect isolation.
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The commenter is correct in stating that a Safety Analysis Report should focus

on the particular design being proposed. In the case of a geologic repository,

however, the performance objectives are subject to modification, on a case-by-

case basis, as needed to satisfy applicable EPA standards. An appreciation of

alternative design features will provide the basis for determining which of the

performance objectives might most appropriately be modified, and the extent of

such modifications. Moreover, the requested information will facilitate the

Commission's arriving at a judgment whether an-alternative would so signif-

icantly increase its confidence that the performance objectives would be

satisfied as to warrant the sdoption of such alternative design features. -See

also Overview, Section S.1, Comparative Safety Analyses.

Comment No. 252: V. McIntyre (35)

60.21 (c) (ii)(C) The analysis should carry through to the dose to an lndi-,
vidual. This is the bottom line. If this can't be done we have no business
burying waste,

60.21 (c) (13) The use of the term "undiscovered deposits" should be dropped
since if they are undiscovered it is silly to speculate about them;

Staff Response to Comment No. 252:

See Overview., Section 5.5, Population vs. Individual Dose. -

"Undiscovered deposits' are unspecified bodies of mineral-bearing material

surmised to exist on the basis of broad geologic knowledge and theory. These

are distinguished from "identified resources," which are specific bodies of
mineral-bearing material whose location, quality, and quantity are known from

geologic evidence supported by engineering measurements (see U.S. Geological

Survey Bulletin 1450A, "Principles of the Mineral Resource Classification

System of the U.S. Bureau of Hines and U.S. Geological Survey, 1976-)..

We consider the estimation c undiscovered deposits to be a reasonable

approach to site investigations for a geologic repository. Because of the
large area that could be relled on to provide isolation (the controlled area
could approach approximately 150 square miles) and realizing that the geologic
setting itself could cover hundreds of square miles, it would be unreasonable
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to require identification of resources in the sense of the above definition of

identified resources. However, given the NRC's approach to selection of sites

*of little resource value in order to reduce the likelihood of future human

intrusion, the resource potential of this large area must be considered in the

licensing process.

Therefore, we have retained the requirement to estimate undiscovered deposits

in the final rule.

Comment No. 253: Bechtel National, Inc, (37) -

60.2.1 (c) (3) - This paragraph requires.the Safety Analysis Report to include
Ila comparative evaluation of alternatives to- the major design features that
are important to radionuclide containment and-isolation, with particular
attention to the alternatives that would provide longer radionuclide contain-
ment and isolation". Cooperative evaluations of this type are not appropriate
for safety analyses which should be directed at the specific design being
proposed and the safety requirements-it must satisfy. Fmrthermore, on what--
basis would such an evaluation be assessed by the NRC cost, s" -ty,
reliability, environmental impact? We recommend this requirement i deleted.

Staff Response to Comment No. 253:

See Overview, Section 5.1, Comparative Safety Analyses, and staff response to

Comment No. 251.

Comment No.' 254 Bechtel National, Inc. (37)

60.21 (c) (13) - This paragraph requires an evaluation of resources, Including
'Undiscovered deposits, for the disturbed zone and for areas of a s1iilar size
in the geologic setting. The determination and specificity of "undiscovered
deposits" is a compleu and highly variable process for different prospective
sites, and estimates by Nreasonable inference based on geological and geophysical
evidence" present an argumentative situation at best. What is the purpose of
considering 'areas of a similar size", how many should be considered, and at
what depths? We recommend this paragraph, 60.21 (c) (13), be removed.

Staff Response to Comment No. 254:

See staff response to Comment No. 252.

The purpose of comparing the estimates of resources within the site with those
of similar size within the geologic setting is to avoid selecting sites with
higher resource potential than average for the region thit would make
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attractive targets for future exploration. The number of areas and depth to. be

considered would be site specific and would depend on the types of minerals likely

to exist within the geologic setting based on geologic and geophysical evidence.

Comment No. 255: S. R. McElmurry (32)

The resource evaluations called for In 60.21.13 Are not justified in the extent
*called for. Any resources discovered in the extensive testing should be reported,
but it is futile to burden such a program with-r-equfrements for developing accept-
able methodology for projecting the presence of unknown resources and unknown
uses. Since repositories will occupy such an incredibly small portion of the
land area of the United States, we should accept the small risk associated with
the simpler approach.

Staff Response to Comment No. 255:

See response to Comment No. 254.

Comment No. 256: H. Ross (14)

60.21 (ii) (E)

Is the.intent to verify the numerical model programs used to predict long term
aspects of the geoloic repository, or is the intent to prove the correctness
of the combined model-plus-site data combination?

Proof of performance for long time intervals is impossible to demonstrate
ahead of time. Should the word confirm be replaced with evaluate?

Sensitivity analyses should be included as a means to "confirm" the predictions
of future performance.

Staff Response to Coro*nt No. 256:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, S 60.21(c.)(l)(ii)(F). The required

support concerns not-only the reliability of the codes themselves, but also the

representativeness of the models with respect to the physical conditions of the -

site.

Comment No. 257: Harmon and Weiss for NRDC (76)

I 60.31 should be amended to.odd the following:

(d) Site Stlection

(1) That the site was chosen from among a slate of characterized sites
that are among the best that can reasonably be found judged on
the basis of geologic criteria.
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(2) That among the sites characterized, the chosen site provides
the highest reasonably achievable degree of enhancement of the
waste isolation.capabilities of the repository. -

Staff Response to Comment Ho. 257:

See Overview, Section 5.3, Geologic Conditions and the staff response to.

Comment Ho. 477. -

THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED 60.51:

Comment No. 258: National Association of Counties Research. Inc. (1)

i 60.51 (a)(2)(ii) - To assure complete recording of the location of the.
repnsitory, the wording of this section should be changed by adding, after
"archives" in line 4, and "and land record systems," and lnserting.'.state"
-after 'the word "local".In line S.

Staff Response to Comment No. 258:

The staff agrees with the comment and has made the changes as suggested. -

Comment No. 259: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.52(a)(2)(1i)

NRC Proposed Wording:

Placement of records of the location of the geologic repository operations
area and t.he nature and hazard of the wastt in the archives of local and
Federal Government agencies, and.archives elsewhere in the world that would be
likely to be consulted by potential human intruders.

Recommended Revision:

Replace "geologic repository operations area" with "repository".

Rationale: -

Consistency with recommended revisions to Section 60.2.

Staff Response to Comment No. 259:

See staff response to Comment No. 185.
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Comment No. 260: B. R.McElmurry (38)

The requirements of 60.51 relative to providing permanent markers are unneces-
sary, especially the part about providing foreign governments (Russia, No. Viet
Nam?) detailed records. After 500 years or so, the waste is essentially harm-
less, so that should suggest the design life of a suitable marker.

Staff Response-to Comment No. 260::

The staff disagrees with the characterization of the waste as "essentially harm-

less" after 500 years-or so. See Part C, Rationale for Performance Objectives

in 10 CFR Part 60, Chapter II. The purpose of markers (as well as other measures)

is to discourage intrusions which could result in releases to the accessible

environment of rsdionuclides at levels exceeding those established by EPA.-

The rul.e sets out an adequate standard.to specify the foreign.archives in which

records are to be deposited. -

Comment No. 261: Div. of Emergency Government, State of Wisconsin (77)

60.51(2) -- What is the expected duration of these measures?

Staff Response to Comment No. 261:

Monuments must be designed, fabricated, and emplaced to be as permanent as

practicable. Existing technology will readily allow for the establishment of

monuments that can be expected to survive for miny thousands of years. -

We consider it reasonable to anticipate that relevant records will be preserved

and remain accessible for at least several hundred years after permanent closure.

The existence of archives and land record systems, the deliberate efforts that

would be made to assure that the long-term significance of the information is

Recognized, and the development of current data handling technology, fully

Justify this assessment.

The concepts are reflected in the definition of sunanticipated processes and

events" that is contained in the final rule.
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THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED 60.101:

Comment No. 262: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

Section 60.101 presents the purpose and nature of findings releve tech-
nical criteria. Pursuit of the barrier performance objectives ar. . how-
ever, has resulted in a lack of flexibility. Proposed numeric into; do
not accommodate the wide range oflr^ations available for al . '.1- *afety
functions among separate system components when designing to t-u*t oQ %ll per-
formance criteria for repositories in various geologic media. In short,
single-value criteria that attempt to cover all options are appropriate for
none of them. The use of such criteria, as currently prescribed in the
regulation, could bias site selection ond design; quite possibly to the extent
that achieving required performance would be both more difficult and costly.

In addition, the UNWMG cannot'agree with what appears to be the major NRC
motivation for the inclusion of such criteria (see page 35,284) that the
inclusion of individual component requirements facilitates a showing of
compliance with overall system performance requirements (EPA standards*).
Such a showing will necessitate the use of numerical models; independent of
specific, individual component requirements. -

To provide an efficient, practical regulatory framework for repository licens-
ing the Commission should assure that the regulations afford sufficient flexi-
bility to both take advantage of new developments, and effectively utilize
the specific characteristics of individual sites. Such flexibility could be
provided through the addition of a new paragraph (c) in 5 60.101 as follows:

(c) Sections 60.111 and 60.112 contain performance objectives concerning the
containment of waste in the waste packages; the control of releases from
the engineered system; and pre-waste emplacement groundwater travel times
through the far field to the accessible environment. The ability to meet
specific performance objectives, however, will vary from site to site,
particularly as a function of the host rock-involved. Accordingly, varia-
tions from and/or alternatives to the specific performance objectives are
equally acceptable, provided that there is reasonable assurance that the
overall system performance objective embodied-in the environmental radia-
tion protection standards referenced in I60.111(b)(1) will be met.

Staff Response'to Comment No. 262:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. 'Multiple Performance Standards.
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THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED THE TERM "REASONABLE ASSURANCE":

GENERAL RESPONSES TO COMMENT NOS. 263-268:

See Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance, for a general discussion of

the issues raised in these comments. Where appropriate, additional discussion

-is provided in individual responses to these comments.

Comment No. 263: Div. of Emergency Government, State of Wisconsin (77)

Pare 35288, second column, "reasonable assurance' and where else it appears
in the proposed rule.

"Reasonable assurance" is a non-legal term that has- evolved from the Waste
Confidence Rulemaking. We are concerned that this phrase is a very subjective
value judgment on the part of the Commission. This value judgment is pot clearly
amenable to review, except in courts by litigation. The competence of the Commis-
sion will change with time, and what constitutes "reasonable assurance" thus will
also change, and not necessarily to more or less stringent evaluations.

Staff Response to Comment No. 263: .. -

In dealing with risk assessments, such as those required when licensing HLW

facilities, it is appropriate to provide a "reasonable assurance" standard.

This indicates that the decisionmaker will not demand rigorous-step-by-step

proof of cause and effect, but say apply expertise to draw conclusions

from imperfect data. See Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d i, 28 (D.C.Cir. 1976).-.-

Although "subjective value judgments" will be Bade, the Co'Misslon will never-

theless have an obligation to take relevant facts into consideration and arrive
at conclusions that ire rationally justified. Ibid. Contrary to the implica-

tion of the commer.t, the proposed language provides a properly rigorous test
for the review of license applications.

Morcover, the term 'reasonable assurance" has a long history of use by the

Atomic Energy Commission and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Over 20 years

ego, the "reasonable.assurance* findings specified in the Coaaission's reactor

licensing regulations (10 CFR * 50.35) were reviewed by the Supreme Court, and
they were found to be in compliance with the requirements of the Atomic Energy
Act. Power Reactor Develop*ent Co. v. Electrical Union, 367 U.S. 396, 407 (1961).
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There is no reason to believe that the reasonable assurance provisions would

be legally infirm in the context of repository licensing.

Comment No. 264;. Westinghouse Corp. (54)

Westinghouse considers it appropriate to specify a time period over which
reasonable assurance of satisfactory repository performance must be predicted.
A time period of 10,000 years after permanent closure of the repository seems
reasonable, based on the realization that prediction of processes and events
beyond 10,000 years tends to become increasingly speculative.

Staff Response to Comment No. 264: -

Long-term performance of a repository must be evaluated against the EA. standard.

If the EPA standard were to specify environmental radioactivity levels over a

period of 100,000 years, for example, then it would be necessary to predict.

performance over that period. We recognize that the degree of uncertainty may

increase over time, at least as to some processes and events, but this should

not preclude the making of required findings with reasonable assurance.

Comment No. 265: Sierra Club (X44

In general the degree of proof calleg, for by the NRC is treasonable confidence'
that the public healtth is protected whereas the Sierra Club would wish a *high
degree of confidence.' The proposed rule still allows for a large amount of
radioactivity to enter the environment and therefore a large number of cancers
to be caused per kwh of electricity produced. We believe there should be a limit.

Staff Response to Comment No. 265:

The comment presumably refers to the provisions dealing with-the making of

findings with "reasonable assurance' (rather than "reasonabie confidence").

By deliberately adopting treasonable assurance" in this context, the Comfission

calls into play the same conservative approach to licensing that it employs

in connection with reactors., If different words (e.g., "high degree of

confidence") were chosen, there would be- room for dispute as 'to whether the

Commission intended &departure from its customary regulatory approach. Since

that is not the intent, it is best to employ the established term of art. With

respect to the amount of radioactivity entering the environment, EPA will.

establish generally applicable standards limiting the amount of radioactivity

entering the environment. Set also Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance.
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Comment No. 266: National Radiological Protection Board, O1K (29)

The requirement for reasonable assurance (Section-60.101 (a) (2), P. 35288)
that performance objectives and criteria will be met does not provide suffix*
cient guidance for applicants. Since th* performance objectives and criteria.
in the proposed rule are arbitrary (see general comments) it is obviously
difficult to define clearly how compliance is to be demonstrated. However

* "reasonable assurance" could be statistically defined,1taking into account the
increase in.the uncertainty of predictions with time.

Staff Response to Comment Nco. 266:

The factfinding process is an administrative task for which-the terminology of

law, not science, is appropriate, The degree of certainty implied by stitis-

tical definition has never characterized the administrative process. It is

particularly inappropriate where evidence is "difficult to come by, uncertain,

or conflicting because it is on the frontiers-of scientific knowledge." See

Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 28 (D.C.Cir. 1976).

Comment No. 267: V. McIntyre (35) -

60.iOl (a) '2) 1 am supportive of NRC's statement of "reasonable assurance"

Staff Response'to Comment No. 267:

The commenter.'s support is noted.

Comment No. 268: Sierra Club (66)

Reasonable Assurance

The proposed rule indicates (60.101) that complete assurance concerning pro-
tection of the public health can never be-set and that the Commission will
only require "reasonable assurance" based on the record. Instead, the Club
believes that under conservative assumptions, there should be "high confidence"
that concentrations of radionuclides in waste materials-should not be allowed
to appear in the Earth's biosphere before they have decoyed to innocuous levels.

Staff Response to Comment No. 268:

See response to Comment No. 265;
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Comment No. 269: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (501-

Para. 60.101 Purpose-and nature of findings

To be consistent with proposed changes to Paragraph Mm.11, it is suggested
that Item 60.101(a)(2) be changed to ead as follows:

(new section in quotes)

Item (a)(2) While Lhese perfcrmance objectives and criteria are generally
stated in unqualified terms, -it is not expected that complete assurance that
they will be met can be presented. ..... For bo.ll1 and other portions of this
subpart that Impose objectives and criteria for repository performance over -

long times into the future, "it is recogn'ied that proof of performance of
engineered systems and geologic media during such long time pe-r-4ods is not
available in the ordinary T:eI ;. ite word. - However, even though-Tess than
perfect perfarnance of individual components of the repository system might,
occur, collectively they provide a degree of redundancy. such that there can be
a high level of confidence that satisfactory repository system performance
will be achieved. Thus reliance is not placed on any single system component
at the risk of compromisincg he performance of the ove-rall system. Therefore,
these objectives should be viewed~ds design guidance rather than rigid require-
ments. The general standard should provide seasonable assurance, based on the
record before the Commission, that these-objectives-will be met-, making allow-
ancib -for the time period and hazards IndIveid. These oDjectives p-ovide
flexi6ility to permit appropriate system trade-offs and allow for incorpora-
tion of future technological 4evelopment.- Suci. changes will be acceptable
provided that it is shown that a comparable level of repository system par-
formance is predictable.

Staff Response to Comment No. 269: .

The comment.suggests that tine performance objectives be-reWr4tten to-provide
greater flexibility. Thfs has been accomplished through the revision.of the_.
performance.objectives. This modification appears-to accommodate the concernC
identified in the comment.

THE FOLLOWING fO1MENTERS AfRESSED 60.102:

Comment No. 270: V. McIntyre (35) -

This section Is a nice addition to the technical criteria. It &ids in under-'
standing the regulation by showing how things are done and what they mean 11
a functional wa>.
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Staff Response to Comment ho. 270:

No response required.

Commert. No. 271: M. J. Fisher (39)

Provide an illustrative time scale and spatial diagrams in your 'Concepts"
.Ortionf-

-Staff Response to Comment No. 271:

There is merit in the suggestion. However, it would be difficult to implement

because of the iany variables that ought properly to be taken into account..

Therefore the staff declines to make-the suggested change. .

Comment No. 272: Utility Nucleir Waste Management Group (44)
... . 4.s ,

Section 60.102(b)(4) addresses waste form requirements for TRU. Because of
the special factors.relevant to transuranic waste disposal, isowever,.we.
believe that regulations pertaining to the management of such material should
be developed in a separate document, and that this section of the regulations
should so note. If this approach were followed, some of the complexity of the
currently proposed rule would be'eliminated. This approach would also-provide
an opportunity for directing needed attention to the unique aspects of TRV.
waste disposal.

-Comment No. 273: C.- Valske, -Atomic-Industrial fora. (50)-

Para. 60.102 Concepts

Item (b)(4) Addressing TRU waste in-this rule is inappropriate since the
Commission has not yet established regulations dealing with the disposal of TRY.
Furthermore, the requirements for TRU in thistrule could set inappropriate
precedents with respect to future TRU regulations that might be proposed.
Therefore, it is strongly recosmended that all reference to TRU waste in this-
.rule be cieleted. Accordingly, it is recommended that paragraph 60.102(b)(4)
be changed to read as follows:

"Item (b)(4) HLIW ivcludes Irradiated reactor fuel as well as reprocess-
ing wastes. However, if QOE proposes.to use the geologic repository .

operations area for storage of radioactive waste other than HLW, such
as transuranic-contaxinated waste (TRU), the requirements pertaining to _
the storage of such radioactive waste will be established on a case
basis and/or in accordance with such other applicable regulations as
may be promulgated by the Commission."
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It is noted that HLW is also TRU waste, especially following the 1,000 year
containment period. That is, it contains more then 10 nanocuries per gram of
transuranic elements. Clearly, the term 'TRU waste" is not intended to include-
HLW. Therefore', a more quantitative definition of TRU waste is needed.

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 272 and 273:

Consideration of TRU wastes has been deleted from the rule and accordingly from

the Concepts section. See Overview, Section 3.2, Transuranic Waste (TRU).

Comment No. 274: Capital-Area Groundwater Conservation Commission (22)

Section 60.102(c). Last sentence should read,'"...particular attention-must
Be given to the characteristics of host rock, material surrounding the host.
rock, regional hydrologic setting. and the past, present end predicted future
effects of manmade and natural-stresses on the iydrologic Eystem." (Under-
lined material added).

Staff Response to Comment No. 274:

The staff agrees that the hydrologic parameters are equally important to.charac-

teristics of the hot arock. There was no intent to imply otherwise. The

sentence directing ttat- particular attention be given to the host rock has been.

deleted.

Comment No. 275: Institute of Electrical-and Electronics Enaineers (28)

The-first sentence Implies that it is more difficult to predict the conse-
quences of events early in the repository lIfe than it is later. The-opposite
would sees to be true; i.e., it is more difficult to predict consequences later
in the repository life. - -

Staff Response to Comment No. 275:

See overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 6 60.102.

Comment No. 276: Lousiana Dept..of Natural Resources (63)

Section 60.102 (c). Last sentence should read, . . ,particular attention -

must be given to the characteristics of host rock, material surrounding the
host rock, regional hydrologic setting. and the past.:present and predicted
future effects of manmade and natural stresses on the hydrologic sys -

(Underlined material added)
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Staff Response to Comment No. 276:

See response to Comment No. 27.4.

Comment No. 277: J. Adam (34)

§ 60.102(e)(3) Concepts.

The last sentence of the definition of overpacks should read; "It encloses and
protects the container and waste form so as...

Staff Response to Comment No. 277: -

The tenm "over pck" has been deleted from the revised rule. -

THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED THE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES- 60.111:

RELATION TO EPA STANDARD:

Connent No. 278: National Radiological Protection Board. UK (29)

The rule has been developed in the absence of radiological protection criteria
(environmental standards), for disposal of high-level wastes; the proposed tech-
nical criteria are, therefore, arbitrary. It leads to criteria which are
inflexible because, since they have no clear bafl-s, there can be no basis for
changing them. In Addition the approach is very. likeiy to lead to criteria
which are too restrictive, thus causing more expenditure on high-level waste
disposal than is warranted by radiological protection considerations.

The rule does not define in any detail the means by which compliance with per-
formance objectives is to be demonstrated. As a consequence the proposed per-
formance objectives have little meaning and it is very-difficuit to decfide

* whether they are appropriate or achievable. -

One of the main purposes of the rule is to reduce uncertainties in predicting
the performance of geologic disposal systems.- While this is a reasonable
objective it is over-emphasised. This leads to technical criteria which may
be too restrictive, particularly for TRU wastes. It also down-grades the
*geologic barrier" to an extent which is incompatible with the reasons for
selecting the geologic di-sposal option.

For the reasons outlined above, the proposed rule is unsatisfactory and should
not be adopted in its present form. It would be preferable to leave the rule.
in 'proposed" form until the EPA standards have been published and until there *
is sufficient infornation available to derive technical criteria from these
standards. The rule should then be revised.-
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Staff Response to Comment No. 278:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards; also,

Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60,

For discussion of means of demonstrating compliance, see-Overview, Section 5.4,

Reasonable Assurance.

Reference to TRU wastes has been deleted from the rule.

The significance of the geologic barwier is discussed in the'Overview, SiCtion 5.3.

Geolooic Conditions.

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, £ 60.112.

Comment No. 279: T. M. Piford (531. _ . -

In analyses of long-term repository performance referenced in NRC'-s rationale
performance is measured 'in terms of .future' radiation doses' to individuals,. hich -

has been the practice in existing NRC licensing of fuel-cycle facilities.. The
numerical technical criteria In the NRC's proposed rule were originally evolved
earlier under a similar assumption that the radiation performance standard would -

be -in the forz of a radiation dose limited to an individual . Even so, there is
no showing in NRC's rationale that its technical criteria would-be either necessary
or sufficient to meet the individual dose limits assumed in these studies referred
to by hRC.

The new EPA radiation standard may be proposed as a limit on the integrated radia-
tion exposure of some future population. This would depart markedly from indi-
vidual radiation dose limits that'have been implemented in the past by NRC in its.
regulations and guides. From descriptions of the low level of.population dose being
considered by EPA, it is evident that the corresponding dose to.tuture individuals
could be orders of magnitude below those which would be assumed from existing
regulatory practice. The form in which the EPA standard is finally adopted can
have a large effect upon how, and with what means, the standard is to be et.
Foreseeing what may be a very large departure from previous practice in Radiation
standards, NRC's assumptions of the content and.form-of the EPA standard must be
highly tentatiie.

An NRC representative4 has stated that in developing its rationale for its pro-
posed technical criteria KRC has adopted a set of release limits of radionuclides'
to the accessible Iivlirnment, which'is IdentIfled Aslthe EPA standard" referre-
to In the proposed rule 10 CFR 60. These limits are said to appear in an unpublished
internal draft regulation by EPA. £PA derived these release limits on the basis--
of its tentative overall performance goal, expressed in terms of integrated
radiation effects to a future population. These limits apply for releasedurring
a period of 10,000 yr after the wastes are emplced In a repository.
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We find nothing in NRC's notice of rulemaking nor in its rationale document
which refers to these release limits assumed by NRC or which shows how NRC's
proposed numerical technical criterta-relate to meeting these release limits.
There is no mention-of these assumed release limits in any of the supporting
references quoted by NRC. Repository performance analyses5 '6.7 referred to
in NRC's technical rationale2 are all in terms of radiation dose to future indi-
viduals, rather than curie releases or doses to future populations. Even NRC's
assumptions of the "EPA standard,' there is no showing by NRC that proposed
technical criteria are either necessary or sufficient-to meet or support this
assumed standard. - -

* Staff Response to Commenrt No. 279:

See Overview, Sections 5.5 and 2.1, Popufation vs Individual Dose and Single

vs Multiple Performance Standards, respectively. See also. Part C, Rationale

for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.

Comment No; 280: T. H. Piaford (53)

NRC relies upon three references5'6'7 for predictions of the long-term perform-
ance of the waste isolation system. These performance .nalyses predict the
effect of repository and site parameters upon the long-term release of radio-
nuclides to the environment, the concentrations of these radionuclid"s in the
aquifer -to which they are released, and the radiation doses'to future indi-
viduals maximally exposed from these releases. The times under'consideration
extend to millions of years, when some of the important environmental release
of actinides and their decay datighters, e.g., uranium-234 andradium-226, are
predicted to occur. The long delay in such releases is caused by the adsorption

ZU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Rationale for- Performance Objectives and
Required Characteristics of the Geologic Setting: -'Technical Criteria for
Regulating Geologic Disposal of High'-Level Radioactive Waste,". June, 1981.

3U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coamission, Proposed Rule 10 CFR 60, "Disposal of High-
Level Radioactive Wastes In Geologic Repositories," Federal Register', 60-11,
May, 1981. -

4,. J. Bell (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conwission), Meeting of Board on Radioactive
Waste Management.- Natfonal Research Council, September 17, 1981.

6H. C. Burkholder, "Management Perspectives for Nuclear Foel Cycle Wistts,"
Nuclear Waste Management and Transportation Quarterly Report.-Jan.-Mar., 1976,
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, WA.
IM. 0. Cloninger. 'A Pertpective Analysis on th'e Use of Engineered Barriers. for
Geologic Isolation of'Spenjt Fuel," Proc.IfW'TS Info. "tg., Oct. 30 - Nov. 1,

7U. S. Department of Energy, Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Manage-
sent of Commercially Generated Radioactive Waste,..DO/EIS-004.6-0, 1979.
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of these radionuclides on the rock media, thereby reducing their transport veloc-
ity. Similar analyses of radiation doses to future individuals over such long
time periods have appeared in reports for other waste isolation projects.9 "10

However, the draft EPA standard, adopted by NRC as the "EPA standard" for the
purpose of this proposed rulemaking, would requirea oifferent kind of perform-
ance analysis. Rather than dealing with radiation doses to future-individuals,
where the concentration of released radionuclides in tte accessible environment
will determine the radiation dose to an individual, the EPA draft standard deals
instead with a total dose to - future population, integrated over-time. It
therefore emphasizes a cumulative release of radlonuclides over a long period
of time, rather than the concentration in water at the time of releasv. Whereas
the performance analyses relied upon by NRC calculates doses to maximally exposed
individuals at times extending to millions of years, the "assumed EPA standard"
requires the calculation of total cumulative release of radionuclides up to a
time of 10,000 yr after the wastes are empleced In a repository. There Is---
nothing in NRC's notice of rule,' in.its rationale,2 or in its draft, environ-
rental impact essessments,' relating to this EPA approach towards performance
analysis of the geologic waste isolation system.

Here we do not address the questions of whether waste 1solt1on performance
should be eveluated.in terms of individual or population dose and whether future
radiation doses should be discounted -f they incur after some set time period
like 10,000 yr. Even though these questions are relevant to the unissued EPA
draft standard wich NRC has adopted as its "assumed EPA standard," NRC his
presented no data or discussion concerning population dose-of a 10,000 yr cut-
off. Therefore, we have before us no basis for considering these issues. 'These
questions'are'to be dealt with whern the EPA standard is issued for review, assum-
ing that it emerges In the form now assumed by NRC.

7U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coamission, Proposed Rule 10 CFR 60. Disposal of H1gh-
Level Radfoactive Waste in Geologic Repositories," Federal Register, 60-11,
July 24, 1981.-

2U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Rationale for Performance Objectives and
Required Characteristics of the Geologic Setting: 'Technical Criteria for
Regulating Geologic Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste," June,. 1981.
5H. C. Burkholder, "Management Perspectives for Nuclear Fuel Cycle Westes,"
Nuclear Waste Kanage'rent and Transportation Q&arterly Report, Jan.-tKar., 1976,
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, WA.
16. 0. Cloninger, 'A Perspective Analysis on the Use of Engineered Barriers for -

* Geologic Isolation of Spent Fuel," Proc. 6IS Info. HtV., Oct. 30 - Nov. 1, 1979.
'U.S. Departmrnt of Energy, Oraft Environmental Impact Statement oh the Manage-
sent of Comercially Generated Radioactive Waste, DOt/EIS-0046-D. 1979.

OF. W. eingham and G. E. Barr, "Scenarios for Long-Tern Release of Radionu-
clides from a Nuclear-Waste Repotitory in the Los Hedanos Region of New r

Mexico, 'SAND 78-1730, 1979.
0HOational Research Council, ;Review of the Criteria for the Site Suitability,
Design, Construction, and Operation of the Proposed Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (VJPP)," Progress Report: July 1, 1976 - December 31, 1979,
DOE/NE/93023-2 1981. National Academies of Science and Engineering.

"U.S. INuclear Regulatory Coaission, "Environmental Impact Assessment in
Support of Proposed Pulemaking: Disposal of High-Levtl Radioactive Wastes
in Geologic Repositories: Technical Criteria 10 CFR Part 60:," Draft
NUREG-0806. July, 1981.
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Staff Response toComment No.. 280:

The cited references contain information-that would-be relevant whether a

population-dose or individual-dose value were selected as the basis for the EPA.

standard. These references have been used only to the extent-appropriate. The

relationship of the EPA approach and the NRC's performance objectives is fully

explained in Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.

Comment No. 281: National Research Council (45)

The BRWM recognizes the difficulty of formulating an NRC rule for disposal of
high-level radioactive waste in geologic repositories before the establishment
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of generally applicable standards
for radiation exposure from such repositories. The BRWM also recognizes that
the NRC rule may be more, but not less, demanding than would be required by
the EPA standards. The difficulty is exacerbated by the great disparity to be
expected between a standard based on dose to individuals and one based on dose
to populations, an important question that must be addressed before any stand-
ard can be set. In any event, neither the EPA standard nor the type of dose
to which the standard will be keyed has yet been determined by EPA. The Board
believes it is not good practice, in the absence of compelling reasons, to
base a rule on Lentative standards. If compelling reasons exist in this case,
they should be explained.

Although a generally applicable standard has not bcen established, NRC found
it necessary to assume a standard in formulating the proposed -u".C. WP were
informed by an NRC representative that the provisional standard adopted, but
not explicitly stated in the rule, was a set of curie release limits of radio-
nuclides to the environment that appears in an unpublished internal draft regu-
lation by EPA, but seems nct to be available to the general public. In our
comments on the rule we assume that this is the "EPA standard" frequently
referred to in supplementary material accompanying the rule and that it is the
standard on which the rule itself is based.

NRC proposes to achieve adherence to this "EPA standard" by requiring minimum
perf -mance s'endards for each of the major elements in the geologic isolation
s ,incldin; thle fcllowirg r.umerical criteria: 16C.C2-year contairE~.nt bee
the waste package; a fractional release rate of 1O-5/year or less of radio-
nuclides from the engineered system after the first 1000 years; and a minimum
time of 1000 years for travel of water from the repository to the accessible
environment. NRC states four purposes for these criteria, the first purpose
appearing in the proposed rule and the other three in the accompanying
Supplementary Information:

1. To specify site and design criteria which, if satisfied, will support a
finding of no unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public.

2. To enhance NRC's'confidence that the EPA standard will be met.
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3. lo simplify-NRC's review of DOE's application to construct a licensed
repository.

4. To guide DOE in siting, designing, and constructing a repository in such
a manner that public health and safety will be protected.

The BRWM questions the adequacy of the proposed numerical criteria to accomp-
lish these purposes. We appreciate the difficulty of devising numerical crite-
rid and we commend NRC on its attempt to arrive at a reasonable set of numbers.
In our view, however, it is premature to formulate a rule at this time, espe-
cially a rule containing such numerical criteria. Specifically, our conclu-
sions regarding the proposed numbers are as follows:

1. NRC has not presented adequate evidence that these numerical criteria can
"support a finding of no unreasonable risk to the health and safety of
the public."

2. NRC has not shown that these numerical criteria are either nLeessary or
sufficientto meet the "EPA-standard." Such a showing would require an
analysis, including.the effect of uncertainty, to demonstrate that meeting
these criteria would satisfy the "EPA standard" and that failure to meet
the criteria would make compliance with the standard doubtful.

3. It has not been shown that adoption of the numerical criteria will simplify
the licensing process; the opposite may well be true. Unless the numerical
criteria are shown to be adequately founded, verifiable, and related to
an overall performance goal, a licensing review based on them would be at
least as difficult to carry out and as subject to challenge as a review
focused simply on'the long-term radiation safety of the waste isolation
system.

4. No attempt has been made to demonstrate the technical validity of the
proposed criteria. To show that a criterion is technically valid requires
critical analysis of the current state of knowledge and of the problem of
extrapolation to the long periods needed for waste isolation.

5. NRC has not shown how the proposed numerical criteria for the waste
package can be verified. Such criteria serve little purpose unless a
method can be described for demonstrating compliance or noncompliance.

6. The criterion of water transport time may be verifiable and is probably
not verifiable in some geologic media. Because flow of water in some
media is complex and poorly understood, transport time may be verifiable
only within broad limits. Difficulties in verification should be
discussed and acceptable limits should be specified.

7. * These numerical criteria are not appropriate as a guide for DOE. Attempting
to satisfy particular technological constraints may deflect DOE's attention
from the more important goal of complying with an overall performance
standard for the safety of the waste disposal system.
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8. Adopting such criteria risks steering research and development by DOE and
other agencies in unproductive directions. - For example, If these criteria
prove to be invalid and unnecessarily'restrictive, much time and--money
may be wasted in attempting needless refinements of waste packages and
repository designs.

On the basis of these conclusions, the BRWM considers the proposed NRC rule
premature at this time. We recognize., however, that there may be compelling
reasons for NRC to issue a rule in the near future. In this case we recommend
that the rule state that it is based on an assumed single overall performance
standard (alternative 1 of the three listed in the rule) with the understanding
that this standard wilI be the EPA standard, yetto be promulgated, and we
recommend that precise numerical criteria for major elements of the-repository
system be eliminated. A critical qualitative analysis of the goals to be
sought in long-term containment of radionuclides, in low leach rates, and in
slow ground-water movement,-including other methods of attaining these goals

* and trade-offs among them, will provide adequate guidance for DOE's current
investigations as well as for NRC's activities in a licensing procedure. The
difficulty of establishing technically valid and verifiable numerical crtiUria
on the basis of current knowledge should be stressed in the analysis, as . -
should the unavoidable uncertainty in such standards even at a later time when
actual numbers may have some significance. When-and if numerical criteria ire
used in the future, we strongly recommend that they appear in regulatory guides
rather than as past of the rule itself, so that they can be more readily
adjusted to the resmelts of continuing research and to the specific conditions
of particular repository sites. NRC has used such guideline to promulgate most
of the vast body of its technical requirements in other licensing procedures.

Staff Response to Coriment No. 281:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Hultiple Performance Standards; also,
Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 1O-CFR Part 60.

With respect to the numbered conclusions presented in the comment, the

following references to these-documents are appropriate: . -

1. The staff believes that the performance objectives and.site and design

criteria, if satisfied, will support a finding of-no unreasonable risk to

the health and safety of the public. The basis for the numerical

criteria is fully explained in Part C.

2. See Part C.
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3. See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

4. See Part C. . ' -

5. See Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance.

6. If the groundwater flow.performance objective is not verifiable in some

medium, DOE may propose some other value so long as the overall performance

objective could be shown to be met. The Commisston must, in any-event, be

able to find with reasonable assurance that the overall system performance

objective will be achieved.

7. See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Sec-

tion 2.1, Sinmle vs. Multiple Performance Standards.'

8. See Overview, Section 21, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

Comsent No. 282: C. Wailske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Although the EPA has been developing standards for offsite protection of public
health and safety, these standards have not yet teen issued for comment. In
the several years during which they have been under development, the system
performance criteria have been changed. There is no certainty that they will
not be changed again. While there is every expectation that EPA standards -
will be met within the framework of the NRC proposed rulej it would be premature
for NRC to promulgate 10 CFR Part 60 in final for. until EPA standards 'have
been issued and-adopted.

Comment No. 283: Bechtel National. Inc. (37)

It is stfongly recomended that the Comiission substantially revise the pro-
pbsed Part 60. As partial fulfillment of such revision, the specific numerical
values proposed for subsystem performance standards should be withdrawn and a
single, overall repos1tory performance stancird substituted in their place. With
the preceding In mind, we would urge the Couission not to finalize this proposed
rule until the EPA standard for geologic disposal of high-level radioactive waste,
or a similar standard by some other regulatory authority, is promulgated.

Staff Response to Cooent Kos. 282 and 283:

See Overview, Section 1.3. Purpose of the Technical Criteria, nd Section-by-
Section Analysis, 1 60.112.
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Comment No. 284: R. I. Newman, American Institute of Chemical Engineers (46)

At 46 FR 35281, the Commission's supplemental information notes that the
Environmental Protection Agency has the authority and responsibility for setting
radiation standards but has not yet done so for high level waste. In this
supposed regulatory vacuum, the Commission's proposed criteria would establish
a requirement for zero release for a period of at least 2,000 years, as demon-
strated below. (See Comment No. 389).

We feel that this is not only totalTy unrealistic in itself, but also is in
marked contrast to the EPA's published standard of 25 millirem per year to the.
public from most nuclear activities (40 CER Part 190).

Staff Response to Comment No. 284:

The staff believes the proposed criteria are appropriate to meeting the assumed

EPA standard. Whether that standard is in Smarked contrast" to 40CEfREart 190

is a question that more appropriately should be Addressed to, and considered by,

EPA when it formally establishes a standard.

Comment No. 285: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Enaineers! (28) -

Questions can be raised about the logic of issuing the NRC technical criteria
before the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) "Environmental Standards on - _
Federal Radiation Protection Guidance" are issued. On the one hand, the func-
tion of the NRC, in this instance, is to enforce the EPA standards which have
not yet been finalized. Furthermore, the NRC criteria are not consistent with
the current draft of EPA's 40 CFR 191. These factors would argue for not issu-
ing the NRC criteria at this time. On the other hand, DOE needs at least pre-
liminary criteria on which to base their efforts to develop a suitable reposi-
tory for high-level waste, or unnecessary delays could result. Furthermore. . -
the EPA standards have been delayed repeatedly, and the outlook for their being
issued in the near future is not promising.-

Staff Response to Comment No. 285: .

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section-by-

Section Analysis, 560.112. -

Comment No. 286: F. L. Parker (80)

In closing, I believe that the current NRC approach, In light-of no EPA stand-
ards, has much to recommend it. It requires defense in depth. It should be
amended to indicate a range of acceptable fiumerical values dependent upon
local conditions and mnarade barriers. It requires adherence to EPA's as-yet
unissued standards. KRC should develop guidelines on "verification' of input
data to mathematical models and for the models themselves. NRC should set a
reasonable dollar value on expenditures for dose-reductions. I believe the
criteria reduce but do not eliminate the uncertainty in the licensing procedure.
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i Staff Response to Comment No. 286: -

This is a summary statement of the commenter's concerns. A staff response to

each is-provided for the detailed comments as they appear elsewhere in this

document.-

Comment No. 287: F. L. Parker (80)

An Issue in the mind of many scientists and engineers is the timing of- the
regulations. I agree that in the best-of all possible worlds, EPA would have
issued its standard and NRC's criteria could be based on and responsive to
EPA's standard. EPA has been trying for years to issue its standard and with
the advent of a-new administrator and a new philosophy, we are liable to see
still further delays. Yet DOE needs to know what will be required of it in
the licensing procedure. NRC has, in my opinion, tried to fill that gap while,.
still requiring that any disposal system must eventually satisfy EPA's stand-..
ard. NRC has also indicated the procedure-it intends to.follow to license
such a repository. I agree with the Board on Radioactive Waste Management that
the precise numbers chosen may not be the best choices, but reasonable numbers
can be selected that put upper bounds or limits on the-doses to maximally
exposed individuals or to populations while still allowing tradeoffs among
the components. 7

Staff Response to Coment No. 287: -

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, § 60.112.

Comment No. 288: Calif. Dept. of Conservation (62)

EPA Standard

The section on Authority (FR p. 35281), states "Although no EPA standards for
disposal of HIV yet exist, these proposed technical criteria for regulating
geologic disposal of HLW have been developed to be compatible with a generally
applicable environmental standard. Specifically, the performance objectives
and criteria speak to the functional elements of geologic disposal of HLW and
the analysis required to give confidence that these functional elements will
perform 4s intended." CDC is concerned both with toxicity and radioactivity
of the radionuclides emplaced as HLW,.-and which may later be released into the.
environment. At- such time as the EPA standards have been prepared, we recom-
Fend that the proposed rules be reevaluated to sake sure-tbat the performance
criteria will indeed provide the-calculations necessary to assure-that reposi-
tories meet EPA standards.

Staff Response to CoLaent Mo. 288:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section-by-

Section Analysis, S 60.112.
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Comment No. 289: Union of Concerned Scientists (59) .

* Shoul-d minimum performance standards for major elements by combined with an
overall EPA standard? IR aj)

The combination proposed by the NRC (Alternative 2) is satisfactory. However,
some of the proposed performance standards should be altered (see comments-
below).

* As a sequence of two engineered barriers and a -natural barrier ts required in
the proposed rule, it is appropriate to set standards for each barrier in addi-
tion-to standards for the overall combination of barriers. -

Comment No. 290: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (SO).

The proposed rule calls for minimum performance criteria for each of the major
components of the repository system in addition to meeting-as yet unissued EPA.
standards for the system. The Working Group (AIF). believes the proposed rule

* should permit a systems approach where the designer-has the latitude to Adjust
each of the components to meet-the overall performince requirement set by EPA.
The NRC approach could unnecessarily eliminate adequate geologic sites, does
not allow alternate solution to meeting overall requirements and could result
in a poor cost-to-benefit ratio. By using the NRC criteria as guides rather
than requirements, we belieye that the prescribed'safety goals can se achieved

* in the most cost:effective manner.

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 289 and 290:

See Overview, Section .1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Sinale vs. Hul.tiple.Standards.

Comment No. 291: U.S. DOE (48) .-

We have noted the Commission's discussion-with the HRC staff relative to-the. -

cut-off of the EPA's regu;ation at 10,000 years. 4-e concur -wi-th those
. expressed opinions and suggest-that it would be appropriate to otke the

Comm.ission's position a matter of record in the rule.

In its discussion of the role of the site the ttaff has indicated their desire
to have the Safety Analysis Report- contain a projection of the expected

* performance of the repository, giving the rates and quantities of the expected -

releases as a function of time. Given this-additional requirement we question
the necessity of precisely specifying .the performance of subsystems of.the
waste disposal system.

Withii the discussion on the major features of the rule we-note that the
repository depth was required to be 300 m below the surface. This appears
inconsistent with the intent of section 60.122 - Favorable Conditions and, if
an editorial oversight, we trust it will be rectified.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 291:

The issue'of an appropriate cut-off (10,000 or 100,000 years, for example,

must in the first instance, be resolved.by EPA. However, we have assumed for

purposes. of developing performance objectives for particular barriers, the EPA

standard will provide a 10,000 year cutoff.

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single-vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

There was an error in the supplementary information accompanying the proposed

rule which referred to the favorable condition of emplacement at a minimum

depth of 300 meters as a requirement. The proposed rule (and the final rule)

specify the condition which permits emplacement of the waste at a minimum depth

of 300 meters from the ground surface to be a favorable condition.

Comment No. 292: U.S. DOE (48)

At various meetings on this rule, the Commission has discussed with the staff
the proposed cutoff of the draft EPA regulation (draft 19, 40 CFR 191) at
10,000 years. We concur with the Commission's judgement that a 10,000 year
cutoff is appropriate and request that the Commission's position be made a
matter of record in the rule.

Staff Response to Comment No. 292:

The issue of an appropriate cut-off (10,000 or 100,000 years, for example) must

in the first instance, be resolved by EPA. However, we have assumed for purposes

of developing performance objectives for particular barriers, the EPA standard

will provide a 10,000 year cutoff.

Comment No. 293: New York State Energy Office (83).

In addition to requiring compliance with the yet to be established EPA
"generally applicable environmental radiation standard,". NRC proposes to pre-
scribe minimum numerical performance standards for each of the major reposi-
tory elements (i.e., waste package, underground facility, and site). NRC
indicates that such criteria provide a means of compensating for some of the
uncertainty In the assessment of overall repository performance, provide con-
fidence that the wastes will be isolated for the period of greatest hazard,
will enhance confidence that the final EPA environmental standards will be
met, and will simplify the licensing process.
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Vitoal e wf b patnize with hm.b UV aire Iotr quan.itLati ve Lenitr,.ar Ks to jUJge
the acceptability of a specific proposed geological repository, the establish-

- ent of minimum numerical performance standards is at best premature and prob-
ably not desirable in a generic sense. In particular, the technical bases of
the proposed performance standards and their relationship to the EPA environ-
mental standard have not been demonstrated. At this stage, it is.nut clear
whether meeting the minimum performance standards .is either necessary or suffi-
cient to meet the EPA standards. More generally, the wisdom of setting speci-
fic numerical standards for such a first-of-its-kind facility is not clear.
NRC admits that such criteria will restrict DOE's flexibility in designing a
repository and may inhibit the incorporation of new technological developments
or knowledge gained during site characterization. Further, it is not clear to
what degree DOE would be able to verify its compliance with these criteria or
what level of assurance NRC would require.

For the purpose of codifying technical criteria for a geological repository
for high-level nuclear waste, New York recommends that NRC utilize the sug-
gested single overall performance standard approach. When a sufficient basis
for developing performance criteria f6r the various major elements of the
repository is established, such as when EPA's general environmental standard
is finalized and.further experience in repository development (i.e., siting,
construction, operation) is obtained, such criteria would be most appropriate
and useful as design objectives in a Regulatory Guide format.

Staff Response to Comment No. 293:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards; also, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assur--

ance, on the question of verification.

Comment No. 294: M. 1. Lewis (11)

Performance Objectives

The supporting document Draft NUREG 0806 shows how nebulous and "assumed" the
performance objectives really are. Para 60.111 is discussed at.Page 4-1 in
the supporting document.

The erti~e Perro-rance C'-Aective is based on the phr-:e, "-eid asSU-Ig 2ntici-
pated processes and events." This is totally inadequate in that there is
little or no experimental data to base these "anticipated processes and events"
upon. This dearth of experimental data is evident' from the Paragraph on the
bottom of Page A-12 in the supporting document.

"Although the scientific community is beginning to study the problem in more
detail, data in the leaching of spent fuel under repository conditions are
relatively spare. In this assessment, we have used the data obtained for KBS
from studies done at Studsvik Sweden(10) which indicate that the leaching
process occurs relatively rapidly at first and then decreases. For uranium,
137 Cs, and 90 Sr, a leach rate (expressed as fraction leached per year)
approximately 4 x 10-4 yr-1 was obtained. For the calculations we have assumed
the following leach values:
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Fission Products: 4 x 10-4 yr-1

Actinides: 4 x 10-5 yr-'

This demonstrates that the so-called long-term leach rates are based on 100 day
data that would probably not be accurate for the millenia that this material
needs to be kept from humanities' nostrils and stomache. Further there are
many processes which would increase the leach rate with time: alpha recoil
aging of glass, chelation of nuclides with other material in the waste or in
the emplacement nonhuman intrusion by. animals'and plants.

There are many other errors or. omissions in this proposed rule. Page A 3 "far
field" is defined in such a manner as to be meaningless. Page 4-4 "Period of
greatest" hazard is not defined. Page 4-6 "Hydrogeology ... assumed to be
representative." Is it or is it not representative.

Staff Response to Comment No. 294:

A determination of-the "anticipated processes and events" for a specific repository

will depend on the features of the particular site and on the design of the

repository. The DOE is required by Section 60.10 of the Commission's regulations

to conduct a program of site characterization prior to submitting a license

application. This program would include surface exploration, borings, con-

struction of exploratory shafts and in situ testing at the repository depth to

provide site-specific data. This information,.combined with an examination of

the geologic record, will allow a determination of the events and processes

anticipated to occur following disposal of HLW at the site.

The leaching data referenced in this comment were used by the NRC staff to

estimate an upper limit on the non-radiological impacts of licensing a HLW

repository. This does not refleot the level of detail that would be

considered in a review of a design proposed for licensing, and the quoted

r..i-: erF Sih.; .- l riot be cans -hired to represer t. the ;.:-' e est irate of actu!

waste form leach rates. This comment correctly notes that section 60.135 of

the final rule requires that the design of the waste package take into

account, among other things, radiolysis, radiation damage, and interactions

with the emplacement environment.

With respect to intrusion by plants and animals, the staff notes that a

favorable condition for site selection is the ability to locate a repository
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300 meters or more below ground. At such depths, intrusion by plants and

animals is not anticipated. The commenter's other observations relate to the

supporting documents for the proposed rule. These have.been'subst~antially

revised for the final rule. (See Part C, Rationale for the Performance

Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.)

Comment No. 295: UK Atomic Energy Authority (29)

Performance Objectives. This is the most critical section and we would ques-
tion the justification for most of the numbers quoted e.g.:

- retrievability 50 years after emplacement is complete.

- 1,000 years containment by the waste package.

- 1 in 100,000 annual release of any radionuclide. Also this deffinition is
not totally clear, is it 1 in 100,000 of the amount of the radionuclide
present after 1000 years or 1 in 100,000 in any year of that which is'-
present at the start of that year.

Staff Response to Comment No. 295:

See Overview, Sections 2.1 and 2.2, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards

and Retrievability, respectively. See also Part C, Tne release rate provi-

sion is now clearly stated to refer to the amount of the radionuclide present

after 1,900 years.

Comment No. 296: F. L. Parker (80):

Absolute Magnitude of the Performance Criteria

If one looks at the Rationale Document for the three key performance criteria -
package life, leach rate, and water travel time - it becomes obvious that this
is what N'C thinks is the best available technology (8aT) The two words that
a-e attacthed tc BAI in the EPA water polIution documents are "eroronnically
achievable." Such words should be added to the NRC criteria. The fact that
NRC thinks this is the "best available technology" can easily be seen in the
case of the leach rate for borosilicate glass. Using the data in DOE's Draft
Environmental Impact Statement on Management of Commercially Generated Radio-
active Waste, Vol. 2, p. J.6, Table J.4, one finds that the characteristics of
borosilicate glass are density, 3.0-3.6 gm/cm3, the leach rate of 10-4 to
10-7 gm/cm2-day. Making the necessary transformations, this leads to leach
rates of 7 x 10:2 to 6 x 10-5 per year (for a cubic centimeter cube); making
the more realistic assumption of a waste package of 0.5 m x 3.0 m and with no
selective leaching, leads to a leach rate of 10-3 to 8 x 10-7 per year. The
lowest leach rate is less than the limit that NRC says is achievable.
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Though the dollar amounts are large for the waste package, I think that the
overall costs are still small ..relative to the nuclear program and. a sense of
perspective should be maintained. Certainly for the first set of repositories,
economic efficiency should not be the primary goal, but rather licensability
and the overall safety and confidence of the public.

The Rationale Document states for the waste package: "containment for 1,000 years
has the effect of.delaying releases until temperatures in the underground
facility are past their peak and are decreasing and until thermal gradients in.
the underground facility and surrounding rock have decreased substantiall.y frnm
the first few hundred years. Lower temperatures and temperature gradients allow
release rates and radionuclide migration to be predicted with greater confidence
under. these conditions" (p. 18). DOE can argue that they can redure the
temperature of the rock formations by increasing the distance between waste
packages and/or decreasing the waste content of the.packages or by additional
aging of the waste. Since mining is likely to be considerably cheaper than
the costs of the waste packages, it seems to me that it might be well worth
while for DOE to choose extra excavation to.achieve lower temperatures. In
such case, the formations then would-be perturbed-thermally by only an insignif.i-
cant amount and not affect the confidence--with-whictr'one can predict release
rates of nuclide migration. If one can show that this is economically more
desirable than going to the higher temperatures, the higher cost packages and
the concomitant uncertainty in rock changes, chemical intera:tions, and water
flow, then that requirement should be relaxed.

The thousand-year groundwater travel time in an undisturbed environment is
directly related to the thousand-year containment period. The first 1,000 years
in the repository are dominated by the fission products. One would like to be
certain that, in fact, all the fission products have decayed substantially
before releases to man's environment would occur. The thousand years is not
necessary; a shorter time would be adequate for decay.- Therefore, the thousand-
years travel time is determined by the actinides, as stated in the Rationale
Document. The thousand-year travel time is also coupled with assumptions of
sorption equilibrium coefficients of 100 ml/g for actinides and other principal
nuclidei that contribute to dose, which would prevent most of the principal
isotopes of concern from reaching the accessible environment. This, of course,
does not affect the transport of those materials which are not easily absorbed,
such as Iodine 129.

ai.; other key itei -is the release rate of 10-5 per year. Again, a_;;.:dirig to
the Rationale Document, this would result in a "significant reduction in the
fraction of several environmentally significant long-lived isotopes" (p. 20).
So basically, we see that NRC is using BAT and is slightly "forcing technology"
by its requirements. The results seem to be extremely large under the system.

A misleading aspect of the discussion is the reference to the Burkholder and
Cloninger papers, which indicate that the maximum individual dose will not be
decreased even if the hold-up times are increased up to a million years, rather
than 1,000 years. This is based upon the assumption that a dose 50 years from
now is equivalent to a dose a million and fifty years from now. I am afraid
that neither I nor the general public buy that. It is obvious that discounting
dosages as one discounts money is very difficult to do. On the other hand, it
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is equally obvious that a dose to some unspecified individual a millionUyears
from now is very different from a dose to children or grandchitdren-attuDdred -

yea's from now, or even a thousand years from now.. There are.people whb0Xan
trace their ancestry a thousand years, but a million year. seem' a lizt-tr-bit
beyond most-people's comprehension.

Staff Response-to Comment No. 296:

The commenter-is not correct that NRC has simply based its requiremenAt-n

what it considers to be best availabl.e technology. The NRC numerical tri-teria

for the barrier performance also contribute to h4ve confidence t.hat-the.overall

system performance objectives (the EPA standard) will be met. The contribution

of the individual barrier requirements to overall performance is analyzed in

some detail in theyrationale documefit-. In the staf.f's.analysis., it can be- .

-seen-,that~ran~ge .olf-combi nat.ons-.f. .- engieered.baeri-er.-per.fnrmanse-. ictgrnucL.----

water travel ti-mes will lead to similar overall system performance>. However,

the staff the6 considered several factors in identifying its numerical? riteria;

an important co,.gsideration was to require a combination of engineered anid

natural barriers that would have the capability to mitigate the failure V-Fone

of the barriers: The staff also considered achievability and reasonable-ae-ss in

specifying theflumerical criteria, but added flexibility to the fna, rate to

allow DOE to better optimize its design.

The staff recognizes the points the commenter makes concerning the possibility

of compensating-rfor the effects of temperature by design features. The,-inal

rule includes the flexibility to accommodate such design features.

The commenter is coirect that the staff is considering a different timeosriod

ftio Lne referenceo pa'pers as the .pei-iod for assessment of prErformance. ";le

period considered by the staff is based on the assumed EPA standard is 10,000

years.

Comment No. 297: B. Hafner (12)-

Among the key provisions prooosed for establishing technical requirements for
pp-'anent disposal of radioactive waste materials, two items (1) a guaranteed
1000 year containment period, and (2) that radioactive material be held to one
part in 100,000 of the amount of radioactive waste in the repository deserve
full support. In terms of the nature of the material being handled and public
safety, the need for these two provisions are obvious.
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A third recommendation--that a 50-year retrieval period after emplacement for
wastes be required--receives conditional support. I agree with the Commission
for the need for such a requirement. but there are questions as to whether or
not this time allotment is adequate (depending on the geological medium selected).

However, there are strong objections to the proposal.which would allow the
Department of Energy to select a geologically unfit site if conditions may be
"remedied." This seems to be a complete contradiction to the principle and
rationale behind geological disposal. Furthermore, by establishing such a
policy it tends to reinforce the allegations that (1) permanent and safe dis-
posal of high-level wastes may not be so feasible (technically and/or economi-
cally) after all, (2) that the Commission is more interested in finding an
expedient political solution to the matter than seriously solving the problem
once and for all. Clearly, additional clarification on this issue is called for.

Staff Response to Comment No. 2-97:

See Overview, Sections 2.1 ind 2.2, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards

and Retrievability, respectively.

The staff doe. not intend that the DOE be permitted to select a geologically

unfit site. Section 6G.122(a) as revised in the final rule specifies how

favorable and potentially adverse geologic conditions must be considered. Also

see Part C, especially Chapters III - V, which describe the NRC staff's view

of the role of particular barriers in a geologic repository, the uncertainties

in their performance, and how the engineered barriers can compensate for

uncertainties associate with the geologic setting.

An example of a "remedy" of unfavorable condition would be the construction of

civil structures on the surface sufficient to prevent flooding of the underground

facility.

Comment ho. 296: B. R. McElmurry (38)

In section 60.111, the retrievability requirement is undesirable. see Para-
graph 1 above. Specification of performance requirements beyond 1000 years
is unwarranted, and probably unfeasible. Much data already shows the waste
toxicity to be below ;.'?t. of natural ore somewhere around 500 years. There-
fore, we should not be concerned if the waste is dispersed hundreds of meters
below ground after 500-1WOO years.
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Staff Response to Comm.3nt No.'298:

See Overview, Sections 2.1 and 2.2, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards

*and Retrievability, respectively. See also Part C, Cnapter II, which discusses

the hazards of HLW.

Comment No. 299: U.S. DOE (48)

Our major concern with the proposed rule is related to the fundamental philos-
ophy used in its preparation. The Department feels that the primary emphasis
should be placed upon meeting an overall system performance objective. The
final determination concerning levels of performance required of individual
subsystems should be made during the preparation of an overall system analysis
for a specific site and design. We have long recognized the need for a multi-
barrier approach and the objectives which the Commission is seeking to achieve.
However, as mentioned above, the Department considers that a more appropriate
way of accomplishing-the objectives expressed by the Commission wculd be to
propose specific subsystem performance goals which are clearly distinguished
from requirements by providing the flexibility to select numerical subsystem
criteria on a case-by-case basis. As currently written, the'performance
objectives provide no such flexibility and preclude maximum utilization of
engineering ingenuity in meeting the goal of assuring the public's health and
safety. Essentially, we believe that 1) the regulation should be based on
achieving an overall system performance requirement, in the manner of the EPA
standard; 2) a multiple-barrier system should be proposed by the Department;
3) the performance of intermediate subsystems (barriers) of the system should
be proposed by the Department and should support the overall system performance
criterion; 4) the numerical criteria should be justified by engineering principles
and proven site specific data; and 5),the methods by which compliance is to be
demonstrated should be clearly defined.

Staff Response to Comment No. 299:

See Overview, Sections 2.1 and 5.4, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards,

and Reasonable Assurance, respectively.

Comment No. 300: J. L. Cohen (27)

No definitive goal or objective for the regulation (other than meeting A non-
existent EPA standard) is presented or discussed. What is the nature of the
radioactive waste problem? How serious could be the consequences if the waste
is not properly managed? What degree of control is justified? Specifically,
what purpose is the proposed rule supposed to accomplish?

Related to the previous questions, it should be noted that a significant body
of scientific literature indicates the problem of geologic disposal of radio-
active waste is relatively minor in terms of actual danger to present or future
public health. (The references appended to this letter provide a small sample
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from this literature)-. The stringent degree of control proposed in 10 CFR 60
indicates that the NRC rejects this information. If this is the case, what
basis is used to justify the'proposedJdegree of control?

Staff Response to Comment No. 300:

See response to Paragraph 1 of Comment No. 281. The appropriateness of the

EPA standard will be assessed by EPA in the supporting rulemaking and environ-

mental documents. Also see Part C, which discusses the hazards' associated with

HLW and the relationship of the performance objectives to an assumed EPA

standard.

Comment No. 301: J. L. Cohen (27)

How does.NRC justify'the proposed duration of controls (1000 years, 10,000 years,
etc.)-for radioactivep.wastes considering that stable toxic wastes (Leaa,Arsenic,
Mercury, etc.) are disposed of with no requirement for long-term isolation-
despite the fact that: (1) These wastes are more toxic than radioactive wastes
in terms of lethal doses, toxicity indices, or most any objectively determined
hazard evaluation, and (2) Since they are stable, their potential for hazard
will persist forever.

Staff Response to Comment No. 301:

See response to Comment No. 300.

Comment No. 302: UK Atomic Energy Authority (29)

We feel that too many firm numbers are being laid-down without sufficient
experimental and theoretical justification. Particularly if disposal will not
take place for many years it is better to set overall dose limits to define
the required performance of the multiple barrier. It is then up to designers
to optimise the individual elements in the system as models and experimental
data are improved over the years. The proposed rule would freeze options too

n. st of the n.j,:bers cacted are probably reescriable but at this stage
they should be examples not rules.

Staff Response to Comment No. 302:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.
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Comment No. 303: Mr. and Mr-s. D. W. Willoughby (72)
Mr. and Mrs.-M. F. Vega (73)
Mr. and Mrs. J. Johnsorf-(74)

We understand that you are accepting comments'from the public on the proposed
rule regarding nuclear waste.

We would like to see the most stringent guidelines imposed on the nuclear
power industry as to waste disposal.

We-believe your proposal to require nuclear waste to be stored in canisters
that should last for at least 1,000 years; the canisters buried in solid,
stable and groundwater free rock formations; and the ability to remove the
canisters for up to 50 years after storage, is the bare minimum that should be
adopted.

In addition, we would like to see the nuclear'power industry carry the full
cost of its waste disposal.

No amount of regulation regarding safety and health in respect-to waste disposal
can be too strict as far as we are concerned.

For the sake of our world and all our children's future, please adopt the most
safety and health conscious rules possible.

Staff Response to Comment No. 303:

The staff considers that compliance with Part 60 will support a finding of no

unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public.

Assignment of the burden of paying for disposal of HLW is outside the scope of

10 CFR Part 60, but the staff notes that the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982

deals with this subject. See Overview, especially Section 2.1, Single vs.

Multiple Performance Standards; also Part C, Rationale for the Performance

Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.

10 CFR 60.111:

Comment No. 304: U.S. DOE (48)

We have noted several concerns relating to the requirements of this section in
our Issue Commentary on retrievability, TRU waste, and the alternative 3pproach.
Because these concerns are so fundamental, we believe that significant revision
to this section is in order. This revision could take-the form of alternative
language and/or the insertion of major qualifying statements. We believe that
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the details of alternative language might well be the topic of further inter-
agency staff discussions and are providing revised language for portions of
60.111 for your consideration. ' f

Staff Response to Comment No. 304:

See Overview; also responses to individual comments by DOE.

Comment No. 305: National Association of Counties Research, Inc. (1)

The essence, of course, ire creating an adequate rule in this regard, is gaining
the recognition that our technical and institutional inabilities to deal with
disposal of HLW, over the term of 2,000 years and beyond, are very real con-
straints. 'Because of those natural constraints, the procedures and' standards
present in this kind of rule must offer a kind of automatic protection--one
that will work and exist on its own, independent of a particular government
regulatory structure or a complex technical. system or mechanism. In simpler
terms, once established, depositories should 'run themselves." The combination
of design/prescriptive and performance standards should. be constructed-toward
that end.

Staff Response to Comment No. 305:

- See Overview; also responses to'individual comments by NatIonal Association of

Counties Research, Inc.

Comment No. 306: Penberthy Electroselt International (61) -

Column I on-page 60-15 refers to permanent closure.with the restriction that
the repository must perform so that releases are within the limits prescribed.
It should be kept in mind that releases depend on a transport-wechanism. If
the repository is built in such a way that the waste is kept dry, a lot of
problems are completely avoided. This performance objective is met by such. a
system because there is no transport mechanism.

Staff Response to Cowment ho. 306:

The staff agrees that an underground facility which is completely dry will be

unlikely to release any waste. however, to assure satisfactory perforeance of

*a repository, many factors mast be addressed, and the staff considers that
prohibition of all geologic media and underground facility depths in which

water is likely to occur would overly restrict'the applicant and could rule

out many potentially good sites. The staff's analysis in Part C, Illustrates

that sites in saturated media can be expected to meet the assiumed EPA standard

when the criteria of 10 CFR Part 60 are also met.
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GENERAL RESPONSE TO COMMENT NOS. 307-323:

ALARA

The notice of proposed rulemaking requested comment on "whether an ALARA (as

low as reasonably achievable) principle should be applied to the performance

requirements dealing with containment and control of releases." Some

commenters felt that.ALARA should be-applied to all licensed activities, and

that no'e.cept1on should be made for geologic repoiltories. 'Other commenters

argued against incorporating ALARA, since the allowable releases under the EPA

standard would already be so low as to eliminate any significant risk to

public health and safety.

Although NRC cannot predict with certainty the form that anTEPA standard may

take, we do anticipate that the permissible amounts of radioactivity in the -

general environment will be established at such a low level that efforts to -|

reduce releases further would have little, if any, demonstrable value.

Accordingly, the ability of a repository to perform at levels superior to the

EPA standard should not be the issue in licensing proceedings. The central

issue with respect to-the EPA standard is whether DOE's proposal, and the data

presented in its support, will enable the Comission to detejine witht

reasonable assurance that the establi-s*d EPA standard will be met. NRC may

insist upon the adoption of a variety of design features, tests, or other

measures in order to be able to conclude with confidence that the EPA standard

is met. The result may be the same as if we were to impose similar require-

ments in the name of keeping releases as low as reasonably acliievable. But

when we find that certain measures are needed to improve our confidence in deal-

Ing with uncertainties, we are making a substantial -safety Judgment.

: " : ,-.-
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The same kinds of balancing that are undertaken in ALARA determinations may be

appropriate. That is, if the performance of the repository is sensitive to a

particular source of uncertainty, it will be in order for the Commission to

take into account both the significance of the factor involved and the costs

of reducing or e'iminating it.

In short, the staff has concluded that the long-term performance requirements

should not be tied to an ALARA principle,-and the rule remains as it was when

proposed. We believe the concerns of the commenters in support of the ALARA

approach will be largely accommodated in connection with our treatment of

uncertainties in the course of the licensing process. See also Overview,

Section 2.5, ALARA.-

Comment No. 307: J. Carson Mhark. Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (10)

Although it is appropriate that the ALARA-criterion be applied to the overall
safety goal for the repository, we believe it is not appropriate to apply it
to the individual performance criteria for every major subelement.

Staff Response to Comment No. 307:-

See General Response to Comment Nos. 307-323.

Comment No. 308: Bechtel National,. Inc. f37)

The Commission seeks comments on whether an ALARA principle should be applied
to the performance requirements dealing with containment and control of
releases.

We believe'the ALARA principle should not-be applied to-these require-
ments and that-the discussion of ALARA7should be removed from the
Supplementary Information.

Staft Response to Comment No. 308: -

See General Response to Comment Nos. 307-323.-
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Comment No. 309: .National Radiological Protection Board, UK (29)

ALARA - NRC specifically seeks comments on whether an ALARA principle should
be applied to the perfo:mance objectives for containment and control.of releases
(Section 60.111, p. 35289). It is difficult to see the logic iln applying
ALARA to particular parts of the disposal system while omitting it when specify-
*ing criteria for other.parts. The ALARA principle should be a major feature
of the overall performance objective for the whole disposal system. The
principle should then be applied.both in decisions on whether the whole system
is acceptable and in tetting performance objectives for system elements. In
the latter case it will be necessary to show that performance objectives are
-not over-restrictive, in the sense that they entail more financial expense
than is warranted by the reduction in total risk. It seems likely to us that
application of ALARJh to-containment risk. It seems likely to us that- applica-
tion of ALARA to containment criteria would show than containment for 103
years is not a reasonable requirement for either HLW or TRU wastes.

Staff Response to Comment No. 309:

See General.Response to response to Comment Nos. 307 through 323. -

For a discussion of the merit of containment for 1O0 year, see Part C,

Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.. .

Reference to TRU waste has been removed from the final rule.

Comment No. 310: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

*UNWMG is of the view that, with respect.to high-level waste repositories, the
application of an ALARA principle is superfluous. Projected doses are a small
fraction of those resulting from variations in natural background radiation.
Further reductions cannot be justified. In addition, the Inclusion of an ALARA
principle would add nothing to the certainty of performance of any individual
component or the overall repository system. Thus, applicatigS of ALARA would
make no sense and, indeed, could lead to confusion. Accordingly, its use should
be avoided.

C* omment No. 311: C. Valske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

We believe it is unnecesstary to apply an ALARA princIple to the performance -

requirements dealing with containment and control of releases from a geologic
repository. If the overall system performance criteria are satisfied, the
risks to the health and safety of the public from high-Hdel-waste disposal
will be so low as to be inconsequential.- Thus, expenditure of additional
effort to further reduce the risk would be unwarranted. Furthermor*, it is
not evident that exceeding the performance requirements for waste-package
containment and control of releases would have any significant effect on
further enhancing overall system performance. Finally, since there would be
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no basis for determining whether ALARA had been achieved, individual judgment
would have to apply which could lead to endless and futile debate between the
regulator, applicant and intervenors. We conclude, therefore, that ALARA
should not .be applied to the performance requirements, and that reference to
ALARA should be removed from the discussion of performonce.objectives in the
Supplementary Information.

Comment No. 312: R. H. Neill, State of New Mexi-o ( 8)

We believe the ALARA principle should not be applied to containment and control
of release performance requiremerts. The principal reason for this position
is the belief that ALARM is best applied to predictable releases and dcses,
rather than to unlikely accidents whose ni,.bab-ility of occurrence is difficult-
to accurately estimate.

Comment No. 313: Union of Concerned Scientists (59)

Should ALARA be applied to performance requirements-dealing with containment
and releases? (p 40)

These requirements should use ALARA wording as outlined in the footnote on
p. 40, toQether with quantitative minimum criteria such as those now in the
proposed rule.

The ALAfR approach is consistent with the requirement i(c) (3) of se,,t-
tion 60.21 that the safety analysis shall include a comparative evaluation
of design alternatives. There si.y be severead design alternatives et'a given
site which each meet the quantitative minimum criteria.

As in other regulatory areas, there is likely to be at. association of higher
costs with the pursuit of higher standards. ALARA is appropriate to this
situation.

Staff Response to Comment No. 310 through 313:

See General Response to Comment Mos. 307 through 323.

Comment No. 314: Calif. Dept. of Conservation (62)

The Commission has requested (FR p.-35289) comments on the ALARA principle.
which as it relates to containment, reads, ".. as lo'g as reasonably achlev-
able," and as it relates to releAses *...as low as reasonably act.iervble.'
CDC recognizes that unavoidable mncertaintles are inherent In the engineering
design, and in human prediction and control of future geologic processes, and
on their impacts on the engineered systems.- However, CDC believes strongly
that all evaluations of HLW containment and releases should be based on
probabilistic data which uses the worst-case scenario in failure analysis.
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In application to the ALARA principle, CDC's concern is that any process of
detern.ining what degree of containment or release is "reasonably a:hievable"
be required to follow a rigorous procedure that applies probabilistic,
worst-case reasoning.

Staff Response to Comment No. 314: -

See General Response to Comment Nos. 307-323. See also Overview, Sections 3.1

and 5.4; Anticipated/Unanticipated Processes and Events'and Reasonable Assurance,

respectively.

Comment No. 315: Northeast Utilities (79)

With respect to high-level waste repositories, NU believes that the application
of an ALARA principle is superfluous. Projected doses are a small fraction of.
those resulting from variations in natural background radiation and further
reductions would be hard to justify. In addition, the inc-lusion of ALARA would
not improve-the performance of an Jndividual component or the overall repository
system. Thus, application of ALARA does not seem reasonable and could possfbly
lead to confusion. Accordingly, we believe its use should be avoided.

Comment NH. 316:- J. A. Adam (34)

My first observation concerns the application of ALARA to a HLW repository.
(The Commission also asked for comments on the application of ALARA to perfom-
ance objectives.) The traditional applications of ALARA requires the quantita-
tive definition of the relationship between incremental costs and incremental
benefits. For a HLW repository such a definition may not be possible.

It the proposed performance objectives are satisfied, the impacts of i HL W
repository will be small as measured by any reasonable standard. The real
question is not whether the perfcrmange objectives are sufficiently restric-
tive bti how much confidence exists that the performance objectives wiM be
Met. Tbat is, the question is the degree of confidence not the level of per-
I. *:e.- Rather than applying ALARA in the usual sense, the Comission ought

efer those features which provide higher confidence in the performance of
t.. *epository to those which promise higher levels of performance without an

a... rease in confidence. Likewise, DOE seeking appvoval of its license applica-
tion should provide repository features in which the 'rommission can have a high
level of confidence. As an example, the Coesission should prefer a waste pack-
age design which will provide containment for an adequate period of time under
a wide range of conditions to a waste package which promises containment for a
longer period of time, but under a more narrow range of corditions.

Comment No. 317: E. Nemethy. fcology/Mlert (41) _

Re: the proposed ALARA standard ("as low - or as long - as is reasonably achiev-
able"). This sounds very mch like a semantic cop-out. What's reasonable" in
situations ltke this? Only near-perfection? We propose/l4USS - To highest
uncompromising scientific standards.
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Comment No. 318: Mississippi Dept. of National Resources (65)

An ALARA principle should be applied to the performance requirements dealing
with the containment and control of releases since post-clsure-data may not be'
available to confirm whether or not the requirements are being met. Setting
giveD values for containment and releases would not be verifiable. Implementa-
tion of an ALARA principle based on state-of-the-art technologies and materials
would be more appropriate, as long as the utmost care is taken.

Comment No. 319: Commonwealth Edison (17)

ALARA is. a concept that applies to operations. It has no place in repository
design or design criteria. The fact is that radiation dose for workers and for -

the public will really be one of the smallest and most carefully controlled impacts
in the entire project. It is unrealistic to give it featured treatment by
suggesting that ALARA should be a criterion of design.

Comment No. 320: H. Ross (14)

The adoption of the ALARA Principle requiring containment for Oas long as
reasonably achievable" and a release rate 'as low as reasonably achievable"
ignores the realities of additional costs (which could be enormous), the negative
aspects of offsetting delays, and the evaluation of incremental improvements
in containment and public health and safety. Performance criteria which specify
design goals and invoke reasonable assurance, or those based on some form of
cost/benefit analysis are certainly more realistic to fund and to verify and
implement.

Staff Response to Comment No. 315 through 320:

See General Response to Comment Mos. 307 through 323.

Comment No. 321-' F.S. Feates, Department of the Fnvirotnent. UK (29)

Comment has been invited on a number of specific issues and those on which we
can comment are dealt with in the paragraphs above. Those remaining relate to
matters of national concern and do not call'for any comment from the UK. There
are, however, two matters which should be-considered as needing clariftcation:.

(a) the ALARA principle, mentioned as a footnote on-p. 35289, might perhaps
be explained more fully in relition to the approach adopted by the ICRP;
in particular the need to take social and economic factors into account;

(b) on.the same page, in column 2 / I It it not made clear whether-one
part in 100,000" refers to the activity in the year in question or to
that-which was originally emplaced. This seems-to be a critical matter
vis.ch must be unambiguous.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 321:

See General Response to Comment Nos. 307-323.

The final rule makes it clear that the 1:100,000 ratio refers to the activity
at 1,000 years after permanent closure. .

Comment No. 322: U.S. DOE (48)

We agree with NRC's position not to applV 4RA to performance requirements
dealing with contairnent and control of i. ases. Calculated releases of radio-
nuclides from a repository are made far into the future. Good estimates of
regional populations in the distant future cannot be made, and thus population
doses cannot be calculated and the benefit of making changes to-the engineered
system cannot be qiantitat1vely evaluated. Also the natural features of a site,

-the geologic setting, cannot be modified once a site is chosen. Therefore, we
agree with NRC's position that ALARA requirements should not be applied to
repository performance requirements.

Staff Response to Comment No. 322:

See General Response to Comment Nos. 307 through 323.

Comment No. 323: Calif. Dept. of Conservation 162)

The general proposed performance objective for all HLW disposal sites is to
provide an engineered waste package system (including waste form, container,-
and overpacks) which will retain all the radionuclides during a 13000-year
coRtainment period following.permanent closure- After this period, the general
performance objective would allow the engineered.system to release the radio-
nuclides at a maximum prescribed rate to the geologie'setting.

A weakness in the performance objectives is their apparent reliance on-the
geologic setting to protect against possible failure of engineered systems
during the 1,000-year containment period, but at the same time, having no
rational way to specify the maximum expectable releases of radionuclides, heat,
and-radiation from the engineered system, If it should fail during that period.

CDC recommends additional tightening of the performance objectives in Subsec-
tion 60.111, to emphasize the importance of stringent criteria for the geologic
setting, to assure Its reliability under all failure conditons, to -be able to
mitigate a possible maximum level of radionuclide releases from the engineered
system. As we discussed under General Comments, above, under the ALARA princIFle,
CDC believes It is important that the engineering and geologic containment
criteria be expressed In as definite and strlnogent manner as is feastble in the
context of the Rules for Disposal. We believe that specific reference to the
need to apply probabilistic failure analysis, and the worst-case scenario will
provide a significant degree of additional assurance of saftty, In the redundant
systems.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 323:

See Overview, Sections 3.1 and 5.4, Anticipated/Unhnttcipated Processes Events

and Reasonable Assurance, respectively. It should be noted that provisions of

the safety analysis report as modified in the final rule require an assessment

of performance that takes into account the occurrence of unanticipated processes

and events.

Comment No. 324: T. C. Gustavson (71)

'The performance objectives-and site-criteria outlined in Subpart E -Techical
Criteria are very generalized. Because it is generalized, it .is highly inclu-
sive and there are no pertinent issues that have not been mentioned. The
proposed rule, however, is so nonspecific that the objectives and criteria of
site-characterizaton work are not well defined.

Phrases such as " . . . description and assessment of . . .," . . . charac-.
teristics of . . ', potentially adverse conditions . . ., etc. are so iIl-
defined that almost anything could be'done and still satisfy-Vte-guidelines.

Staff Response to Comment No. 324:

The staff regards the cited terms as adequately described in the context in

which they are used.

Comment No. 325: R. H. Neill. State of New Mexico (78)

TRU Wastes (660.111)

Little separate attention is given to transuranic waste in the proposed rule.-
TRU wastes are treated as a subset of HLW, although they have unique charac-
teristics. There are two fundamental questions that need to be addressed
about.TRU wastes:

(1) What is the justification for classifying alpha emitting transuranic
elements with concentrations greater than 10 nanocuries per gram as TRU
wastes, rather than greater than 100 nCi/g (as EPA is considering) or
some other number?

(2) Is It necessary to dispose of TRU wastes in deep geological formations;
especially where concentrations are in the order of 10-100 nKi/g?

Because of these fundamental concerns we believe consideration should be given
to writing separate regulations for TRU waste disposal, either in this rule or
in a separate one.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 325:

See Overview, Section 3.2, Transuranic Wastes (TRU).

Comment No. 326: Bechtel National, Inc (37)

60.111 (a) (1) - This section specifies exposure or release iftits during
normal operation but does not specify limits for operational accidents. To be
consistent with 10 CFR 72, the following "accident dose limit' is suggested
for inclusion in this section:

"The dose to any individual located at or beyond the site boundary during
the facility operations period shall not be greater than 5 rem to the
whole body, or to any organ, from any design basis accident."

Comment No. 327: C. WalIske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Para. 60.111 Performance objectives.

Item (a)(1) Add a paragraph on accident dose.limit, as follows:

'The -lose or dose commitment to any individual located at or beyond the site
boundary during the facility operations period shall not be greater than
5 rem to the whole body, or to any organ, from any design-bisis accident".

.This definition is based upon and is consistent with the definition of accident
dose limit in 10 CFR 72.

Staff Response to Coment Nos. 326 through 327:

See Overview, Section 4.5, Important to Safety.

Comment No. 328: V. PcIntyre' (35)

60.111 (a) (1) Can NRC state at this moment what applicable environmental
standards established by EPA are in effect and which relate to this regulation?

Staff Response to Comment No. 328:

There is no EPA HIW radiological standard in effect at this time.

Couwent No. 329: J. A. Adam (34)

I at also concerned.about the imposition of two distinct sets of performance
objectives, those of NRC and those of EPA. I understbtMd the rationale for .
using the two sets of performance objectives, but I also believe that doing so
places an unnecessary burden on the design and analyses processes. In a sense,



it also places the application for a repository in double jeopardy. I believe
that the NRC staff should go one step further and incorporate the EPA perform-
ance objectives into their own performance objectives. That is, the HRC perform-
ance objective should reflect NRC's understanding of what is required to satisfy
the EPA's performance objectives and to also achieve the level of confidence
that the NRC desires. Specifically,-the NRC performance objectives for contain-
ment, isolation and groundwater travel time should be at least those which the
NRC believes to be necessary to achieve the EPA.performance objectives. This
way require that the performance objectives be nuclide specific.

Staff Response to Comment No. 329:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 1 60.112.

Comment No. 330: J. Hamstra. Netherlands Eneray Research Foundation (6)

The proposed rules require that the repository design should be such as to
permit retrieval of waste packages for a period of up to 110 years (bottom
middle column page 35282).

The point is to be stressed that this retrievability requirement limits the
possibilities for the repository designer to optimize-the overall repository
system. rRelative easy access because of retrievability may well increase the
consequences of major accident during the operational period, such as a flooding
of the di.sposal mine.

There is no rationale in depriving the repository designer the possibility of
clearly improving the engineered parts of the-overall disposal system to a
point that both the short and long term hazards become minimal only because of
a lack of confidence In our technical capabilities. -

It is realistic toa'ssume thait.in situ performance tests can demonstrate in a
period of years the adequacy of the engineered components to the point that
their reliability will be established. A non-retrievable disposal system
recoamends itself through the benefits of a better containment and isolation.

No underground disposal should be allowed unless there is a .ufficient basis
Tor confidence in the overall system of disposal. It is far s6re practical to
continue an adequately controllable-engineered surface storage than to replace
that storage by a retrievable system of underground disposal. This because
the consequences of a retrieval operation may well put quite an extra exposure
burden on the workmen.

A nonretrievable disposal system should become acceptable once the perforoance
demonstration of.the essential engineered component(s) has provided.1ts
relfability.

-Just-as-an example, the disposal of a stack of HLV cinisters In a deep disposal
borehole in rock salt is a typical example of a very safe disposal system that
can hardly be developed in a retrievable way. It is, especially during the
operitional period, dependent on the reliability of the sealing of that borehole.
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It thus should be required to demonstrate that the plugging of the borehole
can be made such that it will withstand a hydrostatic pressure equal -to that
caused by the flooding of the disposal mine.

Staff Response to Comment No. 330:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability. -

Comment No. 331: Commonwealth Edison (17)

The concept of retrievability is not a proper part of good repository design.
The materials can be retrievable until the portion of the repository in which
they are placed is closed. After that no retrievability criterion should be
applied.

Staff Response to Comment No. 331:

See Overview, Section 2;2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 332: Utility Nuclear Waste Management (44)

UNWMG is of the view that requiring, as a parameter of repository design, the
ability to maintain retrfevability for a period of up to 110 years is excessive
and without adequate supporting rationale. In addition, a design allowing for
retrieval over a 50 year period following waste emplacement could, in and of
itself, motivate extended and unnecessary delay in final ripository closure,
i.e., shaft sealing.

A more reasonable and appropriate approach might be to base design requirements
for retrievability, if any, on the period of reposhtory operation. Assuming
the first waste packages to be loaded into the repository could be in place
for about 30 years before all emplacement was complete, and allowing another
30 years (the same time as for original construction and emplacement) for
retrieval, would lead to a retrievability design requirement- for a total of.
60 years. Such a period would be reasonable since any difficulties which are
likely to be apparent at any time in the near future will probably manifest
themselves quickly. In addition, it would tie retrievability to the period of
the waste package monitoring program, which must extend as long as practical
up to the time of permanent repository closure.

In any *vent, the rule, itself, should make clear that the re*uirement for
retrfevability does not preclude the back-filling of emplacement rooms and
drifts when the operator deems 1t appropriate. From the discussion at
page 35,282 of the Federal Register it is clear that, as the rule Is now
written, It is not the intent of the COoMiLsion to preclude such back-filling.
However, to avoid any possible misunderstanding, the wording of the rule,
itself, should be clarified.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 332:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Coinment No. 333: National Research Council (45)

Finally, NRC proposes to require that the engineered system be designed so.that
waste can be retrieved, if necessary, for up to 50 years after the last waste
is emplaced. The BRWM believes that any inclusion of a retrievas"411ty require-
ment must be studied further because the need to provide for any t 'e of
retrievability after emplacement may preclude the use of some otherwi.e desirable
repository designs and some otherwise desirable geologic media.

Staff Response to Comment No. 333:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability

Comment No. 334: R. V. Wman. University of Nevada (S)

Particular coments concern retrievability requirements: (page 35282 Col. 3
par. I and 2). The requirement for retrievability dominates the design process
and multiplies the cost. This is particularly compounded by the requirement
on page 35293 (h)(2) on subsurface ventilation:

*Permit continuous occupancy of all excavated areas during normal operations
through the time of permanent c0osure.

Several of us have calculated this as requiring energy for ventilation comparable
to that required by a large city. It will also require an enormous increase in
access and sealing problems on the order of two orders of magnitude greater
than would otherwise be required.

Staff Response to Coinent No. 334:

See response Lo Comment No. 612.

Coement kc. 335: C. Yalske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

The 50-year period established for retrievability cannot be justified on either
cost-effective or institutional grounds. If, as we understand from the NRC staff,
the SO-year perfNd Is intended as guidance rather than as a mandatory requirement
that would foreclose backfilling at an earlier date, the rule should so indicate.

Staff Response to Comment No. 335:

See Overview, Section 2.2. Retrievab11tv.
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Comment No. 336: J. Carson Mark, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (10)

We believe that more discussion of retrievability requirements should be made
a part of the text of the rule as opposed to including it primarily in the
background information. The NRC should indicate the conditions under which
retrieval would need to be performed, perhaps by postulating illustrative
circumstances. The type of waste to be inserted could inflicence the retrieva-
bility recquire-itents as well as the performance of the repository. Although we
did not explore the question of the impact of the retrievabillity option on
design, it appears that-it could be significant in certain cases, such as a
repository located in salt. The 50-year time span appears more than adequate
for preserving the retrievability option, but other criteria might be considered
such as the time needed to demonstrate stability of thermal conditions, struc-
tural movement, or containment effectiveness.

Staff Response to CommentHNo. 336:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 337: Sierra Club (66)

We concur with the covcent of the ACRS on this point, that the HRC should indicate
the conditions under which retrieval would need to be performed, perhaps by
postulating Illustrative circumstances. The type of waste to be inserted could
influence the retrievability requirements as well as the performance of the
repository.

Without knowing under what conditions the high-level waste would be retrieved,
we oppose the insertion of high-level wastes in a repository, even for test
purposes. The promise of retrievability gives.local citizens a false sense of
security. Citizens feel that if there is a problem at the repository, the wastes
will be retrieved and they will be protected. However, In our experience, the
worse the situation, the less likely that wastes would be removed. Why?
Because a balancing would take place: the environmental impact of leaking
radionuclides would be weighed against occupatioral exposures incurred in
removing the waste materials. Because it is more difficult to predict future
health effects coWpared to health effects to workers involved in a retrieval
operation, the rtsult can be predicted now: DOt would do nothing. This
scenario has already occurred with the West Valley burial ground. Thus there
Is a need to prodjc. guidelines for retrieval, demonstrate the capability for
retriea1 and estimate the occupational dose which could be incurred during
retrieval.

Again, this issue is well Illustrated by the burial ground at West Valley. A
radiation finger now extends 1 112 miles from the reprocessing plant/burial
ground complex due to migration of radionuclides along * sand lens underground.
Ksterial is buried at the NRC-licensed burial ground in 50-f.'t deep holes
which, we believe, have pierced a sand strata. The sand strata Is cut by
Cattaraugus gorge. Cattaraugus Creek ewptis into Lake Erie, tht water supply
for 1.8 million people. In spite of this danger to the health of the general
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population, there is tremendous resistance to exhume the burial ground and to
place the material in above-ground bunkers. The arguments center on whether
the occupational exposures plus the economic costs are greater than the number
of health effects which could be caused by the leakage of the radionuclides
into drinking water. Of course, had the information concerning this potential
leakage appeared in an initial safety analysis report, perhaps the wastes
would not have been.located at West Valley in the first place, with no leakage
taking place into Cattaraugus Creek.

Staff Response to Comient No. 337:

For the conmenter's concerns with respect to the conditions under which

retrievability would be required, see the Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

For the commenter's point regarding the waste burial.ground at West Valley, we

are taking a fundamentally different approach to disposal in 10 CFR Part 60.

In the West Valley case, the buried radioactive materials were considered to

be disposed of when buried, with no provisions for retrievability. In Part 60,-

we are taking the approach that the retrievability option must be preserved

until completion of a performance confirmation program and a Commission

decision regarding permanent closure. The Comission has the authority to

order DOE to retrieve the wastes if necessary to protect public health and

safety. Therefore, we consider the situation that the coementer describes

will not occur under the provisions of Part 60.

Comment No. 338: Mississippi Dept. of Natural Resources (55)

Conservative practice requires that choices of options., specifically including
retrieval, should be maintained as long as possible. However, NRC should be
more specific on the objectives of maintaining the retrievability option. For
example, there is no list of those possible conditions under which retrieval
would be Initiated.

Staff Response to Coment No. 338:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comuent No. 339: Sierra Club (66)

The proposed rule has no retrievability criteria, i.e., conditions which -specify
Own buried wastes woulJ be retrieved. Finally, certain technical and procedural
*details regarding human intrusion, long-term controls, population criteria etc.,
need strengthening and are mentioned specifically in the coments below.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 339:

See Overview, Section.2.2, Retrievability.

-Comment No. 340: Stone & Webster Engineerina Corp. (26)

The subject of Retrievability described on page 35282 requires some reconsidera-
tion. In response to the NRC's interest in alternate times and requirements,
it is proposed to defer final closure/sealing of the repository for a limited
period of time until adequate analysis of the pre-emplacement testing and post-
emplacement monitoring is completed. Then, with the confidence resulting from
the data developed from these tests, finally seal the repository with no design
provisions for retrieval. This appears to be a more logical approach and would
give greater total confidence in the repository's isolation from the biosphere
goal which is the primary objective of this program.

Staff Response to Comment No. 340:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 341: U.K. Atomic Energy Authority (29)

Paoe 35282, bottom of column 2

If waste is to be disposed of on an experimental basis it is reasonable to
insist on retrievability In the early stages. We do not, however, believe-
that 110 year retrievability should be a condition for all future repositories.
We favor the alternative of storing the solidified waste for many years and
then disposing of it with no intention of retrieval.

staff Response to Comment No. 341:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 342: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

The discussion on retrieval of waste packages up to 110 years after construction
begins can be construed to be in conflict with the EPA guidance (40 CFR 191,
draft 19, p. 39) of not relying on institutional control for more than 100 years
after disposal.

Staff Response to Comment No. 342:

The staff does not construe the provision as being in cunflict with the draft

EPA guidance, the adoption and applicability of which are in any event uncertain.
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Comment No. 343: National Radiological Protection Board, UK (29)

The retrievability requirement (p. 35282 and Section 60.111 P. 35289) is poorly
defined. It Is not clear whether retrieval is regarded as an extreme measure
and the intention is only to ensure that wastes can be located and could be
retrieved at great cost, or whether a repository should be designed and operated
so that retrieval would be relatively simple.

Staff Response to Comment No. 343:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability

.Comment No "4I. New York State Eneray Office (83)

The proposed requirement that the "geologic operations area" be designed to
allow retrieval of all wastes for a specified period followino completion of
emplacement has been addressed by several New York reviewers. While there is
general consensus that a retrievability requirement provides needed compensation
for the uncertainty that must be accepted in the Initial development of a reposi-
tory, some question has been raised about the admittedly arbitrary "50-year"
retrievability period proposed by NRC. New York believes that the period of
designed retrievability would.be more appropriately determined on a case-by-case
basis taking into consideration the specific characteristics of the geological
setting and planned performar:e confirmation program.

In addition, the over.ll concept of retrievability requires clarification. Since
the ultimate deLe, .nants of the retrievability of the waste appear to be the
integrity of the waste package and the stability of the geological medium, wastes
could conceivably be retrieved (albeit at great expense) for some significant
period, possibly two or three hundred years, following closure of the repository.
The concept of retrievability should not necessarily preclude backfilllng or
decommissioning portions of the repository prior to the expiration of the
designated retrievability period. NRC should provide further guidance, possibly
in the "Regulatory Guide" format, on themeaning and purpose of the retrievabil-.
ity requirement and what NRC would consider acceptable in terms of designed
retrievability.

Staff Response to Coment No. 344:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievabf1ity.

Comsent No. 345: Bechtel National. Inc. (37)

The Commission seeks coements on the degree to which 110-year requirement for.
retrieval will govern thermal and mechanical design of the repository and on-
whether some shorter period would be adequate or whether there are other ways
than an overall retrievability requirement to preserve options before permanent
closure.

While the concept of retrievabfIlty may have merit for some geological settings
and waste form descriptions, it is not necessary to specify a retrievability
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time period. Instead, a retrievability time period for a given set of circum-
stances should be based upon the time needed to verify repository performance,
which will be site and design specific.

Staff Response to Comment No. 345:

See Overview, Section 2.2., Retrievability.

Comment No. 346: S. D. Withers. Portland General Electric Co. (82)

The requirement to be able to retrieve wastes 110 years after iqplacement
(30 years of operation, 50 years to final decision, 30 years to retrieve) is
excessive. The 50-year decision period following cessation of operation and
sealing of the shaft is after the maximum thermal output has been reached for
the fIrst-placed canisters. -It is at this point that problems resulting from
excessive heat would manifest themselves. The 50-year period is alsu after
the canister-monitoring program in operation during liplaceient has been ter-
minated. As geologic and groundwater considerations would not allow transport
of radionuclides to the blosphere within 50 years of shaft sealing (assuming
complete canister failure), the 50-year decisioniperiod is unnecessary.
Retriveability design criteria, if any, should be based on the time of opera-
tion of the-facility plus the time to remove all waste if a problem in the
first canisters were found when the last canister was raplaced, k total of no
longer than 60 years.

Staff Response to Coment No. 346:

The comenter has misinterpreted the performance confirmation program in

telation to the retrievability requirement. See Overview, Section 2.2,

Retrievability, to see how these two concepts fit together.

Comment No. 34): B. R. McElmurry (38)

The requirement for retrievability beyond the filling of the repository is
superfluous. The containers and the geology are Gesigned to 1irobilize the
waste, and it can always be recovered by mining techniques. In the interest
of security the repositories should be sealed as soon as possible.

Staff Response to Coinent go. 347:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment 9o. 348: C. R. Fisher. General Atomic Coany (16)

Some experts believe that the risk associated with allowing a repository to
remain unclosed while the validation process continues is greater than the
risk associated with closing the repository before validation is complete.
These beliefs are based on preliminary probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs)
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which support a conclusion that, in general, e'sposal (closed repositories)
has a much lowei risk thait storage (unclos( ' repositories). GenerTLAtopmic
suggests that-an alternative method by which to determine the time to l1ose a
repository would be to require closure when the risk fror the -chossd ITository
operated using partially validated processes is equal to the risk due~to-
potential enviornmental releases and human errors at an unclosed repository.

Staff Response to COmment No. 348:

See Overview,-Section 2.2, Retrievability.

The staff would not consider it acceptable for permanent closure tLL;t

undertaken before the completion of a performance confirmation progra-that

would enable the Commission to determine, with reasonable assurance, IJ t the

performance objective related to isoltiorn-utt-tbe--achieved. ind ye note

that the v ies-referred to in the comment may not have taken into.acrj~I the

provision for-backfilling which is now expliLitly stated in the final r&le.

Comment No. 349: R. I. Newman. American Jnstitute of Chemical Enoineepr-&(45)

Retrlevability-should be made possible only to the extent that it does vZ1, In
any way, comrf61se the integrity of tV* repository or-the ability to aci4 tor
the repository;- Every opening to the enviroftfen' left-for-retr 1.va4IV'is -a--
potentiAl pathway for escape of radlonuclides as well as for ingre:s of irater.
Most lmportantSy, open shafts and tunnels will significantly distort-Theait
transfer pathway which will exist after-complete-closure. This will-ciuse -
thermo-mechanical monitoring during the period before complete closure4.o-Shave-
a reduted value related to the long-term life of the repository.

Staff Responsieto Comtent No. 349:

See Over-'lew,-Siction 2.2, Retrievability. The.backfilling of opening

permitted by the final rule, should accowwodate the comenter's concerns.=.

Cowient No. 350: U S. DOE (48)-.

We have provided revisions that we believe-are needed Ir. the rejuirementifor
extending retrievability beyond the operational life. The requiremen. for a
long retrievability period could compromise.the primary objective of isou '.ton.
furthermore, we expect a high dep-ee of confidence to result from perforiance
confirmation data taken over 30 .r more y&ors of vperation. This plan for
performance coafirmatlon testing should be ava'l'it e as part of ths license
application and should peevde sufficient basis for an early dec4 sion oy the
Comlss'on on backfilling and decoomissioning. Also, it 16 desirable to have
some portions of the repository availab:e for low-beat wastes and to allow Ln
early decision on non-retrievable erplacement of such wastes, without waiting
for the decision on high level wastes. We have not been able to quantify the
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cost impact of maintaining the capability to defer a retrieval decision for
50 years after operation ceases, since a design is highly site-specific, but
we believe additional costs will occur in the area of shaft and tunnel
maintenance and from-provisions for operator safety.

Staff Response to Comment No. 350:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 351: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

The Commission seeks comments on the degree to which the 110-year requirement
for retrieval will govern thermal and mechanical design of the repository, on
whether some shorter period would be adequate and on whether there are ways
other than an overall retrievability requirement to preserve options before
permanent closure.

The AIF Working Group on 10 CFR 60 accepts the principle of retrievability.
However, we feel strongly that regulations should not preclude closing shafts
or drifts in sections of a repository that have been filled after a reasonable
assessment has been completed of the performance characteristics of that sec-
tion of the repository. It is our understanding from discussions with NRC
staff that the rule will not require that driftsbe kept open. The specific
retrievability period is meant to be a design criterion rather than an opera-
tional one. A technical paper* by the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation notes
that the period of retrievability will depend on the length of time to demon-
strate performance and will be site and design specific. The paper shows that
a test period of about 3 - 5 years is. needed to reach a decision point. We
believe that adequate monitoring can be maintained throughout the emplacement
period. Thus a 50-year observation time following waste emplacement is exces-
sive. However, a reasonable retrievability period would not be a major
problem if sections of the repository can be partially or entirely backfilled
prior to the end of the retrievability period.

Staff Response to Comment No. 351:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability. _

Wayne A. Carbiener, 'Retrievability: The NWTS Position:, Battelle, Office-of
Nuclear Waste Isolation, "Waste Management 'Si", ANS Topical Meeting, Tucson,
Arizona, February 23-26, 1981.
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Comment No. 352: F. L. Parker (80)

As is pointed out in the Rationale Document, on page 27, "We only require that
the design Of the repository preserve the option to retrieve the waste for
future decision makers. The persons in charge at the time emplacement is
complete will have the opportunity to decide whether to decommission and seal
up the repository or to continue to monitor its performance. We only require
that the design be such that they will have this option." Consequently, it
would be possible to actually backfill and decommission the repository
immediately after filling. This statement from the Rationale Document should
be included in the rule.

Staff Response to Comment No.-.352:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No.-353: Virginia Electric and Power Co. (64)

The requirement to maintain retrievability for a period of up to 100 years is
excessive, without any adequate support, and could unnecessarily delay the
final closure of the respository. A more reasonable approach sight be to base
design requirements for retrievability, if any, on the period of repository
operation. Assuming that the first waste packages will have been in place for
about 30 years before the repository becomes filled and allowing for another
30 years (the same times as for original construction and emplacement) for
retrieval, would result in a design requirement of 60-years. This time period
is reasonable because any problems involved with the storage will probably
become apparent quickly.-

Staff Response to Comment No. 353:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 354: Union of Concerned Scientists (57)

The proposed schedule is satisfactory. It should not be shortened. -

Requirements for retrieval say have a significant effect on the thermal and
mechanical design of a repository, particularly one located in salt.. Neverthe-
less, the advantages of the proposed retrieval schedule are such that it
should be retained.

Section 60.21 (Content of Application) should stipulate the information on
retrieval which should be included in DOE's application.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 354:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability: Information on retrieval is

required to be included in DOE's license application. See § 60.21(c)(12).

Comment No. 355: Mississippi Dept. of Eneray & Trans. (65)

The requirement for 110 years of retrievability should not be shortened. Tech-
nology 110 years from-now based on historical evidence will probably either
utilize the waste material or at least provide better techniques for disposal.
Monitoring of material can be more accurate if retrievability is maintained.:
Problems with the nuclear waste tanks at Hanford provide a good historical case.

Staff Response to Comment No. 355:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability. The purpose of the requirement to

design for retrievability is to protect public health and safety in the event

the site or design proves unsuitable. It is not intended to facilitate -

recovery for resource value.

Comment No. 356: Northeast Utilities (79)

We believe that the proposed rule's requirement to maintain retrievability for
a period of up to 110 years is unnecessary and without adequate supporting
rationale. A design allowing for retrieval for a 50 year period following
waste emplacement could motivate extended and unnecessary delay in final
repository closure.

A more appropriate approach would be to base design requirements for retriev-
ability on the period of repository operation. Assuming the first-waste pickages
loaded into the repository could be in place for about 30 years before all
emplacement was complete, allowing another.30 years for retrieval would leaa to
a retrievability design requirement of 60 years. Such-a period appears reasonable
because any problems are likely to manifest themselves within this time frame.

Staff-Response to Comment No. -356:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 357: Penberthy Electrovelt International (61)

If the Commission really wants to have retrievability, then the concept of Odeep
geologic" for a repository should be abandoned In favor of repositories above
the flood plain. This kind of repository was proposed by Winograd (1974).
There are many advantages over the deep mined repositories.

A repository of this kind can be made by a tunnel boring machine at a cost much
lower than is expected for deep repositories. Such a tunnel might be 12 to
20 feet in diameter, entering the side of a mountain, mesa, butte or hill
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about 100 feet above the surrounding flood plain. The tunnel is bored slightl\
uphill, so that the repository is self draining. Concrete sleds are placed in
the tunnel to form a platform for storage and a passageway underneath for
drainage if any. -The tunnel itself is lined with reinforced concrete.

In use, the canisters of glassified waste are simply stacked on the concrete
platform. If the wastes are high enough in self-heating, a chimney can be
provided for cooling by escape of'heated air.

A chimney of sufficient diameter 100 feet high will remove a great deal of
heat. In this way, the selected limitation of 100 kw of self-heating for a
sealed deep repository can be avoided. Instead of canisters 12 feet on centers
they can be placed fairly close to each other.

The concept of.putting canisters in sockets in a tunnel should be discarded.
Hot only is there extra expense for boring the sockets in the floor, there is
-added expense for making a drift (tunnel) which is high enough to accept the
drilling machine.

The concept of retrievability must necessarily include the factor of economics.
Certainly repository actions can be reversed, but not necessarily at an expense
affordable to society.

One of the reasons for considering retrievability is to be able to reprocess
the waste in case the first packaging system is not good enough. I believe
this is a false objective. Alumino-silicate glass used as a radwaste host has
centuries of successful history which makes prediction for the future comp'etel
reasonable. Glass objects have been recovered in good condition after several
thousand years in tombs -and after 2,000 years from immersion in the Aegean
Sea.

An advanced waste form is available which has a cladding say 6 am thick on the
outside which is made of totally inert glass. Thus, any alteration of the
surface will take place on the inert glass for some thousands of years, even
under total immersion conditions. -

Another argument for retrievability is the recovery of the resource of the
wastes themselves. If heavy stainless steel canisters are used, the metal may
be valuable a thousand years hence. But it won't be economic to recover it if
the repository is very deep and the backfitl has solidified and the repository
is flooded. We should not make a conscious, collective -societal decision to
thwart the future recovery of the wastes,'including-the canisters. The residue
uranium and plutonium may be valuable at a future tme.

The-alumino-silicafe glass as made is very resistant to leaching due to the
low soda and high dlumina content. However, they can be rendered soluble in
the future by remelting the glass with 20% added soda. This will not be
costly if the overall activity has decayed nearly to the background.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 357:

This comment deals primarily with the selection of an overall disposal concept

and with development of-waste form materials. Both these. decisions are the

responsibility of the Department of Energy. The NRC will review these decisions

only to the extent they have a bearing on protection of the public health and

safety and, In the absence of a specific Oe'nse application, it is inappropriate

for the Commission to try to judge the merits of the proposals presented in this

comment.

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability,'and'staff response to Comment No. 355.

Comment No. 358: H. Ross (14)

60.111(a) Retrievabkirty

The duration of the period during which retrievalcapability should be main-
tained is properly related to "the expected time needed to execute the perform-
ance confirmation program." However the proposed period of "50 years after
waste emplacement operations are complete" is arbitrary, without technical
Justification, and would result in additional engineering and unnecessary costs
in restricting backfilling, maintaining cooling in open shafts and rooms, etc.
Studies indicate peak near fileldtemperatures should be reached in 10 to 30 years
after emplacement, depending upon the host rock, and that the performance con-
firmation period should be no more than 10 years after emplacement. Knowledge
gained prior to and during repository excavation, and monitoring during-post
emplacement years should permit coafiraoat4n-of- long term extrapolations of tte '
near field response. Costs and safety hazards associated-with.retrievability
increase rapidly with time after.emplacement. The retrievability period should
n ot be prolonged to 50 years after emplacement, and sbould be related to the
performance confirmation period for sequential portions -of the completed - -

repository, rather than for the entire repository.

Staff Response to Comment No. 358:

See Overview, Section 2.2. Retrievability.

Comment No. 359: V. McIntyre (3S) -

60.111 (a) (2) The geologic-repository should be designed so that the waste
can be permanently dfsposed of.' You take your best shot and that-Should be
It. The added cnst and the hazard of retrieving waste may not be worth it.
By the time NRC is ready to issue a license to emplace waste enough will be
known so that this requirement would be superfluous.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 359:

See Overview, S in 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 36(, American Nuclear Society (4t)

Section 60.111(a)(2) states a reqjirement for a waste-retrievability period for
up to 50 years after waste emplacement operations are completed.- NRC's concept
of retrievability and the states' arguments concerning related time periods are
inappropriate.

NRC decision to require a final licensing step prior to decommissioning or
permanent closure provides the opportunity for examination of the repository
per-formance up to that time. Since the repository is planned to be operational
for more than 30 years, the first waste emplaced will have been in monitored
storage for this time period when the last waste is emplaced. If the applicant
can demonstrate safety based.on these data, no further period of retrievability
should be necessary.

We understand that the 60-year retriemability period-is designated to assure tht
retrieval option remains open during repository operation and is not precluded
by repository design. This objective can be achieved without defining an
artificial time frame if the rule is so worded to set forth this objective.
The retrieval option car, be easily exercised, for one of the-distinguishing
features of deep geoiogic disposal is that the waste inventory and location is
well documented. Techrologically there should be no problem, for what can be
emplaced can- also be removed. The design and engineering of such retrieval
are well within current state of the art. This concept is reflected in the
current National Waste Terminal Storage.(NWTS) position* which we believe
presents a logical approach for satisfying the retrievability objective.

Staff Response to Comment No. 360:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 361: Capital-Area Groundwater Conservation Commission (22)

Section 60.112(a)(2). This section (July 3, 1981 in Federal Register) gives
the retrievability time of starting "at any time up to 50 years after waste
emplacement" not 110 years as mentioned in Dr. Heath's memorandum. As I
recall, a 60-year period Is considered to be temporary storage time; Is this
intended to be a Osafety feature" for a permanent storage facility? Regardless
if it is to be permanent radwaste facility, the emplacement should be designed
for an infinite period of time.

W.A. Carbiener, Retrievability: The W5TS Position, Proreedings of the
Symposium on Waste Management in Tucson, Arizona (February 23-26, 1981).
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Staff Response to Comment No. 361:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment-No. 362: T. H. Pioford (53)

NRC proposes to require that the engineered system be designed so that wastes
can be retrieved, if.necessary, for up to 50 yr after Completion of all emplace-
ment. It is understood that the method'of. retrievability is to butleft-to DOE,
subject to final review by NRC, and that retrieval could include mining of
emplacement rooms that have previously been backfilled and sealed. NRC has not
justified the numerical requirement of 50 yr of retrievability after the last
emplacement. The-general concept of the retrievability option is more complex
than revealed in NRC's rationale,-and it should be more thoroughly evaluated.

Staff Response to Comment No. 362:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 363: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

As stated in the letter to which this Attachment is appended, the UNWMG is of
the view that the provision of 9 60.111(a)(2) requiring, as a basis for
repositor-y design, the ability to maintain retrievability for a period of up
to flO years is excessive and without substantial rationale. In addition, i
design allowing for retrieval over a 50 year period following waste emplace-
ment could, in and of itself, motivate extended and unnecessary delay in final
repository closure.

A siore seasonable and appropriate approach might be to base design require-
ments for retrievability, if any, on the period of active repository operation.
Assuming the first waste packages to be loaded Into the repository could be in
place for about 30 years before all emplacement was complete, and allowing
another-30 years (the same time as for original construction and emplacement)
for retrieval, woulo lead to a retrievability design requirement of 60 years,
total. Such a period would be reasonable because retrievability, if it is to
be designed for at all, should be tied to a concept of performance confirma-
tion, and any difficulties which are likely to be apparent at any time in the
near future will probably manifest themselves quickly. Further, such an
approach would tie retrievability to the period of the waste package monitor-
ing program, which must extend as long as practical up to. the time of permanent
repository closure.

In any event, the rule,
retrievability does not
when the operator deems

itself, should make it clear that the requirement for
preclude backfilling of the emplacement room and drifts
it appropriate.
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See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability. Backfilling is permitted.

Comment No. 364: UK Atomic Energy-Authority (29)

We believe that over-emphasis on designing for retrievability ccild distort the
design of a repository. For heat-emitting waste it is better, therefore, to aim
for a period of retrievable storage followed by disposal with no intention of
retrieval. After this, retrieval is always possible as a lest resort but it
should never be necessary and should not be allowed to distort the design. This
problem might be eased by having separate rules for spent fuel and other high-
level waste since waste should be eventually disposed of but fuel is a resource
which may need to be retrieved.

Staff Response to Comment No. 364:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability. The purpose of the requirement to

design for retrievability is to protect public health and safety in the event

the site or design proves unsuitable. It is not intended to facilitate

recovery for resource value.

Comment No. 365: U.S. DOE (48)

Issue

The requirement proposed by the NRC in section 60.111(a)(2) that DOE design
for a retrievability capability that extends for 50 years beyond completion of
waste emplacement appears excessive in view of the site-specific considera-
tions involved, as well as the extensive performance confirmation program to
be conducted throughout the period of repository operations.

DOE Position

The duration of the period during which retrieval capability should be main-
teined should, as the Ccimissior. correctly states, bt linted to "the exp&-:ted
time needed to execute the performance confirmation program." Studies con-
ducted by DOE' have indicated that performdnce confirma..ion programs similar
to that suggested in 10 CFR 60.137-143 are:

a. Achievable in substantially less time than the period suggested by the
Commission.

b. Definable only on a site-specific basis.
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Having an upper bound number in the rule, as proposed, will very likely compel
the Commission to wait that full period before deciding to decommission the
repository, even if there would be no objective technical basis for delay
beyond the completion of waste emplacement. Further, the Commission may be
excessively pessimistic in its statement-that "neither the specific nature nor
the period needed for execution of the performance confirmation progrtm will
be certain until construction of the repusttory is substantially complete."
The scope and timing of such a program can and should be defined as part of
the license application process for specific repositories, while maintaining
reasonable options for decision-making prerogatives subsequent to the comple-
tion of waste emplacement.' Moving towards non-retrievability should occur
with the Commission on a step-by-step basis including possible early decisions
to backfill, to decommission part or all of the repository, and to determine
that the retrievability period is over. Closure of portions of the repository
should be permniss-lble prior to closure of the entire respository.

Discussion

Our position on retrievability is derived from several considerations:

o I It is unlikely that emplaced wastes will need to be retrieved. A
conservative step-wise site selection program should provide
reasonable assurance that the repository will function to provide
long-term isolation. We presume that NRC will authorize construction
and waste receipt only if this premise is substantiated. Nonetheless,

* it is prudent and necessary.to plan for the retrieval contingency.

o Confidence in the as-desioned. as-constructed disposal-system
increases with time.. As repository development and operations
proceed, understanding of the host rock and the natural system,
as well as the waste package and near-field performance, will
improve. It should also be recogniz'd, however, that the cost
and hazards associated with retrieval operations may also
increase ith time. t

o An initial period of time will be required after waste emplacement
Is Initiated to verity the performance-of the specific site and the

- design for isolation of the wastes. During this period, perform-.
ance confirmation can be achieved by direct measurement of critical
parameters and phenomena. Parameters and phenomena whose effects
are measurable generally reach their critical values early in the
process, e.g., peak rock temperatures occur fairly early, and the
actual values can be accurately extrapolated once the initial
gradients and rock response are determined..

o Parameters and phenomen6 to be measured in a performance confirma-
tion program wil1 vry trom site to site. for example, creep clo-
sure response may be an issue in salt but not in crystalline rock.
ConvLrsely, fracture permeability phenomena may be of little concern
in salt.
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o The results from the performance confirmation program should support
a decision to backfill storaae rooms, with such a decision acknow-
ledging the intent to truly dispose of the waste. Backfilling and
sealing of storage rooms makes retrieval more difficult but does not
rule out retrieval as a future option. As backfilling represents a
true disposal condition, monitoring of a representativebackfilled
area is appropriate as part of performance confirmation.

o The capability to retrieve does in fact exist as long as access to
thU repository horizon is maintained. Thus, retrieval can be
accomplished at any time up until. authorization for full
decommisslining and sealing of the repository.

This basic approach to retrievability seems compatfble with the approach taken
by the NRC in the regulation. Both regard retrievability as a planned contin-
gency. Both acknowledge the value of a performance confirmation program yield-
Ing the earliest possible results. -

However, the proposed regulation deviates fro'm.Mis approach by'stipulating
that the repository must be designed so that retrieval capability is maintained
for an additional period of 50 years following the last emplacement of wastes.
To this the NRC suggests adding 30-yeaFiallowancet for both emplacement and
retrieval operations, for a total of 110 years. (This lattet figure presumably
would increase if emplacement activities extended for longer than 30 years.)

The staff's rationale for the 50-year increment has been presented in the
Supplementary Information. It Is based on an anticipation that little will
be known about specifics of the performance confirmation program before opera-
tions coimmence and seeks to compensate by preserving flexibility. in decision-
making options regarding repository closure. We note that within the body of
the regulation, no linkage is sade between the S0-year period and the perform-
ance confirmation program.

We have several concerns relative to the 50 year period and believe the
supporting rationale to be unduly pessimistic, since the.NRC proposed rule
includes a requirement that a performance confirmation program be under-way
during early stages of construction (sections 60.141 and 60.142). We have
always assumed that the performance confirmation program, specifically as
provided in Subpart F, would'be the subject-of such of the NRC review of the
license application.

Second, the type of information required in Subpart F can be obtained during
the period of waste emplacement. Table 1 (See PDR letter 48, p. A-6), which
provides summary results from one DOE study1, is an example of how one could
establish a time frame for performance confirmation. The bases for the time
periods are contained in reference'(1). Most-of the required data can be
obtained in less that one decade of repository operation. We recognize that
while the time required will vary from site to site, It is highly improbable
that measurements would be needed beyond the waste emplacement phase. Sufficern
data will be available from the ongoing verification studies to support the
closure decision at that time.
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The basis for this position on the time required for performance confirmation
stems from analyses of phenomena and conditions that, if developed, would
warrant retrieval. Such conditions, leading to a decision to retrieve, can be
categorized as follows:'

o Natural Events and Processes. The occurrence of totally new, unknown,
and unexpected natural phenomena in the environment of an operating
repository which could render it unusable.

o Geologic andHydrologic Response to Excavation and Waste Emplacement.
The design of the repository will be based on data obtained from
sampling and testing and on accepted thermal, mechanical, and hydro-
logic models. Designs-will incorporate margins of safety to accom-
modate reasonable assumptions of inaccuracies iAn such design bases.
Nevertheless, abandonment of the repository, or a portion of the
repository, could conceivably be dictated if performance character-
istics indicate that the required degree of confidence in the pre-
dicted performance could, for sole reason, no longer be provided.

o Predicted Waste Package Performance. Post-emplacement evaluations
could indicate that an excessive number of waste packages have
defects or that the engineered barrier design is not performing as
predicted. Retrieval of some.defective waste packages or of all
emplaced waste could be dictated in this event.

o Reposit.,ry System Operation. The repository system could be judged
not operable due to either an uncorrectable inadequacy-of the design
basis or small but chronic inadequacies that, with time, would build
to an intolerable level.

o Malicious or Inadvertent Human Intrusion and Repository Disruption,

Performance confirmation programs should address these condi tions wherever
feasible. However, direct measurements and-observations that can be made dur-
ing repository construction and -operation can only contribute to assessments
of performance by one of the following approaches: -

o Direct observation or measurement of unacceptable phenomena.

o Observation or measurement of precursors to unacceptable phenomena;
that is, observation of environments or repository system response
that could cause unacceptable phenomena sometime in the future.

o Observation or measurament of repository environments and responses
to define more representative input values for predictive models,.
thereby ieproving.confidence in performance predictions.

These measurements and observations, and the resulting confirmation of perform-
ance (and the time required for this confirmation) will vary from site to site.
However, many phenomena and conditions may not be amenable to direct measurement
or observation. The following criteria should be used to exclude phenomena
from performance confirmation programs following the emplacement of waste:
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o The phenomenon has a very low probability of occurrence, e.g.,
volcanism, or glaciation, during the operational period.

o The phenomenon has-very little or no significance on repository
long-term performance; e.g., small movements of canisters in salt.

o The phenomenon is of such a nature that its behavior can be satis-
factorily evaluated prior to the beginning of waste emplacement.
This is the case for the effects of mining on rock 'integrity.

o There is a very high degree of confidence that the phenomenon can
be eliminated through active-institutional controls during the
period prior to decommissioning or that decommissioning will sub-
stantially reduce the probability of impact, e.g., human intrusion
or alteration of surface'or near-surface utilization.

Using this approach, DOE will identify, as part of the license application,
phenomena that should be addressed in a performance confirmation program.

A final argument for requiring a--decision on closure'of the.repository much
earlier than the proposed 50-year time period is to put the decis4on In the
hands of those directly involved with' the regulation and operation of a speci-
fic repository. We propose that-those concerned with the initial licensing
and operation of the repository are the best qualified to judge its suitabil-
ity, and permitting delays for the 50-year observation period may in effect
preclude these individuals.from making such a decision.

However, NRC correctly notes in the Supplementary Information that DOE-is now,
and will be making, critical decisions regarding the design of repositories
which will have a direct-effect upon h6w long the option to retrieve wastes
can be reasonably maintained. We recognize the need to maintain these options '
on behalf of the NRC in their decisionmaking role regarding final repository
closure. Therefore, we agree that fixing an upper limit on the retrievability
period -sufficient to provide some degree of flexibility in closure decisions
-is a reasonable approach at this time and this limit should be considered on a
case-by-case basis during theclicense application reviewi process.

Recommended changes to sections 60.2 and 60.111 to reflect these comments are
included in the detailed section by section comments on the proposed rule
(enclosure E, pages 12 and 21).

' Staff Response to Comment No. 365:

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability. See also, Overview, Section-by-

Section Analysis, 1S60.140-60.143.

'10W1-203, RetrievabMty: Technical Considerations, Science Applications,
Inc., September 1980.
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.j Comment No. 366: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.111(a)(2)

NRC Proposed Wording:

(2) The geologic repository operations area shall be designed so that the.
entire inventory of waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule,
starting at any time up to. 50 years after waste emplacement operations
are complete. A reasonable schedule for retrieval is one that requires
no longer than about the same overall period of time that was devoted
to the construction of the geologic repository operations area and the
emplacement of wastes.

Recommended Revision:

"The repository shall be designed so that any of the emplaced waste could be
retrieved on a reasonable schedule, starting at any time up to 50 years after
waste emplacement operations are initiated. This time period may be consid--
ered on a case-by-case basis for each repository consistent with the planned
performance confirmation program. This requirement shall not preclude a deci-
sion by the Commission to allow backfilling or decommissioning part or all of
the repository prior to the use of the designated retrieval period."

Rationale:

The discussion'of the DOE position on retrievability, including the rationale for
our recommended revision, is included in the enclosure labeled Issue Coiwentary.

Comment No. 367: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item (a)(2) A number of commentators have expressed concern -about the specified
length of the retrievability period, thinking that the requirement implies that
all mine openings must be maintained for the length of the retrievability pe lod.
Although we do not believe that this was the NRC intent, for clarity, it is
suggested that Item 60.1.1(a)(2) be reworded as follows:

is T

hihe geologic repository operations area and the waste package shall be
designed so as not to foreclose the option -of retrieving the entire
inventory of waste on a reasonable schedule starting at any time during
a designated retrievability period that follows-completion of waste
emplacesept operations. The design objective for the retrievability
period should be 50 years unless It is established that-a shorter period
is justifiable. This design objective is not to be construed as pro-
hibiting the closure -ir backfilling of all or part of the underground
structure during the retrievbbility period, nor Is it intended to pre-
dude decomissioning-during this period. A reasonable schedule for
retrieval is one that requires about the same overall period of time as
was devoted to the original construction of the repository operations
area and the emplacement of wastes."
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Comment No. 368: Stearns-Roger (51)

The proposed 50-year retrievability period (60.111(a)(2)) should be approached
with caution and deliberation. Considerable thought' and defiled analysis
must be applied to the negative impacts of long-term retrieval upon long-term
isolation. Establishing an arbitrary 50-year retrieval requirement at this
time appears to be based upon little logical rationale to'support the general
concept or the specific time interval. Until such rationale is thoroughly'
explored, the possibility exists that a long-term retrieval requirement might
actually increase the risk to the health and safety of present and future
generations.

O What is.the rationale for'O years versus shorter or-longer intervals?
The logical interval should be a function of the uncertainties concerning
the site geologic system, the waste form and package, and their inter-
actions. Thus, tne retrieval interval could and should.vary, dependent
upon the chosen site and waste form and package.

o Longer retrieval intervals require numerous facility design features and..-
operating procedures that tend to degrade the reposite-y's long-tern
isolation capabilities. For example, considerable ae.svtinal support
structure would be required which certainly would make jackfill and
natural closure less reliable sealing processes.: Also, much more mate-
rial would be removed from underground openings as they attempt to creep

* and close, and the consequent degree of surface subsidence and geologic
deformation would be somewhat greater. The long-term isolation confid-
ence would thereby be reduced.

o A 50-year interval might very well preclude-a given material as a viable
host rock even it that material should prove to be the best choice for
long-term isolation. Therefore, retrieval options must be balanced -
against long-term isolation requirements. Much more study is required In
this area before long-term retrieval can be accepted as the best approach.
For example, retrieval in a period of time about equal to that during which.
the waste was emplaced would require that all the underground shafts,-main
corridors, and ventilation ducts be kept open for over 100 years before
retrieval ends. This long period.of access may be possible in highly
plastic salt but would.be very costly and-could increase risk both to
workers operating the repository and to the public.

o Considerable funds, manpower, and material would be devoted to keeping a
long-term retrieval repository open and oprable. Those limited resources
would possibly be better allocated elsewhere in the repository.

o Again, the length of the retrieval interval should be weighed carefully
against the overall functional requirements of a repository before-estab-
lishing arbitrary and unvarying criteria.-

Staff Response-to Comsent Nos. 366-368: -

See Overview, Section 2.2, RetrfevabIl1ts.
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Comment No. 369: Dr. Roy (52)

I support the NAS CRWM study on geologic criteria in its criticism of the 50
(-110) yr retrievability concept. This is bound to damage the final quality
of the repository. It may exclude salt altogether.. Most importantly, it
eliminates the grouting-concept which may be the safest procedure (including
worker exposure).

i believe an alternative-can be a demonstration phase to prove out the area,
and the procedures, etc., on site using cold nuclides in a full scale pilot
demonstration of any mined or grouted -repository. This could be monitored for
20 years before NRC approval for the real version go-ahead. The latter would
then use the optimum'technological situation instead of compromising the
technology for the regulation.

Comment .No. 370: Westinghouse Corp. (54)

The SO-year retrievability requirement specified in paragraph 60.111(a)(2) has
stirred considerable controversy.. This paragraph as well as language in the
supplementary information imply that tunnels can be backfilled prior to the
end of the 50 years, but some of the detailed design criteria imply-that the

- tunnels must be designed to remain open during the retrievability period.. If,
as we believe the NRC intended, the requirement to maintain-the'option to
retrieve does'not preclude the backfilling of underground openings or decommis-
sioning during the retrieval period, then-we believe the 50-year retrieval
requirement wil.1 not have a significant impact on repository design. -

However, this must be clarified in-the rule. With-respect to the waste pack-
age, the designs currently under development by Westinghouse for the Office-of
Nuclear Waste Isolation are impacted very little by the retrievability require-
ment. Based on the preceding considerations, Westinghouse has no strong objec-
tion to the retrievability requirement. However, the specified 50-year period
is very arbitrary, and the actual time required to confirm repository perform-
ance and reach a decision to decommission is dependent on a number of factors
and, while the 50-year requirement may not have a foreseeable impact today,
that may not always be the case (e.g., waste package requirements and designs
could possibly change). Therefore, we recomvend-that the specified SO-year
period be identified as a design objective and that the rule state that a
shorter period will be considered if suitable justification is provided.

.Comment No. 371: Louisiana Dept. of Natural Resources (63)

Section 60.111( a)(2). This section (July 3. 1981 in Federal Register) gives
the retrievabi ity time of starting at any time up to 50 years after waste
emplacement" not 110 years as mentioned Us Or.. Heath's memorandum. As I
recall a SO-year period is considered to be temporary stotage tLme. Is- this
i nxtended to be a safety feature" for a permanent storage facility? Regard-
less if it is to be a permanent radwaste facility, the emplacement should be
designed for an infinite period of tire.
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Comment No. 372: Bechtel National Inc. (37)

60.111(a)(2) - This performance objective requires that the repository be
designed so that the entire inventory of waste can be retrieved starting at
any time up to 50 years after waste emplacement operations are complete.
Enclosure (J) to SECY-81-267 makes it clear that this requirement does not
preclude back'illing or sealing the mined openings during the retrievability
period; however, this is not made clear-by the body.of the proposed rule.
This clvtification should be added.

Furthermore, we believe it is preferable to delete the retrievability time
period since this period should be based upon the time needed to verify reposi-
tory performance,.which will be site and design specific. In this regard, we
support the HWTS position on retrievability'as described by W. A. Carbiener
at the ANS Topical Meeting, Waste Management '81, in Tucson, Arizona,
February 23-26, 1981.

Comment No. 373: 8. Houston, Hamilton & Assoc. for The American Ceramic
'Society (75)

The requirement of retrievability of the waste for long period [60-111(a)(2)]
would appear excessive, except in the case of spent fuel. It seems likely
that spent fuel would be retrieved if buried, however the-value of reprocessed
waste will be much lower and its- risk -is also lower. Tests will be carried
out before normal repository operations are started and should significantly
reduce the possibility of retrieval. Short term retrieval, i.e.-,0-20 years
for the first waste -ay be wise, but the cost of this requirement should also
be reviewed with a view to potential hazards and risks.

Siaff Response to Comment Nos. 369-373: '

See Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 374: V. McIntyre (35)

60.111 (b) Has the NRC given'thought to what it will do if the EPA does not
promulgate a 40 CFR 191? Dooyou have the authority to go forward?

Staff Response to Comment No. 374: -

NRC's authority was confirmed by Seetion 121 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.
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Comment No. 375: Sechtel National, Inc (37)

60.111 (b) - The EPA draft regulations contained in 40 CFR 191 and the assess-
ments on which they are based are limited.to releases of radionuclides to the
accessible environment for a period of 10,000 years after disposal. During
deliberations on 10 CFR 60 prior to its release for public comment, the Commis-
sioners indicated that this same limitation should apply to the performance
requirements of 10 CFR 60. This limitatiowi should be stated explicitly within
the body of the final rule. Furthermore, if consequence analyses are to be
performed for periods beyond 10,000 years, this requirement should also be
stated and the time frame for such analyses should be indicated.

Staff Response to Comment No. 375:

The required analyses of performance 'as. a function of time" mutt be sufficient

to take into account fea~tures that might affect performance- i.e;, that night

affect the achievement of the performance objectives.(See i 60.21(c)(1)).

If the EPA standard has a 10,000 year cutoff, the analyses must be adequate to.

permit assessment of performance over that period of time.

Comment No. 376: Utility Nucleae Waste Manoement Group (44)

In addition, S 60.111(b)(2) imposes, as design objectives: (i) that the waste
packages contain all radionuclides for at least the first 1,000 years after
permanent closure, and (2) that, after the first 1,090 years following perma-
nent closure, the annual release rate of any radionuclide-from the engineered
system into the geologic setting -- assuming anticipated processes and
events ~- is at most one part in 100,000 of the maximum amount of the radionu-
clide calculated to be present in the underground facility (assuming no
release from the underground.facility) at any time after 1,000 years following
permanent closure; It is obvious that literal proof of compliance with these
objectives is neither intended nor.possitle. To avoid any potential confusion
in either the licensing review or hearing process, however, these provisions
should be redrafted to emphdsize that the specifications are only design
objectives; i.e., that the intent-is to provide for the application of perti-
nent field, laboratory and analytical information in-accordance with good
engineering practice. -

In-particolar, with.respect to the 1,000 year'containment requirement, the
rule should specifically provIde for a determination based on reasonable input
parameters, derived from acceptable field and laboratory data and analyses,
for a nominal (not first-to-fail) waste package. Similarly, the one part in
lot release ate requirement should be prescribed In terms of being demonstra-
ble by means of analysis based upon reasonable input parameters. This portion
of the rule, too, should specifically provide for analysis based upon typical
waste package performance, and reasonable inputs with respect to the under-
ground facility. A period of consideration, j.*., out to 10,000 years as is
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being utilized by EPA in the case of its draft radiation protection standards,
should also be specified.

In addition, § 60.111(b)(2)(i) imposes an assumption of "all or partial satura-
tion of the underground facility.." Under certain circumstances, however, (eLY.L
disposal.in salt) such an assumption may not be reasonable. Accordingly, the
rule should provide that the waste package design basis may reflect site specific
conditions.

Staff Response to Comment No. 376:

See Overview, Sections 2.1 and 5.4, Singleyvs. Multiple Performance Standards

and Reasonable Assurance. See also staff response to Comment No. 375.

For disposal in the saturated zone, we consider that a number of pathways for

groundwater to enter the underground facility could be created due to rock damage

during construction of the underground facility, deterioration of shaft and borehr

seals, and as a result of the thermomechanical stresses caused by the heat generar

by the waste. Further, salt deposits contain brine inclusions that will migrate

toward the waste canister under the thermal gradients in a repository. -Bedded

salt will also contain interbeds that could provide pathways for groundwater to

enter the underground facility. Hard rocks such as basalt, welded tuff and granit

contain fractures that are potential pathways for groundwater ingress. The

distribution of natural fractures, the formation of fractures due to construction

and thermomechtnical stresses and tie effect of such fractures on resaturation

of the repository will be extremely difficult to assess. We consider that

these conditions must be considered and analyzed in designing the engineered

barrier system, and Kf it cannot be shown that full or partial saturation of

the underground facility will not occur, then the design of the waste packages

must take these conditions into account.

For disposal in the unsaturated zone, assumption of full or-partial saturation of

the underground facility is not required i.n the final rule, since it is possible

*to design the underground facility to be drained of groundwater. Features of

the design for controlling groundwater will be reviewed end the design of the

engineered barrier system will be evaluated in light of the adequacy of such

features. Criteria forldisposal in the unsaturated tone are expected to be

the subject of future amendments to the technical criteria.

Coreent No. 377: United Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

Finally, the specific requirements pertaintnC to YRI' waste should be removed from
S 60.111(b)(2) for the reasons discussed above in connection with I 60.102(b)(4).
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' tStaff Response to Comment No. 377:

See Overview, Section 3.2, Transuranic Wastes (TRU).

Comment No. 378: J. Vadas (4)

I support 2 portions of the proposed rule; these are, a guaranteed 1,000 year
containment period and that the radioactive releases be held to one part in
100,000 of the amount of radioactive waste in the repository. However, another
section of the proposed rule, I strongly criticize, the. section which would
allow a geologically unfit site to be used if it could be "remedied."- I am
opposed to this because of the extra cost for doing so and because it is nearly
impossible to remedy a geologically unfit site. The results of using an unfit
site would be leakage and contamination of the environment.

Staff Response to Comment No. 378:

-See response to Comment No. 297.

Comment No. 379: T. H. Pieford (53)

Rather than make a value judgment now on unissueO EPA standard, we instead restrict
our consideration here to the performance #valuation adopted by NRC in its rational)
for its proposed criteria, i.e., the predicted radiation dose to future maximally
exposed-individuals over the long term to millions of years after emplacement in
a geologic repository.

NRC references such performance analysess''- in its rationale for selecting
numericalcriteria for three parameters of the waste-isclation system: (1) the
time delay from waste emplacement until the onset of dissolution of the waste
by groundwater, (2) the fractional rate of release of radionuclides from the
waste to the groundwater, and (3) tfie time for groundwater to travel from the
repository to the accessible environmet. The authors of two of these refer-
ences"' have dealt quantitatively with the effect of these.-and other parameters
upon overall repository performance, with performance measured in terms of radia-
tion dose to future maximally exposed Individuals. However, MRC has not utilized
the results of the primary studies by these authors. 12.13 NRC refers instead
to a progress reports and to an unpublished paper6 presented at an information
meeting. In order to develop a better understanding of the basis and importance.
of NRC's proposed numerical criteria, we have reviewed the more thorough studies

- by these authors5$ 52 on the effects of these parameters on waste isolation per-
* formance, supplemented by additional data"*-24 on radionuclide adsorption.

solubility, and hydrology for rock media not considered specifically in these
published analyses. Tne results of such performance analyses, showing the
likely importance of each of the three above-mentioned numerical criteria to
overall long-term waste isolation are'discussed in subsequent sections.
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1,000-yr Containment by the Waste Package

1. NRC's Purpose for proposing the 1,000-yr Containment

NRC proposes to require containment of the radionuclides within the high-
level waste package for at least 1,000 yr following repository closure.
NRC justifies this requirement.as necessary to avoid the uncertainties of
predicting release and hydrogeologic trahsport of radionuclides when
affected by elevated temperatures of.waste, rock, and groundwater. NRC
is concerned with "severe" effects of temperature, which could accelerate
the leaching of wastes exposed to-groundwater and could affect groundwater
transport of radionuclides by perturbing the motion of groundwater and by
causing mineral phase changes -of backfill and near-field rock. These
phenomena are more relevant for host rocks which are permeable to -
groundwater.

Some of NRC's considerations of temperature effects are qualitatively rea-
sonable, but there is no showing that the numerical criterion of 1,000 yr
containment is important in attaining a safe overall performance. As is
shown in the following sections, existing technical knowledge of repository
-heating and effects therefrom have not sufficiently entered into the NRC
considerations. NRC's 1,000-yr containment requirement will not avoid-the
need to reduce uncertainties in predicting effects of heating on reposi-
tory performance. Meeting NRC's proposed numerical criterion say introduce
more technical uncertainty than exists in the problem which NRC seeks to
avoid.

2. The Importance of 1.000-Yr Containment to Overall Performance

Some of the temperature effects identified by NRC could increase the time
for released radionuclides to reach the environment; others could decrease
the transport time. It is the uncertainties-from such effects that is
NRC's concern. However, for typical repository sites under DOE considera-
tion. the time for released radionuclides to travel through the heated zone
of the repository is predicted to be small compared to the total travel
time for radionuclides through the adjacent unheated rock.media, so local
changes in the water flow rate and nuclide'transport rate in the heated..
zone do not necessarily cause large changes in the overall travel time.
The references'2 " show that future radiation doses from long-term
releases of radionuclides to the environment are not appreciably affected
by perturbations in radionuclide travel time, for typical values of reposi-
tory and site parameters, and they show that delaying the onset of dissolu-
tion of the waste has-little or no effect upon long-term overall waste
-isolation performance.. -Those radionuclides which are essentially completely
attenuated by decay will not emerge for even such shorter water travel times.
The few that do emerge are so long-lived that they will still emerge-even
for such longer water travel times or waste-containment times. These con-
siderations further question the importance of NRC's proposed 1,000-yr con-
tainment in helping achieve suitable overall waste isolation performance.

The extent to which temperature affectF-radionuclide release and transport
will depend in part upon the rock medium in which the waste is emplaced.
To the extent that such effects are important, temperature effects should
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enter into the selection of the rock medium for emplacement. However,
such considerations would have little import under the mandated 1,000-yr
containment criteria.

Although having questioned here whether or not possible uncertainties
in predicting repository performance during the first 1,000 yr are
important in-predicting the release of radionuclides. to the environment,
we turn next to a more specific evaluation of NRC's discussion2 of the
uncertainties introduced by "severe" effect of temperature during the
first ,1000 yr.

* 3. Temperatures Assumed by NRC

NRC assumes much higher repository temperatures than will necessarily
exist. Repository temperature rises quoted by NRC are as much as
60% greater than those in current DOE reference designs.25  There are
several design options available to DOE to-relax temperatures.and to
decrease the, uncertainty of repository performance analysis, should it
become necessary. These alternatives should be left as a DOE respon-

- sibility in the design process.

NRC does not show its basis for concluding that temperatures after 1,000 yr
are low enough to allow-release and transport-of radionuclides to be pre-
dicted with greater confidence. However, NRC's graphs2 show that after

- 1,000 yr the maximum rock temperature of a bedded-salt repository will have
decreased to about 1600C. Evidently It is the uncertainty of prediction at
temperatures greater than this 1,DOO-)r value that NRC's proposed 1,000-yr
containment is intended to avoid. In DWE's current reference design for a
bedded-salt repository the maximum r;ock temperature at any time during the
first thousand years of emplacement or thereafter is less than NRC's
1,000-yr value. Therefore, the temperatures of current designs of bedded-
salt repositories are evidently already low enough to satisfy NRC's con-
cern, so NRC's.justification of the 1,OO-yr containment would not apply.
This is another example of why a uniform and numerical containment crite-
rion should not bemandated. .

4: Temperature Effects Must Still Be Considered

Even assuming a repository with temperatures in the range which NRC con-
siders to be severe, NRC's proposed 1,000-yr containment criterion would
not eliminate the need to consider temperature effects.- Many of *the
temperature-induced changes in the'rock and backfill are'likely to be.
irreversible and wilt remain and affect radionuclide transport well after
the 1,000-yr period. Many of the temperature-induced mineralogical changes
in basalt, granite, and tuff are likely to be permanent, and these-will

* affect radionuclide transport for the muc~h-longer period-of releases and
transport after the 1,000-yr. containment period. Data from field tests in
heated rock indicate that if thermally Induced fracturing of the rock

* *occurs, increased porosity and permeability for water flow may not become
important until well after the 1,000-yr containment period, when compres-
sive stress due to.temperature have subsided. These are two reasons why
the effects of temperature upon the properties that affect radionuclide
transport must still be considered, regardless of the existence of a
1,000-yr containment.
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11ow, due to heating repository rock containing groundwater, will continue
beyond the. 1,000-yr period and must still be considered in repository design
and analysis. Heating groundwater decreases its density and viscosity and
includes vertical flow, but such thermal convection Es slow to develop.
Analyses26 for conceptual repositories with groundwater flow through hard-
rock fractures show .that, for the assumed constant-aperture fractures, the
maximum water flow rate in the repository will not occur until well after
1,000 'r-for spent-fuel waste, and the increased vertical flow will persist
beyond 10,000 yr. For reprocessed high-level waste-the magnitude of the
thermally induced flow is consiuerably less than for the high-level waste,
but near-maximum flow persists well after 1,000 yr. Therefore, for such
repositories the 1,000-yr container does not necessarily avoid the need
to consider the effects of repository heating upon groundwater flow and
upon radionuclide transport from the high-level waste.

NRC's proposed 1,000-yr containment would not eliminate the need to con-
sider the effects of temperature upon radionuclide transport even-during
the 1,000-yr period. Recognizing that transuranic wastes are also in the
repository, NRC has proposed that a 1,030-yr container not be required
for such wastes if they are not emplaced close enough to hiuh-level wastes
that the release rate from the transuranic waste can be significantly
affected by the heat generated by the high-level waste. However, radionu-
clides can still be released by the relatively cool but uncontained tran-.
suranic wastes, and some of the transuranic radior.uclides, especially
americium-241, are of potential concern even during the first thousand
years.2 7 Even if the released transuranic radionuclides do not themselves
transport through the heated rock, their transport will be governed in
part by the flow of groundwater. As has been demonstrated by analyses of
thermal convection flow of water in heated and unheated zones in conceptual
repositories,26 92S repository heating can markedly perturb the flow paths
and velocities of groundwater, if groundwater is present in the repository.
These flow perturbations occut not only in the heated regions where high-
level waste is emplaced, but they also extend to the cooler regions where
transuranic wastes may be emplaced. Therefore, the effect of repository
heating on the transport of radionuclides even during the first 1,000 yr
must still be considered, regardless of the existence of the 1,000-yr con-
tainer for heated wastes.

NRC has not addressed the question of the importance of these tiiermal'y
inducez! effects to the long-term transport of radionuclides in the en/iron-
ment. NRC's assumption that such thermal effects are important to iong-
term isolation performance remains in question.

5. Extrapolation From Current Knowledge

In considering other possible time periods for waste-package containment,
NRC has ruled out waste-package containment time as long as 10,000 yr on
the grounds that design of such a package requires a considerable extra-
polation beyond DOE concepts and because costs are uncertain and may'not
be justified by the reduction in uncertainty that might be achieved. NRC
should also apply such criteria to its proposed 1,000-yr container, which
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it justifies on the basis of a single report29 that suggests, with some
reservation, that a titanium alloy may be sufficient for a 300-yr contain-
ment in a brine solution. The report provides no adequdte basis for NRC's
conclusion that 1,000-yr containment requires only a small extrapolation.

6. Can Compliance With the 1,000-yr Containment Requirement be Verified?

NRC has not addressed the question of whether or not compliance with the
1,000-yr containment requirement can be verified. Meaningful experiments
involving accelerated corrosion to simulate long-time behavior' are diffi-
cult to design and interpret, and the complex phenomena involved in the
oany different types of corrosion mechanisms which must be considered do
not lead to reliable theoreticM models 'for long-term extrapolation of
performance or to verification of expected performance. This is an impor-
tant area to be considered in the uncertainty analysis of repository per-
formance, and it does not seem to have entered into NRC's consideration
of proposing a 1,000-yr'cOntainment criterion.

A regulatory requirement that is not subject to meaningful verification
of compliance is of dubious value. Even if sufficient laboratory data
were to exist to predict that the designed waste package would contain.
radionuclides for 1,000-yr, it is likely that the 1,000-yr containment
would not be met by all of the waste packages. Manufacturing tolerances-
are almost certain to result in some defective packages.. The NRC crite-.
rion seems to require that all packages perform as. specified, even though
it has not been shown what 7riction-of the waste packages could undergo
partial failure'without resulting in a significant release of radionuclides
to the environment. The NRC requirement is unrealistic and may be impossible
to implement.

Even more difficult will be the problem of verifying compliance with a
numerical EPA standard for overall performance of the waste isolation system,
whether the standard be in terms of- maximum radiation dose or curie release,
unless guidance is provided as to how to comply-with the standard. -The
only means of demonstrating compliance at such long times 'n the future
is through predictive analysis of long-term performance, accompanied by
best estimates of.uncertainties in that performance estimate and by safety
margins to provide for those uncertainties.. Recognizing the reality of
uncertainties in predictive analysis bnd providing flexibility and guidance
-so that compliance can be reasonably verified must le an essential ingre-
dient in whatever overall performance standard is issued by EPA and imple-
ment'ed by NRC. Similar flexibility and guidance for compliance must-neces-
sarily accompany any numerical criteria for long-term future performance.
but it does not appear in NRC's.proposed rule.

7. NRC's Estimate of Cost

To support its conclusion that the cost of incorporating titanium in a
waste package would be reasonable, NRC should review what is actually
involved in constructing and verifying the performance of such a waste
package, and NRC should describe Its frame of reference for what costs
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are "reasonable." The vague cost estimate by Magnini and Braithwaite29
for a 300-yr waste package of unspecified design shows that NRC's proposed
containment criterion could add several billion dollars to the cost of a
repository. Such a cost may well be justified if it achieves a significant
and necessary increase in public safety. However, there is n.i basis for
such determination at this time.

It would be appropriate for NRC to rely core upon the DOE program that is
developing the waste package and costs thereof. It would be appropriate
for NRC to clarify to what extent costs will be a consideration in reposi-
tory licensing.

S. Summary

The above analysis shows that NRC's proposed criterion that the radionu-
clides be confined within the waste package for 1,000 yr is without ade-
quate or valid technical foundation, is based upon questionable assump-
tions, and may not be important to long-term public health and safety.
There is no showing by NRC that the proposed criterion is necessary or
sufficient for NRC's stated purposes.
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II

Staff Response to Comment No. 379:

See Overview, Section 1.3, Purpose of the Technical Criteria, and Section 2.1,

Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards; also, Part C, Rationale for the

* Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.

The commenter has incorrectly assumed that NRC based its proposed criteria on

predicted radiation doses to future maximally exposed individuals over times

of millions of years after emplacement in a geologic rep:sitory. As stated in

-the rationale document, and as noted by a number of other commenters, the overall

performance standard is the EPA standard, which we assumed will be similar to

draft 19, and therefore based on cumulative releases of radioactivity to the.

accessible environment over a 10,000 year period. The NRC referenced the earlier

* studies by.Burkholder. Cloninger, Nill and others in specific contexts to -

support its selection of the principal barriers and to identify nuclides that

were important'in the transport analyses. The rationale document for the final

rule shows how the NRC criteria contribute to meeting the assumed EPA standard,

and an appendix to the rationale 'ocument considers the EPA standard proposed

on December 29, 1982.

With respect to the commenters eight numbered points we have the following

responses.

1. The staff continues to be concerned about the effect of temperature on

control of releases from the underground facility and considers that

containment within a waste package can be an effective'way to deal with

this uncertainty. We recognize that factors such as the age of the

wastes, the characteristics of the host rock and repository design can

compensate for the effects'of temperature and have allowed in the final

rule for consideration of them on a case-by-case basis. (See

6 60.113(b).)

2. the coarenter has apparently mlsuno" stood NRC's concern that containment

time and release rate are coupled parameters that should not be varied

independently as has been done in the earlier referenced studies. The

NRC staff considers containment t'. important factor in achieving
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controlled release. The importance of controlled release to overall

performance is analyzed in the rationale document. (Part C of this

document.)

3. In this instance the commenter references a draft working group report as

a source for repository temperatures; NRC considered the DOE GEIS and

its supporting documents to'be more appropriate references for its

purposes. In any event the final rule incorporates flexibility to allow

.for.lower temperatures in repository designs.

4. The commenter has misinterpreted the staff's intent with regard to the

benefit of the waste package containment requirement. NRC does rot claim

that containment for 1,OOC years will eliminate the need to consider

temperature effects. iRe's statement in the rationale that accompanied

the proposed rule was that "Lower temperature and temperature gradients -

allow release rates and radionuclide migration rates to be predicted with

greater confidence under these conditions." The staff agrees with-the

commenter-that the effects of temperature on the disturbed zone will-

remain a factor to be evaluated. Also note that requirements for

disposal of transuranic wastes have been deleted from the final-rule.

5. In the rationale document for the final rule (see Part C), the staff.has

re-examined the state of waste package technology and considers that a

waste package design for containment in the range of 300 to 1000 years is

reasorably achievable, particularly in view of the clarification that

absolute proof of zero release is not intended. (See Overview, Sec- -

tion 5.4, Reasonable Assurance, and Part C.)

6. In this point the commenter fails to recognize that DOE is already

committed to designing a waste package that lasts for several hundred

years and therefore would need to conduct accelerated corrosion tests

taking into account the various, corrosion mechanisms and would need, to

develop appropriate theoretical models for long term extrapolation. Also

note that the proposed rule did not require complete assurance of zero
release and the final rule has been further clarified on this point.
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Finally, the final rule includes provisions for flexibility in the

numerical criteria while the criteria provide guidance as to what

combination of engineered and natural barriers will give the Commission

confidence in overall performance.

7. Again, the commenter should take note of the fact that DOE is already

committed to designing a waste package that will last for the period of

the fission product pulse. DOE therefore-will already need to perform

the necessary tests develop the designs and carry out a quality assurance

program to-achieve this goal. *The staff does not consider the incre-

mental cost of its requirement unreasonable. (See Part C, Chapter-VII.)

8. The staff has addressed the commenter's principal points in Part C.

Comment No. 380: U.S. DOE (48) -

10-CFR 60.)IIlb)

- ' NRC Proposed Wording:

(Not repeated here due to length.)--

.. Recommended Revision:

(b) Performance of the geologic repository after permanent closure.

(l) Overall system performance

The geologic setting shall be selected'and the engineered system shall be
designed so at to provide reasonable assurance that, following permanent
closure, the release of radionuclides into the accessible environment is
within the limits defined by the generally applicable environmental stand-
ards established by the Environmental.PrQtection Agency.

(2) Performance of the engineered system

(i) Containment of waste

The engineered system shall be designed so that there is reasonable.assur-
ance that containment of the HLW will be virtually complete during the
period wihen the radiation and thermal output are dominated by fissio'n
product. decay. As a performance objective, this period of containtent
will be a nominal 1,0O0 years after permanent closure of the repository
unless it is established to the satisfaction of the Comission. that an
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acceptable level of overall system performance can be achieved with a
shorter containment period. Among the factors that may be taken into
account in proposing an alternative containment period are the radio-
nuclide content and the thermal output of the waste. The capability of
the engineered system to meet the performance objective after permanent
-closure shall be evaluited-on the basis of anticipated processes and
events- and the assumption, where appropriate, that the nominal annual
fractional rate of release of radicnuclides from the engineered system
need not be zero but should be less than one part in 100.000 or 1 x 10-'
of the inventory at the time of release. Those radionuclides whose con-
tribution is less than 0.1% of the curie inventory at the time of release
need-not be included in any consideration or calculation relative to-this
objective. This requirement shall not be construed to mean that there
shall be no releases during the containment period; the standard of com-
pliance will be 'reasonable assurance". -

(ii) Control of releases

The engineered system shall be designed so that there is reasonable assur-
ance that any release should be a gradual process which results in small
fractional release rates extending over long times;-And wfill not cause
the overall performance standard on releases at the accessible environ-
ment to-be exceeded. As a performance objective this annual fractional
release rate shall not exceed one part in 100,000 of the inventory after
the containment period unless it is established to the satisfaction of
the Commission that an acceptable level of overall system.perforsance
can be-achieved at other expected-release rates. Among the other factors
that may be taken into account in proposing an alternate release rate are
the radionuclide content and the thermal output of the waste. The capa-
bility of the engineered system to Feet-the performance objective after
the containment period shall be evaluated on the basis of anticipated
processes and events and the assumption, where appropriate, that avail-
able void spaces in the underground facility are filled with groufw'ater.
Those radionuclides whose contribution is less than 0.1% of the curie
inventory at the time of release need not be included in any coisidera-
tion or calculation relative to this objective.

(3) No change recommended.

Rationale:

The rationale for these changes is presented in the Issue Comentary enclosure
to this responie, under "Alternative Approach."

- Staff Response to Comment No. 380:

This content raises a variety of issues-that are dealt with in various parts

of the Overview, Section 2.1, including especially Sinal. vs. Multiple

Performance Standards, and Section-by-Section Analysis of the performance

objectives. The comsenter's principal point, that other containment periods
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and release rates should be acceptable so long as the overall system

performance objective can be achieved, has been adopted in the final rule. A

*further response is provided in connection with the-Issue Commentary enclosure

referred to by the commenter.

Comment No. 381: Div. of Emergency Government, State of.Wisconsin (77)

60.211 -- Performance Objectives (b)(i) Containment Period

The last sentence indicates that "the ability of the geologic setting to isolate
wastes during the isolation period, in accordance with paragraph (b)(3)(ii) of
this section shall be deemed to satisfy this requirement." Assumpttons are beinS
made through positive statements that the suitability of a geologic respository
is a given fact following final NRC site approval. However, due to limited
sc'ientific knowledge on geologic repositories to.date, the adequacy and more
importantly, the suitability of a proposed repository will be dependent on how
well the variables are integrated into the final evaluation.

Staff Response to Comment No. 381.

The wording quoted in this comment has been deleted from the final rule. It

was not,.and is not, the Commission's Intention-to.make a final finding of

ste suitability until a performance confirmation program has been completed -

and the.results of this program have been evaluated.. The NRC's retrievability

criterion permits such a program to b c'nducted while providing for retrieval

-of the emplaced waste if necessary.

Coxcent No. 382: Bechtel National. Inc (37)

6Ci.111 (b) (2) - In a footnote to this paragraph, the Commission requests co-
ments on whether an ALARA principle should be applied to the performance
requirements dealing with containment and the control of releases. We believe
the ALARA principle should not be applied to these requirements and that the
discussion of ALARA should Ereremoved from the Supplementary Information for
the following reasons:

(a) It is not evident that improving upon the stated performance requirements
* for waste-package containment and control of releases would have any -

significant effect on further enhancing overall system performance,

(b) If: the currently proposed overall system performance requirements are
met, the risks to public health and safety will be so low as to be incon-
sequential, and thus, expenliture of additional effort. to further reduce
the risk would be unwarranted, and
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(c) There is no basis for determining whether ALARA has been achieved, con-
sequently, individual judqement would have to apply which could lead to
endless and futile debate between the parties concerned.

Staff Response to Comment No. 382:

See Overview, Section 2.5, ALARA.

Comment No. 383: Bechtel Nationil,'Inc (37)

60.111 (b) (2) - The engineered system performance- requirements of this sec-.
tion are applied in an almost.equal mannker to TRU wastes as they'are to HLW.
This does not seem appropriate based upon.the very large difference in hazard
potential between these two waste forms. We reconnend, therefore, that -TRU be-
removed from consideration in this proposed rule, and handled separately by
future regulations.

Staff Response to Comment No. 383:.

See Overview, Section 3.2, Transuranic Wastes (TRU).

Comment No. 384: Bechtel National, Inc (37)-

60.111 <b) (2) - Based upon the detailed ONWI studies'of-engineered barrier
reported in PNL-3356 and PNL-SA-9826, it is not evident that the subsystem
performance objectives specified in this paragraph do much, if-anything, to
enhance overall repository performance. These studies show that, even in view
of the uncertainties inherent to the analyses,

(a) There is, in effect, no change in repository performance when the waste
package release rate is reduced from 10-0/yr to 10-/yr,

(b) A containment period of 1000 years has no significant effect on dose
reduction; rather, a containment period of greater than 100,000 years
would be required to accomplish-this, and

(c) For a properly chosen deep repository site, any radionuclide release to
Ran's environment is expected to take in excess of 10,000 years.

As pointed out by the authors of PtL-3356, these results should'be viewed with
the 'realization that the analysis tends to maximize both the incentive for,
and the resultant effectiveness of, the engineered barriers in the context of
the overall. repository system".

In addition, the NRC does not provide.a valid justification for these sub-
system performance objectives with the arguments presented in Enclosure (J)
to SECY-81-267. For example, the NRC states that the 1000-year containment
requirement is necessary to protect against the possibility of an accelerated
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release from the disturbed zone into the far field due to elevated tempera-
tures in proximity to the waste package during the first 1000 years after
waste emplacement. However, no analyses are provided to show that a zero
release from the waste package during this time period is necessary, or-even
beneficial, to meeting the overall system performance objectives. Further-
more, the NRC does not appear to recognize that temperature effects, should
they be important, will be a function of waste emplacement density, repository
design, and host rock characteristics, and thus, are site and design specific.

For these reasons, we believe %he numerical subsystem performance objectives
given in this section of the proposed rule should be deleted.

Staff Response to Comment No. 384:

See response to Comment No. 379.

Coment No. 385: F. L. Parker (80)

Statistical criteria need to be provided so that when the regulations say all.
material must be contained at the 10-' level, it specifies what fraction of
the material that is - 95X of the material or 99% of the-material - and at
what level of confidence. Once that is specified, testing can proceed to
indicate whether or not these design goals are reachable. I think, also, that
NRC needs to indicate what validation it will accept for these numbers. Ho~(
will they allow DOE to prove that the package will last for 1,000 years, or
that the travel- time is 1,000 years, etc.? These items are crucial to planning
a waste package and a repository and to obtaining a license.

Staff Response to Comment No. 385:

See Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance.

Coment No. 386: C. Valske. Atomic Industrial Forum (SO)

Proposed changes to Item (b)(2) Performance of the engineered system.

As indicated in the comment on alternative approaches, if NRC believes it neces-
sary to define specific performance criteria for the various coqmponents of a
repository, we recommend that these be in the form of Odesign guidance" and not
fixed criteria. To accomplish this, Wt is suggested that parts of Paragraph
60.111 be changed to read as -indicated below.. The proposed revisions include
the EPA proposed 10,000 year time period over which performance is to be
evaluated, as well as the recommendation that reference to TRU waste be daleted.
Also incorporated are proposed performance objectives for subsurface facility
seats that would replace those in Item 60.132(1), 60.133(a) and 60.133(b).
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Item (b)(2)(i) Containment of wastes
S.

"The waste package shall be designed to provide containment of radionu-
clides during the time period when the potential hazard from the short-
lived radionuclides and the effects of the waste thermal loading on the
geologic setting are significant so as to provide added assurance that
the overall geologic repository system performance objective will be
met. As design guidance, the containment period should be * years
after permanent closure of the repository, unless it is established that
an acceptable level of geologic repository system performance can be
achieved with a shorter containment period. The design basis contain-
ment period shall be evaluated on the basis of anticipated processes-and
events and the assumption that the quantity of groundwater available to
interact with the waste package; following permanent closure, is the
mdxiMum predicted under anticipated conditions. This evaluation need not
*consider unlikely processes and events."

Staff Response to Comment No. 386:

The NRC will apply the EPA standard to whatever interval the EPA finally.

establishes. It would not-be ipproprfate for our rule to specify an interval,

but we have used 10,000 years in our analyses.-

References to TRU wastes have been deleted from the final rule.

The provisions with respect to borehole seals have been revised. See

Overview. Section-by-Section Analysis, 1 60.134.
Comment No. 387: N. 0. Lewis, State of Washington Eneray Facility Site

Evaluation (36)

While representatives of several state agencies have participated in discus-
sicns concerning the disposal of high-level radioactive waste, we do'not feel
qualified to coment on the technical aspects of such of the proposed regular-
tion. However, we are-confident that the-provision for a package to last for

- 1,O00years is proper and acceptable.

j Staff Response to Comment No. 387:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards' also,

Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.

To be established by the NRC on the basis that this time period (designated
in the 7/8/81 draft rule as 1,000 years) pr' rides confidence that the overall
system performance objective will be met.
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Comment No. 386: C. R. Fisher, General Atomic Co. (16)

Sections 60.111(b)(2)(i) and (ii)

General Atomic supports the use of an "as long as reasonably achievable"
approach to specifying requirements for HLW cor.tainment, and an "as low as
reasonably achievable" approach to requirements for the control of releases.
The-artitrarynimposition of 1000 years and 10 ppm limits may-be -ift--so~e.cases -

too lenient while in others overly restrictive---for-examp-e1-*ome preliminary
estimates indicate that in all geologic media except salt, unacceptable. conse-
quences might result if the HLW were not contained for more than 100-0years,
and subsequently released at rates less than 10 ppm/yr. Because of- ztimates
such as these and the fact that repository technology is in the early..stages
of development, it would be unwise to use approaches to design and operation
which do Pot maximize flexibility and the opportunity for-innovation.-

Staff Response to Comment No. 388:

-See Overview, Section 2..1f .Single vs. Mul.tipljePerformance, Standards.

Comment No. 389: R. 1. Newman, American Institute of Chemical Engingeers (46)

Section 60. 111(b)(2)(i) of the proposed regulation would require that-the
nuclear waste be in such form and so packaged that, "even if full or partial
saturation of the underground facility were to occur, and assuming anticipated
processes and events, the waste packages will contain all radionuclide5- for at
least the first 1,000 years after permanent closure." After this init4al
1,000 years,.5ection 60.111(b)(2)(ii) would limit releases from the pesjkage to
not more than one part in.100,000. Moreover, pursuant to Section 60Y.zfl2(c),
the repositotpy must be such that water travel time to the accessible eiwiron-
ment is longer than 1,000 years. Thus, overall, the zero release requirement
from the repository is not only for required 1,000-year package containment
time, but also for the 1,000-year travel time -- a total of 2,000 yearV of
zero release.-

.The following factors should lead to the conclusion that the proposel^2,000-year
zero release criterion is not only unnecessary but also contrary to rational
protection crf the health and safety of the public:.

(1) No scientific basis related to radiological protection (the domain of the
NRC) is presented in the proposed regulation. Indeed, in related docu-
ments (Draft NUREG-0805 and Draft NUREG-0806), the radiological exposure
to the public resulting from the waste disposal operation is not quanti-
fied, but only addressed in general terms.

(2) The proposed regulation seems to make a mockery of the principlewof "as
low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA). For quite some time, we have
understood that the implementation of ALARA involved the weighing of
costs and benefits of reducing radiation exposures below a well-defined
exposure guideline or limit. For the NRC to query commenters as to the
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appropriateness of applying such a principle to a mandated 2,000-year
zero release would seem to be a moot question. This is even more the
case when, taking into account 2,000 years of radioactive decay, natural
retardation of nuclides, and dilution (especially if the release is from
a body of salt), the potential exposure to the population or any indi-
vidual resulting from escape from a reasonable selected, designed, and
constructed repository would be but a small fraction of normal background
exposure as well as being far below the 40 CFR Part 190 standard or
25 mrem/yr.

(3) We believe'that although compliance with the requirements of the proposed
regulation can be accomplished, it would be at a cost increase which
would be shown to be unwarranted if NRC had done the usual cost/benefit
analysis.

(4j Licensing under these proposed criteria would require that DOL provide
absolutely zero release -- not one atom. This is virtually an-impossible
task, and would lead inevitably to lengthy licensing delays.

(5) Adoption of the proposed regulation would increase the misconception of
many who incorrectly perceive nuclear waste to be much More hazardous than
a number of frequently encountered and accepted non-radioactive toxic
materials.'

Staff Response to Comment No. 389:

See Overview, Sections 2.1.and 2.5, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards

and ALARA, as well as the Section-by-Section Analysis, §60.113.

Zero release from the waste package is not required.' (See Overview,'Sec-

tions 3.4 and 5.4, Containment and Reasonable Assurance and also Section 60.113.)

For the bases of the numerical criteria see the rationale document. With respect

to the five numbered points:

1. The radiological protection standard underlying the technical criteria is

expected to be published by EPA. The relationship between the nurkrical

criteria and the assumed EPA standard considered by the staff is analyzed

in the rationale document (Pert C).

2. The EPA Fuel Cycle standard, 40 CFR 190, is not applicable to disposal of

HLW. The draft EPA standard considered by'the NRC-staff in the rationale

document is not based on dose to the maximum individual, but limits

cumulative release to the accessible environment over 10,000 years. In
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light of the time periods involved in disposal of HLW, the Commission

considered it reasonable to request comment on application of ALARA to

design the engineered barrier system. (See Overview, Section 2.5.

ALARA.)

3. For the conmenters point witth respect to cost, see response to Comment

Nos. 379 and 401 and the rationale document:-

4. Again, zero release is not required. Svet-response tV6Comment No. 379.

5. On the contrary, the NRC staff considers that adoption of the final rule

- will increase public confidence that HLW is being disposed of safely.

Comitnt No. 390: C. Valske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

The proposed rule specifies containment of all radionuclides for the waste
package for a period of 1,000 years following permanent closure of the reposi-
tory; and, after the first 1,000 years, an annual release rate of not more
than one part in 100,000 of the inventory of any radionuclide present. The
NRC staff has failed to Justi.fy these requirements either by modeling or by
other calculational techniques. Therefore, these performance criteria should
only be used as guides.

Staff Response to Comment No. 390:

See Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.

Comment No. 391: UK Atomic Energy Authority (29) -

We are doubtful about specifying 1000 year transit time.

Staff Response to Comment No. 391:

See Part C, Rattonale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.

Comment No. 392: Onion of Concerned Scientists (59)

The performance objectives governing control of releases (paragraph (b)(2)(il)
of section 60.111) do not specifically stipulate that the underground facility-
should be assumed to be saturated. That stipulation should be Included.
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Release requirements should be applied to all radionuclides. The proposed
exemption for radionuclides contributing less than 0.1X of annual release
should be removed.

The proposed release objectives do not address the capacity of the underground
facility to inhibit releases.if waste packages fail during the first 1,000 years.
Requirements for inhibition.of such releases should be included in this rule.

Staff Response to Comment No. 392:

The staff agrees that the underground-facility should ke.onsidered to be

resaturated. The final rule requires that both partial and complete filling

of available void spaces with groundwater-be taken into-account for disposal

in the saturated zone.

Radionuclides which contribute less than 0.1 to annual releases are

exhibiting annual release rates of less than onepart in 108 of the inventory

of the repository at 1000 years. The staff considers that such releases Oo'I -

not constitute a sufficient risk to public health and safety to justify the

eKtremely difficult and complex testing needed to demonstrate compliance

Since, in any case, compliance with the EPA standard for releases to the

environment will also be required.

It is anticipated that some waste packages may fail during'4the first 1000 years.

Should this occur, the-underground facility must inhibit releases to the extent

necessary to meet the 1 part in 100,000 performance objective. Thus, the rule

does address the'inhibition capacity of the underground facility.

Comment No. 393: H. Ross (14)

60.411 (b)(2)(ii)(A) Control of Releases

The one part in 100,000 release requirement for the engineered system again
will be impossible to verify and ignores the positive features of a good
geologic site to contain or delay transport of radionuclides. The requirement
as stated requires engineering overkill for a single component of the system
which will be unnecessarily'costly and still Impossible to verify. Sorption.
long travel paths, and dilution all tend to offset tfie effects of release from
the engineered system.

The combined engineering barriers and geologic setting should be considered as
an interactive system, and long term performance requirements should apply to
the system rather than its individual components.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 393:

See Overview, Sections 2.1 and 5.4, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards

and Reasonable Assurance, respectively.

Comment No. 394: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

Use of the systems approach in evaluating repository performance is recommended
on page 35281, column 3. Multiple barriers are a feature of the system. Yet, in
Section 60.111(b), each barrier is generally required to provide total performanc
-capability for the system, independent of thq performanceof th. other barriers.
We do not consider this to be a systems approach, but rather a "defense-in-depth"
approach. A systems approach is recouvmmnded by these reviewers.

Staff Response to Comment'No. 394:

Contrary to the comment, total performance capability is not required to be'

provided by each barrier. See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple

Performance Standards.

Comment No. 395: H. Ross (14) '

60.111(b)(2)(i) Containment of Wastes -

The 1,0DO0year containment period'for the waste packages is arbitrary and will
be impossible to prove. The behavior to this length of time must be a numerical
projection including some site specific uncertainty. The term 1,000 years after
closure could mean 1,110 years for the first waste package emplaced and 1,001
years for the last waste package. .A 1r000 year requirement for the waste -
package is unnecessarily long In view of the long term isolation provided by any
acceptable geologic site. The.engineering overkill required to meet a 1,000 year
waste package containment w11 result-in unnecessarily costly waste packages and
may place other unnecessary requirements on handling facilities. A minimum
containment period would include packaging, shipping, emplacement, and retrieval
times, perhaps a total of 100 to 200 years. A design goal bf twice this would
be more appropriate.

Staff Response to Comment No. 395:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards and Section-

by-Section, Analysis, 6 60.113.

'Comment No. 396: American Nuclear Society (20)

Section 60.111(b)C2)(i) requires that the waste packages contain all* radionu-
clides for the first 1,000 years after permanent closure.
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NRC claims that the basis for the choice of 1,000 years is mainly that the heat
induced by the waste in the geologic ihedium.will Increase the waste package
leachability and reduce the near-field transport time, with the net result that
the radiological source term from the "disturbed zone" increases. NRC does not
argue that the 1,000-year containment period-is necessary to reduce the overall
radiological release to man's environment to an acceptable level.

It is agreed that the postulated release from the underground facility would be
accelerated due to resulting higher temperatures in the geologic medium but,
generally, the calculational models used do not take-credit for any holdup or
delay of radionuclides in the region of relatively higher temperatures. Rather,
the radiological.source term for the farfield transport models ire derived -

directly from the waste package release rate as if the heated geologic medium
region or "disturbed zone" did not exist. Thus, any.-acceleration of release from
the underground facility due'to temperature effects has already been discounted
and, therefore, should-not be used to penalize-the waste package design.

Furthermore, heat or high temperature does not make waste-package containment
more necessary, only more difficult to achieve. The waste-package containment
requirement during any period should be based on the acceptable release quantity'
during that period, not on changes in nearby or adjacent conditions'. A'rela-
tively higher temperature environment and the presence of water in a repository
will make the waste package more difficult to design, but these factors should
not *nfluence the required wiste-package performance, particularly when no
* ad t is taken for near-field or "disturbed'zone" retardation.

In-addition, analyses have shown thatHNRC's stipulated 1.000-year containment
period for waste packages or an engineered barrier would not have the suggested
effect of supposedly reducing the-release of raiionuclides via hydrogeologic
transport to man's environment. For example, Cloniger, et al.,*t have shown
that a waste-package containment period between 0 and IOK,070 years does not
contribute to reducing radiological consequences to man's environment; instead,
this reduction is satisfied through the regional geology or natural barriers.

Thus, the 1,000-year containment period results in relatively no benefit for
reduction in radionuclide releases, as compared to that for the natural barriers.-
It should also be noted that NRC's implied "zero leakage" criterion in-the
proposed 1,000-year contafnment period Is impossible to prove.

Us'ng somewhat different models, an almost identical conclusion is reached by
Pigford, et al.*** Their results indicate that in varying waste package con-
tainment tides from 1 to 10,000 years makes no difference to release rates for
a spectrum of Important long-lived isotopes.

The use of rall" could be interpreted that no waste package failure could be
allowed in 1,000 cears. Using probabilistic desigrn analyses, it must always
be concluded that some chance of failure exists. Consequently, percent of
failure allowed must be defined If any fixed life is to be required for the
waste package. Therefore, the proposed wording is unrealistic.

"M.D. Cloniger, et al. An Analysis on the Use of Engineered Barriers for Geo-
logic Isolation of Spent Fuel in a Reference Salt Site Repository, PKL-3356

*,,(December 1980).
1. H. Pigford, et al., Migration of Radionuclides Through Sorbin Media
Analytical Solution, - 11, LBL-11616, UC-70 Vol. 1 (October 1980
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For the above reasons, the 1,000-year containment period by engineered barriers
provides no added safety and is unsupported by scientific evidence.

Staff Res.ponse to Comment No. 396:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards; Part C,

Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60, and staff response

to Comment No. 379; also, Overview, Section 3.4,-Containment, for use of the word

"all .

Comment No. 397: S. J. Goodman (3)

The provision wthich.calls for a guaranteed 1000 year containment period is
grotesquely inadequate. Toxins like plutonium 239 remain dangerous for more
than 250,000 years. Toxins like Iodine 129 remain dangerous for 160 Million
years. This is considerably longer than 1000 years.

The radioactive containment should be held to much better than one part in-
100,000 since even this small amount of release would sti-l have a very serious
health impact due to the astronomical amounts of radioactivity produced by the-
nuclear power program and the weapons effort.

The omission of anyrnention of population related requirements needs clarifica-
tion, as does the proposed rule which allows the DOE to pickea geologically
unfit site if conditions cart be "remedied."

Staff Response to Comment No. 397:

Chapter II of the rationale document (Part C) contains a discussion of the

hazards associated with HLW In either the form of -spent fuel or the residue

from reprocessed spent fuel. As shown in Chapters VII and VIII of that

appendix, the commenter is correct that coritainment-of HLW for 1,000 years

alone or limitation of release rates to one part in 100,000 per year alone

provides insufficient protection for the public. However, Chapters VI1 and

VIII also show that these objectives, which apply to the engineered barrier

system, when added to the requirements for the geologic setting, will

substantially enhance confidence that the assumed EPA'standard-will be set:

The commenter's concerns would be more appropriately addressed to EPA to the

extent that they involve establishment of acceptable levels of radioactivity

in the environment.
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See also, Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Releted Sitino Criteria and staff

response to Comment No. 297.

Comment No. 398: Dr. Roy (52)

I believe that the rule is overly cautious in not permitting any credit for the
linear sum of containment and isolation especially for fission product ions.
Surely as long as no nuclides reach the biosphere in 1000 years it is enough.
Risk analysis on catastropic-repository failure can be factored In, but credit
for the adsorption and isolation should not be excluded.

Staff Response to Comment No. 398:

The staff did not intend to deny credit for the combination of containment and

isolation, nor to exclude-credit for adsorption or isolation. The staff does

consider that during the period when radiation and thermal conditions in the

underground facility are dominated by fission product decay, containment of

HLV should be.substantially complete. This action protects the-waste from

groundwater contact until the temperature and. radiation levels have decreased

to the P^int where technically supportable predictions of radionuclide releases

to the host rock can be made, and serves to mi-tigate the consequences of

unanticipated failures of other components of the repository. The specific

methods by which the DOE'accomplishes this containment are left 'to its

discretion.

Comment No. 399: Div. of Emergency Govt.. State of Wisconsin (77)

Page 35281 -.Containment and isolation, 2nd Paragraph- Arequirement providing
for a thousand years of waste package containment is commendable, although it
%ay not be feasible. Two recent'Science articles indicate that if.the waste is
incorporated into glass, the leach rates arL likely to increase substantially
past 2,000 years due to a-recoil effects (J. C. Oran, M. Haurette and J; C. Petit
(1980) Science 209'1520-22). Existing knowledge coupledvwith computer models
cannot accurately predict events for that time period. Thus, technical criteria
cannot be required, but can only be establishedgseven best estimates of known
factors. Either o shorter period of engineered protecton forbore study Is needed.

Staff Response to. Comuent 'No. 399:

See Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance
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Commert No.. 400: Institute of Electric3l-and Electronics Engineers (28)

Tne rationale for the 1,000-year period (as opposed to say, a 500-year period or
a 10,000-year period) should have been summarized in the Supplementary Informatic

The 1000-year requirement for waste package integrity would probably be unduly
restricted in cases where engineered barriers are available and/or groundwater
travel times are longer than 1,000 years. In addition, it may be prohibitively
difficult and expensive to fabricate waste packages that will remain intact for
1,000 years, and Impossible to provide assurance that the requirement will be me!

The severe requirement for waste-package performance may result in the use of
expensive materials as containers. These containers may represent a large
mineral or precious metal deposit. Such a concentration of valuable materials
could lead to the potential- mining of the repbsitory in the distant future,
counteracting the intent of the regulations to protect future generations.

Staff Response to Comment No.-400:

* ~/.
See Overview, Section 2.-1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards; also,

Section 2.6, Human Intrusion, oriresource value of emplaced waste.

Comment No. 401: T. H. Pipford (53)

1. NRC's Proposal

NRC proposes that the c.aximum annual release of any radionuclide after 1,000 yr
from the engineered system, which includes the waste package-and backfill, be
at most one part in 100,000 of the maximum amount .of that radionuclide calculatec
to be present in the underground facility (assuming no release from the under-
ground facility) at any time after 1,000 yr following permanent closure. Taken
literally, this means at'any and all times after the -1,000 yr period.

2. Effect of Release Rate Upon Long-Term Performance

NRC refers to overall performance analysess's 7 of conceptual repositories,
which include parametric studies of the effect of.releise rate upon long-term
performance. These analyses include projections to millions of years. NRC's
.-release rate requirement is not supported by the results of these and more
detailed parametric studies22 "13 for groundwater transport, which show that for

bH. C. Burkholder, "Management Perspectives for Nuclear Fuel Cycle Wastes,"
Nuclear V.aste Management and Transportation Quarterly Report, Jan.-Mar., 1976,
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, WA.
'M. 0. Cloninger, "A Perspective Analysis on the Use of Engineered Barriers for
Geologic Isolation of Spent Fuel," Proc. NVTS Info. Mtg., Oct. 30 - Nov. 1, 19

?U.S. Departsent of Energy, Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Manage-
ment-of Coumercially Generated Radioactive Waste, DOE/EIS-0046-D, 1979.

'IN. C. Burkholder, M. D. Cloninger, D. A. Baker, C. Jansen, "Incentives for
Partitioning High-Level Waste," Muc. Tech.: 31, 202-217, November, 1976.

13M. 0. Cloninger, C. R. Cole, J. F. Washburn,."An Analysis on the Use of
Engineered Barriers for Geologic Isolation of Spent fuel in a Reference Salts
Site Repository.' PNL-3356, December, 1980.
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some typical sites the calculated future radiation doses to the maximally exposed
individual from long-term releases to the-environment are insensitive to the
release rate from the waste package, for fractional release rates in the range
of 1O- . to 10-5/yr.

This insensitivity to-release rate via groundwater transport occurs because of
the contribution of radium-226 to the radiation dose. Radium-226 is not
initially present in the waste but grows slowly from the decay of the long-lived
precursors uranium-234, uranium-238, and thorlum-230. A slow fractional rate
of dissolution of the waste material allows greater amounts of thorium-230 to
.build up in the waste before. the waste is all dissolved. This buildup, together
with a."reconcentration effect"30 due to simultaneous arrival of-radium-226 at
a discharge location from earlier decays of a broad band of absorbed tharium-230,
results in the long-term radiation dose varying little with fractional release
rate over the range indicated above and for the ranges of other parameters con-
sidered in the analyses.

3. tRC's assumption of demonstrated technology and cost

In discussing other possible numerical values for the release rate from the
engineered system, NRC rejects the more stringent release rate of 10-'/yr on
the ground; (a) that DOE has not yet demonstrated whether such a release rfate.
is achievable and (b) that the costs for a waste.package with such a low
release rate are very uncertain.' At the other extreme, NRC rejects.boros.i.li-
cate glasses in current DOE programs as insufficient because of too high a
release rate estimated by NRC to be in the range of 10-2 to 10- 3/yr. For
MateFials to meet its 10-6/yr release-rate criterion, NRC proposes nepheline
syenite glasses, ceramic and composite materials, and clay backfill. However,
there are not sufficient data on these materials proposed by NRC to meet NRC's
requirements -of demonstrated technology and reasonable cost. In.fact, the
technologies have not been developed, and the costs are not known.

4. Uncertain extrapolation from laboratory data

We question the validity of NRC's prediction of a long-tern fractional release
rate for.any of these materials in a repository.on the basis of existing labora-
tory data. NRC has adopted laboratory leach data, expressed as dissolution
rate per unit surface area and based largely upon 30-day experiments, and has
multiplied by the surface-to-mass ratio for'repository waste to obtain a frac-
tional leach rate assumed to be applicable to the Long-tern fractional release
of all the important radionuclides contained in the waste packages emplaced in
a repository. Members of the Waste Isolation System Panel of the National
Research Council, who have reviewed the current knowledge for predicting long-
tern performance of wastes in a repository, have concluded that such extra-
polation of laboratory leach data for repository performance estimates is.not
valid. This casts doubt on the validity of NRC's conclusion that the new mate-
rials suggested by NRC are necessary and sufficient to achieve a fractional.

ASH. C. Burkholder and M. 0. Cloninger, The Riconcentration'Phenomenon of
Radionuclide Chain higration,O The American Institute of themical Engineers
Symposium Series, No. 179, 74, 1978.
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release rate of 10-5s/yr, and it casts doubt on NRC's conclusion that waste
forms under development in current DOE programs, such as borosilicate glass,
will not meet NRC's proposed release rate.

5. Can release-rate performance be verified?

Verification of the expected release rate performance, whether at 1,000 to
10,000 yr after emplacement, or whether at.millions of years later as would be
suggested by NRC's quoted performance analyses, is even more difficult than
that of verifying the 1,000-yr containment. The predicted.performance depends
much upon the local chemistry of the groundwater and upon the long-term failure
modes of several of the components of the waste package, and it requires a vali-
dated theory of long-term release rate that does not now exist. Until the -
uncertainty of prediction and verification of waste-package performance Is better
understood, specification of a-fractional release rate as a numerical criterion
to be complied with has little meaning.;

As has been pointed out before in connection with the 1,000-yr containment crite-
rion, it is likely that not all of the low-release waste packages and backfill
will perform as designed, because of statistical imperfections in manufacturing
and emplacement. 'Although some degree of local imperfection will not signifir
cantly affect overall performance of the waste isolation system, NRC's re.lease-
rate requirement does not seem to allow for such departures from requires and _
expected performance. This is another reason why. this WRC requirement is
unrealistic and may be impossible to implement.

6. Summary

The numerical specification of a fractional release rate of 10-6/yr is of ques-
tionable importance to long-term safety and is proposed without a technical
valid basis and with invalid assumptions of existing technology and cost if
such a numerical criterion were adopted, complfance.could probably not be veri-
fied. It would be more appropriate for NRC to state the considerations which
may help guide DOE in its development and proof of the waste package as one of
the possible barriers tha.t bay aid-in-meeting whatever safety standard that
emerge. One of the important considerations is for DOE to continue work on'
developing a means of predicting the long-term performance .of waste packages.

Staff Response to Comment No. 401:

In response to the commenters six numbered comments:

1. The perfonrance objectives of Part 60 will be applied to whatever time

period is appropriate to implement the EPA standard In its final form.

The assumed standard considered by the -staff in its evaluations limits

releases over 10.000 years.
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2. See response to Comment No. 379. The staff's analyses in the rationale

document show that performance is strongly influenced by release rate

when the assumed EPA standard is considered as the overall system

performance objective.

3. The commenter has incorrectly concluded that NRC has rejected borosilicate

- . glass as a waste form and has proposed nepheline syenite glass as-a

preferred alternative. The staff considers that the release rate criterion

can be satisfied by a combination of various-wastet forms, absorbent backfill

materials and geochemical retardation processes within the underground

facility. There are a variety of combinations of materials that DOE could

propose that could satisfy this requirement, particularly in light of the

- provisions for flexibility in the final rule.

4,5. See response to point No. 3. The coamenter is correct that'prior to

licensing, longer term tests of integrated waste package designs and -

theoretical models for extrapolating test data to long times will be

needed. Such information would be required even in the absence of.'NRC's

numerical criteria. Also, the release rate requirement applies to the
. . .

total engineered barrier system and therefore allows for locai

variations.

6. The staff's analyses indicate that the release rate requirement is

important to overall system performance. (Seetthe rationale'document.)

Also, for the commenter's concern regarding verification of compliance,

see the Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance..

Comment No. A02: American Nuclear Society.(20)

The Long-Term Release Rate is Unsupported by Analyses and Studies

Section 60.111(b)(2)(60) requires that the engineered system design shall
provide the annual release of any radionuclides not exceeding one part in106
of the waste inventory after 1,000 years. Three alternatives for the criterion
for the release rate from the engineered system after the containment period
were proposed (see Footnote No. 2, Enclosure J).
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"(i) a range of io-.3 to 10-4-/year, which is typical of leach rates of
many borosilicate glasses at low temperature;

(ii) a release rate of 10-6/year;

(i1M) a release rate of 10-7 year.". -

Alternative'No. (I) states that the borosilicate glass 'is expected...to crack
into fragments 10 co on a side. The section goes on to state that the 10-'
to 10-6 g/cmt/day leach rates of the glass in conjunction with the-expected
cracking results 'in a range of annual release rates of 10-2 to 10-4 of the
waste inventory." The-basis for this conclusion is not clear since the -
dissolution rate of the waste Inventory will depend on waste matrix parameters,
groundwater flow rates ahd properties, local geochemistry characteristics, and
local temperature, as well as fragment size and leach rate. Thus, the annual
release rate is expected to be a strong functilon of the repository system
design, the selected geologic medium, and local hydrogeologic characteristics.

EPA rationale expressed for leach rates appears to be more appropriate' The
leach rates of various waste forms must be cast In the role of contributing to
confinement In conjunction with the repository. Sorosilicate glass has excellent
low leach rates over the long tern. NRC-quoted high rates of 10-6 p /cm/day
are usually for shorter term tests for 90 Sr and 13J Cs leaching, Which are
likely to be chemically retAined-in quantity in-the near- Uield or "diSturbed
zone;" longer term tests with actinides fall in a much lower range t -alues.
The setting of annual release rates would be better handled through %4wv
establishment of an overall repository release limit by incorporating this
limit in an overall system performance standard..

NRC has chosen the annual release rate of waste of 10 4-/year as the long-ten
performance objectives for the engineered syste; or barriers. In arriving at
this number, NRC argues that a larger number, such as 10-2/year, would require
relying almost entirely on the geology and the far-field geochemistry while
the selected number of 10-6/year would contribute to reducing doses and
substantially redoce reliance on geochemical retardation. This argument-is
provided without reference to supporting analyses or studiest.

As an example, the preceding argument-by NRC is contrary to an'analysis by
Cloniger, et a. (see Footnote No.-3) who concludes:

OWhile the need for and the effectiveness of a release rate limiting
barrier function is somewhat der-ndent on the sorption properties of the
geologic media, generally a release rate of less than 10-' yr-1 (fractional)
is necessary to reduce the potential dose from 14C, 99Tc, and 1291 to a
baseline level below that of the-actinides. Beyond that, a release rate
of less than 10-' yr-' is required before the potential doct from the
actinide chain members in time and space, due to their different sorption
properties and the characteristics of the groundwater flow field,.has the
same effect as a release rate reduction of between 10- to 10-w yr-I.

Only in extreme cases of the intrusion water well scenario Is there a direct
relationship between release rate from the repository and release to the biosphere.1
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Staff Response to Comment No. 402:

See response to Comment No. 401:

Comment No. 403: C. Walske, Atomic industrial Forum (50)

Item (ii)(A) Control of releases

"For HLW the engineered system shall be designed so that, in the time
interval from the end of the containment period to 10,000 years follow-
ing permanent closure, the release rate of radionuclides to the geologic
setting, will assure that the repository systemperformance objective is
met. As design guidance, the annual release rate of any radionuclide
should be at most one part in . * of the maximum amount of that radio-
nuclide calculated to be present in the waste deposited" in the under-
ground facility (assuming no release from the underground facility) at
any time during the specified time interval, unless it Is established
that an acceptable level of geologic repository system performance can
be achieved with a higher release rate. The design basis release rate
shall be evaluated on the basis of anticipated processes and events and.
the assumption that all available void spaces in the underground facil-
Ity, following permanent closure, are filled with groundwater. This
evaluation need not consider unlikely processes and events nor radicnu-
clides that constitute less than 0.2X of the total inventory of radtonu-
clides predicted to be present in the waste at the end of the contain-
ment period."

*Staff Response to Comment No. 403: -

The NRC- will apply the EPA standard to whatever interval the EPA finally

establishes. It would not be appropriate-for our role to specify an interval,

but we. have used 10,000 years In our analyses. Theflextbility provision

added to this performance-objective in the final rule accomplishes

substantially the same objective as the wording suggested in this coment.

5To be established by the NRC on the basis that the release rate (designated
in the 7/8/81 draft rule as one part in 10,00) provides confidence that the
overall system performance objective will be met.

"Control of releases should be limited to those from the wastes alone. As it
is presently written, the language could be interpreted to include radionu-
clides naturally occurring in the medium.
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Comment No. 404 S. Houston, Hamilton & Assoc. for The American Ceramic
-Societty( (5)

A requirement of the engineered facility to have a release rAte of no greater
than one part to 205 may have some merit.. However, it is not clear, from what
we have read (e.g., PNL-3356) that there-is a significant~difference in rtsk
with low release rate packages to justify the requirement. itwill also be
technically difficult to demonstrate that after 1000 years of storage.* waste
-package will have the desired.behavior.

It also seems techndcally inappropriate to require that the waste packages
have increased durability with time. The increasing durability with tae
results from the.requirement that the release be 10-6/year based on the presence
of the isotopes at that time. It would be much easier to demonstrate that the
release was 10-6/year based on the amount present at 1000 years (or 500 years).
This would allow durability to decrease with radioactivity and provide.a
constant risk, rather than a declining rtsk.

Staff Response to Comment Ho. 404:

The release rate performance objective apol'ies to the underground facility and

not, as suggested by the comnent, to the waste package. Neither the proposed

rule nor the final rule based.the release rate on the inventory at the time of

release. It should be noted, however, that in the final rule the inventory at

1,000 years is used as a reference, and provisions have been incorporated for
approval of an alternative release rate by the Commission.

Comment No. 405: Capital-Area Groundwater Conservation Commission (22)

Section A0.l1(b)(i') A and B. 1o regard to a I to 106 part release rate,' the
Tallibility of man and the unpredictability of-nature and ani's-activities may
consider this-release rate to be unacceptable.. However, if nuclear physicists
can assure that the risk, if any, will be minimal and that the rate of release
will not endanger the biosphere and-geosphere, then the release should be
satisfactory.

Staff Response to Comment ho. 405:

See Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Port 60.

Comment Ho. 406: Dr. Roy (52)

Comment onrControl of Releases" (60.11, b(2) iI)

I-appreciate the fact that it is extremely difficult to word such regulations.
The-annual release of 10-' of the total o-radionuclide content strikes me as
awkward.



Can this be attained by the technologies available now or likely to be devel-
oped in the next 50 years - the minimum time we have? On the basis of very
extensive research in our laboratories such levels could be attained in parti-
tioned wastes with present technology. That is not the most significant ques-
tion. The technology can, with increased costs, simply add layers of protec-
tion of many kinds. For example, the Belgian Pamela process (glass beads in
a lead matrix) would certainly odd some orders of magnitude of actinide insolu-
bility to any waste package if substituted for bulk glass. But is it worth it?
Why not put the funds saved by going to a much more cost effective technology -
grouting or in-can solidification in a cement matrix composite - in improving
other parts of the N-waste or hazardous waste, or radiation hazards, threats
to health.

Staff Response to Comment No. 406: -

For the reason stated in Part C, the staff considers a 10-, annual release rate,

with aTlowance for flexibility on a case-by-case basis, to be appropriate as a

means of achieving the overall system performance objective. The staff is not

prescribing any particular technology by the requirements oT the regulations...

Comment No. 407: California Depart.int of Conservailon 6;).

CDC recomuends the following-changes to the proposed rules:

-1. Subs-ection 60.111(b)(2)(ii)(A): Contiol of releases -

"(A) For HLW, the engineered system shall be designed with sufficient
redundancies and with probabilistic failure analysis using-the worst-case
scenario so that, after the first 1,OO0years following permanent closure,
the annual release rate of any radionuclide-from the engineered system
into the geologic setting, assuming anticipated processes and events, 4s
w'll be at most one part in 100,000-of the maximu amount of that radio-
nuclide calculated to be present in.the underground facility (assuming no
release from the underground facility) at any time after 1,000 years

- following permanent closure...

2. Subsection 60.11(b)(3)(i): Containment Period

*(i) Containment perid. During the containment period, the geoloic
setting shall mitigate the -ipacts of the worst-case scenario including a
*-coplete premature failure of the-containment barriers provided by the
engineered system. TThe ability of the geologic setting to.isolate wastes
during the Isolation period, in accordance with paragraph (b)(3)(ii) of
this section, shall be deemed to satisfy this requirement.-

Staff Response to Coment No.' 407:

.See Overview, Sections 3.1 aend 5.4. Antic pated/Unanticipated Processes and

Events and Reasonable Assurance, respectively.
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Ii Comment No. 408: Louisiana Dept. of Natural Resources (63)

Section 60.11(b)(1i)A and B. In regards to a 1 to 105 part release rate, the
fallibility of man and the unpredictability of nature and man's activities
many consider this release to be unacceptable. However, if nuclear physicists
can assure that the risk, if any, will be minimal and that the rate of release
will not endanger the biosphere and geosphere, then the release should be
satisfactory.

Staff Response to Comment No. 408:

See Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.

Comment No. 409: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Enaineeri (28)

The rational.e for limiting the annual release to one part in. 1001000 (as
opposed to 10,000 or 1,000,000) should have been summarized In the Supple-
mentary Information.

Use of the release-fraction.approach allows a large repository to release a
larger quantity of radionuclides than could aIsmaller repository. Other factors
being equal, a larger radiological dose would result. No justification'is given
for this approach. Since the-initial. inventory is not considered, the criterion
could lead to either safe or unsafe conditions, depending on'the Inventory.

The wording that involves specifying an mannual. release rate' but "assuming no
release from the underground facility' needs to be clarified.

The release fraction of 1O-6 per year could be either higher or lower than the
corresponding value derived from 40 CFR 191, Draft No. 19, page 43, depending
on the radionuclide. -

As written, the limiting release fraction applies to each major radionuclide
regardless of radlotoxicity. Consideration should be given to the use of-
different limits for different rodionuclides, as is being done-by the EPA.
Release of a certain fraction of the tritium inventory is one thing, but release
of the same inventory fraction of plutonium'may be entirely another matter.

Staff Response to Comment No. 409:

The assumed EPA standard would establish limits for radioactivity In the accessibl
environment that would-be directly proportional to the amount-of specified radio-

nuclides placed in the repository. The approach in the NRC regulation, which
would allow a larger release from a larger repository, is, therefore, consistent

-with the assumed EPA standard.
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The phrase "assuming no release from the underground facility" no longer

appears in the rule.

See Part C,' relative to meeting values in the assumed EPA standard.

Comment No. -410: U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

The rule, -as presently written, tequires 'that after the 1,000-year containment
period the rate of release of major nuclides from the engineered system into
the geologic setting be no higher than 1 part in.100,000 per year. Slow release
rates coupled with natural dispersion and retardation would reduce the concentra-
tion and spread out a stream of radionuclides travelling to-the biosphere so

.that any discharges to the biosphere would be bWel-w acceptable limits. A per-
formance objective related to release rates is particularly important with
*respect to the actinides, especially plutonium, americium, and neptunium.
DeMarsfly and others (1977) showed that the release rate is important in
controlling the 4ischarge of plutonium to the biosphere in a system in which

' the plutonium moved at the same velocity as the ground water'and the-flow-path
was short. Considerable evidence suggests that plutonium and its compounds
are relatively insoluble and that transport of plutonium species would be
retarded in most ground-water environments (e.g.,I'sherwood, 1981).. The geo-
chemistry of plutonium in relation to actual ground-water systems is not well

*known, however, and a 'low release rate-as required by the rul'e appears to be
necessary to overcome uncertainties related .to'actinide geochemistry. An
environment %which provides a very long flow path or one 'n which the retarda-
tion of the actinides can be. well established might permit a higher release
rate.

We do not believe that an annual release of I part In 200,OD0 from the engi-
neered system should be especially difficult to achieve under low tempera-
ture conditions. A succession of barriers to release could include: a h6st
rock with low water content, low permeability and low hydraulic gradients;
backfill around waste packages to inhibit water access, to the waste package
and sorb any released radionuclides, a waste package that will not degrade
suddenly; and a waste form of low leachability. We also note that most credi-
ble scenarios for the evolution of the repository would not lead to simul-
taneous failure by all waste canisters.

Staff ResPonse to Comment No. 410:

ho response necessary.

Cownent Ho. 411: U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

The performance objective for the waste package has generated some of the most
heated discussion as to necessity and feasibility. Cloninger and others (1980)
have produced models implying that the longevity of the waste package has very
little Influence on the long-term risk unless the package lasts for a million
years or more. The present rule requires reasonable assurance that the wastes
will remain contained within the waste package for at least 1,000 years follow-
ing closure of the repository. Some level of early containment of the waste
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is clearly needed to provide protection against possible short-circuiting of
the natural ground-water flow system by new or unknown fractures, Improperly
plugged shafts and boreholes, or inadvettent human activities that might dis-
turb the geologic system during the time when the wastes are most hazardous
and uncertainties over thermal effects the greatest. Such protection could
be provided by the waste containment objective stated by DOE in the Confidence
Rulemaking Proceeding (DOE, 1980):

"Waste containment within the immediate vicinity of initial. placement
*should be virtually complete during the period when radiation and thermal
output are dominated by fission product decay. Any loss of containment -
should be a gradual process which res-its in very small fractional waste
inventory release rates extending over very long release times, i.e.,
catastrophic losses of containment should not occur" (p. II-7).

NRC is proposing a more specific period of waste containment of 1,000 years to-
prevent interactions between the waste and its immediate environment during
the period when temperatures in the repository are above ambient. Geochemical
models needed to predict the course of such interactions at elevated tempera-
tures are only-in the early stages of development (Wor-lery., 1980; Jenne,.J981).
In addition, thermomechnical effects on the hydraulic conductivity of.the host
rock are highly uncertain during the period of elevated temperatures. A waste
package that provides containment for 1,000 years--the duration o'f'the thermal
pulse--is.therefore highly desirable but need not be-required if other compen-
sating conditions are present.. One of the-conditions under which-a shorter-
lifetime might be allowable is eooler waste--either through aging or-dilution
of the waste or lowered thermal loading of the repository. An environment In-
which the ground-water flow time is confidently predicted to be 106 years or
longer and in which disruptive events will in all likelihood not alter the flow
time sight also accommodate a waste package with a shorter lifetime. Further-
more, it is possible that over the next several years understanding of the geo-
chemical system and advances in overpack and back-filling technology will
increase'to the point where a high degree of confidence will exist that releases
from the waste package will be very slow, even at elevated.teaperatures.

Staff Response to Comment No. 411: -

The revised performance objectives have incorporated ouch of the substance of

this comment. See.Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 160.113; and Sec-

tion 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See also, Part C,

Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 20 CFR Part 60.

Comment No. 412: B. Houston, Hamilton & Assoc. for The American-Ceramic
Society (75)

We wish to comend the Nuclear Regulatory Coinission for developing'and publishing
a proposed rule for nuclear waste disposal. The rule provides guidelines to
those involved in waste management so that they say focus their attention and
development on specific areas. This rule allows acceptability to be defined
and establishet limits on the continually increasing need for *better" performance
The rule is comprehensive in that it add-esses all major technical areas.
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There are, however, some specific values and requirements which we feel should
be modified.

First, the use of a 1000 year requirement for the barrier lifetime. One-thousand-
years does not appear to correlate to any signficant change in the waste toxicity
or other characteristics. There is, however, a major decrease in toxicity as
Cs137 and Sr90 decay in the wasti.- This is in the 300-500 year time frame and a
limit of 500 years would appear to be adequate and more technically defensible.
Engineering designs will be conservatively based and may well use a 1000 year basis
to meet a 500 year requirement 'The requirement for 1000 year containment will
greatly increase the cost and complexity of the engineered system.

Staff Response to Comment No. 412.

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See also,

Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives WnU1O CFR Part 60.

Comment No. 413: B. Houston Hamilton & Assoc. for The American Ceramic
Society (75)

The requirement of sealed packages may create future problems. Some potential
types of TRU and HLW wastes may, when considering time periods over a 100 year
period, generate significant pressures within a container, from helium buildup
in the case of LIMFER or recycled-wastes, and from radiolysis 4n the case of
water containing (e.g., cast cement) waste forms. Allowing a slow release
could be beneficial without compromising integrity.

Staff Response to Comment No. 413:

All references to TRU waste have been delefed from the rule. Further, the defini-

tion of "waste package" no longer states that the waste package must be a sealed

container. See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, §60.2, Definitions, "Waste

Package."

Comment No. 414: Dr. Roy (52) '

I believe the 1 CFR 60 rule is moving in the right direction, as compared to
many earlier attempts to assure the maintenance of. rdionuclide levels below
the EPA standards. The principal novelty in 10 CFR 60 is the dual reliance
on:

(a) The waste package (c containment)
(b) The geologic isolation system (c Isolation)
instead of exclusive reliance on the latter. The argument developed in the
text (p. 35281. cal. 3) that the waste package performance is more easily
measured and guaranteed is very sound. The issue of what the precise wording
(p. 35289, ccl. 2) ... "the waste packages will contain all radionuclides for
at least the first 1000 years ... after permanent closure..." means, needs to
be clarified. I have two comments on this:
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a) There can, in principle, be no such thing as zero release of anything.
Hence it would be better to provide some reasonable numerical or
percentage limit.

b) Up to now there has been so little measurement of the total waste package
effectiveness in retaining radionuclides that no one -OE, NRCo
could possibly know whether these are reasonable or unreasonable limits.

The enormous DOE and smaller but regrettably paralle3 NRC effort in "leach
testing" of waste forms is, of course, totally irrelevant to determining this
value - release of radionuclides from the waste Package. The rationale for
any waste form-in-water eva4uation has never been publicly-presented mainly
bEcause it has never been clearly thought about. I append hereto Wtr document
relevant to the issue on hgw to evaluate waste packages and the danger of
continuing leach tests. 1 note as additional-evidence of the community swing -

to this view, that when I again presented by critique of the leach test concept
at the JuMich meeting in June 1981; the French-and Belgian groups went much
further than 1, in criticizing the continued use of these absurd tests.

Can a. well designed waste p kae "contain all radionuclides" for iDO0 years
in a water saturated reposNitry? No one -knows; It is my opinion many systems
will be able to meet these specifications, provided that no-catastrophic
tectonic activity is around which could shear through the-canister, and admit
large volumes of flowing water. In a static water saturated repository with
minor leaks in canister, etc. using a metal or concrete matrix waste form, a
titanium canister, a cold. Cs-Sr doped overpack in compacted clay or concrete,
at a repository thermal limit of 2500C fnd 200 bris pH2 0, one can estimate
that essentially all radionuclides will be contained within the package.

Since it will be at least SO years before any commercial-waste repository
starts to function, DOE R&D on the waste package can reasonably be expected to
meet these specifications. Furthermore, ̀ ine so little research has been
supported as compared to engineering, step function innovation is possible,
indeed highly likely.

Staff Response to Comment No. 414:

The containment objective has been revised so that containment of radlonuclides

is 'substantially complete." The staff, of course, agrees with the ccmmenter's

emphasis on the need for both containment and isolation. The staff, further

believes that the performance objectives as a whole are consistent with the

arguments the commenter has presented.
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Comment No. 4.5: J. Hamstra, Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (6)

The proposed rules state the requirement that the engineered system is to be
designed so that the-wastes are contained within the waste -package for thp
first thousand years following emplacement bottom (third column page 35281).
The restrictive containment or confinement of the radioactive waste to its
waste package is an irrational requirement. The boundary of confinement can
easily be shifted more outward without any consequence from the point of view
of radiologial hazard to man and his environment. As said before it is the
overall system that should be considered in realizing a confinement within a
bou:u.csy that clearly defines the radionuclides to rema'n outside the bio-
spht;-. for at least 1000 years. Following this period the function of the
overall system is to provide the required isolation, in that the return-of
waste nuclides into man's environment should be limited, in amounts and con-
centration, to prescribed acceptable levels.

Staff Response to Comment No. 41S:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards; also,

Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.

Comment No. 416: P. C. Cahill. U.S. EPA (68)

Although we strongly support the multiple barrier approach we think that the
1000 year waste package requirement may be-excessive. Studies published by
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and confirmed by EPA indicate
that in almost all situations lmprcvements in canister life are less important
for reducing long-term risks than Improvements in waste form or careful selec-
tion of site characteristics. If the waste package lasted only a few hundred
years, it would guard against uncertainties during the period of greatest heat
generation; however, the 1000-year-life requirement for-the waste package could
necessitate the use of very expensive or exotic materials (such as titanium)
for waste canisters.. The supporting documentation for the rule does not con-
sider the potential cost of this requirement. In light of the relatively small
benefits and possible high cost, we believe the Commission should-reexamine
this requirement.

Staff Response to Comment No. 416:

See Overview, Section 2.1, single vs. Multiple Performance Standards; also,

Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectivesin 10 CFR Part 60.

In the final rule, the containment provisions have been modified to require

containment for a period of 300 to 1,000 years, with additional provisions for

flexibility as the case warrants. For the reasons described in Part C, the
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staff considers the performance objectives to be appropriate and necessary

measures that must be taken in order for the Commission to be able to deter-

mine, with reasonable assurance, that the assumed EPA standard will be achiev

Comment No. 417:. P. Sgriznoli.(7)

High-Level Radioactive Waste Storage for 1000 years-

Relative to the above, I understand there Is a proposed.rule as above; and in
the interim it can be.excavated for certain reasons.

The existence of radioactive waste for any amount of years in any pArt-of the
U.S. is dangerous beyond belief but fora proposed 00UO years is a very short
time in lieu of the apparent real-life age..

I would like my opposition to be known to you.

Staff Response to Comment No. 417:

This commenter is apparently concerned that radioactive wastes remain hazardou

formore than 1000 years, and that a 1000-year containment performance objecti

may not be sufficient. Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in

.0 CFR. Part 60, which accompanies the final rule discusses the hazard of high-

level wastes over time and presents the HRC's analyses in iupport of the

performance objectives. The cowmenter should.also take into account the

requirements for isolation which would apply beyond the containment period.

Comment No. 418: D. Farris, Economic Survival Training (8)

I am writing about the proposed rule that high level radioactive waste be
packaged for storage so that leakage is prevented for the first 1000 years.

1.am in favor of at least this much precaution and any other measures to ensure
our safety and that of future generations.

Staff Response to Comment-No. 418:

This commenter Is apparently concerned that radioactive wastes remain hazardous

for more than 1000 years, and that a 1000-year containment performance objectiv

may not be sufficient. Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in

Du CFR Part 60, which accompanies the. tinal rule discusses the hazard of high-

level wastes over time and presents the NRC's analyses in -support of the
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performance objectives. The commenter should also take into account the
requirements for isolation which would apply beyond the containment period.

Comment No. 419: R. A. Van Konynenburg, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (15)

The zero-release containment limit as proposed by the Commission is not neces-
sary because more reliance can and should be placed on the other barriers,
namely the intrinsic leachability of the waste form itself, and the low flow
conditions and ion trapping capacity of the repository and the geologic medium.

In addition, it should be recognized that small releases are not intolerable,
in view of the vast inventory of naturally-occuring radionuclides in the
earth's crust, the release of which occurs constantly and is not subject to
the Commission's regulation.

The containment tlie proposed by the Commission is not reasonable because the
function of the waste package should be to provide contaimnent pFimarily dur-
ing handling and Shipping, including possible retrieval, not long-term
containment.

The zero-release limit is not reasonable because the only way to satisfy such
a release limit Is by complete reliance on a sealed canister, which would have
to remain leak-tight for 1000 years. If, instead, the limit were set at 99g
containment, use could be made of the intrinsic resistance to leaching of the
waste form itself in sati-sfying the limit. This is much more reasonable.

Comment No. 420: R. A. Van Konynenburo, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (15)

Reasonable assurance of complete containment of all radionuclides for 1000 years
is not post1ble for several reasons:

a. The fact that zero is an unmeasureably and impracticably small number to
use in specifying the release of material from any real world, engineered
system.

b. The fact that the entire known history of most engineering materials which
could be considered for application to waste package construction spans
less than 100 years, limiting our direct experience of their long-term
durability. Metals which are found to exist In their uncombined state in
nature (such as gold) must be avoided because of cost and because of their
attractiveness for potential plunder.

C. The Inability of competent and responsible scientists to confidentl,* extra-
polate corrosion experiments of achievable duration to a time period of
1000 years., given the degree of understanding of corrosion phenomena which
presently exists. This Is particularly true in view of the complex chemi-
cal, thermal, fluid flow, and-radiation conditions which could prevatl in
a repository, and which will remain, to somi degree. nanpredictable.

In view of these considerations, I strongly urge the Comission to reconsider
its proposed waste package containment limit, and to adopt a more rassonable.
and practicable standLtd, as described herein, which will still provide the
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necessary protection to the environment and the public health and safety. I
have not dealt with a more fundamental problem of the lack of a "generally
applicable standard for radiation in the environment" upon which to base any
NRC regulation in this area, since I realize this is not within the Commis-
sion's jurisdiction, but it does appear to be an example of "building one's
house upon -the sand." I would hope that sufficient coordination has been
carried out with the Environmental Protection Agency to ensure compatibility
with whatever "generally'applicable standard" is forthcoming from that agency.

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 419 and 420;

The staff believes that containment should be provided beyond the-time of

permanent closure. See Part C. Under-the final rule, containment need not be
absolute, but only substantially complete. The staff does not anticipate that

there will be a need to use metals having great Intrinsic value.

Comment No. 421:- Sierra Club (66)

Limit to radiation releases

The limits to yearly radiation releases are specified in'60.111(b)(2). Accord-
Ing to.the proposed rule, within the first 1,000 years following closure, the
waste package must contain all radionuclides. Following this initial period.
the annual release rate can be no more than one part in 100,000 of the radio-
nuclides present at 1,000 years following closur-e,'excluding radionuclides
which are present in small quantities. Certain of these excluded radionuclides
will produce the largest number of health effects Tn the long term. They
include technetium-99, neptunium-237'and iodine-.129. -Further, it is not clear,
without detailed calculations at specific sites, that this regulation is suffi-
ciently stringent to protect the public health, or whether it would lead to a
large number of cancers.

Staff Response to Comment No. 421:

For all radionuclides isolation limits must conform to the EPA standard. Health
effects will be considered by EPA in establishing this standard.

Comment No. 422: J. Hakstra. Netherlands Eneray Research Foundation (6)

From our safety assessment work for a HLW repository to be mined in a salt
dome it was demonstrated that the waste package, once it is eoplaced In a
sealed disposal borehole, does not contribute to the confinement of the radio-
active waste. Once the confineaent should be disturbed the isolation of waste
nuclides will so dominantly be controlled by other engineered barriers and by
the natural barriers that the uaste package can not play a role of any impor-
tance in the optimization process of overall system Improvement. At least for
a carefully designed HLW-repository in salt the waste package is therefore not
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a key component of the.overall engineered system (bottom first column page
35285). Its component requirements derive primarily from the solidification
process, the intermediate storage prior to disposal and the handling prior and
.up to the.emplacement of the waste package in the disposal borehole. Its
dimensions will have to be a compromise between what the solidification process
and what the disposal facility requires.

Depending on its specific fission product content and the intermediate storage
time prior to disposal, the-diameter of the canister plays an important role
in controlling the thermal load on the host rock directly surrounding the
emplaced packages. , ' ._

The length of the waste package will primarily be determined by the limitations
from underground handling of these packages in shielded casks.

This lengthy explanation is given to underline that the HLW package is an impor-
tant engineered component,. but that Its importance lies'elsewhere than meeting
the containment and-controlled release performance objectives for the overall.
system.

Staff Response to Comment No. 422:

See Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60.

Comment No. 423: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

The requirement that annual releases not exceed 10-s of that present 1000 years
after decommissioning is probably excessive. At 1000.years after removal from
the reactor, HLW is only 10 to 100 times more toxic radiologically than the
ore from which it was extracted. A release fraction of 10-i or 10-' would be
more appropriate. (The sape argument holds for TRU wastes.)

The limitiig release rate from the repository should be based'on the potential
for release to the accessible r .ironment. Without knowledge of the particular
geologic environment, it canne. be concluded positively whether the limiting
annual release rate is unduly conservative or too lenient.

Staff Response to Comment No. 423:.

See Overview, Section 2.1,.Single vs. Multpile Performance Standards; also,

Part C, Rationale for the Performance Objectives In 10 CFR Part 60.

Comment No. 424: Institute of Electrical and Electronics'Engineers (28)

Why is the release rate limit for transuranic wAsto stated as "from the under-
ground facility into the geologic setting,' whereas, tor HLW, the limit
is stated as "from the engineered system Into the geologic setting?" The engi-
neered system is the waste packages and the underground facility (page 35265,
column 3). If radionuclides escape from the underground facility, have they
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I { not escaped from the waste packages and also (by definition) from the engi-
neered system?

Staff Response to Comment No. 424:

'The comment is correct in observing that "engineered system" and "underground

facility" had the same meaning in the context of the release rate performance

objective. The different-terms were used because the draft rule did not

require waste packages for TRU wastes in all cases. In the final rule all

references to TRU wastes have been deleted, and the release rate performance

objective is stated in terms of the "engineered barrier system" -

Comment No. 425: V. McIntrye (35)

60.111 Alara Principle

I believe there should be no Alara requirement. NRC should set a minimum
standard and leave it at that. Alara means too many things to too many people.
If it is retained the supplementary information should explain it with several
good examples.

60. 111 (b) (3) The time envisioned for the containment and isolation periods
ought to be spelled out. Is it 1,000 years for HLW and 0 years for TRU?

60.111 (b) (3) (ii), How long is the ngineered system supposed to function?
It really isn't clear. -

Staff Response to Coament No. 425:

See Overview, Section 2.5, AU LA These provisions of proposed B 60 111(b)(3)
do not appear in the final rule. The engineered barrier system is to function

for whatever period of time is necessary to comply with the EPA standard; a

period of 10,000 years is considered In the assumed EPA standard described in

Part- C.

Cosment No. 426: C. Walkke, Atomic Industrial Forui (50)

We recommend that Item (3) Performance-of the geologic setting be changed as
follows:

Item (1) Containment period

"During the containment period, the geologic setting shall mitigate the
Impacts of postulated but credible failures of components of the engineered
system. The ability of the goologic setting to isolate wastes during the
isolation period in accordance with paragraph (b)(3)(Ii) of this section
shall be deemed to satisfy this requirement.
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Comment No. 427: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item (ii) Isolation Period

"During the time interval from the end of the containment period to
10,000 years following permanent closure, the geologic setting shall be
capable of inhibiting the transport of radionuclides released from the
engineered system into-the geologic setting to assure that the overall
geologic repository system performance objective is met. The capability
of the geologic setting to perform this function shall be evaluated based
on the assumption that those processes operating on the site will be
-those that have been operating on it during the Quaternary Period, with
perturbations caused by the presence of the emplaced radioactive waste
superimposed thereon."

Staff Response to Comment No. 426 and 427:

The'sections referred have been deleted from the final rule. See Overview,

Section-by-Section Analysis; §60.113.

Conment No. 428: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (5O)

We recommend that an Item (4) Performance of subsurface facility seals be
added as follows:

"Prior to or at the time of final closure, subsurface openings consisting
of shafts, boreholes, and all or part of the underground excavation shall
be sealed with a barrier system consisting of an appropriate combination
of engineered structures and backfill. The functions of this barrier .
system are the-inhibition of radionuclide transport through the pathway
consisting of the interconnected network of'-subsurface openings with the
objective of providing additional assurance that the overall-geologic

.. repository system performance objective is met; the inhibition of ground-
water movement into and from the underground facility; and, where required,

* the reduction of creep deformation of the host rock that could adversely
affect the performance of the geologic repository. The capability of
this barrier system to perform thes. functions shall be evaluated con-
sidering the-ambient geochemical and hydrologicat environments and
anticipated changes thereto, anticipated changes in the geologic setting
including anticipated rock deformations, and other applicable In-situ
corditions.TM

Staff Response.to Conment No. 428:

The-design criterion for ihaft and borehole seals accomplishes much the same

purpose as the wording suggested in this coment although with, less detail.
0
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Comment No. 429: U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

Performance Objectives for Multiple Barriers (60.111, 60.112).

As was the case with. the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for 10 CFR
Part 60 (Federal Register, May 13, 1980). (letter from.Director, USGS, to
Secretary, NRC, dated July 10, 1980), we agree with the %RC that performance
objectives are needed for each of the three major barriers within the waste
isolation system. We recognize that trade-offs among the barriers will be
possible and desirable and that DOE should be allowed considerable flexibility
n overall system design. Further, a suitable combination of barriers for the
system will depend strongly on the specific site-chosen for a repository.
Analysis of the effectiveness of various barriers; however, -will depend strongly
on models with inherent uncertainties in the Mode-s themselves, in the nature
of the geologic and hydrologic environment in which the waste is placed, and
in the future evolution of that environment as ft interacts with the waste and
is subject to natural perturbations. Specifying minimum performance objectives
for the three Sain barriers can overcome these uncertainties to some extent.
Redundancy among barriers Is particularly Important during the period when.
short-lived fission products (Sir and Cs) dominate the hazard and beat genera-
tion- is greatest.

The form and wording of the minimum performance objectives are understandably
difficult problems for the Commission. Future increases in technical knowl-
edge of waste disposal systems can be expected to reduce the total uncertainty
of models somewhat ard lead to More cost effective and workable combinations
of engineered and natural barriers. For example, efforts in the USGS are under
way to find optimum comrinations of natural features within one province of
the country (Bedinger and Sargent, 1981). For these.reasons, we feel that
some performance objectives could be modified in the future, dependent on the:
environment of disposal as long as the governing EPA standard can still be met.

Staff Response to Comment No. 429: .

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Star.dards.

Comment No. 430: J. L. Cohen (27)

Despite extensive verbage, the performance objectives still seer vague and
arbitrary. . They provide little definitive guidance to the designer of a -

disposal facility.

Staff Response to Comment No. 430:

Wording has been added to the performance objectives to clarify the intent in

specifying levels of perforimnce for individual barriers, and other wording

formerly contained in the rule has been deleted. Part C, Rationale for the

Performance Objectives in 10 CFR Part 60, demonstrates the relationship
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between the performance objectives and a "working draft" of the EPA standard

for overall'repository performance.

THE FOLLOWING COMMEN7ERS ADDRESSED 60.112:

Comment No. 431: Capital-Area Groundwater Conservation Commission (22)

The regulations and the ongoing studies are oriented primarily toward geology
and do not place hydrology in the proper perspective. Geblogy includes struc-
ture, stratigraphy, and lithology and provides knowledge of the framework BUT
does not provide the needed hydrologic data required in major hydrologic deci-
sions, such as that required in Section 60.112(c)-"the predicted travel time
of groundwater." The rate and movement of groundwater are the most important.
processes relative to the potential Impact on the containment of waste and
therefore hydrology should be considered a unique discipline-that requires
equal emphasis in the regulation and in the studies.

Staff Response to Comment No. 431:'

The required analyses must thoroughly consider hydrogeologic properties and

conditions. See 160.2.(c)(1).

Comment No. 432: Capital-Area Groundwater Conservation Commission (22)

Geology provides inforwsation on the "makeup of the container," whereas hydro-
logy quantifies the hydrodynamics of the system. -Thus, geologic studies alone
do not provide Information required to estimate the movement of fluids and -
answer questions pertaining to the rate of-movement of radionuclides and water,
especially in areas where the host rockeis Surrounded by saturated materials.
Local and regional hydrologic modeling should be the prime prerequisite during
the initial phase of a site study kecause it not only provides Information on
the effects of hydrologic stresses butindicates data needs and oftentimes
indicates geologic unconformities. Unfortunately, the early stages of studies
made in the Gulf Coast areas did not include enough emphasis on hydrologic
studies. As a consequence, questions related to the interaction of hydrology
to the shear zone, the sheath, the fissures in the caprock, the salt, and to
the rate and direction of groundwater movement cannot be answered with a
slight degree of confidence at this time and probably for some time into the
futurt. Thus NRC proposed regulations should place equal Importance on hydro-
logic studies to prevent omissions during the -dta-collection phase and provide
for multidiscipline activities. Final determinations as to the suitability of
a salt dome for radwaste storage will be unnecessarily delayed until the
proper hydrologic data are collected and regional and local hydrologic models
are started, calibrated, verified, and accepted.

Other subjects that need early consideration in the licensing processes are
socioeconomics, archeological, and wildlife.
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Staff Response to Commgnt No. 432:

See response to Comment No. 431.

Environmental factors will be considered by the Commission as required by the

- National Environmental Policy Act.

Comment No. 433: V. McIntyre (35)

60 112 Required Charecteristics of the Geologic Setting

This is not a performance objective and it'should not be.included with them.
I recommend that a separate section should be set up for GEOLOGIC REQUIREMENTS.
This section should address TIME,-SPACE, and SATURATED vs UNSATURATED MEDIA.
The following outline was drawn up with this in mind:

GEOLOGIC REQUIREMENTS
60.... General Requirements
60.... Disposal in saturated media

(a) Requirements
(i) Requirements to be applied to the region
(ii) Requirements to be applied to the disturbed zone

(b) Requirements for the period following permanent closure
(1) Requirements for the period following permanent closure
(ii) Requirements to be applied to the disturbed zone

60.... Disposal in unsaturated edia
-(same as above)-

Staff Response to Comment No. 433:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, K60.113 which discusses proposed

160.112.

Comnent No. 434: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (4U)

Section 60.112 specifies certain required characteristics of the geologic
setting having to do with stability and groundwater travel times. As discussed
above in connection withtr 60. 1 however, It Is important that the rule note
that a reasonable deownstration.of the required characteristics is sufficient,
and that a higher level of proof Is not required.

Further, the requirement prescribed in 6-60.112(c), which limits repositories
to locations exhibiting pre-waste emplacement groundwater travel times through
the far field to the.accessible environment of 1,000 years or more, could be
confusing insofar as disposal In media such as salt Is concerned. To avoid
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possible uncertainty, the 1,000 year groundwater travel time requirement
should be worded as follows:

The geologic repository shall be located so that the travel time of any
groundwater flowing between the outermost waste container location and
the accessible environment is at least 1,000 years.

Staff Response to-Comme:it No. 434:

See Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance, and Section-by-Sect~on
Analysis, §60.113. Travel time should be measured from the disturbed zone
rather than from the underground facility because of the uncertainties
involved in fully evaluating conditions within the disturbed zone.

Comment No. 435: T. H. Piaford (53)

NRC proposes to require that groundwater travel time from the waste to the
environment be at least 1,000 yr, determined for conditions prior to waste
emplacement. In Justification, NRC states that.this requirement '...avoids the
need to model the thermal effect or the hydrologic system and the geochemical
impacts of nuclide transport."

2. Effect on Overall Performance

NRC does not show that a 1,000 yr groundwater travel time.is necessary to achieve
an overall performance goal. As has already been discussed in Section 9.3,
performance analyses 5 quoted in NRC's rationale, supplemented by more detailed
performance analyses% 2 "3 and by typical' and likely properties for other rock
sedial4-24, show that future radiation doses to maximally exposed individuals
resulting from geohydrologic transport to the environment are relatively insensi-
tive to perturbations in groundwater travel time.

3. Thermally Affected Radionuclide Transport Must Still Be Considered

As discussed in Section 9.4, the theroal effect on the hydrologic system must
be considered, regardless of NRC's specification of 1,000 yr for waste con-
tainment and water transport to the environment.

4. Can Water Travel Time Be Verified?.

NRC concludes that groundwater travel times of 1,000 yr are achievable, and
travel times of this magnitude and longer are quoted for many locations poten-
tially suitable for repositories. However,'the NRC numerical criterion will
present a difficult problem of verification. There is no single, unique water

WM. J. Bell (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission), Meeting of Board on Radio-
active Waste Management, National Research Council, September 17, 1981.
[See pp. 292-293 for remaining footnote references 5, 12, 13, 14-24.]
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travel time for a site, even in the absence of emplaced wastes. The emplace-
ment area will extend over considerable distance, and groundwater flow from the
emplacement.will follow nonuniform pathways before reaching the accessible
environment, reflecting spatially nonuniform potentiometric and transmissivi-ty
fields and possible short-circuit pathways through conductive fractures. Each
of these pathways can be characterized by its own water travel time, with con-
siderable difference from one pathway to another... If NRC intends to.apply its
1,000 yr criterion to that filament.of water which arrives first at the environ
ment after contacting the waste, it should so state. NRC should review what is
known about-the spectrum of water travel times for typical sites. It should
consider to what extent localized radionuclide releases along the more direct
and rapid pathways to the environment contribute releases that are significant
in relation to the overall performance goal-.

* 5. Summary

NRC has not shown need or adequate technical basis for Its proposed numerical
criterion for water travel time. It would be more appropriate for 'NRC to state
its considerations of water travel time as a'contributor to overall safety
performance. It would be appropriate for DOE to have the flexibility to select
sites with water travel times sufficient so that, in combination with the other
properties of'the site and of.the engineering design, there will be reasonable
assurance that a regulatory specified overall performance standard will be
achieved.

Staff Response to Commfent No. 435:

The rationale document (Part C) for the final rule demonstrates the impact of a

IQ00-year groundwater travel time on overall repository performance.

The commenter has misunderstood a statement in the NRC's rationale for the propo

rule that indicated that, by applying the requirement for the groundwater travel

time to the volume of rock outside the disturbed zone, the need for thermal and

geochemical modelling is avoided. Such modelling is avoided only in demonstratfi

compliance with the groundwater travel time criterion, whereas alternative

criteria that the staff considered, such as radionuclide travel time or travel

time between the underground facility and the accessible environment, would

require more complex modelling to demonstrate compliance. The staff recognizes

that thermal and geochemital effects will need to be considered In assessing

overall perfprmance.

This comment notes that determination of groundjwter travel times is likely to

be difficult, and the MRC fully agrees. However, the groundwater flow

characteristics will significantly affect-the performance of any geologic
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repository, and must be well understood prior to any repository performance

assessment. The NRC's 1000-year travel time criterion will not significantly

affect the hydrologic investigations which must be conducted at a potential

repository site. See also Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, §60.113.

Comment No. 436: -Harmon and Weiss, for the Natural Resources Defense Councils
Inc. 176) -

The Proposed Rules Contain Neither Site Suitability Criteria Nor AnU Mechanism
to Ensure that the Sites are Selected on-the Basis of Geologic. Considerations

While the Commission recognizes that at some point'the ability of the engineered
systems to contain waste will be lost and virtually complete reliance will have
to be placed on the natural characteristics of the site to isolate the-waste,
(46 Fed. Reg. 35282) the proposed rules contain no definitive or enforceable
geol'i'c MTteria for site suitability. Nor do the regulations require DOE to
demonstrate that the three sites selected for characterization have been chosen
on the basis of their geologic characteristics. Thus, there is -no mechanism
proposed in these rules to ensure that-the critical decisions on site char-
acterization and selection will result in the emergence of a site which is
even among the best that could be found. Indeed, recent developments strongly
suggest that political considerations have overridden rational geologic con-
siderations in the selection of the first few sites to receive serious atten-
tion from DOE. The current rule would not puevent licensing of the "best" of
three weak sites. At worst, it would allow DOE to-characterize two clearly
unsuitable sites and squeeze the Commission into accepting a third marginal one.

Staff Response to Comment No. 436:

Because of the variability in geologic parameters from site to site, the

Commission has found it -impossible to specify precise numerical criteria for

most geological parameters. Nevertheless, under Part 60 4 detailed

examination and evaluation of candidate site will be required. See also

Overview, Section.5.3, Geoloaic Conditions, and the staff'response to Comment

Nos. 147, 241, and 477.

Comment No. 437: Louisiana'Dept. of Natural Resources (63)

Section 60.112 should be headed"Required characteristics of the geologic and--
hydrologic setting."

Comment No. 438: Capital-Area Groundwater Conservation Commission (22)

Section 60.112 should be headed "Required characteristics of the geologic and
hydrologic setting."
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Staff Response to Comment No. 437 and 438:

As the rule has been revised, there is no longer-such a section.-

Comment No. 439: Union of Concerned Scientists (69)

These requirements now stipulate ((c) of section 60.112) that pre-waste emplace-
ment groundwater travel times be at least 1,000 years.. This stipulation should
instead demand that estimated post-waste emplacement travel times be at least
1,000 years.

At present, minimum repository depth (300 m)-ismeertly one of the favorable condi-
tions listed in section 60.122. Minimum depth should be a required characteristic.

Staff Response to Comment No. 439:

See Overview, Section 3.3, SitlnQ Criteria and Section-by-Section Analysis,

660.113 and 660.122.

There is inadequate technical justification for selection of any.particular depth

as a fixed requirement.

Comment No. 440: Mississippi Dept.. of Natural"Resources (65)

This section is good, but: not.speciTic. How-are the stabilities required in
paragraphs (a) and (b) defined? Perhaps in paragraph (c) the 2000-year'
groundwater travel times required at a site should be specified for both
pre- and post-waste emplacement. . _

Staff Response to Comment No. 440:

See.Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, §60.113.

Comment No. 441: Dr. 7. C. Gustavson (71)

The proposed rule contains vague and frequently unrealistic criteria pertaining
to structural stability. For example:

* 60.112
a) "The geologic setting shall have exhibited structural'and tectonic

stability .. "; neither the geologic setting nor the phrase "structural
and tectonic stability" are defined.' Rigidly enforced, this would make'
both the Hanford Reservation and the Nevada Test Site unsuitable.

* 60.122
S... appropriate combination of these conditions ... "; who Is to determine
what is and is not appropriate?
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a) Reference is made to the rates of tectonic.processes. This is essentially
undeterminable for 99% of the regions under'consideration.

b) Similarly for structural processes.

§ 60.123
A) 4) Reference is made to the historical earthquake record. In the

umidcontinent, where seismicity is diffuse and the historical record
is so short as' to be statistically non-existent, this criteria is
not valid.

5) Fault activity is not defined.

b) This criteria requires investigation to 500 M below the repository level,
yet-the drill holes necessary for these investigations compromise the
repository integrity.

6) "Fault activity" is not defined.,

8) This criteria requires dating of fractures, which are certain to be
present. This is undeterminable in 99.99% of the cases.

Staff Response to Coar No. 441:

*. The stability provisions of the geologic setting performance'objective have

been deleted.

The Commission will determine the appropriateness of the favorable and

potentially adverse conditions at a site.based on a proposal by the DOE. As

noted in this comwent, evaluation of many of the geological processes or

features of a site will be judgmental and potentially controversial. For this

reason, the Comission has adopted a multiple barrier approach which places

considerable eMphasis on engineered barriers during the period when wastes are

oost hazardous.

See also Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 160.113 and 160.122.

The provision for site investigation to 500 a. below the repository level has

been deleted; under 60.21(c)(1) the Safety Analysis Report must reflect

results of investigations extending to a depth sufficient to determine

critical pathways for radionuclide migration.
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We have not included a definition of "fault activity," but tote that DOE must

demonstrate that any such fault would not compromise the ability of the site

to host a geologic repository. -

Comment No. 442: T. C. Gustavson (71)

The proposed rule contains vague and unrealistic criteria pertaining to hydro-
geologic and geomorphic stability. For-example:

6 60.112

b) "The geologic setting shall have .ehihited hydroqeologic, geochemical, and
geomorphic stability since the start of the Quaternary Perioa." What con-
stitutes tydrogeology, geochemical and/or geomorphic stability-is not
defined.

. 60.122

a-e) "The nature and rates of tectonic, structural, hydrogeologic, geochemical
and geomorphic processes that have occurred since the start of the Quater-.
nary period are such that, when projected, they-would not affect, or would
favorably affect the ability of the geologic repository to isolate waste."
To make this determination a period of time over which the rate projectibn
is to be made must be provided. A specific time period'is not provided in
section 60.111 Performat.ce Objective and so the requireenits of section
60.122 (a-e) cannot be obtained.

Staff Response to Comment No. 442:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 160.113. The relevant time period

is that for which isolation must be achieved.

Comment No. 443: U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

That section of the rule requiring stability of the.geologic setting since the
start of the Qudternary Period seems to us to be both vague and unnecessary.
Stability is a relative matter. Kovement has occurred'on some faults in the
Atlantic Coast Province in Quaternary time even though as a whole the- province
is more stable than the Basin and Range Province, with in turn is more stable
tectonically than the Pacific Coast region. It would be unfortunate if the
rule stod *e so interpreted thalt only the most stable parts of the continent
came to be Considered for repository locations. The vagueness could give rise
to licensing problems. Furtheriore, in some environments, instability such as
tectonic subsidence and infilling say be a positive factor for waste isolation
(Winograd, M9b).' Also, the vagueness uf this criterion is inconsistent with
the greis.-- pecificity of other criteria.

A general requirement for stability seems superfluous if the EPA standard Is
projected to be met by the isolation system, the performance objectives now in
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the rule for the individual barriers are projected to be met, and the favorable
and potentially adverse conditions have been characterized and their conse-
quences analyzed.

Staff Response to Comment No. 443:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 160.113. It should be emphasized

that contrary to the implication of the comment, the presence of a potentially

adverse condition does not exclude the site from consideration.

Comment No. 444: C. R. Fisher, General Atomic Co. (16)

Section 60.112(e), (b) and (C)

As a-result of the difficulty and uncertainty in assessing geologic parameters,
General Atomic suggests that the word, "exhibited," be replaced by "inferred"
in (a) and (b), and by the phrase, "inferred, calculated or measured," in (c).

Staff Response to Comment No. 444: -

This provision of the proposed rule has been deleted from the final rule. See

Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 660.113.

Comment No. 445; Institute of Geological Sciences, UK (29)

Section 60.112.

Pars. (a). Some quantitative statement of stability would be desirable if
these mandatory characteristics are seen as significant but a stable geological
setting has proved difficult to define in a generic sense. It will normally
require definition in a regional rather than a global sense.

Pares. (a) and (b). 'The start of the Quaternary" was probably chosen as a
relatively arbitrary, but convenient time base (dated at about 2 million years
ago in the United Kingdom) which was sufficiently far back in the geological
record to provide a relevant time-base. However, there is little scientific
basis for choosing that time period, rather than any other specified period.

Paragraph (b). in the-land masses of the northern hemisphere there have been
a series of glaciations during the Quaternary and it is-totally unrealistic to
speak of geologic and geomorphic stability since the start of the Quaternary.

Paragraph (c). The 1000 year time period appears to be related to assessments
of the life-span of the engineered barriers. The pre-waste emplacement rates
of groundwater movement, rather than travel times over an arbitrary period of
time, are relevant as the base-line from which migration times can be judged.
Any final nuclide migration models (of the types outlined in Section 60.21,
p. 35287 and to be included in the Safety Analysis Report) will attempt to
simulate the repository and its geological setting as an entity. Accordingly,
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* it is the groundwater travel times resulting from any perturbations caused by
the repository and its waste which should be definitive. There is an inconsi!
ency with respect to groundwater travel times between Section 60.112 para. (c)
where the phrase ..... "at least 1000 years" is-used, and Section 60.'*2
para. (f) (4) where the term . "substantially exceed 1000 years" appears.

Staff Response to Comment No. 445:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 460.113; also,-660.122 with respect

to groundwater travel times that substantially exceed 1000 years.

Comment No. 446: Div. of Emergency Government. State of Wisconsin (77)

60.112(a). How will tectonic stability be demonstrated?
historical record longer than 200 years?

Staff Response to Comment No. 446: -

There is no U.S.

The reference to "tectonic stability" has been deleted.

Section-by-Section Analysis, 660.113. - -

See Overview,

Comment No. 447: V. McIntyre (35)

60.112 (a) and (b) Why weren't they combined?
splitting them. 'I can't see one.

Is there some significance in

Staff Response to Comment No. 447:

The referenced sections have been deleted from the final rule.

Comment No. 448: H. Ross (14)

60.112 (c) -

No geologic site should be considered acceptable if.numerfcal modeling of the
site specific hydrologic properties (permeability, transuissivity) or other
observable data (historical facts, age dates) suggests a ground water travel
time substantially less than 10,000 years. This is one numerical criteria
which, properly stated in terms of observable data and established numerical
modeling techniques, should be sore restrictive.

Suggested wording change -

The geologic repository shall be located
water travel times through the for field
least 10,000 years, as determined by the
accepted numerical modeling procedures.

so that pre-waste *mplacement ground
to the accessible environment are at
site specific physical properties And
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Staff Response to Cowment Ho. 448:

The NRC agrees that a groundwater travel time substantially in excess of 1000

years would be desirable, and has stated so in the favorable conditions

section of Part 60. However, favorable geochemistry and/or good engineered

barriers could give acceptable performance with a 1000-year travel time. See

Part C, Rationale for the Performance ObJectives- in 10 CFR Part 60.

Comment No. 449: Louisiana bept. of NaturaliResources (63)

Section 60.112(c). The requirement of )000years for isolation of the lwaste
package when considering ground-water travel time cannot be predicted without
some uncertainty because of the inability of the scientist to guarantee future
hydrologic conditions, the stability and integrity of host rock, and the
effects of manmade stresses. Although models may not be-capable of giving a
sinale unjuestionable answer for 1000 years and changes may occur with time,
1t shoul be realzed that a model may be able to provide a spectrum of alterna-

* . tives based on (1) the geology and hydrology, (2) the historical stability and
integrity of the host rock, (3) the regional and local hydrology of the materials-
surrounding the host rock, (4) the piesent.and predicted long-ters effects of

* mansade and natural stresses that have some degree of uncertainty, (5) the
radwaste fors, and (6) degree of accuracy of the in situ hydrologic parameters.
In summary, it is satisfactory to assume, with all the uncertainties candidly
discussed, that 1000 years predictions for ground water movement can be made
but with an ever increasing degree of uncertainty and toncern. The inability
to predict long-term ground water movement can be offset by the adoption of a
philosophy to avoid the possibility of "ground water interaction' by locating
sites so that the host rock is not surrounded and overlain by water-saturated
material.

Staff Response to Comment No. 449:

See Overview, Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance.

Comment No. 450: Capital-Area Groundwater Conservation CoMmiss~on (22)

Section 60.112(c). The requirement of 1ODO years-for isolation of the "waste
package" when considering groundwater travel time cannot be predicted without
sowe uncertainty because of the inability of the scientist to guarantee future
hydrologic conditions, the stability and Integrity of host rock, and the
effects of manade stresses. Although models may not be capable of giving a
single unQuestionable answer for 1000 years and changes wey occur with time,
it Should be realized that a model may be able to provide a spectrum of alterna-
tives based on (1) the geology and hidrology, (2) the historical stability and
Integrity of the host iit i, (3) the regional and local hydrology of the materials
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surrounding-the host rock, (4) the present and predicted long-term, effects of
manmade and natural stresses that have some degree of uncertainty, (5) the
radwaste form, and (6) degree of accuracy of the in situ hydrologic parameters.
In summary, it is satisfactory to assume, with all the uncertainties candidly
discussed, that 1000 years predictions for groundwater movement can be made
but with an.ever-increasing degree of-uncertainty and concern. The inability
to predict long-term groundwater movement can be offset by the adoption of a
philosophy to avoid the possibility of "groundwater interaction" by locating -
sites. so that the host rock is not surrounded and overlain by water-saturated
material.

Staff Response to Comment No. 450:

See response to Comment No. 449.

Comment No. 451: American Nuclear Society (20)

Section 60.112(c) states a requirement that prewaste emplacement groundwater
travel times through the far-field to the accessible-environment are at least
1,000 years.

While the "water travel time" concept may have validity in assessing multiple
barriers, the ambiguity of what constitutes the "accessible environment" can.
lead to a number of interpretative results for this factor, as applied to
differing site-specific characteristics, It would be better to more clearly
define the "accessible environment' as a surface or near surface water body or
*bddy of significant quantities of water that could conceivably realize extensive
use. In the absence of analyses justifying 1,000 years for differing site-
specific characteristics and a clear definition of "accessible environment,"
ANS recommends deleting this numerical value.

Staff Response to Coment No. 451:

See Overview. Section 4.1, Accessible Environment/Controlled Area.

Comment No. 452: State of Wisconsin (77)

60.112(c). How will groundwater travel time be estimated for cracked and
fissured areas?

Staff Response to Comment No. 452:

mathematical simulation of flow In fractured rock is currently approached by

two techniques--(1) equiv'lent porous continuum models and (2) discrete models.
These models are solved for two or three dimensional problems using either

finite-element or finite difference techniques for either steady state or
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transient flow. The staff believes that, at present, the better alternative

is to employ an equivalent continuum porous medium approach.

Comnent No. 453: V. McIntyre (35)

60.112 (c) Under heat loading the "1,000 year travel time" may be considerably
less. Surely the water travel time can be modeled under thermal loads. This
section ought to be modified accordingly.

Staff Response to Comment No. 453:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 660.113.

Comment No. 454: Bechtel dational, Inc (37)

60.112(c) - The acceptability of the requirement-for a 1000-year groundwater
travel time is strongly dependent upon the definition of "accessible enmviron-
ment". If the definition in 60.2 is interpreted to have the same meaning as
the definition currently under consideration by the EPA in Draft 19 or
40 CFR 191 (which could locate the accessible environment at a potential well
location 1 mile from the repository), then the 1000-year requirement is overly
restrictive and could rule out many excellent sites. On the other hand, itf,
"accessible environment" applies to only aboveground land or water surface
areas and "large", "readily accessible" underground sources of drinking or.
irrigation water, then the 1000-year requirement may.be appropriate, though
this can only be determined by evaluation of the overall repository system.
We recommend deletion of this requirement since, again, it represents a
subsystem characteristic which needs to be considered in view of total system
performance on a design and site specific basis.. However, if this requirement

* is retained, a more precise definition for "accessible environment"- Is needed --

* than is given in paragraph 60.2, and a Justification for-the 1000-year dura-
tion should be provided.

- Staff Response to Cousent No. 454:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards; and Sec-

tion 4.1, Accessible Containment/Controlled Area.

* Comment No. 455: U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

The present requirement that the geologic setting have prewaste-emplacement
grond-water travel times through the far.ffeld to the accessible environment
of at least 1,000 years is both reasonable and achievable. In many existing
environments, actual prewaste-emplacement travel time can be expected.to be
mu,.h greater than that.-
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rStaff Res~onse to Comment No. 455:

No response required.

Comment No. 456: M. J. Fisher (39)

Paragraph.60.112'requires "the geoloqic repository shall be'located so that
pre-emplacement ground-water travel times through the far field to the acces-
sible environment are at least 1,000 years". What does this mean? I would
recommend changing pre-emplacement to.ambient conditions and require DOE to
analyze how~their construction, testing, and waste emplacement has affected
the ambient conditions.

* Staff Response to Coment No. 456:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 160.113.

Comment No. 457: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

Requiring geologic stability during the entire Quaternary Period may be
excessive.

Staff Response to Comaent No. 457:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis,-660.113, also Section 3.3, Siting

Criteria.

Coment No. 458: C. WAlske. At6mic Industrial Forum (50)

60.112 Required charecui -stics of the geologic settino

Item (c) should be deleted as a required characteristic as it is more properly
Included u 5, 'Favorable coneltions", Item 60.122(f)(4). However, if
Item 60.112(c) is retained, the meaning of *accessible environmentN should be
clarified as suggest I earlier under 60.2 *Deftnltions'.

Coament No. 459: Institute-of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

The rationale for requiring groundwater travel times of at least 1,000 years
to the accessible ,nviron ent should have been suimarized in the Supplementary
Information.

It is noted that the NRC definition of the Maccessible envirohment'
(Section 60.2) differs from that of the EPA in their 40 CtR 191, Draft No. N9,
page 36. The EPA definition Includes any underground.sources of drinking
water (e.g., a well) ore than one mile away from the waste location.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 458 and 459:

The significance of groundwater travel time is explained in Part C. See also,

Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards, and Section 4.2

Accessible Environment/Controlled Area.

THE FOLLOWING COWHENTERS ADDRESSED 60.121:

Comment No. 460: V. W-Intyre (35) _

60.121. Aren't these requirements procedural? I suggest-that they be placed
with NRC's licensing procedures.

Staff Response to Comment No. 460:

The NRC staff does not believe the provisions of 60.121 are procedural and

therefore declines to include this section as part of the licensing procedures.
The ownership and control provisions are needed in order to permit NRC to find

that the performance objectives will be met during-the periods before and after

permanent closure. . -

Comment No. 461: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.121(a)

NRC Proposed Wordina:

Requirements for ownership and control of the geologic repository operations
area.

(a) Ownership of the geologic repository operations area. The geologic
repository operations area shall be located in and on lands that are

- either acquired lands under the jurisdiction and control of DOE, or lands
permanently-vithdrawn and reserved for its use.

Recommended Revision:

(a) Ownership of the site. The geologic site shall be located in and on
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Rationale:

DOE has substituted the term "site" for geologic repository.operations area tc
be consistent with our recommended revision of the definition of "geologic
repository operation area." -.

Staff Response to Comment No. 461:,

The staff has modified the provisions of 60.121(a) to now refer to ownership

of the land in and on which both the geologic repository.-operations area and

the controlled area will be located. The staff believes that this revision

will alleviate some of DOE's concerns.

Comment No. 462: Div. of Evergency'Government. State of Wisconsin (77)

60.121 -- There is no requirement for present or future population density,
-nor for transportation access to the site? These' issues should affect site
suitability.

Staff Response to Comment No. 462:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria. [Transport acci

is dealt with indirectly by requiring.that surface facilities allow safe handli

a'nd storage (Section 60.131) and that emergency response capabilities be provic

(Section 60.130). Transportation access is of concern to NRC only. insofar as

these health and safety issues are involved.] See also response to Comnent

No. 480.

Comment No. 463: N. K. Olson, S.C. Geological Survey (70)

Para 60.121. subpar& (a). p. 35289

Some mention should be made concerning special legal considerations for State
Water Rights in a'plicable states. This would show cognizance of a vital issue

Staff Response to Cowment No. 463: ' -

The reservation of portions of the Federal domain implies that appurtenant
unappropriated waterwill be reserved to the extent needed to accomplish the
purpose of the reservation. U.S. v. New Mexico, 438 U.S. 696 (1978);

Cappaert v. U.S. , 426 U.S. 128 (1976). Accordingly, it was felt that no
sppcial iention of water rights was needed, at least as to reserved lands.
However, because unappropriated water may be insufficient, it does appear to
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be desirable to specify that needed water rights be obtained in every case.

This would not require any separate action on the part of DOE if it appears

that such needed water rights have been obtained, by implicat1on, as a rtsult

of reservation or acquisition of lands.

Comment No. 464: Mississippi Dept. Qf Energy & Trans. (M5) -

7te-secure area, whether by land acquisition, land easement, or fencing,
should be defined as part of the criteria. The protected land area should be
large enough to provide people protection from handling accidents as well as
interaction between nuclear materials and natural phenomena such as tornadoes.

Staff Rasponse to Coment No. 464:

The geologic repository operations area must be sufficiently large that radia-

tion levels and releases of radioactive material to unrestricted areas will

at all times be maintained within standards applicable to other nuclear facil-

ities. See I 60.111(a). Under the regulation,.reliance may be placed upon

conservative design features to assure an adequate measure of protection from

handling accidents and natural phenomena.

THE FOLLOWING COWMENTERS ADDRESSED 60.122:

Comment No. 465: Commonwealth Edison (17)

The regulations should be cleaned up to-eliminate any criteria that-restrict
site or repository selection to a particular medium or'tend to rule out any
meedium.

Staff Response to Comment No. 465:

The regulations do not exclude any suitable geologic medium from consideration.

A number of the revisions to the rule may 'result in broadening the range of

geologic media that may in practice be considered for selection.

Comment No. 466. Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (63)

The regulations and the ongoing studies are oriented primarily toward geology
and do not place hydrology in the proper perspective. Geology includes struc-
ture, stratigraphy and lithology and provides knowledge of the framework BUT
does not provide the needed hydrologic data required in major hydrologic
decisions, such as that required in Section 60.112 (c)-- Pthe predicted travel
time of groundwater.* The rate and movement of ground water are the most
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important processes relative to the potential impact on the containment of
waste and therefore hydrology should be considered a unique discipline that
requires equal emphasis in the regulation and in the studies.

Staff Response to Comment No. 466:

The required analyses must thoroughly consider hydrogeologic properties and

conditions. See 660.21(c)(1).

Coument No. 467: Hon. W. A. O'Neill. Governor. State of Connecticut (69)

The Rule provides acceptable geologic standards for the disposal of high-level
radioactive waste in geologic repositories. Though we believe the Rule to be
generic in nature, it does address the major requirements and criteria for
such a facility. It should be stressed however, that each specific site
.should be considered on the specifics of the location and any circumstances
which are unique to the area, town or state.

Staff Response to Comment No. 467:

No response required.

Comment No. 468: M. J. Fisher (3)_

Finally, I highly-suggest that-NRC require DOE to complete all site investiga-
tions to include rock and water properties and conditions-for all material
between the surface and the host rock and laterally out for 1/4 sile prior to
waste emplacement since retrieval way be compromised by naturally induced
accidents i.e., flooding, roof collapse, and buckling of support pipes and
supports.

Staff Response to Comment No. 468:

The staff believes that there is sufficient assurance thit'the information refer-

red to in the coinent will necessarily have been obtained'by DOE either in the

course of its site characterization plan or as part of the activities required
with respect to updating the application prior to the emplacement of wastes.

The extent of required investigations is defined more fully in the final

rule. See 560.21(c)(1).

Coement No. 469: Div. of Emergency Government. State of Wisconsin (77)

Paoe 35282'- Role of Sit. - It is stated 'The Comiassion also recognizes that
Isolation is, in fact, a controlled release'to the environment which could
span many thousands of years...". We question the use of the terms "isolation"
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and "controlled release" within these contexts. Figuratively speaking, use of
the word isolation assumes that the material is unavailable. However, isolation
in'this instance is admittedly only a temporary, and as yet unknown (in terms
of time) variable. "Controlled release" presumes a mechanism which governs
and regulates the amount of material available for release (ignoring any
natural or man-made catastrophe or system fiilure). Once nuclear materials.
are emplaced, the engineered systems take over and all the variables that were
previously considered in the design phase are now potential impacts. Thus,
any unplanned or miscalculated variables may impact the total system. Decisions
are being made and implemented based on the best technology and calculated
*impacts, despite the contention of a "controlled release." Both may or may
not react as planned. While one can only design the system to the best of our
ability, it should be recognized thdt a controlled release is not a given.

Staff Response to Comment No. 469:

The.staff considers it appropriate to refer-to 'isolation" in terms of 'con-

trolled release" notwithstanding the existence of some uncertainty with respect

to the actual level of isolation that will be-achieved.. See also Overview,

Section 5.4, Reasonable Assurance.

Comment No. 470: M. J. Fisher (39) -

i The-section entitled "Role of the Site" illustrates your lack of confidence in
the site by not mentioning the "systems approach" you and DOE had discussed in
the IRG report.

Staff Response to Comment No. 470:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. See also

staff response to Comment No. 52.

Comment No. 471: National Radiological Protection Board, UK (29)

Interdependency of Site and Design - The NRC view that site and design are'so
interdependent that it is artificial and misleading to separate siting and
design requirements (p. 35284, column 1, para. 3).is very realistic. Separa-
tion of the two types of requirement would inevitably lead to inconsistencies
and difficulties in meeting criteria.

Staff Response to Comment No. 471:

The staff is unclear as to what is meant by the comenter's statement that

separation of siting and design requirements could lead to Inconsistenciet in

meeting criteria.
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Comment No. 472: J. Hamstra, Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (6)

There may well, be other than technical criteria that may influence a final site
selection. Once a site is selected the overall system should be developed to
meet the overall performance objectives. There is no hazard related require-
ment for a deep geological disposal to-be located far from present-day popula-
tion centers. -

The geologic and geohydrologic conditions of the site are predominant over what
conditions exist in the presence at the surface above the site. There is, how-
ever, one restriction and that is-that the existing use of the land and physical
planning will permit to lower the shafts at the proper places and to build the
surface- facilities directly next to the shafts.

Staff Response to Comment No. 472:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment No. 473: Harmon and Weiss for the Natural Resources Defense Council,
Inc. (76). ' --

As noted earlier, it is already clear that political exigencies - most notably
the'current desire of DOE.to show quick "progress" towards a waste disposal'
solution - have virtually dictated the selection of at-least two of the first
three sites which will receive serious DOE consideration for storage of commer-
cial high-level waste. These are Hanford and the Nevada lest Site. The DOE
apparently is also still pursuing the Savannah River Plant (SRP) as a site for
high-level waste, although this may be for the purpose-of storing defense
waste only. These DOE sites are being pursued despite the fact that the
National Academy of Science in 1966 stated: "Throughout the fabric of the-
10-year history of the Comnittee's deliberations run some continuing threads

* of purpose and conviction. Prominent among them is the realization that none
of the major sites (including Hanford and SRP] at which radioactive wastes are
being stored or disposed of is geologically suited for safe disposal of any
manner of radioactive wastes other than very dilute, very low-level liquids,
with the probable exception of grout inject4on into fractured shale at Odk
Ridge.* Those who have closely followed the nuclear waste issue over the past
decade know full well that these sites surfaced and have been pursued by DOE
because all are on government-owned reservations, pose no problems of site
acquisition and are easily accessible to DOE. There-can be no' serious question
that a site selection process based on geologic considerations would not hove
Identified these three sites for characterization. Yet the proposed NRC rules
would be fully satisfied by characterization of these three sites alone. This
demonstrates the inadequacy of the proposed rules.

National Academy of Science-National Research Council, Committee on Geologic
Aspects-of Radioactive Waste Disposal, Report to the Division of Reactor
Development and Technology, United States Atomic Energy Commission (May 1966).
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Stdff ReLponse to Comment No. 473:

See Overview, Section 5.3, Geologic Conditions. See also staff response to

Comment Nos. 231 and 436.

Comment No. 474: U.S. DOE (48)

Issue

The NRC proposed rule does not specify credit for site-specific factors.

DOE Position -

ODE feels credit for site-specific factors should be specified.

In a DOE letter to NRC, dated Hay 29, 1981, concern was expressed that the DOE
would be required to calculate exposures from radlonuclide transport, with no
assurance from NRC or the draft regulation regarding whafassumptions and
site-specific mitigating factors might-be applied in the calculations. Conse-
quently, DOE expressed concern that the licensing pr6cess may be unnecessarily
protracted by debate over the related systems-safety objective, and how it
might be achieved.

Section 6U.21 adequately specifies what site conditfons and assessments the
DOE safety-analysis report should contain, and therefore largely alleviates
DOE's concern. However, as in the case of nuclear-reactor facilities, DOE
suggests that NRC develop, as part of its Regulatory Guide Series, guides for
implementation of 10 CFR 60. The DOE would be pleased to-assist NRC staff in
the development of such guides.

Staff Response to Comment No. 474:

Sp, view, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards. The NRC

- anticipates that regualtory guides will be prepared as appropriate. DOE

1 have an opportunity to comment on these guides in draft form.

Comment Ke. 475: F. L. ParKer (80)

Site Specific Criteria

I believe that the regulation should be procedural rather than substantive since.
we shall license only one to three repositories in this ceitury. Therefore,
specific numoers will be determined for these few sites, provided they satisfy
EPA's standard-and NRC's defense in depth criteria. Consequently, though
precise numbers are inappropriate at this stage, a range o; acceptable numbers
would give DOE some understanding of the types of sites that might be licensable.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 475:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

Comment No. 476: Mississippi Dept. of Natural kesources (65) -

General Comments

In our reviews to date of work done by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and
Battelle's Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONWI) in the National Waste
Terminal Storage (NWTS) Program, the Bureau of Geology has been concerned
constantly with the lack of specific guidelines and criteria far studies being
done. Existing guidelines and criteria for the NWTS-Program are so vague and
generalized, and written using so many ambiguous or undefined terms, as to be
almost worthless. Our experience with NWTS reports in Mississippi has been
that widely differing interpretations of the significance of certain geologic
findings can be made under existing criteria. These differing interpretations
have been such that ONWI may find-that a site satisfactorilymteets a certain
criterion as a suitable repository site,-while the Bureau of Geology may have
a different interpretation of the criterion and argue that the site is unsuit-
able based on the same data. Despite pleas for the promulgation of specific
criteria, the NWTS Prograt continues with only'vague and general rules avail-
able. We have found even that DOE's interpretation of the criteria, or-at
least the weight put on different criteria, ;hanges with time.

The Bureau of Geology has looked to the NRC, as the repository licensing
agency, for a definitive description of the geologic parameters of a suitable
repository site, Including a description of geologic features that would make
a site unsuitable. We do not find such descriptions in the proposed rules for
10 CFR Part 60, Subparts E-H. Our primary complaint is with the lack of
specificity. The rules are a good outline or list of goals to be achieved,
but we need more definition of how these goals are to be achieved. We suspect
that some of the goals cannot be met with present technology.

It is difficult to comment on these proposed rules for several reasons, but
primarily because they are very general and in many cases not as specific as
criteria outlined in ONWI-33(2). Difficulty also arises in differentiating
the respective roles of DOE, NRC, and EPA. DOE is charged with the responsi-
bility of siting, constructing, and operating a repository. EPA is responsible
for developing performance standards with respect to radionuclide releases
from a repository. NRC is responsible for developing rules by which they will
receive and rule on license applications from DOE; If NRC rules become too
rigid, they could in effect dictate exploration, design, and construction
criteria for DOE. If the rules are too general, they become meaningless and
would allow DOE to replace NRC licensing rules with their own criteria. The
NRC rules are also dependent upon EPA standards which do not exist. It is
possible that DOE and NRC could jointly dictate the EPA standards.

Although we find that the proposed rules are too generalized and non-specific,
the Bureau of Geology has no complaints about the topics or subjects covered
in the rules, except where mentioned below. We make no recommendations of
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sections to be deleted or additional topics to be added; we only request the
the "skeleton" of the proposed rules be given some "flesh."

Staff Response to Comment No. 476:

For reasons noted by the Commisslon, provisions that are unduly restrictive

would be inappropriate at this stage of technological development (46 FR 35283).

This principle is applicable with respect to siting questions as it is to matters

of design. Greater specificity may be warranted at a later stage. See also

Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

Comment No. 477: Harmon & Weiss. for NRDC (7C.,

'Some mechanism must be created which will do the Job.which NRC has articulated
as a goal: the development of a slate of candidate sites that are among the
best that can reasonably be found. Since the Coimission has chosen not to
adopt definitive site suitability criteria, the only other option that we can
see is to impose a requirement that the sites characterized and selected are
chosen by-a process based.on consideration of geologic factors. KRDC recommends
a two-stage demonstration. First, at the level of site characterization, DOE
should be required to show that the three .ites selected were chosen on the
basis of geologic factors and therefore represent a slate of sites that are
among the best that can reasonably be found. Second, at the stage of construction
authorization, a concept similar to ALARA should be employed, requiring a
demonstration that the geologic characteristics of the chosen site provide
the highest reasonably achievable-degree of enhancement of the waste Isolation
capabilities of the repository. This is consistent with-the requirement
for consideration of alternatives contained-in 660.21(c)(3) and 650;40(c).

Staff Response Comment No. 477:

The process for the selection of sites for characterization is now.prescribed

by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Under the NRC rules, DOE can be required to

adopt measures to enhance the. performance of particular barriers where it

appears that significant uncertainties will thereby be substantially reduced.

See Overview, Section 2.5, ALARA. -

Comment No. 478: M. I. Lewis (11) _

Although no specific site suitability or exclusion requirements are given in.
the criteria, stability and minimum groundwater travel times are specified as
required site characteristics.- This quite sounds more like a criticism of
this proposed rule than a criteria to be met.
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Stability and ground water travel times are important. However, there are
many other criteria which must be considered at this early time before the
rule goes into effect.

There are social and economic considerations. If these are not mentioned in
the rule, they will be difficult to bring up during licensing hearings.
Further, the staff has been remiss in its duty if they have not looked at
other proolems generic to siting HLW repositories other than stability and
ground water travel times.

Staff Response to Comment No. 478:

Social and related economic factors will be considered in connection with the

Commission's environmental review (see lb CFR Part 51). Generic geologic

considerations are treated extensively In the siting criteria', 660.122.

Comment No. 479: Div. of Emergency Government, State of Wisconsin (77)

Page 35824 - Number 3 Siting Requirements, 2st Paragraph, Last Sentence

Does a decision to construct a test facility at a given location constitute
repository approval? Will a decision to utilize a specific geologic media at
a given location (through the use of an experimental drop shaft and tunnel)
guarantee that site's use as a repository?

Are rding to the rule, natural adverse conditions will be resolved through
scientific engineering. WilT experimental repositories receive adequate In-situ
testing to enable scientific estimates of suitability? An important question
when considering the time frames necessary for waste isolation is what con-
stitutes adequate testing?

Emplacement of high radioactive wastes may cause an adverse condition.'
Increased use of engineered designs to compensate for natural adverse conditions
could lead to'complications in long-term predictions of'suitable isolation.

Staff Response Comment No. 479:

As the stiff understands the comment-, it raises two issues: first, whether

the undertaking of site characterization and/or construction implies any

commitment.with respect to approval of a facility at the particular location;

'and second, whether adverse effects related to waste emplacement will have

been given adequate consideration.
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With respect to the former, the licensing procedures make it clear that a final

licensing decision is required prior to receipt of the HLW, and that no prior

activities imply a commitment to issue a license.

As to the effects of the wastes these are required to be fully analyzed in the

course of the license review.

Comment No..480: R. H. Neill. State of New Mexico (78)

Siting Requirements (560.122 and preamble)

We see no geologic reason why population related siting requirements should be
included. However, transportation routes to the site should be considered in
the overall site evaluation because it is possible that an otherwise acceptable
site should be ruled out because of-transportation considerations (such as
inadequate highways or railroads or the necessity of moving wastes through
hazardous or heavily populated areas).

Ho minimum area for DOE control adjacent to -the ,geologic repository operations
area is specified in 60.102(c). This should be considered.

Staff Response to Comment No. 480: '

For a discussion of the issue of population-related siting requirements, see
Overview, Section 2.4. Transportation-related impacts would be considered in

the context of the evaluation of alternatives pursuant to the Mational Environ-

mental Policy Act. The extent of the area subject to controls (see 160.121)

can only be determined in light of the geologic, hydrologic and other conditions

of the geologic setting. -

Cohment No; 481: N.J. Fisher (39)

The section on "Major Features of the Proposed Rule", 3. Siting ReQuirements,
page 35284, discusses minimum groundwater travel times. From where to where?: Does
this have anything to d& with the "accessible e'nvironment"? Why does the defini-
tion of "accessible environment" not mention groundwater and groundwater users?

-Staff Response Coment No. 481:

See Overview, Section 4.,, Accessible Environment/Controlled Area.
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Ground Water Travel Time

The restriction on page 60-20 for travel time of ground water through the fa4r field
to the accessible environment of at least 1000 years is a quite unnecessary restric-
tion. This will interfere with-the drain repository concept, whereby flooding
of the nuclear waste package is avoided. When the waste is kept dry, we don't
care whether there-As a trickle of water along the bottom of the t*WsiUoW-tunnel.-

Staff Response to-Comment No. 482:

The significance of the groundwater travel time is explained in-Part C, which

contains the rationale document.

Comment No. 483: Mississippi Dept. of Energy & Trans. (65)'

-Attention to the protection of 'fresh water is necessary, especially since water '
is perhaps Mississippi's most valuable natural resource. _ -

Comment No. 484: Mississippi Dept. of Energy & Trans. (65)

Criteria for future water needs and uses should be given particular attention
since fresh water is projected to be a scarce commodity in the future. Minimum
distances and barriers between the waste package and fresh water aquifers should
be included in the criteria.

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 483 and 484:

A principal objective of the performance objectives is to establish critertia to

be used in evaluating the isolation of radioactive materials from the accessible

environment including fresh water aquifers. Effects of a project on future..

water needs a d uses will also be considered in the NEPA review process. It

should ' a noted that proximity to water supplies and the effect upon the

rights .,ers of water are among the factors that will be considered in -

DOE's sidelines for the recommendation of-sites for repositories,-to be

issued under Section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.
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THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED THE EXCLUSION OF
POPULATION-RELATED SITING CRITERIA

Comment No. 485: J. Carson Mark, U.S. NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards (10)

We agree with the approach suggested in the proposed rule. We belleve it is
not necessary to Include any siting criteria which relate to population density
or the proximity of the waste repository to population centers.

Staff Response to Comment No. 4Z5:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment No. 486: T. H. Pieford (53)

NRC has requested conlents on whether popuiation-related siting requirements
should be included in the final rule. The "EPA standard" assumed by NRC does -
not require population data or projections, evern though it is intended to meet
a-specified integrated dose limit to future populations. Instead, it relies
upon worldwide averages for consumption of food and water oy populations and
assumptions of worldwide population growth. However, if.the finally alopted
EPA standard lisstill based upon meeting sofe rtlease limit derived from a
population dose limit, the actual population-related features of proposed sites
should be-considered.

In any event, it is reasonable that geologic repositories for high-level waste
be located in.areas removed from dense population.

Staff ResPonse to Comment No. 486:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment No. 487: B. Hafner (12)

One alsc *onders why the Commission has'neglected to mention any population-
related requirements.. Sirce someone is going to have a high-level repository
"in their backyard" It seems logical that the NRC would establish suitable

-requirements ire this area. However, as of yet such requirements have not yet
been proposed. Since this is an erea which will be brought up sooner or later
It would seem to be in the Cosaission's bst interest to do so as soon as
possible. Once again, clarification on this matter is called for.

Staff Response to Comment No. 487:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.
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Comment No. 488: Commonwealth Edison (17)

There is no justification whatsoever for any population density criteria. All
shipments will have to meet appropriate transportation safety requirements,
and the handling of 'miterials will be done -on site subject to 10 CFR Part 20
and other appropriate requirements.

Staff Response to Comment No. 488:-

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Re.ited Siting Criteria.

Comment No. 489: Committee on Armed Services. U.S. Senate (23)

Pursuant to the request for comments un the Commission's proposed technical
criteria for the disposal of high-level nuclear waste, the undersigned urge
that the Commission include population factors as criteria for siting a nuclear
waste repository.

1: is our belief that the nuclear material storage problem can-be resolved by
selecting sites in remote. uninhabited or sparsely populated areas which.our'
scientific community believes to be absolutely safe. We urge that until it
can be proven by extensive testing that nuclear waste can be stored safely,
public anxiety will be justifiably high. By focusing on sites located as far
away from populated areas as possible; public concern will be reduced.

Staff Response to Comment No. 489:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment Ho. 490: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Encineers (28)

The NRC invited comments on whether populatfon-related sitinij requirements
should be included. Future locations of population centers are difficult to
predict. Thus, no reliable projection can be made of the population dose from
radionuclide releases that might occur in the distant future. However, the
maximum individual dose, to a person living in the worst location in the
accessibli envirorment, can be projected with less uncertainty. The.use of
this calculated dose in connection with licensing should be investigated.

Staff Response to Coment No. 490: -

See Overview, Section 2.4. Population-Related Siting Criteria.
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Comment No. 491: Honorable Trent Lott, U.S. House of Representatives (37)

I am writing to you in regard to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's proposed
rule governing high-level radioactive waste repository siting, published in
the July 8 Federal Register. I r particularly concerned that the NRC has not
included any siting Feqiqrements which directly deal with population density
or proximity to population centers.

As you know, this proposed iction goes againbt a quarter century of policy for
the siting of nuclear facilities, including that for NRC's own standards for
the siting of nuclear power reactors. Population has always been a governing
factor in the location of a nuclear plant. I am aware that plans for the loca-
tion of three such plants in the past have been withdrawn or abandoned because
of the population factor: the Perryman site near the Aberdeen Proving Ground
outside Baltimore, and the Newbold Island and Burlington plants planned by
Public Service Electric and Gs of New Jersey.

I am very distressed that the single most important factor in the siting of
a plant has disappeared fror the NRC's proposed criteria. I would, therefore,
like to meet with you to discuss this change which I believe-directly affects
the safety of the public and could unnecessarily delay our nuclear option.

Staff Response to Comment No. 491:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Sitina Criteria.

Comment No. 492: B. R. KcElmurry (38)

In all cases, the setting of a single overall performance standard for waste
confinement is the preferred approach because it allows for future technological
improvement (page 35283,. alt. 1). Specifying criteria for each component will
ruse out any system with different and perhaps superior components.

Staff Response to Comment No. 492:

See Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

Comment No.. 493: J. Vadas (4)-

Finally, there is no mention of any population related requirements. I would
like some clarification on the latter point.

Staff Response to Coment No. 493:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Populatipn-Related Siting Criteria.
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Comment No. 494: National Radiological Protection Board. UK (29) --

Siting Requirements (population density) - The decision not to include any
siting requirements which deal directly with population density or proximity
to population centres (p. 35284, column 3, para. 4) is both practical and
realistic. Given the long time periods of concern in geologic disposal it
would be impossible to ensure that any such requirements were met.

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 494:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment No. 495: UK Atomic Enervy Authority (29)

We agree that there Is no point in invoking a population criterion.

* Staff Response to Comment No. 495:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment No. 496: Bechtel National. Inc. (37)

The Commission seeks comments on whether a population-related siting requirement
should be Included in the final rule and how they might-be implemented.

It is not necessary to include a population-related siting requirement in
the final rule for 10 CFR Part 60. The relative risk-to the public
health and safety during the repository operational and decosissioning
phases and beyond Is likely to be substantially less than that for ost
types of nuclear facilities.

StAff Response to Comment No. 496:

See Overview, Section 2.4. Po-ulatCon-ReCated Sitina Criteria.

Commelt No. 497:. B. R. l4cElaurry (38)

Population siting requiresents_(p35264) are entirely superfluous.- Geologic -
criteria should govern site selection, because no one knows what the population
situation will be in 100 or 1000 years.

Staff Response to Ccment.No. 497:

See Overview, Section 2.4. Population-Related Siting Criteria.
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Comment No. 498: M. J. Fisher (39)

Again in the same section, the question of siting requirements for population
density or proximity to population centers has been opted for resource considera-
tions. This appears to be a wise choice, however the 'Proposed Rule" does not
provide water resource siting criteria in enough detail to allow evaluation of
acceptable versus nonacceptable site conditions. For example, sole source
aquifers such as the one designated by the EPA for the Spokane, Washington area
and projected water withdrawals for Irrigation purposes should be discussed.

Staff Response to Comment No. 498:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Pogulation-Related Siting Criteria. See also responses

to Comment Nos. 463, 483, and 484.

Comment No. 49S: Utility Nuclear Waste anagement Group (4j)

UNWMG supports the approach taken in the proposed.rule which does not Include
any siting requirements dealing directly with population density .or proximity
to population centers. Over the periods of time involved, such requirements
would be-virtually meaningless since, among other things, population projections
into the far future would be completely speculative. Further, since overall
system performance requirements will, presumably, be stated in terms of radio-
active material release limitations, population-related siting requirements
are unnecessary from a purely regulatory viewpoint.

Staff Response to Comment No. 499:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment No. 500: U.S. DOE (48)

The Comiission has invited comment on whether population-related siting requires
ments should be Included in the final rule, and how any requirement eight be
implemented. The request did not distinguish between operational and post-
closure population proximity considerations. These-considerations for the
operational phase surface facilities are distinctly d4fferent than for-postclosure.

Because air pathways are the predominant mechanism for radioactive release from
surface facilities during the operational phase,.the objective should be to
consider release mechanisms (and the consequences of release) to the same extent
they are considered in licensing other fuel cycle ficilities. The regulation
requires DOE to meet 10 CFR 20 requirements and EPA standards for radiological
exposures or releases, thereby accomplishing this objective. DOE believes no
further requirements needed, especially given the practical considerations that:

o Low population density and distance from population centers would
normally be viewed as favorable conditions.
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o NRC will review each application on a case-by-case basis, and would
critically analyze the proposed-use of any site in close-proximity
to a large population or within a zone of high population density.

For the postclosure phase, population considerations do not provide i valid
basis for regulation. After a repository is filled and sealed, the most likely
mechanism for the escape of radlonuclides to the biosphere I1 by dissolution
and transport.in groundwater. Such action is likely to occur only after the
long-term decomposition-of engineered barriers, thus permitting a slow rate of
release into the host rock and surrounding geologic environment (the far-field)
over periods of thousands of years. There, in the far-field, natural geochemical
mechanisms of sorption and precipitation would work in concert wfth long ground-
water travel time and radioactive decay to delay and reduce any releases to the
accessible environment. Because potential future release points may be distant
from the repository, and future population trends over hundreds or thousands of
years also cannot be predicted current population density near a repository..bas
very little safety significance during the postclosure-period. --Reilease rates,
or dose t7o a maximum individual, provide a more meaningful basis for judging the
suitability of a proposed isolation system. While reference-sized populations
may be useful for comparing sites or establishing limits on release, site-
specific population factors should not be- used as the critical basis for
licensing a site.

We believe, therefore, the treatment of population in the proposed IC CFR 60
is appropriate.

Staff Response to Comment No. 500:*

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria' .

Comment No. SO: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Because of the inherent safety of.the geologic repository, especially during
the containment period, the distance between the repository and a large popula-
tion center Is immaterial from a safety standpoint. From a practical stand-
point, political considerations will undoubtedly prevent a repository from
being located near a larger population center. Furthermore, projection of
population movements beyond the containment period would be highly speculative
and would not be governed by any rule written in 1982. Therefore, we conclude
that .a population-related siting requirement is not needed.

Staff Response to Comment No. $01:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment No. $02: C. R. Fisher, General Atomic Co. (16)

Because there is no strong motivation for locating a waste repository-near a
population center (as there is for nuclear plants), and-because the chosen sites
should have "littie resource value," there is only a stall probability that
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future populations will be significantly affected by the site choice unless
deliberate-actions to move near the site are taken. These long term population
considerations are probably impossible to control; therefore. including themnin
the proposed rule would most likely be futile. However, because the greatest
threat to the general public exists during the early life of the repository
when the.emplacement (and possibly the retrieval) of the wastes is taking place.
General Atomic believes it would be feasible and appropriate to impose popula-
tion density or distribution criteria on the site selection.

Staff Response to Comment No. 502:.

See Overview.. Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment No. 503: Calif. Dept.. of Conservation (62)

The Commission invited (FR 35284) commentary on whether population-,related
siting requirements should be included in~the final rule, and if so, how.' CDC
feels this is a significant issue which needs further review.. At a minimum,
we suggest inclusion of the following-criteria: "That the~dtitance fron the
repository site to a point of human intrusion be based on the'radius of contam-
ination due to accidental release of radioactive.material durint the deposition
of the HLW waste material.'

Staff Response to Comment No. 503:
. ..

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria. Tt staff is

* unable to relate the suggested Remoteness criterion.(which-pertains toethe size

* of the controlled area) to the.radius of contamination due to accidental release

during the deposition of waste.

Comment No. 504: Mississippi Dept.,-of Natural Res'ources (65)

Population density and proximity to population centers should be given consid-
eration since safe disposal should be the'primary objective of the NWTS Program.
Common sense should dictate that HLW be-disposed of in a remote area with as low
a population density as possible. Primary consideration should be given to the
safety of the general population in the vicinity of the surface.facility of the
repository since that is where spent fuel and HLW will be processed for encarsula-
tion into canisters and placed In the repository. Since the spent fuel and HLW
will become progressively less hazardous with tiMe, it would seem sore logical
to site the repository with more consideration given to present safety than to
the safety of a repository at some future time.

Staff Rebponse to Comment No. 504:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Populatfon-Related Siting Criteria.
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Comment No. S05: Sierra Club (66)

Population density criteria must be included as part of the_ prooserule. They
are not included now. The Commission believes.that the issue has ein addressed
indirectly through a consideration of resources'in the geol.gic-settfng. The
Commission believes that this is a more realistic approach over the long periods
of time involved.

We disagree. end believe there-should beAafpl~oti tej Fi .- As the
proposed rules now stand, a high-level -wastirOepcsitory-could-bE 1ocated in
.the South"Bronx. .

Resources apply to dollar value of goods and not human health ftlef`= - Any
EIS, in-rtonsideration of alternative sites, must weigh the-'es.a*is'-in
dollars* Afi0 he human health effects separately in concluding htre..areposi-
tory should be located. The preterred site must mulumize the totriqjumber of
health effects. -- - .- -

We disagree with the Staff's reasoning on this point. The Staff claims that
because of the long-lived nature of the wastes, population p.r*Ai1039 .Are
uncertafir0d.thus an area which is sparsely populated today s1-ghV'Vi5E.be so
in the' rutOdv. However. the greatest hazard from high-level wastes-mir-urs
during the-f4rst few hundred years. Highly'populated areas, or-*hose-which
are reasonably projected to be so, should be avoided In the time-Verds
during wht4h-the high-le~vel wasteris most hazardous. - -

Staff Respome to Comment No. 5U5: . ---

See Overvlewvj-Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria. ,... -

Comment No. 506: Mississipp1 Dept. of Energy &rins. (65)

There are- no..siting requirements relative to population densit; cu ,fjv I ty
to populatflf`centers. The fact that nuclear waste Is-located at_139M- te
causes severapprehension and anxiety on the population whether the z13k is
real or iragiiied. this type of damage is further accented with news-f jonra-
thin about catastrophic possibilities. Criteria should be established-to
avoid this type of people problem by limiting the site to areas of veryIow
population density.ty

Staff Response to Comment No. 506:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria.

Comment No. 507: Mississippi Dept. of-Eneray & Trans. (65)

There is no mention in the rule of population and/or proximity to population.
Since the life of a repository could well exceed the institutional lifetime of
the nation, and as such the issue of population is critical and should be
included in the technical rule.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 507:-

See also Overview, Sections 2.4 and 2.6, Population-Related Siting Criteria and

Human Intrusion, respectively.

Comment No. 508: Union of 'Concerned Scientists (59)

Prior to closure of the repository, such siting requirements would reduce the
risk to the public arising from transportation and other accidents.

Both prior to and after closure, sucthsiting requirements would reduce-the
risk to the public arising from failure of the repository.--it-is likely that
appropriate'requirements would be effective In separating-the repository from.
large populations for several centuries, during which period the radiation and
heat loading of the repository would decline. The risk of repository failure
would decline correspondingly.

Therefore, population-related siting requirements should be. formuliated.

Staff Response to Comment No. 508:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria. Risk associated

with transportation to alternative sites will be considered in connection with

the Commission's review'of alternatives under NEPA.

Comment No. 509: Hon. W. A. O'Neill, Governor. State of Connecticut (69)

We do have concerns that the Propcsed Rule has not included any siting require-
ments which directly deal with population density or proximity to population
centers. We believe this area should be considered in the overall siting
requirement of a repository. In a state the size of Connecticut, population
density would be a crucial factor in the siting of any facility for radioactive
waste disposal. Our state made extensive comments regarding this issue to the.
Department of Energy on their study OCrystalline Intrusives in the United
States and Regional Geologic Characteristics Important to Storage of Rad!
active Waste." (Copy attached) (See PDR letter 069 for attachment.)

Staff Response to Comment No. S09:'

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Sitino Criteria.

Comment No. S10: Div. Of Emergency Government. State of Wisconsin (77)

Demographic evaluation should be required in the final licensing process. In
particular, the total demographic evaluation should include a risk analysis that
reflects the sources of high-level waste (power plants) and proposed routing
to the repository. In our opinion, the transportation routing may be the most
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hazardous part of high-level waste disposal. Certain sites in the continental
United States may require such complex or difficult routes, that other sites
may offer a better disposal alternative.

Staff Response to Comment No. 510:

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related-Siting Criteria. See also

response to Comment No. 508.

Comment No. 511: Northeast Utilities'(79)

We agree that population density or the proximity of a site to population
centers should not be a siting requirement. Over the periods of time involved,
such requirements would'be meaningless' since population projections are at best
speculative. Further, since overall system performance requirements are stated
in terms of limitations on the release of radioactive satarials, population-
related siting requirements are-unnecessary.

Staff Response to Comment No. 511:

See Overview, Section 2.4,.Population-Related Siton Criteria.

Comment No. 512: B. 0. Withers. Portland General Electric Co. (82)

As population estimates for the time-periods in question are largely supposition,
population considerations'should not be made a part of the rule. Any population
residing in the vicinity of a disposal facility would already be protected by
the original design criteria'limiting radioactive material release.

Staff Response to Comment No. 517'

See Overview, Section 2.4, Population-Related Siting Criteria..

Comment No. 513: National Association of Counties Research, Inc. (1)

1 60.122 - Tectonic, structural, hydrogeological, geochemical, and geomorphic
processes are listed here as, given favorable conditions, contributing to the
abil1ty of the geologic setting to meet.performance objectives. A further
characterization and analysis'of these processes may be necessary i.n order-to
gairnthe best knowledge possible about the site. 'Soils, surface topography,
uniformity/heterogeneity, permeability, porosity, attitude, weathering, frac-
turing, fault zones, karst zones, swelling, creep, end other deformation, may
all be important elements of detail that can affect location and Isolation
analysis. Perhaps these are inherent in the processes set out above, but it
would seem to make clearer to the site regulator and developer the evaluation
that is necessary if these (and other like) elements are fully expressed.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 513:

In the view of the staff, the Safety Analysis Report will necessarily deal with

items of concern such as those identified by the commenter. (See § 60.21(c))

Those which represent potentially adverse-conditions will need to be evaluated

as provided in §60.122.

Comment No. 514: -C. R. Fisher, General Atomic Co. (16)

Section 60.122 through 124

These sections list the considerations that any applicant can not avoid-evaluat-
ing as part of-the-preparation of submittals for e license. In addition, the
manner of presentation is tutorial and prolix, and in their present form the
sections appear to be inappropriate for inclusion in a regulation. Therefore,
General Atomic suggests that these sections be extensively edited to remove
gratuitous information and unnecessary verbiage, and tU. focus more clearly on
the guidance NRC intends to communicate to the user.

Staff Response to Comment No. 514:

.Portions of Sections 60.122-.0.124 have been revised to focus more clearly on

the guidance NRC intends to communicate to the user. -

Comment No. 515: Institute of Geological Sciences. UK (29)

The second general point leads directly from the ambiguity in the definitions
and relates to consequential inconsistencies and variability In. the degree of
qualitative versus quantitative components in the technical criteria. From
the geological viewpoint this can be seen, for example, in pages 35290 and
35291, Sections 60.122 and 60.123 in which the favourable and potentially
adve.rse conditions of the geological setting are considered. Other examples
are referred to below in relation to specific points. Some inconsistencies
highlight admirably those aspects of the siting of a BLW repository about which
there are insufficient technical data. It can be -argued that these sections of
the document illustrate the strength of the case for delaying the proposed
rules until.more technical data are available. The deficiency of. dat aand the
problem of the proof of the adequacy of a repository into the future Is recog-
nized throughout the text, for example at p. 35288 Section 60.101 paragraph 2.
Statements of this nature are entirely valid and seem to negate'the technical
content of associated criteria.

Staff Response to Comment No. 515

NRC has revised the referenced portions of the rule. Even though some

considerations are expressed in qualitative terms, the NRC believes that
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they can serve as useful gLidance in the licensing of a facility. See also

Overview, Section 2.1, Single vs. Multiple Performance Standards.

Comment No. 516: Louisiana Dept. of Natural Resources (63)

Geology provides information on the "makeup of the container," whereas hydrology
quantifies the hydrodynamics of the system. Thus, geologic studies alone do
not provide information required to estimate the movement of fluids and answer
questions pertaining to the rate of movement of radionuclides and water especi-
ally in areas where the host rock is surrounded by saturated materials. Local
and regional hydrologic modeling should be prime prerequisites during the
initial phase of a site study because it not only provides informati-n on the
effects of hydrologic stresses but indicates data-needs and oftentimes indicates
geologic unconformities. Unf6rtunately, the.early stages of studies made in
the Gulf Coast area did not include enough emphasis on hydrologic studies. As
a consequence, questions related to the interaction of -hydrology to the shear
zone, the sheath, the fissures in the caprock, the salt, and to the rate and
direction of ground-water movement cannot be answered with a slight degree of
confidence at this time and probably fol some time into the future. Thus NRC
proposed regulations should place equal importance on hydrologic studies to
prevent omissions during the data-collection phase and provide for multidisci-
pline activities. Final determinations as to the suitability of a salt dome'
for radwaste storage will be unnecessarily delayed until the proper hydrologic
date are collected and regional and local hydrologic models are started,
calibrated, verified, and ancepted.

Other subjects that need early consideration in the licensing processes are
socioeconomics, archeological, and wildlife. -

Staff Response to Comment No. 516:

See staff response to Comment Nos. 431 and 432.

Comment No. 517: National'Radiolooical Protection Board. UK (29)

Favourable and Potentially Adverse Conditions - This approach (Section 60.122
and 60.123, P. 35290-1) to specifying geologic criteria is a very reasonable
and practical one. It allows'considerable flexibility in selecting sites,
making allowance for the wide variations in geologic environments. The inclu-
sion of a minimum .isposal depth of 300m as a favourable condition, rather than
a strict criteria, is a particularly good feature of the approach.

Staff Response to Comment No. 517:

No response required.
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Comment No. 518: M. J. Fisher (39)

In your paragraph "60.122 Favorable Conditions", you fail to mention geomech-
adiical stability in the host rock to allow for long periods of open shafts and
boreholes. The confining pressures at that depth must-be analysed before
workers are sent down. Also very-low water flow conditions and capability
against modest water flow conditions are necessary to prevent sock collapse and
flooding in the shafts and tunnels.

! Staff Response to Comment No. 518:

* Section 60.122 concerns isolation capabilities of the geologic setting. The

commenter's concerns have been appropriately addressed in the section dealing

with design requirements. (660.133).

Comment Ho. 519: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.122-

NRC Proposed Wording:

Each of the following conditions may contribute to the ability:of the geologic
-setting to meet the performance objectives relating to Aiblation of the waste.
In addition to meeting the mandatory requirements of section 60.112, a geologic

* setting shall exhibit an appropriate combination of these conditions so that
together with the engineered system, the favorable conditions present are suffi-

I cient to provide reasonable assurance that such performance objectives will be
met.

Recommended Revision:

Each of the following conditions are likely to enhance the ability of the geo-
logic setting to meet the performance objectives of the geologic waste disposal
system. The presence of one or more of any of these conditions will be con-
sidered as a favorable factor during the license application review. In addi-.
tion to r eting the mandatory requirements of section 60.112, a geologic set-
ting should exhibit one or more of these conditions so that together with the
engineered system, the favorable conditions present are sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance that such performance objectives will be met.

Rationale:

While we recognize the staff's intention is to enumerate conditions that would
be considered as favorable attributes, we do not feel that the proposed language.
properly identifies the intent of the section.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 519:

The principal change ' osed by this comment would ca'. r the site to

exhibit "one or more", bather than "an appropriate combination" of favorable

conditions. The staff believes such a chance would be misleading and

inappropriate.

Comment No. 520: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

In S 60.122 the proposed regulations require specified favorable conditions "so
that, together with the engineered system, the favorable conditions present are
such to provide reasonable assurance that . . . performance objectives will be
met." In accordance with the discussion above in connection with §§ 60.211 and
60.112, however-, the rule should specify that the indicated "favorable condi-
tions" may be determined on the basis of a reasonable demonstration, and that
additional certainty is not necessary.

In addition, §S 60.122(a)-(e) involve the projection of past tectonic,-strvc-
tural, hydrogeological, geochemical and geomorphic processes into the future.
Such projections, however, should not be left open-ended, and.should be speci-
fically limited to the period of analytical consideration; ie., the. 10,000 year
period suggested above in tkp discussion of £0. 111(b)(2).

In this same general conneetimn, UNWMG believes that the absence of groundwater
travel times from the geologic setting to the accessible environment of less
than 1,000 years should also be indicated as a favorable condition in this sec--
tion. The 1,000 year flow time from the outermost waste container to the .
accessible environment, discussed above in connection with 1 60.112(c) as a
performance objective, is, of course, more significant. However, UNWMG believes
that the lack of groundwater communication from anywhere in the entire geologic -
setting to the accessible environ'ent within 1,000 years would offer an addi-
tional advantage sufficient for Its identification as a "favorable condition."

Finally, in the tenth line of 1 60.122, the word "engieered" should be."engineered."

Staff Response to Comment No. 520:

* See Overview, Section-b -Section Analysis, §60.122. The staff recognizes that

the presence of some favorable'conditions, such as those requiring projections

of geologic processes into the fuiture. requires interpretation of geologic

data end that "certainty" is not required. However, the staff considers this

to be evident from the wording of the conditions themselves, so that there fs;

no need to modify the language.
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Comment No. 521: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (59)

Para. 60.122 Favorable Conditions

This paragraph contains languaqe such-as "...shall exhibit..." which could lead
to the interpretation that these are mandatory requirements like the preceding
ines. This is in conflict with the statement in the introduction (p. 35284)
that these are not absolute requirements but merely considerations entering
into a judgmental determination. This should be expressed in this paragraph,
the heading should be deleted or changed froin "requirements" to "considera-
tions", and "shall" be replaced by "should" wherever it occurs.

The language concerning projections of tectonic, structural, hydrologic, geo-
chemical., and geomorphic processes into the future (items (a) through (e))
should acknowledge that more stringent standards apply for the first
10,000 years than thereafter.

Item (f)(3) calling for "...inhibition of groundwater flow... alone shafts,
drifts or boreholes" is difficult to satisfy if taken literally. Instead of
a positive effect (inhibition), it should merely say that rock types that
facilitate establishment of preferential pathways along shafts, etc., are
undesirable or require specific counter-measures. Therefore this item should
be placed under Para. 60.123 Potentially Adverse Conditions.

The language in Item (f)(4) ". ..substantially exceed 1,000 years" is,
unnecessarily vague, and should be replaced by "...or 'at least 1,000 Years".

Staff Response to Comment No. 521:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, §60.122,-and staff response to

Comment No. 520. The heading of Section 60.122 has been changed from "require-

ments" to "criteria" so as to convey more clearly the intent that these are,

conditions to be assessed.

Conoent No. 522: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.122(a) end'(b)

NRC Proposed Language:

(a) The nature and rates of tectonic processes that have occurred since the
start of the-Quateroary Period are such that, when projected, they would'
not affect or would'favorably affect the ability of the geologic repository
to isolate the waste.

(b) Jhe nature and rates of structural processes that have occurred since the
start of the Quaternary Period are such that, when projected, they would
not affect or would favorably affect the ability vf the geologic repository
to isolate the waste.
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Recommended Revision and Rationale:

Reference is made to structural processes (in 60.122(b)) right after reference
to tectonic processes .n 60.122(a.). The distinction between structural and
tectonic processes is not clear to many, and could be interpreted differently.
Therefore, we strongly urge that these terms be explainedor defir ed clearly
so that the Intended distinction between structural and tectonic processes is
clear to any reader or reviewer. _

Staff Response to Comment No. 522:

Paragraphs 60.122(a) and (b) have been modified. The term "structural

processes" has-been deleted from the rule, as such processes are included in

the more general term '"tectonic processes.",

Coawrent No. V-3: Periberthy Electromelt International (61)

Tectonic Processes

The foregoing system of packaging the radwaste in a glass of high integrity and.
clad with an inert glass makes it quite unimportant whether there is a collapse
of the tunnel due to an earthquake.. Nothing will happen to thle waste.

Staff Response to-Comment No. 523:

For many, perhaps all, design concepts, the nature of the tectonic processes

operating on the site can be an extremely impor.tant condition.

Comment No. 524: N. K.-Olson, S.C. Geolooical Survey (70)

Para. 60.122, subpara. (a) and (b). P. 35290 -'

"Tectonic processes' in (a) should be consioered adequate as covering "struc-
tural processes' in (b), thereby eliminating the need fQr subpara. (b).

Para. 60.122. subpara. (a) through (e), p. 35290

For clarityi suggest changing "would not-affect or would favorably Affect" to
"would not affect or would not decrease."

Staff Response to Comment No. 524:

Paragraphs 60.122(s) and (b) have been modified. The tern "structural processes"

has been-deleted from the rule, as such processes are included in the more

general term "tectonic processes." The staff does not consider the second

recommended change to be a clarification.
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Comment No. 525: New York State Energy Office (83)

The New York State Geological Survey advises us that the term "Quaternary Period"
should either be replaced by a span of time in years or be specifically defined
in the glossary. The survey indicates that there is no general agreement among
geologists on its definition.

Staff Response to Comment No. 525:

Although there is still debate in-the geological community concerning the

.precise age of the Quaternary Period, the staff believes that for regulatory

purposes an age of 2 million years is-appropriate. This -is because most

geologists would assign an age of approximately 2 million years to the lower

limit of the Quaternary Period (Plio/Pleistocene boundary), based upon results

of investigations on deep sea cores and on the Calabria, Italy, section. The

staff considers that it is not necessary to quantify or define the term -

"Quaternary." However, in recognition of the lack of precision concerning the

start of the Quaternary Period, staff has used the language "during the

Quaternary Period" rather than "since the start of the Quaternary Period" in

revised §60.122.

Comment No. 526: J. Adam (34)

S 60.122 Favorable Conditions.

Given the other provisions of 160.122(f) the requirement of a low groundwater
content appears unnecessary and may rule out some otherwise highly desirable sites.

The following favorable condition should be added:.

q(k) A uniform and massive, in both depth and extent. geologic unit at repository
depth.

The response of a uniform massive formation is easier to model with confidence
than a formation which is either not .assive or non-uniform. All else being
the same, greater confidence can be placed in the predictions of the behavior
of massive, uniform formations.

Staff Response to Comment No. 526:

See Overview, Section 3.3, Siting-Criterii, and Section-by-Section Analysis,

160.122.
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While the concept suggested by the commenter has merit and is similar to that

of "stability" as used in the proposed rule, the staff has not adopted it. The

terms "uniform" and "massive" suggested by the commenter are relative terms.

All host rocks will exhibit some evidence of fracturing, faulting or other

inhomogenieties that would make implementation of the suggested change unwork-

able in practice. Further, the term massive could be interpreted that the

staff has a preference for domed over.bedded salts. The staff has no basis

for such a preference. Therefore, we decline to make the change. We consider,

however, that a host rock which was identified to be relatively uniform and

massive would be found to possess favorable characteristics already identified

in other provisions of the final rule.

Comment No. 527: Institute of Geoloqical Sciences, London (29)

Section 60.122

Pares. (a) to (e). The phrase "nature and rates of process" will prove difficult
to define and quantify when applied to some of the processes referred to. The
distinction made between the terms "tectonic processes" and "structural processes"
in paris. (a) and (b) is fine. In most situations the two terms would be
regarded as synonomous and the reason for the distinction is not clear.

Para. (f) (1). The term ..... ".. low groundwater content" is ambigous and without
a rigorous definition as to its precise meaning this cot.dition could preclude
the inclusion of many argillaceous formations and crystalline rocks which current
research indicates could be satisfactory as hosts.

Para. (j) This "catch-all" condition llustrates the generalised nature of con-
ditions (a) to (I) and emphasises the problems of drafting criteria to cover
all. of the interactive factors in advance of completion of the necessary research.
This point Is well recognised in the text (p. 35284 3rd column)..... .. "The Impact
of these characteristics on overall performance would be site specific. 1hus,
the Commission has judged that these should not be made absolute requirements.
Presence of all the favourable characteristics does not lead to the conclusion
that the site is suitable to host a repository. Neither is the presumption of
unsuitability because of the presence of an unfavourable characteristic incon-

* trovertible". This valid concept should not be negated by earlier statements in
the rules which are based on generalized concepts.

Para. (a) (5). The recognition of the timing of movements on fault planes is
technically extremely difficult and in many situations it woul. be impossible to
ascertain whether or not a fault had been active since the start of the Quaternary.

Pare. (b) (1) and (2). In the cases of argllaceous and crystalline host the
evidence available from opencast and sub-surface mines as well as from predril-
ling, may be advantageous in that they increase the amount and reliability of
information and may in no way detract from the suitability of the site. This
may not be so for evaporates, but the wording should refl ct the distinction.
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In addition the rules may well have implications on the use of existing cavities
for the storage of was?.-

Paea. (b) (5). Nearly all rocks haye, at some time or another, suffered
dissolution - it is the degree and the nature of the processes involved which
are important. Vus. rocks are solu.,le under specified conditions.

Pare. (b) (6). Wues this condition refer to-only one fault - it is the nature
of the fault which is important, not the mere fact that it exists. In some
circumstances the Identification of faulting in the disturbed zone-May be
regarded as advantageous in that the location(s) of the potential for fcture
movement is known.

Pare. (b) (8). Uplift anu subsidence following isostatic readjustment after
the last Ice Age is ubiquitous in the glaciated areas and is common in much of
the rest of the world for various reasot.s. It is the degree, rate and caupes
of structural deformation which are Important.

Para. (b) (10). No.such correlations should be accepted as definitive as far
as areas remote from plate boundaries are concerned.

rdr3. (b) (13). It is difficult to envisage that there are not zones within
any potential hest-rock in which there are not reducing conditions. Excavation
and entry of air into the disturbed zone wi.. change the conditions, at least
in the near-field, and any such tleuse will need to recognise ttwis,

Staff Response to Comment No. 527:

See Overview, Section 3.3, Siting Criteria, and Section-by-Section Analysit,

160.122. The considerations identified by the commenter with respect to potentially

adverse conditions may be taken into account as provided in 6 60.122(a)(2).

Commrent No. 528: C. R. Fi'her, General Atomic Co. (I6)

Sectirn 60.122(f)

The use of the word 'substantially" is unacceptably imprecise. General '.tomic
requests that the NRC's intent be quantified.

Staff Response to Comment No. 528: .

The travel time would be considered to "substantially exneed" 1000 years It it

would demonstrably improve the ability of the geologic sett'id to beet the

performance objectives related to isolation of the waste. The extent of
improvement in performance that would result from an increase in travel time

will be site specific, and it would be inappropriate to be more precise in the

regulatlor.. For an example of the dependence of performance of a grologic



repository on groundwater travel time for several geologic media, see

Chapter Vii of Part C.

Comment No. 529: V. McIntyre (35)

60.122 and 123. These sections should be organized to emphasize the temporal
relationships--that is, when requirements apply--before decommissioning or
after it.

60.122 (a) through (e) These requirements parallel-one another. They ought
to be combined into a list or table.

60.122 (f) (4) Suppose the host rock fis not in contact with the accessible
environment. What then?

60.122 (h) Since mineral assemblages ,;parently are the same thing at rocks
why not cali them that or "geologic media"?

60.122 (i) Rather than beating around the buih NRC should state a minimum
depth. As written the regulation would permit disposal in shallow trenches.
I am sure that is not NRC's intent.

Staff Response to Comment No. 529:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analjsis, 160.122.

Comment No. 530: H. Ross (14'

Section 60.122 (f)(4)

Suggested wording change -

"groundwater travel Limes under pre-waste emplacement crnditions.. . that
substantially exceeded 10000 years."

Staff Response to Comment No. 530: -

See response to Comment No. 528. As explained in Part C, groundwater travel

time substantially in excess of 1.000 years (rather than 10,000 years) could

greatly increase the Commission's confidence that the overall system perform-

ance objectives would be achieved.
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Comment No. 531: UK Atomic Energy Authority (292

Favourable conditions. (f) (4) We are doubtful about specifying this number at
this stage since its significance is very dependent on (g) regarding radionuclide
transport.

(i) as above we are concerned that 300 metees may be inappropriate at some sites.

Staff Response to Comment No. 531:

The 300 meter criterion is a favorable condition, the absence of which would not

exclude a site from further consideration. See also response to Comment No. 528.

Comment No. 532: Penberthy Elevtromelt International (61)

There is no reason at all to require a minimum depth of 300 otters (1000 feet).
A host rock thickness of 100 feet between the repository and the surface is
quite sufficient to prevent casual entry into the repository.-

Staff Response to Comment No. 532:

The 300 meter criterion is a favorable condition; the absence of which would

not exclude .a site from further consideration. -

Comment No. 533: T. H. Picford (53) - _

NRC specifies a minimum emplacement depth of 300 m as one of the favorable
conditions which, in are appropriate combination, are sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance that NRC's performance.objectives will be met.. NRC has
not shown the basis for its conclusion of sufficiency, and no data and analyses
have beer. presented in this regard. Once an overall performance objective of
the waste isolation system has been established, it will be possible to analyze
the effects on overall performance due to different emplacement depths for
different rock media. Some technical considerations argue for deep emplace-
ment; others argue against going too deep. Determination of emplacement depth
should be a product of overall system analysis under DOE supervision, subject
to final safety evaluation by NRC.

Staff Response to Coakent No. 533:

The 300 meter criterion is a favorable condition,.the absence of which wduld

not-exclude a site from further consideration.

Comment No. 534: UK Atomic Eneray Authority (29)

Overall Description, we have grave doubts about the specification of 300 metres
minimum depth which say be totally inappropr'ate at the specific site.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 534:

The B00 meter criterion is a favorable condition, the absence of which would

not exclude a site from further-consideration. -

Comment No. 535: Mississippi Dept. of Natural Resources (65)

Section-60.122

This section is no more specific than Section 60.112, unfortunately. Again,
in paragraph (f)(4) pre-waste emplacement should perhaps be changed to include

-post-waste emplacement conditions. What is the meaning or significance of
paragraph (j)? .

Stef-f Response to Comment No. 535:

Witt, respect to paragraph (f), see Section-by-Section Analysis, 660.122(b)(2)(iv).

Paragraph (J) has been deleted as being too vague. -

Comment No. 536: N. K. Olson. S.C. Geological Survey (70) -

Para 60.122. subpere (fM, p. 35290

Suggest adding an additional ground-water characteristic: "'(5) ground-water
flow paths leading away from the geologic setting." -

Staff Response to Comment No. 536:

The flow paths are part of the geologic setting. A host rock will have flow paths

leading both towards and away.from the site, depending upon the spatial reference.

Comment No. 537: T. C. Gustavson (71)

On page 88 (Concepts, 60.102, Area Adjactnt to the Geologic Repository, Opera-
tions Area) the statement is made that - Within the geologic setting, parti-
cular attention must be given to the characteristics of the Host Rock as well
as any rock units surrounding the host rock. On page 90 (Favorab-leconditions,
60.122) the statement Is that "the host rock should provide the following
ground-water characteristics: (1) low ground-water content, (2) Inhibition of
ground-water movement in the host rock, (3) inhibition of ground-water flow
between hydrologic units or along shafts, drifts, and boreholes, and (4) ground-
water travel times under pre-waste emplacement conditions between the under-
ground facility and the accessible environment that substantially exceeds
1,000 years." With the exception of number 4, the lechnical Rule is nonspecific
with respect to characteristics of the host rock. the technical Rule should
detail the properties that a host rock (and bounding units) should possess, for
example. composition, texture, bedding characteristics, moisture content,
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impurities and inclusion, physical integrity. The characteristics of the host rock
may inhibit flow between hydrogeologic units (see segment 3 above), but it will
never inhibit flow or in-any manner affect flow along shafts, drifts or boreholes.

Staff Response to Comment No. 537:

The favorable condition related to hydrogeologic conditions of the host rock

has been revised in the final rule. Since the technical criteria are Intended

to apply to several geologic media and geologic settings, the staff does not

consider it appropriate to specify in more detail the properties that a hott

rock should possess. In its license application, DOE Us required to describe

the subsurface properties and conditions of the site It has selected and to

provide analyses to show that these properties and conditions are adequate for

waste isolation (660.21(c)(1)).

The provision of the proposed rule relating to flow along boreholes and shifts

mentioned in this.comment no longer-appears in the final ruie.

Comment No. 538: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.122(h)

NRC Proposed Wording:

(h) Mineral assemblages that, when subjected to anticipated thermal loading,
will remain unaltered or alter to mineral assemblages having increased
capacity to inhibit radionuclide migration.

-Recommended Revision:

Otwill remain unaltered. or if altered such alteration will not reduce their
capacity to inhibit radionuclide migration to an-extent that the overall
system performance objective would not be met."

Rationale:

The text states that mineral assemblages, when subjected to anticipated thermal
loading, should remain unaltered or altered so as to have increased capacity
to inhibit radionuclide migration. While this sounds good, It mly rule out
some otherwise favorable sites which, upon thermal loading, might haoe a
diminished capacity to inhibit radionuclide migration but which may still be
acceptable in regard to radionuclide migration.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 538:

10 CFR 60.122(h) is included in the set of favorable conditions. The purpose'

of including the favorable conditions is to give-credit to-those' characterist1cs

of a site which contribute t5 the ability of the geologic setting to meet the

performance objectives relating to isolation of the waste.

'Comment No. 539: N. K. Olson, S.C. Geolooical Survey (70)

Para 60.122. subpara (- -

Suggest for geodetic accuracy changing "deemed to be the elevation of the
lowest point" to "deemed to be the altitude above mean sea level of the
lowest point."

Staff Response to Comment No. 539:

The NRC considers the wording sufficiently precise.

Comment No. 540: Div. of Emergency Government. State of Wisconsin (77)

60.122 & 123 -- If the time scales discussed refer to the isolation rather than
the containment period, the time periods should be 10,000 to 100,000 not 1,000
years (especially for'60.123(a)(8) which should include the next Ice We).

60.122(f)(4) -- Has the ability to characterize groundwater behavior in
crystalline rock improved?

Staff Response to Comment No. 540:

'The relevant time period for projections shall be for whatever time period is
necessary to comply with the EPA standare. The staff believes that the ability

to characterize groundwater behavior in crystalline rocks has improved in recent
years. NRC research contractors have already reported progress in-characterizing
and understanding groundwater behavior in crystalline rocks.

THE FOLLOWING COMEN1ERS ADDRESSED 60.123

Comment No. 541: Institute of Geological Sciences. London (29)

Reference to geological criteria occur throughout the text but they are covered
In some detail on p. 35289 Section 60.112, p. 35290 Section 60.122 and pp. 35290-1
Section 60.123 in which the required characteristics of the geological setting
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I.
are considered and the potentially favourable and adverse conditions are out-
lined. The generalised characteristics of Section 60.112 (mandatory) are ampli-
fied in Section 60.122 which is proceeded by the statement that ..... "a geo-
logical setting shall exhibit an appropriate combination of these (favourable)
conditions so that, together with the engineered system, the favourable condi-
tions present are sufficient to provide-reasonable assurance that such perfor-
mance objectives will be met". There is no indication'of what combination of
conditions would be regarded as appropriate and some of the associated state-
ments are so generalised as to cause difficulties in interpretation of their
meaning. Most of the criteria are interactive, although this is not emphasised
in the text, and many of the specific conditions are the products of a number
of interactive factors.

Staff Response to Comment No. 541:

An appropriate combination would be one that assured that the overall

performance objective (the EPA standard) would be met. The requirement for a --

"combination" recognizes the interactive nature of geologic systems.

Comment No. $42: National Association of Counties Research. Inc. (1)

S 60.123 - -ACo believes it is necessary to make the existence of potentially
adverse conditions less discretionary in the evaluation process for determining
site suitability. The presence of two or.more of these adverse conditions at
a particular site should therefore trigger the site's rejection, unless the
assessment envisioned in 6 60.124 can clearly demonstrate tius a favorable
judgment should be made. Further, we would add several other potentially
adverse conditions or expand upon those present. The presence of critical
habitats, wetlands, coastal high hazard areas, permafrost'areas (whose fragile
ecosystems have significant potential for erosion and groundwater contamination),
and/or proximate human populations, transportation corridors, or projected
future human land uses should also be considered potentially adverse conditions.
Additionally, adverse condition (a)(8) should be expanded beyond climatic
change to include several climatologic conditions or factors such as winds,
precipitation, or ambient temperatures..

Staff Response to Comment No. 542:

The presence of only one significant condition not adequately compensated by

favorable conditions or capable of remedy by design would render the site

unsuitable since the performance objectives would not be met. -It should be

understood that the incorporation of favorable and unfavorable conditions pro-

videt an analytical framework for applying the performance objectives. It Is

nut the Intention that the conditions be'regarded as independent requirements,

and for that reason it would be inappropriate to characterize them in the manner

proposed. A number of environmental factors listed in the.comment will be subject
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to review under NEPA and other laws, but they have no direct effect upon the

capability of the geologic repository to satisfy the performance objectives.

Meteorological conditions would be of concern, after permanent closure if they

were the cause of extreme erosion. But in that event, the phenomena would

already have been identified as potentially adverse. Note also that a meteoro-

logical assessment is required to be included in the safety analysis report.

Comment No. 543: Mississippi Dept. of Natural Resources (65).

Section 60.123

Parts of this important section also need clarification, includipg but not
limited tv the following.- In the case of a salt dome, the 2 km distance in
paragraph (b), if sufficient, should be from the boundaries of the dome. In
(b)(3), what would "representative areas" be at a salt dome site? In (b)(4),
what is "extreme" erosion? Does (b)(5) apply to salt domes, all of which
exhibit evidence of dissolutioning of soluble rocks? What is the definition :
of "complex engineering measures" in (b)(16)?

Staft Response to Comment No. 543:

The provisions of 60.123(b) as set forth in the proposed rule have been modified

and no longer contain specified distances for the horizontal 'and vertical limits

of investigations to'be conducted. .The investigations must include the con-

trolled area and areas outside the controlled area that could affect isolation..

The NRC agrees that some of the potentially adverse conditions should be con-

sidered further away from the geologic repository.

In 60.123(b)(3), representative-areas would, as stated in the-rule, be areas

of similar size that are representative of and located in the geologic setting.

The staff has used the term "extreme erosion" to refer to the occurrence of sub-

stantial changes in land forms (as a result of erosion) over relatively short

intervals oftime.

In response to the comment on 60.123(b)(5), see response to Comment No. 544.

"Complex engineering ineasures" involve techniques and structures required to

overcome difficult and hazardous conditions, such as wet ground and poor rock,



which would increase the uncertainty that the geologic repository would meet

the performance objectives.

Comment No. 544. T. C. Gustavson.(71)

In addition to being ambiguous, some requirements for the site (geologic set-
ting) are phrased In such general terms so as to probably eliminate all known
geologic settings. *For example, Section 60.123 (p. 35290) indicates that
"evidence of dissolutioning of soluble rocks" in the disturbed zone may "com-
promise site suitability." It is clear that In most geologic settings, some
dissolution, in addition to salt dissolution (sometimes followed by reprecipita-
tion) is to be expected especially in carbonates. Is the-presence of dissolu-
tion of-these "soluble rocks" really to be an important screening criteria?
If so, a great deal more work will have to be done to determine the magnitude
of this process.

Staff Response to Comment No. 544:

The staff recognizes that dissolution can be a common occurrence in certain rock

types. However, given the varying degrees to which dissolution can occur in rock,..

the staff considers it to be a-factor that must be evaluated dyring siting.. If

the dissolutioning is not of a magnitude that could affect the suitability of a.

site to host a repository, DOE will .be.given the opportunity to so demonstrate

in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 60.122(a) of the final rule.

Comment No. 545: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.123(a)(5)

NRC Proposed Wording: -

A fault in the geologic setting that has been active since the start of the
Quaternary Period and which Is within a distance of the disturbed zone that is
less than the smallest dimension of the fault rupture surface.

Reco~mended Revision:

Add: Or, where the length of the smallest dimension is unknown, a fault in
the geologic setting that has been active since the start of.the Quaternary
Period and whose active segment is within. 1km of the disturbed zone.

Rationale:

The potential structural condition described Is unclear. first, definition of
the smallest dimension of the fault rupture surface is dit fu1:. Does the
Commission use last movement or total length as the critical dinension?
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Secondly, there appears to be no direct correlation between the nature of the
fault rupture surface (earthquake fault plane) and the magnitude of an earth-
quake. Once the magnitude of an earthquake is defined, the peak acceleration
as a function of distance can be more credibly extrapolated. We are not sure
that this adverse condition, as defined, is beneficial in defining the waste
isolation characteristics of the repository.

Staff Response to Comment No. 545:

Paragraph 60. 123(a)(5) his been deleted from the final rule because it was

unclear. Faulting which tould have an adverse effect on isolation will be

reviewed under other provisions of the final rule.

Comment No. 546: N. K. Olson, S.C. Geological Survey (70)

Para 60.123, subpare (a)(S)

Last words, "that is less than the smallest dimension of the fault rapture sur-
face" are somewhat confusing and too permissive. Compare with subpara (b)(8)
which follows. Suggest rephrasing to avoid amb-!guity.

Staff Response to CommentNo. 546:

See response to Comment No. 545.

Comment No. 547: V. McIntyre (35)

60.123 (a) (5) This Is obviously an attempt to define the near field of a7
fault. The determination of the extent-of the smallest dimension of the fault

-- rupture surface will require considerable effort. It will be difficult to
imp~ement and it may lead to a lot of unnecessary litigation by intervenors.

60.123 (b) (13) How about calling the conditions "oxidizing conditions"?

Staff Response to Comment No. 547:

In response to the comment on paragraph 60.123(a)(5), see response to Comuent

No. 545. The language Knot reducing" is intended to identify neutral as well
as oxidizing groundwater conditions as potentially adverse.

Comment No. 548: J. Adam (34)

*60.223(a)(8) Potentially adverse conditions..

Since the extent and nature of climatic changes, particularly those caused by
man, can not be predicted over the lbng-term, this paragraph should read:



"Geologic, geochemical, or hydrologic characteristics 'which could be adversely
effected by climatic changes."

Staff Responsp to Comment No. 548:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, S 60.122(c)(7).

'Comment No. 549: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (AO)

Para. 60.123 Potentially adverse conditions

In Item (b), the demand for "investigation...to a depth of 500 meters below the
limits of the repository excavation" without specifying the type of investiga-
tion, is-excessive. Hon-invasive techniques (i.e., seismic) are reasonable,
but invasive techniques (drilling or shaft-sinking) would unjustifiably degrade
the integrity of the host rock.

'Item (b)(2) is considered too restrictive since it may eliminate too many
otherwise desirable sites. It would be illogical to preclude drilling--with
appropriate precautions--for the purpose of site characterization, and pre-
existing driliholes should be evaluated with consideration of depth, plugging-
and scaling, casing left in the hole and general care of execution (include
documentation). It must also be recognized that there is a potential for the
existence of undocumented drillholes within thc ope-ations area.

In Item (b)(3), the gross value of a resource, without regard-to extraction
cost, is a meaningless basis for comparison. Commercial potential is the only
valid measure for Judging the likelihood of future attempts at extraction.

Item (b)(8) is too stringent. Wide area uplift or subsidence are both very
common and without effect on the integrity of the host rock. The real intent
of this item, to the extent it is practical, is aiready expressed in (b)(7).

Staff Response to Comment No. 549:

The provisions of 60.123(b) as set forth in the proposed rule have been modified

and no longer contain specified distances for the horizontal and vertical limits

of investigations to be conducted. The NRC agrees that some of the potentially

adverse conditions should be considered further away fromthe geologic repository.

The volume to be investigated is now described at 6-60.21(c)(1)(fl)(B). Non-

invasive techniques may be used so long as they will provide the needed Informa-

tion. Note, also, that the avoidance of unnecessary penetrations is addressed
in the requirements for the site characterization set out at I 60.10.
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The staff does not consider evidence of drilling for any purpose, as referred

to in the commenter's second point, to be too restrictive because drillholes

could constitute pathways to the accessible environment. Further, such provi-

sions would not-eliminate otherwise desirable sites if -DOE can demonstrate'that

the.condition does not compromise the ability of the site to host a geologic

repository in accordance with paragraph 60.122(a) of the final rule. Regarding

(b)(3), the staff believes that commercial potential alone is an inadequate..

basis for defining this potentially adverse condition. Over the period during

which isolation may be required, resources may become economically recoverable

even though they are not Currently considered to have resource potential.. To

take this into account, it is important that the gross value of the resource

be considered in relation to other deposits of the resource so as to form a

basis for evaluating the future attractiveness of selecting the particular

site as a location for recovery operations.

Although the staff recognizes that structural deformation is widespread-we

disagree with the commenter's final point. The staff considers.structural.

deformation to be an important factor that should be evaluated during siting

studies. Again, if the amount of structural deformation is not of a magnitude

that could compromise. the site's ab4lity to host a geologic repository, DOE

will be permitted to demonstrate this under 60.122(a).

Comment No. 550: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60r.123(b)

NRC Proposed Wording:

Adverse conditions in the disturbed zone. For the purpoie of determining the
presence of the following conditions within the disturbed zone, investigations
should extend to the greater of either its calculated extent'or a horizontal
distance of 2 km from the limits of the-underground facility, and from the
surface to a depth of 500 meters below the limits of the repository excavation.

Recommended Revision:

"... of 500 meters below the repository horizon. Within the i-mits'of the
engineered systemn such investigations will be made by non-invasive methods
such as geophysical sensing, wherever possible, to reduce creation of
potentially adverse conditions.
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Rationale:

The NRC wording could be interpreted to suggest that these investigations
would be made only by boreholes or other invasive procedures within the
repository boundaries. We believe that such a requirement is too restrictive
and inconsistent with other portions of the rule.

*Staff Response to Comment No. 550:

See staff response to Comment Nos. 543 and 549.

Comment No. 551: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

Again, the rule should specifically prov4de for a determination of the existence
or non-existence of the potentially adverse conditions identified in S 60.123 on
the basis of a reasonable analysis. In this regard, 5 60.123(b) requires geologic
investigation to a distance 500 meters below the repository. This appears
excessive and, under some circumstances, could be counterproductive (as when a
deeper aquifer is penetrated by an exploratory borehole). If a numerical value
is deemed necessary, 100 meters would seem both more-realistic and reasonable.

In-add.ition, § 60.123(b)(14) identifies as potentially adverse "[(groundwater
conditions in the host rock, including but not. limited to high ionic strength
or ranges of Eh-pH, that could affect the solubility and chemical reactivity
of the engineered systems." Any groundwater, however, will "affect" solubility
and chemical reactivity. Accordingly, the proper.issue is whether or not there
will be a significantly adverse effect. The regutation should be revised to
correctly reflect this concern, perhaps by adding

"adversely, in a significant way,"

after the word "affect" in the proposed text.

Staff Response to Comment No. 551:

See staff response to Comment Nos. 543 and 549. See Overview, Section-by-

Section Analysis, 60.122(c)(8).

Comment No. 552: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.123(b)(2)

NRC Proposed Wording:

(2) Evidence of drilling for any purpose.

Recommended Revision:

Add: "other than repository siting or construction."
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Rationale:

The proposed languages fails to allow for exploratory activities.

Staff Response to Comment No. 552;

The staff considers that drilling, even for purposes related to repository

development, is a potentially adverse condition. As in the case of other such

conditions DOE may show (in accordance with 6 60.122(a)) that.the ability of

the site to host a geologic repository is not compromised.

Comment No. 553: R. I. Newman, American Institute of Chemical Enginee's (46)

In Section 60.123(b)(3)', the gross value of resources should be omitted.
There are many bodies of mineral resources so dilute that recovery is quite
uneconomic,.yet the total (gross) value of the contained resource could be
considerable. Net value or commercial potential should be the'only factors of
consideration.

Staff Response to Comment No. 553:

Staff response to Comment No. 549.

Comment No. 55a: Dr. T. C. Gustavson (71)

On p. 35283, column 2-, paragraph 2, the statement is made that "the proposed,
technical criteria are written to direct site selection towards -selection of
sites of little resource value and for which there does not appear to-be arty
attraction for future societies." This is probably the best approach to take
to attempt to minimize human iitrusion. Section-60.123(b)(3), however, states
that an adverse condition exists only when the disturbed zone has resources
that have a greater value than ;vne average value for other areas of similar
size located in the geologic setting. The intent of these -two statements is
dot parallel. The first statement says to avoid areas of potential resources.
The second says only that one adverse condition exists if the disturbed area
can be shown to.contain substantial mineral resources.

SS 60.123

b) If the assessment of natural resurces is limited only to a depth of
500 m below the repository, this will exclude recognition of most hydro-
carbon'resources in sedimentary basins. This .excludes onsideration of
resources below 1500 m (5,000 ft) and most hydrocarbon~re found at this
depth or grLater depths.

To conclude, the concepts and scope of the proposed rule are satisfactory, but
the rule is vague and nonspecific in many areas. Because of the lack of
specific or detailed requirements, the rule may not achieve its proposed
objective, namely assurance that a waste repository does not become a safety
and health hazard.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 54:

See response to Comment No. 556. The provisions of 60.123(b) as set forth in

the proposed rule have been modified and no longer contain specified distances

for the horizontal and vertical limits of investigations to be conducted. The

NRC'agrees that some of the potentially adverse conditions should be considered

further away from the geologic repository..

Comment No. 555: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60. 123(b)(3) -

NRC Proposed Wording:

(3) Resources that have either greater gross value, net-value,- or commercial
potential than the average for otheT representative areas of similar size
that are representative and located in the geologic setting.

Reconiended Revision:

Delete " that are representative of and located in the geologic setting."

Rationale:

The evaluation of the resource potential at a site by comparison with an
equivalent potential in a larger geographic area is a valid approach; However,
we are concerned that restricting the range of evaluation to "areas of similar
size" located in the geologic setting (i.e., site) say be inappropriate because
unique structured formations may be unnecessarily discriminated agairst. Speci-
fically, we note that a sast formation is a unique feature in the geologic
setting and may be considered a resource. But the ubiquitous nature of salt
does-not make a particular small body of silt an important resource. We do
not believe that the Commission's intent is to eliminate silt from considera-
tion as a potential host rock, given its many particular advantages.

Staff Response to Comment No. 555:

The staff is concerned that selection for a repository site of a -formation

that is unique within a particular geologic setting could lead to potential

human Intrusion in the unlikely event of fei lure of passive institutional

controls. We consider this a potentially adverse condition that needs to be

evaluated in accordance with the requireuents of B 60.122(a).
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Comment No. 556: P. C. Cahill, U.S. EPA (68)

We do not understand why your proposed section 10 CFR 60.123(b)3) includes the
caveat that resources are to be compared with others "that are representative
of and located in the~geologic setting." We suggest that the resources al:o
be compared with resources in other areas in different geological settings.

Staff Response to Comment No. 556:

As redefined in the final rule, a geologic setting is sufficiently extensive

so as to assure that sites with potential resource value are recognized as

suc!', and are appropriately evaluated. (See-§60.21(c)(13) and 660.122(a)(2)).

DOE would then need to show on the basis of the evaluation that the presence

of the resources aas not significant, (for example, becaube of the 'idespread

presence of the samt resources elsewhere, whether or not in the same geologic

setting, much.vbore favorable to exploitation or that there were compensating

favorable conditions).

Comment No. 557: Div. of Emergency-Government, State of Wiscofsin (77)

60. 123(b) -- The distance from the di sturbed zone should be determined by rate
of groundwater movement instead of 2 km.

60.123(b)(3) -- The exploitability of resources is a value judgment determined
by industry. The standards for exploitation vary for each company, its location,
the location of its clietts, and the salability of the resource. Evaluation

.of resources should be given an ill depth evaluation at any proposed site. The
collapse of the salt mine F ar Lake Peigneur in Louisiana might be related to
petroleum exploration nearby.

Staff Response to Commert No. 557:

The commenter's first point is well taker,. This provision has beea replac'd

by language which more closely ties the area of ini-stigat1on to the performance

objectives. See S 60.21(c)(lj(ii)(B_).

On the second point, spe response tn '; ient Ho. 556.
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Comment No. 558: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CrR 60.123(b)(9)

NRC Proposed Wording:

More frequent occurrence of earthquakes of higher magnitude than is typical of
the area in which the geologic setting is located;

Recommended Revision:

Delete the section.

Rationale:

Whether there is "more frequent occurrence of earthquakes" is irrelevant; what
matters is whether the frequency and/or intensity of earthquakes is at an
acceptable level.

Staff Response to Comment-No. 558:

See Overview, Section 3.3,Siting Criteria. The staff considers "more

frequent occurrence of earthquakes or earthquakes of higher magnitude then

is typical..." to be a potentially adverse condition; whether or not their

frequency or intensity is acceptable is the kind of judgment to be made as a

.result of the analyses required under S 60.122(a).-

Comment No. 559: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.123(b)(14)

NRC Proposed Wording:.

Groundwater condition-in the host rock, including-but nbt limited to high Ionic-
strength or ranges of Eh-pH, that could affect the solubility and chemical reac-
tivity of the engineered systems.

Recommended Revision:

Change last clause to: "....that could increase the'solubility of the radionu-
clides and chemical reactivity of the engineered system, thus increasing the
rate of release and migration of radionuclides. .

Rationale:

As written, the emphasis Is on the engineered system. We suggest that the
materials of concern are the radionuclides and that the section be reworded.
for clarity.
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Staff Res~ponse to Comment No. 559:

Changes that would not, increase the rate of release and migration of radio-

nuclides could be shown not to have a significant effect, pursuant to 660.122(a)(3

Comment No. .560: Institute of Electrical and Electronics En-gineers (28)

60.123(b)(12) Add the words "and adversely" before "affect.."
60.123(b)(14) Add the words."and adversely" before "affect-"

Staff Response to Comment No. 560:'

See Overview, Section 3.3, Siting Criteria.- Whether there is an adverse effect

would be determined pursuant to 660.122(a)(3)(i).

Comment No. 561: H. Ross (14)

Section 60.123 (b)(15)

"Processes that would reduce sorption" are identifiled as a potentially adverse
condition while sorption conditions themselves are seemingly given -token
recogni-tion as a favorable condition in 6 60.122 (g)(1). Both sorption and
sorption reducing processes are site specific phenomena that cah best be
evaluated -in the context of a systems analysis for the specific geologic site.

Staff Response to Comment N~o. 561:

In accordance with the regulations, both sorption, and sorption reducing

processes will be evaluated In site-specific analyses.

Commen~t No. 562: U.S. DOE,(48)-

20 CFR 60. 123(b)aslj

NRC Proposed Wording

Processes that wou~ld reduce sorption, result in degradation of the rock strength,
or adversely affect the performance of the'engineered system.

Recommended Revision:

"... would reduce sorption of radionuclides, result Sn ..

Rationale:

for clarity we suggest the insertion.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 562:

Proposed paragraph 60.123(b)(15) has been modified, as suggested by DOE, and

.now appears as paragraph 60.122(c)(9).

THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED 60.124:

Comment No. 563: V. McIntyre (35)

60.124 This section is procedural in nature. - It doesn't belong in Subpart E.

Staff Response to Comment No. 563:

The NRC does not share the commenter's-view that the provisions of 60.124 are

procedural in nature. On the contrary, these provisions provide some of the

standards that will be used in arriving at findings about the ability of the
geologic setting to.meet the performance objectives relating to isolation of

the waste. Therefore, NRC believes that these provisions are appropriately

set forth in Subpart E.

Comment No. 564: J. Adam (34) _ .

§ 60.124(b) Assessment of potentially adverse conditions.

This paragraph should be changed to read. "...evaluated using realistic
analyses and assumptions....'

The use of conservative analyses and assumptions in analyzing potential events
can result in a lacL of balance In the evaluation of a site and the rijection
of, what is in fact, a good site.

Staff Response to Comment No. 564: - _

The wording 'conservative analyses and assumptionsw has been replaced with
assumptions which are not likely to underestimate its Affect." The staff

considers this change to alleviate the concern expressed In this comment.
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Comment No. 565: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.124(b)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The effect of the.potentially adverse human activity or natural condition on
the geologic setting has been adequately evaluated using conservative analyses
and assumptions, and the evaluation usel is sensitive to the adverse human
activity or natural conditions; and ...

Recommended Revis'ion:

"The effect of the potentially adverse humah activity or natural conditionton.
the geologic setting has been adequately evaluated using realistic yet conserva-
tive analyses and assuming anticipated processes and events, and the evaluation
used is sensitive to. the adverse human activity or natural condition; and"

Rationale:'

The term "conservative analyses and assumptions" could be construed to mean
the speculative scenarios that have been used often fn reactor sittng. What
is required in waste isolation is a realistic yet conservative analysis which
assumes anticipated processes and events.

Staff Response to Comment No. 565:

See staff response to Comment Ho. 564. The provision has not been limited to-

.anticipated processes and events because the overall system performance

objectives also require consideration of unanticipated processes and events.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS (60.130-60.134]

General Discussion to Comment Nos.. 566-654 on Desion andtMvnstruction

Requirements:

Thi.s section has been amended. A number of the detailed requirements which,

upon review, would seem to presume or force a particular design have.been deleted.

However, in each case the health and safety objectives which were the subject.

of those specifications have been retained in 6 more general formulation.

Specific design criteria are addressed below. -
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The staff does not believe that deleting specific design criteria will weaken

the rule. All repository activities must comply with 10 CFR 20, which sets

standards for protection against radiation in both restricted and unrestricted

areas. Radiological protection can be achieved through-a variety of design

options that are currently being developed by DCE. At-this early stage of.

repository development, however, specific design requirements could misdirect

DOE's efforts.

Further, in response to several commenters,'the staff has clarified the defini-

tion of "important to safety" to'indicate that it applies to design of systems,

structures and components the failure of which, during the preclosure period, could

lead to offsite exposures in excess of 0.5 rem for any orgain. The definition

included in the final rule employs language similar to that proposed by several

comrnenters, -as it applies to the preclosure period. 'a

A number of the same commenters expressed the opinion that the requirements

for design of systems components and structures important to safety contained.

unnecessary detail and should be abbreviated. The staff declines to make

these changes, since, for those systems determined to be important to safety,

past Commission practice has beeft to provide general design criteria for such

systems at a Comparable level of detail. For example, 10 CFR Part 72 contains

comparable requirements with respect to the design of systems, structures and

components important to safety for-an ISFSI.

Comment No. $66: Union of Concerned Scientists (59)

Should the desion and construction requirements (sections 60.130 through
60.134) be abbreviated? (p; 20)

These requirements should not be abbreviated.

Furthermore, these requirements should address the monuments which are called
for under section 60.51.'

Staff Response to Comment No. S66:

With regard to the commenter's first point, see the general discussion above.
With regard to the comenter's second point, a monument could be designed in

many ways and still serve its purpose. The staff considers that design require-

ments for a monument would add excessive detail to 10 CFR 60. If deemed



desirable, however, they could be specified at a later date; they are not needed

at this time. Nevertheless, in response to the comment, 660.21(c)(8) has been

amended to require that the application include a conceptual design of the

monuments. This will provide a basis for early review of the adequacy of

DOE's plans as part of the licensing process.

Comment No. 567: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

UNWMG believes that the level of detail required under the rule, as proposedc
is excessive and should be greatly abbreviated. This comment is based upon
what the UNWMG views of the basic desirability-of maintaining flexibility with
respect to design'and construction wherever possible and minimizi.ng unneces-
sary cost. It is difficult to identify any repository structure, system or
component important to safety in terms of limiting accident doses to the public
to levels such as the O.5 rem prescribed in 10 CFR I 20.105(a) pertaining to
allowable levels of exposure in unrestricted areas, Accordingly, the need to
specify design and constructiob requirements, if any, Is small.

Staff Response to Comment No. 567:-

See general discussion preceding Comment No. 566.

Comment No. 568: U.S. DOE (48)

DESIGN/CONSTRUCT ION REQUIREMENTS

The DOE comments on the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR), contained
in a letter dated July 15, 1980, noted that in many cases design solutions to
perceived problems were incorporated into the-rule rather than technical crite-
ria or performance objectives. We note that the proposed rule is substantially
improved from the ANPR in this.area: We believe that sections 60.130 through
60.134 are generally at an appropriate level of detail to allow the NRC to
regulate design and construction while still giving DOE the necessary flexi-
bility tc provide the appropriate design. There ate still a few areas where
the level of specificity Is unwarranted or the rule may otherwise deviate from
past practice. These are presented'in the detailed comments in enclosure B.
(See POR letter 48 for Enclosure B.)

Staff Response to Codment No. 568:

See the general discussion preceding Coment No. 666 as well as responses to
specific comnents by DOE.
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Comment No 569: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum

The requirements given in the proposed rule are much too detailed.. Many of
them more properly belong in supporting documents such as NRC Regulatory Guides.
Only those design and construction requirements which are important to safety
should be included in the rule. Also, "important to safety" needs to be
defined. Our proposed definition is given in Paragraph 60.2. Detailed recom-
mendations are given in the comments on Sect.on 60.130-60.135 under the heading
"Design and Construction Requirements."

Staff Response to Comment No. 569:

See general discussion preceding Comment No. 566.

Comment No. 570: Bechtel National, Inc. (37)

The Commission seeks comments on formulations for the design and construction
criteria in the rule.

There should be few, if any, components designated as "important to
safety" related to the design and construction of the repository. Con-
sequently, any formulations of such design and construction criteria
should deal with safety principles and criteria to be incorporated in
the design as opposed to design details that are more appropriately
the subject of regulatory-guides.

Staff Response to Comment No. 570:

See general discussion preceding Comment No. 566. It should be noted,

however, that these criteria deal -with design of systems important to waste

isolation as well as important to safety. We believe the comenter may not

have taken this concern into account.

Comnient No. 571: Westinchouse Corp. (54)

The design and construction requirements contained in the proposed Technical
Criteria are such too detailed, some are conflicting, some -are-unnecessarily
restrictive, and some are completely unnecessary. -The rule should contain
only top levelcriteria and requirements and, where appropriate, they should
clearly identify the concern being addressed. Details associated with the top
level requirements are best contained in Supporting documents such as Regula-
tory Guides.

Staff Response to Comment No. 572:

See general discussion preceding Comment No. 566.
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Comment No. 572: Virginia Electric and Power Co. (64)

The level of detail required for design and construction of the repository is
excessive and should be reduced. This comment is based on the desirability to
maintain flexibility with respect to design and construction wherever possible
and minimize unnecessary cost.-

Staff Response to Comment No. 572:

See general discussion preceding Comment No. 566.

'Comment No. 573: Sierra Club (66)

We support the inclusion of detailed design and construction criteria in the
rule itself and not in supplementary Regulatory Guides. The proposed rule
paints a much more technologically complex picture of waste disposal than the
nuclear industry does and if honestly adhered to by the NRC staff and licens-
ing boards will go a long way toward restoring public confidence in the Federal
agencies and the process of siting a waste repository.

Staff Response to Comment No. 573:

See general discussion preceding Comment No. 566. -

Comment No. 574: Westinghouse Corp. (54)

Many of the design and construction requirements refer to "structures, systems,
and components important to safety." However, without a definition of limpor-
tAnt to safety," there is no basis for determining what should be considered
under this category. In reality, a repository operations area will have very
few structures, systems, or components that are important to assuring the
health and safety of the public. However, it is important to specify those
components that are important because special.design, procurement, construc-
tion, and quality assurance requirements will be applied to them.

Staff Response to Comment No. 574:

See general discussion preceding Coment Ho. 566. See also Overview, Sec-

; tion 4.5, Important to Safety;

Comment No. 575: Northeast Utilities (79)

We believe that the level of detail required under the proposed rule should be
reduced. This comment is based on the desire to Faintain flexibility with
-respect to design and construction and to minimize unnecessary cost. Further,
the proposed rule does not identify a design basis accident with the result
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that it is not possible to identify any repository structure, system or compo-
nent important to safety in terms of limiting accident doses to the public,
such as the 5 rem level prescribed in 10 CFR § 72.68. Accordingly, the need
to specify design and construction requirements important to safety, beyond
Part 20, needs clarification. Also, the imposition of quality assurance
requirements contained in Part 50 Appendix B to systems that prevent or miti-
gate the consequences of events that cause undue risk-to the public is mean-
in'gless without defining these events.

Staff Response to Comment No. 575:.

See general-discussion preceding Conmment No. 566. fee also Overview, Sec- .

tion 4.5, Important to Safety.

THE FOLLOWING COMENTERS ADDRESSED.60.130:

Comment No. 576: National Associatiorn of Counties Research. Inc. (1)

§ 60.130 - Controlling access to the site is much more important than indicated
by the twelve words accorded it here. The necessity of'maintaining security
over a long period may mean that both engineered end natural security systems
should be employed; Strict personnel security-approaches.must be used.. None
*of this is reflected in the general statement abbut controlling access.

Also in this section, a sub-section concerning 'means to control infiltrating
water and its migration through sub-strata" should be included.

Staff Response to Comment No. 576:

On the question of physical security, the important part of the design criteria

is the provision (§60.132(a) of the final rule) that the design of surface

facilities allow safe handling and storage of wastes. The adequacy of the

security program is not otherwise a siting or design'concern and is therefore

not further addressed in Subpart E. It should be noted, however, that DOE will

be required to include, i.n its license application, a description of the physJcal
security plan for protection against radiological sabotage as well as a descrip-

tion of controls to restrict access. $160.21(b)(4), 60;21(c)(8). This informa-

tion will be evaluated by the Comission la Baking licensing determinatiOns
with respect to public health and safety. In addition to the issue of radio-
logical safety, NRC will also need to determine whether DOE's proposed activities
would be Inimical to the coomn defense and security; in this regard, however,

a DOE certification that it will provide such safeguards as it requires at
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comparable DOE surface facilities will constitute a rebuttable presumption of

nonimicality. 6§60.31(b), 60.41(c). The NRC's'general requirements for

physical protection of plants and materials are contained in Part 73. Although'

Part 73 does not apply to facilities licensed under Part.60 (since the activ-.

ities o-f DOE would not fall'within any of the categories listed in the Scope

definition, 73.1(b)), the staff anticipatesthat it will provide substantial

guidance in determining whether or not adequate protection against radiological

sabotage has been provided. On matters of physical protection, particularly

insofar as issues of common defense and security are concerned, the staff

considers it appropriate to give substantial weight to the expertise and

independent statutory obligations of DOE. See also 46 FR 13975-13976.

Groundwater infiltration and migration are treated in part in the siting

criteria. In addition, however, see 6 60.133(d), which requires the design

of waLer control systems-to be of sufficient capability and capacity to reduce

potentially adverse effects.

Comment No. 577: Institute of Geolosical Sciences. London (29)

Further geological aspects of the technical criteria, especially those con-
cerned with geomechanical, geochemical and the nature and design of backfill-
ing materials are contained tn Sections 60.132, 60.133, 60.134 and 60.135
(pp. 35293-35295). These are concerned with the design and construction
requirements of the repository and include some very de~tnitive statements,
such as the requirements of the backfill placed in a facility. It can be
argued that it is neithe~r proven, nor generally accepted, that such require-
ments are necessary and that,.accordingly, these statements are premature.

Staff Response to Coment No. 577:

See general discussion preceding Conent No. 566.

Coment No.-578: Bechtel National. Inc (37)

During repository operations, there are expected to be few, if any, credible
accidens that can result In significant radiological exposure to off-site
personnel. Consequently, there should be few, if any, components designated
as Important to safety". For this reason, it should not'be necessary for
Sections 60.130 through 60.134 to deal so extensively with design and con-
struction requirements for items 'importmnt to safety that will not be pre-
sent or functional after the operations period has p~ssed.
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Furthermore, many of the proposed requirements for these sections tend to
,prejudge the final repository design-and are presented at a level of detail.
that goes far beyond that which is normally included in Title 10 regulations.
Some examples of requirements that fall into this category are contained in
60.130 (b)(4)(iii) and (iv), 60.130 (b)(1)(vi), 60.130 (b)(6)(1ii) and (iv),
60.131 (a), 60.132 (c)(2), 60.132.(e)(1), 60.132 (e)(3)(v), 60.132 (f),
60.132 (g), 60.132 (h)(2) and (4), 60.132 (j)(1), and 60.133 (c).

For the reasons expressed above, we recommend that the design and.construction
requirements be considerably shortened and simplified. They should deal with
safety principles and criteria to be incorporated in the design as opposed to
design details that are more appropriately the subject of regulatory guides.

Staff Response to Comment No. 578:

See general discussion preceding Comment No. 566, and Overview, Section-by-

Section Analysis of individual provisions.

Comment No. 579: Utility Nuclear Waste Hanaament Group (44)

Sections 60.130 to 60.134, Inclusive, specify numerous requirements for the
design of, and construction specifications for, the geologic repository opera-
tions area. As discussed In the letter to which this Attachment Is appended,
UNWMG believes that the level of-detail prescribed is excessive and should be
greatly abbreviated. This comment is balsed upon what the UNWMG views as the
basic desirability of maintaining appropriate flexibility with respect to
repository design and construction. Nevertheless, bNWMG Is of the view that
jhe rule will at least be generally practical if the suggested modification to
-the definition of "important to safety," discussed above in connection with
. 60.2, is adopted. There are, however, several areas which art in need of

! . particular attention.

Staff Response to Comment No. 579:

See general discussion preceding Coment No. 566.

Comment No. 580: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (5t')

* Para. 60.130 - 60.134 * General design requirements for the geologic repository
operations area.

A HLW repository is expected to have few, if any, structures, systems-or compo-
nents which are desiqnated as'important to safety" in order to assure protec-
tion of the public against undue radiological risk during tht iepository opera-
tions period. Thus, it should not be necessary for Items 60.130 through 60.134
to deal so extensively with design and construction requirewents for items
"important to safety" that will not be present or functional after the follow-
ing operations period has passed. For example, it Is recommended that the
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been modified for clarity. Finally, with respect to 60.130(b)(6), the staff
has reviewed the paragraph and has determined that subparagraph (I) shnuld be
limited to items important to safety, and that the provisions of subparagraph

(iii) were dealt with under provisions for testing structures, systems and

components Important to safety (60.130(b)(7)).

Comment No. 582: U.S. DOE (48)

lO'CFR 60.230(b)(1)(vi)

NRC Proposed Wording:

"The alarm system shall be designed-with redundancy and in situ testing
capability."

Recommended Revision:

"The alarm system shall be designed with high reliability and in situ testing
capability."

Ratior.-If

Consistent with nuclear power plant practice, not all radiation alarms in the
repository operations area need be redundant.

Staff Response to Comment No. 582:

In reviewing this comment, the staff has determined that it would be appropriate

to follow the language of a similar design requirement in Part.72 in view of the

comparability of the operations involved. --

Comment No. 583: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR E3.130(b)(2)(v)

NRC Proposed Wording:

"A radiation alanm system to warn of inc eases In radiation levels,"

Recommended Revision:

'A radiation alarm system to warn of increases approaching a safety get point
value below maximum permissible levels,"

Rationale:

Increases in very low levels need not be alarmed.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 583:

In reviewing this comment, the staff has determined that it wound be appro-

priate-to follow the language of a similar design requirement in Part 77 in

view of the comparability of the operations involved.

Comment No. 584: C. Walske. Atomic Industriel Forum (50)

Item 60.130(b)(2) - -The intended difference between items (1) and (1). is not
clear. Botn paragraphs deal with anticipated natural phenomena and environ-
mental conditions for the design of structures, systems and components impor-
tant to safety. Paragraph (i) applies to interference with normal operation
during the period of construction and operations, while Paragraph (ii) applies
to failure to achieve the performance objectives in any relebant time period.
Therefore, Item (ii) would appear to encompass all of the requirements of
Item (I). - -

Since an "anticipated event" I. defined a: ome-that is "reasonablv likely. to
occur during the period the intended performance objective must be achieved",
is it the NRC intent that important-to-safety items required for the opera-
tions period be designed to retain their safety function for a 100-year earth-
quake, and that the engineered barriers used for long-term protection be -

designed to withstand a 10,000-year earthquake? The NRC intent needs to be
more clearly expressed.

Staff Response to Comment No. 584:

In response to the AIF comment, Sectionb 60.130(b)(2)(1) and 60.230(b)(2)(ii)

have been combined into one paragraph. Also, the staff agrees that the period

of applicability with respect to Ite"s important to safety was not clear In

tke proposed rule. In the final rule, aimportant to-safery" is defined to be

applicable prior to permanent closure of the repository.

Comment No. 585: U.., DCE (48)

10 CFR 60.130(b)(2)(1)

NRC Proposed Wording:

"ibe structures, systems, and cec,=11 Lss ... shall be designed ... to accommo-
date the effects of environmental conditions so as to prevent interference witn
normal operation
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Recommended Revision:

"The structures, ... to prevent interference with necessary safety functions
during the entire period of construction and operation."

Rationale:

The goal of the design of safety systems should be the maintenance of the
safety of the facility, not normal operations. It would be-unnecessary to
design the facility to operate normally through a tornado or an earthquake.

Staff Response to Comment No. 585:

The staff agrees with the thrust of DOE's comment. Paragraph 60.130(b)(2)(i)

has been revised accordingly.

Comment No. S86: C. R. Fisher, General Atomic Co. (16)

Section 60.230(b)(4)

In order to add a necessary degree of precision, General Atomic suggests that
the last part of paragraph (i) be altered to read " ... during and after the
maximum credible fire or explosion in the geologic..." In addition, General
Atomic suggests that a criterion be added which excludes the use of explosive
and flammable materials in the emplacement operations areas.

Staff Response to Comment No. $86:

Paragraph 60.130(b)(4)(i) has been modified in.response to the suggestion in

the comment. The word 'credible' has been inserted before "fires' in the

final rule. The NRC staff believes that it is iesirable for similar concepts

to be expressed consistently in different parts of the regulations. The term

'maximum" does not appear in this context in Par. 72 and hence is not included

here..

With respect to the use of explosives in the emplacement areas,.while it is a

good point, It.pertains to how operitions are conducted rather than to design

of the geologic repository operations area, and is not appropriate for

inclusion in Subpart E.
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CO!;imet No. b87: P. 1. Newman. American Institute of Chemical Engineers (46)

bection 60.130(b)(6)(iv) requires that "ail systems important to safety shall
bt. designed to permit them to be maintained at all times in a functional mode.
Ilib is contrary to NRC requirements in other facilities where redundant
bystems are required to permit one of two or more systems to be removed from
service--in other words, be not "in a functional mode"--for maintenargce while
the other systems provide the required-capability for safety.

Staff Respcnse to Comment No. 587:

This section was intended to deal with emergency power only. The wording has

been revised to clarify the intent of this requirement. See Overview, Section

by-Section Analysis, 60.131(b)(5).-

Comment No. 588: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.130(b)(9) - The statement that "systems shall be designed with suffi-
cient redundancy to ensure that adequate margins of safety are maintained" Is
vague. The statement should be deleted or if retained rewritten as -ollows;.

"When instrumentation and control systems are necessary to monitor and
-control the behavior of engineered systems 'important to safety', they
shall be designed to tover.anticipated ranges for normal operation and
for accident conditions."

Staff Response to Comment No. 588:

The staff agrees with this comment, and has deleted this statement. In those

cases where redundancy is appropriate to monitor safety functions, it is

implicit In this and other requirements.

Comment No. 589: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.130(b)(2O) - In the context of this paragraph, the statement that the
repository operations area shall "include such provisions for worker protec-
tion as may be necessary to provide reasonable assurance that all'structures,
systems, and components important to safety can perform their intended func-
tions" makes no sense. This'paragraph should be rewritten withtthe intent
clarified.

* - Staff Response to Comment No. 589:

The staff declines to modify the language. It should b noted, however, that

this provision Is not intended to assert NRC authority over mining safety
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.practices generally; but to the extent that the safety of workers is necessary

for systems important to safety to perform their Intended function, the

relevant design features are of legitimate concern to NRC.

Comment No. 590: R. V. Wyman, University of Nevada (5)

Suggestion: Omit rule (h)(2) and rely on the design group to provide access
in accordance with the general rule on 35282 Col. 3 par. 1 and 2.

Staff Response to Comment No. 590:

See response to Comment No. 612.

TTHE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS'ADDRESSED 60.X31:'

Comment No. 591: J. Carson Mark U.S. NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor
' eguards (l),

Specification of Design and Construction'Criter-ia

We believe that detailed design and'construction criteria should not be included
in the rule. It would be better to incorporate Information of this type in
supplementary regulation guides.

Staff Response to Comment No. 591:

See general discussion on the design section preceding Comment No. 566.

Comment No. 592: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

60.131(ai) The applicant should be required to-tate where all the-retrieved
waste would be stored,.either at the repository site or at other-locations..
This requirement would help ensure that advance planning takes place for
dealing with this possibility.

Staff Response to Comment No. 592:

The safety analysis report (60.21(c)(12)) requires a description of plans for

retrieval and storage of radioactive waste, should retrieval be necessary.
This requirement seems to satisfy the intent of the comentor's suggestion.
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.No. 593: C. WalsKe, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

.131(a) - The waste package design may preclude the need for a decon-
ion facility for waste containers in the surface facility; e.g., if the
ielded package design is used. Thus, this. section of the rule is too
specific and should be modified accordingly. Furthermore, "wastes" can-
decontaminated.

131(c) - This section contains requirements that are very similar to
f Section 60.130(b)(1). It is recommended that these sections be
d in Section 60.130.

esponse to Comment No. 593:

trenced sentence in section 60.131(a) has been deleted. The staff

es that the radiation control requirements in 6 60.131(c) are very

to those in'60.130(b)(1).' It would not be appropriate to combine

rever, because 60.131(c) refers to offsite effluents'and 60.130(b)(1)

s worker protection within the geologic repository operations area.

No. 594: Div. of Emeraency Government, State of Wisconsin (77)

) -- What processing~is contemplated? how uch manipulation will be
at the surface?

3ponse to Comment No. 594:

nt of processing and manipulation is dependent upon the operations which

Mses to conduct at the geclogic repository operations area.

to. 595: V.'NcIntvre (35)

) this its so elementary that it is hardly worth including as a
'nt. .

Ponse to Comment No. 595: -

rience with the difficulties of decontamination argues that this is a
e requirement to include in the technical criteria.
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THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED 60.132:

Comment No. 596: Mississippi Dept. of Natural Resources (65)

Section 60.132

This section is particularly vague and general. As one example. what is the
meaning of "control of groundwater movement" in (a)(2)?

Staff Response to Comment No. 596:

As to the question of specificity, see general discussion preceding CommenL

No. 566.

4..

With respect to 60.132(a)(2j, the staff agrees that this paragraph was parti-

cularly ambiguous as well as redundant and has deleted it.

i Comment No. 597: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (SO)

Item 60.132(a)(1) - The Coilssion's intent for the additional design require-
ments for the inderground faci Mites, listed as Item (i), Is-too broad. The
NRC should define what is meant by *Interactions among geologic setting, the
underground facility, and the waste package.'

Staff-Response to-Comment No. 597:

The staff agrees with the coment and has deleted Paragraph 60.132(a)(1).

Comment No. 598: C. R. Fisher, General Atomic Co. (16)

Section 60.132(b)

General Atomic believes that this paragraph is too non-specific to be of any
use. In addition, the degree of design.flexibility should be left to the
designer. Therefore, unless the guidance NRC intends to cowiunicate through
this paragraph can be made-more specific, the paragraph should be deleted.

Staff Response to Couent No. $98:

Paragraph 60.132(b) does not specify any degree of design flexibility other
than whatever is necessary to accommodate site conditions as they may be
identified during construction and operation. The NRC did not Intend to
coomunicate anything more or less specific than that.
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Comment No. 599: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

60.132(c)(1) - Delete "or retrieval" since if waste retrieval occurs, concur-
rent excavation activities woul-d, in all likelihood, stop -- and would surely
stop if retrieval operations were impaired. Even with this change, it is not
clear why this separations criterion should be a regulatory requirement. Dele-
tion of this section Is reconmended.

Staff Response to Comment No. 599:

See general discussion preceding Comment No. 602 and Overview, Section-by-

Section Analysis, 5 60.133.

Comment No. 600: U.S. DOE (48)

20 CFR 60.132(d)(2)

NRC Proposed Wording:

'Ensure sufficient structural stability of openings and control-of groundwater
to permit the safe conduct of waste retrieval operations,"

Recommended Revision:

'Ensure ... groundwater to permit the safe conduct ZTr aste emplacement opera-
tions. Structural support shall be provided, as required to ensure structural
stability of the openings upon reaoval of any backfill material which may have
been emplaced, or-upon preparation of the unbackfIlled storage rooms-prior to
retrieval and for the duration of retrieval operations in each module;"

Rationale:

The regulation should not arbitrarily preclude-backfilling emplacement areas-
prior to decoemissioning..

Staff Response to Comeht No. 600: -

The Comission did not Intend to place any requirements upon subsurface open-

ings that would preclude their backfilling prior to permanent closure. Upon

review, the staff has concluded that paragraphs 60.132(d)(2) and (3) are

repetitive and adequately covered by 660.133(c).

Coment No. 601: C. Walsk.e. Atoic Industrial toruo (50)

Item 60.132(d)(2) If retrieval occurs, the regulatiens should be sufficiently
flexible to allow for re-excavation of original openings, excavation of new
openings, and the addition of neo underground features for the control of
groundwater. This paragraph should be revised accordingly or deleted.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 601:

See response to Comment No. 600.

Comment No. 602: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.132(e)(1) - Since backfill may be added soon after waste emplacement,
it may not be necessary to maintain stability for all subsurface openings
throughout the operations period, but rather, for a much shorter period only
and before local bulk temperatures have'increased significantly. Thus, this
paragraph-appears to be overly' restrictive in requiring all openings to be
designed to maintain stability throughout the operations period.

Staff Response to Comment No. 602:

Upon review, the staff considers the cited paragraph to be overly detailed and

has revised it as described in the general discussion preceding'Comment No. 566.-

See also Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability.

Comment No. 603: U.S.-DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.132(e)(3)(v)

NRC Proposed Wording:

"The ability to construct the underground facility as designed-so that stability
of the rock is enhanced."

Recommended Revision:

'The ability to construct the underground facility as designed so that the
stability of the rock is not significantly reduced."

Rationale:.

It is impossible to fenhance" the stability of the natural formation while
driving tunnels through it.

Staff Response to Comment No. 603:

The cited provision has been deleted. See general discussion preceding

Comment Ho. 566. Q.
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Comment No. 604: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.132(e)(3)(v) - This is an impossible requirement. Creating any sub-
surface opening cannot enhance stability of the rock. The word 'enhanced'
should be replaced by the words "not unnecessarily diminished" or this item
should be deleted.

Staff Response to Comment No. 604:

See response to Comment No. 603.

Comment No.. 605: C. Walsie. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.132(f) - This paragraph seems to preclude any method of excavation
except continuous mining. The paragraph should be deleted since there is a
more appropriate-statement contained In.60.134(d) that deals with damage to
and fracturing of rock.

Staff Response to Comment No. 605:

The paragraph has been revised to avoid an interpretation-that would preclude

any suitable excavation method. The design must nevertheless limit the

potential for creating a preferential pathway.

Comment No. 606: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.132(g) - The extent to which water and gas control needs to be estab-
- lished for repository design is dependent upon the specific site and rock

meedium being used. For this reason, some of the requirements in this section
may not be applicable or appropriate to a specific repository design. The sec-
tion should state, therefore, that the requirements apply only where appropriate,
or those requirements that are not generic to all sites and media.should be
deleted. Sections (g)(1) through (g)(6) should be replaced with the fclloving:

"Water and gas control shall be provided, as appropriate, to control arid
monitor the quantity oftwater or gas in the subsurface facilities during
the construction and operation periods."

Staff Response to Comment No. 606: -

The NRC staff agrees that the extent of water and gas controls would depend
upon where the repository was constructed. In response to pub)ic coment, the
staff has deleted the more detailed requirements of 60.132(g). All that

retains is a general requirement which would be applicable to any geologic
setting. The provision is not limited to the period of operations since control
of groundwater Intrusion Is also important to waste isolation.
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Comment No. 607: U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

Page 35293, column 1, item (g)(1). -What is "service water?" Should this say
"surface water?"

Page 35293, column 3, item (ii)(A). Inr-view of the difficulty of placing
backfill in the drifts of a mine, it is not reasona6le to make the general
statement that the backfill shall provide a barrier to ground-water movement
into and from the underground facility.' This may be feasible for specific
rock types and conditions, but as a general requirement it would be difficult
to comply with. We suggest the following: "To the extent possible, it shall
minimize ground-water movement..."

Item (B). Change 'reduce" to "minimize."

Item (C). See comments on item (A). We suggest the following: "To the
extent possible, it shall minimize ground-water movement..."

Staff Response to Comment No. 607:

The requirement was for "service water," as stated. "Service water" was in

reference to water used for cooling machinery, drilling fluids, or similar pur-

poses. For clirity. however, the staff has revised Section 60.132(g). See

staff response to Comment No. 606.

The detailed provisions set forth in paragraph 60.132(i)(3)(ii)(A)-(C) have been

'deleted.

Comwent No. 608: K. D. Lewis State of Washington Eneray Facility Site
Evaluation Council (36)

We do not believe that It is appropriate that a geological setting should be
chosen which would require extensive gas and water control values, ppipelines
and similar features as stated in 10 CFR 60.132(g). Failure of such control
devices may compromise package integrity.

Staff Response to Co.nent Ro. 608:

The staff does not anticipate any-excessive or extraordinary beans for con-
trolling gas and water In the underground facility. However, the staff recog-
nizes that in any underground excavftion there may be water and gas inflow.
and the requiremnt is therefore fncludXd as appropriate to consideration of

the design of the repository. See also staff response to Coment No. 606.
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-Comment No. 609: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

First, § 60.132(g)(4) states that "Water control systems shall be designed to
include storage capability and modular layouts thit ensure that unexpected
inrush or flooding can be controlled end contained." This requirement is
overly vague. It should be recast in terms of controlling and containing
unexpected inrushes of water or flooding that can reasonably be hypothesi. ..

Second, § 60.132(j)(2) requires that handling systems be designed "to ;

the potential for operator error." The design of a handling system, haesver,
is a function of a number of considerations'(such as space availability, rel-
ability, matntainability,.etc.), and cannot-have as a sole goal minimizing the
potential for operator error. This section should be revised to reflect this
fact.

Third, S 60.133(b)(1) should be deleted. The decision to seal shafts and bore-
holes is an operational one. Accordingly, it should be made by the operator
on the basis of operational considerations.

Finally, 6 60.133(b)(2) is unduly restrictive and, in fact, would discriminate
against favorable media such as salt. The first sentence should be deleted..

A design aim for such seals would be more realistically and soundly based on a
performance objective tied to overall system performance, L. L. if it prescribed
that shaft and borehole seals be so designed and.constructed as not to compromise
the overal.l system performance objective.

Staff Kesponse to Comment No. 669:

The cited paragraphs have all been deleted for reasons given in the Overview,
Section-by-Section Analysis.

Comment No. 610: U.S. DOE (48)

The requirements placed on the sealing of boreholes and shafts appear to be
excessive and undemonstrable. We have suggested that rather than requiring
seals to match the performance .of the native rock and not become preferential -
pathways for water flow tnat the requiremunt be stated in terms that would
relate seal'performance to the overall performance of the repository.

Staff Response to Comment No. 610:

The staff agrees that the proposed rule contained excessive detail regarding

the design'of seals for boreholes and shafts ahd has modified the final rule

along the lines suggested by the comenter.
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1: Comment No. 611: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.132(g)(6)

NRC Proposed Werding:

"If linings are required, the contact between the lining and the rock surround-.
ing subsurface excavations shall be designed so as to avoid the creation of any
preferential pathway for groundwater or radionuclide migration."

Recommended Revision:

Change "avoid the" to "minimize the potential for".

Rationale:

It may be
ferential
lished by

impossible in a pract'ical sense to "avoid" the contact being a pre-
pathway. At the time of decommissioning, isolation will be estab-
the sealing system covered in section 60.133.

Staff Response to Comment No. 611:

See staff response to Comment No. 606.

Coxmment No. 612:. U.S.- DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.132Zh)(2)

.NRC Proposed Wording:

'Permit continuous occupancy of all excavated areas during normal
through the time of permanent closure;"

Recommended Reviston:

'Permit continuous occupancy of all open and operationally.active

operations -

areas ... ;H

.Rationale:

There..is no obvious personnel or nuclear safety basis for this requirement. An
emplacement room that has been filled can be sealed off from the repository by
doors and the ventilation to that room diapered off with no safety consequences.
*This requirement would needlessly preclude backftiling of emplacement roots
prior to repository decoasissioning and would also not allow for monitoring of
backfilled areas as part of the-performance confirmation program.

Staff Response to Comment No. 612:

The requirement has been deleted. -See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis.
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Comment No. 613: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.132(h)(2) - It should not be required to'ventilate all excavated area
through the time -of permanent closure. Many areas will be closed to personne
or backfilled. This requirement if. retained would impose an enormous -load on
the ventilation system and wo~uld require the sinking of additional vent shaft
This item should be deleted.

Staff Response to Comment No. 613:

The requirement has been deleted. See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis.

Comment No. 614: C. St. John, Applied MWchanics, Inc. (60)

Under §60.132 the following statements appear:

(h) Subsurface Ventilation: The Ventilation system shall be designed
to:

(2) Permit continuous occupancy of all excavated areas during
normal operations through the time of permanent closure..

The implication is that all excavations would have to be ventilated sufficientl
that free access would be practical at'any time during the repository construc-
tion or operation. Even preliminary calculations of the total volume of air
required to meet-this condition suggest that there would be serious practical
implications if this condition had to be satisfied.

Large quantities of ventilating air would be required to provide even minimal
conditions in every emplacement room or-corridor. This could be provided by
recirculating air within a panel, but such practice might not be considered
acceptable if the primary function of the subsurface Ventilation is to control
the transport of radioactive particulates and gases. The alternative of pro-
viding "'fresh" air'to all openings would necessitate the use of very large
diameter shafts and ventilation corridors., if the air velocity is to bekept
within a normally accepted range. Excavating of such large openings would be
inconsistent with minimizing the disturbance of the host rock mass within
which the repository is sitted.

Quite apart from the practical problems of ventilating all openings, it is not
clear that ventilation of emplacement rooms would be of any practical benefit.
It is inconceivable that Instant access to any emplacement room would be
required or that a period of up to a few days to reventilate and cool an
emplacement room would be unacceptable. 'If *as required" ventilation was
considered acceptable then the ventilation system could be designed to have
sufficient capacity to permit simultaneous occupancy of several but not all
emplacement rooms.

Based on these comments I recommend that the sentence I quoted be amended to
read:
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Permit continuous occupancy of all parts of the repository in which
development or waste handling is active ancd selected portions of the
repository already prepared for waste emplacement or in which waste
emplacement activities have been completed.

Alternatively, the term normal operations coulu be clarified.

Staff Response to Comment No. 614:

The requirement has been deleted. See. Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis.

Comment No. 615: C. WalsKe. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.132(h)(4) - The requirement for redundant and fail safe features of
the subsurface ventilation system should be determined on a case-by-case aisle
based on "important to 'safety." For example,-under emergency conditions, air
packs may provide an adequate backup to a non-iedundant ventilation system in
the event of system failure.

Staff Response to Comment No. 615:

The requirement has been deleted. See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis.

Comment No. .616: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (SO)

Item 60.132(1) - This section on engineered jarriers should be deleted. Sub-
paragraphs (1). (3)(i), and (3)(ii) should be covered by a new performance
objective added to 60.111 (see proposed Itef 60.111(4))._ Subparagraph (2) is
adequately covered in 60.135. Subparagraph(3)(Mii) is unnecessary since this
requirement must be met to fulfill the backfill fupvctional requirements
specified in the-new performance objective of 60.111.

Staff Respqnse to Comment No. 616:

The section on engineered barriers has been substantially shortened. See

Overview, Section-by-Seciion Analysis.

Comment No. 617: U.S. DO.. (48)

10 CFR 60.132(i)(2)

NRC Proposed Wording:

Barriers shall create a waste package environment which favorably controls
chemical reactions affecting the performance of the waste package.
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Recommended Revision:

Relocate to section 60.135 and revise to: "Backfill shall, to the extent
possible, assist in creating a waste package-e-nvironment ...

Rationale:

Barriers (backfill) alone can alter the chemical environment only to a degree,
e.g., backfill cannct absorb all the oxygen thdt was introduced during the'
operational phase.

Staff Response to Comment No 617: ;

The section on engineered barriers has been substantially shortened. See Over-

vicw, Section-by-Section Analysis-.,

Comment No. 618: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.132(i )(3)

NRC Proposed Wording:

"Backfill placed in the underground 'facility shall be designed as a barrier.

(i) Backfill placed in the underground facility shall perform its func -

tions assuming anticipated-changes in the-genlogic setting.

(0i) Backfill placed in the underground facility shall serve the follow-
ing functions:

(a) It shall provide a o'rrier to groundwater movement into and
from the underground facility,

(b) It shall reduce creep deforeation of the host rock that may
adversely affczt (I)-waste package performance or (2) the local
hydrological system.

(c) It shall reduce and control groundwater movement within the
underground fac ii ty,

(d) It shall retard radionuclide migrat'3n.

(iII) Backfill placed in the undergr-sund i.':Ility shall be selected to
allow for adequate placement end compaction in underground openings."

Recommended Revs1ions:

Relocate to section vO.133 end revise as follows: Backfill placed in the
underground facility shall:
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(i) Perform its functions assuming anticipated changes in the geologic
setting.

(ii) Serve one, or more, of the following functions as appropriate.:

(a) Provide a barrier to groundwater movement into and from the
underground facility,

(b) Reduce creep deformation of the host rock that may adversely
affect (1) waste package performance or (2) the local
hydrological system,

(c) Reduce and control groundwater movement within the underground
facility,

(d) Retard radionuclide migration.

(iii) Be selected to allow for adequate placement in underground openings.

Rationale: - -

This is an excessive requirement. Requiring all backfill in the repository t.
serve all possible functions of backfill is probably not possible und is ce---
tainly not necessary. Backfill -at each'location in the'repository will be-
selected to perform a specific set of design functions which is not necessarily
the Came as for backfill at some other location. Backfill that-is part of the
waste package may be designed to keep groundwater from reaching the canister,
backfill in the emplacement rooms may be designed for support, end tunnel back-
fill say be designed to inhibit radionuclide migration. Backfill that is.a
"Jack of all trddes" will. probably be a 'master of none".

Staff Response to Comment No. 618:

The section on engineered barriers has been substantially shortened. See

Overview,. Sectfon-by-Section Analysis.

Comment No. 619: National Radiological Protection Board. UK (29)

The proposed rule requires that the backfill shall serve a number of functions
(Section 60.13? (i), (3), (ii), P. 35293), without specifying the degree of
effectiveness required. It seems unlikely that any backfill material could
perform all of these functions effectively. The objective should be to choose
a material with the optimum combination of'properties.

Staff Response to Comment No. 619:

The section on engineered barrier has been substantially shortened. See

Overview, Section-by-Section Analysts.
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. i 'I Comment No. 620: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.132(j)(1) - This paragraph calls for "positive, fall-safe designs."
These issues can only be addressed on a site specific and design specific
basis. Therefore we recommend that the words "to have positive, fail-safe
designs" be deleted, and specific criteria be developed in Regulatory Guides.

Staff Response to Comment No. 620:

See Overview, Setion-by-Section Analysis.

Comment No. 621: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.132(k)(2) - This item should be deleted since the items are adequately
covered by 60.132(k)(1). Also, Item 60.132(k)(2)(iii) makes no sense. What
will cause the temperature in the repository to cycle?

Staff Response to Comment No. 621:

Paragraph 60.132(k)(2) has been deleted and §60.132(k)(1) has been revised.

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis.

Comment No. 622: V. McIntire (35)

60.132 (d) See
to the concept.
the cost.

earlier comment on retrievability (60.111 (a)(2)). I as opposed
If things are that bad you'll retrieve waste regardless of

I

t

60.132 (g) (1) What's service water?

60.132 (g) (5) It is not always necessary to provide the capabllity to cut
off water in advance of an excavation. This requirement shouid be dropped.

60.132 (h)(5) (1) (1)
be sealed.

This ils a fancy requirement that says the shaft should

60.132 (h) (5) (3) (ii) This requirement is too restrictive. For example, salt
may do very well as & backfill in a salt dome. However it. would not meet (0).

Staff Response to Comment No. 622:

As to the first coment, see Overview, Section 2.2, Retrievability. For a
discussion of service water see statresponse to Coment No. 607. The other
paragraphs cited by the comenter have been deleted. See general discussion

preceding Cogent No. 566.
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Comment No. 623: E. R. McElmurry (38)

The discussion of "backfill" in Paragraph 60.132 appears superfluous, since no
requirements for backfilling are stated. Further the most available and com-
patible backfill will be the material mined out to form the repository, and
for environmental reasons this material should be returned to the repository
to the maximum extent feasible.

Staff Reponse to Comment No. 623:

See staff response to Comment No. 616.

Comment No ..624: C. R. Fisher, General Atomle Co. (16)

Section 60.132(k)(2)(iii)

General Atomic believes that evaluation of."host rock fracturing" under chang-
ing temperature should concern only one thermal cycle, *cold to hot to.cold,"
not a number of cycles as implied by this paragraph.

Staff Response to Comment No. 624:

See staff response to Comment No. 621.

Comment No. 625: Div. of Emergency Government. State of Wisconsin (77)

It is not clear whether the waste will-require thermal cooling for some initial
period of time to ensure continued physical stability of the waste within the.
package. 60.133 and 60.132(k).

StAff Response to Comment No. 625:

The extent to which cooling of the waste for a period of time will be employed

is a design measure that DOE is expected to consider in its desive" No partic-

ular cooling period is required by 10 CFR Part 60, so long as the performance

objectives and design criteria for the engiieered barriers are satisfied.
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THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED 60.133:

Comment No. 626: 1. Remson (13)

Shaft and Borehole Sealinp - An Example of the Consequences of the Proposed
Rule

Paragraph 60.133 is one example of the harmful effects of the component approac:
and of the reluctance to take advantage of the geology and hydrology. It makes
-no use of the hydrogeologic factors that .could helpreduce radionuclide trans-
port through shafts and boreholes. and seems to rely only~on the properties of
the engineered seals.

1. First of all, the requirement that "...sealed shafts and boreholes will
inhibit transport of radionuclides to-at least the same degree bs the -

undisturbed units of rock through which the shafts or boreholes pass...'
can not be implemented for the most impermeable rocks. The designer will
have to violate that requirement or else site the repository In more
permeable rocks, where that standard can be met.

2. Within the constraints imposed by the mine'design, efforts shoul-d be made
to locate shafts and boreholes upgradient from stored wastes. If the
hydraulic'gradient does not have a component in the direction from the
wastes to these openings, advective transport of radionuclides into the
shafts and boreholes is notpossible.

3. It is probably easier to inhibit transport into shafts and boreholes by
use of engineered techniques than it is-to inhibit transport through the
boreholes once the wastes have entered them. Thus, the combined perfor-
mance of the shafts and boreholes can be used to inhibit radionuclide
transport through the shafts and boreholes and not just the performance
of the seals.

This is one of many examples that shows the inappropriatehess of setting
standards on the individual barriers rather than on their intergrated pe.
formance. It also shows the inappropriateness of ignoring the geology and
hydrology and placing total reliance on brute-force engineering of the
canisters and repositories.

Staff Response to Comment Ho. 626:

The paragraphs referred to by the comenter have been revised along the lines
presented in the general discussion preceding the comnents on the design section.
The staff believes these revisions accomodate the concerns raised by tUe
comenter.
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See Overview, Section 5.3, Geologic Conditions, with respect to the importance

of the site in waste isolation.

Comment No. 627: T. H. Pigford (53)

NRC proposes to require that at the time of permanent closure of the repository
sealed shafts and boreholes will inhibit transport of radionuclides to it least
the seme degree as the undis urbed units or rock through which the shafts or
toreholes pass. NRC also proposes to require that contacts between seals snd
rock shall not become. preferential pathways for water. Both of these require-
ments may be literally impossible to fulfill or to demonstrate that they are
fulfilled, particularly where holes penetrate rock that is impermeable or
nearly impermeable to water. NRC does not seem to have considered limitations
and inadequacies of field testing techniques to demonstrate the extremely low
leakages and permeabilities that are likely to be encountered in some of the
rock in the more favorable sites.

NRC has not shown that this technical criterion, in its present extreme, is
necessary for overall system performance. For those rock media in which
verification of plug and seal performance would be a formidable problem under
NRC's proposed criterion, realistic responses to the criterion would be to
seek more permeable regions for repositories. The proposed criterion would
tend to steer repository development into directions not necessarily beneficial
to overall system performance.

A more meaningful technical criterion would be a statement that such leakage
pathways are to be considered by DOE and that adequate assurance of satisfactory
performance be demonstrated prior to licensing review.

Staff Response to Coinment No. 627:

The requirement that seals Inhibit transport of radionuclides to the sane

degree as the undisturbed rock has been deleted. The requirement that contact

between shaft and borehole seals and the adjacent rock not create preferential
pathways has been replaced by the Fore general requirement that materials and

placement methods for seals be selected to reduce the potential .for creating

preferential pathways "to the extent practicable."

Comment No. 628: Mississippi Dept. of Natural Resources (65) -

Section 60.133

Paragraph (b)(2) requires that *at the time of permanent closure sealed shafts
and boreholes-will inhibit transport of radionuclides to at least the sanE
degree as the undisturbed units of rock through which the shafts or boreholes
pass." Is this possible with existing technology? And if it is possible, can
we expect the seals to remain effective for 1000 years or longer? The rule
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should specify what methods or materials would have to be used to meet this
requirement.

Staff Response to Comment No. 628:

The technology used to seal boreholes and shafts will depend upon the site's

geologic characteristics; Since this regulation is likely to be applied to

several different geologic media, the NRC cannot promulgate specific design

requirements for seals. Also,. the criteria for desigtiof shaft aed borehole

! * seals have been revised. See staff response to Comment No. 634.

Comment No. 629: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.133(a)

NRC Proposed Wording-

"Shafts shall be designed so as not to create a preferential pathway for migra-
tion of groundwater and so as not to increase the potential for migration
through existing pathways."

Recommended Revision:

"Shafts shall be designed to minimize to the extent practicable the potential
to create a preferential pathway for groundwater or radionuclide migration or
to increase migration through existing pathways.'

Rationale:

Shafts will continuously be preferential.pathways until they are sealed at
decommissioning.

Staff Response to Comment No. 629:

The staff agrees with DOE that shafts will continuously be preferential pathways

until they are sealed. The staff also considers that the overriding concern

is how shafts are sealed. Consequently, proposed Section 60.133 (now 60.134)

has been re-titled to read 'Design of seals for shafts and boreholes,* and

paragraph (a) has been revised along the lines suggested.

Cousent No. 630: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Foru (SO)

item 60.133(a) and (b) - We suggest that these items be deleted and covered'
by a new performance objective as proposed in Item 60.111(4).
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Item 60.133(c) - Paragraph (4) calls for a reliable system of interlocks.
This is unclear. What are the interlocks supposed to do? Also, Para-
graph (c)(5) is unclear and, depending on the system design, might not be
applicable. This paragraph seems to assume a particular type of system, which
is inappropriate in the regulation.

Staff Response to Comment Ho. 630:

Paragraphs 60.133(a) and (b) have been revised and-much of the more detailed

criteria have been deleted. Also, the contribution of the seals for boreholes-

and shafts to overall system performance has been added to the performance

objectives for the period following permanent closure.. The staff considers

these changes accommodate the intent of this comment.

In the final rule, item 60.133(c) has been relocated to paragraph 60.131(b)(10)(Iii).

The intent of this requirement is that interlocks will prevent hoist movement

during loading or unloading so that a handling accident involving radioactive ..-- '
wastes-will not occur. The interlocks are further required to be designed so

that if failure occurs, hoist movement cannot take place. Former para-
graph 60.133(c)(5), now paragraph 60.131(b)(10)(v), assumes only-that hoists

will be operated.rewtely and therefore requires two indications to the hoist

operator that hoist operation can safely take piace. Remote operation is

consistent with current DOE conceptual designs. Such measures are considered

necessary to prevent handling accidents that could result in exposures in

unrestricted areas in excess of 0.5 rem.

Content No. 631: R. Ross (14) -

Section 60.133(u) Design of Shafts and Seals for Shafts and Boreholes
Section 60.233(b)(2)

Most favorable geologic sites now under consideration as the potential reposi-
tory hosts and surrounding formations have be-en chosen because of freedom from
fracturing, and exhibit very low permeability in addition to numerous other
favorable geologic, geochemical, and hydrologic-properties. It is highly _
unlikely that the shafts and boreholes could-be sealed to "at least the same
degree as the undisturbed units of rock.ft This would be possible only for the
more fractured, permeable rock units eliminated from consideration as potential
repository hosts.
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Suggested wording change -

'Shafts and boreholes will be sealed to inhibit the transport of radionuclides
and groundwater to the extent reasonably achievable."

Staff Response to Comment No. 631:

See staff response to Comment Hos. 629 and 634.

Comment No. 632: U.S. Department of the Interior (24)

In our opinion, the requirement that at the time of-permanent closure sealed
shafts and boreholes inhibit transport of radionuclides to at least the same
degree as the undisturbed units of rock through which they pass is reasonable
and achievable. Some regulatory guidance is probably necessary here. For
example, does the performance reqVirement refer to the integrated column of
rocks throughvwhich shafts and boreholes pass or to individual beds within the
column? Long-term projection of shaft and borehole sealing performance will,
of course, be highly uncertain. 'to overcome this uncertainty, we feel that
DOE should be encouraged to select geologic settings in which the consequences
of shaft seal failure will be minimized, e.g., a setting in which natural
hydraulic gradients are downward or (should the heads be upward) in which
potable water is absent in overlying rocks and strata.

Staff Response to Comment No. 632:

The provision for borehole and shaft seals in the final rule has been revised.

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis. 560.134. Paragraph 60.122 has

been revised to include as a favorable condition for disposal in the

saturated zone a downward hydraulic gradient %n the host rock and imediately

surrounding hydrogeologic units (see 660.122(b)(2)(.iI)).

However, the absence of potable water in overlying-rocks and strata when there

are upward heads has not been included as a favorable condition. Rather, its

presence under these conditions will be-treated as-part of the site7

description and assessment required under 660.21(c) for the safety analysis

report and would be considered in the assessment of repository performance as

an anticipated process.
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Commient No. 633: New York State Energy Office (83)

The requirement that shaft and borehole seals "inhibit the transport of radio-
nuclides to at least the same degree as the undisturbed units of rock through
which the shafts or boreholes pass," does not appear to be justified and may
be difficult if not impossible to verify. From this requirement it follows
that boreholes and shaft seals of repositories in different media would have
to meet different criteria. The ability of the seals to inhibit waste move-
ment would be more appropriately related to compliance with the EPA generally
applicable environmental radiation standard when the latter-becomes available.

Staff Response to Comment No. 633:

Paragraphs 60.133(a) and (b) have been revised and much of the more-detailed

criteria has been deleted. Also, the contribution of the sials for boreholes,
and shafts to overall system performance has been added to the performance

objectives for the period following permanent closure. The staff considers.

these changes accomodate the intent of this come nt. . ..

See also Overview, Secti n-by-Section Analysis, 660.134.

Comment No. 634: U.S. DOE .

Issue

How to specify requirements for borehole and shaft seals.

DOE Position

Setting criteria on the individual components of the system defeats the full
utilization of the -system approach" as discussed in the 'Alternative Approaches'
section beginning on page A-11. However, if MRC-decides to set component crite-
ria, it is inappropriate to allow minimum repository seal performance to vary
as a function of the site's isolation capabilities (10 CFR 60.133(b)(2)).

Stating minimum performance of seals in terms of site isolation capabilities
is attractive because it does not allow a good site to be compromised by
inferior seals. However, if a sites permeability is so low that the best
state-of-the-art seals cannot match it, then It would sees that an otherwise
excellent site might have to be rejected from further consideration. That
does not seem to be reasonable and probably Is not the intent of the proposed
rule.

Discussion

The proposed rule states: "Shaft and borehole seals shall he designed so
that ... sealed shafts and boreholes will inhibit transport of.radionuclides
to at least the same degree as the undisturbed units of rock through which the
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shafts and boreholes pass.' This is interpreted as meaning that the radio--
nuchide migration through a vertical column of rock containing a shaft or
borehole shall not exeed the radionuclide migration through a vertical column
of undisturbed rock of the same size. Thus the rule, in effect, requires that
the ratio of radionuclide releases through boreholes and shafts to releases
from the repository as a.whole shall not exceed the ratio of the-total cross-
sectional area of boreholes and shafts to the horizontal areal extent of the
repository.

A practical application of section 60.133, with negative results, can be
illustrated with a simple example comparing two potential sites. If we assume
a repository of 1,500 acres (65 million square feet) and'S shafts' at 30 feet
diameter each, or 3,600 square feet, the'fraction of total releases that could
be attributed to the shafts Is 5.4 x 10-6.

If we further assume that the best possible-design for shaft and borehole
seals has a total release rate of 50 arbitrary units (in terms of either dose
or quantity), then, if a site is found that has a total release rate of one
million arbitrary units, and if the one million units *et the EPA standard,-
the repository would be acceptable. However, if another site could be found
where the total radlonuclide releases was 500,000 arbitrary units, it could be
disqualified because the best possible design for shift and borehole seals
could not meet section 60.133--even though this is the better site in terms
of total release.

This example illustrates why the performance of sealed shafts and boreholes
should not be keyed to site isolation capabilities..

Alternative Criterion

The actual quantitative specification should be developed on a site-by-site
basis to suit the actual repository design and seal design conditions.

Recommended changes to section 60.133 to reflect thesie comments are included
in the detailed section-by-section comments on the proposed rule, enclosure B.
beginning on page 6-40. Quantitative limits can.be incorporated into Regula-
.tory Guides as additional design information and as EPA standards become avail-
able to both the DOE and -the NRC.

Finally,-the term 'shafts' in the sealing context includes both the vertical
shaft and the.access tunnel through the shaft pillar. Seals for-this combina-.
tion of penetrations will be designed as' -system. This condition is reflected
in the suggested alternative language to section 60.133(b)(l),_{2), and (3).

Staff Response to ComgIc?%t No. 634:

See also Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 560.134.
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Comment No. 635: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.133(b)(1), (2), and(3)

NRC Proposed Wording:

(b) "Shaft and borehole seals. Shaft and borehole seals shall be designed so
that:

(1) Shafts and boreholes will be sealed as soon as possible after they
have served their operational purpose.

(2) At the time of permanent closure sealed shafts and boreholes will
inhibit transport of radionuclides to at least the same degree as-
the undisturbed units of rock through which the shafts or boreholes
pass. In the case of soluble rocks, the borehole and shaft seals
shall also be designed to prevent groundwater circulation that would
result in dissolution.

(3) Contact between shaft and borehole seals and the adjacent rock does
not become a preferential pathway for water."

Recommended Revision:

Combine paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) into the following single paragraph:

At the time of permanent closure, shafts and access tunnel systems and
boreholes will be sealed so that the seal material, the seal contact with
the rock, and the adjacent rock do not become pathways that compromise

* the engineered system and the site's ability to Meet the overall
performance objectives.

Rationale:

The statement that shaft and borehole-seals shall be designed so that at the
time of permanent closure, sealed shafts and boreholes will inhibit transfer
of radionuclides to at least the same degree as the undisturbed units of rock
through which the shafts or boreholes pass, etc., creates a problem. It is
Inappropriate to specify performance criterfa for shaft design and shaft and
.borehole seals by comparison with the undisturbed units or rock. As illus-
trated by the example in the Issue Commentary section of this response, for a
very good site with highly impermeable rock; it may be impossible to design
seals to meet the specified criterion. Thus, a very good site might tend to be
rejected from consideration.

Moreover, the requirement that the contact zone between the seal end the rock
does not become a preferential pathway is probably impossible to meet. further,
how we eight demonstrate compliance with such a requirement by normal engineer-
Ing techniques I* unknown. The goal of seal design is to reduce leakage through
this preferential pathway to an acceptable level.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 635:.

See also Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, §60.134.

Comment No. 636; V. McIntyre (35)

60.133 (b) (2) This requirement will be hard to'achieve in rocks with low
permeability to start with. It needs to be revised or dropped.

60.133 (c) This section isn't needed as it is already 'covered by 60.130 (b).
If NRC wants to retain the concept then a simple statement like "The design of
waste handling equipment should precTude free fall" will be sufficient.

* Staff Response to Comment No. 636:

-With respect to seals, see Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 660.134.

The provision concerning shaft conveyances has been relocated to 660.131(b)(i0).

(See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, $60.131(b)(10)). The staff does

not agree-that a simple statement such as that suggested by the commenter is

adequate. The requirements are also intended to prevent hoist movement

during loading.and unloading operations and to ensure that the-hoist operator

has information regarding cage location and readiness for transport, thereby

reducing the potential for handling accidents that could result in offsite

exposures in excess of 0.5 rem..

Comment No. 637: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

60.133(c)(2) Precluding cage free fall does not necessarily avoid damaglng
impact or overwind. The wording should be chanced to
I"...preclude cage free fall, overspeed, or overtravel."

Staff Response to Comment No. 637:

The additions suggested by the coometiter are appropriate for man hoists, as

indicated by 30 CFR 57. Ftwever, we consider such a mandatory and unqualified

requirement to be excessive for hoists handling materials.
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Comment No. 608: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.133(c)(5)

NRC Proposed Wording:

"Hoists important to safety shall be designed to include two independent indi-
cators to indicate when waste packages are in place, grappled, and ready for
transport."

Recommended Revision;.

Delete

Rationale:

This requirement is a design
went. This assumes a method
be the method actually used.
that will never handle waste

specification rather than a performance require-
of hoisting waste packages that say or may not
Also there may be "hoists important to safety"

packages.

Staff Response to Comment No. 638:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, §60.131(b)(10).

THE FOLLOWING COMMENTERS ADDRESSED 60.134:

Comment-No. 639: V. Mcintyre (35)

60.134 (b) and (c) This material does not belong with the technical criteria.
In fact it is already covered by Part 60's licensing procedures.

60.134 (e) Who will enforce this? MISA or NRC?

60.134 (f) This is not needed as it is covered by 60.131 (c) (1) and 60.132 (g).

Staff Response to Comment No. 639:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, (160.134 with respect to construc-

tion specifications]. -
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Comment No. 640: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial forum (50)

Item 60.134(a) -.In effect, this paragraph states that the require: ants of
this regulation shall be met. lhis paragraph should be deleted.

Staff Resp onse to Comment Nu. 640:

See Overview, Secticn-by-Section Analysis, {§60.134 with respect to ccnstruc-

tion specifications).

Comment No. 641: C. Walsbke, Atomic 1ndusri'al Forum (50)

Item 60.134.(b) - It'appears inappropriate and unnecessary for the regulations
to require that"construction specificatinns shall facilitate the CL'duct of a
construction management program" that will ensure construction ooes not adversely
affect site suitability and that the facility is constructed as designed.
This paragraph sheould be deleted or restated to clarify the intenL.,

StafT Fesponse to Comment No. 641:

-See Overview. Section-by-Section Analysis, (160.134 with respect tVj construc-

tion speciticat*ons].

Comment No. 642: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60. 134(e)

NRC Proposed Wordinq-

"Control of explosives. If explosives are used, the provisions of 30 CFR 57.6
(explosives) issued by ... shall be me- . o

Recommended Revision:

.Delete7.

Rationale:

This pbragriph is needlesslyredundant to 60.130(b)(10).

- Staff Retpcnse to Cowrent-No. 642: -

See Overview, Section Iy-Section Ana'ysis, [660.1'34 with rcbpecl to constructiont

bpeciflcations].
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Comment No. 643: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forumf (50)

Item 60.134(f) - This paragraph requires all water brought to the surface'be
monitored for radioactive contamination. This is overly restrictive and could
be very expensive. There is no reason to expect that water from areas under-
going excavation will be contaminated since these areas will be separate from
areas where waste is emplaced. There is also little reason to monitor water
from areas containing waste since waste packages will be clean when they are-
transferred to the underground facility and the probability of an undetected
failure of package containment during the construction phase is essentially
zero. This requirement should be carefully reconsidered so as not to impose
unnecessary and expensive restrictions on repository construction.

Staff Response to Comment No. 643:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysfls,-ESSO.134 with respect to construc-

tion specifications]. It should be noted that construction activities may be

carried out concurrently with emplacement operations. In that event, water.-

control activities would bt subject to the design requirements for radiation'

control and monitoring th 're retained in 160.132(c).

Comment No. 644: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.134(f)

NRC Proposed Wording:

"Water control. The construction specifications shall provide that water
encountered in excavations shall-be removed to the surface and controlled in
accordance with design requirements for radiation control and monitoring."

Recommended Revision:

Delete *for radiation control and monitoring,:

Rationale:

Prior to emplacement, there is no public health and safety reason for treating
the water as if it were contaminated.

Staff Response to Comment No. 644:

See Overview. Section-bv-Section Analysis, 1660.134 with respect to construc-

tion specifications]. It should be noted that construction activities may be

carried out concurrently with emplacement operations. In that event, water,

control activities would be subject to th.' design requirements for radiation

control and monitoring that are retained in *60.132(c).
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Comment No. 645: C. Walske. Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Item 60.134(g) - Construction specifications are not the appropriate vehicle
to provide for demonstration of waste handling equipment under operating
conditions. While testing of equipment for waste package emplacement and
retrieval will be required, it will not likely be performed by repository
operating personnel as part of the post construction test program. Therefore,
this requirement is inappropriate in this section of the regulation and should
be deleted or placed in Subpart F - Performance Confirmation.

Staff Response to Comment No. 645:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, [§60.134 with respect to construc-

tion specifications].-:

.THE FOLLOWING CO fENTERS ADDRESSED 60.135:

Comment No. 646:- Sierra Club (66) *

The wastes and the geologic setting, as an integrated system, ire intended to
prevent radionuclides from reaching the environment. However, the NRC, accord-
Ing to legislation which has passed-Congress, will not license all waste forms.
At West Valley, as an example, the DOE will be creating a waste form without
regard for the eventual geologic medium. If any specific waste form is pro-
duced and is later found to be incompatible with a salt repository or other
mvedium, will those solidified wastes not have a permanent home? Will the NRC
Staff perform separate analyses for each type of waste form which mey be placed
in a repository? The proposed rule should deal with the problem oaf waste forms
being created first, before a repository is sited.

Staff Response to Coment No. 646: a

NRC will perform appropriate reviews with respect to each waste form proposed

to be placed in a georogic repository. NRC s evaluation begins at the site

characterization stage to facilitite an assessme.at of compatibility with

candidate media. Section 113(b) of the'Nuclear Waste Policy Act specifically

requires the site characterization plan to Include a description of the waste

form and packaging, Its relationship to the geologic medium, and. the relevant

activities of DOE. A subsequent license application submitted by DOE bust

include a description of the kind, amount and specificiations of the radioac-

tive material proposed to be received and possessed at the geologic repository

operations area. Ste I 60.21(c)(5). Should a license be issued, kRC will
include conditions in the license whichamong other things, restricted the
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physical and chemical form and radioisotopic content of radioactive waste and

restrict the size, shape, and materials and methods of construction of radio-

active waste packaging. See § 60.43(b)(1) and (2). If after license Issuance

DOE should propose to emplace waste -in a form not permitted by the license

conditions, a license amendment would be required. The amendment would be

processed and reviewed in accordance with-the applicable provisions of I 60.45

and 1' CFR 2.105.

Comment No. 647: C. Walske, Atomic Industrial Forum (50)

Para. 60.135 Requirements for the waste-package and its components

Item (a)(1) and (a)(2) are highly redundant. Furthermore, some of the factors
to be considered, as listed in Paragraph (a)(2), are not even applicable to
the site (e.g., hydriding of the host rock is certainly not-a factor to be
considered). It would be more appropriate to combine these two paragraphs
into one entitled something like "Waste package/site interaction effects.'

Staff Response to Comment No. 647:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 560.135(a).

The former-paragraph (a)(2) dealt with effects of the waste package on both

the underground facility and the site. Hydriding, while not applicable to the

host rock, could be applicable to-the underground facility.

Comment No. 648: J. Adam (34)

660.135 Requirements for the waste Package and Its components.

This section should begin with the following statement:

"The following requirements shall aprly to all ELW waste vackages. It also-
applies to all other waste packanes unless it Is clearly shown that the relax-e
ino of one or Fore of these requirements will result in better waste package
performance or a net decrease in environmental impacts."

There may be some wastes for which the application of the requirements of this
section may be impractical or may result in a net increase in environmental
impacts. For example, there may be high activity low-level wastes which have
already been captured and packaged in a manner which does not satisfy the
requirements of this section, but for which the impacts of repackaging the
waste may be greater than the benefits to be gained.
Staff Response to Coubent No. 648:

NRC agrees that these requirements may not be applicable to wastep other than
HLW.. The section has been rewritten to indicate that these requirements apply
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only to HLW and~that the form of other wastes will be reviewed on an individual

basis to determine the appropriate requirements. While NRC has not adopted

the language suggested by the commenter, the-staff believes the changes made

in this section are consistent with the intent of the comment.

Comment No. 649: Div. of Emergency Government, State of Wisconsin (77)

.60.135(a)(1) -- Discussion of radiological interaction of waste with package
and environment should also appear in: general discussion, 60.122(h),
60.132(3)(3), (k-thermal plus radiation loads).

Staff Response to Comment No. 649:

Paragraph 60.135(a)(1) along with the proposed paragraph 60.135(a)(2) are now

combined. They require that the waste package does not affect adversely the site

and the site does hot affect the package adversely, including by radiological

interaction. Since the site will be selected primarily for-isolation charic-

teristics and the man-made components wilLbe engineered to be'compatible with

the site, the waste package section is the appropriate location for this

requirement.

Comment No. 650: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

60.135(b)(2) The requirement to stabilize finely divided waste forms should
*be justified through calculation of doses from hypothetical
accident or release scenarios.

Staff Response to Comment No. 650:

Various standard treatments of radioactive waste lead to finely divided solids

(e.g., calcine powder from calcination of high level liquid wastes and sludges).

Requiring that these be iauobilized or stabilized In a suitable matrix' will

contribute to meeting the performance objectives for both the pre-closure and

postclosure period. First, in the case of accidents during handling, release

of small particles of waste material would be hazardous because they are readily
dispersible and could be difficult to decontaminate. Particles are also, a uch
greater risk since for a size of approximately 10 microns in diameter or smaller

they are readily respirable and once within the lungs they may reside there
indefinitely. Second, following closure of the geologic repository, contact of.-..

the waste form by groundwater would cause a more rapid rate of radionuclide

leaching for small waste particles, when compared to a monolithic waste form.
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This arises from the much larger exposed surface area of powdered material.

Furthermore, consolidation of finely divided waste form is well within the

state of the art of H1W disposal technology.

Comment No. 651: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28).

60.135(c)(1) It is noted that to disallow "expleive or pyrophoric materials
or chemically reactive materials..." could require expensive
processing of transuranic waste.

Staff Response to Comment No. 651:

Consideration of TRU waste has been deleted from the rule. The waste package

requirements now apply only to HLW. Other waste package requirements will be

addressed on an individual'basis when and if they are disposed of in a licensed

.repository.

Comment Ho. 652: P. C. Cahill, U. EPA (68)

The language regarding explosive, pyrophoric, and chemically reactive.aterials
in Section 60.135(c)(1) seems too vague to be enforceable. We suggest that it
be quantified through a "worst case' analysis as was done for free liquids
(Section 60.135(c)(2)].

Staff Response to Comaent No. 652:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 660.135(b).

Coenent No. 653: Institute of Electricil and ERectronics Enrineers (28)

60.135(c)(2) It is not clear why A free liquids would be allowed (or even,
be desirable) in the waste packages since they are not allowed
as part of the waste form (60.135(b)(l)].

Staff Response to Comsent No. 653:

The draft Technical Criteria published with the Advance Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking, May 13, 1980 (45 FR 31393) contained a provision that the waste

package must contain no free liquids.1 Public couent on this provision

pointed out that for spent fuel, which is stored undervater, water in

quantities so small as to be difficult to detect or remove could possibly

remain. If these small amounts have no adverse effect on performance, it

would not be necessary to require expensive procedures for its detection and
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removal. Therefore, the provision was revised in the proposed rule to

prohibit free liquids in an amount that could impair performance, has been

retained in the final rule. We fully expect, however, that certain waste

package designs may contain no free liquids.

THE FOLLOWING CO"MENTERS AWDRESSED 60.140:

Comment No. 654: Union of Concerned Scientists (59)

Safety analysis and performance confirmation

The proposed rule calls upon DOE to be the sole body responsible for the'-
safety analysis preceding a license application and for the program of perform-
ance confirmation which is to be continued until permanent closure. However,
it is admitted by the NRC (Section 60.101) that long-term performance of the
repository is subject to great uncertainty. Additional review of DOE's work
is therefore needed. --

An independent body should be set up to review DOE's safety analysis and
performance confirmation programs. This body should have the power to require
tests and investigations beyond those conducted by ODE. Membership of this
body should include representatives of other federal agencies, relevant state
agencies (those from states affected by repository) and the National Academy
of Sciences. -

Staff Response to Comment No. 654:

NRC Is the independent agency which has been given by Congress, the authority

to review DOE's safety analysis, performance confirmation program, and all

other essential aspects of the DOE repository program In order to ensure that

the public health and safety is protected. NRC has the.authority to require

any necessary-tests-and investigations to provide information for a licensing

review. NRC say consult with other federal and State agencies or other

technical organizations, as appropriate.. As part of its consideration of-a
XDE- license application for HLW disposal, NRC will be performing independent
performance assessments of the geologic repositories selected by DOE so as to

sake an independent evaluation of the uncertainties which arise tn predicting
the performance of the geologic repository.

Coament No. 655: National Association of Counties Research. Inc. (l)

£ 60.140 - Under performance confirmation, a Fore complete monitoring function
should be required, i.e., periodic monitoring, after permanent closure, should
be pert of the process mandated here.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 655:

See Overview, Section 5.6, Long-Tem Post-closure Monitoring.

Coment No. 656: Div. of Emergency Government, State of Wisconsin (77)

60.140(1) -- What combination of these factors will sake a site licensable
or not? If adverse conditions are found during construction,
will the site acceptability decision be reversed? What criteria
will govern such a situation?

Staff.Response to Comment No. 656:

See Overview, Sectibn 2.2, Retrievability.

Coment No. 657: Utility Nuclear Waste Manacement Group (44)

Section 60.140(a) requires a performance confirmation program to 'ascertain'
whether or not certain conditions exist. In some cases, however, It aay be'
Impossible to confirm completely certain conditions. Accordingly-; 6 60.14D(a)
should be modified to reflect that confirmation is required only to a reason-
able extent.

Section 60.140(d)(1) requires that the confirmation program be implemented so
as not to Adversely affect the natural and engineered elements of the reposi-
tory." Almost any confirmation prograx, however, will have some adverse
effects. Accordingly, the regulation should be reworded to require that the
confimation program not adversely affect the natural and engineered elewents
of the repository to a significant degree.

Comment No. 658: C. WaI kke. Atomic Industrial Forum (50).

Item 60.140(a)(2) This Item requires that the performance confirmation program
ascertain that components designed or assumed to operate as barriers after
permanent closure are functioning as intended and anticipated. In many cases,
it will be impossible to ascertain that a barrier is functioning as intended.
For example, how vill one confirm that the tunnel backfill Is functioning as a
barrier if there is little groundwater available? In such a case, one will
have to depend on design, knowledge of material properties, and analysis to
precikt that the backfill will perform its function. Thus, this should be
reworded to allow for flexibility in the methods of performance confirmation.

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 657-and 658:.

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 160.140.
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Comment No. 659: Mississippi Dept of Natural Resources (65)

The proposed technical rule makes no mention of post-closure-monitoring of the
geologic environment or the vicinity-of the waste packages. Such monitoring
may be desirable for years following closure of the repository; it could be
accomplished if provided for prior to closure. In situ monitoring should
continueas long as possible after closure to detect any significant rises in
temperature, deformation of the underground fac-lity,-condition of shaft and
borehole seals, or any release of radioactivity from individual waste pack-
ages or from certain areas of the repository. Monitoring devices could be
emplaced prior to permanent closure and be monitored as long-as they function.
Monitoring would provide down-hole information on the conditions in the reposi-
tory and the condition of the canisters, which would be useful 1in consideration
were being given to re-entering the repository. Paragraph 60.143(d) should be
revised, at least.-to delete the-phrase "as long as possible."

Staff Response to Comment No. 659:

See response to Counent No. 655. . .

Comment No. 660: V. McIntyre (35)

60.142 Many design tests carry things to failure. I doubt that you would want
to do that in the underground facility. The requirement should allow the
flexibility to conduct these tests off site.

Staff Response to Comment No. 660:

It is expected that DOE will, in the course of its development program, carry

out tests of its.designs to failure, and Part 60 does not preclude such

tests. The purpose of the provisions of 6 60.142, is not for research and
development, but to confirm that.the designs that will provide long-term

isolation of the wastes will perform as expected in the repository
environment. Therefore, it is required that-these tests be performed In
situ. Data from in situ testing of these design features will be considered
by the-Coeiassion in deciding whether to allow permanent closure of the
repository. See the discussion of performance confirmation under Overview,

Section 2.2, Retrievability.
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Comment No. 661: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

60.143 The discussion presented here relates to monitoring and testing
of the wastepackages. The environment experienced by the waste
packages should also be monitored: temperature, humidity, radia-
tion levels, presence of various gases, composition of liquids,
etc.

Also,.laboratory studies conducted before and after emplacement
will help in the correlation and validation of the monitoring
data obtained from the repository.

Staff Response to Comment Ho. 661:

Requirements for monitoring the environment experienced by the waste packages

are already incorporated in 160.141.

Comment No. 662: V. McIntyre (35)

60.143 (a) I wonder what kind of program NRC has in mind. Do you plan to dig
up waste packages? This should be explained in the supplementary Information.

A

Staff Response to Comment No. 662:

The specific aspects of a monitoring program are necessarily dependent on site

and design and would be detailed in the license specifications.

Coument No. 663: U.S. DOE (4.) -

10 CFR 60.143(c)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The waste package monitoring program shall include laboratory experiments
which focus on the internal condition of the waste packages. To the extent
prdctical, the environment experienced by the empleced waste packages within
the repository during the waste package monitoring program shall be duplicated
in the laboratory experiments.

Recommended Revision:

Either delete the section or replace the word "shall" with "say", in both
locations.
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Rationale:

We believe that requiring the performance of laboratory experiments in which
field conditions are simulated at the same time that in situ testing is under
way is unnecessary and technically ill-advised. We agree that on a site-
specific or medium-specific basis, ongoing testing in laboratories may be
desirable, but such testing could easily be initiated or continued if deemed
needed at that time. To require such a testing program would unnecessarily
restrict scientific Judgment or engineering flexibility from the confirmatory
program.

Staff Response to Comment No. 663:

The staff declines to make the proposed change. A laboratory testing program

should be undertaken in advance of emplacement so as to enable the application

to be as complete as possible in light of reasonably available information and

to Include, prior to issuance of a license, results of- research programs'.

carried out to confirm the adequacy of designs (5 60.24). -

Comment No 664: H. J. Fisher (39)

I further recommend requiring DOE to collect monitoring data and'analyzing it
for 10 years prior to waste emplacement to be sure.

Staff Response to Comment No. 664:

See response to Coment No. 663.

Coment No. 665: M. J. Fisher (39)

The section on monitoring does not mention long-ter monitoring and assessment
for site conditions. Monitoring should include water and confining rock pres-
sures. Rock compression, tension, and release, moisture content, and release
of gases from the fluid and rock are also necessary. - Most important is moni-
toring to make sure DOE's early data and analyses-are not a function of the
conditions and-the short time under which they were done.

Staff Response to Comment No. 665: -

Section 60.141 addresses monitoring and testing to confirm geotechnical- and

design parameters.
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Comment No. 666: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

Section 60.150(a) defines quality assurance as "all those planned and system-
atic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence.that the repository and
its subsystems or components will perform satisfactorily in service." UNWMG
assumes that "adequate confidence"Ais equivalent to reasonable assurance, and
the rule should be modified to so reflect.

Staff Response to Comment Nos. 666

S 1

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, Subpart G, Quality Assurance.

Comment No. 667: Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group (44)

As in § 60.150(a), reference is made to "adequate confidence"I-n 6§60.153.
with respect to assuring that emplaced wastes will remain isolated from the
accessible environment. As suggested with respect to 6 60.150(a), the content
of 1 60.153 should be modified to indicate that reasonable assurance consti-
tutes "adequate confidence."

Staff Response to Comment No. 667: *

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, Subpart G, Quality Assurance.

Comment No. 668: U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.150(B)

NRC Proposed Wording:

Quality assurance is a multidisciplinary system of management controls which
address safety, reliability, maintainability, performance, and other technical
disciplines.

Recommended Revision:

"Quality assurance includes quality control, which comprises those quality
assurance actions related to the physical characteristics of a material,
structure, component, or system which provide a means to control the quality
of the material, structure, component, or system to predetermined requirements.'

Rationale:

We suggest using the wording above which comes directly from 10 CFR S0,
Appendix B.
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Staff Response to Comment No. 668:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, §60.150.

Comment No. 669: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (28)

60.151 The quality assurance provisions should include an auditable proce-
dure for certifying that each waste package satisfies the require-
ments of Section 60.135.

Staff Response to Comment No. 669:

Details of the quality assurance program need not be spelled out at this time.

What is important now is that the regurftion provide for a program of the scope

set out in 60.150 and 60.152. Note that under 60.135 each HLW package requires

unique identification,.thereby assuring that the recommended procedure could be

implemented for HLW if appropriate. Moreover, the license will include condi-

tions relating to the inspection and testing of waste packages to assure that

they conform to specifications. (See 660.143.)

Comment No. 670: U.S. DOE (48) - _

10 CfR 60.151

NRC Preposed Wordinp:

The quality assurance program applies to all systems, structures, and compo-
nents important to safety and to activities whichvwould prevent or mitigate
events that could cause an undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
These activities include: exploring, site-selecting, designing, fabricating,
purchasing, handling, shipping, storing, cleahing, erecting,-installing,-
*eplacing, inspecting, testing, operating, maintaining, monitoring,.repairing,
modifying, and decommissioning. - -

Recommended Revision:

.The quality assurance program applies to all systems,-structures, and coompo-
nents important to safety and to those activities which would prevent or siti-
gate events that could cause an undue risk to the health and safety of the
public. These activities include: site characterization, facility and equip-
ment construction, facility operation (including performance conf.irmation), -
and decommissioning. Construction comprises all those activities that are
required to build a repository.
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Rationale:

All site characterization activities, not just exploring or site selecting,
should be subject to quality assurance programs.

Suggest lumping all activities into four categories: (1) site characterize-
tion, (2) facility and equipment construction, (3) facility operation (includ-
ing performance confirmation), and (4) decommissioning. This categorization
would seem to be consistent with'the wording in section 60.102[d]. Construc-
tion is an all-inclusive term which comprises equipment, materials, design,
fabrication, examination, testing,.inspection, and all those activities
required to build a facility (Reference: ASME Code Section III, NCA-1100).

Also, suggest deletion of section 60.153 (see comments on section 60.153).

Staff Response to Comment No. 670:

See Overview, Section-by-Section Analysis, 660.151 and 660.153.

Comment No. 671: -U.S. DOE (48)

10 CFR 60.153

NRC Proposed Wording:

The quality assurance program shall include the program of tests, experiments
*and analyses essential to achieving adequate confidence that the emplaced
wastes will remain isolated from the-accessible environment.

Ricomoended Revision:

Delete section 60.153. -

Rationale:

Performance confirmation Is addressed in Subpart F of the propsed regulation
and will be conducted during the repository's operatlonal phase. It would be
more appropriate to -include performance confirmation in section 60.151-as one
of those activities subject to quality assurance. This paragraph Is redundant
and should be deleted.

Staff Response to Comment No. 67-1:

NRC agrees. -This section has been deleted. The requirement is now included-

in Section 60.151.
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Comment No. 672: Missis-ppi Dept. of Natural Resources (65)

Subpart F - Performance Cnnfirmation.

The contents of Subpart F do not specify what agency is to be responsible for
performance confirmation. Some of the monitoring functions should be conducted
by an agency independent of DOE, perhaps.

Staff Response to Comment Np. 672.

The.requirements of 10 CFR 60 must be satisfied by the applicant -for a repository

license-(DOE). Subpart F is included among :.';se requirements. Thus these

performance confirmation functions will be cnaruucted by the applicant or by

others acting on behalf of the applicant. They will be reviewed by and subject

to the approval of NRC.

Comment No. 673: Penberthv Electromelt International (61)

Fire Alarms

The requirement for explosion and fire detection alarm systems is completely
unnecessary if the waste form is glass cast into steel containers. There -
isn't anything in the repository which C.!ild either burn or explode.

Staff Response to Comment No. 673:

The staff believes that there may be other factors than the waste form asso-

crated with the geologic repository operations area that could initi'te fires

or explosions. Therefore, the staff has not deleted the provisions of 60._.O
relating to fire alarm systems as the cowenter-Wuggests.

Comment No. 674: Penberthy Electromelt International (61)

There has been dfscussion of backfilling of a powdery matetial arouses Lhe waste
canisters. This is exactly a wrong move, because powdered materials are insuia-
tors. They wlI prevent the active cooling of .the Iaste and thus possibly
induce devitrification which is adverse to leaching resistance, and they will
set up the temperature conditions which are also adverse to leaching resistance.

Itfe canisters should be open to the surrounding tunnel so that theif heat can
either be removed by ventilation or can be removed by radiation and air convec-
tion to the entire interior surface of the tunnel.

Staff Response to Comment No. 674:

The rule does not require powdery backfill materials around the canisters.
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IOCFR60 Rationale

I. INTRODUCTION

On July 8, 1981i the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) proposed
technical criteria (46 FR 35280) which would'be used in the evaluatioin
of license applications under procedural rules established by the
Cousission for licensing of geological disposal by the U.S. Department
-of Energy (DOE) of high-level radfoactivo waste (HLV)s 46 FR 13971. NRC
received 86 comment letters on these proposed technical criteria. Many
commenters focused their commentary on the proposed numerical
performance objectives, among other things, and identified the issues
rlated to them that are the subject of this rationale. In particular.
the rationale shows how the numerical performance objectives for
individual sub-systems of the geologic repository, as revised in
consideration of the public comment rece1ved, contribute to meeting the
-overall system performance objective, which is whatever generally
applicable environmental standard as may have been established by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and which for purposes of this
analysis is assumed to be the working draft of the EPA standard found in.-
Appendix C of WREG-0806, of which this rationale Is a part.

This chapter briefly delinetes the auhorityof th thre feril
aeqncies mentioned above as involved in disposal of highblavel
radioactive wastes -- NRC, DOE,. nd EPA. Chapter lI describes the nature
of the high-level waste problemi including the inventories, hazards, and
heat generation rates associated with various types of HLW, and how they
change with time. Chapter II briefly discusses the functions whtch a
repository must perform to protect public health and safety in Tight of -
the hazards discussed In Chapter UI, and Capter IV describes both the
engineered ndrgeoelogic features of a repository which oust-be considered
In evaluating those functions. Chapter V contains a discussion of the
uncertainties associated with assessing the performance of the features
of a repository described in Chapter IV. Chapter VI discusses how the
uncertainties discussed in Chapter V afftct the alternatives consideted
in selecting'a regulatory aroach an the ratfonale for the approach
selected. Chapter VII describes an assumed environmental standard for
the allowable releases from a HLW repository an4 a model which both relates
this standard to the numerical criteria for the performance objectives
in the rule and reflects the uncertainties mentioned in Chapter V. Chapter
VII also discusses the results of this model for the routine long term
performance of the repository. Chapter VIII applies the model to two
failure scenarios for tong tear repository performance, and describes the
impact of the numerical criteria on whether the assumed environmental
standard Is met. Chapter IX describes th rationale for requiring the
repository to be designed o that the option to retrieve the wastes Is
preserved. Chapter IX also contains the basis for the numerical value

448.
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1OCFRBO Rationale

selected for the design period during which the retrieval option is to be
preserved.

Three Federal gt neits have major roles in the national program-for
disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. The EPA is responsible for
developi1g' generally applicable onvironmental standard which will serve
s the overall Performance objective for releases from high-level waste

disposal. The NRC will develop and issue regulations which cover all
aspects of highlevel waste disposal, and WhM' -11 10plement te EPA
standard. The NRC will then consider license . lications for HLW disposal
to determine whether the proposal will conform to. the regulation. The DOE
has lead responsibility for formulating national policy for disposal of HI,
and has determi,*d that national policy should focus on disposal of HLM in
mined geologic repositories (Ref. 1-'). Further, DOE is-responsible for
constructing and operating a waste disposal facility in accordance with HRC
regulatiom.

Disposal of high-levl redioactive waste In a manner that will assure safety
for many thousands of years represents a unique problem not pr*viously dealt
with in other NRC or EPA standards. Throughout the rulemaking process
for the tochnical criteria, the NRC staff has considertd several
approaches that bight be applied to this unusual regulatory problem. The
remaindtr of this report provides the bases for the approach selected for.
siting and dtsig9 of the repository to assure effective long-term
isolation of the wastes.

11. NATUE OF THE HIGH-LEVEL WASTE PROBLEM -

In this chapter w describe the types and quantities of high-level
wastes, and their properties, such as radloactivit` and heat generation
rates, that could affect the design and performance of a HUL factlity.
For perspective, we eoare tUe hazard of the ULW, as a function of time,
with the hazard of the natural uranium ore that was mined to make the
fuel that produced the wastes. From these considerations we attem4t to
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it the relevant time periods for isolation of

easte$

-two basic forms: spent fuel discharged from
it is disposed of as a waste), and the residue
Ng spent-fuel for recovery of uraniu andfor

HLW currently *xist in the United States--es A
ie programs and comerciarnuclear power
i quantitets of wastes re projected to be

both programs. The _ount of radioactivity in
n 1OX of that In the comercialwastes which -

&d by the time a repository is constructed and
C discussion is therefore limited to coinercial
uld be recognized that defense wastes will add
crement to the total HLW inventory, and that
t an upper bound with respect to heat
ntrations of radioactivity.

Mtors ot the type currently in use in the U.S.
it. of about 35 metric tons of heavy metal
Irical energy production.. Currently operating

if electrical energy4 in billions of watts,
tinuous operation.
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IOCFR60 Rationale

nuclear power plants have a generating capacity Of *boot 54 GW. d.
additional plants which are planned or under. constrctlOtln tuU !bcr*ast
tht total generating capacity to about 130-150 GCt.

Depending on the rate at which new plants are pla"ct Isa Se*tvm the -cumulative year 2000 inventory of spent fuel is lisilyiQ 1 .I n the
range from about 45.000 to 72 000 KTW*I (Rat. 2V). or iPok tl CepiityW
of a single repository (Ref. 2-2). By the year Z04Q%, I I adSitltona
repositories would be required depending on the grBeth rate fot *ucar
power generation, whether or not the waste Is r*PrOCwssd* %M %he
geologic media selectid for disposal. -

Waste Characteristics

As nuclear fuel s Ifrradiated in a nuclear reactor. tre*$ tes *f
radioactive products are form*d. Fission products bO ,n ta byfissioning uranium and plutonium isotopes and. wItth v fA toeasbWona. arr
characterized by relatively short half-lives and low radiOteaictty.
Actinides are radfonuoclides with atomic numbers greer thM 4, af*n
result. from non-ffssion neutron absorptions in umntist. Th ectinfidois
typically have longer half-lives and higher redlotOZetitis -%%o tb
fission products. WIa)l quantities Qf addition raltowicla ies. called
activation products, are produced by neutron-absorpttin mm tbbi strtural
materials which support and contain the fuel in & rftztvi bh*
activatfon products make only * minor contriburtlo t. th*e Overet -
radiotoxicity of HLW, and will not be discussed ftu"ttr.

* * The sWal current inventorieso coercialty genereted t,~,tio
wastes are insignitficat.
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Figure I presents the radioactivity of pressurized water reactor (PWR)

pnt-fuel as a function of time after removal trom a reactor, while
Figures 2 and 3 present the sae information for the wastes which wo'ld
rsult from reprocessing the spent fuel from the uranium itcycle and
mtxed oxide fuel cycles, respectively.* (Figures 1-3 as well as
subsequent figures and tables in this chapter are all normalized on the
basis of one metric tonne of heavy metal ( 4) initially-cargd to a

vactor.)

;A all thre* fuel cycles, the fission-prduct radioactivity decreases by 5

orders of magnitude during the first thousand years nd then stays

- latively constant until about 100,000 years after-disposal. Much-of

this.chanpe (about 99.9 X or more) occurs within the first few hundred

.~s, primarily becauseoof ddeay of Sr-90, Cs-137 &nd other short-lived

fission products. Some of the shorter-lied Uctinides such as o-Mf also

c*ay significantly during the first few hundred years. -

flogsre. 4, 5 and 6 display the decay heat generation tor spentfuel ad
reprocessing wastes from these s fuel.cycles. In all three fuel Cycles.
the fission product decay heat g*neration rat Gecreasiesby &laost 6 orders

of gngitude during th first 1000 years and stays rsltivetly constant

otr the next 100,000 years. The NiU at which total heat is generated by

the waste decreases less rapidly than the total radioactivity, 'cut at least

- A th* uranium rcycle fuel cycle, It has been assumed that 99.5X of
thw plutonium in spent fuel Is rcovirOd and placed in storage, while
t Mrecovered uranium Is returned to the fuel cycle-. In the mixed oxide
fwel cycle, both plutonium -and urwnium are returned to the fuel cycle.
Reterence 2-3 discusses additional assuptions.
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2OCFR60 Rationale

a 99% reduction in heat generation rate is achieyed within the first few

hundred years for each of the waste types.

The preceding discussion does not addresit the differing radiotoxicities

of the nuclides pres*et in HLW A rough estimate- of the intrinsic hazard

of a radioactive waste material can be obtained by talculating the
*hazard Index" or "untreated dilution index' (UDI) defined by:

UDI I £ 1
I *NPCi

where Qi Is the activity of nuclide I in the waste -and MPC1s -the
concentration limit for the nuclide in effluents as presentedifn 10 CFR
20. This *untreated dilution-index" then represents the quantity of
water (in cubic meters) which would be required ta dilute the-waste -to
meet the effluent concentration limits of Part 20. Figures'h, and 9
present this index as a function of time for spent fuel nd riprocessing
wastes. These figures also incltu, for perspective, the. untreated
dilution Index' for an equivalent amount of unarned uranium ore.

Recent revisions In-the XCRP's recom endations for dbosimetry c6lculations-
(Ref. 2-4) would cause some signifIcent, changs in this heasur*ment of the
reltive hazard of HLV as a function of time. This effect has been noted
recently In the scientific literature by a number of authors (Ref. 2-5.
2-6 and 2-7). Revised curves, based on the more recent ICRP
recomendations (ICRP-30), are displayed in Figures 10, 12 and 12 for
spent fuel and reprocessing wastes. Tht most significant results of the
tCRP revisions arte: -

1) the hazard of some of the fission products (primarily Sr-90) is

red , .ed..
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2) the hazard uf v*ral of the long-lived acttnioes is increased

(especially Ah -241, Am-243 *nd Np-237), and

3) the hazard of Ra-226 is reduced and, as a-result, the hazard of the

original uranium ore is reduced.

The UD1 curves of Figures 7-12 1ndicate that the toxicity decreases

substantially (90X - "9.9) during the first 1000 years for all three
waste types and for both dosimetry approaches considered. The toxicity of

the fission products decreases by more than five orders of iagnitude during

the first 1,000 years and then recains essentially constant for the next

100,000 years. Table-l lTists the nuclides and their inventories which

dominate the UDI curves using the revised ICRP-30 calculational.

procedure. (The NRC has nnt formally adopted ICRP-30, but the procedures

described in it have beefi used here because it is the most current 2CRP

publication on Internal dosimetry available.)

The untreated dilution index' can provide some perspective regarding the

intrinsic toxicity of a radioactive material, but is subject to the

following limitations:

o The UDI does not consider the physical or chemical form of the
radioactive material. Properties such as solubility or
leachability say significantly affect the true hazard to human
health.

o The location of the material and the pathways through which it
could reach humans are not considered.

o There is considerable uncertainty inherent In the dosimetry
parameters upon which the UDI is based, leading to considerable
uncertainty in the Index Itself.

Despite these limitations, the UDI and the comparison with uranium ore

are useful in understanding the magnitude of the hazard associated with

HLW and how this hazard changes with time. in order to gain further



TABLE 1 - Dominant Nuclides* in Spent Fuel

Nucl ide
Curies/
MTHM

UDI (m /
MTHM)

Percent
of Total

UDI

10 Years
5r-90

Am-24.1

*Cs-137

Pu-241

Pu-238

Cm-244

6.OE4E

1.7E3

8.6E4

8.0E4

2.2E3

1.4E3

2.1E:10

1.1IEIO

7.2E9

2.7E9

2.61E9

5.2E8

--43

24

16

6

5

1

s J A ^ w A _ _

Am-241

Pu-240

Pu-239

Np-237

Am-243.

1-129

Tc-99

*4.4E2

3.2E2

1.OEO

1.61E1

3.8E-2

*1.4E11

1.2ED

2.01:

9.1BE-1

-3.8BE-2

1.o0t

1000 Years
6.1E9

7.5E:8

5.4EB8

1.1E:8

6.4c4

4.7E4

100,000 Years
1.4ES

3.4E7

4.JE6

6.4E4

3.3E4

80

10

7
IO

' 19

3

hp-237

Pu-239

Ra-226

1-129

Tc-99

.

Tc-99 and M-1Z9 are included because of their mobility
systeas .

in geohydrologic
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understanding of the potential impacts of disposal of high level wastes,

it is necessary to consider the rate of releases of the radioactive

materials from the location where the wastes are emplaced and the

physical and chemical processes that transport the radioactivity back to

parts of the environment where it can be contacted by humans. These rates

and processes are addressed in detail in the following chapters.

III FUNCTION OF A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY

At present, national policy Is focusing on disposal of KLV in mined

geologic reposituries (Ref. 3-1). The primary function of a mined -

geologic repository Is to isolate the waste so that only small quantities

of the wastes would return to the environment over such long times thit

disposal would not constitute an unreasonable risk to public health and

safety. The principal mechanism by'which radioactive material is

anticipated to be released to the environment from a geologic repository

Is by contamination of groundwater (Ref. 3-2) that contacts the emplaced

waste and transports the radioactive materials from the repos'itory to

locations In the environment where they can be ingested or contacted by

humans. Thus, the assessment of how well a repository performs its

isolation function involves consideration of the time when groundwater

initially contacts the waste, the rates at which groundater can contact

the waste, the quantities and concentrations of radioactive materials

which may be -transported away from the disposal facility, and the i as

of transport of the radionuclides through the Qeologic, hydrologic and

geochemical systems to the accessible environment.

In order to*Wplace the wastes, the repository oust be open for a period

of years during whtich wastes would be received and handled in surface

facilities, transported to the undcrground facility and placed In

disposal locations.. After this period of operation, the repository would
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be sealed and permanently closed. Until the time of permanent closure,

handling of the radioactive miaterials would be carried out so that the

public and workers would be protected from excessive exposure to

radiation. The measures taken to protect the public and workers during

the pre-closure period would be similar'to those taken fcr radiatiqn

protection at other nuclear facilities and are not discussed further.

In light of the hazards of the radioactive materials in the HLW and the

time periods Involved, the measures required to achieve successful

isolation of HLW are unique. As discussed in Chapter I1, there are

substantial uncertainties involved in estimating the toxicity of the

waste material itself, and these uncertainties are compounded by

uncertainties in such factors as the release rate of wastes from a

repository and the pathways by which the wastes might reach the -

environment These uncertainties-will be discussed in more detail in the

following chapters.

IV DESCRIPTION OF A LFOLOGIC REPOSITORY

A mined gteologic repository is a facility which achieves isolation

(limiting the rate of waste release to the accessible environment to

acceptable levels) by means of two major subsystems. These are the

geologic setting-itself, which is s4lected for geologic, hydrologic and

g*ochemical attributes which can contribute to isolation; and the

engineered systea consisting principally of waste packages and materials

used to backfill and seal the underground facility, boreholes and shafts.

The geologic setting nd the engineered systendiffer both in their

contributions to isolation and in the degree of conftdence which can be

placed on predictions of their longrterr.perfor ance. Any mined geologic

repository will contain some combination of these engineered and natural

barriers which together must provide isolation. This Is comnorly called
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the multiple-barrier or the defense-in-depth approach. A major issue the

Commission has had to deal with in promulgating technical criteria for

geologic disposal of H1W is "how do the components of these two

subsystems contribute to isolation and what confidence can be placed on

their relative Lontribut1ons to overall system pe-formance?" To answer

this Question, the staff considered what the respective contributions of

the geologic setting and the engineered system to overall performance

should be so that the Commission can determine that there Is reasonable

assurance that a particular repository can isolate wastes.

ENGINEERED BARRIER SYSTEM

As currently -visioned by DOE in its GEIS on Commercial Waste Management

(Ref. 4-1), wastes placed in a geologic repository will be in solid form

and will be in a container or canister whicn, as a minimum, is needed to

facilitate shipping and handling. Packages can be made of long-lived

corrosion resistant materials, and special low permeability and absorbent

materials can be placed around the canisters and in the underground

facility to contribute to isolation. In fact DOE, in its GEIS, states

that one of the functions of the waste package is to contain the waste

for periods sufficient to allow most of the fission products to decay to

very low levels. This action protects the waste from groundwater contact

until the temperature and radiation levels have decreased to the point

where technically supportable predictions of radionuclide releaze rates

to the host rock'can be made. It is axpected that, at the end of

repository decomissuionirg, the underground facility will have been

backfilled and the boreholes and shafts which connect the underground

facility with the ground surface will have been sealed with low

permeability materials. The combination of waste packages and the

underground facility we have called the engineered barrier sysen. The

engineered barrier systeB can contribute to isolation first by
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controlling the release rate of radioactive materials to the geologic

setting, thereby reducing the contribution which the geologic setting

must make, and second, by providing a source of isolation which is

relatively independent of the geologic setting and which can therefore

mitigate the consequences of unforeseen failure of that sitting.

This control of the source term can be achieved In several ways. First,

the engineered barrier system can be designed of materials that limit the

rate at which groundwater can contact the wastes. Second, the waste form

itself can be comprised of, or encapsulated In, leach resistant

materials. Third, materials which can retard migration once leaching has

occurred can be placed in the underground facility and around the

canisters to further control release of radioactive materials to the,

geologic setting. --

One means by which waste-groundwater contact can be limited is by

containment. In this context, containment means confining the wastes

within a sealed boundary, such as a metal or ceramic container or

canister, to protect the waste form from groundwater and to dslay the

onset of leaching and migration until the containment boundary is

breached. Such a container can protect the waste form from water during

the period when raciation and temperatures are high and release rate

preaictions are difficult. Even after an Initial breach of a canister,

which may only be a small pinhole or crack, the waste package may

continue to contribute substantially to control of release for decades or

centuries by limiting the amount of water which may contact the waste

form.

Use of a long lived package to achieve containment Is a leans., therefore.

to coupensate for, and to an extent avoid, uncertainties In the -

prediction of rates of release and migration of the individual
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radionuclides, particularly during the critical period when the hazard of
the wastes is greatest and the heat generation rates are the highest.
This is important, because, as explained in Chapter V, temperature is one
of the principal factors in calculating what the source term to the
geologic setting-is. During this critical period the uncertainties in
predicting release rates are very great. Even if we did understand the
mechanisms completely, the data scatter Increases with temperature so-that
test programs to gather the data to narrow the uncertainties to reasonable
bounds are very cumbersome (Ref. 4-2).

THE GEOLOGIC SETTING

Following release-of the radioactive materials from the engireerer
barrier system, the geologic setting alone must provide whatever
additional isolation is needed to keep radioactive materials entering the
accessible environment to acceptable levels. The geologic setting can -

provide the needed isolation by two principal means. First, the geologic
setting can exhibit hydrologic conditions which result in low groundwater
velocities and long groundwater travel times to the accessible
environment. Second, the geologic setting can be comprised of materials
that chemically inhibit transport of radionuclides by groundwater by. for
example, ion-exchange or precipitation reactions. The objective is for the
geologic setting, through long groundwater travel times and geochemical.
retardation, to delay the arrival time of radionuclides at the accessible
environment for many thousands of years. During this time additional
radioactive decay will take place, so that only a small fraction of the
material released from the engineered barrier system will enter the
accessible environment, and then only very far In the future.
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V. UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WITH GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WASTES

In the two previous chapters we discussed the function of geologic

disposal of HLW (Chapter III) and gave a brief description of current

concepts for a geologic repository (Chapter IV). Assessments of the

long-term performance of such a HLW repository require the use of

quantitative models, and substantial uncertainties are associated with

both the models themselves and with the input data necessary for their

use. In this chapter we discuss the uncertainties associated with

long-term performance assessments, the effects of those uncertainties on

the confidence that can be placed in such assessments, and the means by

which these uncertainties may be reduced or compensated for.

In Section 1 of this chapter, we begin by reviewing tte functions of

engineered barriers for isolating HLW, noting specific processes which

control or determine these functions. For each process, we cite 1) the

properties important in the process, 2) the methods available to measure

those properties, 3) ways to determine whether the function is chieved,

and 4) the uncertainties associated with those determinations. In

Section 2, we treat the key elements of the geologic setting in a similar

manner. Finally, we discuss the implications of the uncertainties with

respect to confidence ttat the wastes will continue to remain isolated

long into the future.

The specific processes discussed are chosen to follow current concepts of

a geologic repository. A canister containing a leach-resifstant-wUste

form is emplaced wtthin a backfilled underground facility. Hence. in

Section I we discuss the engineering by focusing upon the containment

properties of a canister, leach properties of waste forms, and

sorption/chemical/machanical properties of backfill. The processes
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discussed (corrosion, leaching, etc.) would be relevant to any

engineering scheme which might be proposed to control release of

radionuclides to the geologic setting. Similarly, groundwater flow,

geochemical retardation, and the general suitAbility of a location to

host a geologic repository are discussed in Section 2.

1. Uncertainties In the control of radionuclide release to the geologic

setting through engineering.

If an engineered barrier system Is used to control the release of.

radionuclides to the geologic setting by methods such as containing the

wastes for some period or controlling the rate at which the nuclides are

released, then there must be some level of confidence that the materials

will perform as planned. This section discusses those processes which

determine how engineered materials will behave and affect containment o*r

release of radionuclides, methods for determining and projecting the-

performance of engineered materials and the uncertainties associated "ith

projecting barrier performance.

To assess the performance of barrier materials It Is necessary to

understand the environment which they exper1-ence, as altered by the

effects of these materials on that environment. The central feature bf

the environment will be groundwater, whose naturally occurring properties

such as chemistry and temperature will be altered by-thermal and

radiation effects of the waste, as well as'by chemical Interactions with

the barrier materials. The complexity of these interactions will result

in an uncertainty In the understanding of the environMent.experienced by

the barrier materials which will contribute to the uncertainties in the

prediction of their performance.
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a). Leach-resistant waste forms

(1) Properties

Leach-resittant waste forms can cohtrol releases of radionuclides to the

geologic setting in two ways. First. the rate at which nuclides are

released can be reduced, reducing nuclide concentrations in groundwater.

Second, retention of radionuclides in the'waste form allows time for

decay, reducing the total quantity of radioactivity ultimately released

to the geologic setting.

Leaching will depend on parameters associated with the ground (Qr

repository) water contacting the waste form, such as composition, pH and

Eh; parameters pertinent to the waste form itself, such as surface arta

and structure; and parameters which affect properties of both the water

and the waste form, such as temperature and radiation. (Ref. 5-1l 5-2 and

5-3).

(ii) Determination of leach rate

Leaching of a waste- form by groundwater is a very complex process. There

is as yet no rigorous, well determined rate expression available to

describe the leaching of a waste foim and its dependence on all the

physical, chemical and geometric properties that are known to affect It.

Moreover, much of the data available indicate a -complex interplay between

leach rates and parameters such as pH, Ith flow rates, leachant chemistry

and how these parameters may change with temperature. As a result -the

models presently available to estimate the-rate of leaching generally

reflect eMpirical correlations rather than theoretical principles.

Experimental measurements can be concucted under conditions intended to

represent the expected leaching environment (Ref. 5-4 and 5-5).
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;

- I

i

Controlled perturbations Of leach rate experiments may lead tos broader

understnding of fundamental leach rate phenomena (e.g , the iifuence of

tetpergture and pH on leaching) and, in principle, can aid in X

development of and improve the validity of the models. However._in all

cases, pr*Qictions of long term performance will be based on tW rnsults

of tests anf analyses of those results. From such analyses, itis known

that certain parameters such as temperature and. radiation altertht

eaSured l*ch rates significantly (Ref. 5-6 and S-7). As the t"erature

increases the mechanism of leaching may change, the nabure of t-

leaching *0ium may change, and- the ability to precisely and r~oducibly

determine the leach rate may be hampered. Radiation will alter

* characteristics of the leaching medium, such as, its pH (Ref. S*8), and

thus will alter measured leach rates. The combined effects of itreased

- teMneraturt and radiation can potentially Increase the uncertaitates in

the leach Performance of the waste form to a point where they NW not

easily be quantifiable.

Further, there will always remain the Question as to whether tt*

conditions by which leach rates are determined in the laborato are the.

sae -as those Wch will be encountered by the waste form In thw.

rOpositorY. Uncertainties In measurement? of current hydrologic

charact~erittct *.g., flow rates) and, particularly, in predictions Of

future hydrologic conditions (Ref. 5-9), place limits on the reliability of

long-term leaching4 xtrapolations.

(III) .llications-

Several conCitlons oust be mot If a leach resistant waste form IS to
erve as a kajor barrier to waste release:

4764.
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1) The influence of significant paraettrs (e.g., temperature,
groundwater Chemistry) Dust be thoroLghly investigated. An
understanding of the Influence Of these Parameters Pay require that
the waste fork be contained to prevent the initiation of leaching
until ttoeprature and radiation levels art low enough that a gr*ater
degree of confidence can be placed on the long tore leach behavior.

2) Predictions at the repository envitonment far into the future most
be bounded, including changes in tie thvironment between closure and
resaturation of the underground facility. Such predictions ined not
be precise, but the bounds must lit within the range of conditions
for which the waste form has been *iriaentally tested.

3) Manufacturing quality control must be adequate to assure that the
properties Of Oproduction line" waste forms do not deviate
significantly froe the properties of the waste flrts evaluated In
the laboratory.

If these conditions re a et, leach rates may be extrapolated with less
uncertainty. rurthermor.e long-ters leach rates can probably bo
predicted With *ore confidence than can lear-ter, leach rates because of
the elevated teperaturt conditions shortly Ofter waste, emlacement. A
low leach rate waste foa can therefore Serve as a high performance
engineered barrier over the long-ter after -herwal and radiation effects
have decreasea. The level of confidence would probably be lower in the
short-term (hundreds of years) When elevated teaerstures- end radiation
My cOuse extrem rtpository conditions.

The waste fors testing, groundwater peisuremnt *nd mnufacturing quality
control conditions discussed above seem reasonable In light of the degree
of confidnce wtdch could be placed on a lowlct rate wast form as an
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engineered barrier. A numerical limit for the leach rate to be achieved

by such a waste form will be discussed in a later chapter.

(b) Canister

(1) Properties

The use of a canister to contain the wastes can overcome some of the

difficulties with predicting leach rate and radionuclide sorption (to be

discussed in section (c)) at the elevated temperatures and radiation

levels li-kely to be presert during the first few centuries following

closure. Contairnent can delay the onset of the leaching process until

temperatures have fallen to a level where the leach rate is predictable -

with a higher degree of confidence.

The mechanism of :ontainment functions nut so such to keep wastes within

a specified volume (e.g., the canister)' but to keep the groundwater from

contacting the waste-fore until temperature and radiation levels are

within the range where laboratory data can be relied on to predict long

term performance with reasonable assurance. Hence, the process of

copncern is deterioration of the canister. Some of the physical and

chemical parameters which determine corrosion rates are the same as those

which determine leach rates. Principal among these are groundwater

chemistry (Eh, pH and chemical composition), temperature and radiation

(Ref. 5-10).

(ii) Determination of expected containment time

Actual containment time can not be observed directly because of the long

periods involved. Rather, the expected containment time must be inferred

from extrapolation of experiments, noting both the modes and rates of
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deterioration and failure. Typically, specimens of the material 
to be

used, including weldments, will be subjected to conditions simulating 
the

groundwater and, possibly, the radiation environment-expected to be

present.

(11t) Implications

The principal advantage of containment is that it permits the system to

be simplified by separating the waste from the groundwater until such

time as temperature and radiation effects decrease to where laboratory

tests can better simulate repository conditions. 
-

Container degradation or failure can be experimentally measered over 
a

wide range of anticipated repository conditions (e.g., typical

repository water chemistries, temperatures and radiation fields). 
As

with leaching frome waste form, corrosion of a metallic barrier 
is a

complex kinetic process which may be difficult to predict. At higher

temperatures, new mechanisms May arise and the uncertainties in the data

may increase. However, failure rates for some processes, or the

conditions under which a specific process can cause failure, may be

investigated. Failure rates under the ringf of conditions expected in

the repository can be estimated and their accompanying uncertainties

bounded. These can then be used to assess the performance of canister

materials and to bound the confidence in that assessment.

The conditions previously discussed for leach rate predIctions

(predictions of groundwater conditions, testing that bounds these

conditions, and manufacturing quality control) also apply to containment

time predictions, If these conditions are met, containment times may be

extrapolated with confidence. A numerical limit for the conteinment time

to be achieved will be discussed in a later chapter.
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(c) Backfill

(1) Properties

Backfill materials can serve a number of purposes. They can retard

migration from the underground facility of radionuclides leached from the

waste form, can condition groundwater within the underground facility.

both to slow corrosion of canisters and to lower leach rates, and can

physically limit the rate of groundwater contact with a canister or waste

form (Ref. 5-il). The chemical, thermal, and mechanical (physical)

properties of the backfill and its interaction with the groundwater

determine its performance. Vhen. groundwater interacts with a canister or

a waste form, the chemical composition of the resultant solutions must be.

considered if backfill is used to retard radionuclide migration, limit

leach rates or reduce solubility limits. Further, for backfillto be a

useful agent for conditioning groundwater or retarding radionuclide

movement it must contact the groundwater effectively. That is, the

backfill must be eMplaced in such a way that there are no extensive voids

or channels that would permit the groundwater to bypass the backfill

materials, In addition, the backffill must be able to perform its

function in the changing thermal,. chemical, and radiation environment of

the repository.

(ii) Determination of backfill performance

Standard engineering tests for-compaction, permeability, homogeneity, ond

gradation can be performed on backfill mplaced within an underground

facility to assure the proper mechanical properties for Its intended

function. Groundwater conditioning and radionuclide retardation

properties can be determined by laboratory tests which focus on. the

chemical properties of the backfill. Backfill materials can be tested in -
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the laboratory and in-situ to determine their behavior in the repository

environment (Ref. 5-11 and 5-12).

(III) Implications

The functions of a backfill material can be considered to be of two basie

types:

(1) An adjunct to other barriers. A backfill can Condition groundwater -

to increase containment times and reduce leach rates, and can
limit the rate of groundwater contact with a canister or waste form.

(2) A barrier in its own right. A-backfill can retard movement of

nuclides away from their location of euplaceent.

The uncertainty in the performance of a backfi-ll material probably cannot

be quantified very precisely. Rather, the backfill serves largely to

reduce the-uncertainty In the performance of the other barriers. (For

example, by controlling the pH of the groundwiter, uncertainty in the

corrosion rate of a canister may be reduced.) The backfill can,

nevertheless, serve an important function In overall repository

perforiance, and can be instrumental in predicting the performance of the

other engineered barriers.

2. Uncertainties with respect to transport of radionuclides through the

geologic setting.

Regardless of the extant to which engineering Is used to contain wastes

or control the release of radionuclides, the geologic setting determines

the environment In which the engineering oust perform its intended

function. Hence, the geologic setting must be characterized
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and understood at. least with respect.to the design parameters of the.'-

engineering. Moreover, to the extent that the geologic setting is used

to isolat% the wastes from the accessible environment, or that it is.

relied upon to mitigate the consequences of premature or unanticipated

failure of the engineering, it must be charicterized and understood wi.h

respect to it. ability to control'the movement of radionuclides U4,~7

accessible .en~vironment. In this section we' discussjthepjrameters b&Vrh

describe the processes anfi characteristics-of the geologic setting flant

to the functions described above.

(a) Groundwater Hydrolog '

(I) Properti-es

The groundwater is the likely means by which radionuclides-wouid-be '

transportedj=om a geologic repository-to the accessibie-environmenV'.

Hence a long-groundwater flow time retween the underground faciIity IlTgT"

the accessible environment is a h-ighly favorable condition for waste

1solation. Further, our confidence in-the.abi-lity-of-a--geologic

repository to-isolate wastes is directly dependent-upon an understanding

of the groundwater flow between the repository'and the accessible -

environment. -rThe characteristics by-which we describe the grounowateri

flow through porous media typically are those by which any fluid system-

is described: hydraulic gradient, porosity, permeability, temeraturA -

density, viscosity, and the geometry of the system. For flow in fractured

media, an effective porosity and an effective permeability can be developed

based on average fracture size and length and the porosity and permeability

of the unfractured rock. (The chemical properties of the groundwater also

are important to the.Cesign of the engineering used to contribute'to the--

Isolation of the wastes. The measurements of the Chemical properties
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relevant to engineering, and their associated uncertainties were

discussed in the previous section.)

(II) Determination of groundwater flow

The hydraulic prope'ties of the groundwater system particularly important

to isolation of radioactive wastes are related to groundwater flow (rate,

quantity, direction, and, in the saturated zone, time for resaturation of

the underground facility). Groundwater flow can be measured directly for

simple aquifers with rapid groundwater flow. However, the underground

facility is likely to be constructed in an aquitard or aquiclude, nearby

groundwaters are likely to be very slow flowing, and flow paths may be

complex and fractured. Such slow flow or complex heterogeneous conditions

-ake direct measurement of groundwater flow difficult. Fluid systems models

that incorporate the properties described in the preceding section can be

used in place of direct measurement to estimate groundwater flow. Such

models have been developed, but have not been validated, for estimating

groundwater flow in the slow-flow conditions expected in the stratum in

which an underground facility would be constructed. Moreover

fracture-flow will likely be of importance In many host rocks, but the

development of fracture-flow models- is in Its Infancy and the utility-of

these models for predictive purposes has not yet been demonstrated (Ref.

5-13 through 5-16).-

Groundwater dating is an alternative to direct measurement for estimating

groundwater flow, and does not require measurement of all the properties

which determine groundwater flow. Hence, groundwater dating can provide

a semi-Independent check on groundwater flow estimates (Ref. 5-17).

Groundwater dating Involves uncertainties which are potentially

important, however. Among-thest are uncertainties In Initial isotope

ratios, chemical or physical processes which could -lter Isotope ratios
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or concentrations along the flow-path, and mixing with groundwsL.;rs from

other sources between measurement locations. At present, groutawater

dating techniques applicable to waste reposito'ries are mostly in the

early stages of development, except for methods using C-14 (Ref. 5-18).

(iii) Implications _

Some of the uncertainties associated with estimates of groundwater flow -

for repository performance can be assessed quantitatively by means of

parameter sensitivity analyses and statistical sampling techniques (Ref.

5-19, 5-20 and 5-21). However, the utility of uncertainties estimated in

this way is limited with regard to actual flow at a repository site for

several reasons. Validation is lacking for flow estimates under

slow-flow and fracture-flow conditions. Also, the models used to make

the estimates may not properly account for (1) the diverse and

heterogeneous geologic environments which are likely to be encountered

over the distance of groundwater travel from the underground facility to

the accessible environment, and (2) the effects of-natural geologic

processes, as well as the thermomechanical perturbations Caused by the.

wastes themselves, which way significantly alter groundwater flow patterns

over the time period required for waste Isolation.

(b) Geochemistry

(1) Properties

Favorable geochemistry would tend to retard the movemebt of radionuclides

with the groundwater. The movement of radionuclides typically is-

described by the groundwater flow rate and the empirical retardation

factor. The latter Is a shorthand for the complex geochemical processes

which affect radionuclide transport in groundwater. The retardation
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factor is described in terms of characteristics of the geologic medium

(e.g., bulk density and porosity for porous-medium flow) and the

radionuclide distribution coefficient, Kd, which accounts for the

chemical interactions among a radionuclide, the constituents of the

groundwater, and the host rock/aquifer of concern.

* Solubility limits may also be important, particularly for the actinide

elements. If the rate of groundwater-contact with a waste form Is very

low (e.g., because of favorable backfill material properties), or if the

solubility limit of an element is very low, the apparent "leach rate" of

a waste form will be reduced independent of the inherent leaching

characteristics of that material. Solubility limits are dependent

primarily on the groundwater chemistry (for a given element). .Thus, a

combination of a favorable groundwater chemistry-and a&low rate of

groundwater contact with a waste form (e.g., good backfill properties)

could substantially reduce nuclide dissolution rates from a waste form.

(ii) Determination of geochemistry conditions

The relevant processes which must be measured or Inferred to predict

geochemical retardation of radionuclides Include, among others,

precipitation/dissolution (controlled by solubility), the chemical forms

of nuclides In solution, sorption/desorption..interections, and collold

transport and ultraftiltration. Generally, the limiting geochemical

processes are chemical comrlexing (which determines species present In the

groundwater), and precipitation and sorption/desorption (which affect the

amounts of radionuclides dissolved in groundwater).

Laboratory tests can be used to estimate maximum solubilities, and field

measurements can be made to verify laboratory measurements. Similarly,
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laboratory measurements can be used to determine sorption/desorption

properties. However, the relevance of laboratory.-measurements to actual

field conditions is only beginning to be investigated.

Theoretical geochemical models have recently been developed to

investigate element speciatlon in realistic geochemical environments.

(Ref. 5-22 and 5-23). However, the requisite field data and.

thermodynamic data, particularly for transuranic elements, are difficult

to obtain. Most of the available thermodynamic data are at a temperature

of 250C and standard atmospheric pressure (Ret. 5-24) and need to be

adjusted to expected repository conditions. Experiments at elevated

temperatures are being conducted (Ref. 5-25). In addition, the models

involve important assumptions, such as that of chemical equilibrium,

which may be unrealistic if the spatial variation in geochemical

properties of the geologic setting is severe. Finally, theoretical

models do not yet incoporate kinetic effects in the predictions of

element speciation, nor do they relate speciation to predictions of

retardation in groundO.ater transport. Theoretical geochemical models

alone cannot provide an adequate substitute for empirical data from

experiments approximating anticipated repository conditions, especially

for elements such as Pu, Np, U, and Tc, whose mobility characteristics

depend strongly on geochemistry (Ref. 5-26). All three approaches:

experimental solubility and sorption measurements, field migration

studies, and theoretical calculations are necessary to provide and

understanding of radionuclide migration.

-(III) Implications

A large body of experimental data on solubilities and Kd's has been
obtained for many of the Important radionuclides in HNL (Ref. 5-27 and
5-28). However. serious Questions have been raised about the relevence
of Kd's to observed retarcation effects, And about the ability to measure
and to predict the in situ conditions which must be known to reduce the
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uncertainties associated with both solubilities and Kd s to tractable
levels (Ref. 5-29). Nonetheless, estimates of solubilities and Kd's and-the-uncertainties associated with them have been made for the geologic mediaof interest to the national program (Ref. 5-30) and are used in ther--calculations appearing In Chapters VI! and VIII.of this document.

(c) Geologic Environment

(I) Properties

The characteristics customarily used to describe the geologic environmentrelate to its mechanical and thermal properties. its mineralogy, and itsgeologic structure. The processes which affect these characteristics
include climatic changes, surface erosion/deptsition. diagenesis, andtectonic processes such as uplift. subsidence, folding, and faulting.

(ii) Characterization of the geologic environment

Geologic characteristics, i.e., both the-present thermal, mechanical,
chemical, etc., properties of S given location and the geologic processes
anticipated to be operating there now and in the future, are essentialnot only for uncerntanding factors relevant to transport of wastes bygroundwater, but also for confidence in the performance of any
engineering over the long term. Not only must conditions in the presentbe favorable for wast4 isolation, but also there must be some assurance
that the processes expected in the future at the location will have no
significant adverse effect. That is, the processes and events which
occur at this location either 1) leave the relevant characteristics
unchanged. or 2) change them in a way that allows confident predictions
cf no adverse cOnseQuence to the Isolation of the wastes. Measurements
can be made of the mechanical and thermal properties, mineralogy, and
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structure of a particular locati0n, although complexity of a location and

spatial inhomogeneity add to the difficulty of interpreting the results

of such measurements. Inferences are made from the geologic record

as to the likelihood of continued or renewed activity of geologic processes.

t ti1)' fImp l i cations.*

Uncertainties in our understanding of the present state of a geologic

environment result from the potentially complex spatial variations in

pressure, structure, and mineralogy. In order to reduce uncertainties,

field measurements should employ sample sizes and spacings of

sampling locations which match the scale of important inhomogenei.tlesait:.

the location. Some uncertainties are quantifiable. e.g., those-

associated with the extrapolations and interpolations based on field data

which are numerical ;.nd, thus, are subject to statistical analyses (Ref.

5-31). The magnitude and significance of these uncertainties are site

specific.

The predictions as to which geologic processes are.likely to be active

into the future and which events are likely to occur are based primarily

on interpretations and temporal extrapolations of the geologic record.

Significant uncertainties say result from the incompleteness or possible:

misinterpretation of the geologic record. Predictions based on the

geolQgic record are Inherently judgmental, particularly for discrete

events at sbecific locations. Nonetheless, the geologic record can be

used to estimate bounds for the future effects of anticipated geologic

processes and events.. At locations which have exhibited little change

since the beginning of the Quaternary, the uncertainties in predicting

the effect of. geologic processes on repository performance are likely to

be unimportant for time periods of about 10 years or less, but may
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become significant for longer times (Ref. 5-32). However, there is

always a residual uncertainty as to whether a process or event might

occur which is not expected or considered likely on the basis of the

geologic record and which will cause the engineering to fail.

Thermal and mechanical perturbations of the natural geologic environment

caused by development and operation of a repository and emplacement. of

wastes also need to be taken into account in determining the suitability

of a location for waste disposal (Ref. 5-33). For about the first. 10

years, when the decay beat generated in the waste is most important (see

Fig. 4-6), it is likely that the thermal perturbations will have import-ant

effects in the rock in close proximity to the underground facility. In

principle, uncertainties associated with predicting the post-clfsure

effects of thermal and mechanical perturbations (e.g., in salt) are

quantifiable on the oasis of field tests. Testing is difficult, however,

both because of the long time period over which the decay heat is

significant and because the physical size and layout of a test facility

should simulate expected repository conditions.

3. Assessment of performance over long periods of time

In the previous sections we discussed the properties by which engineered

and geologic systems could contribute to isolation of radioactive wastes.

We also discussed the kinds of measurements and experiments needed to

conclude that those systems would perform the var1Qus functions that

might be attributed to them. Finally, we discussed the uncertainties

associated with those measurements and experiments and touched upon the

tmplications of those uncertainties with respect to confidence in the

isolation of high-level radioactive wastes.
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From the preceding discussions of this chapter it is seen that, of the

uncertainties which affect confidence in geologic disposal of HLW, the

most easily accormodated'is'measurement uncertainty. There are, of

course, practical limitations to.the accuracy and precision of

measurements of the relevant properties, especially field measurements

of the geologic setting In which a repository might be located. Yet,

measurement uncertainty is quantifiable and amenable to statistical

analyses. Not only the values of properties deemed relevant can be

known, but also some quantitative statement can be made as to how well

those values are known.

Mathematical models must figure prominently in any assessment of

long-term performance of a HLW repository since there will be no

opportunity to observe actual repository performance prior to licensing.

The reliability of the predictions of these models is limited by the

reliability of the input data to these models and by the reliability of

the models themselves. The geologic sciences are far from being

precisely predictive anc, as a result, the models and most of the

geological data upon which they rely are subject to sizeable
uncertainties. These uncertainties could make repository licensing

problematical for the Coimission unless adequate compensating measures

are employed. Engineered barriers can, as the preceeding paragraphs

indicate, substantially reduce and compensate for these uncertainties.

Some engineered barriers, e.g., waste 'orms, can reduce uncertainties by

reducing the source tar which the geologic-environment must control.

Other engineered barriers, such as canisters, can reduce uncertainties by

preventing contact between the waste form and the groundwater until the

temperature and radiation levels are low enough that the mechanisms

controlling radionuclide releases to the geologic setting are understood

and the data scatter In measuring and oredicting these releases Is

reduced to tractable levels. Additional engineered barriers, such as
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backfill materials, can compensate for uncertainties in ways which may be

largely qualitative, but which will nevertheless lend confidence to a

decision on overall repository performance.

In a complementary manner, the geole"4c setting will compensate for

uncertainties in the performance of t engineered barrier system. A

minimum groundwater travel time can ovide quantifiable compensation for
premature failure of or excessive early releases from the waste package

and underground facility. Siting criteria addressing resources can

reduce the likilhood of inadvertant intrusion into the engineered

barriers system. Overall, this element of redundancy of barriers is

expected to play a significant role 1nmany Coumission decision to license

a HLW repository.

The specific contributions which individual barriers can make to overall

repository performance and to reductions in uncertainty, are discussed in-
more detail in subsequent chapters.

VI. IMPACT OF UNCERTAINTIES ON REGULATIONS FOR GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF-HLW

1. Regulatory policy

'It we examine the Implications of uncertainties (discussed in
Chapter V) associated with determining whether the engineered and natural

barrier systems will function as desired as components of a geologic
repository, we see that none is free from the uncertainties discussed

above. Further, no matter how good the design or how excellent the site,
and no matter how precise and accurate the measurements and observations
of the components of the repository, the best that can be knoun Is the

stati of the repository at the time the Comfssion must decide whether to

allow closure, The *tat& of the repository beyond that decision point Is
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an inference. While it is conceivable that the DOE could develop a

design that does not require anything of the geology other than to

provide a location, or could choose a site so good that no engineered

barriers would be needed, there will be no opportunity to see the

engineering or the site work under all the anticipated conditions, or to

observe whether the, actual conditions are those for which the engineering

is designed or the site selected. Further, there is always the

uncertainty as to whether processes and events not anticipated in the

design or not expected to occur at the site will indeed occur, and fail

the repository.

Faced with this same type of uncertainty for other licensing-decisions in

the past, although not to the same degree, the Comilssion has applied a

policy of multiple protective systems. This ts comconly known as the

defense-in-depth approach. In the case of geologic disposal of HLWI this

policy would be realized as a requirement that the site and the

engineering share in the task of Isolating the wastes. Moreover, no one

who has been involved in the formulation of national policy for tha

disposal of HLW, including the DOE, the USGS, the EPA. and the

Interagency Review Group on the management of radioactive wastes has

sugqested exclusive reliance on either geology or engineering for

isolation of NLW. The reasoning behind the implementation of the

Commission's policy and Its advantages for licensing geologic disposal of

HLW are discussed below.

First, requiring both engineering and geology to contribute t4 isolation

can be used to limit the consequences of-an unainticipated process or

ewent, which could Cause failure of one barrier to properly~perform its

isolation function. Since the Comiission will need to aake-a Judgeent

as to whether it has reasonable assurince that the public health and

safety suffers no unreasonalle risk from permitting disposal of HLW
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within a repository in the absence of any experience and proof-testing,

the knowledge that mechanisms are in place which limit the consequences

of partial failure will add to confidence in that Judgement, despite the

knowledge that unanticipated processes and events could occur. Further,

since some of the functions of the engineering and the site operate by

different mechanisms (e.g., groundwater flow and canister corrosion), -

requiring OOE to use both In a repository provides multiplicity in the

methods by which safety is provided. Although one can never be sure that

all eventualities have been addressed, viewing possible failure

modes/mechanisms from more than one perspective adds confidence that

nothing major has been ovelooked.

Finally, although isolation of wastes-through engineering or geology

involves many of the same properties, and indeed In some instances

involves similar processes (e.g., both containment of wastes by a waste

package and retardation of radionuclides by the geochemistry of the

geologic setting could rely on sorption of radionuclides suspended In

groundwater), the major contributors to uncertainty for each arise from

different considerations. For example, poor correspondence between

laboratory and field measurements has resulted in considerable

uncertainty associated with retardation factors for the geologic setting.

In the case of material incorporated in the waste package to retard
radionuclides, however, retardation fectors can be measured with relatively

little uncertainty. Hence, to the extent, and over the times, that we

can rely on waste packages to contain racionuclides. the uncertainties

associated with retardation by the geology are-less important. On the

other hand, as time progresses our confidence in the waste package's
continued performance diminishes. The long history of-geologic

conditions provided by the geologic record permits more confident

evaluition of the ability of the location to maintain some level pf

retardation of radionuclides into the future. hence confidence in the
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geologic record compensates for the uncertainty in the survivability

of engineering, while confidence in containment for an initial period

compensates for uncertainty in geochemical retardation.

2. Numerical requirements

Numerical specification of the contribution to isolation to be made by
the site and by the engineering should be consistent with both the
standard to be met (the generally applicable standard for radiation in
the environment from the disposal of HLW), and whatever the Comisston
regards as an appropriate level of risk from'unanticipated processes and
events.

Although no MLW standard exists at present, the Commission can proceed to
specify numerical performance objectives by assuming a standard based
upon a reasonable expectation of what an HLW standard might be. Several
comments on the proposed rule referred to Draft 19 of the EPA standard,
which has been under development for some time. We have therefore chosen
this draft as the basis for an assumed standard*, and in Chacter VII we
consider numerical requirements for containment, controlled release, and
groundwater flow time which, If met, will contribute to meeting it.

3. Additional considerations

Use of an assumed HLW standard provides a basis for specifying

numerically, at this time. performance of individual barriers (e.g.,

containment) under anticipated processes and events. However, when a HLW

standard is promulgated, the Commission should have the discretion to

review and change as needed the numerical valueu specified for those

barriers in light of that standard. Among the factors-the Coinssion

might take into account in exercising this discretion are the age and

* On December 29, 1982 the EPA published a Proposed-HLW Standard which

is somewhat different from Draft 19. An analysis of the-impact of the

differences between the two versions appears In Appendix A to this

Rationale.
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nature of the wastes, characteristics of the geologic setting, and

particular sources of uncertainty in predicting the performance of the

engineered barrier system or the geologic setting. Finally, in

specifying performance numerically at this time, we have not foreclosed

the possibility that considerations related to unanticipated processes

and events could form a basis for changing the specification, for

reQuiring acdit1onal specifications, or-both.

VII IMPACT OF NUMERICAL REQUIREMENTS ON ROUTINE RELEASES

As stated In Chapter VI. Draft 19 of the EPA standard, referenced by a

number of comments on the proposed rule, has been employed to show the

relationship between overall system performance and the numerical

requirements on the engineered barrier system and the geologic setting.

We expect EPA to publish soon a proposed standard for public comment -

similar to this draft. This chapter contains an assessment of the

contributions to overall performance under anticipated processes and

events. An assessment of the mitigation of unanticipated processes and

events appears in Chapter VIII. The worKing draft of the assumed

standard fixes a number of parameters against which the overall

performance of a repository will be evaluated, including & location at

which performance is to be measured (the boundary of the accessible

environment), a measure of performance (cumulative releases of specific

radionuclides measured In curies), and an interval during which

performance Is to be measured (10,000 years). In the draft Supplementary

Information accomoanying the working draft, the EPA also notes its

Judgment that regulation of releases for a 10,000 year interval will

protect public health and safety beyond. 10,000 years. Specific limits

for releases for rtasonatly. foressable (anticipated) processes and

events appear in Table 2, and were *pplied here 1n accordance with the

footnote to that table.
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For purposes of our assessment, consistent with the assumed standard, the

accessible environment is assumed to be all areas on the land surface

regardless of distance from the repository and to include all' subsurface

locations beyond a vertical surface one mile away from the location of

the emplaced wastes. These boundaries appear in Figure 13. (A more -recent

working draft of the standard allows a distance of-up to 1 km rather

than 1 mile. This change does not significantly affect the results of the

present study, however, since only the groundwater travel time explicitly

appears). For an actual repository the distance-from the wastes to the

vertical boundary of the accessible environment is expected to be site

specific but not to exceed 10 km.

Routine Release Scenario: The Undisturbed Repository

The NRC staff identified a scenario for the purposeof showing the effect

of numerical requirements for the engineered barrier system and the

geologic setting on the performance of a geologic repository which is

operating normally. A diagram of this scenario appears In Figure 13.

It is anticipated that if radionuclides are released from an undisturbed

repository to the accessible environment, this release will-take place by

failure of the container surrounding the wastes, dissolution-of the

wastes by groundwater, and migration of the radioactive material

dissolved from the wastes with the groundwater to the accessible

environment. For this reason, location of the underground facility in the

saturated zone Is considered a realistic bounding case for routine

release. In this scenario, groundwater is presumed to resaturate-the
repository within a few centuries after closure and to initiate

deterioration of the waste packages, causing eventual breaching of the

waste packages and start of radionuclide release to the underground

facility. In time, the radionuclides are released to the geologic
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setting. The assumption of prompt reseturation is conservative but

reasonable because void spaces in the backf iled reposItory will result

in a hydraulic gradient that will tend to promote flow inward, and

because some natural leakage is anticipated. An upward hydraulic

gradient in the geologic setting Is assumed, causing groundwater carrying

the radionuclides to move vertically through the host rock from the

repository to an overlying aquifer. The radionuclides then follow the

groundwater flowpath horizontally along the aquifer away from the

repository and eventually reach the accessible environment Transport of

some radionuclides through both the host rock and the aquifer Is assumed

to be impeded by chemical retardation and by limitations on radionuclide

solubility. Alternative release paths might be selected, such as a

downward gradient which could move radionuclides to an underlying

aquiftr. However, thermal effects will tend to enhance transport to an

overlying aquifer, so this upward case is considered realistic. This

seenariowvill be considered for the three media currently of greatest

interest for HLW disposal: basalt, tuff, and salt. Evaluation of this

scenario Involves prediction of the behavior of an undisturbed repository

taking Into account uncertainties associatedvwith significant parameters.

Numerical Assessment: The Model Chosen

To quantify the effects of numerical requirements for the engineered

barrier system and the geologic setting In the rovtine release scenario,

It Is necessary to specify a quantitative model which corresponds to the

qualitative description above. That model may then be used to determine

how each of the barriers affects the performance of the-overall geologic

repository. The model selected for describing this scenario is a

quasi-two dimensional model in which the radionuclides travel vertically

upward, both through the repository and from it to the aquifer, after
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which they travel horizontally along the aquifer. This model approximates

the groundwater flow shown in Figure 13 by a serfes of legs, shown in

Figure 14. Legs A and B correspond to the upper aquifer, leg C

corresponds to flow through the underground facility itself, and leg D

corresponds to flow from the underground facility through the host rock

to the upper aquifer.

A number of simplifying assumptions have been made in order-to implement

this model. These assumptions are consistent with generally accepted

practice in transport modeling and are not intended to introduce either

conservatism or non-conservatism into the analysis. First, one-

dimensional Darcy flow is assumed, implying low Reynolds number flow in

porous media, and implying that all significant flow is unidirectional.

Low Reynolds number flow is reasonable in view of the small conductivities

and hydraulic gradients involved in geologic disposal systems. Porous

flow is reasonable for sandstone aquifers assumed to overlie bedded salt,

but for basalt and tuff flow through fractures is likely. Therefore, the

-hydroulic conductivity has been adjusted for basalt and tuff to roughly

approximate fracture flow. Presumption of unidirectional flow in the

legs has been shown to lead to good agreement with complex multi-

dimensional models such as SWIFT (Ref. 7-1) for applications similar to

this one.(Ref. 7-2 and 7-3).

The model also presumes that rock properties are Invariant for the length

of an individual leg, so that properties such as permeability and

chemical retardation are constants. A radionuclide passing through an

actual unit is likely to encounter a spatially varying environment that

may affect Its velocity. The constant properties of the le9 specified In

the model therefore are spatial averages of estimates of the aquifer

properties, so that a radionuclide is modeled to traverse the leg in the

same length of time it would take to traverse the aquifer unit the leg
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represents. Further, the ranges of the properties considered below are

considered to encompass the changes in these properties that are

anticipated to occur along actual aquifer units.

Another simplification made by this model is that it does not account for
all of the effects of the heat released by the waste. The model does
account for thermal buoyancy effects on flow in leg , by adjusting the
pressure at point 2, the point where flow.enters the underground
facility. The model does not account, however, for possible permeability
changes in the overlying host rock which might result from thermomechanical
effects. Finially, as applied here, the model does not deal with the specific
processes which cause canister failure or which affect radionuclide
release rates from the engineered barrier system. It therefore does not
deal with the uncertainties associated with early failure of containment.
such as hydrothermal dissolution of waste forms or failure of the
backfill to retard radionuclides due to elevated temperatures or
radiation fluxes.

Clearly, the model described above is highly idealized, and the behavior

and models of an actual site will probably be'uch more complex. However,

it is the staff's view that the mocel is more than sufficient to

accomplish its purpose in this document. That is, the model provides

significant, realistic insight into the relationship between numerical

criteria and repository performance.'

To Implement this model, the NWFT/OVM code was used (Ref. 7-4 and 7-5),

which requires an extensive set of parameters at input data. These

parameters, whose selection reflects the assumptions mentioned above,

have been divided into two groups; the first is subject to relatively

little uncertainty, the second reflects many of the sources of

uncertainty discussed In Chapter V. The first, to be called fixed

parameters, are those Quantitfes which define the system and which are

specified as point values. In an actual case those parameters would be

fixed by the geometry of the site and the properties of the fluid and
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waste which are relatively well known. These include the distances along

the legs shown in Figure 14, the cross-sectional area of the legs, fluid

properties such as density and viscosity, and waste properties such as

Initial inventory and half-lives. The second group, to be called

variables, consists of parameters whose values are Subject to

uncertainties which may span several orders of magnitude. These

parameters are not taken as point values in the calculation, but are

approximated by distributions. These variables include solubility and

retardation factors for individual radionuclides, and factors affecting

groundwater travel time, such as permeability and hydraulic gradients. In

addition, this group includes parameters for-which numerical criteria

were established in the Proposed Technical Rule, such-as containtent time

by the waste packages and radionuclide release rates from the underground

facility, so that repository performance can beaAssessed as these

parameters vary over the given ranges.

Table 3 Identifies the fixed parameters used by the -model and the values

used in the analyses. Table 4 Identifies the variables whose values are

approximated by distributions in the calculations, and gives the ranges

of those values used in these analyses.

InPut Data for Routine Release Scenario

The point values for the fixed parameters shown In Table 3 reflect the
media and underground facility designs currently being given the most
ehasis by OOE. The dimensions of the underground facility, which lead
to the areas of leg C and D and the length of leg C are taken from EPA's
granite reference repository (Ref. 7-6). The areas of legs A and B

are consistent with overlying aquifers for repositories located in basalt,
tuff, and salt (Ref. 7-7) and the length of leg B corresponds to the one

mile distance to the accessible
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TABLE 3.
FIXED PARAtERS FOR ROUTINE RELEASES INBASALT, TUFF# AND SALT

Descr1z>tion

Area of Ie A
~C

D

Length of leg A
* 8
* , * DC~ t

( a t)

Conductivity of leg CPorosity of leg CPressure at point IInttial radionuclide InventoryRadionuclide half lives
Rater DensityW~ater Viscosit~y

hot neededj280
16 -
1530
1825

1850
1nf~finte
Not needed

0

62.3
1.02

1 x 106

6 x
8x .

Units

ft 2
0

a -. 0

ft

a
U

Psi
Curies

Ceintipoise
*Frvn Ref. 7-7.
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environment. The initial radionuclide inventory is taken from DOE's

projections for spent fuel (Ref. 7-8).

The variables which appear in Table 4 reflect many of the uncertainties

discussed at length in Chapter V. Uncertainties in geohydrology include

predictions of conductivities, porosities; hydraullc gradients and

dispersivities. These sources of uncertainty are accounted for lnr the

model by expressing these variables as distributions of values which span

the range of available data. Similarly, distributions of solubilities

and distribution coefficients (Kd's) are used in recognition of the

uncertainties involved In predicting these propertfls. Three

radionuclides, '29l 14C, and 99Tc, do not appear to be retarded

chemically, and are therefore presumed to move at the sawe speed as a

groundwater. This information was developed by Sandia-National Laboratory.

under contract to NRC through a review of the available data for

pertinent sites and rock- formations (Ref. 7-7). These data are consistent

with conditions to be found in the media being investigated by DOE and

are consideredcappropriate for this modelling exercise. iowever, it Is

recognized that a thorough analysis of a specific Site might well make

use of additional or different data which would be more pertinent to that

particular site. The ranges and distributions for waste package' life and

radionuclide release rate were selected to uniformly bound the numerical

values in the proposed rule.

Outout Fror Roitine Release Scenario

The effects of the variables whose uncertainties are modeled by the

distrlbutions in Table 4 on repository perfomance were investigated by

repeatedly running WFT/D0V1 using a standard statistical saMling

technique (Ref. 7-9, 7-10). In this Statistical tvchnique. a case

composed of 26 values, one for each of the variables In Table 4, was
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selected fro, within the ranges shown in the table. By selecting the

values at random and by running enough cases to investigate the entire

data range, the effects of each of the variables on repository

performance can be determined. -

The effect of radionuclide release rate from the underground facility to

the host rock on the fraction of cases tested which meet the assumed

standard can be seen in Figure 15 for routitne releases from basalt. n I

this figure, release rates are varied along the horizontal axis and qrounr-

water.travel times are varied along the vertical axis. It should be noted

that the release rates shown are limits which apply to all radionuclides for

a particular case; if the solubility for a particular nuclide tdW that case

was sufficiently low, that radionuclide might be released more slowly

than the-release limit associated with that case. The lines plotted on

the figure are for constante fractions of cases tested which fail to meet

the assumed standard. For example, for a groundwater travel time of 1000

years and a release rate from the underground fac1lity _'c abtut 1 part in

40,000 per year, the fractfon of cases failing to oeet the assumed standard

is 0.10 or lOX. Similarly, at a groundwater travel time of 100 years, the

release rate from the underground facility at which the fraction of cases

failing to meet the stanard is 0.10 Is about 1 part in 300,000 per year.

Engineered Earrier System Reloase Rate ReQuirement

Impact of Release Rate on Performance

Figures 16 and 17 are like Figure 15, but for bedded salt-and non-

zeolltized tuff, rather than basalt. -In interpreting all three figures it

-is very important to note that the ringe of groundwater travel 'ties In each
figure has been selected to Illustrate the Impact of the numerical value
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Figure 16. Contours of constant fraction of cases fallingto comply with the assum& standard, as afunction of limiting release rate and traveltime. INedlunu Is basalt.
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Figure 17.
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Contours of constant fraction of cases failing
to comply with the assWed standard, as a
function of limiting release rate and travel
time. Medium is non-zeolitized tuff.
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of 1,000 years proposed in 10 CFR 60. The staff does not intend to imply
that this range is necessarily likely for an actual site. In particular,
the staff recognizes that-the generally low permeability of salt may
result in longer groundwater travel times. Nevertheless, .a routine
release scenario in salt ls considered because of the uncertainties
discussed previously.

In Figures 15 and 16, it is seen that as the release rate from the repos-
itory decreases, the probability of tailing to meet the assumed standard
decreases significantly for both basalt and bedded salt. It may also
be seen that there it a region in each figure in which the lines of
constant fractions of cases lie relatively close to each other. In these
regions, relatively small chanes in release rate from the underground
facility or in groundwater travel time are observed to make relatively

- large changes in the traction of cases whose releases fail to comply with
the assumed standard. Outside these regions, changes-in release rate from
the underground facility *nd in the groundwater travel time have less
impact, since they d6 not cause the lines of constant failure rate to be
crossed. (Although no fractions less than 0.10 art shown in the figure,
It is apparent that the largest gradients are near the lines shown.)

For basalt (Figure 15), decreasing release rates from the underground -

facility from about 1 part in 5,000 per year to about I part In 50,000
per year reduces the fraction of cases falling to meet the assumed

standard from about 1 00 to 0.10, while for bedded salt (Figure 16)

reducing release rates from the underground facility to about 1 part in
100,000 per year Is needed to achieve a fraction of failures below 0.10.

For these media, It is therefore quite advantageous to have a release
rate from the underground facility as low as about I part in 100,000 per

* yeer, but there Is little further improvement to be gained from a
substantially slower release rate, since this release rate results in
compliance vith the assumed standard for ost travel times.

On the other hand, inspection of Figure 17 reveals that for a repository
In the saturated zone in non-zeolitized tuff, the greatesL improvement Is
gained by having releases less than about 1 part In 1,000,000 per year.
This result is due to Inferior geochemical retardation of uraniua in non-
zeolitized tuff compared to basalt or bedded salt, consistent with the
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relatively lower range of Kd's for uranium in non-zeolitized tuff which
appears in Tab'e 4. However, it is recognized that many tuffs are
zeolitized, with geochemical retardation properties substantially better
thin non-zeolitized tuffs. Table 4-A consists of a comparison of the
retardation properties of teolitized and non-zeolitized tuft aquifers
(Ref. 7-7). Figure 18 results from an analysis identical to that of

Table 4-A. Kd Ranges in Zeolitized and Non-Zeolitized Tuff Aquifers
(All distributions are lognormal)

Variable Range Range
Zealitized Tuft Non-Zeolitized Tuff

Kd for Am (6;OE2. 9.5E3) (8.SE1, 3.6E2)
Kd for Pu (2.5E2. -. 0E3) - (7.OEI 4.5E2)
Kd for U (5.0EO, l.SEl) (1.OE-2, .1E1)
Kd for-Np (4.SEO, 3.1E1) (S.OEO, 7.0EO)
Kd for fission
products (2.9E2, 2.2ES) (1.2E2, 8.603)

Figure 17, except that the aquifer is presumed to be zeolitized, and for
that case, the behavior of a tuft repository is very such like those in
basalt and bedded salt. In Figure 17, reducing release rates from the
underground facility to about 1 part in 10D.000 per year will achieve a
fraction of failures below 0.10. Figure 17 also demonstrates that the
impact of the rate of release of radionuclides from the engirneered barrier
system is media specific. The staff does not intend to Imply that at an
actual tuft site radionuclide transport must be through either seolitized
or non-geolitized tuff, but recognizes that both types of tuftf are
likely to be traversed.

Alternatively, the influence of the engineered barrier release rate can
be evaluated by directly comparing releases from tho engineered barriers
with the release limits Table 2. Table S presents such a comparison
for a release rate of 10 per ye&r following an initial 1000 year -
containment period. The quantities released do not greatly excted the
limits for any of the nuclides except As and Pu. This table demonstrates
that a low release rate from the enginiered barriers Is able to
contribute substantially to overall repository performance, and may06
provide a very desirable degree of redundancy for nuclides such as wTc
which are unlikely to be controlled very effectively by the geologic
barriers.
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rate L'.c .-i . -y si on 'Dith ' EPA staa rd. I
rate in-complying with the EPA standard.

NUCLIDE

Am-241

Am-243

C-14

Cs- 135

Cs-137

Np-237

Pu-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-242

Ra-226

Sr-90

Tc-99

'Sn-126

RELEASE
RATE IF

REPOSITORY EQUAL TO
INVENTORY INVENTORY5
@ 1000 vr TIMES 10O*
(Ci/100,000 (Ci/yr)
MTHM)

9.24E7 9.2E2

1.57E6 1.6E1

1.35E3 1.4E-2

2.23E4 2.2E-1

1.00 1.OE-5

1.OE5 1.OEO

9.8E4 9.8E-1

3.2E7 3.2E2

4.4E7 4.4E2

1.7E5 1.7EO

2.84E2** 2.84E-3

1.5E-1 1.5E-6

1.4E6 1.4E1

5.6E4 5.6E-1

TOTAL
* RELEASES

(YEARS
1000 to
10, 000)

(Ci)

3.OE6

1.4E5

1.2E2

2.0E3

*3.4E-3

9.OE3

8.2E2

2.9E6

4.OE6

1.5E4

2.6E1

4CE-4

1.3E5

5.OE3

EPA
LIMIT

(Cio00 ,000
MTHM)

1000

400

20,000

200,000

. 50,000

2,000

40,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

300

8,000

200,000***

8,000

RATIO OF
TOTAL

RELEASE TO
EPA LIMIT

3,000

350

0.006

0.01

0

4.5

0.02

290

'00

1.5

0.09
0

0.65*

0.62

Total 1.7 x 108 1.7E3

-5*Equal to 10. x values in column 1. 'Note
of total rate) meet the rule.

that release rates at or below 1.7 Ci/yr (0.1X

**Release calculations based on inventory at 1000 years. In the absence of leaching, the
quantity of Ra-226 would increase to 1.22E4 Ci per 100,000 MTHM at 10,000 years.

***The proposed EPA standard published in the Federal Register revised the Tc-99 release
limit to 1,000,000 Ci/100,000.MTHM. The corresponding ratio of total release to the
EPA limit would be 0.13. _4his chanqe has no impact on the overall conclusions regarding
the effectiveness of a 10 per year release rate in complying with the EPA standard. See
Appendix A for further discussion.
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Achievability

As stated in the proposed rule, "Proof of the future performance of
engiILLE 'd systems and geologic media.over time periods of a thousand or
many M-usands of years is not to be had in the ordinary sense of the
word." Demonstration of compliance with any of the ptrformance
objectives will be accomplished through extrapolations and data using
physical models based on accelerated tests and natural analogs which are
subject to uncertainties. These uncertainties can only be expressed as a
statement of reliability or probability that the criterion will be-
achieved. To require absolute assurance of exact numerical compliance is
neither reasonable no.o Intended. Rather the quantity and quality of the
data and the methods will be carefully reviewed as part of the licensing
process.

While DOE has not proposed a particular design to control releases from
the engineered barrier system, considerable researck and developtent has
been devoted to the subject. The NRC staff has been following DOE's.
technology development program closely, and has been assessing the
uncertainties associated with achieving a release rate of 1 part in
100,000 per year.

Brookhaven National.Laboratory (kef. 7-11) has concluded that the -

criterion is readily achievable, and in some cases exceeded, using
borosilicate glass encased in non-radioactive glass.

Savannah River Laboratories consider that this requirement can be met by
either of their waste forms currently receiving most attention, boro-
silicate glass or SYNROC (Ref. 7-12). The-Department of the Interior in
its comments on the proposed rule supported the achievability of this
criterion by ieans of a succession of barriers at low temperature-
conditions (Ref. 7-13).

Nowak considers that a one-foot-thick backfill barrier around the waste
can delay breakthrough of rost~fission products for- 1000-to 10,000 years,
and the breakthrough of transuranics for substantially longer (-Ref.
7-14). Smith, Salter and. Jacobs suggest that, for the cast of Hanford
basalts, low solubility-alone say limit releases from the underground
facility to very low levels (Ref. 7-1S). ' Therefore, having reconsidered
the matter, the staff continues to conclude that the requirement to limit
the release rati from the engineered system to 1 part in 100,000 per year
at lCOO years 1s reasonably achievable, particularly in view of the
Comission's statement that absolute proof of compliance Is not required.
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The staff also notes that in proceeding from the proposed rule to the final
rule'the performance objectives have been stated with significantly more
flexibility. The staff recognizes that a limit on the rate at which
wastes can be released will depend on such factors as the nature of the
waste, the properties of the geologic setting, and the uncertainties'
associated with all aspects of geologic disposal. Proper consideration
of such factors mist be a part of any requirement on release rates from
the engineered barrier system.

Geologic Settino Groundwater Travel Time Recuirement

Impact of Travel Time Requirement on Performance

Figures 15 and 16 also show the effect.of groundwater travel time on the

fraction of cases whose results fail to comply with the ssuned
standard for basalt and bedded salt. In each figure, groundwater travel

times of several hundred years-are required to reduce the fradtion of

cases which fail to 0.10 or less, without simultaneously requiring- 4
excessively low release rates from the underground facility. It is also

seen that groundwater travel times approaching 10,000 years are needed to

reach the region where rapid release rates 'from the engineered barrier

system such as 1 part'in-5,000 per year and faster can be tolerated.

* (This is intuitively reasonable since the model assesses repository

performance over a 10,000 year interval and a 10,000 year groundwatar
travel time would prevent radionuclides from reaching the accessible

environment'during that time.)

It has already been demonstrated that a release rate from the underground

facility of 1 part in 100,000 per year is appropriate, and a nominal

groundwater travel tie requirement should be consistent with it. Such a

value could lite between several hundred and several thousand ytars for
basalt and bedded salt, and & value of 1.000 years. in conjunction with

reaaonably achievable leachnrates, can significantly Increase confidence

that the assumed EPA standard will be met.

. . S
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Figure 17 shows that a groundwater travel time of more than 6,000 years
is needed to achieve reasonably low repository failure rates in tuff if the
release rate from the underground facility is 1 part in 100,000 per year
and if the aquifer is non-zeolitized. As shown in Figure 18 and as noted
in -.he discussion of the release rate criterion, this result is Improve:'
if the aquifer is assumed to be zeolitized, In which case a groundwater
travel time of 1,000 years can significantly increase confidence' that
the assumed EPA standard will be met.

Achievability

The NRC staff has estiuated the time necassaty for groundwater to travel
one mile from the underground facility. Using data from Table 4, the -
staff evaluated the fraction of these travel times which exceeded 1,000
years. Those fractions are 0.67 for basalt, 0.93 for bedded salt, and
0.98 for welded tuff. While the permaability and hydraulic gradient data
(from Table 4) used In these analyses-are n'ot Intended to represent a
particular site, it is considered that these data are representative of
conditions likely to be found in these media.

Further, Battelle has modeled the Hanford site, and reports (Ref. 7-16)
that the average distance which ground-ater travels from the underground
facility in 10,000 years is 5,800 feet, (less than 1.1 miles). Rockw*l1
has also modelled the Hanford site, and shows how far groundwater travels
in 100,000 year increments (Ref. 7-17);* According'to this report, after
800,000 years, the groundwater has moved less than 5 kilometers (about 3
miles) from the underground facility.

The staff considers that these results provide significant support for
the ichievability of a minimum groundwater travel time requirement of
1,000 years between the disturbed zone and an accessible environment
which is located up to 10 kilometers away.

Conclusion

A 1000 year groundwater travel time can be of sgnificaint value In
providing reasonable assurance that the assumed standard can be met
without placing *n undue reliance on the ability of the underground
facility to minimize release rates, and is readily achievable.

Further,. the 1000 year groundwater travel time requirement is an
essentlaV component of the defense-in-depth concept as applied to waste
disposal. This reQuiroeent constitutes a quantifiable criterion for the
geologic setting to eett in contrast to the reminder of the siting
criteria for which compliance will be daetermined by expert judgesent.
The 1000 year grouncwater travel tie requirement thus constitutes an
invaluable measure of the quality of the geologic setting.
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The staff again notes that performance objectives have been stated with
significantly more flexibility in the final rule than in the proposed
rule. The staff recognizes that a minimal groundwater travel time will
depend on such factors as the age and nature of the waste, the design of
the engineered system, the properties of the geologic setting, and the
uncertainties associated with all aspects of geologic disposal. Proper
consideration of Such factors must be a part of any minimal groundwater
travel time requirement.

Engineered Barrier Svstem Containment Time Reouirement

Impact of Containment Time on Performance

The impact of a containment interval on repository performance Is
discussed from a different perspective than criteria on release rates
from the engineered barrier system or groundwater travel time. Use of a
long lived package to achieve containment is a means, to compensate-for,-
and to an extent avoid, uncertainties tn the prediction of rates of
release and migration of the individual radionuclides, pafticularly
during the critical period when the hazard of the wastes is greatest and
the heat generation rates are the highest. These uncertainties have beqn
discussed in Chapter V, but for convenience, they are briefly reviewed
below.

Temperature is one of the principal factors in calculating what the
source term to the geologic setting is.. During the Initial period the
uncertainties in predicting release rates for long times are very great.
Even if we did understand the mechanisms completely, the data scatter
increases with teperature so that test programs to gather the data to
narrow the uncertainties to reasonable bounds are very cumbersome
(Ref. 7-18)..

Additional uncertainties due to thermaf-effects influence radionuclide

transport following release. Thermally Induced convectfi n near the

underground facility may occur and may transport radionuclides In

unanticipated ways. Thermoechanical effects may create pathways for

groundwater to travel through the host rock in the disturbed Eone. By

containing the wastts until the repository temperatures have peaked and

are spatially relatively uniform, ouch of the uncertainty associated with
these *ff Cts can be avoided. -
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A further source of uncertainty arises from the large number of different
fission product radionuclides, each of which has a variety ofsolubilities-and retardation factors. The latter uncertainties recall
Chapter II and the Untreated Dilution Indices appearing in Figures 10,
11, and 12. By containing the wastes until the fission products are
nearly depleted, these uncertainties can be greatly reduced.
In order to determine a nominal containment time requirement which can be
expected to reduce these sources of uncertainty, it is'vecessary to
consider how fission product inventories and near-field temperatureschange as a function of time. Fission product inventories and their.
changes appear in Figures 1 through 12, and have the .same generalcharacteristic in each figure. It is seen in Figures 4, 5, and 6, that
the rate at which total heat is generated by the waste decreases so that
at least a 99X reduction in heat generation rate occurs within the first
few huncrea years for each-of the waste types. Repository temperatures.may have peaked and become spatially relatively uniform by this time, or
may require additional time, depending on parameters such as the thermal.
properties of the host rock and the design of the engineered barrier
system. As seen in Figures 7 through 12, the toxicity of she fission-
products decreases by more than five orders of magnitude during the first
1,000 years and then remains essentially constan't for. the next 100.000
years. Thus. to a large extent. the uncertainties Introduced by the heat
generation rate and the fission product contributions to hazard can be
comoensated for by containment times On the ringe of several hundred to
1.000 years. however, the staff recoqnizes that the interval during
which wastes should be contained will deoena on such factors as the age
ana nature of the waste, the design of the engineered system, the
properties of the geologic setting, and the uncertainties associated with
all aspects of geologic disposal. Proper consideration for such factors
oust be a part of any containment requirement.' Therefore, by compensating
for several of the principal sre ces of uncertainty in assessing g
repository performance, a con.Jlnment time of several hundred to 1,000
years is appropriate to contribute to reasonable assurance that the EPA
standard, as it pertains to anticipated processes and events, can be
satisfied.

Achievability of Containment Requirement
As expressed more generally in the discussion of the achievability of
release rates, the staff does not inteno that the containment timerequirement be achieved absolutely for all of the waste (i.e., absolute
proof of zero release for 1000 years is not required). It is expected 

-

that containment of the waste will be substantially complete, with
releases during the containment time limited to a small fraction of the
inventory present. What is intended is that the waste package design
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have a high reliability, taking into account anticipated processes and
events that could affect package performance. It is realized that a
sr-all fraction of the approximately 100,000 r.ackages w11l be breached
before 1000 years due to variations in materials, manufacturing
processes, etc. that can only be estimated using statistical procedures.
Similarly, a significant fraction of the packages may remain intact for
much longer than 1000 years.

There has been considerable emphasis In the DOE program overthe last
several years on the research and development-needed to design a long
lived waste package. NRC has, in Its own program, been reviewing DOE's
R&D and has been performing assessments of the uncertainties involved ir
designing a waste package that could reasonably be expected to contain
waste for 1000 years.

Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ref. 7-ll) states that a multiloyered
metal containeIr can provide containment for 1,000 years, as can carbon
coated particles and high silica glass coated waste forms. Westinghouse
has developed for DOE conceptual designs for titaniu clad and
self-shielded cast steel nd cast iron containers which they consider
will contain wastes for lQ00 years in basalt (Ref. 7-19). A report
for the Electric Power Research Institute describes a container capable
of retaining its integrity for 13,000 years (Ref. 7-20). While DOE has
not yet proposed a waste package design, the NRC staff considers that
the concepts being considered have promise and that a design objective
for containment by the waste package of 1000 years is reasonable.
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Combined Performance Objectives For The Routine Release Scenario

Impact of the Proposed NRC Requirements

The combined impact of all three performance objectives for the case of

the routine release scenario in basalt is shown in Figure 19 Like

Figures 15 through 18, Figure 19. results from repeatedly running MWFT/DYM-

using a standard statistical sampling technique (Ref. 7-10). However, in

the analyses leading to Figure 19, groundwater travel times were not -

limited to those shown In the proceeding figures, but took the values

naturally resulting from the distributions of gradients and perstabilities

appearing in Table 4. In this figure, the horizontal axis displays ratios

of releases of radlonuclides determined by NWFT/DVM to the releases

permitted by the assumed EPA standard for routine releases described on

page 49 and Table 2. The vertical axis displays the fraction of cases In

the sample which exceed the value appearing on the horizontal axis. the

figure displays results for the unrestricted cases, whose variables span

the entire data ranges In Table 4 regardless? of whether or not they

satisfy the 10 CFR 60 criteria, and the results for all cases which are

in compliance with 10 CFR 60. It may be seen that for a'givon frequency

of releases, the consequences associated.with that frequency decrease by

two to three orders of magnitude. For emple,- in tha unrestricted case

there is about a 0.05 or 5X probability of exc*eding the assumed standard

by a factor of 10. Hwever, for the case of a reository which Complies

with 10 CFR 60, the probability of abtout 0.05 or SX is associated with

releases of about 1130 of the assumed standard, an improv*emnt by a factor

of 300, Likewise. about the worst 1% or ZX of th. unrestricted cases result

in releases exceeding the assumed standard by a factor of about ZOO, but

the worst IWor ZX of the restricted cases result In releases of about 1SX

of the assumed standard, an improvement by a factor of *ore than 1,000.

figures tO and '1 contain similar results for bedded salt and non-zeolitized

tuff, respectively. In each case the releases resulting from about the worst
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2X or ZK of the cases tested are reduced by about a factor of 50 and are
brought within the release limits permitted by. theassumed standard.

A comparison of Figures 17 and 21, for non-zeolitized tuff, raises the point

that in Figure 17, compliance with the release rate and groundwater travel

time values still permits about a 9DX probability of repository failure to

meet the assumed standard, but Figure. Z1 Indicates that similar compliance

will result in a near-zero probability of failure. These figures are

consistent, because the permeability and hydraulic gradient data for tuff

which appear in Table 4 generally result In long groundwater travel times,
and the entire range of these data was used to arrfve at Figure 21. Thus,

for non-zeolitized tuft, the relatively low geochemical retardation of

uranium compared to other medfa, which was discussed in connection with
Figure 17, is compensated for by relatively long groundwater travel times.

Therefore, in Figure 21, both the unrestricted case and the case in
compliance with 10 CO 60 have sample points with groundwater travel

times which generally exceed thousands of years, and therefore result In
releases to the accessible environment below the assumed standard.

In sumary, for a routine release scenario In basaltg bedded salt, and non-

zeolitized tuff, for the variable ranges tested, the consequences associated
with various probabilities of releases are reduced by between a factor

of 50 and a factor of 1,000 by complying with the performance objectives
in 10 CFR 60. The staff considers that these improveents demonstrate
that compliance with 10 CFR 60 can substantially increase confidence

that the assumed EPA standard will be met.

Vill IMPACT OF NMERICAL REQUIREMENTS ON UNANTICIPATED EVENTS

In the previous chapter we showed how meeting the controlled release rate

of 1 part In 100,000 per year and minimum groundwater travel time of 1000
years to the accessible environment contributed to meeting the assu ed
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HLW standard. We also discussed how requiring containment of the wastes

within the waste package substantially contributed to confidence that the

assumed standard would be met. In this chapter we show how the numerical

requirements, if met, would limit the consequences of a failure of a

portion of the repository system (the natural barriers). We present this

chapter by way of illustration only. We have made no estimate of the

probability of such events actually occuring. Estimates of the

likelihood of a low probability geologic event that could disrupt the

repository can only be made on the basis of the geologic record for a

particular site, and even then will involve considerable uncertainty.

However, we illustrate how the numerical requirements for the individual

barriers mitigate the consequences of failure of the natural barriers

with respect to the assumed EPA standard as it applies to unanticipated

processes and events.

1. FAULTING SCENARIO

There are plausible scenarios in which the geologic barrier is breached.

One such scenario assumes a fault through the underground facility,

extending through an overlying aquifer. We assume that the fault offers

no hydrologic resistance to vertical fiow to the overlying aquifer, which

carries the contaminant to the accessible environment. However, we

assume that the fault does not breach any. waste packages and does not

Influence the release rate from the engineered barrier system.

The code used to evaluate this scenario Is the sam NWFT/DVM code that

was used In the routine release scenario. In this Case leg D has been

modified to simulate the result of the fault described above by assuming

Infinite permeability and a zero retardation factor. The variable ranges

for the fluid parameters &re those for basalt shown In Table 4 of Chapter
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VII. figure 22 shows the flow model for this scenario, and Table 3 shows

the fixed parameters selected. The time of the occurrence of the fault

was a random variable distributed uniformly over the 10,000 years.

Conclusions

Figure 23 shows the fraction of outcomes of the faulting scenario

exceeding various multiples of the assumed EPA standard. Results are

displayed both for repositories which meet the numerical crite-ra

associated with the engineered barrier system and for repositories whose

containment intervc! and release rates span the ranges for these

variables shown in Table 4. The staff has not attempted to establish a

standard for releases for this scenario. However. for comparison

purposes, it may be seen that for an unrestricted repository, the 20 per

cent of the cases -whose releases are highest result- n releases from about

1,000 to 15,000 times those permitted by the assumed standard. For a

repository which complies with 10 CFR.60, the 20 per cent of the cases

whose releases are highest result in releases from about 30 to 450 times

those permitted by the assumed standard. Clearly, for this scenario,

controlling the rate of release of radionuclides to the geologic setting

does have the effect of limiting consequences..

2. Sorehole Scenario - - -

We have re-examined the ohuan intrusion question In 11ght of the public

comment on the proposed technical criteria. We make no assumption with

respect to the question of whether small-scale unintentional intrusion

may warrant examination at the time of licensing, and, therefore, may be

appropriate for Inclusion In the safety analysis report to be prepared by

DOE as part of a license application. Nevertheless, In this section we
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exam4ne the consequences of a small scale intrusion scenario which

assumes a borehole penetration into the underground facility as an

example of such small-scale intrusion, and examine the consequences. The

model for this scenario appears in Figure 24. As in the preceeding

scenarios, groundwater is presumed to resaturate the repository shortly

after closure and to initiate deterioration of the waste packages. The

eventual breach of the packages releases radionuclides to the underground

facility, and in time, to the geologic setting. The time when the

borehole is drilled is distributed uniformly between 100 and 10,000 years

after repository closure. Release occurs by the bulk removal of
3contaminated water during the drilling process. A volume of 200 a (7058

ft3) of water from the underground facility is assumed to mix with the

drilling fluid and to be brought to the surface. (Ref 8-1). The

concentrations of radionuclides in the groundwater in the repository

determine the quantity of each nuclide brought to the surface (the

accessible environment). If a larger quantity of contaminated water were

brought to the surface, or if more frequent small-scale intrusions were

considered credible, the consequences would be proportionately greater.

Figure 25 Illustrates the effect this small-scale intrusion in teors of

consequence relative to the assumed standard of Chapter VII We note

that under the assumptions of this scenario, small-scale intrusion of

this type is mitigated by the engineered barriers already required to

meet the assumed EPA standard as it arplies to routine releases.

IX RETRIEVABILITY

In its licensing procedures for. disposal of high-level radioactive wiste

In geologic repositories, the NRC has adopted a step-by-step approach

that consists of four principal stages:
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(1) Site characterization, during which detailed studies of-alternative

candidate sites are conducted before selection of one of the sites

for development as a repository.

(2) Construction authorization: during which NRC reviews a license

Application that contains a detailed design and an analysis of the

performance of the repository based on the site specific information

obtained during a site characterization.

(3) License to receive wastes, when the application is reviewed again

prior to operation. At this time, the repository desJgn and

performance assessment are updated in light of new information

obtained about the site during construction of the repository.

(4) Permanent closure, at which time an application to terminate

operations and seal the repository *is submitted. Theapplfcation

will again contain updated analyses of the performance of the
repository in light of: (1) information obtained about the site

during the operation of the repository; and,(2) data collected atout
the performance of the engineered barrier system to verify that
performance can be expected to be wfthin design limits.

At the permanent closure stage, the Comnission will determine whether the
QOE's performance contfriatfon program demonstrates that the repository
can be -xpected to work as planned. Here performance confirmation ans
the program of tests, experiments, and analyses which Is conducted to
evaluate the accuracy. and adequacy of the information used to determine
reasonable assurance that the performance objectives for the period after
permanent closure can be met. Couaission's intent in separating the
license application and ;r'flnint closure deciso0ns was to be able,
following emplacement of the waste, to.obtain further Information
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concerning the workability of the repository and to use this information
in making its final decision on the acceptability of permanent closure.
The retrievability option provides tt capability to Implement this
regulatory approach.

The NRC staff therefore cnnsiders that the option to retrieve the wastes
must be preserved long enough to complete a program of monitoring and
verification of repository performance. The design must also ensure that
the option is preserved long enough to permit a decision to permanently
close the repository or take any corrective actions shown to be necessary
by the verification and monitoring program. Since some of the
assumptions and issues that will need to be verified *nd resolved by the
monitoring program may not be Identified until the underground facility
is excavated, It is not possible to specify prior to construction the
complete content of the verification program or how long It will take.
We expect the verification program to evolve throughout the operating
lifetime of the repository.

On the other hand, important design decisions will need to be made before
submitting an appiication. Some of these design decisions will affect -

the length of time available to take corrective action or conduct
retrieval, if found to be necessary. For exampl*0 the thermal loading of
the waste in the emplacement areas will atftct the teoperature of the
host rock and the stability of the underground structure. These factors
will have a large effect on the ability to retrieve the wastes, sinCe the
structure could become too unstable or the rocks too hot to safely
recover the wastes. Therefore th staff concluded that a retrievability
period must be chosen *arly in the design process to permit the design to
go forward, and a retrievability requirement was included In the proposed
technical criteria.
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For the licensing procedures to be workable, the staff considers that theoption to retrieve should be preserved for the tae'necessary to emplaceall of the Wastes, Completea performance confirmation program, arrive ata decision as to whether retrieval must be undertaken, and executeretrieval, if found to be necessary. The design for retrievabifl-ityshould encompass all of these considerations.

Present estimates of the time to be devoted to the operation of therepository are 25 to 30 years (Ref. 9-1, 9-2). Performance confirmationprograms have been suggested which reQuire a variety of periods tocomplete. For example, soe proposed hydro-thervomechanical studies (Ref.9-3) will require 8 years to complete. Alternatively, performanceconfirmation may require approaching maximum telperatures in the hostrock near the waste package. Reaching these temperatures will require upto 10 years for reprocessed high level waste and 20 to 25 years for spentfuel depending on the geologic medium, according to the DOE Final GEtS(Ref. 9-4). For some media and conceptual repository designs more than25 years may be required accoroing to TM-36 (Ref. 9-5). While theappropriate length of such a program will be Ute and detign specific,the above estimates suggest that a program extending through the periodwaste is being emplaced is not unreasonable.

Clearly, such a program should be initiated as early In-the operationalphase as practicable, both to provide guidance during operations and- toensure that completion of the program does not delay closure. however,comamn sense dictates that the option to modify or to Initiate a newphase of a performance confirmation program late in-the operational phaseshould be oaintained to be able to respond to variability In the hostrock or to technological developments which lead to engineering Changes.The capacity.0t kWep the repository open for 10 to 15 years after theoperational phase if needed is therefore advisable.
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Adding the time needed for the operational phase to the time needed toprovidethe options discussed above results in a total interval of around35 to 45 years.

Therefore, we have concluded that the repository should be designed sothat the waste could be retrieved on i reasonable schedule starting atany time up to 50 years after waste emplacement is Initiated. Weconsider a reasonable schedule to be one In which the waste could beretrieved in the same overall time that the repository was constructedand wastes were emplaced. We do not intend to preclude a decision topermanently close the repository before 50 years has lapsed, ifsufficient data are available to support an earlier decision, and if thepeople charged with the decision to seal the repository are satisfied.However, we do not want the underground facility design to be such that.retrievel would be so expensive or difficult or entail such highoccupational exposures that the option is foreclosed and neededcorrective actions could not be taken.

As discussed earlier, the staff recognizes that site and design specificfactors will strongly influence selection of thi design forretrievability. The performance objective has therefore been expressed topermit ...xibility to take these factors Into account during licensing.

Maintaining the option to retrieve the wastes does not entail keeping themined areas open, although DOE may choose to do so in some geologic 
-media. A design in which the emplacement rooms are backtilled andsegled, but corr4fors and shafts are kept open and surface handlingfacilities are saintainid could be acceptable, provided that the roomscould be remined and the wastes removed, it necessary. emining of thebackfill should not be precluded because of high temperatures or becauseIt was needed for structural stability. Trade-offs between keeping roosS
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open and ventilated, backfilling, and areal heat densities are design

options that DOE must consider in meeting this requirement. Both the

proposed and final rules do not require that retrieval be essentially the

reverse of emplacement. We can foresee no situation where protection of
the public health and safety would require the waste to be removed very

rapidly.

Rather, we envision that if, as the result of years of data collection

and analysis, a decision is made that the site or design is not adequate

to Isolate the wastes for the long-term, corrective actions could be

taken. These actions could be performed over a period of years or decades

without an imminent health and safety hazard. Therefore, the final rule

requires that if a decision to retrieve is made, the design should be

such that the inventory of wastes could be removed in about the same

number of years in which it was emplaced. We intend for DOE to have

considerable flexibility In the design of the repository In meeting these

requirements.

A repository designed to permit retrieval of the waste has advantages In
addition to the limiting case of preserving a Commission opt'fnlto order

Abandonment of the site at as late a stage as permanent closure. From the
'time waste emplacemtnt starts until permanent closure any of a variety of
eventualities say require corrective action. Exaiples might Include
repair or replacement of canisters that prove to have manufacturing
defects, changes to more effective backfill, or perhaps Installation of
additional barriers in the exits. Design of the repository for

retrievability of the waste assures that it will resain practical to take

corrective actions should they become necessary.
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RATIONALE FOR THE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES IN 10 CFR PART 60

APPENDIX A - IMPACT OF PROPOSED EPP ANDARD (40 CFR PART 191)

On December 29, 1982, the Environmental Protection Agency published Its

proposed Environmental Standards for the Manaoement and Disposal of

Spent Nuclear Fuel, Hich-Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes (Ref.

A-i). The proposed standards contain environmental standards for

management and storage (Subpart A) and environmental standards for

disposal (Subpart B), which are further partitioned into containment,

assurance, and procedural requirements. The containment requirements,

along with related definitions, are comparable to Draft No. 19 of the,

Standard, and are the subject of this appendix.

The containment requirements (6191.13) and definitions (5191.12) of the

proposed standards differ from Draft No. 19 as follows.

1) The definition of 'Underground Sources of Drinking Water'. has

been deleted.

2) Defintions of 'Groundwater', 'Lithosphere', 'Active

Institutional Controls' and 'Passive Institutional Controls'

have been added.

3) In the definition of 'Performance Assessment' the following

sentences have been deleted:

"The (Performance Assessment] analysis should address the

uncertainties in the estimates. To provide reasonable

confidence in the results, the analysis shall be subjected to
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peer review by technically competent individuals independent of

the organization preparing the assessment."

4) The first paragraph of 6191.13 has been deleted. This paragraph
read:

6(a) Disposal systems shall be designed to comply with the
projected performance requirements of this section (191.133.
These requirements are upper limits. In accordance with
Appendix A [Table 2 of the proposed version], the impleenting.
agency should establish design objectives which will reduce
releases as far below these limits as reasonably achievable.

S) In the second paragraph in 6191.13, reproduced-below, the
lined-out phrase has been deleted.

O(b) Disposal systems for high-level or transurantc wastes
shall be designed to-provide a reasonable expectation, based
upon-qeenttettive-performnce-assesaents, that for 10,000
years after disposal:

6) The definition of accessible anviroreent has been changed so
ttkt the distance from the original location of the radioactive
wastes to the Accessible environment, which was 1 mile-in Draft
.o 19, is 10 kilometers in the proposed standard.

7) The release limit for techatimr-99 which appears In Table A of
Draft 19 was incrtajed from 2,000 tc 10,000 curies -in the
corresponding table (Table 2) of the proposed version of the
standard.
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Only the latter two of the above changes, Items 6 and 7, could have any

effect upon the calculations nd, hence, the conclusions of the analysis
upon which the Rationale document is based. In particular, potentially
affected calculations (and conclusions) Involve Figures 15-21, 23, and 25

and Table 5 in Chapters VII and VIII. Therefore, these calculations were

redone, reflecting these two differences, and results compared with the

earlier calculations, as discussed below. For ease in comparison, Figures
ISA-21A, 23A? and 25A, based on the proposed standard, are presented
side-by-side with the corresponding figures based on Draft No. 19.

Figures 15 and 15-A contrast the results, assuming anticipated processes
and events-, for a geologic repository in basalt, using Draft-No. 19 and
the proposed standard as the performance measure, respectively.
Comparison of the two figures leads to the conclusion that the
differences between the results of Draft No. 19 and proposed standard
calculations are negligible and do not charge the validity of the
conclusion based on the Draft No. 19 calculations. The same result and
conclusion obtain for the geologic repository in non-zeolitized tuff,
Figures 17 and 17-A.

Figures 16 and 16-A contrast the results, assuming anticipated processes
and events, for a bedded salt repository, while Figures 16 and 18-A treat
a geologic repository in z*olftized tuff. A change In the repository
systee is found as a result of the changes in the EPA standard. For

example, in both media, for a groundwater travel tfre of 1,OOU years, to
achieve a fraction of failures below 0.10, it is necessary to reduce

release rates from the underground facility to about l part in 100,000
per year if Draft No. 19 is assumed to be the standard, while the same
fraction of failures can be achieved with a release rate from the
underground facility as hith as about I part In 40,000 If the proposed
version of the standard is assumed, a difference of about 2 - 24 or less.
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Given the two to four order of magnitude range of the variables and
results, the staff does not consider that a factor of 2 - 2R difference

constitutes a basis for altering the conclusions in the rationale

document.

Figures 19 and 19-A contrast the results, assuming anticipated processes

and events, of the relationship between releases and the probability of
those releases for a geologic repository in basalt, using Draft No. 19
and proposed standard assuptions, respectively. Comparison of the two
figures leads to a conclusion that the differences between Draft No. 19
and proposed standard calculations are negligible for the range of
conditions considered in this case and do not change the validity of the
conclusion based on the Draft No. 19 calculations. Similar results and
conclusions obtain for-a geologic repository in bedded salt. Figures 20
and 20-A.

Comparison of the respective figures for non-zeolitized tuff, Figures 21
and 21-A, however, shows a significant.difference in performance with

respect to the two standards being considered. These differences arise
out of the different distances to the accessible environment which are
reflected in different lengths of the horizontal leg In the model. In
the tuff model, the horizontal leg makes a major contribution to
Isolation; by increasing its length, the performance of the repository
can be significantly improved. The proposed standard establishes a
distance to the accessible environment of 10 kilometers, whereas Draft
No. 19 set a distance of I mile, a difference of about a factor of 6. It
is important to note, however, that In both figures, compliance with 10
CfR Part 60 reduces the releases resulting from about the worst IX or a

of the cases by a factor of about 50 to 100. Thus the results for
non-zeolitzed tuff for both draft No. 19 and the proposed standard
demonstrate the contribution of the multi-barrier approach of 10 CfR Part
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60 to confidence in meeting an EPA stbndard.

However, if this kind of result were to occur at a real site, it could

support a decision to take advantage of the flexibility provisions in the-

performance objectives. Since the proposed final version of 10 CFR Part

60 allows DOE to consider 'up to 10 kilometers' to be within the

controlled area, the Commission could use such a result as part of a

basis for approving some other perforunce requirements for particular

barriers.

Figures 23 and 23-A contrast the results for the fault scenario in basalt

for the Draft 19 and proposed versions of the standard. For both the

unrestricted case and for a repository in coapliance with 10 CFR Part 60,
the differences between Draft No. 19 and the proposed standard cause the

releases associated with a particular probability of those releases to be

reduced by about 10% to 20 X. The relative impact of 10 CFR Part 60 on

limiting the consequences of this scenario is not significantly affected.

Figures. 25 and 25-A display the consequences of the borehole scenario.
Comparison of the two figures again leads to the conclusion that the
differences in performance, based on the ranges of parameters considered

by the staff, between Draft No. 19 and proposed standard calculations are

negligible and do not change the validity of the conclusion based on the
Draft No. 19 calculations.

The change to Table 5 is minor and is discussed in a footnote to that

table where it appears in the Rationale.

In sumary, the staff concludes that the differences which result frog

the changes to the EPA Standard do not form a basis for altering the

conclusions in the Rationale.
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such as winds, prociplitalet. or otient tmeratures.

5 $0.130 - Cotrollntg access te the site is much more Ivpooewn than
Indicated by the telve words ascorded it he. 7%e nseessIty of G aintaning
sacurity over a very too; Period way Wean that bott enin"ered and naturea
securIty systems should be employed. Strict persnnel security avroaches
must be used. None ot this is reflected In the General sttemewt about
C060trell1, ccg s

Also lo this section. a siksetion coOceo 'ne o wrs to contrcl
Infiltrating water and its .Iqration through suvt-;rata Should be irnluded.

s s0.140 - Under pteauence coneirrftiqn; a mowe corpletet Wnttoring
fnctiost should be required. L.e.. Periodic monitorinog. 'ter ftrfnwtet
closure.shouId be part of the Protest erdnd d here.

Finally. hACo believes that deshite the reoulation and control of
radioactive di%;t &1 at he fe*eral level. ariong the De:art'.-rt of leergy.
tve tvwsr-'nmem'ul Protection Agency. aid *he StC. tkr-q is a role f;,r stae*
and local oervnts to Play. In the Past. these cewrvernrnts ev* teen

pcGred. ani. the tiblic consequences e those atii, "ae teen lv1 #,e
vssibe. Wtsst least. cooniutaclon ad I- 'r-ea,?-sha-c h- ^ t'
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Re: Leelt f*t ts on Prwosed ru)le pimlitud if
I, la steralaIswr 40. Nmo. 13a. P. 35ZW-3Sfl6.

July lV lil t 60.

.dUO. 2 0 f4intio. tpsm ~4C % *t is definet 101adict've
WatE etsitiubg 010.1 Ottl"9 trsMwroic oluments. wtils rodiowctlw
half1livtwes yner the Clw yeatS. in *acess of 10 "nocurieS per
WOO technicatly. his imstes tlht the tOtl actiilty of any troo-
srtic i*stat .4ttiq slpow partics. "re lest of tke el".
brodwing ratio. must be 1ntludd iN the ttI pot to wcOd It *EC1/
Ite classic e*mp]*e of this effect s '"V which as eltely
short half-life (14.351, aid thevefe' a Mip sp+ec§ic activity but
a alpha bruPAIed S ratio of oly .4 - 10". Th moed rule as
.ritia tUCOMtIClly V r s the eatier " 1 N activity 'A be ieclude
Ir the teoiwromic ectlhtig total. bet the Intent is to incide
oily the 819b activity breah is the total.

Ibis tochOftal deta1l Can be Corrected wit% a miwr ,.rp P lent of
the preeto definition S trSwrvtnit gst S to 5*d"ectiv waste
contsimihg trafturask oltrts. with radGoictiw half.liv.% g9.ater
then five years. is *osS of 10 ftsm fds of' alpha Lct4VIW.' per gra.,

Very truly yews.

Seff Scinti st

Physicll8SOOKcel DWl bwt

NLI/dc

* AemIa4,dVO si4
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Tee prewision *I, sel for a g antod 1000 year
e.otat'"Wnt 1Wrle: tO gruteNSqUaLy ladeiqato.
"tre I1 h plasonlutimm 2)9 rvrna dangerous for sore

tIM 2Vt.W0 Isa Togxis Ilk. Iodine IZ9 regain
darvreme 1r 160 mIllion yecr.. This La constdorOaly
lerwet twon 1000 years.

vhe reelooet.eul.sh ud be beli to itv oAv.r than
w pert In 100.000 eiwo *Ven this small 1.ut ot

rwMses would :1111 hot, a vert serm, health Impaet
die totie *strmrlcel mouta of radioactIvIty
vreuwwd v *?e nuclear poor proega and tti weapons

Mt e oal..lon e'a V antl.n of populatles relst.4
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I tocasl tam doe liheot, to ~"W of noa or Wittes, mmoses as

*%. iegosd 1.1. Ie tooDisosal of mih-Ioeeo 1"adewtte mastos Lu

oelegte keossetavies. as Xolimmed is the Pesetas kaftater. Vol. 46.

V. . the ,vag 310 or to Isl00as a Jut, S. tO6l.

ON!IEAMS IWlUCY S*SIAk POMW1A1Cw

~~piI' it. J. lnu

I., Itap" of totbalgai Slirees Noofaeeit)

DISM~AL Or lkIOI.LMUL SAmIOA.CflW IDASiS Is aft"lCC RFP0SIOfTS

e &A~4e ths federdal lesialew. Vol. h5. va. 1)0 of Uedavedwy.

Jell 3. 1961 I

Alt~heo Wa a cthu.. of the0 W.1. I tehA the libert7 to -- t

to the propseaJ M&C Dotes bectmas they cover a eabject of isger-

melmlcomarm mod Aetereet "aa .hevuefro O" wal he of otelmec

so the owl"and- V.guletisa to progaratioa for the eswmtativitaes

Z. WAThew "Otgs O..

Di feoreot *eplaaegerv taste owe selected Oawr to Dariea* that the

noclear Repulete"~ Cmeasionies approach fee dippeiofI *1 .11..

to geologic cogeOlsoe4aa is ba.Iely

- that the luegoltewy an"t emaetg of multil.o hearira.

- that the wornat ton ead ether ouslaaeaed barriaaers &o lemoatol

to the peuf.,msoe of tme repository evsta..

* that .saeb of taw salsgmeead lactoroe. ker to SWao hir Ppoetlie

porersomin object ives.

- thie hetarnat" the laA@ asotti (ILe. the 06M6*0 harrier)

doer met inspir te ieemaafiea. by roeee" of w-

tertairntiaas.

wy tomtee as, the, wwe astt"Molto agperb Is that it my be

a Seed tebchee apeeoaeh La to". of a UW~ oarntsoma ds poimobe,

heat teet bet that it terteilyl to set a6t aspouuet &C ayresch fee a

%UM-ceqeaitovy to be usead isca *It dome.

`fherv is asip mae qpaaeet approach for a aimedn V.I tpeltto myas

#ppe of heat webeah tat is the .etell sysem. appme"e. It in

Irratirneal to eassom that *iio #lage ~aaisot e~amamot got of a

tetal epete. of' eomoante will hate to uprtea the isoletiaa or

reeteiaueat emeobility Of that Dgetas Withoau aso asolsantee teas

raeta- I I . /it
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6.e0mdte Svc% sot% ttwit e,.yetI atestsusqg ehield t esvii

1"O "YpO~tOTe led the4 *ea1tett 00otitwe,1en maletvdese end ovw

Iwaug two heel ,,et pea VeA o b. me" soff~etgive.

Itis mOpe 69 soon of ao storativ, prteeeof a esletp staloossee

"d elpapeose"Spte 66heve"Nem twat the rotative. imserenme of

V%0 4d!fGfete ts~movitetes to te *%iowall mrote. ge he ealaetetd.

WAS" Paa0jc

Pi= ewe ets, sa ety met ertowe a 11.1 uepeultery m0 e W ioled

so a "ilt do" it We. taestted habt the iiete Veftege. ewe.

It to verfaed. to a $0410ed ispeosa boeuhule. ioee eal cwmrlbote

Se t t%*900400fMI. Of 1hW Paesaeeiwe mdI*. ~ON he4 CCRWti*eWS

eheeld h ditufbte4 thi 10eatatl0 el waste ase~ldes will so d~i~et-

lo be teetrolled he weher emsivet"te beevists sed b~p thse m.vwol

CVaietts tet the voot. poebata can a PIG, ap vote of ml i~petteete

to tow eortea le yeves of eneovell apato. lgproeeemet. at beest

for a covittfeii doislomd MUOWit"Seitary Jo eeto l. waste eeathg.

to therefoe w mabov hauste~omt of towme "olot eollovefd spates

,"wteoul fitre 00~t h tett~e t piese topopth atoavedoiet. deriveg

q9'tol to ds1o..e 0nd the beedllatg trio led soI tole Myototesa*

of the miete -atlaga I tthe ditpspeebt hlo.I. Its dimemlene will

%ose to be a eQOmtie hetmmeo, Whom the 901difiet bigg *M***n WAd

atetl~e itpeal fatti, tqeites.

a eoimp h owetifi f leetest pladI it tooetand thee Nteotmediatis

sorCe"e tiae "tere to dsispossl. %be difttpe of lbe, toelotet plp"

mports .loe Go oeuvallisig Ihe ttemal to" as the heet aveh

imeectip emesendie4 the applaced Pecesge.

lTme 10"A th .16 ist peaege will prisoast) be detmsifted by thi

lititutuifea hi wrmatot" 6Wewai adtle of thee. pechosee Insehioledo

Uthi Ieuthy exp1.mation a isiess to undetlion that the .ML

Paeta. is so I&oteet" mostmeaoe d - I e bee thaot its

imoaieteatie Is olsovierm ahnmd wlso thgi cemetait aaa

teaeerlled rahee.. patfeeeeaaef objectivog for 11,r eerali

spate..

The or Ise wtiee" wast t"e ""qItoem" the she oftieamred

87ele. is to be deeism" so tha the melee awe oomolee

wItbio the Waete pechals log tAW Iirat abmn poene fisiontog

motuieawoe baumm CthIs "elow tifto ~3S). lb. retstrictlve

tootsioncat ofet~iammee I khe Toiiesaetive imate to its

mete, peahaa e e toasteracassl isvquismmv . The brmdeupr of

cotealinee oa" eomlip be shliftd one I *Lalsoot 6.a

Leseeqeme It0 the point o V I" of aoiielfticai boasted go

we at big swiee uea. LA sel& htoe. it Si ta. .,.e)) oe.

thtat Obould he teeeeid todI reeosiamg * c nt~iftC withie a

t ooedep tLb" clearly doiiLea lbe esidievoiides to s~mim i. metide,

tbe blsephoess #er ad Umeag IOW peo. Peilewiog mile Period t"e

Cwetieo Of the* enaIA ope. 1 to W pioidel tAW VUVelee toolaiLed.,

*is thet thme memo. .1 moec. meahidee let. vo. ewriemeeet aheold

he Ughedt. to mom& ue eamcoie to prosaibod ocistab$eh

leIsel.

the piep -e- owl..e Wqos. thee the inepoelt"o degipt eboud he

doadh to I.peeiowl Vievel of me~te podiaboo tot a Period of OP

to I * ommv (beset heidi. Gelum *eg 32383).

hIV . tn is tohe stuo eed towt thig oteriowobli~ty oogoi

lireU. tlso paeeibilkieepa I" tame tepeeitey doelsoo to eptlaini

the owoll$ capeiory "psin Roaivtew emep seaes" heosei of

tee tloeaiblle M" toll Ltatme.. the temegumee" of smejot Occident

toivg the epmrteti pe,-led. ,feeso C flediveg of the dlepeoa

ftlew.
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?%*we isat we atioeonle to demneive the ftepsicery deullger
the boosititVs ofOWt *beely werovig the eo"Ifteied preta of
gasevo'roll diseposal ayot0 to a poise that beth lhe short
OW l to" cov mae bowdobdin Siiagel GAgP became of a loch
a. coi~sciao Lu wor soeeeigal eapali~tioe.
to l. e.tooleie to agains shet is situ palmeggwtoe test VW

dowp~told to a sorted of Yoear low edeeaty" .1 the oanls..ied toenew$es

to the poise that thoes veliability will be established,
A m-tatlaabl dipoal apesee teomsm-a itablfel tb.4

me hesaf its of a beet" og neenesel eddlealseles.
so saegwm diuposal SHld he allowed weleal Sbtheto La

.,Eficetsa nt bw foree nt to Labs1 seusll seedss of disposal.
to in tat, awe. gewa0a toCotig soet a dequately co"tteliible

aftosvdo astern.o Mestae Saga to topiste that stata" byea
roctivy"Ile spaces el mnder~ sen disposal. This betaeshe emb-
.seqeode of 6 retrieves "ovedid a" well sat %vice as suse&

ows,%w. boades a em usoea.

£ uow-wwsbewoble dispese Prtest oegaild lotam oceopeabie so"e
she Wep"ogmee 4gvos4midef low dwese~el eagiftsetad coo
oie I.O) hem Provided its toliabli~ty.

Pint et ig Gmple. saw disposal of a stoo o 1MM sailaesew is a
deep Asswasol hemwaeLo goaeb "it s LaP typical wosp.e o a "STe
soA diesposel sposen thee wa heedV be devlegal Ls a tetrievelile
gwr. to is. .. pteialp ouiag shw opewetaesol period. dependent
de, the vollSbijils of qft obaliage ofheA beomel. t ham sheuld

he devolved to dodetweds 565 the pilejala of the ah I ohtooeer
be wade uses the, it bell Witiageed a bdetetis presosaro eu"l

so that caused byth sa leudift of hel dispeedI atue.

to thei ddissdiSle mai so PWg Met6 it to staed lb"heesatltadb
lucatewtia. ha smi tm euhwo ashe smpatesst of tMe metmts of the
ofadee doemte" nt .4 bmas baet soals at to " LfClWde Lu
sdiWditud5y porptesmal otoesotatian as disompilve, piaolesmi thee
see to he donetsuipted.

At the bogies-of that GM* cl she ststwetot is Sad that the
heat tech is tie area elat to the .n!atei MLY 55 POItSaCll

aid theically disterbwid bF the heat 60%sated b7 the asOte-

This thereof distorbeCe is sa0ted to ad stsaiflCeOtlY to Oh

umtetiot se in she celcaittoe of the tratsport of the tsdie

WuClidde through the lolosic drowiainmrt teps left Celo" VW

M4.).

it is ewideat 'hat the diapaaal oppoke should *o crn he desnedif

ad is such a way that be o..eter.c h lstetios me" be th*. got"

of a disruptive process at tweet. "ag f tor wed slt we how for.

Gore that we coo cootfol the tbatusi lead s the heat ro& ditect-

II driveosdiag the watoe e eistter such tbat me Chmical of phaical
che.se will tab. glst. that cam he oid toidete4 t he a I* distur-

=%e 15 the dispoel ne" itself. twes W r diatat fn the %alitif-

etie_ dlstufbftte We the faroteld _06ee080te oe the ditp 11e Of
high level Wete is the Isolation shield ot trec salt tabt will he

Provided Li suffieisea thichoeas *eaewd *he d*mpeaul at".

It La qusaetahlC sbethe a grdotel deterieratiog of botrhole "As

sued to be caweidefed fe eticsed psoe, leading to doiatuptre

Gi the award11 spactn. et i oe.sdb deep di'spel b crshelee natural
mcenls such Os aiste of cshed salt sod clay Iwet a* npepa

to Prewide eat of sd ora1 sucessitv plug that ate o he weed for

ealibg the esheld. ?M* La so losses for d4401`iatrio. _ he

totracy. hatoele ceesstgoa will gredvally mwo tbeoplug tbbtge
theorlgissIlp.

"A. 10Oactieies of a Emit. mstnLemed at as wuikLba dlsruptivo

ewea. should in reelty he tfomldeted ui the pspOr e.Ieit oatti*$

te the nepeoitoey site. par she "it deses wdel coosim"Ctiew fet

"ewe dippedgl i s the U 1t"stla e " Uasw Cmsind the * owls

ougelpiog. mod ewrn -usdmg t5 sale dm sa oa ofa oedinatatpy

*atihm. t de Got he'. th eapability to stat lee- te
of dlspeftst efarig. nw tec sale isil Ls. de t ito L ise-m

pleetit hehewieut e to" capable of aceoptiag a *fEit to poottiote

She hst to" sa thee ustist Peeaewer for of t to et

th _ i s.eed mie. t _ e iL se .o the se ausm thee esuld be
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ety,* to mdeflimp that psosra rues. for ll.:Oelc disposal 4%00ld

alwaue acesoit the soWstte hehetisr of the diltforet hseI reeks

a," their geloseis aSthang.

~.?UAMWf N haamuuatlins "kVQ To "0LfCIC ILINV0D"Clt

Al the top of the firot mI~ so Page 33163 it is stated thas

the thema~l dl atwsdn. of the oate ass" the emlaced weatts

adds t~si~ m ~ o thp mso r tsO at ese is the selswloeiso of

Iflameosf ofe the sadIswlid. thtss& the se.Ieeic .orrsemet.

This our be th& soms is fiessued sarestalia. Veth MAd is the

direst 'eiouistv of tas "mamma mete. Not a mlqsS Topsitsr"
with the my dolesed in deep hervohlee in. asale dom this is

got relosmet. lbs heo" seek itelf to legossobl ad sNy futvft

redismaulid toems"t is the permeable geelgie emui am t

sawl miales no *alt oim will wet he, the sligatest dlistoilase.

true the Iimited tompottwow vise of the reek "elt Oa the jti-

Vyor of the s"it doa.

B. no" tuemi

*to wsertal the tansnke. aptoeesh to ofhe W toaftsel

Isstea toea seer Manuel NW. A dilftials fsre aMG. to the

anlssd oo n" e tho heril feaslit, go slesod doomend seoeld*

helps to disaseusap geqie low karteudie. letso *epaeltaap of

talth t"e bmineft6 etorite"Mse ts still these. In thils 1059505

it wilot he smr samessllag it the foasteIs Lamme to heas hose

awlsemd GAea tenviehlo mny.
the tasomee Volue o9 she ases tugs tht was deeleted s mes sad

of thttb-Vollad smiseoo of presimme sstotlel awe to seaeideted

is gdmbiettee wlth emu a uwtrlewoole disesol systoo. bhees"o
they sits. se tegstlee to peosset-der plman. anss., a poseelility
of bdelasraev istroet. ehold as" he coseaddtod too ososy

gms that eveyebleG toe ho e de"s ao idaeaors a tael,.T genesation
to do to. It is to totwso tile resposiblility of a"et gemeretleme

to dsrtdo whthst dhe hoasard *toe mth tbe booot its.

Tlb imoidvertet intrusion sheuld ho co"6adeod sa"e serasusly.

but as is etated ia th prsposso rules the scivatific *%a tecnical

capability reqwired to rocentan the vwstts at greast depths will

&Its seb)* he explorer to cosait .. se whet a-m-wed ean-all

he is otcoustariag.

9 . L K S U ' P 0 C

It it evident (no the proceeia eg esets -hat there tshmld he

only es appreech tfr sottlag pertseresac criteria ftr a hlgh-ltvl

veste rapeetirq. that approac shseld be the pretcriptieo et a

single Perttosaste stsadard for the swerell disp^asl 8sot_.

thw deveoi~at of that spot, willt hefully sits ta host rev&

specific sad be octeeplished Is -n iterative process ad systaow
dewalopoest ad so*ly "sesmaw". TW dispoosl slste 1ald

remais I laible is Orer to ho "Is to teo with future delepesats

Ga both qulltatlue Mid _ ueatitcive sa".

The ultimte oal should ho:

_ to prwvid fosr e costif moit ad the burled mate fto a afaimm
of 1000 year, Aithis a ssleic bomodary that tie*la ftar trw

wee direct sowitsoMt.

-to the eo * t period a 1es tbersftetr . is rdaesably

ach."able for a give. alto &a its gI"eloic sttiag. sad

-to limit my s e _ntal sI I e oloseos of wte aclides to the

toireamss is enema sad boacostratim to aceptable levels. or

as tsr how that reaoably is achievable.

Is. smlcp "Mu -I1I

thete ay well he other thee twehelcl criteria he. WY iaftlwece

o final site sleCtis.. Gce a sits is select e 1h overall vstes

sheuld be developed to ast the _rotell perfortasce objectives.

thwoo o sastard seletaed reqaIrmost for a dee. geological disposal

to be lcacted for #ra. ssasetday 1tyslotson teeters.
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tfambosrt of aU Odm lde throngs fhe geolsie .enironment.

This ame be 1%0 saw to f ibss eryasallita lock and to the

disest .istiftiy of thatemulated maste. furta mivud top.oitery

.ith %h M I" inad" is deep hoesholea is a Dole dman this is

vot woo em. T" e"ho Week itself is impasusable aod sany future

964tomweUds Masaono to abe pemabkle geelagit eaviveame t

O"TrWAN916 t"A salt dams will set hbe. the sliohtest ditetuhoace

from the lI"Ated tompert"Co, rise of Cho rok s"it as the pork-

phrf of Ohf salt dsin.

P. -A" tlItleg

to gsamrai the emiingo'o approach to the bon Istroflee

qumatiem tso ma I Msuemat *M. A diffleult futuro wceasa te tha

*amlosed wae". so"o OAba hrial facility Is elosed &VA" and aseaed.

hboat to oisoen" peeplefees lot budivg late a gtooeitery of

viebi abe beileft. u4 adotamea Is still there. to this teapoet

It might1 he =Mm e egs if~b It h moete Ito Loaw" t os be"ae.

amloavd I* e goortouoble wey.

Twhvo eumm Volvoeo the spe" ol mb te was dosbotod a ""te sd

of W96rbelled Smolsetof .1 semem sotatlal or. to se~ieldod

is Cobiaisonle With oWN, a ,.triemeble diapueea eye'OR bmaefog"

the, oft.. e sotoessabs Jo Ore~ose-dep Pima. Meomer. a possibility

of dobisbrsea istrooes, ~aoid sot he euaoidarod too 20910uoly.

owb that *vvrytag I to h4 e de" to dibgouroe o fVtRVW ose~istOG

toe sn o. It is is ftutoe the rmespossalhlty of soot ge"asmtioss

tr oecide wothor the hasarde are earth tbe beoaf its.

only ma approech for s~ttsez perforvurco criteria for a high-ltvel

vaJt ropest0et That approach should he the PrettiPtift_.f a

simile performsance steodard for the oveal~l disoseal systus.

Th devolopat of that system will he fully site _a heet rock

specificti W aedhecomlished Is sa iterative procees of oy tem

developm_'t ad safety * sesm t. diepsl oystsm Should

ruaim Iloxibte is rdr to be aIl to co" with futuro develooteats

ia both qualitative and quastitatiue sUs.
.he ultimate eat skeuld be:

- to provide for a _tai_ moat of the iuried vaste for a sisiars

of 1*oo years %itkima 0ealagic bousdary that rimais f or rom

mess direct eavitsmas.

- to ostead the toftionwet Prterd as 1su thereat t s it r*Dsa bly

oh. -e ble for a gl*e, site a" it geologic sottiag. _d

- to lnit _y sme-ul subsequent relese" of Wvste oselides to the

ummirrnos_ is ssaut. wd coestac roato to occoetabe leveles or

as for belw. that " * s.as1y is ochievablo.

IC. sIfloc "W15 lS i
Time oy wall he other thee, tocheical oteoi. 'be. m lot islesce

a fiual site selectim. nto a sit, is selecee. b. everall svstem

should he developed te mst the oveall petter'noe objectives.

There Is so herawd ralaead tequitmost for a de- geological disposal

to he located for frau Proa t-dey fSpolotee "tCore.
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Secretary
WIM1leer VAWOl
Washington. p

Bablocti cmet. on reopen"i melee - 10 CFO Part 64'
916posel Of Uigh.-iouel hadigectiwe
wastes to 0@olevic Sepoeltorice

or ow as se mne the qu"a 9m ti sab i. Stsqmsev et teoo' Leal
Criter ia to reduce the stiefs of Inadvertent hues. Iftrusiem.
is partiveler. the .slat~mce or the posoibility of 0imaral
rsources to tho viviaity of the site maY lead to miming at
deillifto tha WMId mengea the istupity et the yaoloqieal

Of Uimest40 g. atis rlative teeboological capabiliteso
new mcsnuining. Wbile amo ilotmation, to sueileble gem

MIeM 1Sdi. emw blat. i tlwe. there have bees long latervale
divltin whiche isfomat is me lost, to he resowered only after
learse *% bunko"d of yearE. eVem toiay, informatioa rgoo
1*woraee. eluilleatis irn the decline of the Pona" emire to
tbo miaet of the Renaisane.. shoot 110G1 h.D.. Is fiaequetery

.i se'Plot*# At As difii ewt to seseakae fact gemn legend.
v"e ties aslce, the Derkhqeo la Europe, is *f the same order.
ammut le" yeass. me the time eenmeidsred Necessary to msetal"
thu wastes.

00tiary to thu assties sm pegs2). It done Mit iollow
theS a I ituit Vemortatio miud logically be ospected to
WWdfrstaad thes "tore of the wastes sad the necessary control
Seseures sorely husmus they bad the technical capability to
peftetrote to that depth. Sar*derus, aiming at greeter depths
v"i calried ea by the Maonin is Corsemll. and the Clihins.

UIRe-M.-Grs ascte m0 Vol. no U. ISO& Federal 0109ietui.
July 5, 1551

dtilled for oil at depths of about 3000 feet centuries bfore
the dIScovery of natugel tadieoctivity. In both theso exampips
thu dopthe wor ked wert much gr*utv than the proposod
repository depth.

tq )52', t e C02lc) 3 - the purpose of providing the
* inource a the Safety AnlyuiS Report
Is not clue,. 1h. wording intfrs that thu only purpose Is to
show that the location et the disturb d sawn within a
particular geologic Setting was such that the mineral reaourcee
were nO greeter there thn In characterilstic of that geologic
setting, thet Iu, that mineral resources are a ounsideration in
locating thU disturbed sone but not the geologic setting.
whatever the Intent. thU treatment of the minced r*eources
problea does not provide sufficient asutrce against

idvertent breaching of containment.

1. Sec. 60.21 IeC (1)3 implies that mineral deposits
In the geOlgic setting outside the disturbed wone
&te Of no conceing only that the rusources In the
disturbod son should not be greater then Is
representatiwe of the geologic setting. The
geologic setting Is detined (Sec. ".21 as the

.. system that provide Isolation of thr
radioactive waato.- Sile breachiog of the
Pelogic cetting would eampreel- tolntainsent. It
In not apprernt wby mloetrl resourceO only In the

disturbed smen att to be evaluated or only their
duvelopmunt restricted.

2. the detinitio of geologic setting doe. not include
umdeulilg teoa4ilooe that do lot contribut, to the
system of tIoloeion, nar hene the rules do not
rlegire that they be considered. as the WIP site
illustrate. tbhre way be subctaotial deposits well
below the geologic setting, which would provide
Incestigm to breach the comtalmuost. See. 60.133
(b) reqwiret that bocrboles be sealed. That
apprently refter only to boemboles Grilled In
connectlo wIth the repository, although It could
include proeexiting boles. it certainly does not
Include bales subsequently drilled to esplore and
develop mineral resources lying In or below the
geologic setting at *e futuae ti*e. It boreholec
are a threat to Isolation. a the peoposed rules
indicate. terto must be aseurauce that underlying
mineral proepecta do not load to future drilling.
It IO difficult to gain such "souase, but as a

iniom the rule. should cover all minetal
resources ard prospects underlying tbh geologie
setting, not just those in the disturbed ront.
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). The at ,.t Purpose *t sec. 0-.21 let I1l is thatthe facility oWesto, such m We would cquireEletai tight$ ea the basif of COtntImt-arket="1_4 and witimhod thee f rom d-eopmnt. therebyrerevllng y conflict betw,. -resource developoent_nd lepesitory Isolaties. t"*re are threePrincipal difficulties with to*t solution:
ill It soomis that such legal. arrangements willt1aim effective for the 1000 years foet whicisolation it tequitred.

2? Certet "ahet Values bon littl. meainig.ithe ver short teig. The Peice o0e il the hersim basmn of New Moeloo.acidlg that enierlying thw VIVP *ite. hasI*magese Lien about 15 sants pet 1000 cubictoft In the m.-140s's. about the til- t*msite we first eCosideted. to a regulatedprice ot $2.04 today. beaL. oeta have rimeefrom 61-$IS pit mcre to mote then $400.*.Othet gas. met regulated, sells teday toenoe them so. Th.eotgosandime values ofthe 35 biWllO qble feet eatimatud to_ndstlie the sIte see S5 illions, J100.l11. _nd eoer 6)00 million. Thoe age" merely cesta to the project, the lostfigure reprements the resrce vel., thata oelety curently msilogu to a badly-neededo n e w , e of that m ag nit ude.
(it Yf market. Walrdo of e mineral 'esoree io at1_ m= at vet iae. as the above e1aapleMll m lthe market value of aBeftleftlar Ieeuwe lo a fwtction of thetoeleY &eable Ler development and themet oft eltmrnatie reeofreds. both at aperti ele, tire, the lncentives for futuredevelopmt ft a paticular deposit caumot baassessed In to"s of. urstent barket pricesand technelogy. bayond the certainty thatuoeUaee wil lhcrease io value with time.

ry coacers is that the risks of breach of tepositoty isolationby tfuture mineral 4delopeet *re or ot btaduStaly controll d by

-4-
the proposed rules. A more imediate conern is that thatinadequacy vill qgie. rise to substantial public opposition tocurrent efforts to arrange for disposal of tuclecr wester.l- ding to further delay and Inaction.

The problem Is partleularly difficult since salt beds have*asumed so much importance. Salt beds occur in sedimentarybasins which nlIo are the provineds associated with oil a*n4gas. as well as other evaporite mineralu such ha potash. 11salt beds are to remain under consideration. emue sore rigorouscriteria beyond the estioation of current voluec only wit.. nthe disturbed sow are needed, 3n view of the uncertainty asto walt would constitute an atteactive ptospect t* futuregenerations, it may be nececssry to require thet frt "ltformation be at the botton of the Sedimentary series, underlainonly by non-sedimentary basement ock. While that would.greatly limit the availability of suitable salt-bed witlesthere sre other geologic media.

i
I

l4
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Sibeerely,

. M. de nontsollin

joddit*b

e a . .lp
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D0,-Sa I"s Mitsi ~~aft Set~e ID-Il. 1111. the Adisorey Commttee on
Oeltlo Wvloe i mat wttb he tieC Staff. cera"santatos of the U.S.
Noo-onvo *q tow-W IN~l), VWd ON OeW4C coatt-ct., Pe'seWl to discuss

It*pofe"I VV u~go I'selsom of Wtpot,,et 1160oecttve kMattes in Ge4Ie'c
top".e~Ite-os fig t 60). VISi was else toe wiuuoct of a wetlag of VWi
kas.0 Subcmmtteoem goaste 0160pavot held Is belsitgtaa, M.. am Seaton.
We I one J. tel1.

I. Iem mmt C t.s

?I "C tae9f.;. to be Clowtmeated *m maelao ahedee in tow *teWe of
coat4amd. ,geopaett suteaedes we% VWs to be "I,.ed by the U.S. towi'-~baieu *ottecstfo howi.Y. 41tieou we belie"s ctertat ceeSe and so.
0*ovemat 5Ae'ht' be mad to %n op'mee5 VnIl. t*e pwolikohd deft% 'flect5
a -o graeg of of subject e~d tlo'er'Stes a wae reap of "gut frow
*eoP '~f*O "ephe t s Uud otisfe 9pows.

I* tie we sg4 uqm'. clamats weve saecflolly reouetad so Si$ key Issues.
N' 'eat.-'. 'eweit., the". tssw a" as fell"~:

a. e',scrittspe of C'ta4" %e' a Repository

Wm "P"o etw the polo mwst 4400,a &* woroll~ saflot, )he or objq
tiee vo' .. posellsory* "a go . l, mittiew p'ftow"d.Ce steedoes
*%c oeah of tfto ma).' tle'tl see io.i. Al h.ee" we favor te
wopwok beet %at bevo Wone. or be) teuS tkat tke 10topsetoletio of
toe %-"vcu' stwepties ftuei 9wvttw' tce's #igaeute. hddo tlowl

emna% " Jsts motte' e'. otio*s P $ect,** I.4e of tots 0esort

b. Sw~fic*8alln of bosls! and Coukstrictls, Criteria

We belitwe that detailed *si1u. sew constttwttem, Criteria shmald lot
be loclipod In the vile. It twoud be better be Incerpoeste lafg'ma-
tio at thits type in suljeuryrglaoy ris..

C. *ettewb Illytio tVW lietea

UNe boltov* tat, on"e discussion of Ve mtzt equtma sugid
he madea o art of the test of the rule es opposed to tumclwdgag It
-prmarily Is the background logoe'ties. Ihe MC owld Indicate tan
taeditleas "oudr tiuCh retrIeval would esed ta be peifaeamd, pafhaw
by pestatatlumg tl~tratisle citvomtsoct. the VWp of Waste u~ be
laserted could Influence the rotrievab~litt teptrvowts es well as
the Peef,,maace if tae ape atte. AlthUvo we *Id got eUPlas the
%AestioA of the Impact Of the ratrievability e"Von em desliga. It we
sea's Viat It could be itplftC80t to CeP98te Cases. e-ch .A a e*-
positoe tecatad to "olt. toe SO-Yea tioe SWn appears mwo then
adequat dew pftwavlng Deo rat'teability setIOG. but ether C'S tIl
asgit be cemldqred sack 4 VW tIe. needed te Gomastrole stabhlity
Of thermal "104lttee. structuAl# eOMOt. Of coatate1ost, effective.

4. Coacesa fec N m Istrusi e

be beltee" Vw tceaat of Itkid 10bjet Wa tll dse. We rOCemeW
9vtautties of VWe eatonia teat.

e.. qpwlatio. lilated Sqtf*t te~slfam I

me allee with% "a Spora sagestad to go We~peed.vole. WE believe
.It Is mat necesavy be inclv4e at stinge cateria %&icts volata, to
bpoel Ottom da"stV or bee pertmISI of the "Owatow,"star be oest-
tie. 40a4,tes.

f. Aaglicablee of the DLMA Celtarte.

&lthog it is asppeglats that ke 11MAA tritas4om be negelad be W
meerat I satet gee) for tie rmgaite. we belte"g It is nut ap'ae-

citew to .9"1F It Iate VW Idividual Performauce Criteria for -trey

3. additional COEta

to seeme of Aethe.*$espot f %e prupsad volt. he Commlte effete
goe tellemlist cmannts

A. ltormettie Lgsce

Wuile WV guimeesly agroo with ofe criteria sgecified on the Prprosed
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towo *oectlop l go eII" %?its c~ome id Wi.. waste wict"")
"tt waet. liesgiag tom *0ud wit I."I5 Of C~OR*doAWd St nor be FC
toc*, to SCS40We.

We .,teouow tet"Ict topatw e VWhe w-aweto VW Ettoogat of,*v wast?%es So eq4e to 1w "* aerata oiscump. It ths naPO w9.
ww V ComigmttF wieUi tim wmat rseo.ged role mltil be

oiolowd. iimS oweemaci %l esie allow ottootlem t. o dt'irdted totwo W"Ifte *pocitS of VW you waste 09606.I proofign. tsoigeteli foo,
Wet .t vo~telb iip41AgeIdf g ..atttg me" low. is ,..e'ilof

veokt wadab*4d %* tlet'p tooe slatom 0,01~11tdr cpncooteette

ofg t" lonteittem ssd go Vte I"sMobad ogle. gaettootew1
timeg. a-todiftip to presgat Won.' "Ie Not tsclbml:allp g.psoct.
1a91#$ Pot t"a Wst of the UV"m. *feattqe, #VW.' OPd 'fault VW-.
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ofpslo 01411014moIle radioactive Wastes ii the uasaturated gem
does Net a""Of W-a ha ACe5seq7

C. [Voavtleti of comput~er Seeoss

At tVW g'eset ttaq tst see am W~e of qov ltletao Witai. VWm
U.S. that are iteslweo tor the *oeet..mpe of ciampk Wools top
estimatlag the eaetvsommatal troosport. of 9ed6e'm1ltdS. le Chocl
fat 410FIC4I..CIe tim tymete 0adols, "a to aSSirno tt the best omedlt
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AmM the key prevesios proposed for estcblishiSg technical
requircmente for permancnt disposal of rodlosetIve wvste estertals.
two Itae- 11 a guaranteed 1000 I-n eontinentt period 2. h-t
radioeCtise material be held In eDOrt in 100,000 of th encunt
of radioactlve waste la the pl erve fell auprort. In
terms of the nature of the material heldg handled end public safety.
the need for these tW provinion. ee obvoi .

A thlrd recomaendation. that a 50-yeer retrieval period arltr
emplacement for weste. be be- lr9- receives conditional support.
I ag-0a with tO OPWeIsgie for the ne*d for such a req ifeelr t but
there ar quoeptlns *e to whether or not, this time ellctment Is
eodquate Wdopnding n thbe gelogical modlus *elmeted).

hbwover there are stron .jetioten o the proposal vwich would
allow the (bportwofet or anorgy to select * ealoglelly urfit site
If conditions mov be remedled. We iees"a to be a ewrplete cntra-
dittlen to the principle and rationale beind geeloglce iiesel.
iurthermore. by establirhing such * uoliey it tends to reflftrme the
*llettions that I' por-neint end s*of* dlewael of high-e*ie wevtlO
may net be or feaelble (tecnaleolly kandor eono'ieally e!ter *a1
2) *hat the uemiseione to were lteetsetd In 'indifn en .vredI~nt
oelitleal solution to the nattar than serlously solfin* thC troblem

eeet end for all. Clearly, additional clarification ceq this lesue

i. talled for.

One also sendore toy the Cmleaslon hos foolgeted to reartic-. ny
pepwletlon-rel-ted roeoAr e^nttr. Since ceene ip 01ng to he-r a high
level repository 'In their beikyard It soees logical trat the !C
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II 4 i) trWild esetblieb ouittble ueq1reM%4 St %his tree. imelevt, as *?
Yet Ba'iP P41refaiemeto imewe Pot ?et Weel Dryowsed. Sine, tWe In an
or"a wSeI01 vil be trvegs wp somser or latel' it wumld soo- to be it
thme ONuISegis boot Inmterest to dgusoa soeon as Pestibi.. (nine
*gtals .lmwttteetie. on~ Wei toettep Is slled fro.
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inCOM

SMU~Tt: C..'mts rv: lO~1i Part 6Q* Oispaosel oi* Miget-Loee. Radioactive mgwse
la 6eologic Bsotois

this is we4ttes is ai tapacitt as5 a &4r of the owl Goology leview Growm.
it it bet,., OW~argd Sitar or Oa.1icloottUn In thme gqj1 review peoml worksit: of
Se~tewbo 1t and 17 sSatti. I "ree withi the CanCliuOVmn erriwd at dufiS9
that Panel wortihep. This letter swol~emots those carclmosiisa with soo wspa-al
ot"er~ttons.

I.

ahmi PMq for paw time,

b

Slimeaeoly,

I fouid this 9t be a iiilitiog ditieuSium docunt. It summarily discards
toe Ideas and hoth"ol"gi develop b all Fee rows end Vrofessionals with
_ I hove bee" sso iated ever tUe past "Wei Years. It §ths ,r~r,%ncelits

the statueo geology. hydeolep ad e}" eii that ate wie,. rinsiri. its
csnatt asereaci (as cetrasted with tie 'systms' _pveah) has led to
eisie"s. "so e terwise)lwy and eerical choicesf le toeral difficult tech.

sl"oical areas that re iet logtcal ad caot te imolevented.

la soit. the prelosed wile swrily discards the rolts painfully 4wiwd
at by the tWhm "logItal Conty. fA w teecifsi44 ebles eg dise.bsed below.
I trust that add1tional eales will be presm It in the 'epo o' the OA011 pal

we.

II %YS1M APtOA vs. MOM AD9 OM

Every conittee sad *Vory "ART that I have be" i"'elved with "ofr the Past
fw eses hot bee Isiees is " Ing thme hed for o systeme aOoacP. Ir shQrt,
a 1inle $10t 1ard Should bi WellId te the ant'41 fostory witl 90-+461S the
Penwnr't tMt multplet barriers be used. The lotte- is to Osse that sere tlSa
ws barrier be e" even if a s6i"gl barrite Is cae of meeting the standa-d.
Of cew's. In the optiviative of each raftsitHr and si. ce.$tr'ints ittefic
to that tit. Would be wied fer the Individual boririrens n ade to constrain the
total system optieluatisa. to this way, the best ewa9tew could be tilak of
tV t~esmnts of each Site ma of their Interections to P'-- i SOitable rueositev.

without adequ justiflcatios. t systems sgoroacIm .i Pidod In favor

. 1 -
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a ta5 tebat Si6cas *imo UW404~cat to, to each towepok ftg the v atitry
veWe oi .t * th Stet. ?b4s Or"." all dtyloeftee betweemi %ftes " tgmm"jq

*-1 Srtn'? * ' Istteiicles mmd 9eoalm"ammt in the tioaterit of the eopements.

wthfiwa~tol v. the tin~t 68oevach Os coallstu"t with the doc~st s
0041H"MOP ee r'.t. .1pqw6ip sa £ampts"Awt Ct,4t to the oveibly or hydrelgep.

?"&tb' .,' " tell Isi *a' 1045 toWIV Anit fee inre empaditislo rbecgiteeie. for
064W*. OW amme S"WIS 9411 * site &%.' the PO'tma~ilta' t-400i tow to tow biluiejoaf
la '.NV~ r"e-s F!% compoent sw'.q*cate4j of. ove" la.M "onar kew is 0*

's qb-, ftv soV te-lo W~I", ba'evoesi tteaie to a site ~ie big b.deat
v 'I to es'-aviAeE hi qme.th I.0Cm.p,. po kge winethfi, it is aooeda O. met?

be' o.h .4' cei*gve no wedit fee asptrl" he aeS to tmevroe V. geOlIC barriers.

(to waqevi.q the biwilwss of tefomwdt s.ecteicatfinm. the authtomas ef this OSCnowt
W-e Su'-tdej t~l a Wariety of technmical areas hailing tiPY difficumlt toethmelvoy.
it is me& SWIV-t eq that tow 049'wset~ts of Svc% C-ft h I somotifts display lock
al l"We. "*ows -- nislaw anid e loch * of A*-~e% that aftat %Os be" emSoa""
Comot" tie 'os'am~te~. a.0 *0vlgq %ere cote at the 0i01 Paeume Wo'1hop *mW

----lf~%.yhus -- Wc~e Ut' UTOOGIC DIPPMAt

'he e'iwoted lVWN essentiall 1, dowms the cVmcrst of diead Welogii dispseul.

f'we pea's -. the votele imed itedo the eat',* jeC radionuclide Camt*1fstW.
A'i thej the Ca-'stec iA tW dewa got the wstes te the site. live. we pro at

te * Vt-rn , he $popse$" WWI*i gls W it.# "aelop VWi hyoolmq tee gomteinmemt
£cPOEt Voter! fe tie I.Ow pee' ypeasiloter travel ceqeITvinmt.

with ; t oefe aq %ti is 0lacf. thcce twewd be he rSaese to coitimmie Oii
*1 tow -"',% oepo& enid hpecele sli~* studis. [vwry a". of the stitas tat I

p CW)i*.. W-~1 ieTS tow 1.00 yeer gwoundswa travel ftwquv~set. Isn fact.
smr ' the %,to$ that have be"m rejected Woold seet the VW)# '.cifIcatle"m If
we ~t'-edthe Webage "md repositorp. ?heefaa, WVp Showid o.e Stftid the Site"

,%e lei ~mt of the I 6000.peec coat- tW ead the ethec ewaidonce of lath
go tamm*.fte '5 Ihe "glowee a"n hyverlomv St" fcM ervamovil percoptiems of the
noat"r ~ to t t eta oweed to "elew vm hgidlogp .AA #4091 will 'llmostvete

"e IWO ,ts*# wwamgOy aoscfed to their ,6 C landim hyldrolow Overview
ceailtoes a VWm *ua,c spov Vet postulated madistc lid. estaee front the Ilatane
'ecvetdem to an ad!*cost wow.veeeosl Imtevbed. Uore e wa comsiderbie 41Sagwrem.t
he*~ * trw Wevef omd Samre £'ttoe asidso about the lecatigim of the sit"s
of t"%'me.dirire to tow bieashece. It the 1Ildif Staff is coivatt. the
tcew, tI * ill WI e atsowt 120.00 years. of the ons'ttqe wrecs ar coeI ct. the
trmvel tinw vib h -a ete 50.000 years This is the mmature of the Wbirettaioiy.Wand
fbv wa elt 'toIt 'tOlve it.

Questies bt the reliability ef the asuonties cd code used I tsme
I1w eodel Of RORs*6ug. Iy back-..the-eoilvelmoe cooputation stihd that the
meW retults were u the C.rr ct bell parit 9e the paraeters chosen. No possible

'certt latles to Of fvtwv tItemtic eweets cam afftet the$s wutir$ by owe then

W Percfht. If that Muh. (wan If tAm hmydraulic coN&KtiwitY values tce am
er~dr of mapitwte lam' ISOethm hard to believe), we would still have a 6,000
pear vqtmdwator trawl time to t bitae" thlmre the ietavpd. Frtheewee.
this cos"evative gromduatoc modv gives VA credit to tow diseersies. to the
sopetion. er to thw ceataimant or eterdatIem by thme Wit_ rovtion. by the
cailster or by any of tlme evaimred barriers in the reee.Ste9.

It is +.i e at oy s tor path to thre OM1~1 tkr"% tom
u_ lava flons weld be missed e-lin the detailed eslgraties. tme eository
etncaattlm. the -Pesiey f*111mg end the perfoemce casfirimtlon before the
repostlery see14". As fer futu errdible gelogic events. tme estive tectaimic
picture Ifsufts for the t % 0.OW year a coitinmatioe of the geolo1ic pattarms

of the past several millien peers.

lot suinry. evety mar of to e MO staff ad Overview Coitta e spill
the Mstir *f th Uncertainties. ftwver. it Wo C'e to tsyoWe that Pe
c"4WItS fu wmfavorable cetoble "etst SmilE vlic radiemmulido travel
tit, fre t oncapsylated wastes to be bilshasfo bulow sawcal ts of o
of years for Properly sitad. dosigned and tmostrutad rfetoltary. Vivo cqrsiderl

wmnaiatich1. ane At emitetas their rangs. effects. sensitivities an
toIac Oe soacific r trtI a. leneniC Crtmidavti . divCeccd MIN reel-mId
reoiltory site. a"re sa gl"es end e" to tie eveove teoclwelefs about
wmcertalities that he beam lococpofttd to the prgosed tole.

IV. 9hw A ffM Lf Mwl - heK tC 5[ U W

Veayao e50.111 Is *eesle of th, Norwel effct s tow She
_poach VW of the relutis to take advamtago of thme gales VW hydrlep. It

"Oels m " of time *W gslgIC faacs that 441d help eduos rfaiinAwlide
tIsleort throwph tSMftS and bomboles, _nd MM to rely 9 ly aIo the pr"ertlos

o the 1Wise "ealt.

1. Pint of all. the wee _ that *... ea shafts m ' mhole will
idmibit transeert of redinsmclides to at least tV se dere as tie .. l
wits of Mth trou abicim the Shafts or harmalns pass...' cm sot b iilntd
fc the "eSt isoecmeebie r sect. the dostiar will av to violate that eaiceomt
oc else site the. vetositsry ia more pecweemlo rocks. wime that stwidard cam be
net.

2. Within the uetretot ieaeed by the else desi. eetS* shld be
%d to lst %Wft WA bere9heuls vogrediast frem stewd wates. If tWe hyirvIl
*rdgt does set have a COMat ia the di*ction fvw the wastes to thes
opsr0. advoctive trUseort ef relilemmclides Into the shafts md borthelft Is

met possle.
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rtties. St la blis~ %od'belp that the ghetto. eu boeotehlso .aald be

selale to I" Ieat%11 beeam doe"r~ be thme undletwebed mite of tueh.
This voold be Mandible Only for the Nere fvwmewed. elleabool tacll unlits
0.1slaimeted flee eemeldo.OtLo me petseatal uep toel? twale.

Ilgamiesd mcoding 6

-P~hosol beeehalea bill be *e~led to Inhibit Uwtroaeeet of pad.-
mieNlidea il mad weuat.rt lbe tm ateat reaseambly achi wvale'.
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LAWR~ENCE LuV WORE LABORATORY

lo epomooo Ii louv a Pt GO W- re"Ime a eaenmt bf Oee.m."Rf wDorre-
vwa weesrvetlqat ewther tha on .overll. Opsel. a'O1ysi ;orft-afts. orstorta.

!- m dolig atim fr~%a) atlon heVO boon getbIS 4a Cft gWIM ho
vortrioditI.*. a 1.000 poer ""ito mmoeo entonutel4-f i. The mli.eO* 0,18 for
a ,J$.d aoole6A ro"Im s a "NW of NLV isolations. 0 tOeco.;Mitte of
* 6 o U n~t! at baI.Iela1hnrr.r be Psowd.1or Sor looal fpstr in-
1b*--! f~wiam of for aa.It~onel, n term *60tal'.mmt W.mi forsme eftewo liwo
",re&r ealatie. mrste. 1hm It seem aw* attgiosebto so select Use onti'e

1 mmw~tb to Vodebo" smateh eow YU"e.

Allms tjoo S. saw ft by th. 09. ealls, ted ""owelsed rfahmo stint.
ft*f for .1t Ste usvmor .Asueb so ""ie"t. W mor~tdo the EPA *oleed.

1. o tare to wm SW0 peao) pofeameem parts eftmol be oself led .ni
vould rewiett meetlo wtooweiamarlo. smelaleaisd soaielel Msp be rowlm-
odl Vet moeld 1 m, lb. ammO~II I of $w lelbtUgst lb poseovr thoee
motorksl. Itee.& us "W" vd~g) at use U~oSo she t. s.ar. Alternaetive
2. it samled. deimd WItitpecific aweteol romnlromowte Itin. Meovo

%ladtel wift S AoiM dmreave sealantesrts S.s.nue

110 ladm SC go AIAm Pw~migmpo Imoirift tomtmt for NW Sam so
reasnably sah~mmusAs an rleas. veo. ose low We refmomatY toiabl.r tpvme fto rwl*m et aMIAlemal seas. IwhIoI sodi be Is1 Uwiu

f515 im to of welvistsia dPon . *,A MOe gevluatio f u 11mre'.
s to w. llsA m" #O Sbli4 heeIb.Md00 We" Porflheinme aentoil. which

mmups of womo w ale alsol we sem W reealiori tuo ted WA t

lmeul of fots oomm as"W S"lpflor VWteml mepe FMo - lb ho mdevlbop r-

posotw^Po V= oe pelaam sat.. sea be identified W44%a will IsolstO NW
me. ftm a so mmtiko smor"tsa for persons sde'atially lunger "an a"
lo*Fm P~* mqoova . comlettnu "W. er~uult" frsmeso for site s:eletc
WA m~owa^ Iltomolig wAUl gontelyl od jib fetidtrd W tie ht site..

"ward P. Newi
gooier 9016'bmyIlatfhot/~fmtl Swasgor

.0
eU o UIW"P# Sept.

Cp& ~5eR JiS.o)

qber z1. 19111

Secretait of WATear Sfgolatgry Coweinsigin"1- D>kwloq an Sorvie batlc \ i
lietn§gt i. D.C. S55S

Ooa Sir:

I appreciate W oportt tp ty Cm ot or tg e Otaoad _ l s to
IQFf0O. douin, with thf dlWSul of high-1tiel radle.ctive wasteq. The
fi lout*it tcemts o$1, W VA ufinos and do rot ecossar Ily reorelent
the posltioe of the us mt or saff f . tlvorr ht It I
Laboratory a Of the VnlW rOtt, of ¶.leffraia.

I Abu that the Chi5a$e Us endersed the mitigle barrier philosophv.
wthi I eret s ts* ant PVuget aporOch. 10.,oeI. I _N conce"rCd with
the nay Il &*mIb the COIisSIOM f.ls chose. to distributO time 9*14McP to be
placed aipe tie $W*) barriers. 1 partfeular. I de lot btl to" It is
*eiI "esse or ?"onable to peire that 'reasonabtle ssu-socv be
9 t i; will c|oU5 all adi*u1 cidets for at leoast

the flr t 1010 oor after Pe"1noet tusIo*'. Utitlhr do I belifet that
It Is eglisik@ for sayw to give Sach issuranc. Instead of the 1000-rear
lI 1t as proPo,0t. I w t0ld suest that the conIalMuet period be short*Pd
to consist only of tme w ied dvrenl wkicp the rateltuability option Is to
he preserved. newly 110 years. VW that he dngne otf Coatst,,met be set
at a roeasonablo lmiim. sucwns as VA o eac rvadlauclide. rather thas 'all
radlonurildes.

lbh *onnele1 emnammait liit as PPOPOSd by the Cinission is et
uj becaS aw o relt ice ea and Should be Placed (P the other barolers.

M y he t*IItrinsiC leasobility *J the waste fsm itself. And the lew flow
coaditiOis aW Io" trleing cacity of the em1t4r aW the geologIc md-
imp. to saite, it should be rcogntod that sll releases are not In-
tolerable. hI vies of the "st attery Of astwrlly-Occurtom r4di4 1140n
it the earths MrOt the releae of. um occuws c.mstntalynd is not Sut-
ject to the Comssions regIltion.

1he tcotalastint brapesed by the Comisslon is net reasonable becase
the fctien of the ost pactage shovid be to provide t i r ly
dwing handlin and shipping. Including possible retrieval. not lo-ter%
captalmait.

11e sen-releasm, limWt Is sot reasonable becaute the ily way to satisfy
tawh a rlease I ,it is by cwvlete -reliae m a Staled canister. which
_mld have te rseei loet-tight for t OGt years. If. 4istead. the Iimit were
tot at "S1 cntaimut. as; could be oet o the intrinsic 0re*sace to
leching if the waste fom Itself on sat ifyino the 111t1. This ti aCh moro
reasonable.

ZtomwaapdCo'e POOMOw Ltn..pWmma cmew posse r.WNq.i tO3 '0 aqW WF UY O4m iLt0
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avasapet0 Olo of cWclate ciataloomt of all ,doelfsfor

* o fact that ""to' a" enda~ce s( lateicticably wall
O.109r to vie i" secifyir.9 t~q rettalt 'Jo watt-ila Ono'l pareal.
wevid, 0"o-meree System.

ti e "W fac toot tooe otiP, bfiw* history of meat egfeImeira ntecINIa
10i1tel could be considere for *potiCtiOi, to West* WCI8o constuvc-
toga seems loll then m Y00~ec. 1101ttrq our direct *20oriffte of
their lomr.toer Awrability. w~tals whicil a.. found to 01atat Ito
tPele .nKiWW" State to PMtw-V (SVh OS gold) suist be avoided be.
cowsi of cost lot becausi of their optractIvemess for potential

C. Thetombility a of etsit and ,ectimaathl Scloetists to conImfditljr
ostraotilate cmoui00to .vpeVimmts of aCikiqveblq doratfo to a timer
pwe~d of two0 "aee. given the dog of of Vwedcloaedinmg of Cguorrole
DOW.mef. 901ch 9Povetlyti *t,%t. This Is Particularly tru In,
vivo of too comiea clmigat..Afteivel. folid flow. VWd radiatimn
conditionm which Could prevail In a .'eesitewy, and WhiCh Will re-

gin. to am de", onweodictablit.

tflow' of thee. cuie"Ideo'5." I Wt~iogly we" too commaisslu to re-
Comaito. its rpoeaa whate* 106cbaq1 tontalivmt 1ieit* sen to adect a wmvr
-061PRA-11 00d PrKctIC410le StmUP111i, aSt W4Cib~d P1111110. 10ich Will still
P-"medo the ~mcssery potocttemI of the omrigigeet mand the pvblic imevith
&"a tafqrty. Iee meiplt dealt with a moverfedoom *tht ,.whbiu of thme lack
VP a qeortoIesrllpicoolo standard for ,odiettoo In the gU"IP'mt- VP"n
ee'- to Vew als y O-C re"ulottwi IN thi aee. SIONCI I mufte this IS Met
Oetko Ith Omission's jwF1sdtctie". bvt It dOm Sooner to be ao tegal
V0 t..ildiag wem-% two ow the saed'. I is"ld "0 the sieffltefet
:.eurnAticmle %as Sen Carried owt With the fpksireinmtal protectilo A~eny
to *-iqw toWetibilit, withl Wetevor 'logo ally opolicable 3tamdord' Is
*.9-h*.mimip from tmet opcy

licher A. Van I~n es r j(

Cmy te.

cau. mwobell

v. wcut""

exasO~tt

0
*0 mu.sOm

11--*" ckmem Om
,.., .Wvm

1.211:9:cv511

pecroetry of she mc1eat lasmpatery C*i
Uueabiaten. 0. C. 20155 3tP -'
Attentiona t Oceamit me parelme lramv - o "O

11.. ullrtevb eommts comovent the lamf er dia p apes"e rnle so
Dlte".e2 o mftU4Aeel straiaattwe Vastoe Ia cooelek. UsyettorleO.

&TO givimesoed for? 70or conideratiosee

.Fi s-l~o Jew (" beywed 20.9W o ". O000 rmca
apopui a. be looprew lnog. After Cabt Cin of t Sm.
VW the bern"ard aem for opout onropeeeoved teel (mme

aem Of am) to loee tha tbot far Wooten ore iloteeet
SMy. of fteb lie to allwUvil deqette ohich hoes bee,
taft tratel m bym -An outer. contseir &tmec WeSgeets,
abet all discuseoiaf ofam boeyu 20.000 to 30.000 rimt*
be *elipted.

2. "taacvobIItlit! - o~ im"rt bellowe Saint the riotem
Clara ith alaot*5 a raepaitruy to Venet missed while
the waltdotti Peacen Coetiomme to grinLO town the ,Tak
agame toted with deloing the repowetiOry betfermel iatlim
te CGWete. I~ome biliate eTo %OAse uso imxbaury
prehebUlt"I ciok aea to (FILAO) lStieb morport a em-
celeetio toot, so Rmineal. ditpeenoi (Ccooody .reptoana)
tea a meb low" view SAM erterag (anelees repoetitorta).

Jamorl Montem Moeeam abet: so alternative arthoi by *%IC%
to detorotme the timaea t lo lewa ropeetcory woud be to
raquire clever.ab l th riask frm the tS*inne rooeteul"r
operated woein #o~iart ly eslidetel p P.cee So equil to
the fleat ove to petoot Sal oneirometal "eIftem eOm

amer at mus ameleoei rpopdetary.

3. WoaIatreelm !- VA. tem. 'lirtlo ceamaw o elu.o 5t
we ras ~ ~tit to biniffletio tly imatpeit S to atlas
-n to woke doctstowe p~irtmintas to the mcoeyitblity of a

1reqeei eke Witli a reqsJatte deofea of Cmindeae.
ceneral. Atomic requsata riot quoirtitat See rtwrite ba e giwin
e4041911 allow.n to Stevea the occoptobtltty of * Otte beae"
en* its c"aemrea valve'. relo twe to aem gtamlmrd.
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& &Ltotsj~~~seqb -W6.worl Meekk proegea, that the f lest
s.tceI~tive fee fvTel~tlag pavervasagac cetteila ha Wood.
'Nis olteomotive stoass saum tiontbIlISt Ia latl111t, desi"
sw~d site theta.. is to imertoot to maitsate. t~me flouibiltt
et deesig dvtla wegutituv dc"Isommal as that as Wmwe tiaa
of vatettat imeq9oveftiosto 9 PeveO9ieod dhee to .t SIl-advised
Impolittis, of ooeoIT tweteletl, trttoele. The fit" *lteessttoo
asuease that the safety n health of the public at. adoqwetely
*tetaflad while allaoole te designers WAd opeavtors to deals.
the ftet Defflalt sad semooalam may to sctiety the easvall
p.erfeerins etisade. to sadtti... la Ofe asence of a tac/t
hsamf II mwly*obwa sapotlaq; situ,. tie I so ). It meald ha
*aaaly commervetiva to see ay altewastios ot~ao thee, eleome.
ttve 1. VWatbsasa. hetow** of the lawtoate of fleatbtiit,.
It eo~* to ba bmipapgwoetats to wse lathe bmao hoenlove as
dolumactd to the I pwfarat ec. VhW sammeerT barreres OWNul
trntes saepaail Matt~i 6ticm deael~pe toldketeta that the
dealead $aoltoo sa" ha teected vtfithat h lepasimttr of a
toqeS tfar a spostfil sabsah of harrolea.' Is *~e y.
coamate wtas" rngasto that eltatoet I,. A ha we"d Im foqrm-
let ta" Ste aaewpoe tKCS lost 60 a" Stbat aoltuast I,. I ha
sdagmtaieway oh" ao datemina. that the dostipswi omnift1
tee. .ltveaaoia I ate Unacceptable.

'*I- soem thmoe, tom so oVM sweivestlca fa
14tat1ieg a aotetvaloesoeioepma a rpoldetwI e asatet (me the,.
to tot oftlsst ploats). and betasa" ttheheboom agtoreke *eld ha's
litc.omt ee 'wlsee thee -to eel, a mall probobilaty Sha

#"VWq. Papel MS la Will be giigmokaltl afteatad by the aite
that.. eels". dalihaqae ato slsm, .Isoe mas" the Gite wes tebl.
?%ew loaq ttem rpo.1st lea aedtth. probably Impossible
to ceswesqo thwleeea. 104ladlel thee he the qvew"Ood ltme, meel
s*aw libel? ha #futil. foeinta. betas" Ithe fpsateat 1hea to
theo remeel P.0k mistas dolla4 the sethl Itfe of the toeseitsty
"Na -the ol maea find gpotabl the eatqca~ll of the mattes to
tabimg plea.. Gmfol 84asia halie.d, it %maid be feceibl sAd
appraoprate to loaasi opaplnLa, density at dietilthstlee atitertA
sa the aOtte salstlees.

S. Settion 0.l- to asra, to ewatd petawtIA Ieasatstaaa VA

to".leetbia. s qs MnI.er Opears tatoe the- dhlaltiapp of the
lacymo eIa MOoyaIl.st revied tgo stn Sthay swee idatk

P. eatimm aJ - *oqsi AedAt to~*at thm e 46aftaifti of the
*a's. -1of feb", he added Ce tile teatla. Ibis toeem It seo" la
the poaevosd rate d shoodE be defteof to mease.e amaiete"
hetoaqtetat m.

S. SectlWel 0.ll1(b)2)(I) sad (10) - Grae roic sapoets the
M"t of a 'as la" as rebssembly memorable, epprem tb spet-

ytvir leqeirte for NIW aealrneat sad Ma a_ 1o of *ea__-

ab. achievablie apoesath to wsqaitts tog the ta"too *t
tealsomt. The' atbltre" Impoaolctlas of logo yearse sad 10 ppe
I 11.11. may ha. t Is a"se tag lanks. 41hi a, ISthets aorly
rastrict tve. Pot 1aftpl. sa pdsllmat motfactoe WaIato
tbat I oil Veloitok 14M INCOt Wall. MattSpta 1 Cteae-

at s4e Cemmit St the W wete a"t estlo fot Wm th
1040 yarse, ad vaboaqatlp isiasedt as-tae la" time 10_ppeiw.
becoe* of stisateeC "et at the" sa the fett that tepeittety
thmeleg Is is the astly st&gs of 6waelamt. it esid be

sarvee to a" oporeac W t design md openet %Wb do act

awaala la.fiibltty "ad the opporttally for Isomatica.

. O )A CAd (el ie e vom"t the d1ftealty
sadotondls Iq imsela p prmtes* cote wl mctite
satasa twat the md 0. %mbibit', be emptotd by afertel'
to (a) a" (b), sa ty th phrase. "asfearod. alcalated ot

ma.d" ha (t).

10. Setim 4O.U2 tihegashli - _ asiS 11 the ebmaitima
tat soy *pliet tN _t avid emsmrnwa " tat of tse Ptrare-
tiM* of itl .the * eaco. a a"Itd . S the mem of ptsame
cats" li tetoi 4 p alh. _d ha thehIt p1eCast fO* til Bfttigb
eppag to ha f tst latlatee o a t 1galotim. thestefr.
Casetal "_ala rnzmosco tt them asections he _ tmasively edited to
rms _ootw 6 tfimnta_ sa eaeeray v_ _. sod to he.
mats ely sw as to pidease 1lactado Se _at. to the vast.

11. j lttE .f) -iSW we th *be Mel. 'eseaftlpy' th
_Sooait. OCmmi Ammuse S.Masao that two NW.

latest he I -UALe.
H.~ W 14 .

12. jtyie4Qfl �}) * Is _ ist to add e as~ety~ f
*n agtGmt that th lest la t tof gteapb (t)

ba atose t wed. .- dut sod after the maim ab1ible fCt _
ampiestee, ha the assLes".. . to additise. saw"&o Metsle wvM*-st
that a ttleclom ha ed .-hib samlvdee the ma" of _saiee NW
tlibla oseela is the *40ea~ apeatime stood,

is. Soe-m t0 - O M)I "M" bac tbte a" 54h ha
tao mee-SPsClt ta ha .f My OM. IS editte. ths de4a Of
deog nlsuibuty olg1# be left to the datleet. theffeed.
_alsa the ldae * d smt to _akata throb tmil _eas

pseb beea SW. ewe secaie Ia. tbe gowspapi sam)r al be ;141446

14. isma Lead bolLaa tOat eme*0tle
.rer aws tampmetaea obsmd ofunace

tye S therma cycle. h Iol to bht to e.U!, lot a vaabor at tiaie,
, p by th a pteo.
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i9. me VM.h mejor or" of enters treated im1. CV96 to Wuit.-
ZfIi= flak. ~mu"I Automi beliuve. Otbe im sMItue to v.410-
tosteal tuab lbe potsesioi uieb fgo" eheskal Woards so....iat

..%h S materials. ilbumomiI l. at poch&ga.. 991tl NWd bosohslo
"ais. owd etbe, activities Voteh occur doilas the CoostrfeSlss
mg oersas of . lb. puseittuy oswusid aluom% be asswieud.

"son - -r2bn s wommoseI lo tta. Animuss coeuerelst lOCUS Pon bO.

amis I.. Fih". "newt~

Licausime. 161 tlbtitrat OWNWO seumSt.

C~0Pa-wwa o

Octobe- 2. 1981

Secretstv of tbq ca"sIssiofl
U.S. hj.:2edi 11g9aaecry C"Muission
Wospkigfto". 0. C. 20353

attention: Pocketing and Service Oranch

subject: Propoe ~ulesokifg 6*n Disposal of Piq%-Level Rladioactive
'C: e logic Repositories W0 Cro Part 6t &AF

Door Sit:

Cpo5@Eo.-*th (difaaf hot teviesed thep subject oroposed
rule. In 040ition to out .6of~t ifC comonctsS tateCtt we sua"Ort t%?
*oditifli of the Utility Nuiclear Wgste UsflagC54t :~?Cup. the
&".etish s40iear Society "n the itoelt lndustrils Forum on this
rulaaaking. We appreciate having bee'l giuch the OO0o:turtity to
coesent.

*Sincerely.

L.. 0. Del toog
Director Wuleer Licensing
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Cadeaeewelt" tatlo commopts

1. Y'o *sot.." sovo*~ef" to not OnIv eseentlia out It hog
O0*4 quo9Ottee el the IRG and all Other ogler :OveA@.At
studies. I'Mis m*Ons the ostmolis~ment go, i Derooreecev
eCt~trtem flat the votist fo @ooe tati, i etee. 'hO,
oulti-voeftle ovorooch to seetotsbet. Pho~eoet. Sthittery
criteria for the inqvfortia" of Iftelvi0e.I barriers Is

the an "Si tennea that tie goa I bPetisr is advootet 'to
09eufe aeeflwte Itilotle" In all oeston totes. we anraeogel, thet the 'etllut bafflefi COON a" $0i"I1

0"e~efe* me *iibtroyy vepforesaea eflteuia will restrictthe 0f41eq01Ity of' in. e.614n..

3. The e~ot of rettr.e~biuitv to not a pove~t pert of seed
t90 itety "stign. The estouimIB Cen be retuiewable .,"tllI%* pert cle of, the repoeitory In which they are eieced iselote". *ftgr itet ne rettieveftillip Cf itOrioP should be

1. 10 ri~lotems 1%fot Pe ldoned we to dlilne*
Crieri root estrict site or rmgeltery velecttlon:1 aWVerttleuig "flue o1 t~ed to tube owt any .0odiI..

A. ?heee, Is nS jostiflevileA oiotmoeevr for en p op lotion
e~eil etsteuie. all ehipeens egill hae. to poet

eO ot totite' Ittee 1119et atle ft seft y W4il e e'e n thehtemellpq of Materials mili'b. done on site evbejct to 10CFA Part Al ged ethey ao~rooliete reoulreeenta.

9. fta" o om~ thet evollee to eeastetome. It Poo nobots, in teOcitory Design or design eriteuie. The feet IsVot re"letien east for .etgeia sno flat the saolle will
realiy D. ei. of, tfte "Olliot snd eec, charfuhlp coetrollcaImooctO io the entire psejeet. It Is vateelistte to al"eIt f~oto ved treleteo t by, euggeting that eesa41 ,eoui be eesiterlen of, esign..

U1.S. "KC. Secrete'y
Votbtlo.ii la'd Servie pIopmh

Oeer Sir or

ipdeo-SseetI Is presetly tOII4CtIpq W#Pff9e material co~ro~ radio-
aCtive wagtq% gol yfwsu water. 100 Ore leobiag SPOCIfICely fOr aue'4ti!,A-
theQ elARIeu and/or xusiIw M"vttor stamlorts.

we act Interested is obtainIeg e coor of the pf"O"d toe"Iwcal criteria
for ith geologiC d1;go"ul of 101th-.lewe fedloectIve MSMte WbiCh "SS VUh-Iltghd In tie MvY a Federal 1"sqiter. I. addition. we sWuld qripatly
*so" ~tot env, other pwblSCAtIofti Odiffeslog the dis"oSai c0 rad'oactivc
westeC. Should thiert be a Cher"e for the above mate-'al. pleas'- leevorc
hfyd'o.S~tech In thtt sen'it

I'ent y0W for 1Wo otsiliteee.

AM V40CCIMS.

AR M S.S ~ C'. C

Hro-SearCtl. InC

60 -

6 5 FR 3 5.Af o3 to'r.a
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Ato.. ~ .lac et as s ed iase, Icsemeoe moO T gl
loer toe. sc. oGIIVI i

usage~ ea tom Gooog ea lovoo teslea .14 *16ab-lo..) Sod lest.v
". ws. l1* WP"Oede. MYi S. loI. Pvaeeoed go.

somit-use teeeoreb toota bO. e met-Ieg-viretis e ovelerb i' %*A e oelagtse
orttv~ts to stalled Totaesotes to the "5te giod. is relvitbdga %*
W..,...d se the smajeet loveow" ta.. the tootittma lind II* sOyvttme
to seoe lectrg. los .tilitute. med sauIewatl the.. woo Love mailmer

Tooet.1%. $90-la at a *Qtd vote. "Weinw,.. thid gagle. Inse I t
%wn:E vide esa ee petsemaI aeg so st. sed tit tomab wtb weotiow sed
reoalatews 0e"g0 in woea of the Commfttee 4 sh I%# V*O. Walla.

I. the leetstoet ti..B* iq.1 is 1~ de th. stelesed ,,le as wat~tif
W the Comselomes. Se Posted Itooas. doosetstell tode inoee a roomettep.

1. 1%e I$qtivem weow. bomw. met poeleg to am t ropesitery
sl~ated to. 0at helpewd for. MITy fthee wigO bWeI Woeze tht rsell
tim. the wreeoesesta of spwee Pems. twele med the issofactsto of exclea
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0404 ¶Ie ea oinbor Withis o Vgaomeble peeed of tIme, tests ot the
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OsA hltf Of rite hoelica. Unclear Cocloty. I
respetfully auheit th- seoiety' comnt a Ord p0sition
on the proposed rul.. 10 CFP Fort So (Teewcbl Criteria
for Disposal et oiIh-Lewl VAdioectivo Waste in eo-
logical poo.sitatleo. MS has actively follow the
proorose of. the rul*-mking with a tockalial support
coa itts of interestod sa tcbhicall, qlited
members of tbe Fuel Cycle d waste t schnical
.bivioioe. vhoeo.ofiflia APS cowote A positioe

-Were prepere end reviewed by _mebta @f the eforsontioned
tschnitcl Division, a speciel ceittee of meunor AS

-to. and the Soety,'s necutti e Cmittze.

"W Americes ftclem Society rvspectfully *ubmits
that the proposed trglation sIhold be withdrawn or,
at a miaime. euxtensivoly revised. It It i. vithbrawn,
we would hop. that a seutitut# prbposed rub would be
dievlopod expeditioeuly.. Further. Ass stronly rocomewdo
that all sub*yato. numerical perforane requirment.
be deleted is fovor of me genral ntate bta Permitting
system trade-offs to achieve the desired overall systeo
or repository peroertmae.. Specifically, the following
vale*s should be deleteds

1000-leer Vests Vocke Lift IS.ti.. 60.1114b3(Ill

lo's Iloptero ei-osa note Isection S.llltbI 21lill(All
1000-ltor Undisturbed water travel tie ISeectiego *6 112Ic)I

50-Sear fetrieval Time I1octle" 59.1111S1(211

I. I ! A . * m S*** *** *



PIFIC LEGAL
FOUNDATDON

S.?r. t'y of The muclear P*elatolr Complevion
- 1bey I*. 1i1u
to-Jo;

* (R >m
P co - pi. g

*04 W50Ab) --
It to me c.o.csted view that Overly reatrlctiwe dad

spect'?c Spofonee standardg are net %ecossery. and that
*eu * andards :^ roquoatzow toeri tor ILtky to odd to the
.v..e: cost of wate, disposal withttat *chaevinq any deqre
r? t -W*!1T to th* Pibllc h-elth and Wfity. Instead. using
furroIrt a carefully sited. engi"ered.
a.,d deooqmed rspoeatory ceipl-d with effective Cotfirmstion
*eve dol4is Validation co" easge couplarc. with a sanql.;
-wemrI vorfoterance criterion for trio rep-ottery as a whole
sysyva. The applsestion of sueh a singl. performane otandard
wv.wud "et only eienci.o with the tnvtro.rmntal Protection
4o"ey'a recommeqd Approach of the systems concept. but
wn'ad peroot lepostery 4esigner* to optiasae the tepoaltory
as a sysvem of both natural and engineered barriers for differing
sOte nd eologc modsa chafracteristacs.

it weld be pleased to discuss these caments further
wit), th Comoe~sion and ***let you tn the uv9!opme%% of
*rprprste. alternative cuiteria.

Sincerely. *- v

Corvwi L. Pickard
President

Cc, J. Ptilodia.. Chaita
J. Aheariw
P. A. bradford
v. Gilimaty
T. Nobtst

cONNMW8 or T3 -AMMICAN
WUCLEAR SOCItIW OilttOP"b MLB

tRONICAL CRIfSMIAt DISPOSAL Or U148-LdVIRL
AIOACttIVC UAS IN GIOWGIC upOI"Ain

64 Fed. Seq. 35280 (Jely. 6. t*@II
(to be codiftid et tO C. .t. Palm 401

tMD A. I90W
WatOS t. NOSIUE

SILm WS. WITS
.* acific L"g fondation

* .193 f street. W.,.. Suite t56
Washington. D.C. 20036
Telep~oe: (202 i466-2464

JArnas. .ULAM
Awricfn Nuclear society
555 North Kenaimgten A
La Gromm Pork. Illinois 40325
Telephoree t31321 152-6411
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the Oftes"..dteAgiaz comets wore prepared WAi
TOW10mod by Abrleaft Nuclear Society memberm of the Fuel cycei
Oid Meet. m aefto~u viIWISL, aid the Ad liat Owerwim. CoRmitte
so to C.P.N. PFot GO and the edjetr~v agmeutive Cosmittt*.
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A. The Proposed PeriTOrCa&c standards for the
Repcuitorv Ar* Overly moatrictivw and 11"te"Goary..... 3

S. The proposed multiple Decrier Approach should
allow Approptlets, Cridit for Natural barriler........4

C. -the PrOPO.-d pule sbould Recvognig, that
wftiotaw.0 90eectsinti.. Can he Himisiaked by

Do.bhddig Aaarlyei aid b eevs......... ........

IV. OUROMPAW9m OSSCMlM ........ .............. 7

A. The hequiromat for a 1.000-year Containment
Period by gagirmer*d borwrtor to Grossly gnmmeiv*
anid unsouppocted by Seiewmtific ~e ....... ........

N. The Leaagtrm Relase* Note to Un supported by
Analyst. aNW S t uted ........... .........
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Cberacetrlstic ...................... 12
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VWe 460iCan UNolear Society tAXII teapectfuliy Oubotts

tbet the proposed reguelation Sihould be vithdeavn ot. at *

iminlloW altenelvsly revised.

IAS to of the rseftevdO view that the draft teqgilatioa

Should #"II the systud elemotep. asatead of the proeaot et as

an Obeflte" M asd rMm 4 by the lm'Wirwsewtel Protect ion

area"e to") to the N aeh 19. 5941. Working trait of 46 C.?.*.

part 11. rurthlet. the promeatc dtalt Casuistical yntaase

elvousticent seetlafag, with resited argumets. that are

tomewi-ally valvetigisble a timat.ovarly oowatrais the dleim, of

op~ifei Coomponte mg asubystmom.

Vbe merawt all the rvoeitery a a epatum twqeirea

reaetaderettlen of betb miaterl and e09ineered barriers Lw 6rwiviaq

aet rwg.latevy decileto. Obac repositesy site Vill differ to

the relia..e. that can be plened sonatral barriers and.

thevefoer. voryim dgcee et onvemeamat lag deals.0 margLas throegh

*eglneere Sysems seld be petmitted. fte des igner sheeld set

be eslle tvsied rem. O~imadief these reiatieeetipe by the,

iupelattln of deuipIS Oppmelfileaieeos ue sbsystveee nusmelies

Pefrfemeao r"OeiWrAs Seek an tbose elated by the UNclear

aw"yIstory .CUMMsio (MCI to the prepeee rule.

M3I emme" DI Prven io~n hp1oep. 46 C.P.M. Part 151 *itogg*
1"t tal 1,e ds 4: PEMI& a R~to tection CfAidjaftl
MM s met 5- MIT a a. an aeOEA.01

Ns strongly recommends that *l z*bsysto numerical

perfornaave roquiresonts be deleted in fasva at oro general

performance objectivee which would permit sebawste trod*-ofts to

achieve the doeited overall repository scyst. poforrvnce.

Specitically the fellowing values should be deleted:

1. 1,00-Year Vaset Plleek" Lit- 15ection 00.111MbIMi:

3. 1@-S Lem tr Releoas Rate 1Seetlon 40.Ittb12pfjIAll;

3. 1,06-Year Vmdisturbe tWater fravel lime
tSection tiO.112tcls and

4. SO-Yeor Retrieval Time tS cttloo Go. I I I 2) .

11

I"INYSOOUtI

A. The Amerea., Ucletar ociet

ANSS an International organisatio of engieers aMd

mcieetistl mmt Il Its 11th year. Lasm a fonreflt scientific

technical. and edscetional organisation. A" currently has an

Isdividul _subership of over 13.000. and Is govoresd by Its

otticers and a vard of tireteers elected by the individual

To carry oewt Its prpo to. MM has 1t separate technical

divimioesl. he objeetive oleaft.divisien tol, provide Seen*

few furthering the scince. engineering. and art of tiet branch

of scltif Iec dleciplise. Th Oiaciplive ran" from those

related to nuclear pt er--auk nuclear fuel cycles. wast*

vsmangomta radialtio proteltion and hieldinsg. reactor Safety,

and reactor opettlefo--to other djsciplinee. such as controlled

ntcea-r reaon. Isotopes and radion. eironaentsl sciencs,

A alternative Snarly technologies end Systems.

. I . . 3 _
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!. S r~'*hercan Wuciar S~celtv 3lwl

?-. P*Wmens art in response tO MWO propoed rule on

ef WIh-Lvewl Radioactivse Wastes o G"elnic

*eps~or~. G,' Fed. Mg. M10 (July S. M, I Ito be codified

Ut O C.P.N. Part e0. Subpart 1--tTcunieel Criteria. Muclear

beslsatory Cenais_ l"I. ASS has actively followed. te progress

tf tnis proposed rule with a technical support ceemittee of

Sqtersterd an tectbically qualified members of the Fuel Cycle

and waste h"nSe _t Yaboiclal Diviliot. Vsd one technical

pre-e-tation of thee division me*o-rs Vd the Overview of a

special einitte of seNie An$ m Toer. AN$ ha- developed and

forwuleted tso enclosed fonbal. official posittl^ on the propoeed

rm..

sit

A. tv Proposed Periormawoe standarda for the Repository

eN: lsats three *4t*01ateiv0 to regulate geologic

0i1posal of hilb-ltol waste. "tey areg .

I. A'rnti fe. It Prescribe a mingle
lp Tcr"""e at andard for the

repository that wust be mt. The
ft "dord in this case would be the EPA
standard.

3. alternative .t Prescribe minimum
rofformatee * andarda fot each of the
"Jet *elemt orf uobay'e.. in
nddItioe to requiring the vovell syates
to moot ftA st*d4nrde.

1. Alteri otive 1, Preserib. 4etaill
.1 &o& on critical

onst"OrIlmq attributes of the repository

yst ".

UPC concludes that Alternative No. 2 aPpears to be the

moat practical co."roalme between Alternative goe. i and 3.

However, a o promie alternative is not necessarily the bhet

alternative. Alternative So. I is Otae acceptable because it

permits the use of systems Concept to incorporate the

contributions fro, oatueal and nginaered barriers. Overly

rogtwictiv. WAn specific cu ponent and subeystem Performance

standardo are tot necoooery and are likely to add to the overall

cost of wante disposal. without achieving any significant degree

et benefit to the public health and Saqfty

Uoing ecrront egineeriag practices, a carefully sited,

engineered. and de- 1ind repoe tory coupled with effective

coinfirmation WA desigo validation d_ maoore Coliance with a

single, overall performance criteriot for the repository s a

whole system. In satisfying a system or repoeitowy performane

standard, the use of Natural and engineered barriers will ensure

acceptable contaiment of the weste for the appropriate period of

time nd prodewl the required pFrotection of tbe public health and

safety and ma's noeirosmat.

Durtin operation of the ft et reposltory, apprepriate

modificati one can be sad in dSi gn features and repository

layout it results of operation natoeltate suc changes.

Therefore theoverly restrictive standard mw a proposed for

canpoftents an subsyst are not warranted.

D. The propoeed multiple Decrier Approach Sbould
Allow UProo lgate Credl't for Natural barriers

In evaluating multiple barriers, VC has considered

three alternatives. TheS te

.

- -
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I. rely getirely on the natural berriors of
the site to _et tie cyst.. pofrorencee

standards

2. rely entirely a." eit"red brrioers to
mt the system per ormance .t4te~ddl and

1. eely as ta sbibatie. of ehgineer and
Natural barriers to m..t the system
Perfottance atanderds. 44 red. lb". 3S2,
e:uly 6. t§gtl*

hltormative Me. I tad 2 ware *ebadoned by HOC becoaae

Pt It' w'Cwttalties Is the Naturta barrier pearornafteo under the

stress ef waste-ilmce ehangee. ea" Il2 avoiding unduly

cOiutftrainiq sysem. doulgi'.0

in odoptiag Alternative me. 3. UC stat.. (se .

Encloeure J at 2613 that tbe 'statf decIded to set a long-term

Colosee rate for the Wdwgreud faelity en weep. patha P

unrhiitng toether,' withet mantiom of the a&tuee? baeriers on a

part of the syt_. This is met Altersative So. 3. but tether a

nere tiehtly constraimed ite~tie NO. 3.

"be eascopt et the tepositery as a wadloective wat.

t&eletion estmai repsit ceasidraties of the coetribetion of

all *er1tiee in artiving ate regul*tery deti ion. Uael

rtOstory site w11l be hole to place Olfterlte rella eme the

matural harriers m. thoreftow. the elte-tadependoot wnsuieci

u* etoo pettefomane spocificati,.. stated In Seteione *4.111

"ad *0.t1 *shol* be withdrawn.

tiClowre J. Commisalem *aper 2Y-g-t1467. 8a Ioaale fot

FV~mar Obelie _II 11" hgcol-MUl-

Ut in its working draft of 49 C.P.R. Part 10I (191l1

has commented on the syat.. coneopt in Gevetel placed.

SpecifIcally. SPA draft metes Oft belive that making the

overall disposal system meet umerical performence requirements

by tPaing advant"e Of aubotantial protectlOn from each of its

coponenta will provido adequate protectloe m*et .eon"I ally'

140 C.P.U. Part 191 at.13). TWli cocept m-ee meetly complies

with Alternetive so. 3 tbe specifie tlerical design

speei ications for toceb pubayetA ot _c oetet.

C. the Iroposed bule Shold Recognize that Performance
Unertatietlel Can se 14m1"Za4d by Sounding

NRC has ploaed undue emphesel vo the nature of the

Uncertesitleo "elociated with the transport ot the waste through thu

ge"Opbere to the emeloslo. of other ioptant Ceosiderations.

Pot saple. ncertaati1*e a" be ascertained a" mode

imc aesquestial br ho=410a analyaeis Sad dasi. Potential

pefformeace uneertaintlee wre botter addressed a"d uimimixed Jis

the de iga 01 a repository and other features throegm the

establlslment ad lcerwpocation of acceptable mosreglestory

"sign I lisits for the weortalitiot which may reside in a

particular set et cirewmatmacee. rether then the stablishaemt of

overly conservative toeeboiol criteria in the feor of a rule to

coser all supposed repository errangamamtand coatingeelce.

Further. a careful site seletisw process. weing currestly

available investiato ry techniques mad eaginesrvig practicee cd

_eed ea the proves bhietoleal stability of the geologic *etting.

Can minflmuq tectonie and hbdrogeologc uncertainties fnd provide'

I
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ee6.at. P rontetie of tow pubili health and Sefsty and mans'

4mVice'im~t.

wee swolessena for a.0-meContainment Peeled
by Isgnered S*arleve to Greenly broom..v end
thiaugiERTod h leleatinfic tact

Sectlea ".JlbISM211i) wequIres that the watts pactepee

ovotairn &Il r"etmisels. Eec the first '.000 rowst after

p~uembeet clses..

VWC claims that th, beais for the eliole, of 1.O9 Tests

to soitly that the hrem Induced by tbe waate in the "lolgic

eadium wil, latvesee the Wset. ao peheeo iealiality WAn Tedce

VW neec-f 1.l4 tramspent time. 86i1h the met result that the

t"Amedl~eael ""go teeim from the P1dletuered tene' Increaes..

m0C ampee greowqu habt Upe 1.040,eee .mstsinsant period to

eeeeto re""r the overall frodieiagieaiitl.. to ma.'.

sten r~s"No to an afepetrble tevel.

It go mifte" that the peetaleted Volesse feem the

ml -0011 ferilltr lold be esovleveted 4.. to rseul~ltin bloWe

temeratures to the ymoi&gi sidium bet# "eseeraly. the

wascoe.3sia,. Moels useed de set take credit for any beido of

delay of tadte'wutlee to the Wools9 o relatively booker

C lb mm of a01R, Omid he lolpos~ed Rhet Nowaete package
feillec Could he aliowe to 100o years. Deoing probabilietic
deaeie .Maiyue. it mmi~t olvers be coaelued that sram "ohe" of
ta late iiaisti. Comasqesetly. peecemt of failuce .llmwd mstis he
*91ilqad it "y flied life is to he iequired for the meet.
yok" ?~groforo* the proposed wordingos. sncealhmtie.

t*-p etrw%*. %thcr. tbe todiOiolegll source tero for the far-

fleld traneport 0*a401 *re derived directly from the waste

packtg. releans rate as it the bhated g0loqic mdium region Ot

disturtod ene* did not Islet. Thue. any acceleration of

release from the pdegrouand facility due t0 t- pernture effets

hba already been discouted aad. therefore, should not be ased to

panells tb wmase package deeign..

Furtheroee. beht or high teoperatuce doer not make

wvate-packge Conteainmet sute * creuary. only more difficult to

achieve. The 08t*-paeksge eontsaieent requtrement during any

period ebould be based on the acceptable relea0n quantity during

that period. not an eanges ln racby oer adjcent conditiCon. A

relatisely bhiher temperature environment and the presence of

oter ie rvpoaltery will make the maste packagere difficult

to deoin. but these fecte- should not influence the required

swate-peekge performnce. Partlcslarly wieu no credit is taken

foe sear-field cf 841stusbod so"e nrtaettion.

IS d4tioes, aMlyse bee shon that 3C'a stipulated

1.000er eettSlmet period fore mete packages or an engiteered

barriet would net bao tho suggested effect of supposedly

reduintg the releaue of rcedosoellile vie horogeologic tranopnrt

to a"*a enviroment. Fee onmpla, Cloelgr. at a. have shove

that a "eto-pchee m i t period betweaa0 WAd 1l0,0oo

peace doee bat contribute to reducing radiological msbequnces

W. 0. Clioloor, *t *I An :alysi on t e Ou tngiimeercd
barroor go e1FT~Iatio" fit reel ' a Ue .- c Solt
site POP00itorv. L-JIM (Decembe 1911
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to maqe environiments imetee tbis tredation Is setif ed

thvroug the rteoSlO geoloqg or n&tural barrles. ?%us. the

'.S09-roar Cotaiunavt period results to relatively no belefit

f.I vewevio. t !* raiteauelido releases. af eomed to that for

the natural barriers. it should also e awoted that WeC's Implied

* lae b 1 e' elterion .a shO propoe t.1.0-yoov conttaifent

pereod Is lop.lbli to pro"e.

using sme"At diffetent indisl. an almost identical

gonrleossa Is rooea-d by Ploford. et l.4 Their results indicate

that to varyinq weete package Conteinnent times froe I to 10.000

years rAes wo dliffetse to *iees" russ for a dpectrum of

Impotat lon9tivod ieotope .

mPer t b. a*k, re e. the 1;00-year eCntainment period

W *nqiePere beerle" provide. me adde safety end is

"u..sppoftsd bw aciaatlfle .videftV.

S. fte lano-Term lsa ato Onaupponed by
AUITGOan Stuwdio

Settlos d@.tlib)Il2IIil v lreqvir that the elngieered

spot-an deela %"II Provide the _Iul nl.....f a"y

redlelite Wmo eato"Im, Gee pert in IOS of the vestu

goes ogy after t.O" pew. tree alte'av ees !of the

titetiou for the voles, got, fro the enIneeed system after

the ctweteisrt geied.wore proposed kee Pootnots No. *.

Oweleue Jl.

a t. S. risford. *t Al Nigrato. of Wadionuclides Thm Rh
Serbi ",diSo mtionLI- 11. LSL-ll'5. UVC

va. aleeve I-9.

*,if a range of 10 
3 to 10s !eYar. which is

tv.PICl of leach rates of Mary
-r"Stlicate 9qsIes at low tsmperaturt

I1 a rele* e rate of 105/pyar;

(Ill) a release rate of. 07 year.

Alternative Mo. (I) states that the borosilicaeE qlass

iu *rpected ... to crack Into frequents 0 cP on a-ride. Tns

section eSe on to stete that the 10S to IC-6 S'Cw2/day leach

rates of the glass in coajuneciot. vith the espented crackiraq

reOults *in a ranqe of annual relee rates of 10V3 to '0-4 of

the wvutu Irwen.ory. - the basis for this concluusion is not clear

since the dissolution rate of the waate inventory will depend on

weSts battli paraetetS. .4rooidwstor firt ra to and properties.

local qeoclehlsttp eharacterlstics. and local %emperature. as

weil *. trraqont .alo a. d leach -rate. Thus. the annual release

rate is expected tO be a etr*a uonctiop of the repemitory system

design, the aele0tod geologic medi. and local hbyrooeolo. 0c

cbretoristlc..

rpA rationale esptvased for leach rates appears to be

*oere as-opriate. The leab raete of various waste forn nu't be

cost in the role of contributinq t6 eontiotment In conjunct ion.

with the repository. lorvoilicsta gleas has excellent low leach

rates over tbe long tsr.. NPC-quoted high ratos of 10-

go/co2
/deY are usually for shorter term tests for 90 Sr and J7

Cs I -- hing, which are likely to be chemically retained in

quantity in the nwr-tield or disturb"d zone: loneer term tests

with actinldee fall In a such lower rer9t nf values. The settina

of snnual relrese rates would be better hen-14 through the

- I0 -



*t&*rilihwmnt et of -eerll repos0tt'ry release limit bv

,9.Vrpvatinh this limit lw an owa**: system perforeance

s* adard.

MOC ha ec*o" the anneal celeage fats of waste oft 1s/Yrar

ae the long-term peteromnce ebj~ective for the engineTed *lytem

1r barri . gt arriving at this number, 'oC orvaes that a

lavq90 0611. 55t *s.C 66 /lreaY . would require relylim almost

entirely go the geolog and the ftor-field geocksmiltry while the

selectoe MIabot of I@ 4
S/Yer would contribete to rvducing do e

sftd 'wb taatially todoee relian-e on geochomiels retardation.

TNis eome Et is provide witfiout referent, to supporting

analyses ortudies.

sa. n *eaople. the preceding Arent by USC t contrary

Te at analysis by Clomiger. et *l Lce * etnse o. 3) who

..nclmudeet

Ibile %te ma_ for a"d the ffet iven-sn of A
*release rate liitiNg batrier function is
soemewat dependent of the norpikon prtert ies
othe geologic raIf. "eerally * release get.
ot less then C yr r, ractlonali is necessary
to reduce the potential do.. free 14C. 99TC.
and 1391 toe baseline level bla% that of the
et i 1 , jorYcd that. * release rate of leas

t n Jo' ist requited before the potsntial
de" frem the aet iid. Ceins can be further
Iouetrd by this mec1amis.. This is b e-uee the
distribitien of actinido seta members in time
*ad space. du to their different sorption
prePertlee and the chetr-teristlce of the
1weoundete flew field. hes the *aw *reet as
*fit"-. rate reduction of between I0' to

C YT . Only to satre tease of the
litrsieo e wter well senario to there a direet
relatioeasip between relese _te* from the
repository a"d rteaa* to the biosphere.-

.,i

C. The Meter ?raVel Time to the A esi* ble tnvirvormnt is
Ivasltd Without a Clear 9sfIMit ion Of hcCsSlble
environment and Analysis of Differing Sit. Specific

Section 0S.1121c) states a requiremnt that prVwaete

*mplacemnt groundwater traeel times through the far-fiel4Lto the

aces*sible aeviroemeat ago at least IM0 years.

while the wateu trowel time' Wacopt WY havs validity

in a*e sving multiple bortlere. the ambiguity of wh t constitutes

the aetessible *e it*ro ntm ca1, leae tO m _1het Of

Interpretatiwe reaulte otr this ftor. as pplie¶ to differing

site speiflc ctarectcistice. It would be better to once

clearly define the laceeaible eaviroeaest so a surfave or near

surfe water body or body et enaitleont qsantitlee of water

that eold cosceivably rtealie eatesaiwe wee. la the absence of

analysis )uatifylng 1.000 %oare teo differing site specific

cheracterioties WAd * clear definition of *escelbet:

environment. A ts r-cen"d delatiog this nwerical vlalu.

D. The Notriewlbititv Cgiteris Lta USesmr

section G0.1 Ilm112 *ttte* a requi-eont for a waste

retrievbillty period ftr ppV to SO years ofter aate * eplace-smt

operatteis a*resopletsd. Wc .concept of retrievability and

the states agwesat_ coteemrning related time perio" are*

inappropc late.

NSC declisei to require a fiaol liceasiag step prior to

decoxmiledio ei er eree t closece provide. the opportunity for

easolntlw et the repsItory performance up to that time. Sibc

the .repoeitory Is pla to be optratioal Ir3 moer then 30

years. bhe first weate placed will hbe been in monitored

- Ia _
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storagq tfr this time period whoe the last waste is emplaced. It
t%* alicant Can demonstrat. safety boded on tleoe data, no
farther plieid of rvtrievability shoold be necetsary.

We underetand that the 50-year rttrliebillty period Is
deelgated to *ea. the retriftal option remains ope during
repository operation an is eot precluded b tepository design.
tis objective can be achiseed without defining an artificial

tima trae it thw wol* is so worde to set ferth this
objective. T%0 retrieval option can be easly smartied. for one
of the distiplisilig features of deep geologic disposal is that
the oWrte ineemtocy a" location Is well d11mented.
Temological ly theb. should be no problem. for what can be
omplaeed can slae be _move. The design sad engineering of such
retrieval are wall Within Curient etate of th. Oct. This concept
is reflected lo the corrent kational Waste Terl"ia Storage
IN~II pseitiona5 whieb we believe presents a legiesl approach for
satisfying the retrievability objective.

V

M11 so f the concected view that the Present draft
regulation should apply the aystem Concept inatead ef the
presoent stress a subsystems. sad contei-no signifiraest sections.
With related argastse that are technically wmjustifiablean
ovefly cosatesle the dsign et *pecific ffoeopet MAn

V . h. Carbienet. Wergsi tTe~ tItion.Pr.s*ding" of the tle It en waste NanegeM In TOCIPn.hrlona Ir-e bewy 33-26. 19011.

syuste. Therefore, the proposd regulation shoald be
withdrawn or. at a minioun. extensively revised. The following
general Conclusins are meda

- With regard to the reglatoty apoachand the technical critele alternative.sAlternative No. I oC a singl, overallrepository performance standard is sere
acceptdble. Overly restrictive
copoasnt and subsystem performanc
standrds are not necessary and arelikely to odd to the overall coat ofwaste diaposal. without achieving anysignificant degree of benefit to thepublic health ab "foty.

The eCncept of te te itoy as aradioactive waste isolation systemrqtuires consideretion of theoontvibutioa of all barriers In strivingat a regulatory decision. sachrepoeltory sIte- wII be able to laedifri reiice on the naturalbarriers mod, therefov*, design marginsthregh eagierd system should beprovide on * sit*-specilic basis.
!MC has placed and" aephais go tienature of the omceitaititee associatedwith the transport of the waste through
the geoo*ere to the escloalon of otheriportant eonaideratieso. Su"
wacertaintias can be acertalned edme incoasequential by bounding

, whave sha that E&C's
stipulsted t .00U-ye" wvastepathagota---et petied Ceult in relativelyne bewfit for reduction In radionucliderelease as c^ared to that for the
matural barriers.

- h setti et omo1 releaos rates forradionuclides weld be better hadledthroub the establishment of tn overallrepository release liit by
Incorporating this limit in an oerallsystem paterfomnce" standard.

In the absence of onalrys justifying
1,600-year water trawel time for

I
I

I

I

i

I
. hi .
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.tflewiog site-speclifc etArecteristlce
eed a cloea defInitien of *ecceehlble

enele~mnt.the validity of this
nlmrical value is questionable.

VW* mtetlevebility g~eapt ref lected in
the crereat WME pOsit*@ presents a
leeleal o"CO&ck cue aatiefgjnq the
rerievability a~blectiy, eafd to note
apple" ate* than the preweave SO-year
period.

am Strongly Oem Id all subsystem %mmoicoI

perfeem erquicemseeu be deleted Is feve of mve. ,aworerl

poeforiewmee .oj..tivee wAicl ""Id perint ofeinseat trade-Offe to

acbseeoW the Oaird overall rapoeltary stepam e Uof@as1.

Specfif cally the felloviu vlue.i shoeul be doletedl

I. fW-1eriWate weeftape LUt.,

2. &' OeteOm rloems, Rates

1. 1000-year ci U"1turbed Water Travel Tie*:

4. S0.Yfear Metroieval Time:

OATEO October t9, 1St1.

Mkeapectfully sub.it'ed.

110"Aw A. 1UPIOUU
PAN"U of. "Nh4OISSE

Pacific Legal Foundatiorl
1990 N Stpeet, "W... Slite SS0
Ifee'lifqtOfl. D.C. 2003t
'Twlephoefi: (202) 466-2686

'r

/tT w,V'iy-re

Attorneys car the Amerhcaim
Nuclear Society

JAMBS 3. SISLAU
American Nucleet Society
555 Marth KRonelIkIoo Avenue
La Creep Park. IllimoiC 60S2S
telephoada 43131 352-6611

of cow~sol,
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pursuenate tsne request for comeatis on the Comis i
rc-psed technical critertio for the disposal of high level
nuclear waste* ths undrsigsed wrj. that tIV Caomision
include popultion factors as criteris for sitir.C a
nuclear baste ipoisstorv.

It, is our belief tth the nucleate.mteriul storage problem
eam be resolud by setectmge sites in remote. uninhabated or
rnrselv popu!kted areas which our $Cientalac cbnanatf beltves

to We atsetT%%te- ssT*;-7 u'ge that until it Can be trowes by
extfnsive testing that nuclear weate can be stored safely. public
ansletj will be justafiabwl high. by fecusing on sites located
as for away from populated areas as possible. public conctrn will
be reduced.

K
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we lbe.. fe iowed ebe *e..e6od wolf got 114t 4*..., of 111gh-T 01e

110l100teesee v st"d to bee oset s a Se ewtlese . Sb p er 604 d eel.

lbeqdt od l1b. de.t 3esolgtfth Go es Peosoete SbjettinsToble m

cv*SOVIt for losoctetle offstage gle e lof lialb~lfeel 3.41.-
*t129@ vast*' ptovtd*d bq Ike 5cC. 'sad *Slsmdameo ut &*eoral
%*at tugs vit% out at voieb, vauloe* pe...ieiosa of Se Cutea have
be". diseesed Os s... Isoith.

5. bee.* 2% e0 te mo e~ts will be holgcteR Io 1poe to theo pEap ecetief
of o fied Vuot.

*Va. seveto

ga.poecJowe

1. Povfwu~eC objectives for mgit1ale hwAft4S (40.111. 60.1121.

As %as twe "so WIt.% tile Advanced Notice bE Segaied Wamaklog for'
10 cro Part 60 (loodsru' SeIstoc. 01gy 13. IWO0) (loftte from. Dre~ttr.
11%',. Ic S.cro trl. US. dated Jua p 10. '1180 . US 099 w.ith the ORC
that performanc objections a'e m~acdd fee' SO9 of the three .aWo
""nlops IWitbia tow Westit tgelattoo system. Ur roc@,rt$e that trode-

17e will beP~i !J Iapeend thatW
Tut e. aI suit5S coming tism gI i rs for the systwm WI I aeap.'

st"I t0 he oP0C1f 4C St4ol Chaeri f0v 'Sn eeIttey. Amalysis of
tow of'ectl'eeeiS of W4t id bowliers. emewow.. Will. doped stronglir
somodels with tomegrot oncrlaatoe I. to he gatls throoolvse. Ito the
NotorI Ee of a qtogc VWG blerblopic sstrommt W Whd~ch the lost#
to Placed. and to the fatod evoiutla. of that smeitsnt as It
uAtecacts with uthe %stio sod ts sobject 'Lo eaterol fretrbatimml. Spoed-
Fling WINIAW vformeC objectives fat the "mroo 1oi heia's CAN
noto wO WhalE AC@0tint0 it SO" feigst. lod.aioecy a" befrites
Is partitulorip Imperaot siora the usete ~m Swt-1twed fissiem
pleutt (Sereid C$) luhe1 the basoed Oid hent gausecatien is resetot.

The f*M 01 06G w4" o.f the isiium gse'fmon abjictives awo Waderstaid-
Ok),? Officaltrbe for the Comission. Furer fincreases lot isgctnlcol
tinsledqO of wio dtWMIa sysieaS am. be a~e~ttad to redoce the total
exeruiltu of models saubt aNW lead to mor Cost offectiwi mod usrkable.

the V et a*t WNWee VSap to fleet Gotiom. caiuieetie s Of flatee's foatures
withis see presvotuo of the coontep (twirlesr and Uregent. 1961). For these,
eeaeeo. W feel that SW grfeemace Objectives cewld be modified to the
fwit'". onepete the g. t nooke of dtsasal as lo"g as tO R geverniol
IPA sttdard UOiss tll b et.

a. Wile~ "Os"a

Vhe pworoinaIO skietie 6' the -oost Wu"ta has oewl led W of the
"ast hiettd dfstwIsies SOU mSCAStlit MAd f.allbility. Cloplaw'p NW
others (1PSO) h1601 gredudd satos laopliag Whet th leogo Ity of the teste
WkWms %as WIe litle* Itmflnco of, the lwre-ter rish .eeAs the tbcthag
lasts for gels* year; ormore. The Pressent sol peoeleet egaibmbl..
asservi.ct that the bosses will fast" Contained Withim the Moato aWtagE
feor et loest 1.000 Years following isteer of the regoettoery soem towel
of osr p COROt. L te of the malt is Clearl I, eed d to pr"sIde pemi*Ct1
egalest 9011%l., tmtoitwCircoti'e of the totws, goundel ier fled sirsta.

ymew sr Ostrav feictegos. impeo 'Ii .luWd9 shfts ead 10" o111141. Of
inesdwigaot h~ oaltvitieg that oigat distaft the vealogic Systo toning
the tims eab the wowse arE wit Mleartws aid "Ketuiintls even tIermal
effects the greatest. Suck Protoct,$ 04Cold he prsidead by the %ast COn-
tatemeo abjective statied by t is the EWdec Is1amkit lgp'.gce"dt o
(W. 1960):
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We111. qgatoliow withi,. too koadisto vicinity of*a*ti*1 pvotuet i%%14 be virtually tiemlte during1"s vwi~d ~m rwtiefte. and Ilepool sutpwt are"pi-al" by fissswa prosot iialop. Aar less of coo*loloost 5shol4 bee p adial Process v^tch resles towap tt frotlsinal waste invent"c rieloose valenqntw'O.w o vvivo iie .e#.. totes.
WI it pppvesto "e esm.gaiff period of mite rola et l.vv pers
to seee"t Oaqwn* $Its" to ew'tie wat -e its ladtte OInyIrpecat
lh,-o too 9erld ste tw~wote. to tt. foellwy are*t above soblot.
"eoeea Moll "W to P~wst ith tourve of sehip titeractsoge *t
*t fSledttiiofper*%w o90 onlyI in te rlp iItap of Ovfelogmel (Vorery.~
1910;* Juee* 1961). 1. adoitea-. theeowa"fanlc affecti s ontte "oosslic

too lIttlit of tow It loH% are highly witortafet W*ct low the pioi of
eleustej teowtwes. *a minve OK""e Mt Provides tootbiwe for
).600 yoear..Ife b',imtv of tthe lop"Ol Pwlto*..* ttofwe" 141hly Odesfrbl.
bot asied an be Y0969Uy if ether cowgnstitle 0gadltg"n are Prevent. a
ef the "Citrsne - whc a ,'cVso Iloims ae beallesI, is taoest
mAn18-.OitjeP tbrowh ovin, or dilv0ta. et the w,,,e~ VP e'ad th""I l Iad
log ,f the "Msvev PA O"Ifetemat 4* latch the Ontr -Notop flow, 190is tolopotly pordtew to hp IDS ' o laow Po tw soft OforwilIV,.
Q~w'tv wpil to all ltk5oth$ pt afr theft..no ties wight sio Eottowels
a Vol"puop" wit% a Oftrger Iffetimp. forip'orarie. it is Possible thetc t e "W le"PO peers werstvwiag q o.time vveckItal systim Ow
a*owws to ppormec sw eekbith1itiie tecimetogy AIll 00croee ite the Peoit

ohoq b Mp e eqp"o ~toafit vi 1 exist!t,~ t rTlios% truS the wastevoc*"W41 e "m slow. ee to" ol wsoed tWop"te.

The Vole. in poseet' witilm, ohe""tey bl oftor h I.U0.pen twptjlee
owlat thw vote eqfy rnwas of minjr oelar ds froo too oaqplneve dsysta. iato
t#. goelqlt Se'llf" be es hlifler then I hart 1 i IOQ.MD P Yearp. Slog,
0"040011, o t"e ~10~ With natural dispoplime en retardation afI4 rOduc
the t~cfteol"ea SW's we" met a Strom eq reqtfw1ciIE trovolisqm to INe
04eeeir so ihet mny fishewpveg to the biosgevre mull I bepo., ecceptebl.
lleo't. A perfamdct. obeitfviorlated to role.,. rot" s 1 iplorilg~a. I
%erlast with respect to en. Oct ",#an* vespecillp plotenIlm. voriclew. tor
Ontwe'w'f. 91OP~S~ly se ether (l97?1 iheme that the 0`911POS rote It if",
teso I celrell". the ftscowey eq plolotem' to the b"Ofteee Io a lj'ster
ts w404h it. wvetvo ~ ew"get tow saw velocity as the Irowt alter cnd tow
flat pat "at ber. Ceanstferalo Guidance 'uggsts toot pleteai.. Pod Its
tMoof ame rVIetfee'- lInoluble ev that trenspneyt e alutonlvm Sp los

Ufio a pot"e It most grooseyaws Oe rw~rent (e.g.. lshe'..was. ISO').
Too iwerifstvy of pltigmf Ise rolotIO.. to actuel gcowntwaeertc systia Is

estuel WWII boam e; cadt- Al Is.o revlseo rate as ryeairu by it. 'silo619"' Il wiO5ae7 'to ~ ovro ec notala'nIs rols1 to activelife gon.
toesritu. an "vionovq which peeigsa "Psr lo", flow polh or v*e in
10h'tim tho e 51W0*I eq Ito ottinlows poll be well established siett ~Peeit
a sloor eewos veto.

3
me de pot believe that OR weaul release eq 1 pert In 100.00 trt the ont-
nere sYstw' shoeld be 411ca1011y difficult to ecimve under lowe taorotur.
cene'tions. A s5ccssein of borrflrs to raleos. cotld Itclwi: a host rck
with low later content. low porwobity a4r low isydrewlic gvrad.ts. titkfi
Orgund _st# POc eS ti Inhibit _ater otces to tht wiste vckage and sorb
any rolosd rodleucIlides; a wlste Package tint will Pot dograoe Sude-ly;ad c loste two of low leschebtlity. we alseo ote that s"I Ceditble stenal
for the eOlwvlOn of the resltery ld not l1d to sivultsait s failvWe b3
all "tte Ctnister.

t. sIouad01stter tovMl tlei
t e pawot roa uir menl ttnt t1% g"1o t ttl q 1" p stce lac n
g'ound-votw traeel tims torouh the for field to the accessible V"er*n-mot o at least 1.000 ?ers It both rbosonetle fen oc westbwl. In m"ys tting iw erma~ts. etteel p ,mste.ecolocylint trowel tiue coo be "Det

to bwi greater then that.

2. Stabillty 10.112)

That Stioa eq f rOf requirin1 Stability Of tt0 geologic lettl t11Sice
the Start eq tow Owataeesry Ptrted tows tlo e to be beth V"e end _mwessfStablity is a volative _tta.. por-ot has Otcenrrd some faults i" the
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3. stft and berbelo sotligf (60.133)

In SW Wne . ti rMirwent that at the ter eq Po moll t closesealed shafts and beeehe las inh ibit transport of ndivn tildes to atlteat t . S ue degreeOs the sidisttle d weltt of reck thrb whitch theyposs Is rswmeble and eChirwoble. So" rglteq guidance is Probablynecssary NM. For o1ele. does thw potefonce weriresst * re' toth lotwatpvted tole ef rocks thow_ which thats red bOveli'os lostor to Idtvedl etbs within the Cole ? Leno-e. pwOJefctior. *Of ShatVWd beelt %"ing porfefe Will. eq ceerte. bt Mghly uncertain.lo owercue this uncertainty. w toil that Mt sIeold be e cour .,ed toselect geloiC oettlnts 1n which the COnSCOMec S eq shaft srs failurewill be winloilvd. 0.0.. 0 stttin In which nawral hydreulic gredietSere d me rd or (Otihw d the haeed h bt Ou rd) in w tich potable w etor isobtent In oerly ror s am strOtaW'
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of t . o.:r-'. * c Lratsin rto he*1%0tt5?.

lottg otatuc it 6wwse the 'tt r1ts'a. O~te. WMf *4 IIq t ae e '
dtesag tw lhiianaa, %.X1 be w, buar lv, m&o at no* des-." thI' itner
"(o!a:e %kerote *,ato-:le' are. -1 f'"or cfwe0'.t .lIt .atr~ twl
,es~rcrmrsr fad-'." f,- ".S%% Ve Sho %X.' ii8.:2 '".1 be U"-p
f.-f .Se-t.ng Pt,.. us !:lr C: b:.tg ,..v.

InI "lard ito engan eved barriers ft. .l I ari &-% Peoe e.'
Milds toas a recipe for hmw%6de SAOg oaIc'-~aoule 'o 71eal. It isov:

to set tr old it is dL-am'wac'to TO' e ac.w. rr.laa. S,-e d-'.:
oaIT? W tell eawuse wha1 It Is made cf Stut if .-u ~ W 11 g:. v.
the mrvcp.

(be Other th-ing ladhing fan- tot desipa qwlaru of w-ia Iwgtalatavi
tat. fecrvtart is tmo9re-wst' :r S t?5;tft Ctme!t Vm'tc-,e wi .- 't
visit vwea roioaotorv. TNa. qsuotlde adpeuae twAr' f" the.t "w
shctld he Cuysitel. has facili1tie. Wad 4howrs f'T 8.e.tat ; ~.A
lnI&Wszl&ngf till be veiw tpq'-rtan'. If t-.woaroatr Fitpe the TW'lt, Cvcr-i* ,#
thet woo 'art ade e a pod Yr'b mq rit Trens ei? vt !rCi. F,-re% ~.Aw- 'f
Lio 11%eld' magL' to be ra'r'jltod ot *%o devr Tf ~'- faroet, aid "

C e i ifara Wa. Secretary swh. "ma. "plat wion mea.dsaw -
Vit-at.. N as me Ittwarg for ptrfersu'e cootfarriation. I thtnt that we
s,oift7dudica-V A opecial Qelc "Arns the LWudeIPOWI faculity to conduct %-W
litwrgY, We ca call at the Chapel Kf~wiir* Hoa't1. end Fmginvetref tturgizv-1
Te i~turgY should he in laitxi~Tt bomt1 aod at should he r-''oeved villa
the proper vvet*ts., Tow wat a good shio.a.('.o %aw the K's md lz'tsrlal-
Ian$ howe all the 'las but We. fecretair su mre t-Aat wet cAn desic-l
a better sne.) To Poke the 2!pel a PaVing Proposittion 'cv coagt to have
tat doablv rsokaodant collect;w ir a~te. mat, maltaple s-¶utim 60catc fer
Ow's. AP varl, to make Ahe G1? S .7ter. %cf for ru-.

SJIART N 1AIIC. W' C1;PICAT10.

In the ifotetst of safets snd efflcieay VW wwtt a ve1l travawd
Sai %*Il coordiviatedl sLaff imF ag thet rvqwuitorv.. I a- Sw. that vau
it oiler the NOYti Ueleley mixticain ail tde Esther hz:l1aws montet iAny?
vat *.V orSee usvthi-4 better :oOrdanat&ed7 I thin& tea romiatvaft sSimal
ipecify' the. )wt an Esther holuml I corUt flath traininF pmrars~ ftor irej,

ratso.w ha a yf'ed sote l' ift s,.. fficionti' and Walt*. Style.'r% can fit rlgh% lvi with tI* i6X' S sysion. It-, )v .:1l be dring
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to ,' weat rv -. %tito rierts.:ulartv it '-a3u , a m -t ~ ai v
re-ter a?% tbw c-.%PA- are e',cel- lwmmn rw

W, SVCWV1C2S . 0*40 10itgeeIN~t %All 14' 9' uen 1o VW
V ~ bwt vm vte.P %vr call co gavi ell L&.-le 16l:P. is tor g-&# f
t~o U.S. if a -10 lkvi*. "I~m Chwovt f0- 0v Itb

Lolls 'Toth

P.M IV. SecretaryP* I tuat milted thwt I dmvlW VW sme. %WMb
va awe Whe. Somteea or its 0owetarv. 1wajld you pleate, verate ad tell
me. 0M I swoml to kow Von .w becaae I %my to wrile e NW ebmat
VONe. I birm Vow low the WV ,.l I cow how pill etjew,. bell
that couldn't have boom writ. if wi daikt low. 0411 Vatlevs ino.

*4b ns hmm imprtwt it to for wo to have yo! mm.

4lear *eV;latery *vw'rle- ~-
Ss~kno. s.C. 2154!

^ear Yr. tcr to It I.te' Secreuaryt

bk!le vtsting the anviroer of the _wAp called Washington.
, C. rec-%ly. 1 was in need of emnusent one day and chanced
to peruo tw e 7/8/S peodral leogiuter. Tour blurb om poae )5260
cauvht ry eye. I rotfr to tWe propo-ed rule, 1 CP Part 6G.
V1eoss; of Flab-LIrel aadhoctlve Wastes In geologic -fopoitoriew.

a- : I itle presumptuoue to rotor to trash ee high-lloe I
Tou don'it ave to an_ wt that. heyl I don't core what the
low ways. you don t hav, to aner that. I have otber bents
to pick with you.

so particularly eeneern-d about the teehnical calterLs *st
'eut Lin Sulpart t. Ky thoughts on thooe erteria cm be ex-
pressed in oe vords

I kope you daent plan to put that stuff Ln a soumtonoea reione.
gave you w"r be"n te a mountainose region' Do you bow how
hrrd It Is to de ealculations wherv Mountalnoue regions ae
Involvedq Nav* yw furkeye ever o e a calculation'

Unlaeaochable asurce have told Me that the tectnical crtorta
In Subpart t are attributabile to yr off ice of Nuclear Material
Safety and Sategmarda (WASS). Nad J not knoeo this. my beet
gues* emolE ha" ben Celdilocet *nd the Three Sears. (astde
there'e es y in Columbuis, Ohio who dee a wonderful rendition
of e and 3J.) I bhve only one question for those reeponesible
for the tocsical criteria' Ic this the beot you can. do.
tWSIS?

y:critleivel_ are *ild empar-d to bwht others have told so
concerning their opinions of Subpart t. Take *y daughter.
pleasel Cho cure** you.

Ray Dashn
WIttU hlue ball,. PA 17506.
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JOHN A. ADAM
TI'to C's" on",
C-0Pom Sp 0,1 am*a
tIO, *M.-2eW Is CUI tO Comments. .1. ads" tcesltdl

IV W-? "*I 6 GeOt *I

Subjot 10 VS Pel 4.pspslofUg.ooltdiat
socrsm, E 10 ~ oo Lagogc hgeitris fjesol he toul S" *

W4155 tes O C.O~OPt 1 t h sbet ge N6onot

31113ted! 1so Cp saPeetet ass past14 me'Of 11the SAC's 24igbLuvel
vhst"e to~sse 64 velet 1ee both @eso.Feeral s* tstey iul the

lst.la em~~

rvagaos te Incotpoate set*e Ike sudjct udbeol aem-wshoul b
basped d wt*ut epvnisa mas r pstaps i fthe prvsac's vii-of t
wate huialfbdo giesla.r1f mmtea a wrigtll dytl *"'rede thel

who ag oo~fids thek fuur met. baveno se ead fuetr stre.

stishd.Te afefett ata 0Osoe rels odematoeadl thoogldet

adepto lita,1t ouser aattee osu"S thb appllstleeof ofAb to

blofeti Safet tne *be goireaship .betenow and etao test ftued
sep sebe saw sible. ries v tlss ocavllyb

aIsftie.To peupsodple abeoals*boctreasonably tsoftedthe
lauOls If de booo obervaitaions iS 501 05 fee $$estise9 tuo

eooseiebl ostede.tto cocrnsl *otheiopplisteelo wht~ler the
pe111.1 peseltsol. jotiu Cte tgfim, alsoask fosrllomobut, how
such appicaione ofst Alist toe prerfeuaac hojeetuci will iTh

et. dttoadt Is. 1ttheqetp.4 of&L theldog'ee toe fidete etothe
safveltof, oaf us aoea leath., bthemselyu IncmA i4 toas usal
40eese, ioe Corn 'seis o ega tow rpeofithese feature whichtl

eowl no hi fesh, oPideat iteseesuc fteepslr

tothoPe 10011p*oised higer lewgIs of pecfie$remc $Msihes.t s
tireasonabl stanlodar. Likewiolse. Pt Se*kIs mpeta wof~ the

"ceis. eapplicetle should frtwido repositCryp feetue*S ii *%it%
the Co"Isslio coo hev* a high level of ceufidexce. is as
*zampl*. the Coosissiui shswld prefer w*s'.e package GeVSAi
which will provide csteisufmt feo au adequate pero-d of time
wvide. `-a rease, of cooditios to 'e waste packase wINch
proofses csoteinm*et fre a Iemger parted of tist. hut w*oer a
ors, *areer Foote of couditiems.

I ao also cesncrd*4 aboat the Iugeotiae of two d4stloct
$ot. of rfor"easce objectives; thdse of C aid those of (PA.
I esderstand the Fatigable for wslog the two sets of
perf-euatce whjects. hut I else believe that doing so pilces
an sasecossaee, hured *o thed.esi*g ald aalyses processes. Is
a Sense. It also places the apolicatiosk fo r vepositsry In
dauble jeopardy. I belie., that the SIc staff should so 4*o
step f*uthet oee loerporste the tEPA aroreace objectives
15t* kther eve pefoeseuco objectives. Tht is. the Sc,
peetre"Nee objective should reflect saC's u4idrstndilns of
what *is *eqalred to satisfy the tC's Performance objectives
pad. to lSO achieve the leve1 of confidence that the ilt
#e*tes. Specificelly. the SAC peefoemsoce objectives fer
centatiuoet. isoleli sa u et, time sheowl be It
lteat those which the 1AC believes tt;e necessary to achieve
the CPA wortfevsaece objectives. This may require that the
perfsrsance objectives he sutlide sootific.

SWIMrl eommots

)10.2 tICll trieu.

The orososed &oa$eots provide a e etiltion for
lasu§rgaigs wastes. It woul be more appropriate to have e
defotitlse of mOtbe thee MMW As sew stated. there Is so
i*plicette that TIM las cuereetly aeflued$ will be disoos*e of
to a 11a repostory Gad thit eo-MSL1. 4s-71t1 will iXt be.
Thew so be ether wastes which oee "ither MLM nor too which
:so iof should) be disi#*ed of In & WLU rewpsitory. Ihe
tstimcties 1h7 1u be h*ae hetwat* s 54 wastes sea uther wastes,

ist het"wem ot &ad tem.

the defiotties of ctaitne os lecloded as part of the
tfioitieo of waste packege Is set the same as that glooe Is
S4o.t10i.IIti. The letter definition 1i the better of the two.

IA0.10 IC) Site 4bharcteritatife.

Ct "y howe to chdractoelue several sites ti order te
fid wae site which Is llcessable. It is also possible that

'01 21 beabl*e te fed0 a site which is likely to SO Suitable
without wal*g at depth. lsitwo iavestivotiees. It Is
reefoohble to Ueqeiee fill heracterlle tsl of the site once It

I

I

i
I
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I
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0CV 60 CeOMWtst J. ease ( ent-it 3

via hem telqet*d St the . subject -of a lic*nse apPlicetlso.
SC.em the eost of at depth testiag oen te dlffitceltp of
deswing sovatotatige osenlastest about the relative ep~its of
elteeetine site. the ree r t that cat sol. charegtorla*
elteeqative witos egiig lo-sito testiot et depth "6 vicesslve.
that 0 boo ideutified seo site which can satisfy scC sod tEp
Vertil-osic@ ebjettiwes Sen prescriptive criteria, oheud

tiO.IOU.113) Cotects

Tbe 1ost 1tetefetof the definits** of ,ervoacts should
read: it *ialose$ cud prot~ets the cotelmer Gad wste fare to

SW Iii Favreble tCeoitioss.

11wl. tbe othae provistoms of S".1tttfl the rdodirstat
of a too water groudwater content sopears enoecessery and eey
rose set ." *1therise 1tghly desirable sites.

the f*oltoueg faeorable, coeditia shod be ad|de:

*0% eatf00 amdjta slI... is both dpthb so4 Sont*t. .eolfij4

the reso;" .0.o a lettfes ase. feme to* ealter to m"dl
with eootidooce the* a formation wbich la *. tar, not absolve. or
'o-o*.4fom. All Sold, haing the se. greater ce,.ideo L,,
be plated lo the, Ordict4es of tbe behislor of magiseo.
wefore foepattoem.

iS69l13101-1) potlotlill, adrse cedItiej.

%lI"u the *uteot cod "Selte ef eliestio ha*n*ge.
rut teulorly these cased by see C tin net be prfdicted over the
loa-tere. tWi garoe h shoold reed: '1 i e lacical

i6@.ltdtbI Amsseesmt of piiateeiell, adverse cendittonss

MiO ,ragre"ol should be ehanoad to read:

O...e*al1oted gat0, realistic amalyses baed oiipis.

Uthe use f soesewO tie ailulysete cod esseepteoo, It eneallvu
potontial evelts cue result to a teWc of baloece la the
eveluatia. of a tst cod the rejection of. What is to fact. a
good %its.

:0 Eel 60 Ceww"ts. J. Ads* Itc"ttd. 4

560.11i seluelreats for the weste pactage and it.; covouents.

Thli-ssectia s$eeld beg*i wvith he fafll.ing ststeneet:

*,I% fol it4 r i ents shal "a1 _ to all HLW waste
t alsto aal ter to l * isitke uie*|ss

TU -sclearly shos M "^ 1 rtl elss . of 0e~e *o f thes
____i___ents_ Will fez.____ _ h ije-?Formamice or

Ise on iremeel lerects.i

there "y be so" -Wastes for which the eppllcat of to e
reoutrenn"ts ef this 9eCtlel Say he i erattiCal or way result
to a not iln"Crse l. ee1VIOen"etcl impacts. for eeorte. there
not bC blig activity low-level westes which have already beem
captured cod packaged t a manner whtcb dots met satisfy the
r*esuiremets of tois section. bet for which the 1n09cts of
repackaging the waste may be greater then the benefits te be
gained.,

Siecerely.

A. "All
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Du.set Aettry Chlik!

I _ herowith traeasltting the efficial coupeput of the scate
f Uehilngteon ecncernitg proosed rule mekiia' by the Csls-
ioen 10 CYR Fort 60, Diposel of HhLth-ew.I Radioactive 4ates
in Coelogic 3.postcotleo. lhe propoe*d rule making was o:lic-d
In th fe`4ral r gieter. Veltau w . rNob.er 10. Woebedov
July S. 19dl. 4e *re infored thet eeo nts will be received
through sobv t S. 1351.

lTh coie o te4 the ette *r * f llowe

(t) While represetetlwee Of seversl *tite* asen-Ie have
pruticlpated in diecuseiowe concerning the disposel
of bh-lovel redoactive waste we dr not feel

qualified toteeelet on the technics! aspects ef
*uch of the piopoee4d rguletlon Xo;feve-. wo sre
confideat that the prevision for a pickhae to last
for 1.000 yeias to proper and eccepceble

(2) Us do _et beolle that It 1t *pproprice* that a
teelogleal wattin shioule be c sen w'iich would re-
julre oztenuive gSa and water control values, pipe-
lInes and .1.1ler leotures as sttt*d in IC rTM A'
Flitnof eOufiN cotol'tdevics mew coe0rlse pCcraV.
Integrity.

(t) O ce~t " to hbow concerns about the relativelw
linor role bffordpd the stetas On the biting. desip.
coentruction and qperstion of these f(cliti.o
lasixouh of tbe S*te of Uashington appea:-. to be a
highly probabl- location for a repouitoty. our toncerns

n this _atter untt attention,

40e0. ~~
VMea~s wlatpte
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